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PHASE 2: CURRENT SYSTEM ASSESSMENT AND OPTIONS EVALUATION 

Task D: Current System Description 

1 PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF THIS DISCUSSION PAPER 

In 1996, the County of Simcoe (the County) completed a Joint Waste Diversion Strategy which 
identified the need for an integrated waste management system. Many waste initiatives have 
been developed and implemented in the County over the past number of years. In 2009 the 
County identified the need to develop a long-term waste management strategy to provide a 
planning framework and strategic direction for the County‟s waste management system over the 
next twenty years. 

On August 14, 2009 the County began the process of developing a Solid Waste Management 
Strategy.  The purpose of the Strategy is to provide direction for the County‟s waste 
management system through recommendations to improve current waste diversion programs, 
to make progress towards zero waste and to address processing and disposal needs for the 
next twenty years.    

Phase 2 of the study involves assessment of the current solid waste management system and 
options evaluation.  This Memo documents the results of Task D presenting current waste 
generation information and a description of the current waste management practices and 
systems.   

2 INFORMATION SOURCES    

To undertake Task D, the following is a list of primary sources that were consulted: 

 Audit information provided by the County; 

 Reports prepared for Corporate Services Committee; 

 By-law No. 3854 
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 By-law No. 5764 – Establishing and Maintaining a System for Collection, Processing, 
Marketing, Transfer and/or Disposal of Garbage, Organics, Recyclables and other 
Optional Waste Materials and for Operation and Maintaining Waste Management 
Facilities in the County of Simcoe; 

 County of Simcoe Curbside Collection Calendar; 

 WDO Datacall; 

 Five Waste Collection Contracts issued by the County of Simcoe; 

 Budget and collection information as provided by the County; 

 The County‟s Official Plan; Simcoe Area:  A Strategic Vision for Growth; 

 Annual Monitoring Reports; and, 

 Organics Processing Contract with Aim. 

3 SOLID WASTE PLANNING HORIZONS 

On August 14, 2009 Simcoe County initiated the preparation of a Solid Waste Management 
Strategy to identify a preferred long-term solid waste management system to manage the 
County‟s waste over the long-term. The Strategy would be initiated in 2010, and is intended to 
address a 20-year timeframe to 2029/2030. This planning horizon is appropriate because: 

1. The County has no current processing infrastructure (e.g. recycling, composting) in 
place.  Should new infrastructure be recommended in the Strategy, it could reach the 
end of its useful life within 20 years.  This could trigger an opportunity for substantial 
program change. 

2. A 20 year period is appropriate for consideration of centralized infrastructure (capital) as 
significant capital investments are normally amortized over 10 to 20 year periods. 

3. The Province recently released its “Policy Statement on Waste Management Planning” 
which recommended at minimum, that municipal waste management plans should cover 
a 20 to 25-year planning period. No significant change to the provincial approach for the 
development of municipal solid waste strategies is anticipated for some time. 

4. While waste management technology is constantly evolving through continuous 
improvement there are no significant waste management technology „evolutions‟ 
anticipated to occur in the 20 year planning period.  Should any „evolution‟ occur, it 
could be addressed through the regularly scheduled updates to the Strategy (occurring 
at least every five years). 

5. The only planning obstacle is the recent announcements by the Province regarding 
potential changes to the Waste Diversion Act, and pending legislation that may 
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fundamentally shift responsibility for diversion of waste to producers of certain materials 
(including blue box materials, C&D waste and others), known as full EPR (Extended 
Producer Responsibility).  While this legislation if implemented will impact the County‟s 
waste management system there is no clear timing related to this initiative and should 
not preclude the County from the benefits of a much needed planning process. 

Notwithstanding these factors, all good long-range strategic planning processes have pre-
determined and adhered to review periods e.g., every five years and plan reviews/updates 
should also occur with certain triggers or key events.  Key events may include, but are not 
necessarily limited to, major facility events (e.g. opening and closing of landfills or transfer 
stations, facility modifications), changes in economic conditions affecting population growth or 
industrial development, changes in provincial or federal regulations or policy and any other 
major development that could affect/alter the plan.    

4 GEOGRAPHIC, DEMOGRAPHIC AND ECONOMIC DATA 

4.1 Geographic 

The County is located in South-Central Ontario, and is comprised of 16 member Municipalities 
including: Adjala-Tosorontio, Bradford West Gwillimbury, Clearview, Collingwood, Essa, Innisfil, 
Midland, New Tecumseth, Oro-Medonte, Penetanguishene, Ramara, Severn, Springwater, Tay, 
Tiny and Wasaga Beach.  The County is 4,840.56 km2 in size and covers an area from Lake 
Simcoe to Nottawasaga Bay.  The separated Cities of Orillia and Barrie and CFB Borden are 
located within the County boundaries.  Simcoe County is approximately 130 km north of Toronto 
and is well connected to southern and northern Ontario via Highway 400. 

The 16 member municipalities are connected by 850 km of roads, 1,700 lane kilometers, more 
than 180 bridges and other structures.    The County also has the largest holding of municipally 
owned forests in Ontario with 12,545 ha of forests.   

Simcoe County is one of the most geologically diversion areas in Ontario, containing a wide 
array of prominent physiographic features.  The County contains 68 provincially significant 
Areas of Natural and Scientific Interest, and at least 64 species of plants and animals 
considered to be vulnerable, threatened, or endangered in Ontario and/or Canada.  The County 
contains features which have received international recognition for their environmental 
significance: Minesing Wetland, Matchedash Bay and the Niagara Escarpment.  The County 
has extensive shoreline areas, as it borders the major water bodies of Georgian Bay, Lake 
Simcoe, Lake Couchiching, the Trent-Severn Waterway and several small lakes. 

The capacity of the majority of Simcoe‟s landfills are at or nearing capacity.  Therefore, at some 
point in the near future, Simcoe will be required to find a new alternative for waste disposal.  
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Any new or expanded facility will be limited by geography and other natural features.  Therefore, 
the natural characteristics of the County are expected to have a strong influence on the future of 
waste management in the County. 

4.2 Demographic 

As of 2008, the population of Simcoe County was approximately 319,901 with 125,000 
households (approximately 118,000 single family and 7,500 multi-family). There are 
approximately 13,9721 seasonal residences located within the County.   

The population density per square kilometre is approximately 69.62.  The County is anticipating 
an increase in population growth based on its proximity to the GTA.  The population of the 
County is expected to grow from the population reported in the 2006 census, by 61% to 439,500 
in 2031.  In addition to its residents, the County also receives over eight million visitors every 
year.  The population of the County is not evenly dispersed, with varying population densities 
between municipalities.  Those municipalities identified as being predominantly rural in nature 
include Adjala-Tosorontio, Clearview, and Oro-Medonte.  More „Urban‟ areas include 
Collingwood, Midland, Penetanguishene, and Wasaga Beach.  Some municipalities have both 
urban and rural characteristics such as Bradford-West Gwillimbury, Essa, Innisfil, New 
Tecumseth, and Springwater.  The remainder of the municipalities, Ramara, Severn, Tay, and 
Tiny, have been classified as rural/seasonal. 

Based on the population projections in the County‟s OP and the influx of seasonal visitors, the 
County‟s municipal services will be subject to increasing pressures over time.  For waste 
management planning purposes, population growth and density will have significant impacts on 
waste management planning as waste management infrastructure (collection, processing and 
disposal) need to be carefully planned to accommodate long term growth.  The County will need 
to ensure there is sufficient capacity and facilities are sized accordingly for the anticipated 
increase in population.  Population density also plays a significant role in the collection of waste.  
Given the population density is fairly low at 69.62 individuals per square kilometre, collection 
services can be costly to provide as collection vehicles must travel greater distances between 
stops to collect materials.  The future population of Simcoe and population densities will be key 
factors to account for when establishing the Simcoe‟s future waste management system. 

4.3 Economic 

The Simcoe area has a diverse economic base that includes agriculture, resource-based 
industries, small and large manufacturing operations, research and creative industries, and a 
strong service sector.  Major individual employers include Honda Canada, which employs more 

                                              
1 Excel Spreadsheet:  2009 Environmental Budget, Collect Rough 
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than 4,000 people; CFB Borden, which employs approximately 3,250 military members and 
1,500 civilians, and Casino Rama, which employs approximately 3,700 people.  Based on the 
2006 Census, 281,375 persons were employed in the County of Simcoe.  Table 1 provides a 
breakdown of the number of individuals employed in each sector.  As the information is 
provided through Statistics Canada, it is not known if the individuals are employed within 
Simcoe County or if his/her place of work is outside of the county. 

 

Table 1  Occupation of Simcoe County Residents, 2006 

Occupation Simcoe County 

Total experienced labour force 15 years and over 140,655 
Management occupations 14,215 
Business, finance and administration occupations 21,230 
Natural and applied sciences and related occupations 5450 
Health occupations 7500 
Occupations in social science, education, government service and religion 10,070 
Occupations in art, culture, recreation and sport 2995 
Sales and service occupations 35,995 
Trades, transport and equipment operators and related occupations 26,535 
Occupations unique to primary industry 5295 
Occupations unique to processing, manufacturing and utilities 11,370 
Source:   Statistics Canada, 2006 Census 

 

5 GENERAL OVERVIEW OF EXISTING SOLID WASTE 
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 

The following section provides an overview of the County‟s current waste management system.  
Since it assumed responsibility for waste from its member municipalities on January 23, 1990 
(as per By-law No. 3854), the County has implemented a number of programs to increase 
diversion from the County‟s landfills.  Through programs provided via curbside collection and 
those at the various landfills and transfer stations, the County achieved a diversion rate of 
approximately 47% in 20082.  Table 2 provides a brief summary of the County‟s waste 
management system illustrating how it has changed over the past four years (2006 to 2009). 

 

                                              
2 2008 WDO GAP 
** Not including Site 23, New Tecumseth which only accepts MHSW. 
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Table 2  Overview of the County's Waste Management System 

Simcoe County Waste System Overview 

 

  

2006 2007 2008 
2009 (as of 
Year End) * 

F
a

c
il
it

ie
s
 

Landfill Sites: 8 6 6 4 
Transfer Stations: 1 3 3 4 ** 
Stump Dumps: 

 
3 2 3 

Landfill Sites under 
Development:  

4 4 4 

Composting Facilities: 6 5 5 5 
Inactive Landfill Sites: 

 
26 26 28 

Household Hazardous Waste 
Depot Events (# per year) 15 15 15 15 

Total Waste Disposed at 
County Facilities (tonnes) 77,089 72,835 63,681 54,915 

Total Waste Diverted at County 
Facilities (tonnes) 38,159 49,636 56,289 66,496 

  
    

C
o
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e
c

ti
o

n
 P

ro
g

ra
m

s
 

Curbside Garbage Collection 
(Households Serviced) 115,000 124,851 120,923 123,948 

Curbside Recycling Collection 
(Households Serviced) 118,000 128,319 126,603 125,922 

Curbside SS Organics 
Collection (Households 
Serviced) 

3,951 4,018 108,788 112,510 

Total Curbside Garbage 
Collected (tonnes) 51,000 52,580 48,714 38,720 

Total Curbside Recycling 
Collected (tonnes) 20,000 23,154 24,954 21,792 

Total Curbside SS Organics 
Collected (tonnes) 356 353 3, 560 11,645 

Total Curbside Special 
Collections (tonnes) 4,000 4,423 5,872 3,406 

Total Curbside Materials 
Collected (tonnes) 75,356 80,510 79,540 77,265 

* 2009 Tonnages are based on records from Nov 08 to Oct 09. 
** Not including Site 23, New Tecumseth which only accepts MHSW 
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5.1 Waste Management By-law 

The County‟s waste management authority was established under By-law No. 3854.   By-law 
No. 5764, a By-law for establishing and maintaining a system for collection, processing, 
marketing, transfer and/or disposal of garbage, organics, recyclables and other optional waste 
materials and for operating and maintaining waste management facilities in the County of 
Simcoe, was passed in early 2009.  The By-law establishes the following: 

 Delegation of authority to appropriate County staff; 

 The role of the Director of Environmental Services; 

 Limits, size specifications, and other restrictions for collection services of garbage, 
recycling, and organics; and 

 Hours, fees, prohibitions, special arrangements and operation of waste management 
facilities. 

Information from the By-law that is pertinent to waste management services, and garbage, 
recycling, and organics collection are discussed below in each applicable section. 

5.2 Waste Management Services 

The County of Simcoe offers a range of waste management services.  Most single-family 
residents receive curbside collection of garbage, recyclables, and organics.  In addition, optional 
collection services for bulky waste, leaf and yard waste, brush, and metal items are offered at 
specified dates in certain municipalities.  The County has recently (September 2008) increased 
its diversion efforts by offering a source-separated organics program, increasing the number of 
recyclable materials accepted, and decreasing the garbage bag limit.    Some multi-residential 
units also receive the same services as single-family dwellings. The commercial sector receives 
limited collection services.  Further detail regarding collection services is provided in the sections 
below. 

While the County currently disposes of all residual waste within its municipal boundaries, 
processing capacity for recyclables and organics is lacking within the County and some 
materials are exported for processing.  The County currently has a number of waste 
management facilities (landfills, transfer stations/depots etc.) spread across the County.  Details 
regarding these facilities are available in subsequent sections of this memo. 

5.3 Waste Management Facilities 

The County currently (as of December 2009) operates four landfills, three transfer stations (not 
including Site 23 New Tecumseth that only accepts MHSW), four MHSW depots, and one small 
Material Recovery Facility (MRF).  The following figure (Figure 1) illustrates the location of the 
waste management facilities located in the County. 
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 The County has several diversion programs operating at its landfills and transfer stations.  The 
County diverts the following materials: brush, drywall, blue box material, asphalt shingles, scrap 
metal, wood, leaf and yard waste, WEEE, and tires at all waste management facilities.   
Contractors who collect and process these materials are identified in Section 7.0. 

As of May 1, 2001 the County began charging differential tipping fees for the disposal of wood 
waste, brush, and metals under its “Mixed Waste Policy”.  In an effort to encourage waste 
generators to separate recoverable materials, a reduced tipping fee of one-half of the basic 
tipping fee is applied to divertible materials delivered to waste management sites for recovery.  
Loads which contain recoverable material but are not sorted appropriately for diversion are 
charged twice the basic tipping fee.    The contractors are bound to the County‟s “Mixed Waste 
Policy” and are responsible for any surcharges resulting from the policy. 

The County of Simcoe has applied a minimum $5.00 charge for all vehicles entering a waste 
management site containing chargeable material.   There is no charge for separated electronic 
waste, household hazardous waste, and tires.  In addition, blue box recyclables (separated to 
cardboard, fibres, and containers), and residential loads of brush and yard waste to a maximum 
of 200 kilograms can be deposited at the appropriate area of the waste management facility for 
no charge. 
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Figure 1  County of Simcoe Waste Management Facilities 
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5.4 Diversion Performance 

Waste Diversion Ontario (WDO) undertakes a “General Accounting Practice” (GAP) analysis of 
residential materials diverted and disposed of within the province, based on the information 
gathered during the annual WDO tonnage datacall. GAP diversion rates for the County of 
Simcoe based on 2006 to 2008 datacall information are provided in Table 3.   The WDO 
considers a number of information sources when conducting their annual datacall and for 
calculating the diversion rate, including: 

 An allowance for deposit containers returned from the residential sector; 

 An allowance for residential on-property management through backyard composting and 
grasscycling. 

 Bottle deposit return programs; 

 Municipally operated reuse activities; 

 Municipally operated recycling activities; and, 

 Municipally operated centralized composting. 

Table 3 WDO GAP Diversion Rates for the County of Simcoe, 2006 to 2008 

Year Total 

Reported 

Single 

Family 

Households 

including 

Seasonal 

HHDs 

Total 

Report 

Multi-

Family 

Dwellings 

Reported 

Seasonal 

HHDs 

Reported 

Pop. 

Total Residential 

Waste Generated 

Total Residential 

Waste Diverted 

Total Residential 

Waste Disposed 

Estimated 

Residential 

Diversion 

Rate Tonnes kg/cap Tonnes kg/cap Tonnes kg/cap 

2006 110,473 7,402 14,890 265,561 115,249 424 38,159 140 77,089 284 33% 

2007 118,298 7,513 15,748 318,099 122,470 377 49,636 153 72,835 224 40.5% 
2008 117,912 7,626 10,519 319,901 119,970 375 56,289 175 63,681 199 47% 

As presented in Table 3 above, Simcoe‟s diversion rate has steadily increased since 2006.  In 
addition to the WDO data, the County also issues internal reports documenting the progress in 
improving diversion.  In the County‟s Report CS 09-025, the diversion rate for 2007 was given as 
30.89% and as 36.61% in 2008 for the basic level of service only.  Diversion information 
provided in this report was based on weekly garbage, organics, and recycling collections, and 
therefore does not include all of the materials included in the WDO diversion rate calculation 
(i.e., on-property management, WEEE, MHSW, etc. are not included).  Report CS 09-025 
indicated that garbage tonnages decreased by 3,200 tonnes or 6.12% from 2007 to 2008.   
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There are several reasons for the increased diversion rate, whether calculated using WDO 
methodologies or the County‟s methodologies.  In 2006 the County implemented a standardized 
weekly recycling collection program for all municipalities within in the County.  Previously, some 
areas received biweekly collection while others had recyclables collected weekly.  Also in 2006, 
the County implemented a diversion program for shingles and drywall.  These materials were 
separated into different bins at the municipal landfills and transfer stations/depots and are 
hauled to facilities located outside the County for processing. 

The County implemented a source separated organics diversion program for the entire County 
as of the end of September 2008. At the same time, the curbside waste limit was reduced from 
two bags to one bag per serviced unit, with the exception of some predominantly seasonal units 
which are not eligible for organics collection and some IC&I locations.  As well, four additional 
material types were accepted in the blue box program.   

These initiatives combined to increase the diversion rate in 2008 by approximately 6% from the 
previous year.  Preliminary estimates indicate that the GAP residential diversion rate for 2009 
will continue to increase to approximately 54% (including other diversion of materials managed 
outside of the County‟s waste programs).  Figure 2 illustrates the residential and ICI diversion 
performance from November 2008 to October 2009.  For this time period, the total diversion rate 
for the County‟s waste management system is estimated as 52% (not including other materials 
managed outside of the County‟s waste programs).   

 
Figure 2   Residential and IC&I Diversion Performance, November 2008 to October 2009 
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6 LANDFILL DISPOSAL 

6.1 Operating Landfill Sites 

As of January 2009, the County of Simcoe operated six landfills: Collingwood (Site 2), 
Nottawasaga (Site 10), Oro (Site 11), Tosorontio (Site 13), Elmvale/Flos (Site 5) and 
Matchedash (Site 8). As of November 30, 2009, the Elmvale/Flos (Site 5) was closed as it had 
reached capacity. Also in 2009, the Matchedash landfill (Site 8) ceased landfilling operations, 
although it continues to operate as a public depot/transfer facility. There are 28 closed municipal 
waste landfill sites located throughout the County.  Sections 6.1.1 through 6.1.4 provide 
additional information regarding the landfills that will continue operating from 2010 onwards, 
while Table 4 provides a summary of these landfills. 
 
Table 4  County of Simcoe Operating Landfills, December 2009 

Site Name Location 
Hours of 

Operation 
Materials Handled 

Estimated 

Remaining 

Capacity 

(Jan 1/09) 

(m3) 

Other 

Notes 

2 - 
Collingwood 

470 10th 
Line 

Monday to 
Friday: 
8:30 am to 
4:30 pm  

Saturday: 
8:00 am to 
4:00 pm 

DOES NOT ACCEPT 
regular household or 
kitchen type waste 

Accepts the following 
divertible materials: 

 Blue Box Material 
 Brush 
 Leaf and Yard 

Waste 
 Scrap Metal 
 Tires 
 Waste Electronics 
 Waste Wood 
 Asphalt Shingles 
 Drywall 
  

476,130 ONLY 
accepts 
C&D 
materials 

10 - 
Nottawasaga 

5715 30-
31 

Mon. – Fri:  
8:30 am to 
4:30 pm 

Accepts Garbage 173,300 Operates 
2010 
MHSW 
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Site Name Location 
Hours of 

Operation 
Materials Handled 

Estimated 

Remaining 

Capacity 

(Jan 1/09) 

(m3) 

Other 

Notes 

Sideroad Saturday:  
8:00 am to 
4:00 pm  

Diverts: 

 Blue Box Material 
 Brush 
 Leaf and Yard 

Waste 
 Scrap Metal 
 Waste Electronics 
 Asphalt Shingles 
 Drywall 
 Tires 
 Waste Wood 
 Low risk MHSW 

(full-time) 
 
 

DEPOT 
EVENTS 
(High and 
Low Risk 
materials) 
on the 2nd 
Saturday of  
May and 
October 
from 9:00 
am to 3:00 
pm 
 

11 – Oro 610 Old 
Barrie 
Road 
West 

Mon. – Fri:  
8:30 am to 
4:30 pm 
Saturday:  
8:00 am to 
4:00 pm 

Accepts Garbage 

Diverts: 

 Blue Box Material 
 Brush 
 Waste Electronics 
 Leaf and Yard 

Waste 
 Scrap Metal 
 Tires 
 Waste Wood 
 Asphalt Shingles 
 Drywall 
  

458,230 Operates 
2010 
MHSW 
DEPOT 
EVENTS 
(High and 
Low Risk 
materials) 
on the 1st  
Saturday of  
May and 
October 
from 9:00 
am to 3:00 
pm 
 

13 – 
Tosorontio 

6815 
Concessio
n Road 4 

Mon. – Fri:  
8:30 am to 
4:30 pm 
Saturday:  
8:00 am to 
4:00 pm 

Accepts Garbage 

Diverts: 

 Blue Box Material 
 Brush 
 Leaf and Yard 

135,730  
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Site Name Location 
Hours of 

Operation 
Materials Handled 

Estimated 

Remaining 

Capacity 

(Jan 1/09) 

(m3) 

Other 

Notes 

Waste 
 Scrap Metal 
 Tires 
 Waste Wood 
 Waste Electronics 
 Asphalt Shingles 
 Drywall 

Several items require special arrangement before being delivered by an individual to a waste 
management facility, including: 

 Asbestos; 

 Carcasses; and, 

 Contaminated soil. 

Broken glass can be delivered to a waste management facility by an individual, but the individual 
must notify the facility operator to ensure the glass does not create a hazard to other users or 
staff.   Municipal Hazardous or Special Waste (MHSW) may be delivered to the HHW Depot 
provided the products are sealed and labeled and the quantity is an amount that is considered 
reasonable for a serviced unit.   

A number of materials are diverted at the sites including scrap metal, tires, recyclables, drywall, 
shingles, electronics, and leaf and yard waste.  White goods, scrap metal, and tires are 
collected under contract by All Ontario Recycling of Bracebridge for further processing.3  New 
West Gypsum, located in Oakville, receives drywall and shingles are shipped to TRY Recycling 
in London.  Blue Box Recyclables are transferred to the County‟s small MRF for processing, 
and yard waste accepted at the Collingwood Landfill is transferred to the Nottawasaga Landfill 
(Site 10) for composting.  Wood wastes are currently sent to Gro Bark.  Formerly, wood waste 
was ground and used as fuel for greenhouses in Exeter, production of shingles at IKO, and 
small amounts (10%) were used as an alternative waste cover. 

Brendar Environmental operates the on-site MHSW depot event days and removes the materials 
for processing.  Low Risk MHSW is accepted during regular site hours by County Staff. 

                                              
3Henderson Paddon & Associates Limited. 2008.   2007 Annual Report on Landfill Development, Operation 
and Monitoring County of Simcoe Landfill No. 2 - Town of Collingwood. 
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6.1.1 Collingwood (Site 2) 

The Collingwood Landfill (Site 2) was opened in 1973 and is 44.6 ha in size.  Currently, waste is 
disposed of in 9.0 ha of active fill area while a 14.4 ha footprint is approved for waste disposal in 
the Site‟s Certificate of Approval (C of A).  The site receives approximately 7,000 to 8,000 
tonnes of commercial, non-hazardous industrial and municipal waste per year, excluding 
putrescible waste.  Non-putrescible waste from across the County is accepted at the 
Collingwood Landfill.  

The site is operated by three full-time and two part-time employees.  Equipment on site includes 
a John Deere front end loader and a Bomag landfill compactor which is used for compacting 
waste and spreading landfill cover. 

6.1.2 Nottawasaga (Site 10) 

The Nottawasaga Landfill is located on the west half of Lot 30, Concession 1 in the former 
Township of Nottawasaga.  When it first opened in 1968, the landfill was owned and operated by 
the Township of Nottawasaga.  The Landfill is now owned and operated by the County of 
Simcoe under C of A A252501 issued on September 25, 1980.  Waste from the entire County is 
permitted to be disposed of within the Landfill up to the approved capacity limit of  741,000 m3.  
The entire site is 40.5 ha, with an approved landfill footprint of 11.2 ha. 

Equipment used for landfill operations includes a John Deere 644J front end loader and a 
Caterpiller 826.  There are three full-time and two part-time staff members working at the landfill. 

6.1.3 Tosorontio (Site 13) 

Site 13, or the Tosorontio Landfill is an 11 ha site located on Lot 17, Concession 4, Township of 
Adjala-Tosorontio.  Under C of A A253201 dated April 29, 1980, 4.0 ha of the facility is licensed 
for waste disposal. As estimated in 2008, the remaining capacity of the landfill is 99,850 m3 or 
32% of the approved final capacity excluding the final cover.   Waste from the County of Simcoe 
is permitted to be accepted at this site. 

A compactor, wheel loader, and a front end loader are used at the site to manage the waste.  
Three full-time and two part-time employees operate the facility. 

6.1.4 Oro (Site 11) 

Site 11, or the Oro Landfill is la 20.2 ha site located in Part of West Half of East Half of Lot 10, 
Concession 6, Oro-Medonte Township.  Under C of A A252701 dated 1972, 16.8 ha of the 
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facility is licensed for waste disposal.  The County of Simcoe is the owner and operator of the 
site. 

Brendar Environmental operates the on-site MHSW depot event days and removes the materials 
for processing.  Low Risk MHSW is accepted during regular site hours by County Staff. 

Four full-time and three part-time employees operate the facility. 

6.2 Remaining Operating Landfill Capacity 

On September 9, 2009, County Staff presented report CS 09-158 to Corporate Services 
Committee.  In that report, staff included the most recent information regarding the potential 
remaining disposal capacities estimated to be available at approved and operating County sites 
as of January 1, 2009 (determined based on recent surveys of the landfills).  

The remaining capacities estimated to be available at the sites currently accepting waste (as of 
January 1, 2009) are outlined below.  Two of the County‟s landfills, the Matchedash Landfill (Site 
8) and the Elmvale Landfill (Site 5), were identified as reaching capacity in 2009 (Table 5).  The 
Collingwood Landfill has a remaining capacity of 476,130 cubic metres, but was not included as 
it is used for disposal of construction and demolition (C&D) waste and does not accept curbside 
garbage. 
 

Table 5  Remaining Capacity in Operating County Landfills 

Site 
Annual 

Utilization 
2006 (m

3
) 

Annual 
Utilization 
2007 (m

3
) 

Annual 
Utilization 
2008 (m

3
) 

Remaining 
Capacity  
Jan. 1/09 

(m
3
) 

Estimated 
Utilization 
2009 (m

3
) 

Elmvale/Flos (Site 5) 11,100 12,800 19,400 0  
Matchedash (Site 8) 1300 1400 1400 0  
Nottawasaga (Site 10) 32,200 24,600 20,600 173,300  
Oro (Site 11) 41,800 44,100 50,600 458,280  
Tosorontio (Site 13) 25,800 31,160 32,000 135,730  
West Gwillimbury (Site 16) 19,356 15,484 0 0  
Total (of sites accepting 
putrescible wastes) 124,420 131,660 135,850 767,310 110,000 

 

Annual utilization rates have decreased due to County diversion efforts and decreases in the 
quantity of commercial garbage accepted at County Facilities.  The actual remaining capacity 
will be determined as soon as possible in the New Year so that it can be factored into the 
Strategy. 
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Utilization rates will decline further if the majority of non-putrescible transfer station wastes are 
disposed at the Collingwood Landfill.  With this change, as of 2010 the new annual utilization 
rate (for Sites 10, 11 and 13) would be approximately 100,000 cubic meters/year. This could be 
decreased to 90,000 cubic metres per year if only curbside waste was accepted at these sites 
and all non-curbside waste was disposed at the Collingwood landfill. The remaining operating 
period for the sites accepting curbside garbage (Sites 10, 11, and 13) from January 2010 
onwards is expected to be between five and six years.  This figure does not account for any 
increase in growth or changes to commercial delivery of wastes which could significantly impact 
consumption of landfill capacity. 

The remaining approved capacity at Sites 10, 11 and 13 is an asset to the County‟s waste 
management system, as is the capacity at the Collingwood site that allows for rationalization of 
use of the disposal capacity in the system. Five to six years is not sufficient to achieve either the 
higher diversion rates needed to reduce landfill requirements and/or to implement a new residual 
disposal option. Certainly, it has been the experience in Ontario, that in the order of 5 to 10 
years are needed between the initiation of planning studies, through to the approvals, permitting, 
development and commissioning of new disposal facilities. 

6.3 Approved Potential Landfill Capacity 

The remaining capacity calculations prepared by the County did not include three sites that have 
a potential, subject to appropriate approvals, for further development.  These sites are Site 9 
(Medonte), Site 12 (Sunnidale), Site 41 (North Simcoe) and Site 42 (Georgian Triangle).  The 
available capacity at Site 9 is approximately 150,000 cubic metres, the available capacity at Site 
12 is approximately 877,000 cubic metres and the capacity at Site 42 is 1,362,000 cubic metres.  
Environmental Assessment Act (EAA) and Environmental Protection Act (EPA) approvals are in 
place for Sites 9 and 12, however in both cases the Ministry of the Environment has yet to 
approve the Design and Operations plan necessary to begin development and use of the sites.  
Site 42 received Environmental Assessment approval without a Joint Board Hearing.  Site 42 will 
require a Certificate of Approval and a Ministry of the Environment approved Design and 
Operations Report, as well as a gull study due to its proximity to the Collingwood airport, prior to 
operation.  

6.3.1 Site #9 – Medonte landfill site 

The proposed Medonte landfill site is located on a 40.5 hectare parcel of land in Severn 
Township. Under C of A A252043, 8.1 hectares are licensed for waste disposal. 

An updated Design and Operations Report was submitted to the Ministry of the Environment in 
2005.  Despite inquiries to the Ministry of the Environment from the County, to-date (September 
2009) staff has not received comments from the Ministry on this report.  It is noted that the 
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design for Site 9 requires the development of an engineered liner and containment system.  The 
Site cannot be used without a Ministry of the Environment approved Design and Operations 
Report.  The available capacity at Site 9 is approximately 150,000 cubic metres. 

6.3.2 Site #12 – Sunnidale 

The proposed Sunnidale landfill site is located on a 40.5 hectare parcel of land in the Township 
of Springwater.  Under C of A A25208224 hectares are licensed for waste disposal.  While 
approvals are in place for Site 12, it cannot be utilized without a Ministry of the Environment 
approved Design and Operations Report.  It is noted that the design for Site 12 requires the 
development of an engineered liner and containment system.  The available capacity at Site 12 
is approximately 802,000 cubic metres.   

6.3.3 Site 41 – North Simcoe Landfill 

The North Simcoe Landfill is located in the Township of Tiny.  Under C of A A620278, 21 
hectares are licensed for waste disposal with a capacity of 1,400,000 cubic metres.  In 
September 2009, resolution 2009-244 was approved by County Council “THAT construction 
and all future development of the North Simcoe Landfill Site (Site 41) be discontinued”.  The 
Strategy will determine if Site 41 may have any other waste management uses that do not 
offend Council‟s stated position. 

6.3.4 Site #42 – Georgian triangle 

The proposed Georgian Triangle landfill site is located in the Township of Clearview.  Site 42 
received Environmental Assessment approval without a Joint Board Hearing.  Site 42 will require 
issuance of a Certificate of Approval and a Ministry of the Environment approved Design and 
Operations Report, as well as a gull study due to its proximity to the Collingwood airport, prior to 
operation.  Potential disposal capacity at Site 42 is 1,362,000 cubic metres.   

7 DEPOT/TRANSFER STATIONS 

The County of Simcoe currently operates four transfer stations.  This includes Mara (Site 7), 
West Gwillimbury (Site 16), Matchedash (Site 8), and North Simcoe (Site 24). All of the transfer 
stations accept garbage but at a higher cost.  Garbage disposed of at a transfer station has a 
tipping fee of $155.00/tonne as opposed to $115.00/tonne if taken to a landfill site  
(approximately 30% higher than the cost at a landfill). The majority of materials managed at the 
depots/transfer facilities is brought to these facilities by the public and IC&I sectors.   

A summary of information pertaining to the transfer stations is provided in Table 6. 
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The County operates “Diversion Days” held at the closed Adjala-Tosorontio Transfer Station.  
The program is only available for Adjala Tosorontio residents and allows the drop-off of re-
useable items that are clean, intact, and in good condition.    Items accepted for diversion 
include: furniture, appliances, housewares, electronics and recyclable materials (e.g., scrap 
metal), wood, drywall, cardboard, tires, brush, flower pots and trays, propane BBQ tanks, and 
ink-jet cartridges. 

 
Table 6  Current Depot/Transfer Station Information 

Site Name Location 
Hours of 

Operation 
Materials Handled 

Other Notes 

16 - West 
Gwillimbury 

2960 Line 
12, 
Bradford 

Tues – Fri: 8:30 
a.m. – 4:30 p.m. 
Saturday: 8:00 
a.m. – 4:00 p.m. 
 

• Accepts Garbage 
 
Diverts: 

• Blue Box Material 
• Brush 
• Leaf and Yard Waste 
• Scrap Metal 
• Tires 
• Waste Wood 
• Waste Electronics 
• Asphalt Shingles 
• Drywall 

 

 

24 - North 
Simcoe 

1700 Golf 
Link Road, 
Midland 

Mon – Fri: 8:30 
a.m. – 4:30 p.m. 
Saturday: 8:00 
a.m. – 4:00 p.m. 
 

• Accepts Garbage 
 
• Diverts: 

• Blue Box Material 
• Brush 
• Leaf and Yard Waste 
• Scrap Metal 
• Tires 
• Waste wood 
• Waste electronics 
• Asphalt shingles 
• Drywall 
• Low risk MHSW (full 

time) 
 

• Operates 
2010 MHSW 
DEPOT 
EVENTS 
(High and 
Low Risk 
materials) on 
the 3rd 
Saturday in 
May and 
October 
from 9:00 
am to 3:00 
pm 

 
7 - Mara 5200 

Country 
Road 169, 
Township 
of Ramara 

Mon – Fri: 8:30 
a.m. to 4:30 
p.m. New 
Saturday Hours: 
8:00 a.m. - 4:00 
p.m.   

• Accepts  
• Garbage 

 
• Diverts: 

• Blue Box Material 
• Brush 
• Leaf and Yard Waste 
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Site Name Location 
Hours of 

Operation 
Materials Handled 

Other Notes 

• Scrap Metal 
• Tires 
• Waste Wood 
• Waste Electronics 
• Asphalt Shingles 
• Drywall 

 
8 - 
Matchedash 

4576 Upper 
Big Chute 
Road 

Mondays: 8:30 
a.m. to 4:30 
p.m.  

Sundays 
(winter) from 
10:00 a.m. to 
4:00 p.m.  

Sundays 
(summer) 10:00 
a.m. to 6:00 
p.m. 

• Accepts Garbage 

• Diverts: 
• Blue Box Material 
• Brush 
• Scrap Metal 
• Tires 
• Waste Wood 
• Waste Electronics 
• Asphalt Shingles 
• Drywall 

 

Various materials diverted at the transfer/depot stations are processed by different contractors.  
Table 7 identifies the destination of each material. 

 
Table 7  Destination of Diverted Materials, December 2009 

Material Destination 

Drywall New West Gypsum, Oakville 
Shingles TRY Recycling, London 
WEEE, Phase 1 Ontario Electronic Stewardship, Various Locations 
WEEE, Phase 2 Global Electronic and Electric Processing Inc, Barrie 
MHSW Brendar Environmental 
Wood Chips & Brush Chips Gro Bark 
Tires Ontario Tire Stewardship, Various Locations 
Metal, Wet Cell Batteries, 
Propane Tanks 

All Ontario Recycling 

Residential, commercial, and municipal sectors all utilize the transfer/depot system.   Based on 
information regarding the quantity of waste managed at the transfer facilities for the period from 
November 2008 to October 2009, the amount of waste deposited by sector was analyzed 
(Table 8).  Results show the residential sector deposits the greatest amount of materials at the 
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transfer stations/landfill.  Note: generally the “commercial” sector includes waste dropped off by 
IC&I waste generators and waste from municipal operations at the local municipal and County 
levels of government.  The total indicated below does not include the curbside waste that may 
be managed through the facilities. 

 
Table 8  Tonnes of Waste Dropped off and Managed via Transfer Stations and Landfills, November 

2008 to October 2009 

Depot / Landfill Commercial Residential 

Collingwood (Site 2)       3,895           4,267  
Elmvale / Flos North (Site 5)          242           1,073  
Mara Transfer Station (Site 7)              3               37  
Matchedash (Site 8)              6               21  
Nottawasaga (Site 10)       2,194           4,280  
Oro (Site 11)       4,542           3,002  
Tosorontio (Site 13)       1,627           3,729  
West Gwillimbury Transfer Station(Site 16)          709           3,690  
North Simcoe Transfer Station (Site 24)       5,600           5,148  
Total      18,816         25,248  

Source:  Excel Spreadsheet, Nov 08 to Oct 09 Monthly tonnages, Nov 08 to Oct 09 Consolidated (2) Sheet 

 

8 CURBSIDE COLLECTION SERVICES 

8.1 Service Areas 

The County is divided into four collection areas, north, south, east and west, based on the 
current collection contracts.   Table 9 provides a summary of the contractors, contract period and 
the services they provide.  These contracts were awarded on different dates and, accordingly, 
end on different dates.  Three of the contracts will end on July 2, 2011, while the other two will 
end on July 3, 2010 and October 1, 2011.  One of the matters that will be addressed in the 
Strategy document is the need to rationalize collection contracts so that all collection contracts 
have the same start and end dates.  Table 10 indicates the number of units receiving garbage, 
recyclables and organics collection in each of the collection areas. 
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Table 9  Summary of Waste Collection & Processing Contracts 

Contractor Materials 
Collected 

Area Serviced Contract 
Start Date 

Contract 
End Date 

Mid-Ontario 
Disposal  

Garbage, 
recyclable, and 
organic materials 
and optional items 

West Simcoe: 
Town of Collingwood 
Township of Clearview 
Township of 
Springwater 
Town of Wasaga Beach  

July 1, 2005 July 3, 
2010 

Miller Waste 
Systems 

Recyclable 
materials 

North Simcoe: 
Town of Midland 
Town of 
Penetanguishene 
Township of Tay 
Township of Tiny 

January 1, 
2007 

July 2, 
2011 

WSI Garbage, 
recyclable, and 
organic materials 
and optional items 

South Simcoe: 
Township of Adjala 
Tosorontio 
Town of Bradford West 
Gwillimbury 
Township of Essa 
Town of Innisfil 
Town of New 
Tecumseth 

October 1, 
2006 

October 1, 
2011 

Moreau 
Enterprises Ltd. 

Garbage, organic 
materials and 
options items 

North Simcoe: 
Town of Midland 
Town of 
Penetanguishene 
Township of Tay 
Township of Tiny 

June 5, 2006 July2, 
2011 

Mid-Ontario 
Disposal  

Garbage, 
recyclable 
materials, organic 
materials and 
optional items 

East Simcoe: 
Township of Oro 
Medonte 
Township of Ramara 
Township of Severn 

July 1, 2006 July 2, 
2011 
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Table 10  Serviced Units for Waste Collection in Simcoe County, 2010 

Municipality 

 

Garbage & Optional Materials Organics Recycling 

Res. 
Units 

Comm. 
Units 
(only 

Garbage) 

Comm. 
Limit 

Total 
Units 

Res. 
Units 

Comm. 
Units 

Total  
Units 

Res. Units 
Comm. 
Units 

Total 
Units 

North Simcoe   
Midland 7,137 199 4 7,336 6,669 0 6,669 7,350 199 7,549 
Penetanguishene 3,546 327 1 3,873 3,606 0 3,606 3,546 327 3,873 
Tay 5,002 159 2 5,161 4,888 0 4,888 5,162 159 5,321 
Tiny 9,427 118 2 9,545 9,295 0 9,295 9,547 118 9,665 
South Simcoe   
Adjala Tosorontio 3,961 40 1 4,001 3,935 40 3,975 3,958 40 3,998 
Bradford-West Gwillimbury 8,025 93 4 8,118 8,054 0 8,054 8,562 105 8,667 

Essa 6,552 142 

2; 10 
units with 
a 4 bag 

limit 

6,694 6,119 0 6,119 6,625 152 6,777 

Innisfil 12,190 289 

5; 284 
units with 
a 4 bag 

limit 

12,479 11,957 0 11,957 13,744 289 14,033 

New Tecumseth 10,721 369 2 11,090 10,235 0 10,235 10,721 369 11,090 
East Simcoe   
Oro-Medonte 8,661 197 2 8,858 8,431 0 8,431 8,663 338 9,001 
Ramara 6,186 129 2 6,315 5,610 0 5,610 6,186 129 6,315 
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Municipality 

 

Garbage & Optional Materials Organics Recycling 

Res. 
Units 

Comm. 
Units 
(only 

Garbage) 

Comm. 
Limit 

Total 
Units 

Res. 
Units 

Comm. 
Units 

Total  
Units 

Res. Units 
Comm. 
Units 

Total 
Units 

Severn 6,961 474 2 7,090 6,101 0 6,101 6,961 129 7,090 
West Simcoe   
Collingwood 9,395 67 2 9,462 6,524 0 6,524 9,466 269 9,735 
Clearview 5,957 201 2 6,158 5,590 0 5,590 5,957 201 6,158 
Springwater 6,582 370 2 6,952 6,393 5 6,398 6,958 370 7,328 
Wasaga Beach 11,710 9 1 11,719 10,927 0 10,972 8,171 3,548 11,719 
TOTAL 122,013 3,183  - 124,851 114,334 45 114,424 121,577 6,742 128,319 

Source:  Excel Spreadsheet:  2010 Environmental Budget 

Note:  Res. = Residential; Comm. = Commercial 
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8.1.1 North Simcoe 

The North Simcoe contract applies to the Towns of Midland and Penetanguishene and the 
Townships of Tiny and Tay.  Table 11 presents relevant demographic information for the 
municipalities within North Simcoe, illustrating some of the key differences (such as the 
proportion of seasonal residences) in the contract area. Figure 3 illustrates the North Simcoe 
collection area.   

 
Table 11 North Simcoe Statistics 

Municipality Population 
Area 
(km

2
) 

Population 
Density / 

km
2
 

Full Time 
Residences 

Farm 
Residences 

Seasonal 
Residences 

Midland 16,300 29.09 560.3 7,098 13 69 (1% of all 
residences) 

Penetanguishene 
9,354 25.38 368.6 3,671 5 

99 (2.6% of 
all 

residences) 
Tay 

9,748 138.93 70.2 3,968 124 
755 (15.6% 

of all 
residences 

Tiny 
10,784 343.19 31.4 4,686 214 

4,457 
(47.6% of all 
residences 

Total North 
Simcoe 

46,186 536.59 86.1 19,423 356 5,380 

Source:  Statistics Canada, 2006 Census, Excel Spreadsheet, 2009 Environmental Budget 
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Figure 3   North Simcoe Contract Area 

 

8.1.2 South Simcoe 

The South Simcoe contract applies to the Towns of Bradford-West Gwillimbury, Innisfil, and New 
Tecumseth and the Townships of Adjala-Tosorontio and Essa.  Stats Canada 2006 Census data 
for the South Simcoe area is presented in Table 12. Figure 4 illustrates the South Simcoe 
collection area.   
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Table 12  South Simcoe Statistics 

Municipality Population 
Area 
(km

2
) 

Population 
Density/km

2
 

Full Time 
Residences 

Farm 
Residences 

Seasonal 
Residences 

Bradford-
West 
Gwillimbury 

24,039 201.03 119.6 8,382 429 
6 (0.1% of 

all 
residences) 

Innisfil 
31,175 284.18 109.7 10,628 284 

1,299 
(10.7% of all 
residences) 

New 
Tecumseth 27,701 274.18 101.0 10,738 287 

13 (0.1% of 
all 

residences) 
Adjala-
Tosorontio 10,695 372.33 28.7 3,467 340 

79 (2.0% of 
all 

residences) 
Essa 

16,901 279.57 60.5 5,107 284 
32 (0.6% of 

all 
residences) 

Total South 
Simcoe 

110,511 1411.29 78.3 42,152 1,429 1,429 

Source:  Statistics Canada, 2006 Census, Excel Spreadsheet, 2009 Environmental Budget 
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Figure 4  South Simcoe Contract Area 

 

8.1.3 East Simcoe 

The East Simcoe contract applies to the Townships of Oro-Medonte, Ramara, and Severn.  
Stats Canada 2006 census data for the East Simcoe area is presented in Table 13. Figure 5 
illustrates the East Simcoe collection area.   
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Table 13  East Simcoe Statistics 

Municipality Population 
Area 
(km

2
) 

Population 
Density/km

2
 

Full Time 
Residences 

Farm 
Residences 

Seasonal 
Residences 

Oro-
Medonte 20,031 586.65 34.1 6,853 602 

850 (10.2% 
of all 

residences) 
Ramara 

9,427 417.25 22.6 4,002 338 
1,681 

(27.9% of all 
residences) 

Severn 
12,030 534.78 22.5 4,628 278 

1,456 
(22.9% of all 
residences 

Total East 
Simcoe 

41,488 1538.68 27.0 15,483 1,218 3,987 

Source:  Statistics Canada, 2006 Census, Excel Spreadsheet, 2009 Environmental Budget 
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Figure 5  East Simcoe Contract Area 

 

8.1.4 West Simcoe 

The West Simcoe contract applies to the Towns of Collingwood and Wasaga Beach and the 
Townships of Clearview and Springwater.  Stats Canada 2006 census data for the West Simcoe 
area is presented in Table 14.  Figure 5 illustrates the West Simcoe collection area.   
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Table 14  West Simcoe Statistics 

Municipality Population 
Area 
(km

2
) 

Population 
Density/km

2
 

Full Time 
Residences 

Farm 
Residences 

Seasonal 
Residences 

Collingwood 
17,290 33.46 516.8 9,610 9 

333 (3.3% 
of all 

residences) 
Clearview 

14,088 557.32 25.3 5,206 541 
210 (3.5 % 

of all 
residences) 

Springwater 
17,456 536.30 32.5 5,864 440 

226 (3.5% 
of all 

residences) 
Wasaga 
Beach 15,029 58.43 257.2 7,636 4 

2,407 
(24.0% of all 
residences) 

Total West 
Simcoe 

63,863 1185.51 53.9 28,316 994 3,176 

Source:  Excel Spreadsheet, Household Units by Municipality 2009, Excel Spreadsheet, 2009 Environmental Budget 
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Figure 6  West Simcoe Contract Area 

 

 

8.2 General Description 

The County offers curbside collection services to all eligible serviced units for organics, 
recycling, and garbage.  Collection services for leaf and yard waste, brush, metal items and 
bulky items varies by municipality.  Specific information for each of these programs is provided in 
subsequent sections.  The County defines a “serviced unit” as “all single-family units and all 
multi-family units (up to and including six (6) units per one piece of property) in the collection 
area and commercial and multi-family (in excess of six (6) units per one piece of property) in the 
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collection area provided that these units have been approved by the County for waste collection 
services.  Table 10 provides a count of residential and commercial locations receiving recycling 
collection services in 2009.   

As stipulated in the County of Simcoe By-law No. 3854, on January 23, 1990 the County 
assumed responsibility for the waste management system of the 16 municipalities which form 
the County.  The County‟s By-law No. 5764 governs the collection, processing, marketing and 
transfer/disposal of waste materials.  It also contains policies regarding the operation and 
maintenance of waste management facilities within the County. 

The County provides collection services to all single family dwellings, provided the dwelling is 
located on a municipal road.  For those dwellings located on a private road or for multi-family 
dwellings, the owner may apply to the County for collection services by submitting a “Request 
Form for Waste Collection Services”.  At the County‟s discretion, waste collection services may 
be provided in these scenarios as long as there is ownership of waste and the roads meets 
certain requirements.  The County‟s Waste Collection Design Standards requirements include 
road width, road strength, turning radii, means of access and egress, overhead clearance, 
unobstructed access to the waste, and the road must be kept free of snow and ice.   

Collection is not provided to the commercial sector unless collection services were provided to 
the business prior to the approval of Resolution CS-118-07 (i.e. „grandfathered‟ in).  Quantities of 
garbage and recyclable materials placed at the curb for collection must be in amounts normally 
generated at a residential dwelling unit. Organics are not approved for collection from 
commercial sector generators. 

Waste streams must be collected separately; garbage, recycling fibres, recycling containers, 
organics, metal items, bulky items, yard waste, brush and Christmas trees are not to be mixed.  
Ashes, if cold and placed in an approved container for organics, will be collected.   Broken glass 
can be placed in the garbage provided the broken glass is securely wrapped so the glass cannot 
pierce the wrapper and then placed in an approved container.   Pet excrement is to be wrapped 
in an absorbent paper and placed in a sealed leak-proof bag which is mixed with garbage in an 
approved container.  By volume, the pet excrement cannot exceed 10% of the total garbage in 
the container. 

Serviced units are to have their waste placed no further than three metres from the travelled 
portion of the roadway by 7:00 a.m. on waste collection day.    Waste cannot be set out any 
early than 5:00 p.m. on the day prior to collection.  However, in an effort to reduce human-bear 
conflicts, several municipalities cannot place their wastes for collection prior to 6:30 a.m. on the 
schedule collection day, including the Townships of Severn, Ramara, Springwater, Oro 
Medonte, Tay, and Tiny. 
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Under the terms of these collection contracts, the County reserves the right to modify the 
contracts should a new waste management handling system be created in the County.  
Modifications may relate to the method of collection, materials to be collected, quality of 
materials, collection schedule, and delivery locations, and other possible modifications.  Any cost 
differences between the collection method and delivery location will be negotiated. 

All Collection Contracts, except the contract for North Simcoe, stipulate that the contractor is 
required to pay all costs associated with the transport, processing and marketing of recyclables. 
The contractor then keeps the proceeds from the sale of the recyclables.    The same is true for 
collection of scrap metals; the contractor must pay all costs but is able to keep the proceeds. 

Details regarding the collection system are provided in the sections below. 
 

8.3   Equipment 

The contractors are required to provide all the equipment and labour necessary for the collection 
of waste and delivery of waste to the appropriate management facilities.    Contractors are also 
required to have two spare collection vehicles which could be of any model year.  In submitting 
their tender applications, the contractors provided information regarding the types and model 
years for the vehicles to be used for collection.   Vehicle information is provided in the respective 
sections for garbage, organics, and recycling. The vehicles must be able to collect recyclables 
from 60 and 90 gallon wheeled carts. 
 

8.4 Reporting 

The County has stipulated in the collection contract that each municipality‟s waste be collected 
separately from one another.  Separate collection is required for record keeping purposes.  
Accurate, monthly records must be maintained of all the waste collected.  Up to twice a year, the 
County may ask the contractor for an accurate breakdown of all recyclable materials collected 
including any residuals. 

The County can also request the aid of the contractor in completing a maximum of two waste 
audits per year.  Any additional expenses realized in completing the waste audits will be 
reimbursed to the contractor. 

The contract contains specific guidelines on the amount of residue that is acceptable in the 
recyclable and organic material streams.  The specifications are: 

 Recyclable materials:  maximum residue factor = 5% by weight or volume; and, 

 Organic materials:  maximum residue factor = 5% by weight or volume. 
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In addition to residue factors that must be met, the contractor cannot over compact the 
recyclables in the collection vehicle.  Over-compaction can devalue the recyclable materials. 

The County currently has a Customer Service Department that receives calls from the public on 
a number of matters, including waste collection services.   Any issues which cannot be 
addressed through the County‟s complaint resolution process are referred to the contractor or 
Route Supervisor.  The contractor/Route Supervisor must investigate the situation, remedy the 
problem if appropriate, and report back to the County with details regarding the actions taken. 

8.5 Payment 

A tender process was let for each contract in which each contractor was required to submit their 
proposed fees for collection of waste.  Acceptance of these fees was formally recognized in the 
adoption of a By-law for each of the contracts.  Table 15 provides a summary of the fees by 
Contractor. 

The County determines the number of serviced units covered by each contract annually.  After 
receiving an invoice from the contractor, the County pays the contractor on a monthly basis.  
Monthly installments for garbage, recycling, and organic materials collection are paid in the 
amount of 1/12 of the unit rate multiplied by the number of serviced units.  Invoicing for any 
optional collections is done at the end of the month during which the collection is carried out.  
The unit prices are subject to CPI changes, either up or down, based on the immediately 
preceding September CPI for Ontario (all items) as compared to the September CPI of the 
preceding year‟s September CPI for Ontario (all times) as reported by Stats Canada. 
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Table 15  Summary of Current Collection Fees 

 Mid-Ontario 
Disposal (1) 

Miller Waste 
Systems 

WSI Moreau Mid-Ontario 
Disposal (2) 

Solid Waste 1 
bag/week + 
tagged bags 

$35.82/unit/year n/a $42.88/unit/year $38.36/unit/year $46.33/unit/year 

Haulage (waste) $0.36/tonne/km n/a $0.44/tonne/one way km $0.55/tonne/one way km $0.40/tonne/one way 
km 

Garbage 
Commercial Units 
4 or 5 bags/week 
+ tagged bags 

n/a n/a $44.50 n/a n/a 

Garbage 
Commercial Units 
twice weekly 
collection 
Tuesday & Friday 
(2 bags/week + 
tagged bags) 

n/a n/a 59.50 n/a n/a 

Recycling  $35.08/unit/year 
(deliver to County 

facility no contractor 
revenue) 

$31.67/unit/year 
(deliver to County 

facility; no 
contractor 
revenue) 

$42.02 n/a $56.53/tonne/one 
way km 

Caddy Carts 
(commercial 
locations) 

n/a $47.46/cart/year n/a n/a n/a 

Haulage 
(recycling) $0.76/tonne/km $0.33/tonne/one 

way km $0.44/tonne/one way km n/a $0.48/tonne/one way 
km 

Organics 
(unlimited 
quantities/week) 

$12.53/unit/year n/a 
 $13.48 /unit/year $11.46/unit/year $14.73/unit/year 

Haulage 
(organics) $0.58/tonne/km n/a $0.44/tonne/one way km $0.85/tonne/one way km $0.40/tonne/one way 

km 
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 Mid-Ontario 
Disposal (1) 

Miller Waste 
Systems 

WSI Moreau Mid-Ontario 
Disposal (2) 

Optional Collections 

Christmas Trees $0.45/unit/collection n/a $0.50/unit/collection $0.32/unit/collection $0.55/unit/collection 
Bulky Waste $2.10/unit/collection n/a $2.19/unit/collection $2.00/unit/collection $2.00/unit/collection 
Metal Waste $0.85/unit/collection n/a $1.40/unit/collection $0.75/unit/collection $1.20/unit/collection 
Combined Bulky 
& Metal $3.05/unit/collection n/a $4.55/unit/collection $2.75/unit/collection $3.00/unit/collection 

Yard Waste $1.95/unit/collection n/a $1.15 (1-2 collections/year;  
$1.10 additional collections) $1.75/unit/collection $1.25/unit/collection 

Brush  $0.60/unit/collection n/a $0.80/unit/collection $0.80/unit/collection $0.80/unit/collection 
Combined Yard 
Waste & Brush n/a n/a n/a $2.55/unit/collection $1.50/unit/collection 

Litter Bins $3.00/bin/month n/a $6.88/bin/month $3.00/bin/month $10.00/bin/month 
Optional Program 

Seasonal Bins & 
Commercial 
Locations n/a n/a n/a 

$15,000/season 
(Woodlands Beach to 

Concession 19, 
Township of Tiny) 

n/a 

Note:  Only the Long Term Program costs are summarized above as the period of the Initial Program has been completed.  
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kt x:\corporate services\environmental services\administration - new\c18 - corporate strategic planning\waste management strategy - 2009 - 2010\waste 

management strategy\draft technical memo phase 2 task d jan 12 2010 v2 - final.doc 

8.6 Organics 

8.6.1 Collection 

In September 2008, the County rolled out its organics program. In staff report CS 09-0754, the 
success of the green bin program was highlighted as initial results indicated the green bin 
program would meet or exceed the original target of 11,000 tonnes of organics to be diverted 
from landfill annually.  Over the first six months of the program, 6,120 tonnes of organic material 
were collected.   Participation in the organics program was measured over a two week period in 
November 2008, February 2009, April 2009, and again in July 2009.  Table 16 presents the 
results of the participation study. 
 

Table 16  Organics Participation Results 

November 2008 February 2009 April 2009 July 2009 

64% 65% 66% 74% 

 

Materials acceptable for green bin collection include spoiled foods, coffee grounds and filters, 
tea bags, cooking oil, egg shells, meat and bones, and some soiled paper products.   During its 
roll-out, the County delivered green bins to all eligible residents.  Eligible residents are those that 
currently receive year round garbage collection, small multi-family dwellings (five units or less) 
that currently receive garbage collection services, and multi-family dwellings with their own 
driveways and that currently receive garbage collection services from the County.  During the 
roll-out each eligible residential unit received a 13 gallon wheeled green cart, a 1.9 gallon mini-
bin and other brochures and materials.  Residents are to use the 13 gallon green cart to place 
organics at the curb. The County allows residents to use certified compostable bags in the 
organic bins. 

The County collects organic material on a weekly basis.  Organics are co-collected with garbage 
in split rear packers, with a 60% garbage, 40% organics split.  South, East, and West Simcoe 
organics are collected in top select – side load trucks.  North Simcoe organics are collected in 
top select/rear pack trucks. Table 17 indicates which facility organic materials are delivered to 
before being transferred to Hamilton‟s Central Composting Facility for processing as well as 
other information regarding collection.   

 
 

                                              
4 County of Simcoe.  2009.  CS 09-075 Six Month Update of the Organics and Expanded Recycling Programs.   
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Table 17  Organics Collection System Summary, 2009 

 
Contractor 

Name 

Days / 
Week 

Collection 

Approximate 
Operating 

Hours / Day 

Size of 
Collector 

No. 
Vehicles 
Used / 

Day 

Facility 
Where 

Organics 
Delivered 

North Simcoe 
Midland Moreau 

Enterprises 
2 7 25 6 Oro (Site 11) 

Penetanguishene Moreau 
Enterprises 

1 6.5 25 6 Oro (Site 11) 

Tay Moreau 
Enterprises 

1 7 25 6 Oro (Site 11) 

Tiny Moreau 
Enterprises 

2 6 25 6 Oro (Site 11) 

South Simcoe 
Bradford-West 
Gwillimbury 

WSI 1 9 23.7 20 Tosorontio 
(Site 13) 

Innisfil WSI 3 9 23.7 14 Tues – Sun: 
Tosorontio 
(Site 13) 
Mondays: 

Oro (Site 11) 
New Tecumseth WSI 2 9 23.7 14 Tosorontio 

(Site 13) 
Adjala-
Tosorontio 

WSI 3 8.5 23.7 6 Tues – Sun: 
Tosorontio 
(Site 13) 
Mondays: 

Oro (Site 11) 
Essa WSI 1 9.5 23.7 14 Tosorontio 

(Site 13) 
East Simcoe 
Oro-Medonte Mid-

Ontario 
Disposal 

5 7.5 25 4 Oro (Site 11) 

Ramara Mid-
Ontario 

Disposal 

3 8.5 25 4 Oro (Site 11) 

Severn Mid-
Ontario 

Disposal 

5 8.5 25 4 Oro (Site 11) 

West Simcoe 
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Contractor 

Name 

Days / 
Week 

Collection 

Approximate 
Operating 

Hours / Day 

Size of 
Collector 

No. 
Vehicles 
Used / 

Day 

Facility 
Where 

Organics 
Delivered 

Collingwood Mid-
Ontario 

Disposal 

5 7 25 4 Nottawasaga 
(Site 10) 

Clearview Mid-
Ontario 

Disposal 

3 7.5 25 6 Nottawasaga 
(Site 10) 

Springwater Mid-
Ontario 

Disposal 

2 8.5 25 8 Oro (Site 11) 

Wasaga Beach Mid-
Ontario 

Disposal 

5 7.5 25 6 Nottawasaga 
(Site 10) 

Source:  Excel Spreadsheet, Municipal Contract and Collection Details & Email, Clarify which transfer sties receive and 
transfer organics 

Since the County lacks the capacity to process organics, this material is transferred to 
Hamilton‟s Central Composting Facility (CCF) operated by AIM Environmental Group.  The CCF 
is located at 1579 Burlington Street East, Hamilton Ontario.    As per C of A A130213, the CCF is 
permitted to receive 600 tonnes/day and 90,000 tonnes/year of wet waste and amendment 
material.   

At the CCF, wet waste and amendment materials are deposited in a receiving area, after which 
the materials are shredded using a system which chops the materials to a maximum size of 35 
mm by 175 mm.  The materials then move to the tunnel feed system which removes steel 
materials using a magnet and deposits the materials into 400 mm layers.  Phase 1 composting 
follows whereby probes and humidity and oxygen sensors ensure appropriate air supply, 
moisture levels and temperature is maintained.  The Phase 1 period lasts approximately 10-14 
days.  The material is moved into separate composting tunnels for Phase 2.   Phase 2 is 
principally designed to reduce pathogens and complete pasteurization and lasts about 7 to 14 
days.  The Phase 1 and Phase 2 periods take place over a minimum of 21 days in-vessel 
treatment and the resulting compost meets CCME A compost. 

Beginning in September 2008, the County began its five year contract to send organics to the 
CCF.  The costs to the County to have organics processed are listed below in Table 18.  The 
County is responsible for hauling the materials to the CCF.  AIM Environmental Group is 
responsible for the costs associated with the disposal of residue and marketing of compost, 
however they retain all revenues associated with the marketing of compost. 
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Table 18  Organic Processing Costs 

Cost Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 

Net Price per 
metric tonne $84.00 $87.35 $90.35 $94.50 $98.25 

GST $5.04 $5.24 $5.45 $5.67 $5.90 
Total Price 
per metric 
tonne 

$89.04 $92.59 $96.30 $100.17 $104.15 

Source:  27 - AIM Waste Management Inc Organic Material Processing Services Proposal  

8.6.2 Organics Program Performance 

From November 2008 to October 2009, organic material (i.e., food waste) comprised 
approximately 17% of the total waste stream in the County.  Therefore, of the 107,336 tonnes of 
waste generated in the County, 17,904 tonnes of waste are categorized as food waste.    
Approximately 63.1%, or 11,304 tonnes of food waste is estimated to be captured in the green 
bin program. 

The cost for organic collection from November 2008 to October 2009 is provided below in Table 
19.  Collection costs per serviced unit are lower in North Simcoe and higher in East Simcoe. 
Over the period from November 2008 to October 2009, the highest quantity of organics per 
residential unit were collected in Bradford-West Gwillimbury; the least were collected in Ramara. 

 
Table 19  Organic System Summary, November 2008 to October 2009 

Municipality 
Number of 
Serviced 

Units 

Collection 
Cost/Unit 

(2009) 

Collection 
Cost/Year 

Avg. 
Tonnage 

Collection/ 
Month  

Avg. 
Kg/Unit/Month  

North Simcoe 
Midland 6,656 $0.95 $75,664.08 55.75 8.38 
Penetanguishene 3,567 $0.95 $ 40,244.70 32.78 9.27 
Tay 4,859 $0.95 $55,302.73  33.31 6.85 
Tiny 9,158 $ 0.95 $88,061.15  50.75 5.56 
South Simcoe 
Adjala-Tosorontio 3,09 $1.12 $52,250.30  32.84 8.40 
Bradford-West 
Gwillimbury 7,911 $1.12 $105,541.60 92.31 11.67 

Essa 6,065 $1.12 $81,008.63  54.01 8.91 
Innisfil 11,711 $1.12 $156,214.53  108.73 9.31 
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Municipality 
Number of 
Serviced 

Units 

Collection 
Cost/Unit 

(2009) 

Collection 
Cost/Year 

Avg. 
Tonnage 

Collection/ 
Month  

Avg. 
Kg/Unit/Month  

New Tecumseth 10,054 $1.12 $131,034.47 110.35 11.37 
East Simcoe 
Oro-Medonte 8,298 $1.23 $121,173.24 74.52 8.98 
Ramara 5,521 $1.23 $80,892.33  30.42 5.49 
Severn 6,005 $1.23 $87,461.76  45.81 7.65 
West Simcoe 
Collingwood 6,440 $1.04 $79,484.43 55.47 8.72 
Clearview 5,513 $1.04 $68,128.04 52.43 9.58 
Springwater 6,304 $1.04 $78,315.87 63.33 10.06 
Wasaga Beach 10,539 $1.04 $128,954.03 70.75 6.83 

Source:  Excel Spreadsheet, Nov 2008 to Oct 2009 Curbside Collection by Municipality, 12 months - WB revisions  
 

Only one contract area, North Simcoe, provided a break-out of haulage costs as it is the only 
contract area which lacks local disposal capacity.  The costs were variable from month to month.  
Table 20 provides the North Simcoe organics haulage costs.   
 
Table 20  Haulage Costs for North Simcoe Organics, November 2008 to October 2009 

Month Midland Penetanguishene Tiny Tay 

November  $2,147.85   $1,472.04   $  1,305.52   $767.60  
December  $1,759.48   $1,107.30   $  1,521.36   $1,276.81  
January  $ 2,383.56 $ 1,926.34 $   1,487.16 $    576.18 
February $ 1,758.96 $ 1,143.37 $   1,092.15 $    667.71 
March $ 1,681.92 $ 1,173.40 $   1,128.33 $ 1,003.59 
April  $ 2,021.76 $ 1,606.98 $   1,218.24 $    863.46 
May $ 2,073.96 $ 1,241.08 $   1,104.30 $    826.47 
June $ 1,729.08 $ 1,236.01 $   1,220.67 $ 1,004.67 
July $ 2,210.40 $ 1,434.82 $   1,572.21 $    835.92 
August $ 1,935.72 $ 1,185.25 $   1,988.55 $    901.80 
September  $1,859.04   $1,336.26   $  1,539.00   $1,069.47  
October  $2,385.36   $1,689.46   $  1,168.02   $929.34  

Annual Total $23,947.09 $16,552.31 $16,345.51 $10,723.02 
Source:  Excel Spreadsheet, Nov 2008 to Oct 2009 Curbside Collection by Municipality, 12 months - WB revisions 
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Each of the County‟s agreements with the waste collection contractors specifies haulage costs 
for organic materials outside of the contract area.  Table 21 presents the haulage costs. 

 
Table 21 Organics Haulage Costs 

 Mid-Ontario 
Disposal  

(West Simcoe) 

WSI  

(South Simcoe) 

Moreau 
Enterprises 

(North Simcoe) 

Mid-Ontario 
Disposal 

(East Simcoe) 

Haulage 
Costs 

$0.58/tonne/km $0.44/tonne/one 
way km 

$0.90tonne/one 
way km 

$0.40/tonne/one 
way km 

Average km 
to be 

delivered 
outside of 

municipalities 

25 km 20 km 30 km 40km 

Source:  Waste Collection Contracts 

8.7 Leaf and Yard Waste 

8.7.1 Collection 

Leaf and yard waste is collected by the County‟s contractors however this service varies from 
municipality to municipality.  Table 22 provides details as to which municipalities receive 
collection services.  Table 23 indicates the acceptable limits for collection. 
 

Table 22 Number of Leaf and Yard Waste Collections per Annum  

Municipality 
Christmas 

Trees 
Leaf & Yard 

Combined  
Leaf, Yard & 

Brush 
Brush 

North Simcoe 

Midland - 1 collection 
day - - 

Penetanguishene - - - - 
Tay - - - - 

Tiny 1 collection 
day - - - 

South Simcoe 

Adjala-Tosorontio 
Adjala- Tosorontio operates diversion days instead of special 

collections. 

Bradford-West Gwillimbury - 3 collection 
days - - 
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Municipality 
Christmas 

Trees 
Leaf & Yard 

Combined  
Leaf, Yard & 

Brush 
Brush 

Essa 1 collection 
day - - - 

Innisfil 1 collection 
day 

5 collection 
days - 1 collection 

day 

New Tecumseth 1 collection 
day - 3 collection 

days - 

East Simcoe 

Oro-Medonte 1 collection 
day 

2 collection 
days - - 

Ramara - - - - 

Severn 1 collection 
day 

1 collection 
day - - 

West Simcoe 

Collingwood 1 collection 
day 

2 collection 
days - - 

Clearview 1 collection 
day - - - 

Springwater 1 collection 
day 

2 collection 
days - - 

Wasaga Beach - 2 collection 
days - - 

 

Table 23  Collection Specifications for Leaf, Yard and Brush Waste 

Leaf and Yard Waste 
Container Kraft paper bag, non waxed corrugated cardboard box, open top rigid 

containers 
Maximum Capacity 125 L 
Maximum Weight 20 kg 
Limit No limit 

Brush 
Container Bundled not exceeding 30 cm x 1.2 m (diameter of each branch less 

than 12 cm) 
Christmas trees cut into lengths less than 1.8 metres 

Limit No limit for brush, 3 Christmas trees 
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Leaf, yard and brush are taken to one of five County owned and operated outdoor windrow 
composting facilities.  Sites 1 (Alliston), 10 (Nottawasaga), 24 (North Simcoe Transfer Station), 
15 (Wasaga) or 11 (Oro) have the facilities necessary to compost leaf, yard, and brush waste. 5  
The resulting compost meets or exceeds legislative requirements. 
 

8.7.2 Leaf & Yard Program Performance 

The costs associated with operating the leaf and yard, brush, and Christmas tree collection 
programs are listed below (Table 24).   
 

Table 24   Leaf & Yard, Brush, and Christmas Tree Collection Program Costs, November 2008 to 

October 2009 

Municipality 

Number 
of 

Serviced 
Units 

Christmas 
Tree 

Tonnage 

Christmas 
Tree 

Collection 
Costs 

L & Y/Brush 
Tonnages 

L & 
Y/Brush 

Collection 
Costs 

North Simcoe 

Midland 7,321 - - 513.78 
$13,690.27 
– Collected 

by Town 
staff  

Penetanguishene - - - 132.86 
n/a – 

Collected 
by Town 

staff 

Tiny 9,404 2.91 $ 3,197.36 84.37 

n/a – 
Collected 

by 
Township 

staff 
Tay - - - - - 
South Simcoe 

Adjala-Tosorontio Adjala- Tosorontio operates diversion days instead of special 
collections. 

Bradford-West 
Gwillimbury 7,974 - - 349.00 $29,151.53 

Essa 6,492 6.18 $ 3,505.68 - - 

Innisfil 12,222 9.27 $ 6,599.88 791.69 $73,155.30 

                                              
5 Excel Spreadsheet, Proposed Budget - 2010 Environmental Budget, General Est. 
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New Tecumseth 11,028 16.78 $ 5,955.12 700.19 $33,917.60 

East Simcoe 

Oro-Medonte 8,521 10.88 $ 5,027.39 131.06 $23,006.70 

Ramara n/a - - - - 

Severn 6,505 3.4 $ 3,837.95 57.68 $8,320.50 

West Simcoe 

Collingwood 9,341 10.61 $ 4,483.68 177.50 $ 37,237.87 

Clearview 5,872 10.39 $  2,818.56 20.33 

n/a – 
Collected 

by 
Township 

staff 

Springwater 6,850 15.86 $ 3,288.00 330.17 $27,799.50 

Wasaga 11,047 - - 481.05 $42,791.29  
Source:  Excel Spreadsheet, Nov 2008 to Oct 2009 Curbside Collection by Municipality, 12 months - WB revisions 

 

8.8 Garbage 

8.8.1 Collection 

Garbage collection is provided to all eligible single-family dwellings as well as some multi-family 
dwellings and commercial locations.  As noted above, the container limits for garbage were 
reduced to one in September 2008, with the exception of some predominantly seasonal units 
which are not eligible for organics collection and some IC&I locations.  Garbage collection 
specifications are noted in Table 25. 

 
Table 25  Collection Specifications for Leaf, Yard and Brush Waste 

Garbage 
Container Rigid containers or bags 
Maximum Capacity 80 L for containers 

Bags, 90 cm x 75 cm and 77 L 
Maximum Weight 20 kg 
Limit 1 plus tagged bags 
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Garbage may not be placed in a bag which is not contained with a bin or a box in the Town of 
Wasaga Beach.    Tags are not permitted in the Township of Adjala-Tosorontio as this 
community endeavors to encourage diversion.  Instead serviced units may set-out one additional 
clear bag per week containing only diapers or incontinence products.  The clear bag must meet 
the same restrictions as a garbage bag.   

Unacceptable items that would not be collected include bags and receptacles exceeding limits, 
bulky items, metal items, automotive parts, construction / demolition / renovation wastes, stumps 
and branches. 

Garbage tags can be purchased at 165 locations within the County at a cost of $2.00 per tag, 
and tags must be purchased in sheets of five.  Garbage tags are not available in Adjala-
Tosorontio.  For collection days following Victoria Day, Thanksgiving, and Christmas, two bags 
of garbage are permitted without the requirement of bag tags.  

Table 26 indicates bag tag sales since 2005. After many years of declining sales, the sale of 
tags increased in the latter half of 2008 due to the implementation of the „one-bag limit‟ per 
week.  The budget for bag tags in 2009 was double that for 2008.  
 

Table 26  Bag Tag Sales, 2005 to 2010 

Year Bag Tag Sales 

2005 Actual $433,579 
2006 Actual $360,326 
2007 Actual $302,955 
2008 Budget $225,000 

2008 Actual last half of year $210,896 
2009 Budget $450,000 

2009 Actual first half of year $238,202 
2010 Budget $485, 890 

  

With direction from the County, the contractor is required to collect waste from litter bins at 
various locations within the municipalities.  The litter bins are to be collected weekly, on the 
same day as other surrounding collections.  The contractor must remove the waste from the bin 
and place a new bag in the bin, if the bin is lined with a bag.  Table 27 indicates the number of 
bins in each municipality and the cost associated with collecting the bins. 
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Table 27 Litter Bin Collection Costs 

Municipality Number of Bins Cost 

Ramara 11 $1,409.10 
Innisfil 33 $2,917.86 
New Tecumseth 58 $5,128.36 

Source:  Excel Spreadsheet, Excel Spreadsheet, Nov 2008 to Oct 2009 Curbside Collection by Municipality, 12 months - 
WB revisions 

8.8.2 Garbage Collection Program Performance 

Garbage collection costs on a per unit basis range from a high of $3.86 in East Simcoe to a low 
of $2.90 in West Simcoe.  This is reflective of the varying costs between contract areas.  Table 
28 presents the collection costs and quantities collected from November 2008 to October 2009.  
The unit prices are subject to CPI changes, either up or down, based on the immediately 
preceding September CPI for Ontario (all items) as compared to the September CPI of the 
preceding year‟s September CPI for Ontario (all times) as reported by Stats Canada. 

The tonnes per household of residual waste varied within individual contract areas and individual 
municipalities, with some (such as Ramara) having much less garbage set out per week for 
collection. 
Table 28  Garbage Collection Costs and Tonnes, November 2008 to October 2009 

 

Serviced 
Units 

Collection 
Cost/Unit 

(2009) 

Collection 
Cost/Year 

Avg. 
Tonnes 

Collected/ 
Month 

Kgs/Unit/ 
Month 

North  Simcoe  
Midland 7,719 $3.19 $52,304.64  188.79 24.47 

Penetanguishene 4,158 $3.19 $157,163.78  111.11 26.91 

Tay 5,289 $3.19 $ 201,536.09  133.44 25.21 

Tiny 9,522 $3.19 $361,740.07  197.99 20.83 

South Simcoe 
Adjala-
Tosorontio 3,953 $3.57 $167,403.58  94.38 23.97 

Bradford-West 
Gwillimbury 7,974 $3.57 $339,040.81  276.75 34.71 

Essa 6,634 $3.57 $ 281,934.11  183.83 27.72 

Innisfil 12,222 $3.57 $520,581.88  379.09 30.97 

New Tecumseth 10,894 $3.57 $461,866.06  333.97 30.76 
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Serviced 
Units 

Collection 
Cost/Unit 

(2009) 

Collection 
Cost/Year 

Avg. 
Tonnes 

Collected/ 
Month 

Kgs/Unit/ 
Month 

East Simcoe 
Oro-Medonte 8,718 $3.86 $400,025.27  194.17 22.30 

Ramara 6,215 $3.86 $286,360.62  107.88 17.31 

Severn 6,979 $3.86 $320,222.66  158.30 22.70 

West Simcoe 
Collingwood 9,341 $2.90 $ 320,676.65  244.18 26.31 

Clearview 6,073 $2.90 $208,668.10  143.22 23.72 

Springwater 7,220 $2.90 $ 249,323.73  184.45 25.57 

Wasaga Beach 11,056 $2.90 $376,018.58  206.40 18.94 
Source:  Excel Spreadsheet, Nov 2008 to Oct 2009 Curbside Collection by Municipality, 12 months - WB revisions 
 

Only one contract area, North Simcoe, provided a break-out of haulage costs as it is the only 
contract area which lacks local disposal capacity.  The costs were variable from month to month.  
Table 29 provides the North Simcoe garbage haulage costs.   
 
Table 29  Haulage Costs for North Simcoe Garbage, November 2008 to October 2009 

Month Midland Penetanguishene Tiny Tay 

November  $  3,650.52   $  2,688.32   $   2,786.95   $    1,410.86  
December  $  3,500.89   $  2,685.42   $   2,773.17   $    1,276.81  
January   $  4,655.78   $  3,659.66   $   2,999.06   $    1,605.15  
February  $  4,003.86   $  2,360.72   $   2,365.36   $    1,785.07  
March  $  4,155.12   $  2,698.74   $   2,672.64   $    2,653.50  
April   $  4,269.73   $  3,524.99   $   2,857.08   $    2,237.64  
May  $  4,959.70   $  3,008.41   $   3,293.99   $    2,426.43  
June  $  4,088.77   $  2,899.92   $   3,770.41   $    2,943.56  
July  $  5,273.13   $  3,411.86   $   4,963.87   $    2,464.01  
August  $  4,350.23   $  2,707.46   $   5,499.62   $    2,521.26  
September  $  4,159.76   $  2,963.43   $   3,996.08   $    2,933.81  
October  $  5,237.17   $  3,546.53   $   3,163.67   $    2,379.10  

Annual Total $52,304.66 $36,155.46 $41,141.90 $26,637.20 
Source:  Excel Spreadsheet, Nov 2008 to Oct 2009 Curbside Collection by Municipality, 12 months - WB revisions 

Each of the County‟s agreements with the waste collection contractors specifies haulage costs 
for garbage disposal outside of the contract area.  Table 30 summarizes the unit haulage costs. 
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Table 30 Garbage Haulage Costs 

 Mid-Ontario 
Disposal  

(West Simcoe) 

WSI  

(South Simcoe) 

Moreau 
Enterprises 

(North Simcoe) 

Mid-Ontario 
Disposal 

(East Simcoe) 

Haulage 
Costs (2009 

rate) 

$0.38/tonne/km $0.47/tonne/one 
way km 

$0.58/tonne/one 
way km 

$0.43/tonne/one 
way km 

Average km 
to be 

delivered 
outside of 

municipalities 

25 km 20 km 30 km 25km 

Source:  Waste Collection Contracts 

The amount of garbage collected via curbside collection for the County of Simcoe was 39,400 
tonnes from November 2008 to October 2009.  Table 31 provides a breakdown of the tonnages 
by contract area. 

 
Table 31   Tonnes of Garbage Collected by Contract Area, November 2008 to October 2009 

 North Simcoe South Simcoe East Simcoe West Simcoe 

Total 7,799 15,433 6,165 10,003 
Residential 7,504 15,098 5,907 9,745 
IC&I 295 335 258 258 
Source:  Excel Spreadsheet, waste composition and projectionsv6, 08-09 Curbside Summary Sheet 

8.9 Metal and Bulky Items 

8.9.1 Collection 

Curbside collection of bulky and/or scrap metal items is provided in nine (9) Simcoe 
municipalities under current contracts.  In most of the areas with collection, there is a limit of five 
items for each of bulky items and metal items.    However, in Severn Township the combined 
limit for bulky and metal items is five items in total, including one appliance only.  

Acceptable metal items include washers, dryers, hot water tanks, dishwashers, bed frames, and 
BBQs.  Furniture, mattresses, box springs, and carpet (rolled to 90 cm x 90 cm) are also 
acceptable items.  Metal storage sheds and swing sets are accepted, however these items must 
first be dismantled.  Other unacceptable metal items, such as CFC bearing appliances, bulky 
times, bicycles without wheels removed and automotive parts, are to have a refusal sticker 
placed on them.  Any items containing Freon, such as fridges, freezers, air conditioners, water 
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coolers and dehumidifiers, must first be tagged by a licensed Freon removal technician before 
they will be collected.    Table 32 provides a summary of the metal and bulky collection schedule. 

8.9.2 Metal and Bulky Item Collection Costs 

Table 32 below summarizes the metals and bulky collection services provided in each 
municipality and the costs associated with metal and bulky collection for the period from 
November 2008 to October 2009.  Table 33 indicates the quantity of metal and bulky items 
collected. 
Table 32 Costs of Metal and Bulky Collection, November 2008 to October 2009 

Municipality 

Number 
of 

Serviced 
Units 

Metal 
Collection 

Bulky 
Collection 

Metal/Bulky 
Collection 

Collection 
Costs 

Bulky 
Tonnage 

Metal 
Tonnage 

North Simcoe 
Midland 7,321 - - - - - - 
Penetanguishene 4,158 May 4 

  
$10,643.40 45.24 8.78 

Tiny 9,404 - - June 1/8 $30,250.98 117.38 26.13 
Tay 5,289 - - June 22 $16,803.68 60.48 16.27 
South Simcoe 
Adjala-
Tosorontio 3,934 Adjala- Tosorontio operates diversion days instead of special collections. 
Bradford-West 
Gwillimbury 7,974 - - June 8 $39,152.34 54.72 23.24 
Essa 6,492 - - - - - - 
Innisfil 12,222 Oct. 5 June 22 n/a $28,843.92 33.4 

 New Tecumseth 11,028 - - June 15 $54,147.48 128.45 47.84 
East Simcoe 

Oro-Medonte 8,521 - - Sept. 8 
$27,522.83  

 
87.83 

 
19.07 

 
Ramara 6,215 - - - - - - 
Severn 6,505 - - June 15 $16,067.35 70.36 15.88 
West Simcoe 
Collingwood 9,341 - - - - - - 
Clearview 5,872 - - - - - - 
Springwater 6,850 - - June 1 $22,262.5 82.1 $25.88 
Wasaga 11,047 - - - - - - 

 Source:  Excel Spreadsheet, Nov 2008 to Oct 2009 Curbside Collection by Municipality, 12 months - WB revisions 
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Table 33   Tonnes Bulky and Metal Waste Collected by Contract Area, November 2008 to 

October 2009 

 North Simcoe South Simcoe East Simcoe West Simcoe 

Total 274 288 193 108 
Bulky Waste 223 217 158 82 
Metal Waste 51 71 35 26 
Source:  Excel Spreadsheet, waste composition and projectionsv6, 08-09 Curbside Summary Sheet 
Numbers may not add correctly due to rounding. 

8.10 Blue Box Recycling 

8.10.1 Blue Box Program Overview 

Ontario Regulation 101/94 requires municipalities with a population greater than 5,000 with a 
waste collection and disposal service to offer recycling services to its residents. The County 
operates a two-stream weekly recycling program that has progressively improved over the years.  
In 2008, the County added spiral wound containers, tetra pack containers, gable top containers, 
and empty aerosol cans to its list of blue box acceptable items.  In addition, the County collects 
the majority of recyclable material that can be recovered and marketed in Ontario, including: 

 glass bottles and jars; 

 empty paint cans; 

 food and beverage cans; 

 plastic bottles, jugs, tubs and lids marked #1, #2, #4, #5, and #7;  

 aluminum plates and foil; 

 paper packaging (corrugated cardboard, boxboard, kraft paper, molded pulp); and, 

 printed paper (newsprint, mixed fine paper, magazines, phone books, books) 

 Plastics # 3 and 6 are not accepted in the program as these materials do not have stable long-
term North American markets. 

The County currently owns and operates a small MRF located at 1700 Golflink Road in Tiny 
Township. This MRF only accepts recyclables collected in the North Simcoe contract area.  
Equipment on site includes a Harris Badger 2 ram baler, a sorting line (no longer in use), a JCB 
456 loader with four yard bucket, 244 John Deere compact loader, and a Clark forklift.  The MRF 
building is 80‟ by 80‟.  Operations are carried out by five staff operating on one shift. The plant 
currently only processes paper fibre.  Co-mingled containers are transferred to an external MRF 
for processing. The County of Simcoe has limited recycling processing capacity located within its 
geographical boundaries. Recyclables from the East, South and West Simcoe collection contract 
areas are all shipped to external MRFs for processing.    
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There is no limit to the amount of recyclables that can be placed at the curb.  However, there is 
one exception; OCC is limited to three 75 cm x 75 cm x 20 cm flattened and tied bundles.  The 
contractor is permitted to collect OCC that is flattened but not bundled, provided it is within the 
volume limits.  At the contractor‟s discretion, any additional cardboard over the specified limit is 
to be collected provided it is not trade waste.  Commercial and multi-family dwellings may use 60 
or 90 gallon wheeled carts for recyclables.  In general recyclables cannot be placed in clear 
plastic bags, but if collection is delayed due to an extenuating circumstance (e.g., collection did 
not occur on the scheduled date, collection is cancelled, etc.), clear bags are acceptable for 
recyclable materials.  The contractor is required to remove the recyclables from the bags prior to 
delivery to the waste management facility. 

8.10.2 Recycling System Performance 

The County‟s recycling program costs were compared to the costs of other similar recycling 
programs within the province, based on Waste Diversion Ontario (WDO) data collected as part 
of the Datacall for 2005, 2006, and 2007.  The WDO annually collects recycling program 
information from municipalities in Ontario and this permits a reasonable “apples to apples” 
comparison from a cost performance stand-point.   

Each municipality is categorized according to the municipality‟s size and type of recycling 
program offered.  The County of Simcoe is included with the “Urban Regional” program 
category.  In 2007, six municipalities were included in the same category as the County, 
including the Regional Municipality of Durham, Essex-Windsor Solid Waste Authority, Regional 
Municipality of Niagara, City of Ottawa, and the Regional Municipality of Waterloo.  Table 34 
illustrates the County‟s performance for annual recycling program cost per household and per 
tonne marketed as well as annual collection costs per household in comparison with the 
performance of the Urban Regional group. The County tends to have higher costs than Urban 
Regional municipalities but lower to mid-range costs compared to Rural Regional. 
 

Table 34  WDO Program Performance Data for Urban Regional Municipalities 

Year Minimum Maximum Median Simcoe 

Net Annual Residential Recycling Program Cost per Household 
2005 $18.14 $29.66 $22.44 $29.70 
2006 $16.53 $36.50 $30.70 $36.50 
2007 $14.12 $42.56 $24.98 $42.56 

Net Annual Residential Recycling Program Cost per Tonne Marketed 
2005 $82.30 $167.80 $116.90 $167.80 
2006 $94.30 $194.30 $132.70 $194.30 
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Year Minimum Maximum Median Simcoe 

2007 $82.00 $241.50 $124.50 $241.50 
Total Annual Collection Costs per Household 

2005 $19.10 $32.10 $26.70 $32.10 
2006 $22.70 $33.70 $29.30 $33.70 
2007 $24.20 $35.70 $30.00 $35.70 

Total Annual Recycling Materials Marketed per Household (kg) 
2005 $176.10 $238.80 $190.20 $176.70 
2006 $175.20 $248.00 $198.30  $187.90 
2007 $172.30 $247.10 $183.90 $176.20 

 

In regards to overall program performance the cost per household for the recycling program 
(2008$) varied from approximately $29 to $54 per household or by as much as $25 per 
household between the four contract areas. The lowest cost reported was for both collection and 
processing (West Simcoe).  Detailed review of the current system in Simcoe County should 
determine the rationale for some of the differences in costs between the contract areas. It is 
possible that further contract consolidation could allow for improvements in program efficiencies. 

When examining blue box program costs for similar jurisdictions, Simcoe had the highest net 
cost per tonne ($242 in 2007) compared to other five (5) urban regional municipal programs in 
Ontario.  In comparison with the fourteen (14) rural regional municipal programs in Ontario, 
Simcoe‟s net costs per tonne (2007$) were just below the average ($252 in 2007).  Simcoe‟s 
gross program costs per tonne were in line with the average for urban regional municipalities, 
however, its revenues lagged behind given that the County does not directly process or receive 
revenues for the majority of its own recyclable materials. Given that past and projected system 
performance indicates that in the order of 25,000 tonnes per year of residential recyclables may 
be managed by the County‟s program, it appears reasonable to examine developing MRF 
capacity within the County, thus reducing transfer/haul costs and allowing for the County to 
better control processing costs.   

8.10.2.1 North Simcoe 

Miller Waste Systems (“Miller”) provides collection services for recyclable materials in North 
Simcoe.  Their contract began on January 1, 2007 and is scheduled to end on July 2, 2011. 
There is an option to extend the contract for a further two years after its expiry.   Miller uses top 
select/rear pack trucks to collect recyclables.  Six vehicles are used per day for collection.  Each 
vehicle has a capacity of 25 m3.  Further details are available in Table 35.  In addition to 
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collection services, residents may also deliver their recyclables to the North Simcoe Transfer 
Station (Site 24), which is the only public waste dept/transfer facility located within North Simcoe. 
 
Table 35 Recycling Collection System Details 

 Midland Penetanguishene Tay Tiny 

Days/wk 
Collection 

2 1 1 2 

Approximate 
Operating 
hrs/day 

7 6.5 7 6 

No. Vehicles 
Used Per Day 

6 6 6 6 

Facility 
Recyclables 
Delivered To. 

Site 24 (North 
Simcoe MRF) 

Site 24 (North 
Simcoe MRF) 

Site 24 (North 
Simcoe MRF) 

Site 24 (North 
Simcoe MRF) 

Recycling Toter 
Collections 

293 154 10 14 

Source:  Excel Spreadsheet, Municipal Contract and Collection Details,  

Recycling program data specific to the North Simcoe contract area is provided below (Table 36). 
 
Table 36  North Simcoe Recycling Program Indicators (2008) 

Indicator 2008 2009 (Nov. 08 to Oct. 09) 

Net Cost per Tonne $240.01 $210.51 
Net Cost per Household $35.29 $32.31 
% Residue per Tonne 
Collected 4.28% n/a 

Printed Paper Marketed at 
MRF (tonnes) 2517.1 2457.1 

Printed Paper Marketed at 
MRF (kg/hhd) 99.2 92.92 

Commingled Marketed at 
MRF (tonnes) 1378.8 3,514.3 

Commingled Marketed at 
MRF (kg/hhd) 54.4 132.90 

8.10.2.2 South Simcoe 

WSI provides collection services for recyclable materials in South Simcoe.  Their contract began 
on October 1, 2006 and is scheduled to end on October 1, 2011 with an option to renew for a 
further period of up to two years.    WSI uses top select-side load trucks to collect recyclables.  
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Each vehicle has a capacity of 31 m3 for recyclables.  Further details are available below in 
Table 37.  In addition to curbside collection, residents may also deliver their recyclables to their 
local landfill or transfer station.  The Tosorontio (Site 13) and West Gwillimbury (Site 16) sites 
are both located within South Simcoe. 
 
Table 37 Recycling Collection System Details 

 Bradford-
West 

Gwillimbury 

Innisfil New 
Tecumseth 

Adjala-
Tosorontio 

Essa 

Days/wk 
Collection 

1 3 2 3 1 

Approximate 
Operating 
hrs/day 

9 9 9 8.5 9.5 

No. Vehicles 
Used Per Day 

20 14 14 6 14 

Facility 
Recyclables 
Delivered To. 

Comingled 
containers: 
WSI, Barrie 
for transfer 
to WSI, 
MRF, 
Bracebridge  

 
Paper fibres: 
65% to 
Canada 
Fibres, 25% 
to Paper 
Fibres, 10% 
to 
Continental.   

 

Comingled 
containers: 
WSI, Barrie for 
transfer to 
WSI,  MRF, 
Bracebridge  
 
Paper fibres: 
65% to 
Canada 
Fibres, 25% to 
Paper Fibres, 
10% to 
Continental.   

 

Comingled 
containers: 
WSI, Barrie 
for transfer 
to WSI,  
MRF, 
Bracebridge  
 
Paper fibres: 
65% to 
Canada 
Fibres, 25% 
to Paper 
Fibres, 10% 
to 
Continental.   

 

Comingled 
containers: 
WSI, Barrie 
for transfer 
to WSI,  
MRF, 
Bracebridge  
 
Paper fibres: 
65% to 
Canada 
Fibres, 25% 
to Paper 
Fibres, 10% 
to 
Continental.   

 

Comingled 
containers: 
WSI, Barrie 
for transfer 
to WSI,  
MRF, 
Bracebridge  
 
Paper 
fibres: 65% 
to Canada 
Fibres, 25% 
to Paper 
Fibres, 10% 
to 
Continental.   

 
Source:  Excel Spreadsheet, Municipal Contract and Collection Details,  

Additional recycling program data specific to the South Simcoe is provided below (Table 38). 
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Table 38  South Simcoe Recycling Program Indicators (2008) 

Indicator 2008 2009 (Nov. 08 to Oct. 09) 

Net Cost per Tonne $147.68 $164.56 
Net Cost per Household $37.76 $39.54 
% Residue per Tonne 
Collected 7.40% n/a 

Printed Paper Marketed at 
MRF (tonnes) 7995.1 6873.24 

Printed Paper Marketed at 
MRF (kg/hhd) 189.7 158.1 

Aluminum Marketed at MRF 
(tonnes) 218.73 200.8 

Aluminum Marketed at MRF 
(kg/hhd) 5.2 4.6 

Steel Marketed at MRF 
(tonnes) 393.77 360.03 

Steel Marketed at MRF 
(kg/hhd) 9.3 8.3 

Glass Marketed at MRF 
(tonnes) 2190.71 2006.37 

Glass Marketed at MRF 
(kg/hhd) 52.0 46.2 

PET Plastic Marketed at MRF 
(tonnes) 546.83 502.55 

PET Plastic Marketed at MRF 
(kg/hhd) 13.0 11.6 

Other Plastic Marketed at 
MRF (tonnes) 295.32 270.9 

Other Plastic Marketed at 
MRF (kg/hhd) 7.0 6.2 

8.10.2.3 East Simcoe 

Mid-Ontario Disposal provides collection services for recyclable materials in East Simcoe.  Their 
contract began on July 1, 2006 and is scheduled to end on July 2, 2011 with an option to renew 
for a further period of up to two years.    Mid-Ontario Disposal uses top select-side load trucks to 
collect recyclables.  Each vehicle has a capacity of 25m3.  Further details are provided in Table 
39.  In addition to collection services, residents may also deliver their recyclables to depots 
located at the Mara (Site 7), Matchedash (Site 8), and Oro (Site 11) sites. 
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Table 39 Recycling Collection System Details 

 Oro-Medonte Ramara Severn 

Days/wk Collection 5 3 5 
Approximate Operating 
hrs/day 

7.5 8.5 8.5 

No. Vehicles Used Per 
Day 

4 4 4 

Facility Recyclables 
Delivered To. 

Mid Ontario, Orillia 
Comingled 
containers to 
Durham Shred in 
Oshawa  
Paper fibres split 
50/50 between 
Paper Fibres and 
Canada Fibres. 

Mid Ontario, Orillia 
Comingled containers 
to Durham Shred in 
Oshawa  
Paper fibres split 
50/50 between Paper 
Fibres and Canada 
Fibres. 

Mid Ontario, Orillia 
Comingled 
containers to 
Durham Shred in 
Oshawa  
Paper fibres split 
50/50 between 
Paper Fibres and 
Canada Fibres. 

Source:  Excel Spreadsheet, Municipal Contract and Collection Details 

Additional recycling program data for the East Simcoe area is provided below (Table 40). 
 
Table 40  East Simcoe Recycling Program Indicators (2008) 

Indicator 2008 2009 (Nov. 08 to Oct. 09) 
Net Cost per Tonne $356.26 $411.02 
Net Cost per Household $53.79 $55.76 
% Residue per Tonne 
Collected 1.76% n/a 

Printed Paper Marketed at 
MRF (tonnes) 1860.12 2024.9 

Printed Paper Marketed at 
MRF (kg/hhd) 88.1 91.8 

Aluminum Marketed at MRF 
(tonnes) 66.74 58.2 

Aluminum Marketed at MRF 
(kg/hhd) 3.2 2.6 

Steel Marketed at MRF 
(tonnes) 224.68 193.9 

Steel Marketed at MRF 
(kg/hhd) 10.6 8.8 

Flint Glass Marketed at MRF 
(tonnes) 249.23 216.29 

Flint Glass Marketed at MRF 11.8 9.8 
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Indicator 2008 2009 (Nov. 08 to Oct. 09) 
(kg/hhd) 
Coloured Glass Marketed at 
MRF (tonnes) 196.58 171.55 

Coloured Glass Marketed at 
MRF (kg/hhd) 9.3 7.8 

PET Plastic Marketed at MRF 
(tonnes) 117.95 108.87 

PET Plastic Marketed at MRF 
(kg/hhd) 5.6 4.9 

HDPE Plastic Marketed at 
MRF (tonnes) 40.08 37.28 

 HDPE Plastic Marketed at 
MRF (kg/hhd) 1.9 1.7 

Other Plastic Marketed at 
MRF (tonnes) 55.58 53.21 

Other Plastic Marketed at 
MRF (kg/hhd) 2.6 2.4 

 

8.10.2.4 West Simcoe 

As indicated above Mid-Ontario Disposal provides collection services for recyclable materials in 
West Simcoe.  This contract began on July 1, 2005 and is scheduled to end on July 3, 2010, with 
an option to renew for a further period of up to two years.    Mid-Ontario Disposal uses top 
select-side load trucks to collect recyclables.  Each vehicle has a capacity of 25m3.  Further 
details are provided in Table 41.  In addition to collection services, residents may also deliver 
their recyclables to the Collingwood (Site 2) and Nottawasaga (Site 10) sites.  
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Table 41 Recycling Collection System Details 

 Collingwood Clearview Springwater Wasaga 
Beach 

Days/wk 
Collection 

5 3 2 5 

Approximate 
Operating hrs/day 

7 7.5 8.5 7.5 

No. Vehicles Used 
Per Day 

4 6 8 6 

Facility 
Recyclables 
Delivered To 

Mid Ontario, 
Orillia 
 for Transfer. 
Comingled 
containers to 
Durham Shred 
in Oshawa  
Paper fibres 
split 50/50 
between Paper 
Fibres and 
Canada Fibres. 

Mid Ontario, 
Orillia 
for Transfer. 
Comingled 
containers to 
Durham Shred in 
Oshawa  
Paper fibres split 
50/50 between 
Paper Fibres and 
Canada Fibres. 

Mid Ontario, 
Orillia 
for Transfer. 
Comingled 
containers to 
Durham Shred 
in Oshawa  
Paper fibres 
split 50/50 
between Paper 
Fibres and 
Canada 
Fibres. 

Mid Ontario, 
Orillia 
for Transfer. 
Comingled 
containers to 
Durham Shred 
in Oshawa  
Paper fibres 
split 50/50 
between Paper 
Fibres and 
Canada 
Fibres. 

Source:  Excel Spreadsheet, Municipal Contract and Collection Details 

Additional recycling program data for the West Simcoe contract area is provided below (Table 
42). 
 
Table 42  West Simcoe Recycling Program Indicators (2008) 

Indicator 2008 2009 (Nov. 08 to 
Oct. 09) 

Net Cost per Tonne $166.26 $200.32 
Net Cost per Household $28.53 $31.38 
% Residue per Tonne Collected 1.76% n/a 
Printed Paper Marketed at MRF (tonnes) 3130.21 2968.22 
Printed Paper Marketed at MRF (kg/hhd) 99.8 87.4 
OCC/OBB Marketed at MRF (tonnes) 729.95 696.17 
OCC/OBB Marketed at MRF (kg/hhd) 23.3 20.5 
Aluminum Marketed at MRF (tonnes) 112.39 105.32 
Aluminum Marketed at MRF (kg/hhd) 3.6 3.1 
Steel Marketed at MRF (tonnes) 378.36 350.77 
Steel Marketed at MRF (kg/hhd) 12.1 10.3 
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Indicator 2008 2009 (Nov. 08 to 
Oct. 09) 

Flint Glass Marketed at MRF (tonnes) 419.71 391.29 
Flint Glass Marketed at MRF (kg/hhd) 13.4 11.5 
Coloured Glass Marketed at MRF 
(tonnes) 330.96 310.37 

Coloured Glass Marketed at MRF 
(kg/hhd) 10.5 9.1 

PET Plastic Marketed at MRF (tonnes) 198.13 196.96 
PET Plastic Marketed at MRF (kg/hhd) 6.3 5.8 
HDPE Plastic Marketed at MRF (tonnes) 87.26 67.48 

 HDPE Plastic Marketed at MRF (kg/hhd) 2.8 2.0 
Other Plastic Marketed at MRF (tonnes) 93.29 94.45 
Other Plastic Marketed at MRF (kg/hhd) 3.0 2.8 

 

9 OTHER DIVERSION PROGRAMS 

9.1 Municipal Hazardous or Special Waste (MHSW) Program 

On July 1, 2008, the County expanded its MHSW program to allow residents to drop off low risk 
materials during all regular operating hours at the Nottawasaga landfill and the North Simcoe 
Transfer Station.  In July, 2009, the Oro landfill was added.  There is no charge for residents to 
take the identified materials to the landfills or Transfer Station.  As of October 2009, 173 tonnes6 
of household hazardous waste had been collected.   

The County also currently operates Depot Event Days at the Nottawasaga, North Simcoe, New 
Tecumseth and Oro facilities, where all household hazardous wastes are collected.  Higher risk 
household hazardous wastes can be taken to the Depot.  Items identified as high risk include: 
fertilizers, solvents, pesticides (fungicides, herbicides, and insecticides), household cleaners, 
pool chemicals, mercury, gasoline, thermostats, pharmaceuticals, sharps and syringes and other 
unknowns (liquids and chemicals).    

The County also has agreements in place with the Cities of Barrie and Orillia for residents to use 
their MHSW Depots.  The Barrie depot is available to all residents of the County and the Orillia 
depot serves the surrounding municipalities of Oro-Medonte, Severn, and Ramara.   Information 
regarding the depot events are summarized below in Table 43.   
 

                                              
6 County of Simcoe Report CS 09-117 
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Table 43 MHSW Depot Information 

Site Name Location Hours of Operation Materials Accepted 

23 - New 
Tecumseth 

5917 7th 
Line, Beeton 

April 24, 2010 
     9:00 AM – 3:00 PM 
 
May 22, 2010 
     9:00 AM – 3:00 PM 
 
June 26, 2010 
     9:00 AM – 3:00 PM 
 
September 25, 2010 
     9:00 AM – 3:00 PM 
 
October 23, 2010 
     9:00 AM – 3:00 PM 
 

 
Only Household Hazardous Waste is 
accepted at this facility – both high & 
low risk materials  
 
 

10 - 
Nottawasaga 

5715 30-31 
Sideroad 

Low Risk Materials 
Accepted:  
8:30 am to 4:30 pm on 
Monday to Friday and 
from 8:00 am to 4:00 pm 
on Saturdays 

 
Operates HHW DEPOT EVENTS 
(High and Low Risk materials) on the 
2nd Saturday in May,   and October 
from 8:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. 
 

11 – Oro 610 Old 
Barrie Road 
West 

Low Risk Materials 
Accepted:  
8:30 am to 4:30 pm on 
Monday to Friday and 
from 8:00 am to 4:00 pm 
on Saturdays 

Operates HHW DEPOT EVENTS 
(High and Low Risk materials) on the 
1st Saturday in May and October 
from 8:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. 
 

24 - North 
Simcoe 

1700 Golf 
Link Road, 
Midland 

Low Risk Materials 
Accepted:  
Mon – Fri: 8:30 a.m. – 
4:30 p.m. 
Saturday: 8:00 a.m. – 
4:00 p.m. 
 

Operates HHW DEPOT EVENTS 
(High and Low Risk materials) on the 
3rd Saturday in May, and October 
from 8:00 a.m.to 3:00 p.m. 
 

Barrie  272 Ferndale 
Drive North, 
Barrie 

Saturday:  9:00 a.m. to 
4:00 p.m. 

 Sorting and packaging MHSW 
for transportation 

 Bulking materials (flammable 
organics) 

 Testing materials for PCB 
contamination 

 Storing MHSW until quantities 
warrant transportation 

Orillia 100 Kitchener 
Street, Orillia 

December 1 – March 31:  
Monday to Friday:  8:30 
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. 

 Separating specific MHSW 
materials for reuse 

 Sorting and packing MHSW for 
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April 1 – November 30:  
Monday to Friday:  8:30 
a.m. to 5:00 p.m., 
Saturday 8:30 a.m. to 
1:00 p.m. 

transportation 
 Bulking materials (paint) 
 Storing MHSW until quantities 

warrant transportation 

Brendar Environmental collects and manages all hazardous wastes collected within Simcoe 
County.  Bill No. 36 of the County of Simcoe extended the original contract with Brendar 
Environmental beginning April 1, 2008 until December 31, 2012.  Costing varies by item 
collected (see Table 44). 
 
Table 44  MHSW Item Costs 

Service / Material Cost 

Services for the MHSW day (includes one 
supervisor and one staff and associated 
travel, accommodations and event expenses) 

$1850.00/day 

Additional staff (cost/person) $185.00/person 
Transportation service (tip rate) $1435.00/trip 
On site time Demurrage after 1 Hour $95.00/hour 
Waste Shipment Coordination on Site $785.00/trip 
Transportation off season service, trip rate – 
straight truck or cube van 

$465.00/trip 

Skid of waste paint pails, MOE 145 $19.50/pail 
Waste bulk paint (solvent based) in drums $158.00/drum 
Waste paint packs, boxes, MOE 145B $385.00/box 
Waste pant lab packs, MOE 145B $$85.00/drum 
Waste alkali batteries, MOE 148A $385.00/drum 
Waste alkali lab pack disposal, MOE 148A $115.00/drum 
Waste oxidizer lab packs, MOE 148A $125.00/drum 
Reactive chemicals special disposal Case by case 
Waste acid lab packs, MOE 148 $115.00/drum 
Waste bulk antifreeze, MOE 212L $135.00/drum 
Waste pesticide lab pack, MOE 242A $155.00/drum 
Waste oil filters, MOE 252L $95.00/drum 
Waste oil in bulk 252L $0.25/litre 
Waste oil shipment – includes transportation 
and on-site coordination 

$285.00/shipment 

Miscellaneous organic lab pack, MOE 263A $95.00/drum 
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Service / Material Cost 

Skids of pails, miscellaneous organic wastes, 
MOE 263 

$19.50/pail 

Pharmaceutical lab pack, MOE 263A,  261A $105.00/drum 
Compressed gas cylinders, (most), MOE 331 $85.00/cylinder 
Waste aerosols in drums, MOE 3311 $125.00/drum 
Freon gas cylinders for disposal $50.00/cylinder 
Waste propane cylinders in drums, MOE 331 $150.00/drum 
Fluorescent Tubes, MOE 146T $0.40/foot 
Spill kit $200.00 
Ploy funnel $100.00 
Safety Eye Wash $400.00 
Shelf Unit $550.00 
Poly Tote Tanks (oil) $150.00 
Fire Extinguishers (5 lb) $60.00 
Plastic folding tables $60.00 
Drum Cart $200.00 
Spill Tray (acid batteries) $150.00 

Source:  County of Simcoe Bill No. 36 

From November 2008 to October 2009, 151 tonnes of residential MHSW was collected.  No cost 
was reported for the commercial MHSW, however the disposal of residential waste reportedly 
cost $140.10.7  In 2008, Simcoe residents disposed of 26.84 tonnes of MHSW at the Barrie 
depot while Oro-Medonte, Severn and Ramara residents disposed of 46.84 tonnes of MHSW at 
the Orillia depot.8 

9.2 Electronics Program 

In January 2008, the County began a pilot project at the North Simcoe Transfer Station, 
Nottawasaga Landfill, and the Oro Landfill to divert waste electronics. During its first year, the 
pilot program diverted approximately 174 tonnes of electronic waste.  Televisions, computers, 
computer monitors, game consoles, fax machines, cell phones, computer peripherals and 
printers, etc., were accepted during the pilot.  The Waste Electronic and Electrical Equipment 
(WEEE) was accepted at the regular garbage tipping fee. 

On July 8, 2008, the WEEE program, through the Waste Diversion Act, was approved and 
required product stewards to pay fees which are used to fund the program.  Phase 1 of the 

                                              
7 Excel Spreadsheet, Nov 08 to Oct 09 Monthly tonnages 
8 2008 WDO Datacall 
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program was initiated on April 1, 2009 and addressed desktop and portable computers, 
computer peripherals, monitors, printers, fax machines and televisions.  Phase 2 materials, 
including phones, cameras and audiovisual equipment, are schedule for funding beginning in 
2010, however the County already collects these materials free of charge. 

The County receives compensation for Phase 1 electronic materials through Ontario Electronic 
Stewardship (OES).  In 2009, the County received: 

 $165.00/tonne collection funding; 

 The cost of transportation to the recycler; and, 

 The cost of processing. 

Based on the funding through the OES, the County no longer charges tipping fees for the 
diversion of WEEE.  From November 2008 to October 2009, 312 tonnes of WEEE was diverted 
through the County‟s Depots. 

9.3 Tire Program 

The County‟s Tire Stewardship Program was implemented on September 1, 2009.  Through the 
Waste Diversion Act, industry supported funding was provided to municipalities to manage used 
tires.  The program is provided by the Ontario Tire Stewardship and is applicable to the following 
tire types: 

 On road passenger/light truck tires, including tires designed for under 10,000 lbs gross 
vehicle weight with codes on the sidewall of P (passenger), LT (light truck), and T 
(temporary). 

 Motorcycle, ATV and medium truck tires (commercial, RV, bus which comply with 
CMVSS No. 119). 

 Off Road Tires including golf cart, forklift, bobcat and skid steer tires, free rolling farm 
tires, agricultural drive. 

 Small, medium, large and giant off road tires and solid industrial tires. 

Funding provided through the Ontario Tire Stewardship amounts to $0.88 per passenger and 
light truck tier and $3.05 per medium truck and off-road tire.  Pick-up, hauling, and processing of 
eligible tires is provided at no cost to the County. The County does not charge a tipping fee for 
tire disposal. 

Overall, 346 tonnes of tires were diverted from November 2008 to October 2009 at the County‟s 
Depots. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Purpose and Scope of this Report 

The County has retained Stantec to work with County Staff and Elected Officials, the Steering 
Committee and other stakeholders, to develop an Integrated Solid Waste Management Strategy 
(the Strategy) that will establish a long-term approach to manage the municipal waste stream. 

The purpose of the Strategy will be to provide direction for the County’s waste management 
system through recommendations to improve current waste diversion programs, to make progress 
towards zero waste and to address processing and disposal needs for the next twenty years. 

The second phase of the work involved in developing the Strategy, is to complete an assessment 
of the current system performance and evaluation of options to address short and long-term 
needs. Phase 2 encompasses three key Tasks: 

• Task D: Present Waste Generation and Description of Waste Management Practices and 
Systems; 

• Task E: Project Waste Management Needs over the Planning Period; and 

• Task F: Diversion Strategy and Disposal Assessment. 

The Phase 2 Task F, Draft Report addresses the identification of options for consideration as part 
of the Strategy development, the evaluation of these options and the formulation of the proposed 
long-term waste management system for the County. 

2 THE COUNTY’S CURRENT SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 

The County assumed responsibility for waste from the member municipalities in 1990, along with 
existing approved landfill and waste disposal facilities and a number of proposed disposal facilities 
that were in various stages of Environmental Assessment and/or Environmental Protection Act 
approvals. 

Since that time, the County has established a number of programs that have significantly 
increased waste diversion. A complete overview of the current waste management system 
operated by the County is provided in the Phase 2, Task D Technical Memorandum. 

While the County has made significant progress in diversion system improvements, it has been 
some time (over 10 years) since a comprehensive review and planning exercise has been 
undertaken for the entire solid waste management system. 

In addition, as identified in the Phase 1: Draft Technical Memo, a review of the current waste 
management system in the County identified the following problems which are associated with the 
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current system, that form the basis of the need to review the County’s programs and develop a 
long-term Strategy: 

• Lack of secure long-term processing capacity for recyclable and organic materials; 

• Need for improvements to the effectiveness and efficiency of the County’s overall waste 
diversion system, in order to sustain diversion performance; 

• Need to develop additional strategies to increase diversion over the longer term; 

• Desire to maximize the use of existing approved disposal capacity in the County, 
recognizing this capacity as a finite resource that has value to the broader community; and 

• Lack of disposal capacity necessary to manage residual garbage over the longer term. 

3 ISSUES CONSIDERED IN SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT 

3.1 Considerations used to Assess Diversion and Disposal Options  

The considerations that have been applied in order to assess potential diversion and disposal 
options as confirmed in consultation with County Staff and the Strategy Steering Committee 
included the following: 
 

Consideration  Application to Options  
Short-term or Long-term 
Option  

 Preference for options that could apply in both short-term (10 years or 
less) and long-term (20 years or more).  

 Short-term options would include those that can easily be implemented 
within the first few years of the strategy (i.e. within the first five years) 
and/or those options that would only be reasonably available in the 
short-term. 

 Long-term options would include those that require more time to 
implement (i.e. up to 10 years to implement) and that should be able to 
be sustained until at least 2030 or beyond. 

Interaction with other System 
Components  

 Significant interactions of options with other potential system 
components will be identified. 

 Options should not negatively interact with other components.  
 Some options will be contingent upon the viability of implementing 

another system component, i.e. single stream recycling collection is 
contingent upon the availability of capacity to process single stream 
materials. 

Potential Cost Implications   Potential costs implications for the options, including capital and 
operating costs and potentially revenues will be identified. 

 Potential costs should be reasonably within range of current budget. 
Potential Change in 
Diversion  

 Potential changes in diversion rates will be identified that could directly 
or indirectly result from implementing any options, including policy 
and/or other system changes. 

 Preferred if disposal options have the potential for additional material 
recovery. 

Potential for System 
Efficiencies and 

 Preferred if options increase efficiency and/or cost effectiveness of the 
waste system.  
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Consideration  Application to Options  
Improvements in Level of 
Service  

 Diversion and collection options should have potential to 
enhance/improve levels of service. 

Potential Processing or 
Disposal Capacity 
Requirements  

 Diversion processing options and residual disposal options must be able 
to provide sufficient capacity for a reasonable length of time. 

 Potential decreases in required landfill capacity for diversion options, 
would reflect both increased diversion and changes in composition and 
density of waste requiring landfill disposal. 

General Implementation 
Requirements  

 Implementation requirements include: 
• Facility siting for any new facilities. 

• Approvals/permitting such as those necessary under the 
Environmental Assessment and Environmental Protection Acts. 

• Procurement processes such as RFPs or Tenders for 
development of new facilities and/or new contracts 

 Implementation requirements should allow for short-term options to be 
developed within 5 years of Strategy approval and within 10 years for 
long-term options. 

General Implementation 
Timeframe  

 Short-term options should be able to be implemented within five years 
or less and Long-term options within 10 years or less. 

Ability to Adjust Option to 
Changes to the WDA & 
Other Provincial Initiatives 

 Options need to have flexibility to be modified to adapt to increases or 
decreases in tonnages and other changes that could occur based on 
changes to the Provincial waste system.  

The last consideration identified above, relates to the need for the options and or overall SWMS to 
be flexible enough to be adjusted pending the outcome of the potential changes to the WDA. An 
overview of the outcome of the review of the WDA and potential effect on the County’s waste 
system is provided below. 

3.2 Review of the Waste Diversion Act and Potential Effect on the County’s Waste 
System 

In October 2008 the Ministry of the Environment (MOE) began a review of the Waste Diversion Act 
(2002).  The purpose of the review was to investigate issues affecting waste diversion and to 
contemplate using the principles of Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR) as the basis for 
Ontario’s waste diversion framework.   The results of the review are provided in “From Waste to 
Worth:  The Role of Waste Diversion in the Green Economy”, issued by the MOE in October 2009. 

Based on comments and opinions from the review period, the MOE established four broad 
outcomes to guide any changes to the waste diversion framework.  These are: 

• Increased waste diversion;  

• Innovations in sustainable product and packaging design;  

• Investments in green processes and technologies to grow Ontario’s reuse and recycling 
sector; and,  
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• Opportunities for all Ontarians to meaningfully participate and contribute to increasing waste 
diversion.” 

The MOE further believes the framework should be guided by the vision of zero waste and follow  
a set of principles including responsibility, flexibility, accountability, transparency, competition and 
predictably.    Based on these principles and the outcomes stated above, the MOE has proposed 
several changes to the waste diversion framework.  These changes include: 
• A move to outcomes-based individual producer responsibility; 

• Clarification regarding the concept of diversion (what should be counted as diversion and 
what would not); 

• A requirement for more diversion, by designating additional materials that would require 
development of diversion plans, including those discarded in both the residential and IC&I 
sectors. The MOE intends to set a five-year material-specific collection and diversion targets 
which would also ban designated materials from disposal; 

• Provision of effective oversight based on roles that would be delineated in Ontario’s waste 
diversion framework for the Minister of the Environment (policy framework and 
enforcement), Waste Diversion Ontario (administration, oversight and compliance) and 
Producers (meeting waste diversion requirements); 

• Measures to support producer responsibility and diversion including implementation of a 
disposal levy; and, 

• Development of a plan for transitioning to a new framework.  It is proposed that a unique 
transition plan be developed for the Blue Box program – recognizing its long history of 
shared responsibility – to ensure minimal disruption of services, and so that desired 
diversion objectives continue to be achieved.   

The Ministry accepted comments through the Environmental Registry on the WDA review until 
February 1, 2010.  The timeframe for the MOE to prepare and issue the proposed legislation to 
amend the WDA, to prepare and issue any required regulations under the WDA, and for 
implementation plans to be developed is uncertain. 

There are a number of potential implications to municipal waste management programs across 
Ontario, including those in Simcoe County, however given that the proposed changes constitute 
simply a framework, it is difficult to anticipate which measures will be brought forward and how 
they would actually be implemented.  For example, while the proposed changes have implications 
for the current Blue Box Program Plan (BBPP) which provides guidance and funding for the 
residential blue box program, it is uncertain what roles municipalities would continue to play as 
service providers.  Certainly, it is difficult to envision a system that would ignore the efficiencies of 
co-collection and curbside collection of recyclables for one in which each producer would collect 
and manage its own material from residential households. 

Given the uncertainty of the current provincial plans and coupled with the need to address the very 
real concerns in the County related to the need for increased diversion and for secure residual 
garbage disposal capacity, it is wise that the Strategy result in the selection of a system that has 
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the inherent flexibility to be adjusted and adapted to future changes to the regulatory environment 
in Ontario. 

3.3 Incorporating the Philosophy of Zero Waste 

As noted in the Record of Consultation documenting the consultation program undertaken in 
February, in regards to diversion targets, many members of the public indicated that they wanted 
the County to establish a zero waste target or a “vision” of achieving Zero Waste.    
The general expression of support for the concept of Zero Waste reinforced some of the key 
aspects of the strategy including: 

• Adoption of the principles of Zero Waste including a hierarchy that places the priority on 
avoiding waste and diversion over disposal of garbage.   

• Support for Provincial efforts to implement/enhance Extended Producer Responsibility 
programs in the Province. 

Some residents interpret Zero Waste as elimination of waste generated, which would see the 
residential waste generation rate per capita reduce from 345 kg/capita (as of 2009) to zero.  Other 
residents interpret Zero Waste, as reducing the total quantity of waste disposed to zero, which 
would result from a combination of per capita waste reduction and an increase in diversion to 
100%. 

The combination of new diversion programs considered for the Strategy and provincial initiatives 
targeting the producers of goods and packages should move the County towards Zero Waste. 

The recommended approach for addressing Zero Waste in the development of the Strategy is to: 

• Endorse the concept of Zero Waste as an ultimate goal for the County.  Achievement of 
Zero Waste would likely first be measured as reducing the total quantity of waste disposed 
to zero with the overall societal goal of eliminating the generation of waste. Ultimate 
achievement of Zero Waste would require broad societal change that would largely be 
beyond the County’s control, and the timeframe for achieving this ultimate goal would fall 
outside the 20 year planning timeframe for the SWMS. 

• Set reasonable, achievable targets for diversion in the near term (next 10 years) that reflect 
the success of current programs, the potential for additional diversion with new programs 
and the composition of waste managed by the County.    

• For the longer term, to reflect the County’s intent to move towards “Zero Waste”, wherein 
the total amount of garbage requiring disposal would be reduced as much as possible, a 
more optimistic target would be set based on assuming exemplary behavior of County 
residents and extremely high recovery rates. 
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These targets would be revisited on a regular basis as the Strategy is updated, to reflect changes 
in waste management that are beyond the County’s control such as the success of EPR across 
the Province. 

 

4 BRIEF SUMMARY OF DIVERSION AND DISPOSAL OPTIONS 

As presented in the Draft Task F Discussion Paper, issued on January 13, 2010, various options 
for management of waste materials for which the County is responsible were identified for 
consideration.  These options were presented to the public for discussion both through the 
County’s on-line forum and at the public sessions held in early February. 

The following (Table 1) presents a summary of the options that were identified, with modifications 
where applicable to take into account some of the feedback received. 

 
Table 1  Summary of Options 

Category Options 

Waste Reduction and 
Reuse 

 Enhance Current Reduction and Reuse Programs 
 Establish a Per Capita Waste Reduction Target 
 Develop Re-Use  centres, programs and partnering initiatives 
 Implement a Green Procurement Policy for County facilities 
 Endorse Extended Producer Responsibility and waste 

minimization legislation 
Waste Diversion 
Programs (e.g. 
recycling) 

 Enhance Existing Depot Program 
 Clear Garbage Bag Program 
 Increase Recycling Container Capacity 
 Bi-Weekly (Every Other Week) Garbage Collection 
 Enhanced Advertising, Promotion & Education 
 Public Open Space Recycling  
 Special Events Recycling  
 Examine Diversion of Commercial Materials 
 Mandatory Diversion By-law 

Recycling Approaches 
and Technologies 
(Material Recovery 
Facilities) 

 Processing Recyclables Outside of Simcoe County 
 Process Recyclables within the County (i.e., build a new 

recycling plant) 

Organics approaches 
and technologies 
(CCFs) 
 

 Process Organics Outside the County 
 Process Organics within the County (i.e., build a new 

processing plant) 

Collection and Transfer  Review of collection contracts including:  contract terms, 
duration, separation of collection from processing, and review 
of contract areas. 
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Category Options 

 Alternative collection options including:  single stream 
recycling, changes to collection frequencies and automated 
collection.  Review move to uniform level of collection service. 

 Review of existing transfer capabilities 
 Identification of New Transfer Facilities (as required) 

Short-term Disposal of 
Remaining Garbage 

 Modifications to Current Operating Landfills 
 Use of Garbage Disposal Facilities Outside the County. 

Long-term Disposal of 
Remaining Garbage 

 In County Garbage Disposal Capacity: 
o Development of Partially Permitted Sites (9, 12, and 42) 
o Expansion of Current Operating Sites 
o Landfill Mining (Sites 9 and 12) 
o New Landfill Facility 

 Landfill Disposal Capacity Available Outside of the County 
 Garbage Processing Facilities either Inside or Outside of the 

County 

 

5 METHODOLOGY USED TO EVALUATE OPTIONS AND 
FORMULATE A PREFERRED SYSTEM 

5.1 Methodology 

Within the workplan developed for the Solid Waste Management Strategy, it was initially thought 
that upon the identification of options, it would be necessary to apply a screening process to 
reduce the options to a more manageable and realistic short-list and then to proceed to formulate 
alternative systems that comprise a unique combination of diversion and residual disposal options 
for comparative analysis. 

However, upon consideration of the current system implemented by the County and the 
reasonable options brought forward it does not appear necessary to first screen all the options.  
Nor was it found necessary to formulate and compare alternative systems. Rather, an alternative 
approach was presented to the public during the consultation sessions, and was discussed with 
the Steering Committee. This approach is discussed below. 

1. Waste Reduction and Reuse 

Most of the Waste Reduction and Reuse options presented in Table 1 could be implemented to 
enhance waste diversion within the County.   

In general, these options as a group would be assumed to be applied to any integrated waste 
management system developed by the County. It is possible that variations in materials 
targeted and/or implementation timeframes would apply to these options to reflect other major 
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system components.  Therefore, adjustments to the waste reduction and reuse options 
proposed in the Strategy would be outlined in detail within the implementation plan for the 
preferred System developed in Phase 3 of the Study.  This approach would also allow for 
public comments and for additional waste reduction and reuse options that may be identified 
and considered through ongoing public consultation, to be considered during development of 
the implementation plan.  The potential change in overall waste generation and diversion rates 
from these options have been considered in order to identify revised waste projections for the 
preferred System. 

2. Waste Diversion Programs (e.g. recycling) 

As with the reduction and reuse options, none of these options are mutually exclusive, and 
they could be applied singly or collectively within the short-term implementation time frame for 
the Strategy to enhance overall waste diversion within the County.  Based on consultation with 
the public and discussions with the Steering Committee, it is unnecessary to remove any from 
consideration.  Based on those discussions it is also clear that the Strategy will have to find the 
appropriate balance between service improvements, methods to discourage garbage 
generation and program costs.  

These options as a group have been assumed to be applied to any integrated waste 
management system developed by the County. Variations in materials targeted and/or 
implementation timeframes would apply to these options, particularly in reflection of other 
major system components.  Therefore, adjustments to the waste diversion options proposed in 
the Strategy would be outlined in detail within the implementation plan for the preferred System 
in Phase 3.   

3. Recycling Approaches and Technologies (Material Recovery Facilities) 

Two major variations in recycling approaches, based on the potential processing options, were 
presented for consultation.  Processing either outside or within the County are both reasonable 
alternatives for which adequate information is available to fully consider the implications to the 
County. Generally, the public supported processing recyclables both within and outside the 
County with a minor trend to preferring processing within the County.  There was also general 
support for processing recyclables from both Barrie and Orillia and support for including more 
materials in the blue box program.  This Report considers the options of processing recyclables 
within and outside the County and will identify the feasibility of including additional recycling 
streams.  The identification and recommendation for the preferred option have been based on 
the application of the evaluation criteria as discussed in Section 5.1.  Implications related to 
transfer requirements have been presented and discussed in the evaluation of the recycling 
processing requirements.  
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4. Organics Approaches and Technologies (CCFs) 

There are two major variations in organics processing approaches.  Processing organics either 
outside or within the County are reasonable alternatives, for which adequate information is 
available to fully consider the implications to the County.  Based on public consultation, there 
was generally support for considering processing organics both within and outside the County, 
although there was a trend towards preferring processing within the County. There were also 
very clear comments about carefully considering costs and contractual arrangements, as well 
as general support for adding more organics to the program (e.g. , pet waste, diapers).  Some 
respondents also preferred a more decentralized model with multiple facilities.  This Report 
considers processing within and outside the County and identifies the feasibility of including 
additional organics streams.  The identification and recommendation for the preferred option 
was based on the application of the evaluation criteria.  The Strategy will note the concept of 
decentralized processing, however, this is less viable given the nature of the potential organics 
that could be included in the program, and is likely to be less cost effective. 

5. Collection and Transfer 

The collection and transfer components of the waste management system play a supporting 
role to both the diversion and disposal components, by providing the means by which materials 
are moved from the generator to its appropriate processing or disposal location.  Transfer 
operations are both a means of supporting options that would move materials outside of the 
municipal boundaries, and are also a means of supporting a more efficient collection system, 
particularly within such a large municipality as the County.  Selection and/or refinement of the 
most appropriate collection and transfer system is highly dependent upon the identification of 
major system components such as the location/type of recycling plant.  For example 
refinements to the collection system are possible based on single-stream recycling collection.  
However, if the use of external processing capacity is selected and if there is minimal available 
single-stream capacity (or if it is financially prohibitive), then single stream processing may be 
unreasonable and therefore such a modification to the collection program would not be 
possible.   

As a result, in the formulation of the recommended system, implications to collection and/or 
transfer associated with the preferred diversion and/or disposal components will be noted.  
Also feeding into the formulation of the recommended system will be the following:   

- An assessment of collection issues examining a move to a completely uniform level of 
collection service, refinements to collection contracts and other collection adjustments,   
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- The reasonableness of continuing with transfer operations within each of the four 
collection contract areas to support efficient movement of any materials within or 
outside of the County will be examined.   

Results of the public consultation indicated the majority of survey respondents supported a 
move to a more uniform level of service for collection, including collection in areas with 
seasonal households.  While there was some general support for single stream recycling, there 
was also a higher level of concern regarding a move to this type of system.  In regards to 
transfer, there were general preferences towards improving existing depots/transfer stations, 
only developing new transfer facilities if needed and concerns about the types of materials that 
could be transferred in some cases with preference being expressed for “No export” of some or 
all materials.   These findings have been used to develop detailed recommendations for 
collection and transfer operations within the preferred system.  

6. Short-term Disposal of Remaining Garbage 

There are only two major options that can reasonably be considered to provide short-term 
disposal beginning early in the planning period; 1) Continued operation of the current operating 
landfills (with or without additional operational adjustments) and/or 2) Export of residual 
garbage to disposal facilities located outside the County.  

Both of these are reasonable alternatives for which adequate information is available to fully 
consider the implications to the County, and both options would be carried forward to formulate 
alternative systems.  Both options are not mutually exclusive and thus would be carried forward 
as a group.  This would allow the County the ability to adjust the proportion of residual garbage 
disposed within or outside the County as part of the implementation plan for the preferred 
System. 

This approach is consistent with public opinion, as there was general support for modifying the 
current landfill facilities to extend the life of the sites in comparison with the other landfill 
options.  Opinion on export of garbage outside the County in the short term was relatively 
evenly split, although there was more support for export to processing facilities (e.g. EFW) than 
to outside landfills. 

Other options, such as potential use of the partially approved capacity available at other 
County landfills have been identified as long-term options.  This is due to increased 
constraints/issues, and potentially longer timelines that would likely be required for 
implementation. 
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7. Long-term Disposal of Remaining Garbage 

The long term disposal options are relatively distinct and can be somewhat exclusive although 
it is not unreasonable to combine a few of these options in system implementation.  These 
options also have distinct considerations that could affect the viability of implementing them in 
the longer term. 

In regards to long-term disposal, results of the public consultation process indicated more 
general support for the expansion of current operating landfills than for any other option, 
although generally public opinion was against landfilling.  The least acceptable option to the 
public was the development of any new landfill site. Opinion on export was split, while 
processing of the residual garbage was the option that received the most overall support. In 
regards to processing, while there was a lot of support expressed for EFW, there was also a 
significant group that expressed concerns.  

All of the long term disposal options have been considered in the Strategy; and 
recommendations regarding those that would be reasonable during the planning period will be 
based on the application of the evaluation criteria.  The long-term disposal system will be a 
combination of those approaches that offer the most advantages to the County over the 
planning period.  For example, in the short-term if the County were to export a portion of its 
waste stream, more capacity at the current operating landfills would be available over the long-
term. In addition, it is possible that reasonable opportunities for partnerships with other 
municipalities and/or the private sector could arise for processing garbage within that 
timeframe. 

5.2 Evaluation Criteria 

The evaluation criteria used to undertake the comparison of options as appropriate based on the 
methodology outlined above, reflect the vision, goals and objectives for the Strategy. Essentially, 
these criteria have been applied to compare the advantages and disadvantages of those system 
components where there are distinct differences in the options that would result in the choice of 
one option over another.  They have been applied to evaluate: 

1. Processing of recyclables within or outside the County; 

2. Processing of organics within or outside the County; and, 

3. Long-term disposal options for remaining garbage. 

The criteria and rationale as to why each criterion was selected for inclusion in the evaluation 
process is provided below in Table 2. 
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Table 2  Criterion Rationale 
Criterion Rationale 

Potential incremental increase in residential 
and IC&I diversion rates, and ability to meet 
County (and Provincial) diversion targets. 

Where feasible initiatives should increase the diversion 
rate, thereby allowing the County to achieve diversion 
targets.  This criterion also provides measureable 
targets against which implementation of diversion 
initiatives can be measured. 

Potential decrease in required landfill capacity 
(reflects both increased diversion and changes 
in composition and density of waste requiring 
landfill disposal). 

Considering the projected capacity of the County’s 
landfills, it is imperative that where possible the 
initiatives help to decrease the consumption of landfill 
capacity by either reducing amount of residual garbage 
sent to landfill for disposal and/or changing the 
characteristics of this waste such that it is more dense 
and thus occupies less space per tonne at the sites. 

Potential change in net emissions to Air and 
Water, based on general Life Cycle Analysis of 
the systems. 

Recognizing the importance of both environmental and 
social health, this criterion will generally identify and 
evaluate the potential effects each option could have on 
air and water.  The information used for the general 
application of this criterion has been developed through 
LCA analysis of disposal and haul of waste materials. 

Potential to enhance/improve levels of service. Residents currently receive varying levels of waste 
collection services (e.g., leaf and yard waste).  This 
criterion is in place to evaluate whether the 
implementation of an option will provide residents with 
additional services they currently do not receive. 

Potential range of capital, operating and 
maintenance costs for each of the proposed 
systems considering the range of applicable 
technologies and facilities that would be viable.  
Cost estimations for each of the systems will be 
based on current County costs, relevant 
experience from other jurisdictions of similar 
size and nature, and professional 
judgment/expertise.  

Future decisions regarding waste management must be 
made in a financially responsible manner.  Capital and 
operating costs will be considered to ensure each 
option is financially feasible.  This includes the 
identification and consideration of revenue streams 
where applicable. 

Approvals/permitting requirements. These will 
vary significantly based on whether new or 
expanded facilities are being considered, and 
based on the nature of the facility. 

As the County will be required to meet all provincial and 
federal regulations, the number of approvals and the 
length of time involved in the approvals process must 
be considered.  

Degree of risk to the County, considering the 
potential for the systems to provide some 
security in regards to processing and disposal 
capacity. 

The potential for risk that could compromise the long-
term security of the waste management system must 
be considered in order to protect the interests of 
municipal taxpayers. Risks considered would include: 
- those associated with permitting and approvals 

processes, 
- those associated with uncertainties such as the 

potential changes to the Provincial diversion 
system as a result of the review/update of the 
WDA, and 

- those associated with contractual arrangements 
required for various system components. 
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As noted above, specific options for processing materials and long-term disposal were evaluated 
using the application of advantages and disadvantages based on the criteria developed for the 
study.  The application of advantages and disadvantages considered: major advantages; 
advantages; neutral; disadvantages; and, major disadvantages to better represent the significance 
of some of the impacts and therefore the significant differences between the options.  The 
following relative differences were established to constitute the difference between a major 
advantage and a major disadvantage and those that fall in between.  Table 3Table 3 below 
summarizes these differences and provides a practical example of their application. 

 
Table 3  Differentiation between Advantages and Disadvantages 
 

Ranking Description 

MAJOR 
ADVANTAGE 

Description:  The option would have minimal impact based on the 
criteria/indicator being applied and/or in most cases a net benefit would result from 
Facility development. 

Example:  An option that had significant potential to increase diversion rates 
and/or make beneficial use of residual materials, would be considered to have a 
major advantage when compared to a system that does not have such potential. 

ADVANTAGE 

Description:  The option would have manageable impact based on the 
criteria/indicator being applied and/or in most cases a net benefit would result from 
Facility development. 

Example:  An option that had some potential to increase diversion rates and/or 
make beneficial use of residual materials, would be considered to have an 
advantage when compared to a system that does not have such potential. 

NEUTRAL 

Description:  The option would have no potential benefits or impacts based on the 
criteria/indicator being applied. 

Example:  An option that had no potential to increase diversion rates and/or make 
beneficial use of residual materials, in which overall diversion rates would be 
unaffected would be considered to have a neutral effect. 

DISADVANTAGE 

Description:  The option would have some negative impacts based on the 
criteria/indicator being applied. 

Example:  An option that resulted in a minor decrease in diversion rates and/or 
where the quantity of residues requiring landfill disposal increased slightly, would 
be considered disadvantaged to a system that has the potential to increase 
diversion and make beneficial use of residuals. 

MAJOR 
DISADVANTAGE 

Description:  The option would have a significant impact based on the 
criteria/indicator being applied. 

Example:  An option that resulted in a significant decrease in diversion rates 
and/or where the quantity of residues requiring landfill disposal increased, would 
be considered to have a major disadvantage when compared to one that would 
have the potential to increase diversion and make beneficial use of residuals. 
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Generally, the options that best meet the objective of the criterion have been identified as having a 
major advantage and the option that least meets the objective of the criterion would have a major 
disadvantage. It was not intended that specific ranges would be predetermined for the ranking; 
instead they were developed based on a comparison between the potential options. 

 

6 EVALUATION OF DIVERSION, COLLECTION AND TRANSFER 
OPTIONS 

The options outlined in this section are in keeping with the County’s incorporation of the general 
principles of Zero Waste within the Strategy development process and the development of a 
sustainable waste management system placing priority on waste prevention and maximized waste 
diversion. 

As presented in the Task D Technical Memo, the primary focus of the County’s current waste 
system is diversion.  This includes: 

• Progressive steps to provide disincentives to disposal, including a reduction in allowable 
curbside collected residential waste to one bag per week and a mixed waste rate (higher 
tipping fee for mixed waste) to encourage sorting of divertable materials at waste management 
facilities; 

• An enhanced Blue Box program (2008 addition of spiral wound containers, tetra pack 
containers, gable top containers, and empty aerosol cans) that accepts the majority of 
recyclable materials that can be recovered and marketed in North America; 

• The implementation of a Green Bin program (September 2008) to divert food waste materials; 

• A Municipal Hazardous or Special Waste (MHSW) Program; 

• A Waste Electronics and Electrical Equipment (WEEE) Program;  

• A Tire Diversion Program; and,  

• A comprehensive landfill/depot diversion program for brush, drywall, blue box material, asphalt 
shingles, scrap metal, wood, WEEE, MHSW, tires, clean soil, and leaves. 

The County has also implemented the best practice of providing weekly blue box collection to all of 
its area municipalities.  Recycling initiatives are further supported by the Waste Management 
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Facility rates that set out divertible material tipping fees lower than disposal fees for garbage which 
encourages further separation.    

As a result of these combined initiatives it has been estimated that the County has achieved an 
overall residential diversion rate of approximately 54% in 2009, which when coupled with the 3 to 
4% diversion associated with other initiatives that fall outside of the County’s programs (as 
measured by the GAP Diversion calculation undertaken as part of the WDO datacall) would bring 
the overall diversion rate close to 60%.  As of 2008 the County captured an estimated 71.7% of 
blue box materials generated, exceeding the provincial target of 70% capture of blue box materials 
from those deemed available in the recycling stream.   

The County’s 2009 diversion rate is comparable to that achieved by the ‘best performing’ municipal 
programs in Ontario.  For example, in 2008 the municipality with the highest reported residential 
diversion rate as determined through the GAP calculation in the WDO datacall was the Town of 
Mono with a reported diversion rate of 55%.  Other top performers as reported through the datacall 
in 2008 were York Region (53%), Halton Region (51%), the City of Peterborough (51%) and 
Durham Region (49%).  2009 diversion rates will be reported later during 2010, and it is expected 
that Simcoe County would join this group. 

Since the County has already implemented a highly effective diversion program, the Solid Waste 
Management Strategy (SWMS) will be focused on continuing to improve the diversion rate, 
attempting to reach rates beyond 60%.  

This section discusses and identifies recommendations for: 

• Waste reduction and reuse; 

• Additional diversion; 

• Recycling approaches and technologies; 

• Organics approaches and technologies; 

• Collection; and, 

• Transfer. 

While collection and transfer are not typically regarded as “diversion” options, given the focus of 
the SWMS on diversion, they involve the movement and management of materials that will be 
diverted which comprise of the majority of the waste generated in the County.  Collection and 
transfer have therefore been coupled with these initiatives that over time will continue to manage 
the majority of the waste generated by County residents. 

The diversion, collection and transfer options presented in Section 6 have been modified to reflect 
the result of discussions with the Solid Waste Strategy Steering Committee, County Council and 
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the public through the series of consultation activities undertaken during January and February 
2010 (and as documented in the Record of Consultation). 

6.1 Waste Reduction and Reuse Options  

The evolution of waste management regulations in Ontario has focused municipalities on the 
importance of waste diversion.  Consequently, and with no regulatory or policy directives guiding 
them, very few municipalities have comprehensive effective waste reduction practices in place.  
There are, however, waste reduction initiatives that have been undertaken by others across North 
America that can be drawn upon to guide the County in implementation of an expanded waste 
reduction program.  This strategic planning process offers the opportunity to assess existing 
County programs that may be enhanced to achieve waste reduction. 

Simcoe County has implemented a number of waste reduction and reuse initiatives including:  

• Promotion and education of backyard composting in the Curbside Collection Calendar;  

• Instructional brochures on backyard composting; 

• Availability of backyard composters at various County sites; 

• Promotion of grasscycling and lawn care with the use of compost; 

• Christmas waste reduction tips provided in the Curbside Collection Calendar; and 

• Promotion of plastic waste reduction through the use of re-usable bags in the Curbside 
Collection Calendar. 

Based on the results of public consultation and discussions held with the Steering Committee, it is 
recommended that the majority of the reduction and reuse options detailed in the sections below 
be implemented within the first five years of the Strategy. 

6.1.1 Enhance Current Reduction and Reuse Programs 

The County has a number of at-source reduction programs in place including promotion of 
backyard composting, grasscycling, partial user-pay system with restricted set-outs (one container 
of waste with pay-as-you-throw for additional containers in all but Adjala Tosoronto, which only 
allows 1 bag and no tags), differential tipping fees and promotion and education measures.   An 
assessment of these existing programs is necessary to develop recommendations to potentially 
improve or add to those programs.  For example, in 2009, the southern collection area had the 
highest residential curbside diversion rate (53%) out of the four collection areas in the County 
which collectively averaged around 46% diversion at the curb.  The southern collection area also 
has the highest waste generation rates in the County. Understanding why there is a difference in 
waste generation rates and differences in the performance in the curbside programs would allow 
for adjustments that could improve program performance in the rest of the County. 
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Enhancement of programs would include an assessment of the existing promotion and education 
material with the goal of recommending improvements.  Recommendations would be aimed at 
modified consumer attitudes, behaviour and modified curbside set-out practices. As such, target 
audiences would be identified and would include residents, community groups, schools and other 
stakeholders.  Appropriate P&E program development should follow best practices as outlined in 
the Blue Box Program Enhancement & Best Practices Assessment Project Report (KPMG, R.W. 
Beck, 2007).  Although that work was aimed at the blue box program, the same characteristics of a 
good P&E program apply to all diversion initiatives.    

Enhancement of the existing waste reduction programs would also include an evolution of the 
current approach of restricting curbside garbage set-outs such as: 

• An increase in the cost of the additional bag tags, so as to allow residents some flexibility for 
additional set-outs as necessary but to discourage their use on a regular basis;  

• Transition to a fixed one-bag limit for curbside garbage, similar to the approach used in 
Adjala-Tosorontio where residents are not permitted to purchase tags for extra bags of 
waste;or, 

• Consideration of a transition to a full user pay program for which residents would be 
required to purchase tags or special bags for all materials set out at the curb. The revenues 
from the sale of tags or special bags would be used to offset the cost of curbside collection 
service, reducing the cost passed on through property taxes. 

 
Option: Enhance Existing Waste Reduction Programs  

Short-term or Long-term  Option • Implement in short-term, sustain over long-term.  
Interaction with other System 
Components 

• Changes to the approach used to limit curbside garbage set-outs, 
will increase use of curbside diversion systems. Sufficient 
collection and processing capacity needs to be available to 
manage additional materials that would be diverted. 

• Adjustments/additions to P&E that address reduction and reuse, 
should be collaboratively developed with other P and E initiatives 
related to other program components. For example, P&E on 
recycling and materials that should not be placed in the Blue Box 
could be linked to advice on how to avoid non-recyclable 
packaging. 

Potential Cost Implications • Additional P&E would be required to support changes to limit 
curbside waste set-outs.  There could also be a temporary increase 
in illegal dumping that could require increased enforcement, most 
likely only short-term.  Should container tag rates be increased, 
some increase in revenues would be likely, potentially offsetting 
other cost increases. 

• Incremental changes to the P&E budget would occur with the 
integration of waste reduction P&E into existing materials (e.g., 
existing brochures or the Calendar). 

• Municipalities achieving 60% recovery levels in their blue box 
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Option: Enhance Existing Waste Reduction Programs  
program on average spend $1.00 per household/annum and this is 
identified as a general spending guide in the KPMG report1.  This 
likely represents an order of magnitude estimate for a sustained, 
targeted waste reduction P&E program that could also support 
other waste reduction initiatives outlined in this section.  

Potential Change in Diversion • While there is no mechanism to predict impact, by default the % of 
waste diverted (with sustained recycling participation) increases 
with reductions in disposal. 

• Overall, it is anticipated that changes including a move to a full 
user pay program, add between 3 to 4% to the County’s diversion 
rate. 

Potential for System Efficiencies 
and Improvements in Level of 
Service  

• Approaches used to restrict curbside garbage set-outs are often 
viewed as a reduction in service, and need to be coupled with 
some form of positive increase in diversion service and/or diversion 
promotion. 

• Increased use of curbside and depot programs would increase 
system efficiencies for diversion. 

Potential Processing or Disposal 
Capacity Requirements  

• No substantial nor quantifiable impact on processing or disposal 
capacity requirements 

General Implementation 
Requirements 

• Examine 2010 waste audit results to determine overall waste 
generation rates, differences in waste generation rates between 
communities and potential target materials. 

• Determine approach that would be used to restrict curbside 
garbage set-outs over the short term, and reflect in the new 
collection contracts (mid-2012). 

• Review of existing programs and review of municipal best practices 
for waste reduction programming and promotion, community liaison 
activity. 

• Review of P&E component in conjunction with other P&E 
initiatives. 

General Implementation 
Timeframe 

• In year 1, develop implementation plan for progressive restrictions 
on curbside garbage set-outs. 

• Within the first 4-6 months of year 1,complete an assessment of 
current programs and develop enhanced P&E materials. 

• Integrated timing with existing P&E initiatives. 
Ability to Adjust Option to 
Changes to the WDA 

• WDA does not currently legislate waste reduction – this option is 
highly adjustable to any new legislation that targets waste 
reduction. 

 
 

Recommendations for this Option 

Within Year 1 of the strategy implementation, enhanced promotion and education initiatives both 
generally and for specific target sectors should be implemented. 

Within Years 2 or 3, implement further restrictions on curbside garbage set-outs.  The most 
acceptable and most likely easiest measure to implement would be an increase in the cost of the 
                                                      
1 Blue Box Program Enhancement & Best Practices Assessment Project Report, KPMG, R.W. Beck, 2007 
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tags for additional containers of garbage from $2 to perhaps $4 per tag. Should this not result in 
any appreciable change in waste generation rates and/or diversion a move to more restrictive 
measures such as a fixed one-container limit for garbage (similar to the approach used in Adjala-
Tosorontio) or a move to a full “pay per container” program would be needed.  Other alternatives 
such as the use of clear garbage bags and bi-weekly garbage collection are discussed in section 
6.2. 

The results of the public consultations held in February 2010, indicated that there was some mixed 
reaction regarding the role of full user pay as part of the SWMS.  Members of the public felt that 
full user pay would:  

• increase illegal dumping;  

• impose a regressive tax on families and low income residents;  

• create a potential for being “double” charged on taxes;  

• encourage people to divert more; and, 

• would be fair as the system would be user funded, similar to a utility.   

Due to the mixed public reaction, implementation of other diversion programs is encouraged prior 
to moving to a full-user pay system or some other form of restriction of curbside garbage. A move 
to more restrictions on curbside set-outs of garbage will be necessary to continue the move 
towards a diversion focused waste management system.  A full internal and external education 
campaign will be required to support a move to such an approach, in order to address concerns 
regarding program funding (i.e. what happens with the fees) and illegal dumping. 

Discussions with the public regarding waste reduction and reuse measures indicated that there 
was interest by many members of the public in the County to establish a Zero Waste target or a 
“vision” of achieving Zero Waste. The approach taken in the development of the Strategy has been 
to set reasonable, achievable targets for diversion over the planning period that reflect the success 
of current programs, the potential for additional diversion with new programs and the composition 
of waste managed by the County.  These targets would be revisited on a regular basis as the 
Strategy is updated, to reflect changes in waste management that are beyond the County’s 
control, such as Provincial EPR Programs.  The concept of “Zero Waste” and the setting of 
diversion targets is addressed in Section 7 of this Report. 

6.1.2 Establish a Per Capita Waste Reduction Target 

Most municipalities set diversion targets and partly monitor achievement of those targets on a per 
capita and/or a per household basis but do not set reduction targets in the same way.  This option 
involves a shift in thinking toward a more sophisticated approach to adopting the principles of the 
“Waste Value Chain” in that a specific, measurable waste reduction target would be set, monitored 
and appropriately supported.  Detailed reliable and recent waste audit data can identify particular 
material types to be targeted for reduction, and as opposed to promoting what is ‘included’ in the 
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stream (e.g. recycling, composting), the promotion of what should be excluded in the waste stream 
is the focus (e.g. plastic film and non-recyclable packaging) through consumer attitude and 
behavioural changes.   Beyond the environmental and social benefits of this initiative, it serves as 
a means to help locally offset the trend of increased per capita waste generation across Ontario. 

 
Option: Establish a Per Capita Waste Reduction Target 

Short-term  or Long-term  Option • Implement in short-term, sustain over long-term. 
Interaction with other System 
Components 

• Going forward, should be collaboratively developed with other 
promotion and education initiatives and zero-waste principles. 

Potential Cost Implications • Minimal with low end integration with existing P&E initiatives. 
• Could be the ‘guiding principle’ or overlying objective for all waste 

reduction based P&E activity (e.g., integrated with option 1). 
Potential Change in Diversion • Every 5% decrease in residential waste generation would remove 

approximately 5,000 tonnes of waste from the County system  
Potential for System Efficiencies 
and Improvements in Level of 
Service 

• Reduced waste volumes contribute to additional disposal capacity.  
• For example, at a 60% current diversion rate, a 10% reduction in 

waste generation would amount to approximately 4,800 tonnes of 
saved landfill capacity for the County (based on 2008 WDO 
datacall results). 

Potential Processing or Disposal 
Capacity Requirements  

• Saves landfill capacity, has no impact on processing infrastructure 
capacity. 

General Implementation 
Requirements 

• Review 2010 waste audit results to examine overall waste 
generation rates, differences between local municipalities and to 
determine target materials for educational campaigns. 

• Administration of design, development and distribution of P&E 
materials, to be determined as best suited to program messaging. 

• Waste audit/consumer review for targeted items. 
• Development of an initial and ultimate per capita waste reduction 

target.  
General Implementation 
Timeframe 

• During the first 4 to 6 months in year 1 complete program and 
materials development. 

• Integrated timing with existing P&E initiatives to be sustained long-
term. 

Ability to Adjust Option to 
Changes to the WDA 

• WDA does not currently legislate waste reduction – this option is 
highly adjustable to any new legislation that targets waste 
reduction. 
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Recommendations for this Option 

Within Year 1 of the Strategy implementation, a reasonable target for per capita waste reduction 
should be set.  A reasonable target would be in the order of a 1% per year reduction in the waste 
generated by County residents. A full promotion and education campaign would be required 
around the setting of this target, identifying clear actions that residents can take to avoid waste 
generation. 

Annual monitoring of waste tonnages will determine if there is a continued decrease in waste 
generation rates within the County over the first few years of Strategy implementation.  Based on 
the success of this initiative within the first few years, the per capita waste reduction target could 
be increased, or a change in approach on promotion and education around this activity may be 
necessary. 

6.1.3 Develop a Re-Use Centre, Re-Use Programs & Re-Use Partnering Initiatives 

Several re-use options already exist in the County that may include organizations like Habitat for 
Humanity, Salvation Army, and others. These organizations divert materials from landfill through 
donation and re-sale.  The County, at minimum, could assess these volumes and report that 
diversion as part of their WDO Datacall submissions. 

This option would involve the identification of specific community stakeholders, potential 
partnerships, tools (e.g. web based waste exchange site(s) and links) and re-use program 
initiatives that may be specifically suited to the County based on their own community resource 
dynamics. 

One example of a very user-friendly re-use program implemented in other municipalities is waste 
exchange events.  With this program residents may leave items like furniture and any other 
reusable items at the curb (e.g., BBQs, tools, strollers, etc.) labelled “free” for anyone to pick up 
during selected times (events) of the year.  One issue with such programs is the potential for bulky 
materials to be left at the curb after the event. Alternatively, the County could evaluate the option 
of constructing its own re-use centre in concert with centralized processing facilities and/or smaller 
re-use centres strategically located at existing County facilities (operating landfills and/or 
transfer/depot locations that have space available).  Various program options have been 
implemented by other municipalities that could be assessed and determined to be suitable to the 
County. 
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Option: Develop a Re-Use Centre(s), Re-Use Programs & Re-Use Partnering Initiatives 
Short-term  or Long-term  Option • Implement in short-term, sustain over long-term. Waste exchange 

events can be implemented very short-term with leading promotion 
of the events. 

• Re-use Centre(s) may be part of a longer term strategy or 
developed in concert with any decision to construct centralized 
processing facilities. 

Interaction with other System 
Components 

• Should be assessed in concert with consideration of the 
construction of centralized processing facilities. 

Potential  Cost Implications • Costs implications range from small increases (P&E for waste 
exchange events, web based waste exchange site development) to 
larger cost increases (construction of re-use centres). 

Potential Change in Diversion • Direct diversion impact is minimal (less than 1% addition to current 
diversion rates)   

• As an example Wellington County operates 3 reuse centres for an 
annual diversion of just under 40 tonnes per year. 

Potential for System Efficiencies 
and Improvements in Level of 
Service 

• Larger re-useable items such as furniture, windows, doors etc. do 
not suit waste transfer stations and landfill operations.  

• Removes need to manage bulky, hard to compact materials and 
improves waste compaction.   

• May improve load weights for transfer. 
Potential Processing or Disposal 
Capacity Requirements 

• Some potential for landfill disposal capacity savings. 
• Minimal processing requirements. 

General Implementation 
Requirements 

• Evaluate other municipal best practices, programs for re-use and 
related P&E practices.  

• Evaluate best practices in re-use centre development (i.e., 
materials received, public/private or partnership operation of 
facilities, size of facility, construction and operation costs, tonnage 
diverted). 

General Implementation 
Timeframe 

• Within Year 1, 3 months best practices/information gathering. 
• Additional 4 months needed for promotional materials design and 

development for base program/construction timing. 
• Decisions regarding continued facility use or centralized processing 

facility infrastructure. 
Ability to Adjust Option to 
Changes to the WDA 

• WDA does not currently legislate waste reuse – this option is highly 
adjustable to any new legislation that targets waste reuse 
initiatives. 

 
Recommendations for this Option 

Within Year 1 of the Strategy implementation, the County should review and identify existing re-
use options within the County and develop a promotional campaign to make the public more aware 
of these options. 

Within Years 2 and 3, the County should develop and implement pilot “Re-use” events in key 
supporting communities (i.e. community swap meet), and monitor the success of these options. 
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Within Years 2 and 3, a review of the capacity at the existing landfill sites and/or transfer stations 
should be completed to determine if there is sufficient space to develop one or more small footprint 
re-use centres.  Also within this period, it should be determined if there is interest from one or more 
community organizations to be involved in the operation of such a centre(s).  Should this be 
feasible, then implement one or more re-use centres by year 5 of the Strategy. 

 

6.1.4 Implement a Green Procurement Policy  

Consistent with a Zero-Waste philosophy, green purchasing decisions typically focus on buying 
products with sustainable or recycled materials that have a limited amount of packaging, and that 
are produced as locally as possible.  Green Purchasing or Green Procurement Policies focus on 
the use of recycled materials to encourage product producers to use alternative sources of raw 
materials and to consider the products life-cycle. 

 
Option: Implement a Green Procurement Policy  

Short-term  or Long-term  Option • Implement in short-term, sustain over long-term. 
Interaction with other System 
Components 

• Consistent with Zero Waste principles. 
• Needs to be collaborative effort between Environmental Services 

Department and County Purchasing staff. 
Potential Cost Implications • Staff time to develop research, develop policy and P&E/dependent 

on methods of promotion.   
Potential Change in Diversion • Minimal – but reduced non-recyclable packaging for disposal at 

municipal facilities. 
Potential for System Efficiencies 
and Improvements in Level of 
Service 

• n/a 

Potential Processing or Disposal 
Capacity Requirements 

• Minimal as waste from City facilities is only a small portion of total 
waste disposed. 

General Implementation 
Requirements 

• Research, liaise with other municipalities. 
• Develop policy and promote the program on a long-term basis.  

General Implementation 
Timeframe 

• Staff resource availability, approval requirements dependent. 

Ability to Adjust Option to 
Changes to the WDA 

• WDA does not currently legislate waste reduction – this option is 
highly adjustable to any new legislation that targets waste 
reduction. 

 
Recommendations for this Option 

Within Year 1 of the Strategy implementation an internal County committee consisting of 
representatives of key departments should be formed to address green procurement.  Initially, 
efforts should be made to document current green procurement approaches that have already 
been put in place within the County.  Research into additional initiatives would be undertaken and 
recommendations brought into a comprehensive green procurement strategy. 
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Within Years 2 and 3 approval for the green procurement strategy should be sought from Council 
and discussions could take place with local municipalities to determine if there is interest in any 
joint green procurement initiatives (particularly those that could lower unit costs for various key 
purchases). 

6.1.5 Endorse EPR and Waste Minimization Legislation 

Beyond programs identified in this section that the County could have direct control of, further 
efforts to prevent and minimize waste can be directed at waste minimization legislation and 
programs at Federal and Provincial levels.  For example, the Region of Peel has taken steps to 
lobby the Provincial Ministry of the Environment to expand and enforce Waste Diversion Ontario 
initiatives and to work with packaging producers to design products amenable to recycling.  The 
Region of Peel is also encouraging citizen participation in lobbying efforts for their “No-plastics” 
Campaign.  These kinds of initiatives are consistent with a Zero-Waste philosophy that works to 
ensure that materials or products are designed to be reused again to reduce and eliminate the 
need for disposal.  

 
Option: Promote Waste Minimization Legislation & Programs 

Short-term or Long-term Option • Implement in short-term, sustain over long-term. 
Interaction with other System 
Components 

• Consistent with Zero Waste Principles. 

Potential Cost Implications • Staff and/or Council member time. 
Potential Change in Diversion • Seeks to affect packaging/products to reduce overall waste 

generation and to ensure that packages and products have a 
beneficial end use. 

Potential for System Efficiencies 
and Improvements in Level of 
Service 

• n/a 

Potential Processing or Disposal 
Capacity Requirements 

• Actual effect on reducing disposal capacity requirements is difficult 
to quantify. 

General Implementation 
Requirements 

• Participate at provincial/federal levels – boards, workshops, 
through comment on proposed policy/regulatory change. 

General Implementation 
Timeframe 

• n/a 

Ability to Adjust Option to 
Changes to the WDA 

• WDA does not currently legislate waste reduction – this option is 
highly adjustable to any new legislation that targets waste 
reduction. 

 
 
Recommendations for this Option 

Within Years 1 and 2 of the Strategy implementation, County staff should continue to review and 
comment on proposed initiatives by the Province for increased EPR and waste minimization both 
as an individual municipality and through organizations such as AMO.  For initiatives that clearly 
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offer great benefit to the County’s waste management system, the County could pass resolutions 
of endorsement and/or positions that could then be formally disseminated to other municipalities, 
therefore taking a leadership approach on various proposals as warranted.   

6.1.6 Recommended Concept for Reduction and Reuse 

Recommendations for each of the reduction and reuse options have been identified in section 
6.1.1 through 6.1.5. Figure 1 below, illustrates the recommended concept for reduction and reuse 
as implemented over years 1 to 5 of the SWMS.  It is assumed that these initiatives would be 
revisited during regular review of the SWMS and updated by year 5 as appropriate. 
 
 
Figure 1  Recommended Concept for Reduction and Reuse Years 1 to 5 

 

6.1.6.1 Implementation Considerations 

1. As with waste diversion initiatives identified in Section 6.2, promotion and education of 
waste reduction and reuse initiatives is based on development of a communications plan 
that adopts a community-based social marketing approach.  A broad-sweeping campaign 
could be developed that encompasses all program initiatives identified in this section and 
potentially in concert with the promotion of other waste management programs or program 
changes. 

2. Recommended timelines for program implementation are based on the results of public 
consultation and Steering Committee discussions.  Relative to other waste management 
programming these programs are not particularly costly to implement depending on the 
extent of the programming elected (e.g. reuse centre construction options).  Given the 
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current staffing complement in the County, and the amount of staff time that would be 
necessary to proceed with both the reduction, reuse, and diversion options as discussed in 
Section 6.2, additional staff would be needed.  Given the size and scope of the County, a 
supervisory position responsible for waste planning and diversion would likely be the most 
reasonable approach. 

3. The recommendation to consider further restrictions in curbside garbage; increase the cost 
of tags, move to a fixed one-bag limit for garbage, or a full “user pay” program within two 
(2) to three (3) year timeframe would allow for progressive decreases in garbage disposed 
and would provide the County time to assess other program options and impacts.  The 
other program options would include the use of clear bags for garbage and/or bi-weekly 
collection of garbage and/or increasing recycling container capacity discussed in Section 
6.2 below.  It is clear that coupled with increased diversion programs, further restrictions in 
curbside garbage set-outs will be necessary to increase diversion rates and reduce waste 
generation rates in the County.  Section 6.2 provides further discussion of these options 
and implications. 

6.2 Additional Diversion Options  

As discussed in the introduction to Section 6, Simcoe County has already implemented a number 
of successful waste diversion programs that target larger volumes of recyclable and organic waste 
materials.   These programs are also offered to some extent to the County’s multi-residential 
sector.   

The options discussed in this section reflect further best practices that could be assessed in the 
context of achieving a higher than 60% residential diversion rate.  In keeping with a Zero Waste 
philosophy, further best practices will be evaluated in the context that the County can achieve 
incremental increases in diversion through individual program changes and associated community 
behavioural shifts.  The options presented in this section have been evaluated individually and in 
combination to identify the potential to greatly reduce the need for waste disposal and the 
achievement of higher than established provincial waste diversion targets.   

6.2.1 Enhance Existing Waste Diversion Depot Program 

Members of the Stantec Consulting Team had the opportunity to tour a number of County depots.  
These facilities are very well operated, they accept and manage a broad range of waste materials 
for recycling and are designed in a manner that strongly encourages diversion of materials from 
landfill.  There is some incremental room for improvement in the delivery of service by staff and in 
the level of service provided as follows:   

• Most bulky C&D items for which there are available markets (e.g. shingles, drywall, scrap 
metal, wood) are diverted through the depots.  However, household bulky items are not, and 
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instead are placed along with regular bagged waste for disposal.  Sufficient space is available 
at most of the landfill and transfer facilities to separate the bulky wastes from bagged garbage.  
This would allow landfill staff to screen the bulky materials to remove materials that are largely 
wood or metal for recycling/reuse and would allow for the remaining bulky materials to be 
redirected for management to the Collingwood landfill where they could be chipped/shredded 
prior to disposal. 

• Textiles are a material stream that is not addressed through any County diversion program.  
Textile collection through bins owned and maintained by charitable organizations does occur 
throughout the County.  However, it would be reasonable to provide direct diversion options to 
residents who use the County’s depots to also divert textiles, which make up approximately 
2.5% of the total residential waste stream.  The placement of bins for textile drop-off could be 
arranged with existing non-profit service providers that operate in the County. 

• Pending the level of use of the depots, increased staffing requirements, particularly on busy 
days (e.g. Saturdays), to provide increased monitoring of the waste drop-off locations and 
increasing separation of divertable materials. 

• Should any new centralized facilities for transfer and/or processing of recyclables or organics 
be developed, an additional depot(s) could also be provided at such sites.  

 
Option: Enhance Existing Waste Diversion Depot Program  

Short-term  or Long-term  Option • Implement in short-term, sustain over long-term. 
Interaction with other System 
Components 

• Existing contracts/arrangements for materials handling: collection 
and recovery (e.g., drywall, wood etc.) would need to be 
evaluated relative to any identified/recommended program 
change/expansion. 

Potential Cost Implications • Goal would be to maintain or reduce costs associated with various 
existing programs, costs associated with added materials at 
County facilities would be determined as part of further evaluation 
of this option. 

• Potential to reduce landfill revenues from tip fees, and thus 
potential for higher net operating costs for disposal. 

Potential Change in Diversion • Based on the potential to divert additional bulky goods and/or 
textiles through the depot system, an additional 1 to 2% diversion 
could be achieved beyond 2009 rates. 

Potential for System Efficiencies 
and Improvements in Level of 
Service 

• Potentially maintain or lower costs but increase diversion.  

Potential Processing or Disposal 
Capacity Requirements 

• Existing facility(s) capacity to manage additional materials may be 
limited. 

General Implementation 
Requirements 

• Review of municipal best practices in handling, transportation and 
end-markets. 
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Option: Enhance Existing Waste Diversion Depot Program  
• Cost-benefit assessment of enhanced programming for each 

material type.  
General Implementation 
Timeframe 

• 3-6 months to complete a best practices review and cost-benefit 
assessment. 

• Existing contract/arrangement dependent, dependent on existing 
infrastructure capacity. 

Ability to Adjust Option to 
Changes to the WDA 

• This option is flexible to changes in the WDA and would 
compliment any new designated wastes under the WDA. 

 
 
 
 
Recommendations for this Option 

In regards to enhancing existing waste diversion depots, the following is recommended: 

• Within years 1 & 2, develop bulky waste drop-off areas at the landfill and transfer facilities that 
have sufficient space, in order to separate the bulky wastes from bagged garbage.  Landfill 
staff would then be able to screen the bulky materials to remove materials that are largely 
wood or metal for recycling/reuse and redirect the remaining bulky materials (at most sites) for 
management to the Collingwood landfill where they could be chipped/shredded prior to 
disposal. 

• Within years 1&2, make arrangements for the placement of bins for textile drop-off with existing 
non-profit service providers that operate in the County. 

• Within year 1, review operations at the County landfills and transfer stations to ensure that 
staffing levels continue to be adequate to operate the depots, to monitor the use of the waste 
drop-off locations, and to ensure separation of divertable materials. 

• Should any new centralized facilities for transfer and/or processing of recyclables or organics 
be developed over the course of the Strategy implementation, an additional depot(s) could also 
be provided at such sites. 

6.2.2 Clear Garbage Bag Program 

The use of a see-through (clear) bag for garbage has been ongoing by some municipalities for a 
number of years (e.g. in Guelph since 2003).  A recent study (E&E Fund Project #312) in Madoc 
Township and the Municipality of Centre Hastings showed favourable results from the 
implementation of a clear bag program.  The program was compliant-based, that is, it allowed no 
MHSW or recyclables in the clear bag and when these materials were found the bag was left at the 
curb and not accepted at the landfill.  The program increased the blue box diversion rate from 33% 
to 45%, increased recycling tonnage by 9%.   
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Risks associated with the privacy of residents have been identified with clear garbage bag 
programs, and in previous investigations regarding this option, County staff were informed that 
such a program may not be sustainable if there were complaints regarding privacy issues. With the 
project in Centre Hastings, initial concerns with this program by residents included privacy and the 
inability to use already purchased bags.  Results of the study included the recommendation to 
provide a bag exchange, to provide a long lead time to implementation and enforcement. The 
issue of privacy was found to be no longer a concern amongst those surveyed after program 
implementation. Implementation of a clear bag option could either involve curbside set outs of just 
the clear bag at the curb and/or residents could be permitted to set out clear bags within a solid 
container.  This would mitigate the more significant privacy issues, but still allow for monitoring of 
the contents of the bag by the curbside collection contractor. 

Option: Clear Garbage Bag Program 
Short-term or Long-term  Option • Implement in short-term, sustain over long-term. 
Interaction with other System 
Components 

• Impact to collection program from a compliance/monitoring stand-
point as it increases the ability of the collection contractor to 
enforce compliance. 

• Potential impact to collection contract dependent on current 
contract arrangements. 

• Impact to MRF with increased blue box materials. 
• Impact to organic waste processing with added organic waste. 
• Reduced need for disposal capacity. 

Potential Cost Implications • TBD with further exploration of the option. 
• Associated promotion and education campaign. 
• Potential increased recyclable and organic waste processing fees 

with increased tonnage. 
• Potential increased per tonne recyclable and organic waste 

collection fees with increased tonnage. 
• Potential impact to collection contract(s). 
• Potential to reduce landfill revenues from tip fees, and thus 

potential for higher net operating costs for disposal. 
• Increased revenue from sale of recyclables.  

Potential Change in Diversion • Based on the composition of the County’s waste stream and room 
for incremental improvement in capture rates for various materials, 
it has been determined that an overall increase in diversion adding 
between 3 to 5% to the diversion rate could be possible. 

Potential for System Efficiencies 
and Improvements in Level of 
Service 

• Would work well with another option of moving to bi-weekly 
garbage collection by further reducing tonnage required for 
collection. 

Potential Processing or Disposal 
Capacity Requirements 

• Would reduce landfill disposal capacity requirements. 
• A 9% increase in blue box tonnage represents approximately 2000 

tonnes of saved landfill capacity on an annual basis. 
General Implementation 
Requirements 

• Most municipalities undertake a pilot study to gauge their own 
community’s acceptance of this type of program change.   

• This would allow the County to gather useful feedback to assist in 
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Option: Clear Garbage Bag Program 
County-wide implementation and to assess the potential impacts 
(e.g., waste reduction and increased recovery) on a County-wide 
basis. 

General Implementation 
Timeframe 

• 8-10 months for pilot study (P&E in advance, bag procurement and 
distribution, phased in compliance, monitoring, auditing, pilot 
participant feedback, assessment). 

• City wide promotion in advance (e.g., 3-4 months), ensure cross-
county retail supply of clear bags.  

Ability to Adjust Option to 
Changes to the WDA 

• This option is flexible to changes in the WDA. 

 
 
Recommendations for this Option 

As noted in Section 6.1, in order to improve waste diversion rates, both an increase in waste 
diversion programming and methods of restricting curbside garbage set-outs will be required.  
Options identified in Section 6.1.1. included: 

• increasing the costs for additional bag tags; 

• implementing a one container restriction, not allowing any additional containers with the 
exception of particular points in the year (holidays) where multiple containers may be 
warranted; and, 

• implementing a full “user pay” approach where residents would be charged for each container 
of waste set out. 

Clear garbage bags are a means of further restricting garbage collection, and allowing for curbside 
enforcement of mandatory diversion by-laws which have been included in this suite of options as 
an additional measure to encourage diversion. Implementing a clear garbage bag program could 
be regarded as an alternative should one or more of the measures noted above not be 
implemented within the first five years of the Strategy.  It could also be undertaken as an additional 
change to be considered in Years 5 to 10 of the strategy based on the success (or lack thereof) of 
the overall diversion initiatives. 

Deferring the immediate decision to move to clear bags, would allow for additional documentation 
and/or study regarding the issues with privacy. This option does present a viable mechanism to 
both increase recyclable materials capture at the curb and decrease waste for disposal at landfill.  
Upon further investigation, should the use of clear bags be feasible, and if full user pay were also 
included in the County’s system, then the County could retail ‘approved’ clear bags in lieu of 
garbage tags. 
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6.2.3 Increase Recycling Container Capacity 

This option would involve the use of either larger blue box containers, carts or the use of blue 
transparent bags (widely available on the market) to increase curbside recycling set out capacity.  
Programs (in other jurisdictions) have been developed based on the notion that increased 
container capacity reduces overflow that occurs by default to the garbage stream when the blue 
box is full.  Given the success of these programs one of the Continuous Improvement Fund (CIF) 
priorities for 2010 is to fund some 200,000 large blue box containers to be distributed in the 
province ($1,400,000 CIF budget).   

Consideration of a cart-based program would only be appropriate if the County entertains the 
potential shift to automated collection in the near future.  The option of using blue transparent 
bags, while increasing the potential capacity for blue box materials in the home requires 
consideration of additional processing steps/mechanisms to manage the bags when the materials 
are received for processing. Clear bags can be used to manage two-streams of recyclable 
materials or single stream materials. For example, Niagara Region allows residents to use clear 
bags for set out of excess two-stream materials when there is insufficient capacity in the blue 
(containers) or grey (paper fibre) boxes. 

 
 

Option: Increase Recycling Container Capacity 
Short-term  or Long-term  Option • Short-term from a WDO best practices perspective. 
Interaction with other System 
Components 

• Impact to collection program/potential impact to collection contract 
dependent on current contract arrangements. 

• Impact to MRF with increased blue box materials. 
• Reduced need for disposal capacity. 

Potential  Cost Implications • Potential increased processing and collection fees with increased 
recyclable tonnage. 

• Potential increased promotion and education costs. 
• Capital cost of larger blue box containers could be potentially 

funded 50% by CIF ($7/container) County (or individual resident) = 
$7/container (125,000 x 2 x $7 = $1,750,000).  

• Cart-based program (e.g. with automated collection) –carts are 
more in the order of $30 to $50 per unit.  Distribution of one to two 
carts to all 125,000 residential households would cost 
approximately $7,500,000  to $12,500,000. 

• Blue bag program – bag costs are comparable to regular garbage 
bag costs 

Potential Change in Diversion • Based on the composition of the County’s waste stream and room 
for incremental improvement in capture rates for various materials, 
it has been determined that an overall increase in diversion adding 
up to 2% to the diversion rate (based on use of carts) could be 
possible. 

Potential for System Efficiencies • Increased container capacity prevents overflow to garbage bag, 
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Option: Increase Recycling Container Capacity 
and Improvements in Level of 
Service 

compliments clear garbage bag and/or bi-weekly collection of 
garbage. 

Potential Processing or Disposal 
Capacity Requirements 

• Requires processing of additional recyclable materials. 
• Reduces disposal capacity requirements. 

General Implementation 
Requirements 

• Review of 2010 waste audit results to assess blue box capacity 
issues that may or may not exist as demonstrated with set-
out/capture rate data. 

• P&E for program. 
• Procurement/acquisition and distribution of containers.  

General Implementation 
Timeframe 

• Approximately 6 months to obtain and review 2010 audit data. 
• Approximately 6 months for container procurement tender, 

fabrication and distribution. 
• If the County intends to apply for CIF funding, it must be 

implemented in 2010. 
Ability to Adjust Option to 
Changes to the WDA 

• This option is flexible to changes in the WDA, e.g. added 
recyclable material requirements, increased targets for capture of 
blue box materials 

 
Recommendations for this Option 

As of March 2010, there is no clear evidence that residents in the County are experiencing 
consistent issues with a lack of capacity in their current blue box containers.  The following is 
recommended: 

• For the remainder of the curbside audits and/or as an independent study undertaken during the 
same periods throughout 2010, information on the number of blue box containers and the 
amount of capacity used (e.g. ½ full, full) should be collected.  Based on that information, it will 
be clear if there is good rationale to increase capacity for curbside set-outs of recyclables. 

• Larger blue boxes would be the most flexible option, as the use of larger containers would not 
require either specialized collection services or processing equipment. 

• The use of recycling carts does not appear warranted, unless based on the collection review 
there is a possibility that automated collection would make sense in the system (see Section 
6.5). 

• The use of clear recycling bags would impose limitations on seeking export capacity for 
processing recyclables or would require greater capital investment and operating costs at a 
County MRF.  This option does not appear reasonable at this time. 

6.2.4 Bi-Weekly (Every Other Week) Garbage Collection 

Given that the County has implemented a curbside organic waste collection program the option of 
bi-weekly collection of garbage is more viable.  However, the current organic program does not 
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allow for source separation of all of the potentially odorous materials that are in the waste stream, 
as it does not currently allow for the collection and composting of pet wastes, diapers and other 
sanitary paper products.  As a result, the potential to move to bi-weekly garbage collection will be 
limited by the choice of organic processing option, and the capability of the system to include these 
other organic streams. 

Implicit in this option are the cost savings associated with a reduced collection frequency. Cost 
savings associated with bi-weekly collection reflect the concept that half the fleet would be needed 
for collection of ‘garbage’ only, with ‘half’ of the County collected on one week and ‘half’ the next. 
The logistics for bi-weekly waste collection become more reasonable with some consolidation of 
collection contracts.  Potential gains in collection efficiency and cost reductions associated with bi-
weekly garbage collection and co-collection options are discussed in Section 6.5.  

In regards to diversion, residents are more likely to properly sort organics and recycling for 
collection if they have the most frequent and convenient collection cycle available (particularly 
effective with organics).  Reducing the frequency of garbage collection and/or increasing the 
frequency of blue box collection has been demonstrated to have a positive effect on recovery rates 
for recyclable material.  The County has already increased the collection frequency for recycling to 
a weekly basis for all municipalities. The most effective program in the province with respect to 
tonnage diversion provides weekly collection of recyclables and household organics, with bi-
weekly collection of garbage (and an effective refuse bag limit)2 KPMG Report, 2007.   This option 
would be assessed in conjunction with the overall review of the County’s future collection and 
transfer options (Section 6.5). 

Risks associated with this option, include communications challenges to ensure that residents are 
aware of and use the appropriate schedule for set-outs, and addressing winter collection 
cancellation problems/challenges 

Option: Bi-Weekly Garbage Collection 
Short-term or Long-term  Option • Short-term from a WDO best practices standpoint. 
Interaction with other System 
Components 

• Potential impact to new collection contract(s) implemented in late 
2011. 

• Impact to MRF with increased blue box materials. 
• Impact to organic waste processing with increased organic 

materials. 
• Reduced need for disposal capacity. 

Potential Cost Implications • TBD with further exploration of the option. 
• Associated P&E campaign. 
• Potential increased recyclable and organic waste processing fees 

with increased tonnage. 
• Potential increased per tonne recyclable and organic waste 
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Option: Bi-Weekly Garbage Collection 
collection fees with increased tonnage. 

• Potential decreased garbage collection fees due to reduction in 
collection frequency. 

• Potential for increased revenue from sale of recyclables, either 
directly reducing net costs to the County for a County-owned MRF 
or reducing contract costs for the recycling system. 

Potential Change in Diversion • Based on the composition of the County’s waste stream and room 
for incremental improvement in capture rates for various materials, 
it has been determined that an overall increase in diversion adding 
between 3 to 4% to the diversion rate could be possible. 

Potential for System Efficiencies 
and Improvements in Level of 
Service 

• Would work well with the further option to move to a clear garbage 
bag by further reducing tonnage required for collection. 

Potential Processing or Disposal 
Capacity Requirements 

• Would reduce landfill disposal capacity requirements. 

General Implementation 
Requirements 

• P&E material development and distribution/notification 

General Implementation 
Timeframe 

• Adequate notification of program change to residents/calendar 
development and distribution. 

Ability to Adjust Option to 
Changes to the WDA 

• This option is flexible to changes in the WDA. 

 
Recommendations for this Option 

The potential to move to bi-weekly garbage collection is limited by the choice of organic processing 
option, and the capability of the system to include these other organic streams. As determined in 
Section 6.4, it appears that the most viable option for composting would be to develop capacity for 
composting within the County.  There is a range of technologies that could process organics as 
identified in Section 6.4, however, some of these are more suitable for composting an expanded 
organics stream (e.g. in-vessel, tunnel) than others.  In regards to export options, there are few 
facilities capable of managing an expanded organics stream. 

It would likely take between 3 to 5 years for the processing concept for organics to be finalized, 
procurement completed and the capacity to be available.  Therefore, the option to move to bi-
weekly waste collection should be re-examined in year 3, and should it be reasonable, provisions 
can be established in the next collection contract (beginning in approximately year 5) to move to 
such an approach. 

6.2.5 Enhanced and Sustained Advertising, Promotion & Education 

To maintain or increase effectiveness and efficiency, all municipal waste management initiatives 
need to be supported by a well developed, comprehensive P&E program.     

The best P&E programs are rooted in a current and regularly updated communications plan with 
identifiable goals and measures. Community-based social marketing approaches have shown 
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good success in some communities. Similarly, programs based on local community research 
initiatives (like surveys) that make use of communications experts prove to be the most successful.  
A school based program that includes curriculum development and communications from the 
school to home environments could also play a role in an enhanced P&E program. 

Prior to the major shift in recycling and organics programming in 2008, the County spent 
approximately $0.37 per household per year (2007) on their blue box promotion and education 
program.  Municipalities like Simcoe County that are achieving around 60% recovery levels on 
average spend in the order of $1.00 per household and this is identified as a general spending 
guide in the KPMG report3  Simcoe County spent $2.19/hhld in 2008 to promote their recycling 
program in accordance with major program changes that occurred that year.  Total costs for 2008 
organics and recycling program changes and for the delivery of existing services were $6.25/hhld 
for all promotional and educational activities required to support the change in diversion programs 
in the County.  For 2009, in the order of $270,000 or $2.20/HHD was budgeted for 
advertising/printing.  For 2010, a budget of $170,000 has been identified or $1.36/HHD. 
 
 

Option: Enhanced and Sustained Advertising, Education & Promotion 
Short-term  or Long-term  Option • Implement in short-term, sustain over long-term. 
Interaction with other System 
Components 

• All existing and new program initiatives (like waste reduction) 
should be integrated together as much as possible for cost-saving 
purposes and as the result of a newly developed broad-based 
comprehensive communications plan (post strategy). 

Potential Cost Implications • Sustained funding of at least $125,000 to $150,000/year  ($1.00 or 
more/year/hhld) based on KPMG report general spending guideline 
for the blue box program.  

Potential Change in Diversion • A study cited in the KPMG report indicates that increasing the per 
household expenditure up to $1 per year could yield an increase of 
1% in the recycling rate for communities with already high diversion 
rates (like Simcoe County). 

Potential for System Efficiencies 
and Improvements in Level of 
Service 

• Potentially higher revenues from reduced contamination of 
recyclables. 

• Set out of only those materials accepted in the programs. 
• Proper set out of materials at the curb for increased collection 

efficiencies. 
• Lower residue rates at processing facilities. 

Potential Processing or Capacity 
Requirements 

• Reduce disposal capacity requirements. 

General Implementation 
Requirements 

• Development of a new communications plan post-strategy that 
results from the County’s agreed upon strategy implementation 
plan. 

General Implementation 
Timeframe 

• If the County introduces further change to its programming (e.g., 
the use of larger blue boxes, clear garbage bag etc.) there will be 
large scale P&E development required to support those program 

                                                      
3 Blue Box Program Enhancement & Best Practices Assessment Project Report, KPMG, R.W. Beck, 2007 
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changes which will result in sustained awareness/education of 
residents during program transition. 

• This option is meant to be addressed during normal, status-quo 
operations to maintain high levels of education amongst residents 
on a continual basis. 

Ability to Adjust Option to 
Changes to the WDA 

• This option is flexible to changes in the WDA. 

 
Recommendations for this Option 

The County should at minimum sustain 2009/2010 funding levels (averaging approximately $1.80 
per household) for promotion and education (P&E). Over the first five years of implementation, the 
level of P&E funding per household may need to be increased in certain years to include focused 
campaigns for key program changes. Over the long-term the same funding levels will be needed to 
assist in sustaining diversion performance.   A dedicated staff position related to Promotion & 
Education would support the continued focus on waste reduction and diversion P&E campaigns.  

6.2.6 Public Open Space Recycling Program 

Open space recycling programs seek to capture additional recyclable materials from residential 
sources that are typically lost to disposal.  These programs have their challenges but a series of 
best practices have/are being developed for program implementation.  The Continuous 
Improvement Fund (CIF) has recently funded projects to identify a series of best practices in open 
space recycling for CIF to determine eligible funding criteria/parameters to support those 
programs.  The Sarnia Public Space Recycling Project (CIF Project #152), 2009 cited an overall 
beverage container diversion rate of 77% with the application of best practices in the set up and 
maintenance of the program.  Stantec (Open Space Recycling Better Practices Review, CIF 
Project #159/202) identified program inhibitors to be cost and contamination of the recycling 
stream but also identified various best practices that could help overcome these obstacles 
including the use of clear and consistent signage, proper bin design and placement and good 
communications between collectors and facility managers.   

It should be noted that that responsibility for managing public space waste is largely a local 
municipal matter, and such a program would require cooperative efforts between local 
municipalities and the County.  

Option: Public Open Space Recycling Program 
Short-term or Long-term  Option • Implement in short-term, sustain over long-term. 
Interaction with other System 
Components 

• Adds incremental recyclable tonnage to the system, requires 
coordination between waste management and municipal staff.  

Potential Cost Implications • To be assessed specific to Simcoe County. 
Potential Change in Diversion • Pilot study results would yield this data. 

• Open space dependent (total number of parks, size of each and 
use). 

Potential for System Efficiencies • Consistency in messaging (at home and in the community) 
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Option: Public Open Space Recycling Program 
and Improvements in Level of 
Service 

regarding the County’s recycling program. 

Potential Processing or Disposal 
Capacity Requirements 

• Minor reduction in disposal capacity requirements. 

General Implementation 
Requirements 

• Discuss with local municipalities to determine participants and 
feasibility/pilot program. 

• Most municipalities undertake a pilot study to assess the best 
method of materials containment, collection methods and 
messaging. 

General Implementation 
Timeframe 

• York Region piloted numerous containers in two parks (Summer, 
2009) including public opinion surveys. The pilot study lasted four 
months (excluding bin ordering and delivery). 

• This project could be easily phased in one municipality at a time. 
Ability to Adjust Option to 
Changes to the WDA 

• This option is flexible to changes in the WDA. 

 
Recommendations for this Option 

As of March 2010, full documentation on the range of current public space diversion activities 
implemented by the County and the local municipalities, is not available.  As a first step, it is 
recommended that in years 1 or 2 of the implementation period that an investigation be completed 
to determine current level of public space diversion and the need for expansion of current efforts. 
Should development of a County-wide public open space diversion program appear reasonable, 
the next step would be to pilot approaches in partnership with one or more of the local 
municipalities in years 3 and 4.  By year 5 of the SWMS, the requirement for a County-wide 
program will have been determined and full roll-out of such a program would likely happen within 
this timeframe. 

6.2.7 Special Events Recycling Program 

This type of program targets vendors or organizations, typically using municipal facilities like parks, 
arenas for festivals or special localized events. This program compliments an open space 
recycling program.  In most municipalities event organizers are required to get a permit for these 
events and this provides an opportunity to ensure that event organizers approach waste 
management in a fashion consistent with the municipal waste management program.  Permitting 
could require that recycling and composting are mandated but should be supported with 
promotional and educational materials designed for event planners and facility users.  Various 
mechanisms for collection could be explored and employed but in all cases weights of material 
diverted should be recorded.   

It is recognized that the County does not regulate special events and this program would need to 
be implemented in cooperation with the local municipalities. Special events recycling is generally 
only feasible if there is a high involvement of volunteers, attending diversion stations, informing 
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attendees of the correct sorting methods and removing and often sorting materials to remove any 
contaminants.  

Option: Special Events Recycling Program 
Short- term  or Long-term Option • Implement in short-term, sustain over long-term. 
Interaction with other System 
Components 

• Interacts well with an open space recycling program, adds 
incremental recycling tonnage to the system. 

Potential  Cost Implications • n/a 
Potential Change in Diversion • Type/nature of event dependent. 
Potential for System Efficiencies 
and Improvements in Level of 
Service 

• Consistency in messaging (at home and in the community) 
regarding the County’s recycling program. 

Potential Processing or Disposal 
Capacity Requirements 

• Reduced requirements for disposal capacity. 

General Implementation 
Requirements 

• Discuss with local municipalities to determine participants and 
feasibility/pilot program. 

• Implement a permitting system if not in place, or amend existing 
permits to mandate recycling (and composting if desirable) at all 
events.  

• Include provision of containers and collection and processing 
arrangements (typically coordinated with a private sector hauler). 

General Implementation 
Timeframe 

• With permitting or permit amendment approval of Council. 

Ability to Adjust Option to 
Changes to the WDA 

• This option is flexible to changes in the WDA. 

 
Recommendations for this Option 

As of March 2010, full documentation on the range of special event diversion activities currently 
occurring in the County and the local municipalities, is not available.  As a first step, it is 
recommended that in years 1 or 2 of the implementation period, that an investigation be completed 
to determine current level of special event diversion and the need for expansion of current efforts. 
Should development of a County-wide special event diversion program appear reasonable, the 
next step would be to pilot approaches in partnership with one or more of the local municipalities in 
years 3 and 4.  By year 5 of the SWMS, the requirement for a County-wide program will have been 
determined and full roll-out of such a program would likely happen within this timeframe. 

6.2.8 Examine Diversion of IC&I Sector Materials 

Although the majority of institutional, commercial and industrial waste is not managed by the 
municipality, an opportunity exists to harmonize municipal waste management approaches and 
plans with those in other sectors. It is estimated that the IC&I sector generated approximately 
108,000 tonnes of waste in 2009, of which approximately 20,000 tonnes were managed by the 
County.  The IC&I sector is currently able to use County landfill sites for disposal of commercial 
waste (7,500 tonnes in 2009), and all recycling depot programs (excluding municipal 
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special/hazardous waste depots) which managed 11,400 tonnes of materials diverted from 
disposal. Some IC&I locations are permitted to use the curbside collection program, such that only 
1,800 tonnes (1,100 garbage, 700 recycling) were managed by the County. Note: the information 
regarding IC&I locations served by the County’s program and tonnage information that is available 
to the County may not reflect all commercial materials actually managed by the County. 

This study has investigated opportunities to enhance and harmonize municipal waste management 
approaches with those of the Industrial, Commercial & Institutional (IC&I) sector in the County 
relative to message consistencies, partnership opportunities and in the case where centralized 
processing capacity is considered further by the County, to look for opportunities for further 
partnership opportunities and joint cost savings.  Certainly, at a minimum it is reasonable for the 
County to consider providing a uniform level of service to the commercial sector with the curbside 
program which could involve either an increase or decrease in the level of service provided such 
that there is consistency across the County.  This would also involve a move to a more consistent 
method of cost recovery that reflects access to and use of such services. This is addressed in 
detail in Section 6.5.5. 

The options considered for IC&I diversion, do not assume broad involvement of the County in 
managing all materials generated by the IC&I sector. The results of the current Waste Diversion 
Act review indicate the strong potential for individual producers (Individual Producer Responsibility) 
to be fully responsible for meeting waste diversion requirements for both the residential and the 
IC&I sectors. There would be a significant risk associated with expansion of IC&I services by the 
County to address materials generated by that sector, in that the County has no authority in 
respect to IC&I wastes and cannot ensure consistent flow of IC&I materials through the County’s 
programs.  For example, records indicate significant fluctuations in IC&I tonnages that flow through 
the County’s diversion depots which is largely unpredictable from year to year. 

Options for additional programming for the IC&I sector considered in the development of the 
Strategy included: 

• Expanded diversion services for certain IC&I sub-sectors, such as schools, hospitals, and long-
term care facilities with whom the County could directly enter into lower risk contracts to 
support and manage diversion of their materials; 

• Investigation of provision of uniform collection service for divertible materials only and cost 
recovery method; and 

• Provision of a certain amount of processing capacity for IC&I materials at any processing 
facilities developed within the County.  The actual type and quantity of capacity that could be 
available would be defined at a later date. 
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Option: Additional Programming 
Short-term  or Long-term  Option • Implement in short-term, sustain over long-term. 
Interaction with other System 
Components 

• Creates some opportunity for consistency in messaging (at home 
and in the community) regarding the County’s recycling program 
(and potentially organics).  

• In the case of centralized facilities it offers the opportunity for 
economies of scale.  

• May be strategic from a future producer responsibility standpoint.  
Potential Cost Implications • Could create partnership opportunities to result in cost-savings.  

• Potential future funding dependent on MOE policy related to 
producer responsibility and the IC&I sector.  

Potential Change in Diversion • Could be beneficial diversion impacts to the IC&I sector. 
Potential for System Efficiencies 
and Improvements in Level of 
Service 

• Potential for consistent messaging of County’s recycling program, 
potential for recyclable or organic materials processing efficiencies 
– economies of scale.  

Potential Processing or Disposal 
Capacity Requirements 

• Reduction in disposal capacity requirements.  

General Implementation 
Requirements 

• In the context of developing centralized processing infrastructure to 
liaise with stakeholders to assess the benefit of a centralized 
infrastructure to support IC&I sector waste diversion initiatives (e.g. 
expected participation, processing capacity requirements, facility 
design variations and cost-benefit).  

General Implementation 
Timeframe 

•  Prior to the design of any centralized facility to assess available 
material quantities and types, participation, processing capacity 
requirements and cost-benefit to the County. 

• No impact on design or construction timeline if facility design 
variations are planned in advance. 

Ability to Adjust Option to 
Changes to the WDA 

• This option is flexible to changes and partly a function of potential 
changes in the WDA. 

 
Recommendations for this Option 

Within years 1 and 2, the County should complete investigations and expand diversion services for 
certain IC&I sub-sectors, such as schools, hospitals and long-term care facilities. 

As documented in the Draft Task D Technical Memo, there is significant variation in the level of 
curbside collection service offered to the IC&I sector for both waste and diversion as follows: 

• only a portion of the IC&I properties are eligible to participate in the curbside waste 
collection services, and varying container allowances are in place ranging from one to five 
containers per property or per unit; 

• only a few IC&I properties in Adjala-Tosorontio and Springwater are eligible to participate in 
curbside organics collection; and, 
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• only a portion of the IC&I properties across the County are eligible to participate in curbside 
recycling. 

During development of the implementation plan for the SWMS, a recommended uniform level of 
service will be examined, with a focus on provision of curbside diversion services for the IC&I 
sector setting common eligibility requirements for recycling and potentially organics.  Organics 
collection will be examined for key IC&I sectors with common and manageable organics materials.  
As part of the development of a uniform level of service for garbage collection, the implementation 
of a common maximum container allowance will be examined. 

Should recommendations to develop in-County processing capacity be approved, the capacity 
identified for the purpose of procuring a facility, could have certain provisions for processing of a 
reasonable quantity of IC&I materials (for example, up to 10 or 15% of the input tonnages).   

As part of the development of a mandatory diversion by-law in years 3 or 4, (in the form of an 
amendment to the current by-law) a ban could be implemented on disposal of IC&I waste at 
County landfills, which includes any divertable materials.  This ‘ban’ would essentially take the 
form of an increase in the rate for disposal of mixed waste of up to five times the fee for normal 
waste, to discourage mixed waste disposal and promote the use of depot diversion programs.  
Alternatively, the ban could also be imposed through the application of fines applied to the disposal 
of ‘mixed’ waste including divertable materials. 

6.2.9 Mandatory Diversion By-law (curbside and depot diversion) 

The County’s waste management authority was established under By-law No. 3854.   By-law No. 
5764, a By-law for establishing and maintaining a system for collection, processing, marketing, 
transfer and/or disposal of garbage, organics, recyclables and other optional waste materials and 
for operating and maintaining waste management facilities in the County of Simcoe, was passed in 
early 2009.  The By-law establishes the following: 
• Delegation of authority to appropriate County staff; 

• The role of the Director of Environmental Services; 

• Limits, size specifications, and other restrictions for collection services of garbage, recycling, 
and organics; and 

• Hours, fees, prohibitions, special arrangements and operation of waste management 
facilities. 

The By-law does not require mandatory participation in diversion programs for the residents and 
IC&I sector that use either the curbside programs or other programs offered by the County.  Some 
municipalities that currently have a mandatory diversion By-law in effect, including the Cities of 
Guelph and Owen Sound. 
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The County could amend its current By-law to stipulate that residents and designated IC&I sectors 
that use the County’s programs, must source separate specified recyclable and organic materials 
from the waste stream or prohibit them from discarding the specified materials in the garbage, i.e., 
universal diversion program that would apply both at the curb and at County facilities.   

The advantages of such a mandatory diversion By-law are that: 

• It would create a level playing field for all residents and the participating IC&I sector; 
• Raise awareness of diversion; 
• Programs and markets are available for a broad range of materials that can be banned from 

disposal; and,  
• The public is generally behind programs that promote the environment. 

The disadvantages of such a By-law are that: 

• In order to be effective a degree of enforcement is necessary.  At the curb, this would be 
difficult for the curbside contractors to impose and additional resources in the form of By-law 
enforcement by County and/or local municipal By-law officers would be needed. 

• At the landfill and transfer stations, a ‘ban’ on the disposal of divertible materials brought to the 
landfill by residents or the IC&I sector, would require increased inspection of loads by County 
staff.  This can be difficult depending on how the material is hauled to the sites, and may 
require development of an inspection area that would be used when necessary to inspect loads 
to determine if the quantity of materials in a load exceeds the mandatory limit (i.e. more than 
5% of the load). 

In order to be successful, and to allow for changes in behavior, a phased in approach may be 
necessary first targeting the easy to divert materials (e.g. paper fibres, glass, metals, yard waste, 
wood waste, tires) and increasing over time to address the full spectrum of materials that can be 
diverted by the County programs. 

6.2.10 Recommended Concept for Additional Diversion 

Recommendations for each of the additional diversion options have been identified in section 6.2.1 
through 6.2.9. Figure 2 below, illustrates the recommended concept for additional diversion as 
implemented over years 1 to 5 of the SWMS.  It is assumed that these initiatives would be revisited 
during regular review of the SWMS and updated by year 5 as appropriate. 
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Figure 2  Recommended Concept for Additional Diversion Years 1 to 5 

 

Consultation with the public and discussions with the Steering Committee, indicated that there was 
strong support for the general diversion options that involved adding or enhancing diversion 
services such as improvements to depots, enhanced promotion and education programs, open 
space and event recycling, and providing some enhanced IC&I diversion services.  There was less 
support for options that were perceived as “reducing” services, such as eliminating bulky goods 
collection.  It is clear that in developing the implementation plan for the Strategy an appropriate 
balance between service improvements, methods to discourage garbage generation and set-outs, 
and program costs will have to be achieved. 

6.2.10.1 Implementation Considerations 

1. As with waste diversion initiatives identified in Section 6.1, promotion and education of 
waste reduction and reuse initiatives is based on a current communications plan that 
adopts a community-based social marketing approach.  A broad-sweeping campaign could 
be developed that encompasses all program initiatives identified in this section and 
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potentially in concert with the promotion of other waste management programs or program 
changes. 

2. Recommended timelines for program implementation are based on the results of public 
consultation and Steering Committee discussions.  Relative to other waste management 
programming these additional diversion programs are not particularly costly to implement 
depending on the extent of the programming elected.   

3. As previously noted, given the current staffing complement in the County, and the level of 
effort (staff time) that would be necessary to proceed with both the reduction and reuse 
options as well as the additional diversion options, it is likely that additional staff would be 
needed.  Given the size and scope of the County, a supervisory position responsible for 
waste planning and diversion would likely be the most reasonable approach. 

4. The recommendation to consider further restrictions in curbside garbage including: 
increasing the cost of tags, move to a fixed one-bag limit for garbage or a full “user pay” 
program within a two (2) to three (3) year timeframe, permits the County time to assess 
other program options and impacts such as the use of clear bags for garbage and/or bi-
weekly collection of garbage and/or increasing recycling container capacity.  It is clear that 
coupled with increased diversion programs, further restrictions in curbside garbage set-outs 
will be necessary to increase diversion rates and reduce waste generation rates in the 
County.  The diversion projections outlined in Section 7 identify the combined effect of new 
diversion program implementation and waste restrictions. 

6.3 Recycling Approaches and Technologies (Material Recovery Facilities) 

6.3.1 Background 

Simcoe County’s current recycling system collects a wide variety of containers and fibres, 
including: 
Fibres 
 
 Corrugated cardboard boxes (OCC) 
 Boxboard: 

 cereal boxes  
 paper egg cartons 
 cracker and shoe boxes 
 cartons 
 tissue boxes 
 toilet paper and towel tubes 
 Paper: 

 newspaper and inserts 
 magazines  
 catalogues 
 coloured and white paper 
 computer paper 

Containers 
  

 Glass bottles and jars 
 Food and beverage cans (aluminum and 

ferrous) 
 Empty aerosol and paint cans 
 Aluminum plates and foils 
 Spiral wound containers (frozen juice, etc.)
 Gable top containers 
 Tetra Pak containers 
 Plastic bottles, jugs, tubs and lids with # 

1,2,4,5 or 7 
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 books (remove hardcovers) 
 mail and envelopes 
 

One of WDO’s recommendations to the Minister of the Environment under the Blue Box Plan 
Review was “To establish a process lead by Waste Diversion Ontario and including consultation 
with Stewardship Ontario, stewards, municipalities, service providers and end markets to select 
Blue Box materials to be collected in all municipalities based on specific criteria ...”. In his letter, 
received August 14th 2009, the Minister subsequently directed WDO to review and report back 
with recommendations on “Moving to greater consistency of materials collected across Ontario” by 
February 28, 2010. WDO issued a Draft For Discussion on this issue November 17, 2009 and 
comments are now being considered. 

Although the list of common materials recommended in WDO’s draft will not impact Simcoe 
County’s collection system (since the County already collects all of the recommended recyclable 
materials in its current program), the list will impact other municipal programs and MRFs where 
these materials might be processed. Out of County MRFs that responded to study team enquiries 
about available processing capacity based responses on current materials processed. It is not 
clear at the present time how some of these MRFs might be affected by the final list of materials to 
be collected or when or if any changes to the MRFs to accommodate these materials will be made.   
Consideration could be made to collecting materials within the recycling program that fall outside 
the materials recommended in the WDO draft, such as textiles and other metals that are not 
classified as ‘packaging’.  Furthermore, there may be some materials that could be redirected to 
depot collection rather than curbside, such as thermoform #1 and #6 plastics. 

Currently, recyclables are processed under contract by the contractors who provide collection in 
three of the four collection zones. With the exception of the North Simcoe contract area, the 
contractors are responsible for arranging for processing and they keep revenues from the sale of 
recyclables. A comparison of other recycling programs in the “urban regional” category shows that 
Simcoe County had the highest net cost per tonne in 2007 ($242). Clearly, the County is suffering 
under the current processing arrangement, and maintenance of the status quo system is not a 
reasonable option. 

Two primary Material Recovery Facility (MRF) processing options have been investigated as 
discussed below. 

6.3.2 Processing Recyclables Outside of Simcoe County 

Investigations focused on MRFs within a reasonable haul distance to the County, noting that 
recyclables currently are transferred and processed as far away as Bracebridge, Oshawa, Guelph 
and the U.S.  Potential MRFs were identified and contacted to determine such information as: 

 form of processing (two stream, single stream, etc.); 
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 designated recyclables processed; 

 average residue percentage; 

 available processing capacity for fibre and containers (tonnes/yr); 

 restrictions of material delivery (hours, vehicle type, baled or loose, etc.); 

 earliest contract start date; 

 length of contract term; 

 range of processing costs; 

 revenue sharing potential; and, 

 other conditions (residue disposal costs, contamination audit requirements, etc.). 

MRFs contacted included the Region of Durham, Region of Peel, City of Guelph, Region of 
Waterloo, WSI Bracebridge, Miller Waste Markham, Bluewater, the City of Toronto, the City of 
Hamilton, Northumberland County and the U.S.   A detailed listing of questions and responses 
from these MRFs is outlined in Appendix A. 

 Two of the MRFs contacted declined to participate in the survey: Waterloo because it is not 
permitted to accept recyclables from outside of the Region, and Miller Markham since answering 
would impact on their ability to compete in the marketplace. 

Since most MRFs were hesitant to indicate processing fee and revenue sharing arrangement 
details, the study team reviewed WDO Datacall reported gross processing costs for the “Urban 
Regional” program grouping (Simcoe County’s group). For 2008 (the last available Datacall), the 
average gross processing cost was $88/tonne processed. Gross processing costs ranged from 
about $134/tonne to $32/tonne, reflecting the differences in program size and variations in single 
and dual stream programs. At an average residue rate 5.6% for this group, the equivalent gross 
processing costs per delivered tonne to a MRF would be approximately $106/tonne. It should be 
noted that the only way to truly establish such a cost would be to issue an RFP for processing the 
County’s recyclables. In this manner, additional factors such as competition and potential markups 
would be incorporated into bid prices.  

The foregoing gross processing costs represent the cost of processing recyclables at a MRF and 
do not account for the value of the products marketed. Contracted MRFs are not willing at this 
point in discussions to forecast revenues into the future, but most are willing to enter into some 
form of revenue sharing once detailed negotiations commence.     

Materials processed and the form of processing may limit some of Simcoe’s options, depending on 
how recyclables are collected. For instance, recyclables collected single stream can only be 
processed at a MRF designed to process single stream recyclables. Five of the MRFs canvassed 
are able to process single stream recyclables, while three process dual stream recyclables. It 
should be noted that a single stream MRF is also capable of processing recyclables collected in 
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two-streams (fibre and containers). Similarly, the form of processing will impact how recyclables 
can be transferred to these MRFs.  

Stable, long-term contracts with out of County MRFs may lead to reduced net processing costs. It 
is assumed that the timing of any processing changes would need to be integrated with expiry 
dates of existing collection/processing contracts.  

 
Option: Processing Recyclables Outside of Simcoe County 

Short-term  or Long-term  Option • Implement in short-term, sustain over long-term. 
Interaction with other System 
Components 

• Potential effect on collection system if single stream processing 
option available. 

• Requires upgrading of transfer facilities or development of a new 
facility. 

Potential Cost Implications • Estimated average gross cost of $88/tonne, not including potential 
for revenue sharing 

Potential Change in Diversion • Minimal in regards to actual processing option. 
• May see increase in diversion performance if move to single 

stream system. 
Potential for System Efficiencies 
and Improvements in Level of 
Service 

• Could reduce recycling system costs. 
• Should address issues related to variable capture rates and 

marketed tonnages of materials such as aluminum. 
Potential Processing or Disposal 
Capacity Requirements 

• County requires at minimum 25,000 tonnes of processing capacity 
(short-term) and longer term capacity ranging up to 35,000 to 
40,000 tonnes. 

General Implementation 
Requirements 

• Will require potential improvements to transfer system. 
• New collection tender/contracts. 
• Processing tender/RFP/contracts. 

General Implementation 
Timeframe 

• 1 to 2 years (need to address collection contract timeframes, all 
current contracts have been negotiated to extend to end July 
2012). 

Ability to Adjust Option to 
Changes to the WDA 

• Flexibility to adjust to potential changes to the WDA and the BBPP 
would have to be addressed in contractual arrangements made by 
the County 

• Generally a more flexible option (i.e. less capital investment) than 
development of processing capacity within the County 

6.3.3 Develop Recyclables Processing Capacity within the County (i.e., a new MRF)   

Given that approximately 25,000 tonnes per year of blue box recyclables are presently managed 
by the County’s program and that this quantity may increase to between 35,000 and 40,000 tonnes 
over the next 20 years, it was reasonable to examine developing MRF capacity within the County. 
This option could reduce transfer/haul costs and allow the County to better control processing 
costs. The design capacity of the MRF will consider the potential for economies of scale that may 
result by providing additional processing capacity for Orillia and Barrie (a multi-municipal planning 
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approach is recognized as a best practice). Potentially, approximately 14,000 additional tonnes 
from Barrie and 3,000 tonnes from Orillia could be processed at a new Simcoe County MRF in the 
first year of operation. This concept will be discussed further with County staff and representatives 
of Barrie and Orillia.  

Representative capital and operating costs were developed for a range of MRF sizes to process 
two stream and single stream household and commercial recyclable materials. Process flow 
diagrams were developed for single and dual stream MRFs with throughput capacities of 25,000, 
50,000, and 75,000 tonnes per year. The flow diagrams were developed in conjunction with MRF 
equipment suppliers who also assisted in developing representative capital costs for these 
facilities. Manual sorting requirements and other variable operating costs were determined for 
each MRF. 

The following pages provide examples of a 50,000 tpy dual and single stream processing system 
(Figure 3Figure 3 and Figure 5Figure 5). Table 4Table 4 and 5 summarize the representative costs 
for the three different sizes of dual stream and single stream MRFs respectively. 

The costs shown represent “full capacity” MRFs, that is, MRFs that are operating at their full 
design throughput tonnages on a two shift per day basis (the dotted lines on the graph). If the MRF 
is processing only 50% of its design capacity (i.e., a one shift per day operation), it is not fully 
utilizing its capital assets, and the higher solid line cost curve results. 
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Figure 3  50,000 tpy Dual Stream MRF Flow Diagram 
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Table 4   Dual Stream MRF Costs 

Tonnes/yr
Days/Year 250 250 250

Days/Week 5 5 5
Shifts/Day 2 2 2

Hrs/Shift 8 8 8
Productive Hours 14 14 14

Tonnes/day 300 200 100
Effective tonnes/hr 21 14 7

Design tonnes/hr 26 17 9

CAPITAL ANNUAL CAPITAL ANNUAL CAPITAL ANNUAL
EQUIPMENT COSTS

Equipment Costs $5,125,000 $663,711 $2,400,000 $310,811 $1,305,000 $169,003
Mobile Equipment Costs: $305,000 $57,630 $250,000 $57,630 $235,000 $30,434

Other Equipment Related Costs: $3,273,000 $513,874 $2,228,000 $513,874 $1,503,000 $194,645
Contingency: $870,300 $146,509 $487,800 $146,509 $304,300 $39,408

TOTAL EQUIPMENT COST: $9,573,300 $1,239,786 $5,365,800 $694,896 $3,347,300 $433,491

BUILDING SIZE (m2): 6,152 5,196 4,240
BUILDING COST: $5,536,842 $444,291 $4,676,215 $375,232 $3,815,588 $306,173

TOTAL LABOUR COST 51 $2,157,730 43 $1,835,150 39 $1,656,080

TOTAL VARIABLE OPERATING COSTS $1,326,690 $826,600 $451,300

TOTAL ANNUAL COST $5,827,547 $4,182,838 $3,164,885

COST/TONNE PROCESSED 
CAPITAL $31 $30 $42

OPERATING $46 $53 $84
TOTAL $78 $84 $127

PROJECTED ANNUAL REVENUE $3,397,360 $2,264,907 $1,132,453
PROJECTED PER TONNE REVENUE $90 $90 $90

NET COST/TONNE -$12 -$6 $37

75,000 50,000 25,000

 
Note: the total annual labour cost identified is based on the number of staff identified immediately to the left. 
 
Figure 4  Dual Stream MRF Costs 
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Figure 5  50,000 tpy Single Stream MRF Flow Diagram 
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Table 5  Single Stream MRF Costs 

Tonnes/yr
Days/Year 250 250 250

Days/Week 5 5 5
Shifts/Day 2 2 2

Hrs/Shift 8 8 8
Productive Hours 14 14 14

Tonnes/day 300 200 100
Effective tonnes/hr 21 14 7

Design tonnes/hr 26 17 9

CAPITAL ANNUAL CAPITAL ANNUAL CAPITAL ANNUAL
EQUIPMENT COSTS

Equipment Costs $7,775,000 $977,760 $4,440,000 $545,862 $2,195,000 $255,124
Mobile Equipment Costs: $305,000 $57,630 $250,000 $57,630 $235,000 $30,434

Other Equipment Related Costs: $4,198,000 $805,259 $3,013,000 $805,259 $2,088,000 $270,406
Contingency: $1,227,800 $260,149 $770,300 $260,149 $451,800 $58,510

TOTAL EQUIPMENT COST: $13,505,800 $1,719,924 $8,473,300 $1,068,193 $4,969,800 $614,473

BUILDING SIZE (m2): 7,081 5,815 4,549
BUILDING COST: $6,372,915 $511,379 $5,233,597 $419,957 $4,094,279 $328,536

TOTAL LABOUR COST 47 $2,005,330 41 $1,758,950 28 $1,236,980

TOTAL VARIABLE OPERATING COSTS $1,999,930 $1,302,760 $676,380

TOTAL ANNUAL COST $7,077,161 $5,149,944 $3,274,592

COST/TONNE PROCESSED 
CAPITAL $41 $42 $54

OPERATING $53 $61 $77
TOTAL $94 $103 $131

PROJECTED ANNUAL REVENUE $3,239,321 $2,159,547 $1,079,774
PROJECTED PER TONNE REVENUE $85 $85 $85

NET COST/TONNE $9 $18 $46

75,000 50,000 25,000

 
Note: the total annual labour cost identified is based on the number of staff identified immediately to the left. 
 
Figure 6  Single Stream MRF Costs 
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Based on the projected growth of Simcoe County’s recyclables, it would be reasonable to consider 
a MRF sized to accommodate 50,000 tonnes of recyclables per year processed over two shifts. 
During the first year of operation, only one shift would be required (i.e., 25,000 tonnes), with the 
second shift available to process additional recyclables as diversion grows over the next 20 years.  
If Barrie and Orillia were to be considered in the MRF design, Total design capacity would grow to 
70,000 - 75,000 tpy. 

The following table (Table 6Table 6) shows estimated first year costs for 50,000 tpy dual and 
single stream MRFs operating at 50% capacity:  

 
Table 6  50,000 MRF Costs @ 50% Capacity 

Dual Stream 

Item Capital First Year
Cost Cost

Equipment & Related Costs $5,365,800 $694,896
Mobile Equipment Costs $250,000 $32,376
Other Related Costs $2,228,000 $288,536
Building Costs $4,676,215 $375,232
Engineering 10% $1,004,201 $130,049
Labour Costs $1,234,440
Variable Operating Costs $494,800
TOTAL COSTS: $13,524,216 $3,250,328

Cost/tonne
OPERATING $69.17
CAPITAL $60.84
TOTAL $130.01
REVENUE $90.06
NET COST $39.96  

Single Stream 

Item Capital First Year
Cost Cost

Equipment & Related Costs $8,473,300 $1,068,193
Mobile Equipment Costs $250,000 $32,376
Other Related Costs $3,013,000 $390,197
Building Costs $5,233,597 $419,957
Engineering 10% $1,370,690 $177,511
Labour Costs $1,120,140
Variable Operating Costs $753,280
TOTAL COSTS: $18,340,587 $3,961,654

Cost/tonne
OPERATING $74.94
CAPITAL $83.53
TOTAL $158.47
REVENUE $84.91
NET COST $73.56

It should be noted that the capital cost of single stream MRF is approximately 35% higher than a 
comparable dual stream MRF and operating costs are about 8% higher. Simply put, single stream 
MRFs require more equipment and more labour to produce the same products as a dual stream 
MRF. A key question is whether the additional costs associated with single stream are offset by 
sufficient savings in single stream recyclables collection. This is discussed further in Section 6.5. 

Revenue Projections 

Revenue estimates in the processing models were developed using estimated recovery rates for 
individual recyclable materials and per tonne market prices for grades of materials to be produced 
in the MRF. Per tonne revenues were developed using the CSR Price Sheet and actual 2009 per 
tonne revenues from a number of other MRFs (from other in-house projects).  
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Although representative MRF building costs have been included, site location and associated site 
costs have not been yet been identified. Stantec will review with County staff potential locations for 
siting a greenfield MRF within the County.  

There is a risk associated with the development of processing capacity within the County, given 
the uncertainties associated with the proposed changes to the WDA and the provincial Blue Box 
Program Plan.  It is uncertain in the longer term, what role municipal processing facility may play in 
the provincial recycling system. 

 
Option:  

Develop Processing Capacity at a New MRF Within the County 
Short-term or Long-term  Option • Implement in short-term, sustain over long-term. 
Interaction with other System 
Components 

• Potential effect on collection system if single stream processing 
option available. 

• May require changes to municipal transfer system. 
Potential Cost Implications • TBD, potential for lower unit processing costs under arrangements 

made directly by the County. 
• Potential for economies of scale if processing capacity is also 

provided for Barrie and Orillia 
Potential Change in Diversion • Minimal in regards to actual processing option. 

• May see increase in diversion performance if move to single 
stream system, and/or if new collection contracts include higher 
level of enforcement on waste. 

Potential for System Efficiencies 
and Improvements in Level of 
Service 

• Could reduce recycling system costs. 
• Should address issues related to variable capture rates and 

marketed tonnages of materials such as aluminum. 
Potential Processing or Disposal 
Capacity Requirements 

• County requires at minimum 25,000 tonnes of processing capacity 
(short-term) and longer term capacity ranging from 35,000 to 
40,000 tonnes. 

• The possibility of a larger MRF to accommodate Barrie and Orillia’s 
needs will be reviewed. 

General Implementation 
Requirements 

• May require potential improvements to transfer system. 
• New collection tender/contracts. 
• Design/ build/operate RFP and contracts. 

General Implementation 
Timeframe 

• 2 to 3 years (need to address collection contract timeframes). 

Ability to Adjust Option to 
Changes to the WDA 

• Recyclables collected under an updated/amended BBPP in 
accordance with proposed WDA changes will still require 
processing.  Potential role for new processing facility under 
changed system to be determined. 

• Generally a less flexible option (i.e. more capital investment) than 
the use of processing capacity outside the County, should the 
changes to the WDA and BBPP remove responsibility for 
managing recyclables from the municipal sector.  This option does 
have more flexibility in regards to adding new materials. 
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6.3.4 Evaluation of Recycling Options 

The following table compares in-county and out of County processing options for recyclables. A 
County owned MRF provides the County the ability to integrate collection, processing and 
marketing decisions (such as adding materials, modifying product grades produced in the MRF to 
respond to market prices, etc.). In simple terms, the County would be in control of all processing 
decisions instead of responding to controls placed on it by an out of County MRF.  

One of the key factors other than cost in deciding between the two options is the present state of 
uncertainty regarding proposed initiatives by the Province for increased EPR. It would not be 
prudent for the County to decide on a major capital investment at this time in a MRF until the 
producer responsibility issue has been resolved. 

 

Criteria Processing at a New MRF 
Within the County 

Export and Processing 
Outside the County 

Potential Incremental Increase in 
Residential and IC&I Diversion Rates 

(potential to add materials, implications 
regarding marketing, potential to provide 

option for local processing of IC&I 
materials – perhaps local location for IC&I 

self-haul) 

Advantage 

Minimal restrictions 

MRF would be designed to 
include potential add-ons and 
IC&I recyclables processing 

Disadvantage 

Remote MRF would dictate 
acceptable program materials 

and local IC&I recyclables 
would not be included. 

Potential Decrease in Required Landfill 
Capacity 

(implications of being able to add 
materials, if exported outside of County 
use of County sites for residue disposal) 

Neutral 

Given that there is greater 
potential for increases in 
diversion for this option, it 

should reduce overall 
consumption of landfill 

capacity, however, residual 
disposal from processing 
would generally be at a 

County designated landfill. 

Neutral 

Given that there is lower 
potential for increases in 
diversion for this option, it 
would not offer the same 

advantage in reducing overall 
consumption of landfill 

capacity. However, residual 
disposal from processing is 
generally managed by the 

receiving MRF and would be 
disposed of outside the 

County. 

Potential Change in Net Emissions to Air 
and Water 

(adding materials generally reduces LCA 
impacts, longer haul results in more 

emissions) 

Advantage 

Both systems would be 
equivalent in reducing net 

emissions to air and water that 
would result if the recyclables 

were otherwise landfilled.  

Neutral/Disadvantage 

Both systems would be 
equivalent in reducing net 

emissions to air and water that 
would result if the recyclables 

were otherwise landfilled.  
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However, this system would 
require less haul and thus 
would have less emissions 
associated with transport of 

recyclables. 

However, this system would 
require slightly more haul and 
thus would have somewhat 
higher emissions associated 
with transport of recyclables. 

Potential to Enhance/Improve Levels of 
Service 

(implications of having local vs distant 
facility) 

Advantage 

More flexible to respond to 
increases in tonnage, addition 

of materials, collection or 
market changes 

 

Disadvantage 

Less flexible to respond to 
increases in tonnage, addition 

of materials, collection or 
market changes 

Potential Range of Capital and Operating 
Costs 

(include capital, operating, revenues for 
processing AND implications related to 

differences in transfer/haul costs) 

Neutral 

The cost for a new MRF will 
vary depending on the 

potential to process additional 
recyclables and function with a 

second shift.  Generally the 
cost for processing for the 
County is expected to fall 
within the range of gross 

processing cost for similar 
rural regional municipalities 

which was on average $110 in 
2008 less revenues which 

averaged $119 per tonne over 
2006 to 2008. 

 

Neutral 

The cost for exporting 
recyclables to be processed 
outside the County will vary 

depending on the market and 
pricing received through a 
formal RFP.  Generally the 
cost charged for processing 
for the County would also 
expected to fall within the 

range of gross processing cost 
for similar rural regional 

municipalities which was on 
average $110 in 2008. 

Generally, an outside MRF 
would set a fee that would 
reflect net costs, less the 

revenues from marketing the 
recyclables. 

 

Approvals & Permitting Requirements 

(note approvals/permitting needs for MRF 
and/or transfer required for recyclables as 

pertinent) 

Disadvantage 

Air and Waste Approvals 
under the EPA along with 

other permits/approvals would 
be required for a new MRF. 

Advantage 

The County would have 
greater control over 

compliance with Certificates of 
Approval  

Advantage 

Approvals already in 
place/would be in place prior 

to receipt of County 
Recyclables. Approvals may 

be required to improve transfer 
capabilities in order to haul 

recyclables out of the County. 

Disadvantage 

The County would have little to 
no control over compliance 
with Certificates of Approval 

Degree of Risk to the County Major Disadvantage Major Advantage 
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(WDA implications, contractual risk etc.) Significant risk associated with 
uncertainty on future direction 

of the Provincial Blue Box 
program Plan. 

Minimizes risk associated with 
uncertainty on future direction 

of the Provincial Blue Box 
program Plan. 

Overall Ranking Advantaged Disadvantaged 

6.3.5 Preferred Recycling Option 

6.3.5.1 Recommendations 

Notwithstanding that it appears that the development of a new MRF within the County would be 
generally advantaged over export, there is significant uncertainty in regards to how the Blue Box 
Program Plan (BBPP) will evolve over the next five years, and negotiations are required with 
Barrie and Orillia to determine if a larger MRF with greater economies of scale is feasible.  
Therefore it is recommended that: 

• For the short term (1 to 5) years the Strategy should focus on export of recyclables to an out of 
County MRF. This mitigates the immediate risk and need for capital investment.  

• Once BBPP direction is known and discussions have been held with Barrie and Orillia to 
formalize their interest in having their recyclables processed at a Simcoe County MRF, the 
County should determine if there is sufficient rationale to develop an in-County MRF (examine 
in Year 2).  This would allow for siting/procurement etc, to take place to develop a new facility 
that could be available by Year 6. 

These recommendations are consistent with the general feedback received from the public during 
consultation. Generally, the public supported consideration of recycling processing options both 
within and outside the County with a minor trend to preferring processing within the County.  There 
was also general support for processing recyclables from both Barrie and Orillia and for including 
more materials in the blue box program as discussed below.   

6.3.5.2 Potential to Expand Recyclables Stream 

In view of the recommendations in the previous section, it would be premature to consider any 
possible expansion to the County’s current recycling program. The County already includes a 
comprehensive list of designated recyclables in its program. Potential additions to the program 
should only be considered once a short term out of County MRF has been selected. At that time, 
additions to Simcoe’s program would depend on the MRFs current list of accepted materials and 
the long term implications of adding other materials to Simcoe’s program.  
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6.3.5.3 Applicable Processing Technologies 

Two MRF processing issues should be highlighted: single stream recycling and the need for a bag 
breaker. A new single stream MRF in the County would have a 35% higher capital cost than a 
comparable dual stream MRF and an operating cost approximately 8% higher. A decision 
regarding single stream recycling cannot be made solely on processing costs – collection impacts 
and issues related to the marketability of the products produced must also be considered. 
Recommendations on a dual or single stream recycling system as part of the Strategy will be 
differed until after waste management system costs for these options have been determined.    

If single stream is selected as the preferred County recycling system, the use of a transparent 
plastic bag is an alternative to the use of a cart as a household set out container for curbside 
collection (see Section 6.5). If bags are selected over carts, an in-county MRF would require a bag 
breaker and film removal considerations early in the processing system. A single stream cart 
collection system or the continuation of the Blue Box system would not require these items.  

6.3.5.4 Implementation Considerations 

1. Examination of the County’s current recycling costs, indicate that it would be reasonable to 
separate the contractual arrangements for collection and processing.  The next RFP for 
collection would include responsibility for curbside collection of recyclables and haul of these 
materials to a location designated by the County and/or transfer location identified by the 
Contractor.  The contract could include provisions for haul of the materials to the processing 
location designated by the County. 

2. The separate processing RFP should be developed and issued to both municipal and private 
sector entities that have indicated interest in accepting County materials.  The RFP should 
require provision of capacity for at least a 3 year term, with options to renew for an additional 1 
to 2 years. 

3. In regards to the short-term transfer and haul of recyclables, there are two options: 1) the 
County could develop the transfer capacity for this material stream and retain responsibility for 
transfer/haul or 2) the contractor could be requested to provide a unit price for transfer/haul 
from its own site. The first option would require some investment by the County but would 
provide some added security for these arrangements, the second option would limit the need 
for investment but may provide less security and perhaps some higher degree of variability in 
annual costs for this service depending on the contract. 

6.4 ORGANICS APPROACHES AND TECHNOLOGIES (CCFS) 

The County’s organics are currently processed at the City of Hamilton’s Central Composting 
Facility (CCF).  The City of Hamilton has identified issues with their CCF processing capacity 
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(2009)4 and may require use of additional capacity at its CCF for its own materials within the near 
future.  In that event, the County may need to secure another processing option outside of its 
current contract.   

With organics tonnages in the order of 10,000 to 15,000 (household organics only) to 20,000 – 
25,000 tonnes (including yard waste)5 it may be viable to either develop composting capacity 
within the County or to enter into longer term partnership arrangements for secure processing 
capacity elsewhere. 

As such, two primary processing options were investigated:  

1. Securing long-term organics processing capacity outside Simcoe County 

2. Developing organic waste processing capacity within the County 

The results of the investigation of each of these options is provided in this section along with a 
recommended preferred option, the potential to expand the current organic waste stream, 
applicable composting technologies and any implementation issues the County should consider. 

6.4.1 Securing Long-term Organics Processing Capacity Outside Simcoe County  

This option investigated organic waste processing facilities, commonly referred to as Centralized 
Composting Facilities (CCFs) within a reasonable haul distance of the County.  CCF owners and 
operators were contacted, provided a questionnaire and responses were received from those CCF 
operators who either have existing capacity or are in the processing of siting new capacity.  The 
questionnaire was utilized to determine the following: 

 location, contact information and facility ownership  

 form of processing (outdoor windrow, aerated static pile, enclosed agitated bed, in-vessel, 
anaerobic digestion); 

 designated organics processed and other requirements (e.g., bags, loose);  

 available processing capacity for organics (tonnes/yr); 

 restrictions of material delivery (hours, vehicle type); 

 earliest contract start date; 

 length of contract term; 

 range of processing costs; 

 finished compost markets/end users; 

                                                      
4 City of Hamilton, Report to Public Works Committee, Green Cart and Leaf and Yard Waste Program Changes 
(PW08126a) - (City Wide), January 2009 
5 not including any increases in household organics waste that may arise from other diversion initiatives identified in this 
report 
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 finished product sharing potential; and, 

 other conditions of contract. 

 

CCFs investigated included the Region of Peel, Region of Durham, and City of Toronto, City of 
Guelph, Orgaworld, Walker Industries/IMS, All Treat Farms, WM Corporation of Canada, 
LaFleche Environmental, Turtle Island Recycling, Try Recycling (London), Miller Waste, Norterra, 
Universal Resources, Wright Environmental, Halton Recycling and Waterdown Gardens.  

Conversations with staff at each of Toronto, Peel and Durham indicate that they have no remaining 
capacity to accommodate the County’s SSO.  The City of Guelph is negotiating with Waterloo 
Region for use of its remaining capacity (once constructed) and WM Corporation of Canada has 
no capacity and no immediate plans to site a CCF in the province.  All Treat Farms has no current 
capacity but future capacity may become available depending on current contracts and contract 
extensions. 

LaFleche Environmental, Orgaworld London, Ottawa and Dundalk, IMS and Try Recycling are all 
owner-operators who have or will have capacity to receive SSO from the County.  LaFleshe 
(Moose Creek) operates an in-vessel (enclosed agitated and aerated bed) system and has 
approximately 20,000 tonnes of remaining capacity to receive SSO, accepts all items in the 
County’s SSO program as well as pet waste.  They operate a “no-plastics” facility and so are 
amenable to the County’s program.   Orgaworld London and Ottawa are indoor tunnel composting 
systems that each have a current 100,000 tonnes of available capacity and are siting a new facility 
(Dundalk) that will have an initial capacity of 30,000 tonnes (within 18-21 months) and an ultimate 
capacity of 150,000 tonnes.  Orgaworld can process materials received in plastic bags. 

IMS operates with a Gore Cover System and are currently at capacity in Thorold but are working 
on licensing a new facility in Lincoln that could accommodate the County’s SSO.  Approvals could 
be completed in 2011.  Try Recycling is also in the process of a Certificate of Approval amendment 
to construct a Gore Cover System and receive SSO at their current site.  They anticipate receipt of 
their amendment in 2010 and would be capable of receiving the County’s SSO.  Try Recycling has 
a preference for loose material/biodegradable bags.  

Markets for finished product from these facilities are agriculture or landscaping, gardening 
oriented.  All could make compost available to the County for community events and the like.  
None of these CCF operators has receiving restrictions other than their daily operating hours.   

CCF operators that responded to the questionnaire cited tipping fees (not including transportation) 
in the order of $95/tonne (clean and no plastics) with a high of $120/tonne (contamination/with 
plastic bags) and in some cases tipping fees were dependent on contract length.  All operators 
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indicated they would prefer a longer-term contract (10 – 20 years).  One operator stipulated ‘put or 
pay’ with a termination payment clause as conditions of contract.  

At the time of this report, no discussions had occurred or discussions had occurred but no detailed 
information was received from Halton Recycling, Miller Waste, Turtle Island Recycling, Norterra, 
Universal Resources or Waterdown Gardens.  Notwithstanding, there was interest expressed 
among those contacted and these CCF operators should be included in any formal procurement 
process the County may elect to undertake to procure SSO waste processing capacity.   

6.4.2 Developing Organic Waste Processing Capacity within the County  

This option assesses the feasibility of constructing a new municipally or privately owned CCF in 
Simcoe County. Various processing technology options exist for the County including aerated 
static pile composting such as the ‘GORE’ system, enclosed agitated bed composting, in-vessel, 
channel/tunnel composting and anaerobic digestion.   These technology types range in cost but 
are all effective means to compost organic waste with some also having the benefit of generating 
green energy.   These are discussed further in Section 6.4.4.1.  

The County may also consider partnering options, for example with the cities of Barrie and Orillia 
in the interest of achieving economies of scale and potentially reduced tipping fees.  Barrie 
currently generates an approximate 2,500 tonnes/year6 of SSO and Orillia generates an 
approximate 1,900 tonnes/year7 of combined SSO and leaf and yard waste that could be 
processed in conjunction with the County’s material.    

As noted in Task E, there is the potential for increased risk to the County in the consideration of 
providing organics processing capacity for other municipal materials or IC&I materials over which it 
would have no control.  Appropriate contract arrangements to address related issues, e.g. 
contamination, would be required to mitigate these issues. 

Facility Siting & Approvals 

CCF siting and site design should be reflective of the new, Guideline for Composting Facilities and 
Compost Use in Ontario (2009).  Those guidelines cite specific site selection and design 
considerations, to among other things, prevent or control off-site environmental impacts, especially 
water contamination, odours, dust, noise, vermin and vectors.  Site considerations should include:  

• Provision for adequate separation between the facility, adjacent land uses, especially 
sensitive land uses, and sensitive environmental features. 

• Compliance with local zoning by-laws. 

• Selection of a site with sufficient space. 

                                                      
6 WDO datacall, 2008 
7 2008 Solid Waste Management Annual Report, City of Orillia, March, 2009  
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• A site that ensures convenient access to transportation routes. 

The Guidelines provide various site considerations to include the adoption of an ecosystem 
approach, adherence to official plans, local zoning and by-laws, watershed planning and 
consideration to off-site traffic.  It is noted that the historical cause of composting facility closure 
has been odour emissions.  The Guidelines set a buffer distance of a minimum of 250 meters from 
the nearest Sensitive Receptor for composting facilities processing less than 50,000 tonnes/year 
and cite adjacent land uses of particular concern to include residential developments, schools, 
places of worship, cemeteries, hospitals, long term care facilities, nursing homes or other public 
institutions, and environmentally sensitive areas such as wetlands.  

In general, facilities should be sited with a maximum possible separation distance to the property 
line of the composting site.   In addition, any outdoor operations, including curing piles, should be 
located a minimum of 100 metres from any water well or surface water bodies.  The Guidelines do 
not cite a specific site size requirement for a composting operation but specify certain site design 
considerations as they relate to pre-processing, processing, curing and finishing as well as the 
need to justify maximum capacity calculations for the site, composting pad size, working surfaces 
and other site considerations. 

Beyond meeting the new Guideline requirements, a new CCF will require a site selection process, 
site approvals (municipal site plan and building approvals, zoning approvals if required), MOE 
approvals for a Waste Disposal Site, OWRA approvals and very likely MOE Air approvals.   
Approval submissions would be required for one larger centralized facility or for each of a number 
of smaller facilities should they be constructed in the County.  This should be considered relative to 
the feasibility of siting several smaller facilities versus one larger centralized facility.    

The timeline for approvals for a new CCF by the MOE is not only contingent on the nature and 
accuracy of submissions for Certificates of Approval but the relative degree of opposition to a 
facility siting.  With selection of a good site relative to the Guidelines and little to no opposition, 
both Air and Waste approvals could be secured in approximately six (6) to 12 months. 
 
Facility Construction, Capital and Operating Costs  
 
CCF Procurement 

Whether a new CCF(s) is municipally or privately owned it is recommended that the County adopt 
a Design, Build, Operate (DBO) process for this undertaking.  Building design/configuration is 
highly dependent on the design of processing equipment:   

i. Some composting technologies have indoor concrete channeling requirements with 
aeration/moisture control systems (sprinkler/in-floor/in vessel/in tunnel control 
systems) that are fully integrated with building structure. 
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ii. Ventilation and odour control systems can vary significantly with varying 
technologies - scrubbers, bio-filters, inner-building control requirements. 

iii. Structure – corrosion resistance measures are needed for some – stainless steel, 
epoxy coatings, vapour barrier roof installations and the like. 

iv. M&E design may need to be technology specific, for example, the use of non-
corrosive conduit. 

It is recommended that the equipment and the building design and construction component of the 
project be undertaken jointly.  That is, the composting technology provider should have complete 
responsibility for design and control over construction, notwithstanding subcontracting 
arrangements that will likely be made to complete the work. 

There is also a benefit to further transcend that relationship to the operations component of a new 
facility(s) for some initial and reasonable period.  CCF commissioning and operations should be 
undertaken by the technology experts, notwithstanding the feasibility of a sub-contracting 
arrangement, oversight of operations should be connected to the technology provider.  Successful 
composting operations exist with the proper integration/understanding of the composting process 
itself which includes technology dependent/controls dependent additions of amendment, moisture, 
aeration, and temperature and C:N ratio management and monitoring. 

It should be noted that the contract arrangements associated with a municipally-owned, privately 
operated facility are far more involved because of the requirements to specify and monitor the 
contract equipment and building maintenance portion of the contract.  

CCF Capital and Operating Costs 

A comprehensive review and survey of source separated or household organics waste 
management facilities was completed by the Recycling Council of Alberta (RCA) and Municipal 
Waste Integration Network (MWIN) in April 2006. That survey developed a range of the estimated 
capital and operating costs for typical compost technologies. A summary of the various technology 
costs is shown in Table 7Table 7. 

 
Table 7  Summary of Capital and Operating Costs for Aerobic Composting Technologies 
($/tonne capacity) 
 

Technology 
Capital Costs Operating Costs 

Low High Average Low High Average
Turned Windrow - - $75 - - $40
Aerated Static Pile - - $150 - - $40
Enclosed Agitated Bed $200 $400 $300 $38 $700 $70
In-Vessel $300 $1,000 $500 $40 $140 $100 
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The assessment did not include a review of the capital and operating costs for anerobic digestion, 
only aerobic processing technologies. 

The RCA/MWIN study also developed capital and operating costs in more detail, based on the 
actual quantity of organics that may be generated within municipalities of various populations and 
actual data from operating facilities. A scenario was developed for a municipality with a population 
of 80,000. A municipality of this size was estimated to require approximately 7,300 tonnes of 
source separated or household organics with about 71% of organics being successfully diverted 
(Table 8Table 8). 

While various assumptions were used and the tonnage in this scenario is lower than that 
generated in the County, the data provides a reasonable assessment of the scale and scope of 
costs associated with other composting operations across North America and an order of 
magnitude cost different between various aerobic composting technologies. 
 

 
Table 8  Summary of Estimated Compost Facility Costs – Population of 80,000 
 

   SSO 
Tonnes of Material 7,300 
Amendment  40% 
Total (tonnes) 12,166 
Amortization Period (years) 20 
Capital Costs ($) Turned Windrow $912,500 

Amortized ($/tonne/yr) $7 
Aerated Static Pile $1,825,000 
Amortized ($/tonne/yr) $14 
Enclosed Agitated Bed $3,650,000 
Amortized ($/tonne/yr) $28 
In-Vessel $6,691,667 
Amortized ($/tonne/yr) $52 

Operating Costs 
($/yr) 

Turned Windrow $400,533 
 ($/tonne) $55 
Aerated Static Pile $314,400 
 ($/tonne) $43 
Enclosed Agitated Bed $507,132 
 ($/tonne) $69 
In-Vessel $585,021 
  $80 

Total Cost 
($/tonne/yr) 
Capital & 
Operating 

Turned Windrow $62 
Aerated Static Pile $57 
Enclosed Agitated Bed $97 
In-Vessel $132 

 
 

While the data generated by the RCA/MWIN study is reasonable and provides the County with a 
range of capital and operating costs, for confirmation purposes, 2010 capital costs estimates were 
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obtained for a GORE Cover System (aerated static pile) to generate an order of magnitude lower 
end capital cost for the County’s information.  The capital cost for a 20,000 tonne/year GORE 
Cover System was estimated at approximately $8,000,000 (site preparation; grading, drainage, 
roads, finishing, the Gore pad, tipping building, process equipment, mechanical and electrical, 
controls and communications systems, engineering inclusive), noting that site existing conditions 
play a large role in the cost of construction. 

For a 20,000 tonne/year facility amortized over a typical 20 year building life, capital costs for a 
Gore facility are in the order of $20/tonne not including capital financing arrangements.  Note these 
figures are based on a 20 year amortization period as opposed to a per tonne of annual capacity 
as in Table 6.  Construction timelines are in the order of 8-10 months once approvals have been 
secured.    

It should be noted that a CCF can be built in a modular fashion, that is, building, control systems, 
other are constructed and the facility developed with sufficient space/design capacity incorporated 
to accommodate the addition of tonnage through population growth, additional materials (e.g. other 
municipal, IC&I) or the addition of materials (e.g. pet waste and diapers).  This is accommodated 
by constructing additional beds, channels, tunnels as required. 

6.4.2.1 Multiple Facility Concept 

While a more detailed assessment would be required to evaluate capital and operating cost 
differences between siting a number of smaller CCFs versus one larger CCF in general terms the 
cost for approvals, to some extent, can simply be multiplied by the number of facilities.  From a 
construction standpoint all facilities require the same basic elements only on a smaller scale, e.g. 
fewer channels, tunnels, smaller receiving/pre-processing area and smaller site.  The same 
aeration, misting, environmental control systems are required as would be bio-filters or other odour 
control mechanisms.  Similar to the cost curves representing the cost per annual tonnage of 
recyclables processed at a MRF (Figures 2 and 4 in Section 6.3), the cost per tonne escalates 
significantly for smaller scale versus larger scale facilities. 

The construction of multiple CCFs in the County implies the ability to find multiple sites that meet 
the new provincial Guidelines from set-back, adjacent land use and other parameters that may in 
fact present a challenge to the County. 

Finally, there is greater potential for multiple sites to have an effect on the natural environment 
and/or the public, as the overall potentially affected area associated with a multiple site model 
would be larger. 

For all of these reasons, and given the tonnage of organics likely to be generated in the County, a 
single facility concept is more reasonable for developing processing capacity inside the County. 
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6.4.3 Evaluation of Composting Options 

The major difference between the development of a new centralized CCF and export out of the 
County is the degree of control the County would have long term.  Table 9Table 9 below compares 
the relative costs and benefits of each scenario with respect to option evaluation criteria set out by 
the County. 

 
Table 9  Organics Processing Options Evaluation Table 

Criteria Processing at a New CCF 
Within the County 

Export and Processing Outside 
the County 

Potential Incremental Increase in 
Residential and IC&I Diversion 

Rates 

(potential to add materials, 
implications regarding marketing, 

potential to provide option for local 
processing of IC&I materials – 

perhaps local location for IC&I self-
haul) 

Advantage 

Minimal restrictions if County-
owned – County control over 
receipt of residential and IC&I 

source organics8  County 
control over marketing of 

materials if desired. 

Minimal restrictions with 
privately-owned facility with 

appropriate contracting 
arrangement but generally 

less control. 

Disadvantage 

CCF would dictate acceptable 
materials at their facility.  If 

diversion increases are expected 
in the County, with significant 

increases in tonnes of organics 
directed for processing, any long-
term arrangements to contract for 

processing of organics outside 
the County will have to include 

some guarantee on the 
availability of additional 

processing capacity. 

Potential Decrease in Required 
Landfill Capacity 

(implications of being able to add 
materials, if exported outside of 
County use of County sites for 

residue disposal) 

Neutral 

Given that there is greater 
potential for increases in 
diversion for this option, it 

should reduce overall 
consumption of landfill 

capacity, however, residual 
disposal from processing 
would generally be at a 

County designated landfill. 

Neutral 

Given that there is lower potential 
for increases in diversion for this 

option, it would not offer the same 
advantage in reducing overall 

consumption of landfill capacity. 
However, residual disposal from 
processing is generally managed 
by the receiving CCF and would 

be disposed of outside the 
County. 

Potential Change in Net Emissions 
to Air and Water 

(adding materials generally reduces 
LCA impacts, longer haul results in 

more emissions) 

Advantage 

Both systems would be 
equivalent in reducing net 
emissions to air and water 

that would result if the 
organics were otherwise 
landfilled.  However, this 

system would require less 

Disadvantage 

Both systems would be equivalent 
in reducing net emissions to air 

and water that would result if the 
organics were otherwise 

landfilled.  However, this system 
would require more haul and thus 

would have higher emissions 

                                                      
8 Note that some IC&I source organic waste materials are beneficial to the composting process, examples include smokehouse 
sawdust, some filter cakes, straw/bedding 
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Criteria Processing at a New CCF 
Within the County 

Export and Processing Outside 
the County 

haul and thus would have 
less emissions associated 
with transport of organics. 

associated with transport of 
organics. 

Potential to Enhance/Improve 
Levels of Service 

(implications of having local vs 
distant facility) 

Advantage 

More flexible to respond to 
increases in tonnage, 
addition of materials, 

collection or market changes. 

Disadvantage 

Less flexible to respond to 
increases in tonnage, addition of 
materials, collection or market 

changes. 

Potential Range of Capital and 
Operating Costs 

(include capital, operating, revenues 
for CCF AND implications related to 

differences in transfer/haul costs) 

Neutral 

It is expected that the range 
of potential operating and 

capital costs for a 
composting facility would be 
relatively equivalent to the 

cost per tonne to use export 
capacity (potentially including 

the cost for haul). Capital 
cost estimates for a 20,000 
tonne Gore facility are in the 

order of $20 per tonne.  
While operating costs were 
estimated by RCO/MWIN 

(Tables 6 & 7) and provided 
for the County’s information, 
operating costs will in fact be 

a composite of actual cost 
and operator profit to the 
level the market will bear.  

Neutral 

$95-$120/tonne depending on 
degree of contamination, plus 

applicable haul costs that will vary 
depending on the distance to the 
facility.  The County does not use 

plastic bags which favours the 
lower end of the range. 

Approvals & Permitting 
Requirements 

(note approvals/permitting needs for 
CCF and/or transfer required for 

organics as pertinent) 

Disadvantage 

Air and Waste Approvals 
under the EPA along with 
other permits/approvals 

would be required for a new 
CCF. 

Major Advantage 

The County would have 
greater control over 

compliance with Certificates 
of Approval  

Advantage 

Approvals already in place/would 
be in place prior to receipt of 

County SSO. Approvals may be 
required to improve transfer 
capabilities in order to haul 
organics out of the County. 

Major Disadvantage 

The County would have little to no 
control over compliance with 

Certificates of Approval 

Degree of Risk to the County 

(WDA implications regarding 

Neutral 

Branded organics make up a 
small portion of the source 

Neutral 

Branded organics make up a 
small portion of the source 
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Criteria Processing at a New CCF 
Within the County 

Export and Processing Outside 
the County 

branded organics, contractual risk 
etc.) 

separated organic stream 
and it is expected that 

municipalities will continue to 
play a role in collecting and 
processing organics in the 

long term. Requires a 
contract arrangement, which 
would address mitigation of 

risk to the County. 

separated organic stream and it is 
expected that municipalities will 

continue to play a role in 
collecting and processing 
organics in the long term. 

Requires a contract arrangement, 
which would address mitigation of 

risk to the County. 

Overall Ranking Advantaged Disadvantaged 

Again, in general terms, whether the County owns and contracts operation of its own CCF or 
contracts for privately owned capacity in the County there is a greater degree of overall control for 
the County to manage this component of its waste management program.  The County has 
sufficient tonnage to support its own CCF and there is interest by CCF operators/technology 
providers to site a CCF in the County.   The development of a CCF in the County provides a 
greater degree of control by the County with operator compliance with Certificates of Approval.  
This reduces the very real threat of MOE imposed orders that may include reduced tonnage or 
modified material type/feedstock requirements or in the extreme, facility closure. 

6.4.4 Preferred Composting Option 

6.4.4.1 Recommendations 

It is recommended that the County further assess the construction of a centralized composting 
facility(s) within its jurisdiction.  This could be facilitated through a Request for Expression of 
Interest (REOI) process and an assessment of preliminary cost information that could be 
requested by prospective operators for a centralized facility. The County could also seek 
alternative proposals for a pre-determined number of smaller facilities should it want to examine 
this option in more detail.   Information gathered could be used to assess both the development of 
one versus several facilities and to assess each against transfer outside the County’s jurisdiction 
for processing.    

An REOI process could also be a tool to gather information on any economies of scale that may be 
realized by integrating additional tonnage (e.g. Barrie and Orillia) into the system.  Pending the 
outcome of the REOI process, negotiations are required with Barrie and Orillia to determine if a 
larger CCF with greater economies of scale is feasible.   

The REOI could also gather information from vendors on the feasibility of expanding the source 
separated organics to include pet wastes, diapers and other sanitary paper products, including the 
potential cost and operating implications associated with managing these materials. 
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Overall it is recommended that: 

• For the short term (up to 5 years or more) export of organics to an out of County CCF would be 
required, given that it could take up to 5 years or more to develop an in-County facility. 
Discussions should take place with the City of Hamilton to determine if the current processing 
arrangements would suffice for this period, or if alternative options need to be secured. 

• An REOI should be issued in Year 1 of the SWMS, in order to flesh out the options to develop 
an in-County CCF, including applicable technologies, economies of scale if processing 
materials from Barrie and Orillia and the potential to add additional organic materials to the 
program. 

• Pending the outcome of the REOI, negotiations would be held with Barrie and Orillia to 
formalize their interest in having their organics processed at a Simcoe County CCF. 

• Pending the outcome of the REOI, facility siting and development of an RFP would need to 
take place in years 2 and 3 of the SWMS, allowing for award and facility development by 
approximately years 5 and 6. 

These recommendations are consistent with the general feedback received from the public during 
consultation. Generally there was support for considering processing organics both within and 
outside the County, although there is a trend towards preferring processing within the County. 
There were also very clear comments about carefully considering costs and contractual 
arrangements, as well as support for adding more organics to the program (e.g. pet waste, 
diapers).   

 

6.4.4.2 Applicable Composting Technologies 

Compost processes and technologies are diverse and vary in the level of mechanization.  Four 
general categories of aerobic composting processes or technologies are available for 
consideration and include: Outdoor Windrow Composting Technology, Aerated Static Pile 
Composting, Enclosed Agitated Bed Composting and In-vessel Composting.  Anaerobic digestion 
is also discussed and each is described below. 

Outdoor Windrow Composting Technology  

An open windrow process places feedstock in long 
“windrows” or linear triangular piles.  Windrows are 
usually placed on a firm (e.g. concrete/asphalt) surface or 
pad.  The windrows or piles are periodically turned with 

Figure 7   Outdoor Windrow 
Composting 
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the frequency being determined by the stage of composting.  Frequency of turning can range from 
several times per day to once per month depending on a wide range of factors.  Turning the 
windrows speeds the composting process through aeration and ensures uniform pathogen 
reduction and product quality.   

The advantages of open windrows are their relatively low capital and operating costs, simple low 
technology requirements, and flexibility in management of material.  Disadvantages associated 
with turned windrow methods can include difficulty maintaining moisture in dry periods and 
managing leachate in wet periods as well as potential for significant odour and vector attraction.  
While open windrow composting is suitable for many feedstocks, it is most commonly used for 
processing green wastes as it is often difficult to properly manage household or kitchen organics 
through this type of process.  A properly managed windrow composting facility will not necessarily 
produce a greater negative impact (e.g. off site odours) than facilities that are fully enclosed but 
the potential is much higher.  Composting is both an art and a science and, in order to achieve this 
level of performance, on-site staff must be well-trained in the biochemistry of composting and 
trouble-shooting solutions when problems arise. 

 

Aerated Static Pile Composting Technology 

Aerated static pile composting involves forming large piles of feedstock and introducing air to the 
composting mass either through positive or negative aeration.  This type of composting appears to 

be similar in nature to open windrow composting but 
the key difference is that the windrows are not 
turned and remain stationary during most of the 
process.  Air is supplied by industrial grade fans and 
conveyed to the composting mass via pipes 
embedded underneath the compost pile.  Airflow is 
controlled through timers or temperature probes that 
trigger aeration for cooling when the piles approach 
the maximum threshold temperatures for efficient 
composting.   
 
Most large aerated static pile systems contain 

similar elements.  These include an impermeable foundation or base with embedded aeration 
pipes, industrial blowers and aeration controls.  Recent developments in technology have resulted 
in aerated static pile systems being combined with a laminated membrane cover (such as the Gore 
cover shown in the Figure 8).   The addition of a cover to a static pile encloses the composting 
process and provides many of the same benefits of an in vessel system, without the expense or 

Figure 8  Gore Cover – Aerated Static 
Pile System 
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technical complexity of such systems.  These static pile cover systems help to manage moisture, 
reduce odour and vector issues.  

Some advantages of aerated static piles are effective air management and process control, and 
relatively low overall technology and staffing requirements.  Disadvantages of aerated static pile 
systems include higher capital costs than for windrow systems, some potential odour management 
and vector problems, and potential for preferential air channels that lead to an inconsistent end 
product. 

There is greater process control with aerated static pile systems than open windrow systems as 
well as automated environmental monitoring.  This system does not require as much operator 
experience as an open windrow system but does require a fundamental understanding of how 
composting works (the balance of art and science).   

In Ontario these facilities are typically complimented with an indoor pre-processing area for 
receiving and mixing to manage SSO at its most odourous stage. 

Enclosed Agitated Bed Composting Technology 

An enclosed agitated bed composter typically features an enclosed building with either an open 
floor for windrows or constructed concrete channels.  The enclosure protects the composting 
process from precipitation as well as containing odours and providing a concrete working surface.  
An enclosed composting building usually includes an air circulation system that creates a negative 
air pressure within the enclosure.  The air is then exhausted through a biofilter to reduce potential 
odour outside of the building.  

The type of equipment involved in the automated turning process is dependent on whether 
composting occurs in windrows or in channels.  Equipment can include a typical windrow turner, or 
turners on rails that traverse the concrete channels or a large “eggbeater” agitator that is moved 
across the floor by a bridge crane.  With each turning, the machine aerates the material and 
gradually moves it further along the length of the composter.  The turning process is timed so that 
when the organic material reaches the end of the compost channel, the primary compost process 
is essentially completed.  Additional aeration may be provided from below using a forced air 
supply, which delivers air through small 
orifices in the floor or channel bottom. 

The advantages of an enclosed agitated 
bed composter include a higher degree of 
process control than open windrowing 
and the ability to control off-site odours 
through biofilters.  The main 

Figure 9  Enclosed Agitated Bed 
Technology 
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disadvantages are potentially higher capital costs; potentially high levels of odour within the facility 
during turning; need for biofilters and the requirement for careful management of the curing 
process to minimize odours.  Some of these facilities have also experienced problems with 
structural corrosion from corrosive gases given off in the composting process.   

Enclosed agitated bed composters are often used to compost household organic or food wastes, 
biosolids or mixed solid waste feedstocks.   

In-vessel Composting Technology 

In-vessel Channels/Drums/Chambers 

In-vessel composters are completely enclosed composting units with some capable of capturing 
methane (“biogas”) for energy production.  The organic feedstock is composted under controlled air, 
moisture and temperature conditions.  In vessel technologies are best suited to situations where a high 
degree of process control is desirable or the threshold of tolerance for odours is very low.  In vessel 
technologies are highly automated and come in two categories: batch or continuous feed processes.  
Batch processes often use modular containers that are loaded with a prepared feedstock and then not 
disturbed again until after the composting process is complete.  Continuous feed systems use a 
rotating drum or tunnel technology with new material introduced to one end of the system and product 
removed from the other end on a regular basis. 

The advantages of in-vessel composters are: the high degree of process control achievable, the 
ability to completely control odours during initial composting and the modular nature of most in-
vessel systems allowing them to be  extended or added to.  Higher potential capital costs and 
mechanical complexity have been cited as disadvantages of fully enclosed vessels.  Many 
systems require continued composting/curing after the initial in-vessel residence time is complete.  
This can be a source of odours, since the partially composted and odourous material must be 
further cured in windrows or static piles. In vessel technologies require the least amount of land 
per volume of material processed depending on on-site curing requirements and the presence of 
vectors is very low. 

Capital and operating costs for in-vessel technologies are the highest for any class of aerobic 
composting technology.  Consequently, in-vessel composters are often used for the composting of 
specialty feedstocks such as food wastes, fish waste, biosolids, and mushroom substrates. 
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In-Vessel Container Composting 

Container composting  is a modular in-vessel composting system. Premixed organic material is 
sealed in containers for 10-18 days of intensive composting under computer controlled forced 
aeration.  Exhaust air is typically treated by bio-filtration. The initial intensive phase of composting 
within the containerized systems may reduce the odour output of the processed material  

Containers are fully enclosed coated or stainless steel construction with a perforated plate plenum 
for floor air delivery with 
hydraulic top load.  Controls 
are automated and 
depending on the system, 
containers may be suitable 
for 200-10,000 tonnes per 
year. 

Figure 10  In-Vessel Tunnel Composter 
   

  
Figure 11  In-Vessel Container               
Composter 
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These in-vessel systems offer an enclosed system intended to minimize odour, provide a high 
level of process control and 
minimize the operator’s 
need to rely on the ‘art’ as 
opposed to the ‘science’ of 
composting.  They are 
modular and can 
accommodate 

varying/increased tonnage. The advantages 
of in-vessel container composters include a 
higher degree of process control than open 

windrowing and the ability to control off-site odours through biofilters.  The main disadvantages are 
higher capital costs; need for biofilters and potential problems with corrosion and performance of 
the units. A secondary processing area is also needed for the low-rate composting phase as the 
in-vessel units do not generate a finished compost product.  

Anaerobic Digestion Composting Technology 

Anaerobic Digestion composting is completely enclosed.  The organic feedstock is composted under 
anerobic (without oxygen) conditions where naturally occurring microorganisms break down waste 
into carbon dioxide and methane (“biogas”).  Biogas can be combusted to produce renewable 
electricity, cleaned to pipeline natural gas standards, or further processed into compressed natural 
gas (CNG).  Anaerobic digestion, like in-vessel systems is also suited to situations where a high 
degree of process control is desirable or the tolerance threshold for odours is very low.  Anaerobic 
composting is also highly automated.   

The advantages of anaerobic 
digestion, again like in-vessel 
composters are: the high degree of 
process control achievable, the 
ability to completely control odours 
during initial composting.  
Disadvantages of anaerobic 
digestion are: higher potential capital 

costs and mechanical complexity.  
Capital and operating costs for in-vessel 
technologies are the highest for any 
class of composting technology.  These 
systems also require continued composting/curing after the initial digestion time is complete which 
again can be a source of odours, since the partially composted material must be further cured in 

Figure 12  In-Vessel Container Composter 

 

 Figure 13  Anaerobic Digestion Composter 
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windrows or static piles.  Anaerobic digestion technologies do not require substantial land per 
volume of material of material processed again depending on the on-site curing/windrow 
requirements and the presence of vectors is very low.  Table 10 

 

Table 10 below provides a summary comparison for various factors for consideration by the 
County. 

 
Table 10  Summary Comparison by Various Factors – Composting Technologies 
 

Factor  Open 
Windrow 

Aerated 
Static Pile 

Enclosed 
Agitated 

Bed 

In-Vessel Anerobic 
Digestion 

Minimum Tonnage 
Required 

No Yes/no Yes No Yes 

Relative Cost (operating & 
capital) 

Low Medium High High High 

Relative Site Size 
Requirement 

High Medium Medium Low* Low* 

Relative Odour Potential High Medium Low Low Low 

Complexity of Technology Low Low Medium High High 

Relative Vector 
Attraction High Medium Low Low Low 

Feedstock 
Requirements 

Difficult to 

manage food 

waste – very 

common to 

blend green 

waste 

Any feedstock Any feedstock Any feedstock Any feedstock 

*medium if curing completed on-site 
 

An open windrow application would not be recommended to the County as the preferred option.  
Although they have lower capital and operating costs it is difficult to properly manage household or 
kitchen organics through this type of process and the potential for odour and for vector attraction 
are high.  

Any of the other technologies described are suitable for the County’s organic waste feedstock and 
processing capacity requirements and all of these technologies are currently utilized/in operation in 
Ontario.   
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6.4.4.3 Implementation Considerations 

1. Should the County elect to site a CCF in the County, siting and site design should be 
reflective of the new, Guideline for Composting Facilities and Compost Use in Ontario 
(2009).   

2. A Request for Expression of Interest (REOI) process may benefit the County to assess the 
options of siting a facility in the County, the addition of other municipal tonnage to a facility 
and comparing the siting a facility to export. 

3. Should the County elect to site a facility within their own jurisdiction a Design, Build & 
Operate (DBO) contract is recommended for the reasons provided in Section 6.4.2.  

4. Many composting technologies can be constructed in a modular fashion and can support 
processing of additional tonnage if desired.  

5. Any facility constructed in the County can accommodate additional materials (e.g. pet 
waste and diapers at their discretion).  This proposition outside the County is less likely 
except for the inclusion of pet waste at Lafleche and only Orgaworld accepts pet waste and 
diapers. 

6. While there are various composting technologies available to the County and virtually all of 
those described in Section 6.4.4.1 would be provided in submissions in response to a 
procurement process initiated by the County, it is strongly recommended that the County 
include a heavy due diligence element to any procurement process, in particular, the 
‘lessons learned’ from other municipalities, many of whom have experienced issues with 
off-site odour impacts. 

6.5 Collection Options  

6.5.1 Review of Existing Collection Contracts 

The County is presently divided into four collection zones for curbside collection. In three of these 
zones, a single contractor is responsible for collection of garbage, recyclables, organics and 
optional items. In the fourth, the North Simcoe collection zone (Midland, Penetanguishene, Tay 
and Tiny), one contractor collects recyclables and a second collects all of the other materials. The 
structure of these contracts will be reviewed to identify potential improvements that may lead to 
more cost effective collection of all materials. Issues to be investigated will include: 

 A review of the contract terms – to look at particular requirements specified in the contracts 
that might lead to increased costs.  

 Contract duration – contract lengths are presently either 4 or 5 years. A 7 year contract 
term, coinciding with a typical vehicle life expectancy and depreciation period, may lead to 
lower collection costs. Longer contract durations would have a potential associated risk 
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given the uncertainty regarding how the current system could be affected by the proposed 
changes to the WDA. 

 Separation of collection and processing responsibility – at present, collection contractors are 
responsible to arrange for recyclables processing and material marketing. Two immediate 
problems have been recognized as a result of this arrangement:  

o separate collection and processing costs are not identified (contractors quoted a 
single contract price for collection and processing), and;  

o since the contractor takes the risk on processing and revenue, contract prices may 
be higher than usual for these services to cover the associated risks.   

 A review of collection service areas – to identify potential collection/routing efficiencies and 
cost savings associated with further consolidation of contract areas. 

 
Option:  Review of Existing Collection Contracts 

Short-term or Long-term Option • Implement in Short-term, sustain changes over the long-term. 
Interaction with other System 
Components 

• Will require integration with transfer/processing options.  

Potential Cost Implications • Potential reduction in costs. 
Potential Change in Diversion • None 
Potential for System Efficiencies 
and Improvements in Level of 
Service 

• Could reduce recycling system costs. 
• Will facilitate identification of processing costs and revenue.  

General Implementation 
Requirements 

• New collection tender/contracts. 

General Implementation 
Timeframe 

• To coincide with new collection contract timeframes. 

Ability to Adjust Option to 
Changes to the WDA 

• The potential impact of the proposed changes to the WDA on 
municipal collection programs is unclear. 

• Contractual arrangements for collection will have to address 
mechanisms for changes/cessation of services related to changes 
in provincial diversion plans. 

6.5.2 Collection Options 

The County already has full scale collection programs in place for garbage, household recyclables, 
and kitchen organics for all municipalities as well as leaf and yard waste and metal and bulky items 
in some municipalities. Since a full complement of services is already provided, waste diversion 
improvements are anticipated only through modification and improvements in these program 
components. 

Potential options for program improvement, associated with collection are discussed below: 

 Identify cost implications and other impacts of collecting single stream recyclables – 
collection efficiencies are maximized in single stream when carts or bags are used for 
setout. 
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 Review Alternative Co-collection Scenarios 
o Co-collection of Recyclables and Kitchen Organics - This system would facilitate 

separate bi-weekly collection of garbage, thereby increasing diversion of both the 
organic and recyclable streams and would facilitate a reduction of the overall 
collection fleet. Currently organics and waste are co-collected. This option is only 
reasonable to consider if organics and recyclables can be dropped off at the same 
site for transfer or processing.  It would also be most effective under a single stream 
recycling system. 

o Co-collection of Single Stream Recyclables and either Organics or Residual 
Garbage – This system would facilitate reduction of the overall collection fleet. Bi-
weekly co-collection of single-stream recyclable materials and either organics or 
garbage would be contingent upon the feasibility of securing single-stream 
processing capacity. 

 Development of a more uniform level of collection service - consider options for waste 
collection frequencies; uniform garbage limits for all areas within the County (to address 
differences in garbage limits in seasonal areas which currently are not eligible for green bin 
services) uniform provision of other specialized waste collection programs (bulky goods, 
special pick-ups, leaf and yard waste collection, etc.) and alternatives for the collection of 
IC&I waste, considering the status quo, reduced or enhanced collection services.  This 
option is not dependent on other system decisions. 

 Review automated collection of recyclables (only with single stream recycling 
alternative) – automated collection of single stream recyclables may improve collection 
efficiencies. The merits and costs of this system will be evaluated in conjunction with the 
single stream collection option. 

 

An overview of the key aspects of each of these collection options are indicated in the following 
table:

 
 Single Stream 

Recycling 
 

Co-collection  
(organics and 
recyclables) 

Uniform 
Collection 
Services 

Automated 
Collection 

Short-term (10 
years or less) 
or Long-term 
(20 years or 
more) Option 

• Long-term 
option. 

• Implement in 
short-term, 
sustain over 
long-term. 

• Implement in 
short-term, 
sustain over 
long-term. 

• Not feasible 
within the first 
five years of the 
SWMS.  Could 
be implemented 
for years 5 and 
beyond. 

Interaction with 
other System 
Components 

• Will require a 
MRF with single 
stream 
processing 
capability. 

• Will impact 
MRF and 
transfer station 
designs. 

• Efficient when 
organics and 
recyclables are 
unloaded at 
same facility. 

• Best efficiency 
when single 
stream of 
recyclables are 
collected. 

• May impact 
transfer 
facilities. 

• none 
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 Single Stream 
Recycling 

 

Co-collection  
(organics and 
recyclables) 

Uniform 
Collection 
Services 

Automated 
Collection 

Potential 
(General) Cost 
Range 

• Operational 
efficiencies may 
be offset by cart 
capital costs. 

• Will require 
dedicated 
collection 
vehicles. 

• May impact 
collection 
costs. 

• more expensive 
collection 
vehicles 

Potential 
Change in 
Diversion 

• Could increase 
diversion by 
between 1 and 
3%. 

• None • Possible 
increase in 
diversion. 

• none 

Potential for 
System 
Efficiencies 

• Will improve 
collection and 
transfer 
efficiency.  

• Will facilitate 
separate bi-
weekly collection 
of garbage. 

• Potential for 
increased 
efficiency. 

• potential 
collection 
efficiencies 

• same vehicle 
can service carts 
and blue boxes 

General 
Implementation 
Requirements 

• More vehicle 
options. 

• May require 
cart purchase 
and distribution. 

• Modifications to 
P&E.  

• None  • To be 
determined. 

• requires 
specialized 
vehicles and cart 
purchase and 
distribution 

General 
Implementation 
Timeframe 

• To coincide with 
new collection 
contract 
timeframes. 

• To coincide with 
new collection 
contract 
timeframes. 

• To coincide 
with new 
collection 
contract 
timeframes. 

• to coincide with 
new collection 
contract 
timeframes.  

Ability to Adjust 
Option to 
Changes to the 
WDA 

• WDA 
implications 
unknown, build 
flexibility into 
contracts. 

• WDA 
implications 
unknown, build 
flexibility into 
contracts. 

• WDA 
implications 
unknown, build 
flexibility into 
contracts. 

• WDA 
implications 
unknown, build 
flexibility into 
contracts. 
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6.5.3 Single Stream Recycling 

Single stream recycling involves collection of all recyclables (i.e. fully commingled) in a single 
collection vehicle compartment. This collection system offers a number of collection 
advantages: 

• Increased recovery of recyclables – due to an increase in householder convenience (no 
need to separate recyclables into separate containers).  

• Increased collection productivity – fewer set out containers resulting in reduced stop 
times. 

• More opportunities for co-collection. 

• Facilitates conversion to automated collection. 

• Ability to integrate curbside collection with collections at multi-residential and drop-off 
locations. 

On the other hand, there are several disadvantages associated with single stream recyclables 
collection: 

• Increased contamination levels – while householders tend to increase diversion, they also 
tend to include more non-recyclables in the stream. 

• Single stream recyclables usually use a single container for curbside set out (e.g. bag or 
cart) that is not amenable to curbside sorting of contaminants. 

• Collection of fully commingled recyclables involves more processing (and higher 
processing costs) at the MRF to separate individual recyclable materials.  

While single stream recycling typically uses bag or cart collection, blue boxes can also be used, 
with the vehicle operator loading all recyclables into the same vehicle compartment. However, 
this reduces some of the savings in stop time.  

The benefit of increased collection productivity resulting from single stream collection is highest 
in large urban collection areas, where stop times represent a high portion of the on-route 
collection operation. In rural areas, most of the on-route time is comprised of driving time 
between setouts (as opposed to stop times).   

The KPMG Best Practices study9 found that as a general guideline, single stream recycling was 
most applicable to programs collecting and processing about 40,000 tonnes or more per year.  
Given that recyclables diversion in Simcoe County is currently at about 25,000 tonnes per year 
and the rural nature of the County, single stream recycling is difficult to justify. The merits of 

                                                      
9 ‘Blue Box Program Enhancement and  Best Practices Assessment Project’; KPMG, R. W. Beck and Entec Consulting Ltd.; July 
2007 
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single stream recycling can only be fully assessed when considering the full system cost of 
collection and processing. 

Feedback provided during consultation on the draft options indicated that while there was some 
general support for single stream recycling, there was also a higher level of concern regarding a 
move to this type of system. The primary concern was that single stream recycling while more 
convenient, does not require residents to be as engaged in thinking about their behavior and in 
regards to the materials that are truly recyclable.  

6.5.4 Review of Alternative Collection Scenarios 
Collection models were developed to assess the number of collection vehicles required for a 
variety of collection systems. To simplify the collection analysis, it was decided to develop 
collection options considering only the South Simcoe zone and to try to reduce the number of 
viable collection options to be considered before looking at the total system impacts of the 
selected collection options. The following table outlines alternative collection options considered 
that incorporate the options previously listed in addition to continuation of the current status quo 
collection system. 
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A (Baseline) 
G/O to Site 13 

R transferred near Barrie 

Garbage/Organics x   x   

Recyclables x BB  x   

B Garbage/Recyclables x BB   x  

Organics    x   

C Organics/Recyclables x cart x x   

Garbage     x  

D Organics/Fibre x BB    x 

Organics/Containers x BB    x 

Garbage     x  

E Organics/Garbage x   x   

Organics/Recyclables x BB x x   
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In summary: 

• Scenario A is the current system baseline which provides weekly dual stream recycling 
collection and weekly garbage/organics co-collection. 

• Scenario B provides for co-collection of single stream recyclables(using blue boxes) and 
organics on a weekly basis, with  bi-weekly garbage collection,  

• Scenario C collects organics only weekly and single stream recyclables and garbage bi-
weekly. 

• Scenario D provides for bi-weekly garbage collection combined with alternating week co-
collection of organics and recyclables (fibres one week, containers the next).  

• Scenario E provides for co-collection or organics and garbage on week one, with co-
collection of organics and single stream recyclables on week two. 

Collection models were developed for each of these systems considering two different drop-off 
locations for materials collected: 

• Site 13, and 

• A central processing site assumed to be located somewhere near Barrie (for comparison 
of various central processing and out of county transfer alternatives). 

Scenario A (the status Quo scenario) was modeled using existing quantities, vehicle types and 
travel times required to offload materials. Set out rates and collection productivities were 
established so that the total number of vehicles used in each of the local municipalities 
replicated current operating conditions. These variables were then modified to replicate the 
various collection vehicles, material streams, stop times, set out rates, etc. anticipated for each 
of the other scenarios. 

Table 11  summarizes the modeled vehicle requirements for each scenario. 

 
Table 11  Modeled Vehicle Requirements  

Scenario BWG IN NT AT Essa

Total Fleet Size (based 
on 1 collection day per 

municipality)
Average over 5‐day 
Collection Week

Current Fleet Site 13 20 30 24 11 15 100 20

Status Quo ‐ Scenario A
Site 13 and BarrieTransfer 
Points  21 30 26 10 16 103 21
Site 13 Transfer Point 22 32 27 10 16 107 21
Central Transfer Point 20 30 25 11 16 102 20
Site 13 Transfer Point 28 40 31 12 20 131 26
Central Transfer Point 26 36 30 13 19 124 25
Site 13 Transfer Point 20 28 24 10 15 97 19
Central Transfer Point 18 27 23 10 15 93 19
Site 13 Transfer Point 27 39 32 12 20 130 26
Central Transfer Point 24 36 32 13 20 125 25

Scenario D

Scenario E

Scenario B

Scenario C
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Scenario A represents the modeled version of the current collection system in South Simcoe. 
Reviewing the average vehicles required over a 5 collection day week, Scenarios C and E result 
in more vehicles (25 or 26) than the current Scenario A (21).  Scenario B is about the same 
number of vehicles (20 or 21) while Scenario D requires 2 fewer vehicles (19). Although both 
scenarios provide bi-weekly collection of garbage, scenario B offers more diversion advantages 
than Scenario D, since recyclables are collected weekly.  

Collection modeling indicates that there are minor vehicle savings when material is offloaded at 
a central Barrie site rather than at Site 13. This occurs as a result of the proximity of Essa, 
Innisfill and Bradford West Gwillimbury to Highway 400 (relatively quick travel to Barrie) as 
opposed to the slower travel time associated with travel to and from Site 13 on slower arterial 
roads.  

6.5.5 Uniform Level of Collection Service  

Generally across the County a uniform level of service is in place for the primary collection 
services, with very minor variations as follows: 

• Weekly curbside collection of garbage within a one container limit for all eligible serviced 
units, with ‘doubling up’ permitted post major holidays and tags for sale for additional 
bags.  The exception is in Adjala-Tosorontio where tagged additional bags are not 
permitted. 

• Weekly curbside collection of recyclables for all eligible serviced units. 

• Weekly curbside collection of organics for all eligible serviced units.  The eligible 
serviced units for organics exclude some areas of seasonal residences. 

There is significant variation in regards to the other collection services for: Christmas trees, leaf 
and yard waste, brush, bulky goods and metals, summarized as follows: 

• Christmas trees, leaf and yard waste and brush are not collected in 3 municipalities. 9 
municipalities collect Christmas trees on one collection day per year.  7 municipalities 
collect leaf and yard waste on one to five days per year. One municipality collects 
combined leaf and yard waste and brush on three collection days per year, and one 
municipality offers separate brush collection. In 4 of the municipalities the collection is 
undertaken largely by Town staff. The combined cost of the services provided by the 
County from November 2008 through to October 2009 was in the order of $289,000. A 
total of 3,768 tonnes of leaves, yard waste, brush and Christmas trees were diverted 
through this program at a cost of $77/tonne. 
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• Curbside collection of bulky and/or scrap metal items is provided in nine (9) Simcoe 
municipalities under current contracts generally on one day per year.  In most of the 
areas with collection, there is a limit of five items for each of bulky items and metal items.    
However, in Severn Township the combined limit for bulky and metal items is five items 
in total, including one appliance only. The combined cost of these services from 
November 2008 through to October 2009 was in the order of $245,000.  Over this period 
678 tonnes of bulky waste were collected and disposed and 183 tonnes of metals were 
collected and diverted. 

In regards to undertaking a transition to a truly uniform level of collection service, the following is 
recommended for further review during Phase 3 of the strategy development as part of the 
detailed implementation plan for the preferred system: 

• That in preparation for the next collection contract, a uniform level of collection service 
as provided by the County should be developed.  Variations in level of service (e.g. 
additional leaf and yard waste collection) would be based on the requests by local 
municipalities which would be expected to provide this service directly (i.e. with 
municipal forces). 

• The uniform level of service would include re-examination of the definition of “eligible” 
serviced units as appropriate, in order that collection of garbage, organics and 
recyclables are provided within reasonable limits to areas with seasonal households that 
are largely occupied for up to six months per year. 

• The County consider provision of a common minimum level of leaf and yard waste 
collection, providing collection services on one collection day in mid-spring and one or 
more collection days in the fall. 

• The County consider provision of Christmas tree collection across the County in areas 
with urban density, on one collection day in early January. 

• That the County consider phasing out bulky goods collection, with the phasing in of 
enhanced depot services and new opportunities for re-use of materials.  This would 
allow residents to refocus on diverting bulky goods, using more appropriate means of 
managing these materials. 

• That the County consider phasing out metals collection at the curbside, while 
concomitantly removing the tipping fee for drop-off of metals at the County’s depots.  
This appears reasonable as minimal amount of metals are actually managed at the curb.   
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6.5.6 Collection Recommendations and Implications 

6.5.6.1 Single Stream Recycling 

Single stream recycling could be a viable option for the County in the future, however the merits 
would have to be assessed based on a full-system cost assessment arising out of the 
evaluation of bids for both collection and processing services.  Given that the option of 
developing new MRF capacity within the County is recommended to be deferred in the near 
future until it is certain what the potential implications of the proposed WDA changes could be, 
the only near term option for single-stream recycling would be if capacity were available at an 
existing single stream MRF located outside the County.  It is recommended that the RFP for 
new collection services seek pricing for single stream collection as an option, and that 
simultaneously (or immediately prior) the County seek pricing through a separate RFP for 
processing capacity located outside the County including the single stream option.  This would 
allow for an assessment of a near-term switch to single stream recycling.  Should this not prove 
to be viable based on the received bids, this could be re-examined in year 5 with the potential 
for implementation in year 7. 

6.5.6.2 Alternative Collection Scenarios and Containers 

The current collection scenario, involving weekly co-collection of waste and organics in the 
same collection vehicle and weekly collection of recyclables is an efficient system and is 
relatively equivalent to a number of the co-collection scenarios examined.  Given that it will likely 
not be possible to expand the organics stream by year 2 of the SWMS, as external composting 
capacity that can accept these materials is limited and as new processing capacity within the 
County cannot be developed by that time, it is recommended that the RFP issued for the next 
collection contract be largely based on the current collection scenario. Alternative container 
options for recyclables such as carts or plastic bags, would not be viable in the next contract 
period.  Pending investigations regarding capacity requirements of residents as discussed in 
Section 6.2, it may be reasonable to provide larger blue boxes. 

Should it be possible to expand the organics stream to process additional materials (e.g. pet 
wastes and diapers) then bi-weekly garbage collection would be viable.  This option may only 
reasonably be available for consideration in the collection contract period after next – or in year 
7 of the SWMS implementation period. 

The County could consider collection system options, by seeking alternative bids for combined 
contracts for all three collection services that include: 

• Scenario B: weekly co-collection or organics and recyclables with bi-weekly collection of 
garbage, and 
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• Scenario D: alternating weekly collection of organics and fibre/containers with bi-weekly 
collection of garbage. 

Both of these options with bi-weekly garbage collection will provide additional incentive for 
residents to maximize weekly diversion of organics and recyclables at little or no additional cost 
over the current collection system. Collection costs for these options should be developed for 
the entire County to enable full cost comparisons of other system alternatives that include 
transfer, processing of both recyclables and organics and disposal. Bi-weekly garbage collection 
service has the potential to be perceived as a reduction in the level of service provided to 
residents and based on the collection models examined to-date, may not achieve any savings in 
collection costs. 

The use of blue boxes, bags or carts cannot be fully evaluated without consideration of the 
costs involved in each system. Any of these containers can be used in collection Scenario B. 
Bags will have a slight stop time savings over either carts or boxes, but container costs, the cart 
lifters and higher contamination levels with either bags or carts must be considered before final 
decisions on container type are made. 

6.6 TRANSFER OPTIONS 

The County currently operates four landfill sites, each of which has allowances as reasonable to 
the transfer of specific material types (e.g. haul of non-putrescible waste to Collingwood, haul of 
collected organics to Hamilton).  In addition the County operates four dedicated transfer facilities 
that accept a wide variety of waste materials including garbage, recyclables, leaf and yard 
waste,  wood waste, electronics, drywall, etc.  In conjunction with the other collection and 
processing options discussed in this section, a review of transfer options will consider both the 
current performance of the County’s transfer system and the identification of new transfer 
operations that may be required to support potential processing and/or disposal elements of the 
waste management system. 

6.6.1 Review of Existing Transfer Capabilities 

The current transfer capabilities within the County largely involve the use of 40 yd3 bins.  These 
bins are used to haul the organic stream from the three landfills within the County that accept 
organics and waste to the City of Hamilton for processing.  The County currently operates a 
fleet of tri-axle trucks to haul both the organic bins for processing, and other wastes within the 
County.  Other than the small quantity of recyclables managed in North Simcoe, and those 
accepted at the depots, the majority of divertible materials are collected/transferred by private 
sector contractors. 
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Based on the outcome of the assessment of diversion options, and identification of the preferred 
options for processing organics and recyclables, the implementation plan for the SWMS 
developed in Phase 3 will include: 

a. an assessment of present operations in order to identify any opportunities to improve 
efficiencies and/or reduce costs given the recommended short-term changes to the 
SWMS; and, 

b. an assessment of  each of the current transfer sites capabilities to expand operations, 
either to handle additional materials or to expand the tonnages of materials already 
accepted. 

6.6.2 New (Required) Transfer Operations  

Based on the options examined for processing organics and recyclables outside the County, as 
well as the option of exporting garbage outside the County for disposal, the potential option for 
new transfer operations was examined. 

Capital and operating costs were developed for new transfer facilities for handling either 
recyclables or organics (to transport materials to potential out-of-County processing locations) 
and waste (to transport to potential out-of-County landfill locations). In order to minimize local 
collection costs and in view of the public’s familiarity with the current transfer locations, one of 
the options considered was expanding transfer facilities at the four existing landfill/transfer sites. 
These facilities would service each of the four existing collection zones.  A second option was to 
provide a larger, transfer capability as part of a central, integrated waste management facility. 
For the purposes of this evaluation, the facility was assumed to be located at a theoretical site 
near Barrie. 

A recent reporti10 for the Continuous Improvement Fund compared transfer costs for dual stream 
and single stream Blue Box recyclables using conventional transfer stations and “transtor” 
systems.  The report notes that “Transtor transfer stations involve proprietary material storage 
containers (called “Transtor” containers by the container manufacturer/vendor; Haul-All 
Equipment Systems) that are hydraulically pivoted to discharge their contents into open top 
transfer trailers or transfer trailers with integral compacting ram. A grade separation is required 
so that delivery vehicles can access the container loading door at the top of the container. The 
photos below illustrate the transtor units. 

                                                      

10 Report on Transfer of Blue Box Recyclable Materials: Factors Affecting Decision Making; Genivar; July 2009 
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Collection Vehicle ready to unload into transtor Typical configuration of elevated pad, transtor and 
transfer trailer 

A traditional transfer station involves a fully enclosed building with overhead doors and a 
(normally but not always) clear span tip floor/storage area. Delivery vehicles enter the building 
via the overhead doors and discharge their contents onto the floor and then a front-end loader 
pushes the material into storage piles. These facilities normally utilize heavy concrete pushwalls 
to allow the material being stored to be pushed into high piles to minimize the storage area for 
the piles. The loader takes material from the storage piles and dumps it into transfer trailers, 
which are usually accommodated in separate trailer bays that are at a lower grade to enable top 
loading into the trailer. In some cases the use of a stationary compactor and feed hopper (to 
increase the payload in the transfer trailer) are provided, generally when the added capital cost 
can be recovered through haul cost savings”. 

Recyclables transfer in the South Simcoe area currently would require a facility with about 
10,000 tpy capacity. A review of comparative costs in the report for a conventional 10,000 tpy 
transfer station and a “transtor” facility for  single stream recyclables (not including pre-
construction, site works, etc.) showed that a transtor facility with 3 tipping units has a lower 
capital cost than a comparable transfer station ($1,437,000 vs $1,873,000). On this basis, the 
Transtor system was deemed most appropriate for use whether at a central location or at each 
of the current transfer locations within each of the four collection zones.   

The transtors allow material drop off from any type of collection vehicle, have enclosed units 
that reduce exposure and injury to the public by keeping site clean of debris and maximize the 
use of larger transfer trailers by providing interim storage capability.  
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Any top load trailers can be used for hauling purposes. A review of transfer operations in other 
Ontario municipalities shows that 76 m3 trailers (100 yd3) with compaction capability are suitable 
for hauling garbage and the same trailers without compaction are used for recyclables. 
However, the City of Toronto has found that because of potential liquid discharge, 45 m3 
“bathtub” dump trailers are most appropriate for hauling source separated organics (SSO).  

A schematic for a typical site installation of 2 transtors for each of three different material 
streams is shown on Figure 14.  An area of approximately 4,500 m2 would be required on each 
site to accommodate transfer of all three streams.   

Transfer costs were developed for three different scenarios:  

• transfer from Site 13 to remote processing/disposal locations; 

• transfer from Site 13 to a central processing site located near Barrie; and, 

• transfer from a central site near Barrie to remote processing/disposal locations. 

Representative facility and equipment costs were developed for each of these scenarios and for 
modeling purposes, haul costs were projected using the following locations (based on 
questionnaire responses): 

 Garbage –Thorold 
 SSO – Hamilton 
 Dual Stream Recyclables - Bracebridge  
 Single Stream Recyclables - Bluewater 

Tables 12, 13, and 14Table 12 summarize capital and operating costs for the various transfer 
scenarios. 
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Figure 14  General Layout of a Transtor Facility 

 

 

The tables show costs for each of the transfer systems, including both dual stream and single 
stream recyclables. Capital costs in the three right hand columns were used to develop annual 
capital costs, assuming a 15 year life for transtors and site costs and 7 years for the trailers at 
an interest rate of 6.5%. 
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Simcoe County Transfer System 
Site #13 Remote Transfer 

Transfer of:  SS Recyclables to Bluewater
2 Stream Recyclables to Bracebridge 
SSO to Hamilton
Waste to Thorold

Total Total  Total  Total  Total  Note (1) Note (2) Note (3)
Annual Annual Annual Annual Annual Annual Site Annual Annual Annual Annual Total  Total  Total 

Site Incremental Transtor Transport Transtor Trailer Cost Stream Stream Combined Combined  Transtor Trailer Site  
Stream Total Transtor Trailer Operation Operation Lease Lease  15 Yr System System System System CapEx CapEx CapEx

System mt mt Units Units Costs Costs Costs (1) Cost (2) Lease (3) Costs Cost / mt Costs Cost / mt In Lease * In Lease * In Lease *

2 Stream Recycling 9,870       9,870            2 5 8,000$          340,886$           46,579$       128,558$     48,348$      572,371$         58$              572,371$           58$                 445,588$        943,495$             462,515$        

Source Separated Organics 5,000       14,870          1 2 4,000$          96,075$             23,289$       37,421$       In Above 160,785$         32$              733,156$           49$                 222,794$        210,000$             -$                

MSW  36,060     50,930          2 12 8,000$          1,170,000$        46,579$       403,499$     In Above 1,628,077$      45$              2,361,233$        46$                 445,588$        2,264,389$          -$                

   Fully Developed Site Total 50,930     5 19 20,000$        1,606,961$        116,446$     569,478$     48,348$      2,361,233$      46.36$         1,113,970$     3,417,884$          462,515$        
* Installed Prices, Taxes Extra 

System 

Single Stream Recycling 9,870       9,870            1 5 4,000$          422,049$           23,289$       168,125$     32,668$      650,130$         66$              650,130$           66$                 222,794$        943,495$             312,515$        

Source Separated Organics 5,000       14,870          1 2 4,000$          96,075$             23,289$       37,421$       In Above 160,785$         32$              810,915$           55$                 222,794$        210,000$             -$                

MSW  36,060     50,930          2 12 8,000$          1,170,000$        46,579$       403,499$     In Above 1,628,077$      45$              2,438,993$        48$                 445,588$        2,264,389$          -$                

   Fully Developed Site Total 50,930     4 19 16,000$        1,688,124$        93,157$       609,044$     32,668$      2,438,993$      47.89$         891,176$        3,417,884$          312,515$        
* Installed Prices, Taxes Extra 

Notes (1), (2), (3) - delete lease costs
If CapEx Is Provided 

Capital CostsIncremental System Costs

Table 12  Site #13 Remote Transfer outside of County 
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Simcoe County Transfer System 
Site #13 to Central Barrie Site 

Transfer of:  SS Recyclables to Barrie
2 Stream Recyclables to Barrie 
SSO to Barrie
Waste to Thorold

Total Total  Total  Total  Total  Note (1) Note (2) Note (3)
Annual Annual Annual Annual Annual Annual Site Annual Annual Annual Annual Total  Total  Total 

Site Incremental Transtor Transport Transtor Trailer Cost Stream Stream Combined Combined  Transtor Trailer Site  
Stream Total Transtor Trailer Operation Operation Lease Lease  15 Yr System System System System CapEx CapEx CapEx

System mt mt Units Units Costs Costs Costs (1) Cost (2) Lease (3) Costs Cost / mt Costs Cost / mt In Lease * In Lease * In Lease *

2 Stream Recycling 9,870         9,870             2 5 8,000$          237,425$        46,579$      128,558$      82,417$         502,979$          51$             502,979$         51$                    46,579$       128,558$        462,515$            

Source Separated Organics 5,000         14,870           1 2 4,000$          53,550$          23,289$      37,421$        In Above 118,260$          24$             621,239$         42$                    222,794$     210,000$        -$                    

MSW  36,060       50,930           2 12 8,000$          1,538,571$     46,579$      403,499$      In Above 1,996,649$       55$             2,617,888$      51$                    445,588$     2,264,389$     -$                    

   Fully Developed Site Total 50,930       5 19 20,000$        1,829,546$     116,446$    569,478$      82,417$         2,617,888$       51.40$        714,961$     2,602,947$     462,515$            

System 

Single Stream Recycling 9,870         9,870             1 5 4,000$          207,188$        23,289$      168,125$      55,688$         458,289$          46$             458,289$         46$                    23,289$       168,125$        312,515$            

Source Separated Organics 5,000         14,870           1 2 4,000$          53,550$          23,289$      37,421$        In Above 118,260$          24$             621,239$         42$                    222,794$     210,000$        -$                    

MSW  36,060       50,930           2 12 8,000$          1,538,571$     46,579$      403,499$      In Above 1,996,649$       55$             2,617,888$      51$                    445,588$     2,264,389$     -$                    

   Fully Developed Site Total 50,930       4 19 16,000$        1,799,309$     93,157$      609,044$      55,688$         2,573,198$       50.52$        691,671$     2,642,514$     312,515$            
* Installed Prices, Taxes Extra 

Notes (1), (2), (3) - delete lease costs
If CapEx Is Provided 

Incremental System Costs Capital Costs

 
 
 
Table 13  Site #13 to Central Location for Processing 
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Simcoe County Transfer System 
Barrie to Remote Processing

Transfer of:  SS Recyclables to Bluewater
2 Stream Recyclables to Bracebridge 
SSO to Hamilton
Waste to Thorold

Total Total  Total  Total  Total  Note (1) Note (2) Note (3)
Annual Annual Annual Annual Annual Annual Site Annual Annual Annual Annual Total  Total  Total 

Site Incremental Transtor Transport Transtor Trailer Cost Stream Stream Combined Combined  Transtor Trailer Site  
Stream Total Transtor Trailer Operation Operation Lease Lease  15 Yr System System System System CapEx CapEx CapEx

System mt mt Units Units Costs Costs Costs (1) Cost (2) Lease (3) Costs Cost / mt Costs Cost / mt In Lease * In Lease * In Lease *

2 Stream Recycling 9,870       9,870           2 5 8,000$          277,361$        46,579$       128,558$     48,348$      508,846$        52$              508,846$           52$                 445,588$        943,495$             462,515$        

Source Separated Organics 5,000       14,870         1 2 4,000$          97,125$          23,289$       37,421$       In Above 161,835$        32$              884,188$           59$                 222,794$        210,000$             -$                

MSW  36,060     50,930         2 12 8,000$          1,200,000$     46,579$       403,499$     In Above 1,658,077$     46$              2,542,265$        50$                 445,588$        2,264,389$          -$                

   Fully Developed Site Total 50,930     5 19 20,000$        1,574,486$     116,446$     569,478$     48,348$      2,328,758$     45.72$         1,113,970$     3,417,884$          462,515$        

System 

Single Stream Recycling 9,870       9,870           1 5 4,000$          494,271$        23,289$       168,125$     32,668$      722,353$        73$              722,353$           73$                 222,794$        943,495$             312,515$        

Source Separated Organics 5,000       14,870         1 2 4,000$          97,125$          23,289$       37,421$       In Above 161,835$        32$              884,188$           59$                 222,794$        210,000$             -$                

MSW  36,060     50,930         2 12 8,000$          1,200,000$     46,579$       403,499$     In Above 1,658,077$     46$              2,542,265$        50$                 445,588$        2,264,389$          -$                

   Fully Developed Site Total 50,930     4 19 16,000$        1,791,396$     93,157$       609,044$     32,668$      2,542,265$     49.92$         891,176$        3,417,884$          312,515$        
* Installed Prices, Taxes Extra 

Notes (1), (2), (3) - delete lease costs
If CapEx Is Provided 

Capital CostsIncremental System Costs

 
Table 14  Central Location to Processing Facilities Outside the County 
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The foregoing cost estimates indicate that for the South Simcoe area, transfer costs are less 
expensive from a central site near Barrie than from Site 13. Results from other Simcoe 
collection zones, however, may not be similar. Decisions on transfer cannot be made without 
considering associated impacts on local collection. The use of a central transfer site near Barrie 
would require all recyclables, organics and garbage to be hauled to the central site. This would 
either require all collection vehicles to travel to that location for offloading (with potential 
increases in the number of vehicles required) or some degree of transfer haul from existing 
transfer sites in each collection zone to the central site.  The transfer costs presented here will 
be used in the economic analysis to compare system alternatives. 

 
Summary of Transfer Options 

 Existing Facilities New Facilities 
Short-term or Long-term  
Option 

• Implement any changes in 
Short-term and sustain over 
long-term 

• Implement in Short-term and 
sustain over long-term 

 
Interaction with other System 
Components 

• May impact collection and 
processing options.  

• Transfer operations allow for 
more efficient curbside 
collection 

• Will impact collection and 
processing options. 

• Transfer operations allow for 
more efficient curbside 
collection 

Potential Cost Implications • TBD • TBD 
Potential Change in 
Diversion 

• None • None 

Potential for System 
Efficiencies and 
Improvements in Level of 
Service 

• May improve collection and 
transfer efficiency. 

• May improve collection and 
transfer efficiency. 

General Implementation 
Requirements 

• Potential for site 
improvements or expansion. 

• Permitting 
• New construction RFP and 

contract. 
General Implementation 
Timeframe 

• To coincide with new 
collection contract 
timeframes. 

• Ideally, would be operational 
by commencement of new 
collection contracts. 

Ability to Adjust Option to 
Changes to the WDA 

• WDA implications unknown 
• Should be able to adapt 

transfer system to 
accommodate any changes 
to the WDA 

• WDA implications unknown 
• Should be able to adapt 

transfer system to 
accommodate any changes to 
the WDA 

6.6.3 Transfer Recommendations and Implications 

Further evaluation is required during Phase 3 of the SWMS development (development of the 
detailed implementation plan) to select the preferred approach for the transfer of recyclables, 
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organics and garbage that will be required based on the recommended short-term options for 
each of these material streams.  

Over the short-term period from years 1 to 5 of the SWMS, there will be requirements for the 
transfer of organics, recyclables and garbage based on the recommendations identified in this 
report, however, in the longer term the requirement for transfer, at least outside the County may 
change for one or more of these material streams.  The transfer model identified, should reflect 
the needs of the system, ensure efficient movement of materials from within each collection 
area, and minimize capital investment for transfer of material streams that may decrease in the 
longer term.   

The approaches examined in Phase 3 of the Strategy development will reflect the input provided 
to-date during consultation. In regards to transfer, there were general preferences towards 
improving existing depots/transfer stations, only developing new transfer facilities if needed and 
concerns about the types of materials that could be transferred in some cases with preference 
being expressed for “No export” of some or all materials.  Phase 3 of the Strategy will include 
appropriate recommendations for the transfer of materials both within and potentially outside the 
County for materials streams where processing and/or disposal outside the County has been 
found to be the preferred approach based on the application of the evaluation criteria. 

7 WASTE DIVERSION RATES AND UPDATED PROJECTIONS 

7.1 Introduction 

Most, if not all, municipalities in Ontario are striving to reduce the volume of waste going to 
disposal. Some municipalities have set high diversion targets to be met in the future. Even for 
those municipalities that strive to achieve zero waste, it will take considerable time to achieve.  
For example, in 2002, the City of Toronto established a goal of zero waste to disposal by 2010. 
Presently Toronto’s diversion rate is somewhere between 45 and 49%.  In order to secure long 
term disposal capacity, the City of Toronto purchased the Greenlane landfill in late 2006.  

During the last 12 years over 30 Environmental Assessment (EA) applications have been made 
by Ontario municipalities to the MOE attempting to acquire additional waste disposal capacity. 
Despite continuing efforts to increase diversion and reduce the amount of waste that is 
disposed, waste disposal facilities remain necessary to manage garbage that will continue to be 
generated to some degree for the foreseeable future. 

The October, 2009 report produced by the Ontario Ministry of the Environment (MOE) entitled, 
From Waste to Worth: The Role of Waste Diversion in the Green Economy, states that more 
than 34,000 tonnes of waste are produced in Ontario on a daily basis, which equates to a total 
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of 12,410,000 tonnes in 2009. Statistics Canada information puts the population of Ontario in 
2009 at 13,069,200. Accordingly, the overall waste generation rate for 2009 in Ontario, based 
on the MOE report, is 0.95 tonnes per capita/year. The MOE report provides the combined 
diversion rate for Ontario as 22 % in 2009 with a split of 39% diversion for residential sources 
and 12% for non residential sources.   Therefore, it is estimated that approximately 0.741 
tonnes of waste per capita/year were disposed of in 2009 in Ontario. 

7.2 Current County Waste Management System Performance  

In order to determine the quantity and composition of post-diversion residual solid waste 
requiring disposal over the 20 year planning period waste diversion projections were developed.  
Prior to developing these projections, however, an analysis of the County’s current waste 
management system performance was completed. 

The County’s current system performance was modeled based on 2006 waste composition data 
(based on the last full waste audit completed within the County) and 2009 diversion rates for 
various material types.  The analysis determined the current recovery rates for both residential 
and commercial waste (IC&I) managed by the County’s programs.  The following subsections 
discuss the current performance of the County’s waste management system. 

7.2.1 Residential Waste 

In 2009, the County had a population of approximately 292,276 and a per capita residential 
waste generation rate of 0.345 tonnes/year.11  This resulted in a total of 100,711 tonnes of 
residential solid waste being generated by the County.  This number takes into account: 

• Residential waste generated and placed at the curbside (i.e. garbage, blue box recycling, 
green bin composting); and, 

• Residential waste brought to County drop-off depots located either at the County landfills 
or transfer facilities. 

Of the 100, 711 tonnes generated, approximately 54% (or 54,384 tonnes) of this material was 
diverted from landfill via the County’s curbside and depot diversion programs.  The remaining 
46,327 tonnes of residual garbage was disposed via landfill. 

As part of the analysis, recovery rates for both recyclables and organics were determined.  
Current recovery rates for recyclables were determined as being: 

• Over 80% for easy to recycle materials (newsprint, PET beverage bottles, aluminum 
cans); and, 

                                                      
11 It should be noted that this number is not directly comparable to the one given in the MOE report as this 
doesn’t take into account waste generated by the IC&I sector. 
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• Between 15% and 50% for less easy materials (mixed paper, wide mouth tubs and lids). 

Current recovery rates for organics managed at the curb and depots are: 

• Approximately 65% for food waste and 80% for yard waste. 

7.2.2 Commercial (IC&I) Waste 

The County managed approximately 20,618 tonnes of IC&I waste via curbside collection and 
drop-off depot programs in 2009.  Of this material, approximately 12,015 tonnes or 58% was 
diverted from landfill.  The remaining 8,602 tonnes of waste was disposed of via landfill.   

Note:  This tonnage of waste is assumed to be a small fraction of the total amount of waste 
produced by the IC&I sector as the majority of IC&I waste producers utilize private contractors 
to manage their waste 

7.2.3 Total Waste 

Overall, the County managed approximately 121,329 tonnes of solid waste in 2009.  Of this 
waste, the County diverted 66,400 tonnes resulting in an at-source diversion rate of 
approximately 55% (rounded). The following table summarizes the contribution of residential 
and IC&I waste to the total managed by the County in 2009. 

 

 Tonnes Diversion Rate 
Residential Residual 46,327 

54% 
Residential Diverted 54,384 

IC&I Residual 8,602 
58% 

IC&I Diverted 12,015 
Total 121,329 55% 

Figure 15 displays the overall make-up of waste managed by the County by sector in 2009. 
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Figure 15 Proportion of Total Waste Managed by the County (2009) 

 

 
 

Figure 16 presents an estimate of the combined total of the estimated quantities of IC&I and 
residential waste that would require management over the 20 year planning period under the 
status quo (current diversion rates and waste generation rates), based on the projections for 
each sector provided in the Task E Technical Memo.   

This figure presents both the total waste generated and managed by the County and identifies 
the materials that would be diverted and disposed should there be no improvement in the 
overall diversion rate and if waste generation rates remain the same.  Should there be no 
change in waste generation or diversion rates, or the proportion of residential to IC&I materials, 
the potential quantity of residual garbage requiring disposal is projected to increase from 
approximately 55,000 tpy to 85,000 tpy based on population growth. 
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Figure 16 Status Quo - Estimated Total Amount of IC&I and Residential Waste Diverted and 
Residual Disposed Year-by-Year (2009-2029) 

 

7.3 Projected System Performance over the SWMS Implementation Period 

After analyzing the County’s current waste management system performance, future projections 
were developed based on the background model and: 

• Improvements to diversion performance measured in other areas, that reflect the 
recommended diversion options as presented in Section 6; 

• Assumptions regarding performance of WDO/EPR programs based on current 
information available regarding the proposed changes to the WDA; and, 

• Potential new materials that could added to Blue Box and Organics programs should 
processing capacity for these materials be available either within or outside the County. 

The following subsections discuss the projected system performance over the planning period 
under this increased diversion scenario. 

7.3.1 Potential Increases to Diversion Rate 

Based on increases in recovery rates achieved by other communities, the following potential 
changes in diversion rate were estimated: 
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Diversion Option  Potential Change in Diversion Rate  
(i.e. 54% Plus)  

Enhance Existing Programs  Just over 2%  

Full User Pay*  3 to 4%  

Enhanced Depots (add textiles and additional 
bulky materials)  

1 to 2%  

Clear Garbage Bag Program*  4 to 5%  

Increase in Capacity of Recycling Containers*  2%  

Bi-weekly Garbage Collection*  3 to 4%  

*It should be noted that most of these options are NOT additive, as they all address improving 
recovery rates for the same materials.  A combination of some type of restriction on curbside 
garbage, more promotion and education and enhanced depots could add between 6 and 8% to 
the current diversion rate (i.e. from 54% to 60 or 62%). 

In addition to the diversion options listed above additional enhancements to the system could 
also be considered.  For example, recyclable and organic materials could be added, and if 
Waste Diversion Ontario/Extended Producer Responsibility programs achieve their potential 
diversion targets the potential changes in diversion rate as illustrated in the following table could 
be expected. 

Diversion Option  Potential Change in Diversion Rate 
(i.e. 54% Plus)  

Recycling: Add polystyrene, all HDPE, plastic 
bags/film, other plastic packaging  

1 %  

Organics: add pet wastes, diapers  Up to 6 %  

WDO Further Expansions to WEEE  0.4%  

WDO Bulky and Household goods  1 %  

WDO Construction & Demolition  Up to 1% (most already diverted)  

A combination of the options listed in the table above could add between 9 and 10% to the 
current residential diversion rate (i.e. increase diversion from 54% to 63 or 64%). 
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7.3.2 Projected Diversion Rates 

Two different projected diversion rates were developed: a reasonable waste diversion rate 
which would represent a shorter term target (e.g. target for year 10 of the SWMS) and a 
theoretical maximum diversion rate representing the target for year 20 of the SWMS. 

7.3.2.1 Projected Reasonable Diversion Rate 

A reasonable projected diversion rate was estimated assuming that the following would occur 
within the first 10 years of implementing the SWMS: 

• All proposed WDO/EPR programs would be implemented, and would achieve 70 to 80% 
recovery of targeted materials; 

• Most potentially recoverable materials would be added to the recycling program. 
Recovery rates for low recovery materials (currently 30% or less) and new materials 
would increase up to 50%.  Recovery rates for easier to recycle materials would increase 
up to 70 to 90%; 

• All potential new materials would be added to the organics program. Recovery rates 
increase to 75% for food, to 90% for yard materials, and to 50% for other materials 
(sanitary paper products, pet wastes, diapers); 

• Residents in the County would significantly change behavior, such that 80 to 90% of all 
households would divert the majority of possible materials 80 to 90% of the time. 

Based on those assumptions, it was determined that the County could increase its diversion 
rate from 54% to 70% within the first 10 years of the SWMS. 

7.3.2.2 Projected Theoretical Maximum Diversion Rate 

A theoretical “maximum” diversion rate waste was estimated assuming: 

• All proposed WDO/EPR programs are implemented, and achieve 80% recovery of 
targeted materials; 

• All potential new materials are added to the recycling program and recovery rates 
increase for all materials to between 80 and 95%; 

• All potential materials are added to the organics program and recovery rates increase for 
all materials to between 80% (food, diapers, sanitary paper products, other papers) and 
99% (yard waste); 

• This would require profound change in behavior for all residents in the County, such that 
90 to 98% of all households would have to divert all possible materials 90 to 98% of the 
time. 

Based upon the assumption listed above, it was determined that County could reach a 
“theoretical” maximum diversion rate of 76% towards the end of the 20-year SWMS 
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implementation timeframe.  The following table illustrates the breakdown of program 
performance to achieve this maximum diversion rate. 

 

Material Type  2009 Recovery 
Rate  

Projected  Maximum 
Recovery Rate  

Change from 2009 
Rates  

Recycling Program  

Printed Paper  70%  87%  +17%  

Paper Packaging  63%  84%  +21%  

Plastic Packaging and 
Products  

71%  84%  +13%  

Metals  77%  91%  +14%  

Glass  82%  90%  +8%  

Organics Program  70%  83%  +13%  

Diversion of other 
Waste  

62%  67%  +5%  

7.4 Estimated Garbage Projections for the SWMS Planning Period 

Projections estimating the amount of remaining garbage (post-diversion waste) requiring 
disposal over the planning period were developed in order to determine the amount of disposal 
capacity that would be required by the County over the planning period.  The projections were 
developed assuming: 

• Population growth of 2.46% per annum (County of Simcoe Official Plan). 

• Residential waste generation rate (2009) of 345 kg/capita. 

• Commercial waste managed (2009) of 70.5 kg/capita. 

• Achievement of 70% diversion by 2020 and potentially up to 76% by 2029. 

An alternative scenario was also developed assuming that residents in the County achieve 
per capita waste reduction of 1% per annum over the planning period. 

The following table outlines the projected remaining garbage assuming that the per capita waste 
generation state remains steady at 2009 levels and if the per capita waste generation waste 
decreases at a rate of 1% per annum. 
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Projected 
Diversion 

Rate 

Per Capita 
Waste 

Reduction 

Estimated Annual 
Tonnes of 
Remaining 

Garbage as of 2010 

Estimated Annual 
Tonnes of 

Remaining Garbage 
as of 2029 

Estimated Total 
Tonnes of Garbage to 
Disposal 2010 to 2029 

70% by 2020 
76% by 2029 

--- 56,200 42,500 963,000 

70% by 2020 
76% by 2029 

1% per annum 55,600 35,700 880,000 

The following figure (Figure 17) illustrates the composition of the remaining garbage that would 
require disposal assuming 76% diversion (i.e. if the County reached the theoretical maximum 
waste diversion rate during the planning period).  The figure includes non-captured recyclables 
and organics, as well as materials that cannot be diverted within the conceptual diversion 
system. 

 
Figure 17  Waste Composition Assuming 76% Diversion 

 

The following chart (Figure 18) illustrates the projected quantity of waste that will be managed 
by the County over the planning period assuming 70% diversion by 2020 and 76% diversion by 
2029.  This chart does not take into account the 1% decrease in per capita waste generation. 
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Figure 18  Projected Quantity of Waste over the Planning Period 

 

7.5 Current Audits and Future Updates to Projections 

Currently, the County is in the process of completing residential single family residential waste 
audits to update the results from the last round of audits completed in 2006.  These waste 
audits involve the curbside collection of garbage, recycling, and green bin organics from 100 
single family homes, representative of the County’s demographics (generally the same streets 
and houses used in 2006 are being audited  in  2010).  A total of 8 weeks’ worth of data will be 
collected; 2 week waste audits will be completed in the winter, spring, summer, and fall.  The 2 
week winter waste audit was completed in late February and early March 2010 and the 
preliminary results were analyzed and compared to the results obtained during the 2006 waste 
audits. 

It should be noted that 2010 winter waste audit does not provide an accurate depiction of the 
County’s residential curbside waste profile as waste quantities and characterization tends to 
vary significantly depending on the season (e.g. the results obtained during a spring waste audit 
tend to show much more leaf and yard waste in the organics stream due to yard cleanup etc.).  
That being said, it is useful to discuss some of the general differences observed when 
comparing the 2006 waste audit to the 2010 winter waste audit. This will set the stage for 
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updates to the waste diversion and remaining garbage projections that would be undertaken 
later in 2010. 

Overall, the results of the 2010 winter waste audit were fairly comparable to the data obtained 
during the 2006 waste audit.  Capture rates for recyclable materials showed a general increase 
across the board, although not significantly so.  Capture rates for organic materials could not be 
compared as the SSO program was not in place in 2006. 

Some fairly significant differences were observed in overall total waste (garbage, recycling, and 
organics) characterization and generation.  The following illustrates some of these differences: 

• Total waste generation remained fairly steady (similar kg produced per household per 
week). 

• Decrease in recyclable paper products generated (approximately 5%). 

• Increase in non-recyclable plastic products generated (approximately 1%). 

• Increase in recyclable metal products generated (approximately 1%). 

• Decrease in recyclable glass products generated (approximately 3%). 

• Increase in compostable food waste generated (approximately 8%). 

Overall, there was little shift in the amount of potentially divertible material found in the total 
waste stream.  Although there are changes to the total waste characterization, it must be 
realized that definitive conclusions cannot be reached until the remaining seasonal waste audits 
(summer, spring, and fall) are completed.  At this point, the numbers from the 2006 waste audit 
will be used for waste projections as they more accurately reflect the County’s waste profile over 
an entire year.  The County should consider updating their projections following the completion 
of the 2010 waste audit project. 

8 EXAMINATION OF WASTE DISPOSAL OPTIONS  

8.1 Introduction 

With a growing population and a decreasing capacity for disposal at its landfills, the options 
available to the County for future disposal of garbage are examined in this section.  There may 
be opportunities available to extend the lifespan of the landfills.  However, at some point new 
capacity may be required; and therefore the options for future, long-term disposal are also 
discussed in this section. 
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8.2 Short-term Disposal of Remaining Garbage 

8.2.1 Current Operating Landfills 

Currently the County of Simcoe operates four (4) landfill sites with the following remaining 
capacities identified as of November 2009: 

 
Landfill Remaining Capacity 

Collingwood (non-putrescible waste only) 444,620 m3 
Nottawasaga 165,200 m3 

Oro 431,590 m3 
Tosorontio 127,300 m3 

TOTAL (excluding Collingwood) 724,090 m3 

The annual usage of landfill capacity in 2009 for waste and daily/interim cover excluding final 
cover was 79,120 m3. In order to preserve existing landfill capacity and potentially create 
additional short- term capacity a number of options will be investigated as discussed below. 

8.2.2 Modifications to Current Operating Landfills 

On December 15, 2009 Stantec staff along with staff from the County visited a number of the 
County waste management facilities including the Tosorontio and Nottawasaga landfill sites. 
Stantec staff reviewed the landfill operating practices to determine if any modifications could be 
recommended in order to prolong landfill capacity. 

Based on those site visits, Stantec staff determined that the County landfills appear to be 
operated in an efficient manner by County staff. The landfill sites have appropriate landfill heavy 
equipment that appears well maintained and operated. Both landfills have a Caterpillar 826C 
landfill compactor in order to maximize the density of the waste being placed into the landfills. 
The daily operations at both landfills included the use of tarps to cover the waste rather than the 
use of soil cover, thereby preserving valuable landfill capacity.  

Overall the landfills visited appeared to be clean, marked with appropriate directional signage 
and operated in an efficient and professional manner by County staff. County staff have put into 
place operational procedures which maximize and preserve the use of landfill capacity.    

The above data represents a reduction in landfill airspace utilization from that originally 
estimated in Corporate Services Report CS 09-158 of 110,000 m3 for 2009.  This is due in part 
to recent improvements in County diversion efforts and to the removal of non-putrescible waste 
to disposal at the Collingwood facility.  If further efforts were made to ensure that all non-
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putrescible waste is transferred to Collingwood for disposal and if such waste was to be passed 
through a grinding process, then further savings in landfill airspace could be realized. 

An opportunity exists to have the three Simcoe operating sites assessed to determine if a 
vertical lift and/or an expansion of the disposal footprint can be engineered, in order to increase 
the overall landfill capacity at these sites. It appears that the environmental impacts at each of 
the existing landfills fall within the regulatory requirements of the MOE and that a potential 
expansion of landfill airspace might be feasible. 

8.2.2.1 IC&I Waste Disposal 

Approximately 8,602 tonnes of IC&I waste were received for disposal in 2009 at the three 
Simcoe landfills that can accept municipal waste. Based on paying a disposal fee of $115/tonne, 
the revenue that was generated for Simcoe through the receipt of the IC&I waste in 2009 was 
approximately $989,230. If the IC&I tonnage was banned from disposal at the three Simcoe 
sites beginning at the end of 2010, it would increase the total Simcoe landfill capacity life by 
approximately 9 to10 months.  

Considering (i) the potential negative impact a ban on the receipt of IC&I waste at Simcoe’s 
three landfill sites might have on businesses in Simcoe, (ii) the resulting loss in annual revenue 
to Simcoe and  (iii) the minimal landfill capacity that would be gained, it doesn’t appear feasible 
to implement this option in the Waste Management Strategy. 

 
Options:  Modifications to Current Operating Landfills - Banning IC&I Waste 

Short-term  or Long-term  Option • Short-term option. 
Interaction with other System 
Components 

• None. 

Potential Cost Implications • The banning of IC&I waste would result in a loss of 
approximately $1 million in tipping fee revenue.  

Potential Change in Diversion • Could increase diversion of some IC&I materials. 
Potential for System Efficiencies 
and Improvements in Level of 
Service 

• Reduction in waste managed at County landfills could result in a 
minor reduction in operating costs for the landfill 

• Could increase diversion of some IC&I materials. 
Potential Processing or Disposal 
Capacity Requirements 

• Could provide an additional 2.5 to 3 years of landfill capacity if 
the ban is implemented throughout the 20 year planning period of 
the waste management strategy. 

General Implementation 
Requirements 

• Promotion and education regarding ban for IC&I customers. 
Requirement for increased monitoring of IC&I loads to enforce 
the ban.. 

General Implementation 
Timeframe 

• Within six months of adoption of the waste management 
strategy. 
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Options:  Modifications to Current Operating Landfills - Banning IC&I Waste 
Ability to Adjust Option to 
Changes to the WDA 

• Not applicable. 

8.2.3 Use of Residual Disposal Facilities Outside Simcoe County 

According to information produced by the Ontario Ministry of the Environment (MOE) and 
Statistics Canada, approximately 10 million tonnes of waste require disposal in Ontario on an 
annual basis. It is estimated that 45 to 50 % of that waste is exported to American waste 
disposal sites and the remainder is directed to waste disposal facilities in Ontario. In the last 3.5 
years the MOE has approved the addition of over 50 million tonnes of landfill capacity in Ontario 
landfills owned by the City of Toronto (Greenlane Landfill, St. Thomas), Waste Management of 
Canada (Warwick Landfill, Watford) Walker Industries Holdings Ltd. (Walker Landfill, Thorold) 
and Waste Services Canada Inc. (Navan Landfill,Ottawa).  

The two municipally owned waste disposal sites, Greenlane landfill owned by the City of 
Toronto and the Essex Windsor landfill site, may provide an opportunity to direct the County’s 
residual garbage to one or both of those facilities on a short term basis. Privately owned waste 
disposal sites in the province which could receive the County’s residual garbage include the 
Lafleche Landfill site in Moose Creek owned by Lafleche Environmental Inc., a number of sites 
owned by Waste Management of Canada and the previously mentioned Walker Landfill.  

Although the state of Michigan is closing its borders to the receipt of Ontario municipal waste at 
the end of 2010, the state of New York has not placed a similar limitation on Ontario 
municipalities. Certain Ontario municipalities and businesses have made arrangements to direct 
their waste to waste disposal facilities in the state of New York. Modern Landfill in Lewiston 
owned by Modern Landfill Inc. and the Covanta waste incinerator in Niagara Falls may provide 
short term disposal opportunities for the County’s residual garbage. 

One other possibility is the acquisition of disposal capacity for County residual garbage in an 
EFW facility operating outside of the County. It may be feasible to negotiate a disposal fee that 
could include the use of landfill capacity in a County landfill site by the EFW facility operator, for 
the disposal of incinerator ash from the EFW.  

The option of using disposal facilities outside Simcoe County would involve reconsideration of 
the existing position that the County Council has taken regarding no importing or exporting of 
waste for disposal. 

Section 8.2.3.1 provides a summary of the survey of fifteen locations for the possible disposal of 
Simcoe County Waste outside of the County. 
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8.2.3.1 Survey of Residual garbage Disposal Opportunities in Ontario and New York 

Based on (i) the residual garbage disposal opportunities available in some of the municipalities 
surrounding Simcoe, (ii) an investigation of the residual garbage disposal opportunities in both 
the municipal and private sectors in the rest of Ontario, and (iii) an investigation of the private 
sector residual garbage disposal opportunities in New York State, a survey was sent to 15 
waste disposal facilities requesting an expression of interest in providing residual garbage 
disposal capacity for Simcoe.  The results of the January 2010 survey are summarized in Table 
15 below. 

 
Table 15  Summary of Waste Disposal Facility Survey 

Municipality or 
Private Sector 

Waste 
Management 

Firm 

Type and Location 
of Residual garbage 

Disposal Facility 

Interest in 
Providing 
Residual 
garbage 
Disposal 

Capacity for 
Simcoe County 

Estimated 
Disposal Fee 

Estimated 
Haulage Fee 

Algonquin Power 
Income Fund 

EFW Facility, 
Brampton Ontario No response. n/a n/a 

City of Toronto Greenlane Landfill, 
London, Ontario Yes $77.13/tonne $15/tonne 

Covanta 
EFW Facility, 

Niagara Falls, New 
York 

Yes, through its 
broker Turtle 

Island Recycling. 
$14/tonne $40/tonne 

Dongara Waste Pelletization, 
Vaughan, Ontario Yes $91.42/tonne $11.66/tonne 

Dufferin County 
Plasma Arc 

Gasification, Dufferin 
County, Ontario 

Yes $100/tonne $8/tonne 

Durham Region EFW Facility, 
Clarington, Ontario 

No response at 
this time. n/a n/a 

Essex Windsor 
Waste 

Management 
Authority 

Landfill, Essex 
County, Ontario Yes 

Varies based on 
quantity; $28 to 

$55/tonne. 
$30/tonne 

Lafleche 
Environmental 

Inc. 

Landfill, Moose 
Creek, Ontario Yes $55/tonne $53/tonne 

Modern Landfill, New York 
Yes, through its 

broker Turtle 
Island Recycling. 

Combined rate for disposal and 
haulage of $50/tonne. 

Niagara Waste 
Systems 

Walkers Landfill, 
Niagara Falls, 

Ontario 
Yes Under $50/tonne 

$35 - $40/tonne, 
if there is one 
trip per day or 
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Municipality or 
Private Sector 

Waste 
Management 

Firm 

Type and Location 
of Residual garbage 

Disposal Facility 

Interest in 
Providing 
Residual 
garbage 
Disposal 

Capacity for 
Simcoe County 

Estimated 
Disposal Fee 

Estimated 
Haulage Fee 

$15 - $20 /tonne, 
if there are two 
trips per day. 

Plasco Energy 
Group 

Gasification, Ottawa, 
Ontario Yes $80 - $90/tonne  

REM Energy 
Solutions 

Gasification, Port 
Hope, Ontario No response. n/a n/a 

Sota Corporation 
Gasification, not 

determined at this 
time 

Yes $68/tonne 

$4 to $6 per 
tonne, if it is 

located within 
Simcoe and near 

an existing 
Simcoe waste 
management 

facility. 

Sunbay Energy 
Gasification, not 

determined at this 
time 

No response. n/a n/a 

Waste 
Management of 

Canada 

Twin Creeks landfill, 
Watford, Ontario Yes $38/tonne $37/tonne 

Of the 15 potential disposal sites contacted there were four, Algonquin Power, Durham Region, 
REM Energy Solutions, and Sunbay Energy, who did not provide a response.  Of the 11 who 
responded three are considered to be new and emerging technologies (i.e., those being offered 
by Alter NRG, Plasco and Sota) which at this point in time cannot be considered proven 
technologies in Ontario for the management of exclusively municipal residual garbage 
feedstock, on a large scale.  Simcoe could consider pursuing opportunities with one or more of 
these companies in the longer term if proven and if a facility can be developed in Simcoe or in a 
neighbouring municipality, at a reasonable cost.  However, it is recommended that Simcoe 
should ensure that for short term disposal options,  a contract only be taken with a proven 
technology provider.  The eight remaining export opportunities for the management of Simcoe’s 
short term residual garbage needs were reviewed and rated against the criteria as shown in the 
table below (Table 16).  
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Table 16  Short-term Export Disposal Options Evaluation Table 

Criteria 
Greenlane 

Landfill      
Toronto 

Covanta EFW Dongara Waste 
Pellets 

Lafleche 
Landfill 

Modern 
Landfill 

Walker Landfill 
NWS 

Twin Creeks 
Landfill WMC

Essex Windsor 
Landfill 

Potential 
Incremental 
Increase in 
Residential 
and IC&I 
Diversion 
Rates 

Neutral 
No impact on 
this criteria 

Neutral 
No impact on 
this criteria 

Neutral 
No impact on 
this criteria 

Neutral 
No impact on 
this criteria 

Neutral 
No impact on 
this criteria 

Neutral 
No impact on 
this criteria 

Neutral 
No impact on 
this criteria 

Neutral 
No impact on 
this criteria 

Potential 
Decrease in 
Required 
Landfill 
Capacity 

Major 
Advantage 

Will not 
decrease need 

for landfill 
capacity but will 

preserve 
Simcoe landfill 

capacity 
 

Major 
Advantage 

Will not 
decrease need 

for landfill 
capacity but will 

preserve 
Simcoe landfill 

capacity 
 

Major 
Advantage 

Will not 
decrease need 

for landfill 
capacity but will 

preserve 
Simcoe landfill 

capacity 
 

Major 
Advantage 

Will not 
decrease need 

for landfill 
capacity but will 

preserve 
Simcoe landfill 

capacity 
 

Major 
Advantage 

Will not 
decrease need 

for landfill 
capacity but will 

preserve 
Simcoe landfill 

capacity 
 

Major 
Advantage 

Will not decrease 
need for landfill 
capacity but will 
preserve Simcoe 
landfill capacity 

 

Major 
Advantage 

Will not 
decrease need 

for landfill 
capacity but will 

preserve 
Simcoe landfill 

capacity 
 

Major 
Advantage 

Will not 
decrease need 

for landfill 
capacity but will 

preserve 
Simcoe landfill 

capacity 
 

Potential 
Change in 
Net 
Emissions to 
Air and Water 

Neutral 
Landfill liner 
with leachate 
treatment; gas 

collection 
system as 

compared to 
Simcoe landfills, 

offset by 
burning of fossil 

fuels to 
transport waste 

~250 km 
 

Neutral 
Air emissions 

control  as 
compared to 

Simcoe’s 
landfills offset 
by burning of 
fossil fuels to 

transport waste 
~220 km; no 

water impacts 

Neutral 
No water 

impacts; burning 
of fossil fuels to 
transport waste 

~70 km and 
pellets for ~350 

km as 
compared to 

Simcoe’s 
landfills which 

do not have gas 
collection 

Disadvantage 
Landfill liner 
with leachate 

treatment; gas 
collection 
system as 

compared to 
Simcoe landfills, 

offset by 
burning of fossil 

fuels to 
transport waste 

~520 km 

Disadvantage 
Landfill liner 
with leachate 

treatment; 
burning of fossil 

fuels to 
transport waste 

~210 km 

Neutral 
Landfill liner with 

leachate 
treatment; gas 

collection system 
as compared to 
Simcoe landfills, 
offset by burning 
of fossil fuels to 
transport waste 

~200 km 

Neutral 
Landfill liner 
with leachate 

treatment; gas 
collection 
system as 

compared to 
Simcoe landfills, 

offset by 
burning of fossil 

fuels to 
transport waste 

~310 km 

Disadvantage 
to Neutral 

Landfill liner 
with leachate 

treatment; gas 
collection 
system as 

compared to 
Simcoe landfills, 

offset by 
burning of fossil 

fuels to 
transport waste 

~416 kms 

Potential to 
Enhance & 
Improve 
Levels of 
Service 

Disadvantage 
Could 

potentially close 
down some of 

the existing 
waste 

management 
sites in Simcoe 

and go to 
centralized 

transfer station 
 
 

Disadvantage 
Could 

potentially close 
down some of 

the existing 
waste 

management 
sites in Simcoe 

and go to 
centralized 

transfer station 
 

Disadvantage 
Could 

potentially close 
down some of 

the existing 
waste 

management 
sites in Simcoe 

and go to 
centralized 

transfer station
 

Disadvantage 
Could 

potentially close 
down some of 

the existing 
waste 

management 
sites in Simcoe 

and go to 
centralized 

transfer station
 

Disadvantage 
Could 

potentially close 
down some of 

the existing 
waste 

management 
sites in Simcoe 

and go to 
centralized 

transfer station
 

Disadvantage 
Could potentially 

close down 
some of the 

existing waste 
management 

sites in Simcoe 
and go to 

centralized 
transfer station 

 

Disadvantage 
Could 

potentially close 
down some of 

the existing 
waste 

management 
sites in Simcoe 

and go to 
centralized 

transfer station
 

Disadvantage 
Could 

potentially close 
down some of 

the existing 
waste 

management 
sites in Simcoe 

and go to 
centralized 

transfer station
 

Potential 
Range of 
Capital and 
Operating 
Costs 

Major 
Disadvantage 
Disposal fee 
and haulage 

cost of ~ 
$92/tonne. vs. 
Simcoe cost of 
~$42/tonne12 

Neutral to 
Disadvantage 
Disposal fee 
and haulage 

cost of ~ 
$54/tonne. vs. 
Simcoe cost of 
~$42/tonne12 

Major 
Disadvantage 
Disposal fee 
and haulage 

cost of ~ 
$103/tonne. vs. 
Simcoe cost of 
~$42/tonne12 

Major 
Disadvantage 
Disposal fee 
and haulage 

cost of ~ 
$108/tonne. vs. 
Simcoe cost of 
~$42/tonne12 

Neutral to 
Disadvantage 
Disposal fee 
and haulage 

cost of ~ 
$50/tonne. vs. 
Simcoe cost of 
~$42/tonne12 

Disadvantage 
to      Major 

Disadvantage 
Disposal fee and 
haulage cost of ~ 

$67-87/tonne. 
vs. Simcoe cost 
of ~$42/tonne12 

Disadvantage 
to      Major 

Disadvantage 
Disposal fee 
and haulage 

cost of ~ 
$75/tonne. vs. 
Simcoe cost of 
~$42/tonne12 

Disadvantage 
to      Major 

Disadvantage 
Disposal fee 
and haulage 

cost of ~ $58 - 
85/tonne. vs. 

Simcoe cost of 
~$42/tonne12 

                                                      

12  The operating cost per tonne for the 3 active Simcoe landfill sites, that can accept municipal waste, were calculated based on 
2008 budget financial and tonnage numbers, excluding all the costs for the management of shingles, tires, drywall, appliances and 
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Criteria 
Greenlane 

Landfill      
Toronto 

Covanta EFW Dongara Waste 
Pellets 

Lafleche 
Landfill 

Modern 
Landfill 

Walker Landfill 
NWS 

Twin Creeks 
Landfill WMC

Essex Windsor 
Landfill 

Approvals & 
Permitting 
Requirements 

Major 
Advantage 
Already has 
Approvals 

Major 
Advantage 
Already has 
Approvals 

Advantage 
Needs to amend 
CoA to accept 

Simcoe residual 
garbage 

Major 
Advantage 
Already has 
Approvals 

Major 
Advantage 
Already has 
Approvals 

Major 
Advantage 
Already has 
Approvals 

Major 
Advantage 
Already has 
Approvals 

Major 
Advantage 
Already has 
Approvals 

Degree of 
Risk to the 
County to 
Provide 
Security for 
Residual 
garbage 
Disposal 
Capacity 

Neutral 
Outside Simcoe 

borders but 
inside Ontario 

borders 

Disadvantage 
Outside Ontario 

borders 

Neutral 
Outside Simcoe 

borders but 
inside Ontario 

borders 

Neutral 
Outside Simcoe 

borders but 
inside Ontario 

borders 

Disadvantage 
Outside Ontario 

borders 

Neutral 
Outside Simcoe 

borders but 
inside Ontario 

borders 

Neutral 
Outside Simcoe 

borders but 
inside Ontario 

borders 

Neutral 
Outside Simcoe 

borders but 
inside Ontario 

borders 

Overall 
Ranking 

Neutral to 
Advantage 

Neutral to 
Advantage 

Neutral to 
Disadvantage

Neutral Neutral to 
Advantage 

Neutral to 
Advantage 

Neutral to 
Advantage 

Neutral to 
Advantage 

 

8.2.4 Recommended Concept for Short-term Garbage Disposal 

The short-term vision for garbage disposal in Simcoe County consists of two major initiatives: 

1. Modifications to currently operating landfills (such as enhanced operations, for example grinding 
bulky wastes, increased enforcement of separation of materials at the landfill sites and transfer 
stations). 

2. Use of residual disposal facilities outside the County. 

The amount of residual garbage to be disposed of within/outside the County would be dependent on the 
source of the garbage (e.g., transfer curbside garbage only outside the County as this could more easily 
be directed to transfer facilities) and the guaranteed pricing obtained through a competitive bidding 
process and/or the use of spot markets. 

The Greenlane Landfill, the Covanta EFW, the Modern Landfill, the Walker Landfill, the Twin Creeks 
Landfill and the Essex Windsor Landfill all rate approximately the same in the overall ranking for the best 
option for the short term management of Simcoe’s residual garbage. However, based on total 
disposal/haulage cost and shortest distance to travel for the transportation of waste from Simcoe to the 
disposal/processing facility, the Modern Landfill ($50/tonne, 210 km) and the Covanta EFW ($54/tonne, 
220 km) have the two lowest costs and the second and third lowest distance respectively to travel.  

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                           
cardboard ($2,437,348/58,606 tonnes = $41.59/tonne). 
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Option:  Use of Residual Disposal Facilities Outside Simcoe County 

Short-term or Long-term  Option • Both short-term and long-term option. 
Interaction with other System 
Components 

• Would require development of transfer station(s) to consolidate 
and direct waste out of the County. 

Potential Cost Implications • Capital and operating costs for transfer station(s) to be 
determined based on volume of materials managed. 

• Tipping fees for use of external disposal capacity that may be 
higher than current fees/costs incurred by the County. 

• Potential to increase overall disposal costs for the County. 
Potential Change in Diversion • In the scenario where County residual garbage is directed to an 

EFW facility the metals recovered from EFW can be accounted 
for in diversion.  

• Could increase diversion by an additional 3% per year. 
Potential for System Efficiencies 
and Improvements in Level of 
Service 

• Lessen waste being disposed in County landfills. 

Potential Processing or Disposal 
Capacity Requirements 

• Could increase landfill disposal capacity in the County by 3-10 
years or potentially longer, depending on the quantity of residual 
garbage exported. 

•  In the scenario where County residual garbage is directed to an 
EFW facility and EFW ash is sent back to the County for disposal 
there is the potential for the County to gain landfill capacity 
because the EFW ash takes significantly less volume in the 
landfill compared to raw waste being placed into the landfill. 
(approximately 90% reduction in volume disposed).  

General Implementation 
Requirements 

• Approvals, design and development of transfer facility (ies) 
should current transfer capacity be insufficient. 

• Conduct due diligence of waste disposal facility(s) to be used. 
• Negotiate a contract for waste disposal capacity provider(s). 

General Implementation 
Timeframe 

• 12 or more months. 

Ability to Adjust Option to 
Changes to the WDA 

• This is a flexible waste disposal option.  
• Should changes to the WDA reduce quantities of residual 

garbage disposed it would simply reduce quantities of waste 
transferred out of the County. 

• May result in increased cost for disposal if disposal levy imposed 
under WDA. 

 

Generally, the recommendations for short-term garbage disposal align with the preferences 
expressed by the public during consultation. Of all the landfill options, there was general support 
for modifying the current landfill facilities to extend the life of the sites, but not for banning the 
disposal of commercial waste at these sites.  Opinion on export of garbage outside the County 
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in the short term was relatively evenly split for/against, although there was more support for 
export to processing facilities (e.g. EFW) than to outside landfills.  

8.2.4.1 Implementation Considerations 

1. During the short-term, annual landfill surveys should be continued in order to assess the 
remaining capacity at the current operating landfills.  Continued compaction of the waste 
mass over time, coupled with increased diversion should continue to slow the rate of 
consumption of the existing airspace. 

2. Continued haul of bulky non-putrescible wastes and potential grinding of this waste prior 
to disposal at the Collingwood landfill, should also contribute to saving landfill capacity.  
In year 1 of the SWMS, the County should examine pricing for appropriate grinding 
systems and undertake a cost-benefit analysis to verify potential savings and the pay-
back period for such equipment. 

3. In year 1 of the SWMS, County Council should be requested to reconsider the current 
policy with respect to no waste import/export. 

4. In year 1 of the SWMS the County should issue an RFQ or RFP seeking pricing and 
terms for the short-term export of garbage to sites located outside the County.  Selection 
of the preferred option(s) and determination of the actual quantity of curbside waste that 
would be hauled outside the County, would be contingent on the cost of haul and tipping 
fees being somewhat comparable to current landfill costs. 

8.3 Long-term Disposal of Remaining Garbage 

8.3.1 Overview of Long-term Disposal Requirements 

Over the 20-year planning period, it is expected that there would continue to be a portion of the 
waste stream that would remain as residual garbage requiring disposal.  The potential quantity 
and composition of the long-term residual garbage stream that would require disposal, is 
expected to change to reflect the implementation of additional diversion options and changes in 
provincial policy. 

The opportunity for the County to access existing long-term disposal capacity both inside and 
outside Ontario is an option that can be investigated as well as the option to develop new 
disposal capacity either by the County on its own or in partnership with another private or 
municipal entity, especially those municipalities contiguous to the County. New and emerging 
disposal technologies such as thermal processing of waste can be considered. Three other 
landfills in the County, Sites 9, 12 and 42 are at varying stages of approval with the MOE, with 
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Sites 9 and 12 having EA and EPA approvals but not approved Design and Operations plans 
(although the plan for Site 9 is with the MOE), while Site 42 has only EA approval. The option of 
pursuing the development of one, two or all three of these sites is an option that could apply in 
the long-term.  The ultimate outcome of this portion of the overall strategy is to secure a long 
term solution for the management of the County’s residual garbage for the duration of the 
planning period and potentially beyond.  As a result a total of three options have been identified 
that could secure long-term residual garbage disposal capacity for the County as noted below.  
The first of these options involves landfill disposal within the County, the second involves the 
use of residual garbage disposal capacity outside the County, essentially similar to the option 
described in 8.2.3 for the short-term, and the third involves the development of a residual 
garbage disposal facility either inside or outside the County and possibly in a partnership with 
either other municipalities or the private sector. 

8.3.2 Landfill Disposal Within the County 

In September 2009 resolution 2009-244 was approved by Simcoe County Council “THAT 
construction and all future development of the North Simcoe Landfill Site (Site 41) be 
discontinued”.  The Strategy will therefore not consider Site 41 further as a landfill option. 

8.3.2.1 Modification to Current Landfills 

Determine if any active County landfills can be expanded by up to 100,000 m3 through an 
environmental screening process. Expansion of disposal capacity beyond 100,000 m3 at any 
landfill would trigger an individual environmental assessment, which would involve a more 
prolonged and costly approvals process.  The major constraints to expanding existing landfills 
are site and technical constraints along with the potential for public concern. Should public 
concern regarding a landfill expansion be aggressive and of a long duration, the will of the 
County decision makers to proceed may be affected and the cost to complete the environmental 
screening could become excessive.  This is especially the case if the  expansion application is 
‘bumped up’ from an environmental screening to an individual EA. All of the active sites have 
leachate collection and treatment systems in place if required, with some reliance on natural 
attenuation for leachate produced prior to the installation of liner and collection systems for the 
sites. As a landfill site is expanded, additional leachate will be produced and the contaminating 
life of the landfill will be increased.  

Simcoe Landfill No. 10 

The following information is taken from the 2007 Annual Report on Landfill Development, 
Operation and Monitoring dated March 2008, prepared by Henderson Paddon & Associates, 
Civil and Environmental Engineering Consultants. 
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County of Simcoe Landfill No. 10 (Nottawasaga) is located on the west half of Lot 30, 
Concession 1, former Township of Nottawasaga, which is presently part of the Township of 
Clearview. The site was opened in 1968 and is currently operated under Provisional CoA 
No.A252501. The landfill has a partially clay lined base and a leachate collection system. The 
leachate collected is taken to a sewage treatment facility for processing. As of November 2009 
the site capacity remaining for the disposal of waste and placement of soil daily/interim cover is 
estimated at 165,200 m3. White goods, scrap metal, tires, shingles, drywall, blue box 
recyclables, household hazardous waste, wood, electronics and yard waste are received 
separately at the landfill and diverted from disposal. 

The hydrostratigraphic units below the site are as follows, beginning with the unit immediately 
below the landfill base: 

• surficial sand 

• upper confining layer  

• upper aquifer 

• intermediate confining layer  

• lower aquifer   

• lower aquitard  

• bedrock. 

According to Henderson Paddon and Associates, the groundwater quality in the surficial sand 
aquifer is slightly affected by the unlined west part of the landfill and other landfill activities but 
these impacts are generally attenuated within the site’s boundaries. Relatively unimpacted 
groundwater quality is observed in the upper aquifer and the lower aquifer is not impacted by 
the landfill. The landfill has minimal effect on water quality in Lamont Creek. Similar chemistry 
and no significant difference in concentrations of chemical parameters are observed upstream 
and downstream of the landfill. The consultant summarizes that the landfill has minimal effect on 
groundwater and surface water resources.  

Simcoe Landfill No. 11 

The following information is taken from the 2008 Annual Report dated May 2009, prepared by 
Jagger Hims Ltd., Environmental Consulting Engineers. 

Simcoe Landfill Site No. 11 (Oro) is located in Part of West Half of East Half of Lot 10, 
Concession 6, Oro-Medonte Township. Landfilling commenced at the Site in approximately 
1945. The Site was first licensed by the MOE in 1972 and operates under Provisional CoA 
number A252701.  The Site comprises 20.2 ha, of which 16.8 ha are licensed for waste 
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disposal. As of November 2009, it is estimated that the remaining capacity is 431,590 m3. White 
goods, scrap metal, tires, shingles, drywall, blue box recyclables, household hazardous waste, 
wood, electronics and yard waste are received separately at the landfill and diverted from 
disposal. 

Initially, prior to County assumption of waste responsibility, garbage was deposited in an 
abandoned sand pit near the south property boundary. After County assumption of waste 
responsibility, the disposal area was lined with a 750 mm clay liner which is overlain by a HDPE 
liner and the waste outside of the lined landfill was mined, screened and placed onto the lined 
section of the landfill. Leachate is collected and transported off site for treatment and disposal. 

The hydrostratigraphic units underlying the landfill are as follows, beginning with the unit 
immediately below the landfill base: 

• an unconfined aquifer consisting of discontinuous layers of mainly sand and gravel, which 
extend to depths of approximately 18.5 m to 38.0 m below ground surface  

• a silty sand till aquitard 

• a confined groundwater aquifer consisting of a layer of sandy silt to silty sand  

According to Jagger Hims Limited, there is leachate influenced groundwater migrating 
southeasterly to easterly from the formerly unlined portion of the landfill site. With the 
completion of the refuse mining within the old cell area, Jagger Hims Limited expects that water 
quality within this area will continue to improve over time, as the elevated concentrations are 
attenuated by infiltration and lateral groundwater flow. Simcoe currently owns the groundwater 
rights of the former Hardwood Hills property down gradient of the landfill site and has 
established this area as a Contaminant Attenuation Zone (CAZ). Based on MOE Guideline B-7 
criteria, the concentrations of parameters within the unconfined aquifer and confined aquifer 
presently satisfy the criteria for reasonable use at the CAZ boundary. The surface water 
samples taken by Jagger Hims Limited from Hawkestone Creek do not show a landfill influence. 
Hawkestone Creek is located within a wetland area and given the distance between the landfill 
and the surface water, Jagger Hims concludes that it is not likely that there would be a landfill 
influence. In addition Jagger Hims concludes that based on the groundwater monitoring data, 
the liner is functioning as designed to contain the leachate and the site is operating in 
accordance with the existing Provisional CoA. 

Simcoe Landfill No. 13 

The following information is taken from the 2008 Annual Monitoring Report dated June 2009, 
prepared by Jagger Hims Ltd., Environmental Consulting Engineers. 
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Simcoe currently operates Landfill No. 13 (Tosorontio) under Provisional CoA No. A253201 in 
Lot 17, Concession 4, Township of Adjala-Tosorontio. The Site comprises 11 ha of which 4 ha 
are licensed for waste disposal. As of November 2009 the remaining capacity at the Site is 
estimated at 127,300 m3. White goods, scrap metal, tires, shingles, drywall, blue box 
recyclables, household hazardous waste, wood, electronics and yard waste are received 
separately at the landfill and diverted from disposal.  

The landfill is lined with a clay barrier system and the leachate is collected and treated at a 
sewage treatment plant off site. Prior to placing the clay barrier, waste was placed directly on 
the unlined landfill base. Subsequent to the clay liner being installed, all wastes in the unlined 
portion of the landfill area were mined and placed into the lined section of the landfill. Simcoe 
has purchased a 30 m wide area of land abutting the south property boundary in 1998, and the 
lands located between the landfill site and the Pine River in 1999, as a buffer and attenuation 
zone. 

The hydrostratigraphic units underlying the landfill are as follows, beginning with the unit 
immediately below the landfill base: 

• an unconfined shallow aquifer consisting of sand and silt 

• a clayey silt aquitard 

• a confined aquifer consisting of sand and silt 

Jagger Hims Limited, the consulting firm that prepares the annual monitoring report for the 
landfill, makes the following conclusions: 

• Natural water quality in the shallow flow system is relatively poor. 

• There is a plume that originated from the refuse in the historically unlined portion of the 
site, which is migrating under the base of the landfill; there is a long-term trend towards 
reduced chemical concentrations although some specific parameters are still increasing.  

• The concentration of some parameters exceeded MOE Guideline B-7 criteria at the down 
gradient CAZ because of the landfill site; however the CAZ area is sufficient to provide 
adequate attenuation of landfill related parameters at the compliance boundary. 

• There is no evidence of parameter movement through the aquitard into the confined 
aquifer. 

•  Surface water in the Pine River is not being measurably affected by the landfill site. 

• The liner system installed as part of the redevelopment of the site is performing as 
designed. There is no evidence of leakage of leachate through the liner. 
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Option:  Landfill Expansion 

Short-term  or Long-term  Option • Long-term option. 
Interaction with other System 
Components 

• None. 

Potential Cost Implications • There will be a cost to complete EA screening and EPA 
approvals (C of A amendment), and to physically expand the 
site(s). 

Potential Change in Diversion • Not applicable. 
Potential for System Efficiencies 
and Improvements in Level of 
Service 

• Create more landfill disposal capacity. 

Potential Processing or Disposal 
Capacity Requirements 

• Each site that is expanded could add approximately 1 year of 
additional capacity to the existing disposal system. 

General Implementation 
Requirements 

• Environmental screening. 
• EPA approvals (C of A amendments). 
• Physical expansion of site(s). 

General Implementation 
Timeframe 

• 1 to 2 years per site; might be able to run concurrent 
environmental assessments or one to capture all expansions. 

Ability to Adjust Option to 
Changes to the WDA 

• This is a flexible waste disposal option.  
• Should changes to the WDA reduce quantities of residual 

garbage disposed it would simply reduce quantities of waste 
disposed in these landfills and prolong the life of the sites. 

• Disposal levy may be imposed under WDA. 
 

8.3.2.2 Development of Permitted Sites (9, 12, and 42) 

A preliminary review of the approvals status for Sites 9, 12 and 42, shows that there is a 
potential for the development of one, two or all three of these sites in the long term. There have 
been no discussions with the MOE to date in the preparation of the strategy. In order to 
determine if there is merit in pursuing development of any of these sites such discussions would 
be necessary. 

County of Simcoe Landfill Site No. 9 

The County of Simcoe Landfill Site No.9 is located in the west half of Lot 17, Concession 13, 
Severn Township, in the County of Simcoe. The site is comprised of 40.5 ha of County owned 
property of which 8.1ha (20 acres) are licensed for waste disposal with a total approved waste 
disposal capacity of 247,900 m3. The landfill is licensed to operate under Provisional Certificate 
of Approval (CoA) No. A252403, issued by the Ministry of the Environment (MOE) on 
September 18, 1973. The CoA has been amended by the MOE on different occasions over the 
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years. On February 11, 2005, the CoA was amended by Notice No. 5 which revoked and 
replaced Condition No. 6 with the following: 

No waste shall be disposed at the landfill until the Owner submits the Design and Operation 
Plan or Closure Plan required under Condition 5(a) above and is approved by the Director with 
the exception of waste historically located within the buffer zones which may be excavated and 
re-landfilled within the approved footprint, in accordance with the Application for a Certificate of 
Approval dated May 7, 2004 and signed by Rob McCullough, County of Simcoe, including all 
attached documents and plans. 

As a result of this amendment the County hired the consulting firm of Urban and Environmental 
Management Inc. to prepare the Design and Operation (D&O) Plan in order to fulfill the first 
option of the amended Condition No. 6 of the CoA. The D&O Plan was submitted to the MOE in 
the summer of 2005 and as of the date of this report, the County has not received a response 
from the MOE.  

When landfill operations were terminated, the landfill had received approximately 100,000 m3 of 
waste and soil cover. The D&O Plan provided the details for the development of an engineered 
landfill, with a liner and leachate control system, on the area of the landfill that was to receive 
the 147,900 m3 of total airspace that remained unused. The D&O Plan also provided an option 
to mine the in place waste and soil cover in the landfill, extend the engineered landfill footprint to 
cover the area under the in situ  landfill mass and place the screened waste into the newly lined 
landfill.  

According to the 2008 annual monitoring report produced by  Jagger Hims Limited, there is 
leachate being produced from the refuse on site mainly because of incident precipitation 
however, the site is in compliance with MOE Guideline B-7 water quality criteria at the boundary 
of the contaminant attenuation zone. Jagger Hims also concluded that there is no measurable 
effect of combustible gas beyond the refuse disposal area. The option to further develop the 
existing landfill at Site No. 9 has been evaluated below using the evaluation criteria. 

County of Simcoe Landfill Site No. 12 

The County of Simcoe Landfill Site No.12 is located in the south half of Lot 13, Concession 12,  
Clearview Township, in the County of Simcoe. The site is comprised of 40.5 ha of County 
owned property of which 24 ha (59 acres) are licensed for waste disposal with a total approved 
waste disposal capacity of 877,000 m3. The landfill is licensed to operate under Provisional CoA 
No. A252802, issued by the MOE on August 18, 1972. The CoA has been amended by the 
MOE on different occasions over the years. On February 5, 2004, the CoA was amended by 
adding a number of conditions including the following Condition 2: 
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The County of Simcoe shall not receive any waste onto the Site until such time as a complete 
and detailed “Design and Operations Plan” prepared by a qualified Engineer has been 
submitted to and approved by the Director,…….. 

It is understood that the site was used as a landfill from 1973 to 1998 and to date the County 
has not yet developed a D&O Plan for the site since it is still awaiting comments from the MOE 
on the D&O Plan it submitted on the Landfill No. 9 site. The landfill presently contains 100,000 
m3 of waste and daily cover. Once the County receives feedback from the MOE on its Landfill 
No. 9 D&O Plan, it will assess the feasibility of proceeding with the preparation of a D&O Plan 
for Landfill No. 12. The property to the north of the site is County Forest and is owned by the 
County of Simcoe. 

According to the 2008 annual monitoring report produced by Jagger Hims Limited there is 
leachate being produced from the refuse on site because of incident precipitation. The leachate 
is entering the shallow groundwater system and migrating northerly onto the adjacent County 
Forest land, which has been established as a contaminant attenuation zone. Based on the 
available monitoring data, Jagger Hims concludes that there is sufficient land within the County 
Forest for contaminant attenuation purposes and that there is no measurable effect of 
combustible gas beyond the refuse disposal area. The option to further develop the existing 
landfill at Site No. 12 has been evaluated below using the evaluation criteria. 

Proposed County of Simcoe Landfill Site No. 42 

In the mid 1990s, the Georgian Triangle Waste Management Master Plan prepared by Fenco 
MacLaren Inc. was submitted to the MOE by the County of Simcoe for review and approval 
pursuant to the requirements of the Ontario Environmental Assessment Act and Regulation 334. 
The document presented an overview of the planning process leading to the identification of a 
proposed landfill site situated in the Township of Clearview. The proposed landfill site is located 
along the south side of Sideroad 30/31, approximately 1.1 km west of Highway 26 on part Lot 
30 of Concession 4 with a small portion on Lot 29, Concession 4 and Lot 30, Concession 3, all 
in the former Township of Nottawasaga.  

The Environmental Assessment for the development of the proposed landfill was approved by 
the MOEE in the late 1990s. The total area of the site is 49 ha of which approximately 19 ha (47 
acres) are to be used for the disposal of waste. The approximate landfill capacity of the site is 
908,000 tonnes based on an in place refuse density of 600 kg/m3. The site was never 
developed by the County of Simcoe and has some issues that need to be addressed, in 
particular the bird control program for the site, considering its proximity to an airport. The option 
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to develop a landfill on Site No. 42 has been evaluated below using the seven evaluation 
criteria. 

 
Option:  Development of Sites 9, 12, and 42 

Short-term  or Long-term  Option • Long-term. 
Interaction with other System 
Components 

• None 

Potential Cost Implications • TBD 
• Cost to complete approvals process and to develop the sites. 

Potential Change in Diversion • Not applicable. 
Potential for System Efficiencies 
and Improvements in Level of 
Service 

• Create more landfill disposal capacity. 

Potential Processing or Disposal 
Capacity Requirements 

• If all three sites are developed it could create an additional ~21 
years of disposal capacity. 

General Implementation 
Requirements 

• Complete permitting process as necessary 
• Issue RFP for the development of the landfills.  
• Select vendor(s) to develop sites and negotiate contract(s) with 

vendor(s), 
General Implementation 
Timeframe 

• 3 to 6 years in total for all three sites. 

Ability to Adjust Option to 
Changes to the WDA 

• This is a flexible waste disposal option.  
• Should changes to the WDA reduce quantities of residual 

garbage disposed it would simply reduce quantities of waste 
disposed in these landfills and prolong the life of the sites. 

• Disposal levy may be imposed under WDA. 

8.3.2.3 New Landfill Facility 

As shown in Figure 16, the amount of residential and ICI residual garbage that will require 
disposal over the 20 year planning period is approximately 1,450,000 tonnes.  

As of November 2009, the total remaining airspace available for disposal at the three active 
County landfill sites (excluding Collingwood which cannot accept putrescible waste) is estimated 
to be approximately 724,090  m3.  In 2009, the County placed approximately 53,000 tonnes of 
waste into the three MSW landfills. Assuming a waste/soil cover density of 665 kg/m3, the 
estimated total disposal capacity remaining at the three County landfills is approximately 
480,000 tonnes.  

In order to provide for the landfill disposal of all County managed residual garbage during the 
planning period, 1,450,000 – 480,000 = 970,000 tonnes of new capacity are required. The 
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option to develop a greenfield landfill with a total waste disposal capacity of approximately 1 
million tonnes was examined using the seven evaluation criteria (Section 8.3.2.4) 

 
Option:  New County-wide Landfill Facility 

Short-term or Long-term Option • Long-term option. 
Interaction with other System 
Components 

• None. 

Potential Cost Implications • Cost to undertake an EA and to complete EPA approvals as well 
as design, construction and operations.   

• Generally new landfills cost significantly greater per tonne to 
operate than older sites. 

Potential Change in Diversion • Minimal, some potential to develop on-site diversion facilities 
similar to existing depots at operating landfills. 

Potential for System Efficiencies 
and Improvements in Level of 
Service 

• Over time, disposal system would become more efficient if only a 
single landfill were operated. 

Potential Processing or Disposal 
Capacity Requirements 

• 2 million m3 of capacity or more would be sought, as would want 
to secure 20 years or more capacity with some contingency.  

General Implementation 
Requirements 

• EA Terms of Reference. 
• EA Study. 
• EPA approvals and permitting. 
• Procurement and Site Development. 

General Implementation 
Timeframe 

• Could be between 3 and 6 years. 

Ability to Adjust Option to 
Changes to the WDA 

• This is a flexible waste disposal option.  
• Should changes to the WDA reduce quantities of residual 

garbage disposed it would simply reduce quantities of waste 
disposed and prolong the life of the site. 

• Disposal levy may be imposed under WDA. 

8.3.2.4 Evaluation of Options for the Development of Permitted or New Landfill within 
the County 

As described in the two preceding Sections 8.3.2.2 and 8.3.2.3, there exists the possibility to 
either develop partially permitted Sites 9, 12, and 42 into additional long-term capacity or to 
develop a new landfill site in the County.  A review of each of the evaluation criterion is shown 
below for each of these four landfill options.  
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Criteria 1 - Potential Incremental Increase in Residential and IC&I Diversion Rates 

All four options have no impact on Criterion 1 therefore they are all rated neutral. 

Criteria 2 - Potential Decrease in Required Landfill Capacity 

All four options have no impact on criteria 2 therefore they are all rated neutral. 

Criteria 3 - Potential Change in Net Emissions to Air and Water 

Air Emissions 

Landfill gas is produced by the natural biodegradation of organic waste in a landfill. The major 
constituents of the landfill gas are methane and carbon dioxide. Methane gas and carbon 
dioxide are greenhouse gases which contribute to the problem of global warming.  In addition 
small amounts of other compounds such as hydrogen sulphide, mercaptans and non-methane 
organic compounds may also be present in landfill gas. These trace components may create 
nuisance odours and affect air quality. 

Ontario Regulation 232/98, which applies to the development of landfill sites in Ontario, requires 
that only landfill sites with a total waste disposal capacity greater than 1.5 million m3 
(approximately 1.1 million tonnes) need to have a landfill gas collection and processing system 
in place. In addition, the concentration of methane gas below the surface of the land at the 
boundary of the site must be less than 2.5 per cent by volume. 

Each of the four landfill options being considered will have a total waste disposal capacity below 
the established regulatory limit and therefore will not require the development of a gas collection 
system. Since all four options would be developed with a landfill liner at the base, there should 
be no landfill gas migration below the surface of the land. 

All four sites are ranked as a disadvantage related to air emissions since all are considered 
small capacity sites (less than 1.5 million m3 of airspace). Site Nos. 9 and 12 have the potential 
to produce a greater degree of air emissions because of the proposed landfill mining however, 
the potentially greater emissions that could result from the mining is offset because these two 
landfills have the smallest waste disposal capacities of the four landfill options. 

Water Emissions 

One of the byproducts of developing a landfill is leachate. Leachate is water that has come in 
contact with the waste mass and has leached various contaminants out of the waste. Since all 
four sites will be lined according to the stringent requirements of Ontario Regulation 232/98, it is 
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anticipated that there will be no impact on surface and ground water, since all the leachate 
sitting on the liner will be collected and sent to the appropriate facility for treatment. Accordingly 
Site No. 42 and the greenfield site are ranked as neutral regarding water emissions. Site Nos. 9 
and 12 are ranked as major advantage since the existing contaminated waste masses that are 
in place at both those sites will be mined and placed on the lined cell of the new landfill, thereby 
cutting of the source of leachate contamination of the surface and ground water at both these 
sites. 

Combining the ratings for Air and Water together we have determined that in terms of the 
Potential Change in Net Emissions to Air and Water Sites 9 and 12 will be ranked as Neutral 
and Sites 42 and the new Greenfield site will be ranked as Disadvantage. 

Criteria 4 - Potential to Enhance/Improve Levels of Service 

If one or more of the four landfill sites are developed, it will provide additional disposal facilities 
for the businesses and residents of Simcoe County. Accordingly all four sites are ranked as an 
advantage in terms of enhancing the levels of service to the County. 

Criteria 5 - Potential Range of Capital and Operating Costs 

In order to provide estimates for the capital costs for the four landfill options being considered, 
information regarding the development of the Brighton Landfill in Northumberland County was 
used as a relatively good comparator to the four proposed Simcoe landfill options. The Brighton 
landfill presently has a landfill footprint of approximately 34 acres and a portion of the base was 
developed with a landfill liner and leachate collection system in 2007. The County of 
Northumberland performed some test pilots to determine the cost of landfill mining and is 
presently pursuing an option to expand the waste disposal capacity of the landfill. 

In 2007 approximately 6 acres of the Brighton landfill base was lined and provided with a 
leachate collection system at a cost of $1.52 million, resulting in a unit cost of approximately 
$253,000 per acre. The cost of using private sector forces and equipment  to mine, screen and 
transport the in place waste and soil cover mass was approximately $530/hour and the rate of 
processing at the Brighton landfill mining pilots and at other Ontario landfills varied but an 
average number is approximately 40 tonnes/hour. 

The operating cost per tonne for the three active Simcoe landfill sites, that can accept municipal 
waste, was calculated based on 2008 budget financial and tonnage numbers.  The average 
operating cost per tonne of material disposed, excluding all the costs for the management of 
shingles, tires, drywall, appliances and cardboard, was approximately $42/tonne.  
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Site No. 9 

Estimated capital cost to place liner and leachate collection system: 20 acres of base x 
$253,000/acre = $5,060,000 

Estimated cost to mine, screen and transport insitu waste mass to lined landfill: 100,000 m3 x 
700 kg/m3 = 70,000 tonnes13 at 40 tonnes/hour = 1,750 hours x $530/hour = $927,500 

Available landfill capacity: 247,900 m3 x 700kg/m3 = 173,530 tonnes – 35,000 tonnes (overs 
from screening process) = 138,530 tonnes 

Estimated operating cost over the life of the landfill: 138,530 tonnes x $42/tonne = $5,818,260 

Post closure costs for 25 years based on leachate collection/treatment and annual monitoring 
report: 25 years x $75,000/year = $1,875,000 

Estimated total cost per tonne: $13,680,760/138,530 tonnes = $98.76/tonne 

Site No. 12 

Estimated capital cost to place liner and leachate collection system: 59 acres of base x 
$253,000/acre = $14,927,000 

Estimated cost to mine, screen and transport insitu waste mass to lined landfill: 100,000 m3 x 
700 kg/m3 = 70,000 tonnes14 at 40 tonnes/hour = 1,750 hours x $530/hour = $927,500 

Available landfill capacity: 877,000 m3 x 700kg/m3 = 613,900 tonnes – 35,000 tonnes (overs 
from screening process) = 578,900 tonnes 

Estimated operating cost over the life of the landfill: 578,900 tonnes x $42/tonne = $24,313,800 

Post closure costs for 25 years based on leachate collection/treatment and annual monitoring 
report: 25 years x $175,000/year = $4,375,000 

Estimated total cost per tonne: $44,543,300/578,900 tonnes = $76.95/tonne 
                                                      

13 Assume that 50% of the tonnage will be overs that will need to be placed back into the lined landfill and the other 50% will be fines 
that can be used as soil cover on the landfill. 

 

14 Assume that 50% of the tonnage will be overs that will need to be placed back into the lined landfill and the other 50% will be fines 
that can be used as soil cover on the landfill. 
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Site No. 42 

Estimated cost to complete outstanding environmental studies: $400,000 

Estimated capital cost to place liner and leachate collection system: 47 acres of base x 
$253,000/acre = $11,891,000 

Available landfill capacity: 908,000 tonnes 

Estimated operating cost over the life of the landfill: 908,000 tonnes x $42/tonne = $38,136,000 

Post closure costs for 25 years based on leachate collection/treatment and annual monitoring 
report: 25 years x $142,000/year = $3,550,000 

Estimated total cost per tonne: $53,977,000/908,000 tonnes = $59.45/tonne 

Greenfield Site 

Estimated cost for EA approval: $5,000,000 +/- 50% 

Estimated capital cost to place liner and leachate collection system: 47 acres of base x 
$253,000/acre = $11,891,000 

Available landfill capacity: 972,000 tonnes 

Estimated operating cost over the life of the landfill: 972,000 tonnes x $42/tonne = $40,824,000 

Post closure costs for 25 years based on leachate collection/treatment and annual monitoring 
report: 25 years x $142,000/year = $3,550,000 

Estimated total cost per tonne: $61,265,000/972,000 tonnes = $63.03/tonne 

Assuming that the lowest disposal fee per tonne, over the next 20 years, to use existing waste 
disposal facilities outside the boundaries of Simcoe County is $58/tonne (Essex Windsor), then 
the ranking of each of the four landfill options is as follows: 

Site No. 9: Disadvantage 

Site No. 12: Disadvantage 

Site No. 42: Neutral 

Greenfield Site: Neutral 
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Criteria 6 - Approvals/Permitting Requirements 

Site Nos. 9 and 12 are already licensed and possess a CoA from the MOE to operate as a 
landfill site, both sites require approved D&O plans. Since both these sites have a CoA, it is 
anticipated that the further approvals/requirements that might be imposed by the MOE, as a 
condition of continuing waste disposal operations at the sites, will be of a minor nature when 
compared to the requirements of an individual environmental assessment (EA) that would be 
required for the greenfield landfill. An individual EA for a landfill of this size could take between 3 
and 6 years to complete and could cost between $4 and $6 million. Site No. 42 has received EA 
approval but requires approval under the EPA. To pursue the development of this site, the EA 
study may need to be revisited and potentially enhanced. Accordingly Site Nos. 9 and 12 have 
been ranked as a major advantage for criteria 6, Site No. 42 as a disadvantage and the 
greenfield site as a major disadvantage. 

Criteria 7- Degree of Risk to the County to Provide Security for Residual garbage Disposal 
Capacity 

The County has numerous options in securing residual garbage disposal capacity by using one 
of the following: 

• Proven disposal technologies within County borders. 

• Proven disposal technologies outside of County borders but within Ontario. 

• Proven disposal technologies outside of County borders and outside of Ontario borders. 

• New and emerging disposal technologies within County borders. 

• New and emerging disposal technologies outside of County borders but within Ontario. 

The five options shown above can be implemented solely by the County or jointly with other 
partners. In addition, the County can own the residual garbage facility on its own or jointly with 
others or can use third party owned facilities. 

The highest degree of security is achieved by the County owning a residual garbage disposal 
facility using proven technologies within County borders. Other options, which consider 
partnerships, unproven technologies and residual garbage disposal facilities outside County 
borders, and in particular outside Ontario borders, present varying degrees of risks for the 
County. Accordingly, since all four sites meet the criteria for the highest degree of security for 
the County they are all ranked as a major advantage. 

The table below (Table 17Table 17) shows the ranking of each criterion for each landfill option 
and the overall ranking for each landfill option. 
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Table 17  Evaluation of Options for Landfill within the County  

Criteria Site No. 9 Site No. 12 Site No.42 Greenfield 
Site 

Potential Incremental Increase 
in Residential and IC&I 
Diversion Rates 

Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral 

Potential Decrease in Required 
Landfill Capacity 

Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral 

Potential Change in Net 
Emissions to Air and Water 

Neutral Neutral Disadvantage Disadvantage

Potential to Enhance/Improve 
Levels of Service 

Advantage Advantage Advantage Advantage 

Potential Range of Capital and 
Operating Costs 

Major 
Disadvantage

Disadvantage Neutral Neutral 

Approvals/Permitting 
Requirements 

Major 
Advantage 

Major 
Advantage 

Disadvantage Major 
Disadvantage

Degree of Risk to the County to 
Provide Security for Residual 
garbage Disposal Capacity 

Major 
Advantage 

Major 
Advantage 

Major 
Advantage 

Major 
Advantage 

Overall Ranking Neutral to 
Advantage 

Advantage Neutral Neutral 

 

8.3.3 Use of Residual garbage Disposal Capacity Outside Simcoe County 

Section 8.2.3 examined opportunities to export waste in the short-term to municipally or 
privately owned disposal facilities in or outside Ontario, including exploring opportunities in 
contiguous municipalities to Simcoe.  This section is similar to Section 8.2.3 except other 
facilities might become available in the long term that weren’t available in the short term such as 
the proposed Alter NRG energy recovery facility in Dufferin County. 

In the short-term evaluation eight of the potential export opportunities for the management of 
Simcoe’s waste management needs were reviewed and rated against the criteria (Table 18).    
Of these eight, only four were willing to commit to having available capacity in the long-term.  
These four export opportunities are reviewed and rated against the criteria in the following table 
(Table 18). 
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Table 18  Evaluation of Export Options 
Criteria Dongara Waste 

Pellets 
Walker Landfill 

NWS 
Twin Creeks 
Landfill WMC 

Essex Windsor 
Landfill 

Potential Incremental 
Increase in Residential 
and IC&I Diversion 
Rates 

Neutral          
No impact on 
this criterion. 

Neutral          
No impact on 
this criterion. 

Neutral          
No impact on 
this criterion. 

Neutral          
No impact on 
this criterion. 

Potential Decrease in 
Required Landfill 
Capacity 

Major 
Advantage   
Will not 
decrease need 
for landfill 
capacity but will 
provide Simcoe 
landfill capacity. 

Major 
Advantage   
Will not 
decrease need 
for landfill 
capacity but will 
provide Simcoe 
landfill capacity. 
 

Major 
Advantage   
Will not 
decrease need 
for landfill 
capacity but will 
provide Simcoe 
landfill capacity.  
 

Major 
Advantage   
Will not 
decrease need 
for landfill 
capacity but will 
provide Simcoe 
landfill capacity.  
 

Potential Change in 
Net Emissions to Air 
and Water 

Neutral          
No water 
impacts; burning 
of fossil fuels to 
transport waste 
~70 km and 
pellets for ~350 
km as compared 
to Simcoe 
landfills which 
do not have gas 
collection. 

Neutral    
Landfill liner with 
leachate 
treatment; gas 
collection 
system as 
compared to 
Simcoe landfills, 
offset by burning 
of fossil fuels to 
transport waste 
~200 km. 

Neutral   
Landfill liner with 
leachate 
treatment; gas 
collection 
system as 
compared to 
Simcoe landfills, 
offset by burning 
of fossil fuels to 
transport waste 
~310 km. 

Disadvantage 
to Neutral 
Landfill liner with 
leachate 
treatment; gas 
collection 
system as 
compared to 
Simcoe landfills, 
offset by burning 
of fossil fuels to 
transport waste 
~416 km. 

Potential to 
Enhance/Improve 
Levels of Service 

Disadvantage 
Could potentially 
close down 
some of the 
existing waste 
management 
sites in Simcoe 
and go to 
centralized 
transfer station. 
 

Disadvantage 
Could potentially 
close down 
some of the 
existing waste 
management 
sites in Simcoe 
and go to 
centralized 
transfer station. 
 

Disadvantage 
Could potentially 
close down 
some of the 
existing waste 
management 
sites in Simcoe 
and go to 
centralized 
transfer station. 
 

Disadvantage 
Could potentially 
close down 
some of the 
existing waste 
management 
sites in Simcoe 
and go to 
centralized 
transfer station. 
 

Potential Range of 
Capital and Operating 
Costs 

Major 
Disadvantage  
Disposal fee and 
haulage cost of 
~ $103/tonne. 
vs. Simcoe cost 
of ~$42/tonne15 

Disadvantage 
to      Major 
Disadvantage 
Disposal fee and 
haulage cost of 
~ $67-87/tonne. 
vs. Simcoe cost 

Disadvantage     
to      Major 
Disadvantage 
Disposal fee and 
haulage cost of 
~ $75/tonne. vs. 
Simcoe cost of 

Disadvantage 
to      Major 
Disadvantage 
Disposal fee and 
haulage cost of 
~ $58 - 
85/tonne. vs. 
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of ~$42/tonne15 ~$42/tonne15 Simcoe cost of 
~$42/tonne15 

Approvals & Permitting 
Requirements 

Advantage 
Needs to amend 
CoA to accept 
Simcoe residual 
garbage 

Major 
Advantage 
Already has 
Approvals 

Major 
Advantage 
Already has 
Approvals 

Major 
Advantage 
Already has 
Approvals 

Degree of Risk to the 
County to Provide 
Security for Residual 
garbage Disposal 
Capacity 

Neutral  
Outside Simcoe 
borders but 
inside Ontario 
borders 

Neutral  
Outside Simcoe 
borders but 
inside Ontario 
borders 

Neutral  
Outside Simcoe 
borders but 
inside Ontario 
borders 

Neutral  
Outside Simcoe 
borders but 
inside Ontario 
borders 

Overall Ranking Neutral to 
Disadvantage 

Neutral to 
Advantage 

Neutral to 
Advantage 

Neutral to 
Advantage 

8.3.4 Residual garbage Processing 

There may be opportunities for the County to develop /manage/own or use a new waste 
processing facility.  Processing approaches that could be considered would include: 

 Conventional EFW approaches, such as mass burn combustion;  

 Newer thermal technologies such as gasification, plasma arc gasification, and pyrolysis;  

 Emerging thermal technologies such as gasplasma, thermal cracking, thermal oxidation, 
waste-to-fuels, disintegration, and steam reformation;  

 Mechanical treatment to recover additional recyclables and potentially other materials 
such as solid recovered fuels, for example a ‘dirty’ MRF to process mixed waste; and, 

 Biological treatment such as aerobic composting/treatment and anaerobic digestion. 

A residual garbage processing facility would be more viable if pursued jointly with other 
municipalities or with the private sector, given the tonnage of waste produced in the County.   

Various options could be available including the County providing one or a combination of the 
following for a facility developed within a partnership arrangement: 

 land;  

 guarantee of supply of residual garbage tonnage for a fixed disposal cost and fixed term; 

 financial resources;  

 staff resources; and, 

 acquisition of environmental approvals. 

                                                      

15 The operating cost per tonne for the 3 active Simcoe landfill sites, that can accept municipal waste, were calculated based on 
2008 budget financial and tonnage numbers, excluding all the costs for the management of shingles, tires, drywall, appliances and 
cardboard ($2,437,348/58,606 tonnes = $41.59/tonne). 
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A comprehensive review has been conducted to determine candidate technologies and vendors 
for the treatment of residual municipal solid waste (MSW), resulting in the development of a 
database of over 100 vendors and technologies. The review consisted of retrieving reports from 
various government and vendor websites. A number of cities and counties (i.e., City of Los 
Angeles, New York City, City and County of Santa Barbara, Metro Vancouver, etc.) have 
completed in-depth studies and reviews regarding alternative waste treatment approaches. It is 
important to note that much of the information provided is vendor information and therefore it 
has not necessarily been verified through a third party and/or the verification is not publicly 
available. Some of the technology information has also been derived from proposals by 
respondents through Request for Expression of Interest (REOI) processes, Request for 
Proposal (RFP) processes and studies for other municipal jurisdictions. Generally, the 
information derived from official procurement processes has a higher degree of veracity. 

8.3.4.1 Current Combustion and Thermal Treatment Technologies 

The four most prevalent energy-from-waste (EFW) technologies used to treat MSW are 
described below, namely, conventional combustion, gasification, plasma arc gasification, and 
pyrolysis. Of the four technologies mentioned, conventional combustion and gasification are the 
most common methods of converting waste into energy. A more detailed review of each 
technology is provided in Appendix B.  

Conventional Combustion 

Conventional combustion is a well-established technology developed over 100 years ago for 
energy generation from municipal solid waste. The first attempts to dispose of solid waste using 
a furnace are thought to have taken place in England in the 1870s. Since that time, vast 
technology improvements have been made making conventional combustion the most common 
EFW technology currently being used to treat MSW worldwide.  

The most common conventional combustion approach is called single-stage combustion or 
mass burn incineration. Over 90% of EFW facilities in Europe utilize mass burn incineration 
technology.[16]   

Mass burn technology applications provide long residence times on the grate(s) which in turn 
produces good ash quality (i.e., less non-combusted carbon). Newer facilities have greatly 
improved energy efficiency and usually recover and export energy as either steam and/or 
electricity. 

                                                      
16 Thomas Malkow. 2004. Novel and innovative pyrolysis and gasification technologies for energy efficient and environmentally 
sound MSW disposal. In Waste Management 24 (2004) 53-79. 
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Mass burn facilities can be scaled in capacity anywhere from approximately 36,500 to 365,000 
tpy per operating unit.[17],[18] These facilities generally consist of multiple modules or furnaces 
and can be increased in scale as required. In addition, individual modules can be shut down for 
maintenance or if there is inadequate feedstock.[19]  Multiple modules can be accommodated on 
a single site with some sharing of infrastructure. 

Two other conventional combustion approaches are also commonly used to manage MSW, but 
are less common. These two other conventional approaches are modular, two stage 
combustion and fluidized bed combustion.  

In modular, two-stage combustion, waste fuel is combusted in a controlled starved air 
environment in the first chamber. Off-gases are moved into a second chamber where they are 
combusted in an oxygen rich environment. The heat generated in the second stage is fed into a 
heat recovery boiler. Ash is generated in the first stage and is managed in a similar manner as that 
from moving-grate systems (mass burn incineration).  

In fluidized bed combustion waste fuel is shredded, sorted and metals are separated in order to 
generate a more homogenous solid fuel. This fuel is then fed into a lined combustion chamber, 
in which there is a bed of inert material (usually sand) on a grate or distribution plate. Waste fuel 
is fed into or above the bed through ports located on the combustion chamber wall. Drying and 
combustion of the fuel takes place within the fluidized bed, while combustion gases are retained 
in a combustion zone above the bed (the freeboard). The heat from combustion is recovered by 
devices located either in the bed or at the point at which combustion gases exit the chamber or 
a combination. Surplus ash is removed at the bottom of the chamber and is generally managed 
in a similar fashion as bottom ash from a moving grate system (mass burn incineration).  

Table 19Table 19 provides a summary of conventional combustion processes, costs, scalability 
and reliability. 

                                                      
17 GENIVAR Ontario Inc. in association with Ramboll Danmark A/S, 2007. Municipal Solid Waste Thermal Treatment in Canada. 
18 AECOM Canada Ltd. 2009.  Management of Municipal Solid Waste in Metro Vancouver – A Comparative Analysis of Options for 
Management of Waste After Recycling. 
19 AECOM Canada Ltd. 2009.  Management of Municipal Solid Waste in Metro Vancouver – A Comparative Analysis of Options for 
Management of Waste After Recycling. 
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Table 19  Conventional Combustion – Summary of Information 
  

Conventional Combustion Summary 

Traditional mass burn incineration is a well-established technology developed over 100 years ago for energy 
generation from municipal solid waste. 
There are hundreds of plants in operation. There are seven conventional combustion facilities in Canada. 
These facilities have reasonably good energy efficiency (up to 30% for electricity only and 60% or more for 
combined heat and power or just heat recovery systems) and usually export their energy as either steam 
and/or electricity. 
The largest facility in Canada (Quebec City)is a mass burn facility, processing approximately 300,000 tpy of 
waste.  
At least 20 companies offer mass burn incineration technology or components of this technology in North 
America and elsewhere. 
Other Summary Points: 

Median Capital Cost $775/annual design tonne +/- 50% (2009$ CDN) 

Median Operating Cost $65/tonne +/- 30% (2009$ CDN) 

Feedstock 
MSW, biomass 
Minimal waste preparation/pre-processing required by technology 
Designed to process variable waste streams 

Residual to Disposal 

5% (by weight) if the majority of bottom ash can be marketed for other 
applications (not common in Ontario). 
Up to 20 to 25% by weight if there is no market for recovered materials from 
the ash (0.2 to 0.25 tonnes per input tonne) 
Landfill capacity consumption reduced by 90 to 95% 

Potential Revenue Streams 

Electricity, Heat (steam and/or hot water), recyclable metals, Construction 
aggregate 
Electricity Production, 0.5 to 0.6 MWh/annual tonne of MSW for older 
facilities[20] 
Electricity production rates of between 0.75 to 0.85 MWh/annual tonne for 
newer facilities 

Scalability Various Sizes of mass burn units 

Reliability 
Numerous facilities operating worldwide with proven operational success. 
Less complex than other EFW approaches 
Scheduled and unscheduled downtime reported as <10%21. 

 

Gasification of MSW 

Gasification is the heating of organic waste (MSW) to produce a burnable gas which is 
composed of a mix of approximately 85% hydrogen and carbon monoxide (syngas). This gas 
can then be used off-site or on-site in a second thermal combustion stage to generate heat 

                                                      
20 Juniper, 2007 a) and b), Large Scale EFW Systems for Processing MSW; Small to Medium Scale Systems for Processing MSW 
21 AECOM Canada Ltd. 2009.  Management of Municipal Solid Waste in Metro Vancouver – A Comparative Analysis of Options for 
Management of Waste After Recycling. 
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and/or electricity.   The following paragraph briefly illustrates the high temperature gasification 
process. 

The heating process begins by feeding waste into a gasification chamber/reactor. Oxygen is 
injected into the reactor where heat is generated at a temperature of over 3,000°F. The amount 
of oxygen required is just enough to maintain the heat that is necessary for the process to 
proceed. The high temperature causes organic material in the MSW to dissociate into hydrogen, 
methane, carbon dioxide, water vapor, etc. The syngas is processed to remove water vapor and 
other trace contaminants, so that it can be used for power generation, heating or for other 
purposes.  

Primarily, gasifiers are designed to produce usable syngas. There are three primary types of 
gasification technologies used to treat waste materials, namely fixed bed, fluidized bed and high 
temperature gasification. Of the three types of gasification technologies, the high temperature 
method is the most widely employed at a commercial scale. A detailed description of each of the 
technologies can be found in Appendix B.  

Table 20 provides a summary of gasification processes, costs, scalability and reliability. 

Note: the costing information that is publicly available for gasification technologies is generally 
provided voluntarily, and not on the basis of any contractual commitments to the parties 
involved. It is not clear that reported capital costs address all capital and construction cost 
elements. Nor is it clear that reported operating costs address all real costs associated with 
such facilities. 

 
Table 20  Gasification – Summary of Information 
Gasification Summary 

Gasification combusts fuel to create syngas. 
The technology has been in use for over a century, but only recently has MSW been used as a feedstock. 
At least 64 companies offer gasification technologies or components of this technology in North America and 
elsewhere. 
The largest operating facility is located in Spain and processes over 360,000 tpy of Solid Recovered Fuel 
(SRF). 
The earliest example of this technology being used for MSW was in 1991 in Taiwan. 

Other Summary Points: 

Median Capital Cost $850/annual design tonne +/- 40% (2009$ CDN) 

Median Operating Cost $65/tonne +/- 45% (2009$ CDN) 

Feedstock 

Auto-shredder residue (ASR), biomass, black liquor, coal, hospital waste, 
MSW, organic waste streams, plastics, PVC, refinery residues, sludge, tires 
Waste preparation/pre-processing required by technology 
Difficulties in accepting variable (heterogeneous) waste streams 
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Gasification Summary 

Residual to Disposal 

<1 % if bottom ash can be marketed for other applications 
10 to 20% if it is not marketable (0.1 to 0.2 tonnes of residue per 1 tonne of 
input waste)[22] 
Landfill capacity consumption reduced by 90 to 95% 

Potential Revenue Streams 
Electricity, Syngas, Aggregate recovered from Ash 
Electricity Production, 0.4 to 0.8 MWh/annual tonne of MSW[23] 

Scalability 
Usually built with a fixed capacity; modular 
Individual modules range in size from approximately 40,000 to 100,000 tpy[24] 

Reliability 

At least seven plants in operation in Japan at a large scale with over 2 years 
of operating experience[25]. 
Limited data available in other jurisdictions to assess operational success with 
MSW feedstock in regards to technical reliability 
Complex Operation 
Scheduled and unscheduled downtime reported as approximately 20%[26]. 

 

Plasma Arc Gasification 

Plasma arc gasification uses an electric current that passes through a gas (air) to create plasma 
which gasifies waste into simple molecules. Plasma is a collection of free-moving electrons and 
ions that is formed by applying a large voltage across a gas volume at reduced or atmospheric 
pressure. The high voltage and a low gas pressure, causes electrons in the gas molecules to 
break away and flow towards the positive side of the applied voltage. When losing one or more 
electrons, the gas molecules become positively charged ions that transport an electric current 
and generate heat when the electrons drop to a stable state and release energy.  

When plasma gas passes over waste, it causes rapid decomposition of the waste into its 
primary chemical constituents which is normally a mixture of predominantly carbon monoxide 
and hydrogen gas, known as syngas. The extreme heat causes the inorganic portion of the 
waste to become a liquefied slag. The slag is cooled and forms a vitrified solid upon exiting the 
reaction chamber. This substance is a potentially inert glassy solid. The syngas is generally 
combusted in a second stage in order to produce heat and electricity for use by local markets. In 
some cases, alternative use of the syngas as an input to industrial processes has been 
proposed. 

                                                      
22 Juniper, 2007 a) and b), Large Scale EFW Systems for Processing MSW; Small to Medium Scale Systems for Processing MSW 
23 Juniper, 2007 a) and b), Large Scale EFW Systems for Processing MSW; Small to Medium Scale Systems for Processing MSW 
24 AECOM Canada Ltd. 2009. Management of Municipal Solid Waste in Metro Vancouver – A Comparative Analysis of Options for 
Management of Waste After Recycling 
25 AECOM Canada Ltd. 2009.  Management of Municipal Solid Waste in Metro Vancouver – A Comparative Analysis of Options for 
Management of Waste After Recycling. 
26 AECOM Canada Ltd. 2009.  Management of Municipal Solid Waste in Metro Vancouver – A Comparative Analysis of Options for 
Management of Waste After Recycling. 
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Currently, plasma arc gasification is not commercially proven to treat MSW. There are no large 
scale operating commercial plants in North America or Europe but there are a number of 
plasma arc systems being proposed to treat MSW. Two technologies which are currently being 
tested in Canada are the Alter NRG process and the Plasco process and these are discussed 
further in Appendix B. 

Table 21 provides a summary of the plasma arc gasification process, costs, scalability and 
reliability. 
Table 21  Plasma Arc Gasification – Summary of Information 
  

Plasma Arc Gasification Summary 

Plasma gasification uses an electric current that passes through a gas to create plasma.  
Plasma arc is not a new technology; it has industrial applications and has been used for treating hazardous 
waste. 
The earliest facility found to use plasma arc gasification was a test facility which operated from 1987 – 1988. 
The largest facility currently operating in the world is located in Japan and processes over 90,000 tpy ofASR 
as well as some MSW. 
Nineteen companies were found that indicate use of MSW as a portion of their feedstock. 

Other Summary Points: 

Median Capital Cost $1,300/annual design tonne +/- 40% (2009$ CDN) 

Median Operating Cost $120/tonne +/- 50% (2009$ CDN) 

Feedstock 

MSW, ASR, hazardous waste, hospital waste, organic waste streams, 
shipboard waste, tires 
Waste preparation/pre-processing required by technology 
Difficulties in accepting variable waste streams 

Residual to Disposal 
Estimated at >1 to 10% (0.1 tonne of residue per 1 tonne of input waste)[27] 
Inert Slag, APC residue 
Landfill capacity consumption reduced by up to 99% 

Potential Revenue Streams 
Electricity, Syngas, aggregate substitute 
Electricity Production, 0.3 to 0.6 MWh/annual tonne of MSW[28] 
Note: Plasma Arc facilities tend to have higher plant parasitic loads 

Scalability Modular facilities; multiple modules can be accommodated on a single site 
with some sharing of infrastructure.  

Reliability 

Limited data available to assess operational success with MSW feedstock in 
regards to technical reliability 
Eco-Valley Utashinai Plant, Japan processes over 90,000 tpy but feedstock 
is not 100% MSW 
Only two plants (Japan) with 2 or more years of operations 
Complex Operation 
Scheduled and unscheduled downtime, unknown[29]. 

 

                                                      
27 Juniper, 2007 a) and b), Large Scale EFW Systems for Processing MSW; Small to Medium Scale Systems for Processing MSW 
28 Juniper, 2007 a) and b), Large Scale EFW Systems for Processing MSW; Small to Medium Scale Systems for Processing MSW 
29 AECOM Canada Ltd. 2009.  Management of Municipal Solid Waste in Metro Vancouver – A Comparative Analysis of Options for 
Management of Waste After Recycling. 
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Pyrolysis 

The concept of pyrolysis of MSW gained popularity in the 1960s as it was assumed that since 
MSW is typically about 60% organic matter, it would be well suited to pyrolytic treatment. By the 
mid-1970s studies in Europe and the United States concerning the pyrolysis of MSW were 
completed and some of these studies involved the construction and operation of demonstration 
plants. By the late 1970s, however, both technical and economic difficulties surrounding the 
pyrolysis of MSW arose which resulted in the lowering of interest and expectations for the 
technology. Since that time, the pyrolysis of MSW has been investigated but continues to face 
technical limitations. 

Pyrolysis is the thermal decomposition of feedstock at high temperatures in the absence of 
oxygen. The end product is a mixture of solids (char), liquids (oxygenated oils), and gases 
(methane, carbon monoxide, and carbon dioxide). The solid residue is a combination of non-
combustible inorganic materials and carbon.  Gases produced can be utilized in a separate 
reaction chamber to produce thermal energy which can then be used to produce steam for 
electricity production. 

Pyrolysis generally takes place at lower temperatures than used for gasification which results in 
less volatilization of carbon and certain other pollutants, such as heavy metals and dioxin 
precursors, into the gaseous stream. 

Table 22 provides a general summary of the pyrolysis process, costs, scalability and reliability. 

Note: it is not clear that reported capital costs address all capital and construction cost 
elements. Nor is it clear that reported operating costs address all real costs associated with 
such facilities. While some financial information was available, ultimately, this information was 
determined to be less reliable than those provided via other sources for the purpose of this 
study, as the values were consistently reported to be lower than other similar EFW technologies 
without supporting rationale for these differences. 

 
Table 22  Pyrolysis – Summary of Information 
Pyrolysis Summary 

Pyrolysis is the thermal decomposition of feedstock at high temperatures in the absence of oxygen.  
The longest operating pyrolysis facility is located in Burgau, Germany and has been operating since 1987. 
The largest facility (located in Japan) processes approximately 150,000 tpy of SRF. 
Over 20 companies market a pyrolysis technology for treating MSW. 

Other Summary Points: 

Median Capital Cost No reliable data 
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Pyrolysis Summary 

Median Operating Cost No reliable data 

Feedstock 

Biomass, ASR, coal, hospital waste, MSW, plastics, PVC, sludge, tires, 
wastewater 
Waste preparation/pre-processing required by technology 
Difficulties in accepting variable waste streams 

Residual to Disposal 
>30%, if residue not treated 
If treated, residues reduced to 0.1 to 0.3 tonnes per input tonne 
Landfill capacity consumption reduced by up to 90% 

Potential Revenue Streams 
Electricity, Syngas, Pyrolysis Oil 
Electricity Production, 0.5 to 0.8 MWh/annual tonne of MSW[30] 

8.3.4.2 Emerging Combustion and Thermal Treatment Technologies 

It should be noted that there is a great deal of flux in the thermal treatment marketplace, in 
regards to new and emerging technologies, however, many of the emerging technologies have 
yet to be proven and the financial capacity of many of the new technology vendors is limited. 

In regards to more proven technologies such as mass burn, the evolution of technology has 
focused on improving combustion and emissions performance through design adjustments, such 
as new grate design and improved combustion air management systems. Significant 
achievements associated with more conventional technologies include low-NOx burners, 
improved efficiency, heat exchangers, waste heat recovery systems, newly developed 
equipment for wet scrubbing and dioxin filters. 

Gasplasma 

The gasplasma process is used by Advanced Plasma Power, a United Kingdom based 
company. They currently have one small-scale, demonstration plant in operation. The 
gasplasma process uses the waste feedstock to produce clean hydrogen-rich syngas and 
Plasmarok™, a vitrified recyclate, which reportedly can be used as a building replacement or 
replacement aggregate. 

The gasplasma process is designed for post-diversion materials (i.e., those materials that 
cannot be recycled or composted). Although it can operate with a variety of feedstock, it 
operates most efficiently when treating a prepared solid recovered fuel.  

The fluidized bed gasifier used in the gasplasma process operates at a temperature of 
approximately 900°C. At this temperature, the material is thermally broken down into syngas. 
The plasma arc treatment “cracks” the dirty syngas coming out of the gasifier. The cracking 

                                                      
30 Juniper, 2007 a) and b), Large Scale EFW Systems for Processing MSW; Small to Medium Scale Systems for Processing MSW 
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process breaks the molecular structure of the syngas and reforms it into a simpler structure, 
thereby producing a hydrogen-rich fuel gas. The hydrogen-rich fuel gas is cooled and further 
cleaned before being fed into the gas engines at the power island. It is claimed that the 
electrical generating efficiency reaches 35 – 40%. 

The gasifier produces char and ash (approximately 10 – 15% of the feedstock), this material is 
recovered in Plasmarok™. Plasmarok™ is stated as being an environmentally stable material 
that can be re-used as a building aggregate (in the UK). The vendor claims Plasmarok™ 
significantly reduces the amount of residue requiring landfilling; from 60,000 tonnes of SRF, 450 
tonnes of activated carbon from the gas scrubbers requires landfilling.[31] 

Thermal Cracking Technology 

Graveson Energy Management (GEM) uses a technology traditionally used by the 
petrochemical industry to convert MSW into clean synthetic gas. The resulting synthetic gas can 
be used to heat boilers, produce energy, or be converted into methanol. A GEM facility 
employing thermal cracking technology has been operating in Romsey, England since 1998. It 
processes 70 kg/hr of unsorted MSW. 

In thermal cracking, prepared waste material is fed into the oxygen-free chamber. The chamber 
has stainless steel walls that are heated to 850°C. The waste material is instantly heated and 
thermally cracks to syngas in a matter of seconds. Syngas entering the Gas Filtration system is 
further filtered to remove finer particles and is cooled rapidly from 1500°C to less than 400°C to 
prevent the formation of dioxins and furans. A small portion of the clean syngas is used to heat 
the GEM Converter, which reduces the need for fossil fuels. The remainder of the syngas can 
be used in boilers, engines, or turbines for generation into energy. Mineral solids are produced 
as a residual, typically in the amount of 8 – 10% for domestic waste.[32] 

Thermal Oxidation 

Zeros Technology Holdings uses an Energy Recycling Oxidation System that can reportedly 
dispose of all classifications of waste. Zeros claims no emissions are produced in the process 
and other effluents can be sold as products or reintroduced into the system, however to our 
knowledge, these claims have not been supported by independent verification. The system is 
closed and uses pure oxygen for the oxidation process, as opposed to ambient air. The 
oxidation process used by this technology was originally developed for oil spill remediation. 

                                                      
31 Advanced Plasma Power. 2010. What is Gasplasma – The Process. Accessed February 10, 2010. 
http://www.advancedplasmapower.com/index.php?action=PublicTheProcessDisplay  
32 GEM Canada Waste to Energy Corp. 2009. Process Description and Gas Production. Accessed February 10, 2010. 
http://www.gemcanadawaste.com/53257.html 
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Several projects are in various stages of development; however there is currently no operating 
Zeros’ facility. 

Zeros combines six different technologies in their process: rotary kiln; gasification (Oxy-Fuel 
Technology); Rankine Cycle Technology; Fischer-Tropsch Fuels Technology; Gas Capture 
Technology; and Clean Water Technology. The gasification step occurs with limited oxygen and 
high temperatures to produce primarily carbon monoxide and hydrogen. The Rankine Cycle 
technology uses the heat produced during the auto-thermal oxidation process to generate 
electricity. The synthetic gas resulting from this step is used in the Fischer-Tropsch technology 
which transforms the gas into liquid fuels such as diesel. Throughout the process a number of 
commercial products are produced, including electricity, pure liquid (or solid) carbon dioxide, 
distilled water, argon and nitrogen, and liquid fuel. 

Waste-to-Fuels 

Enerkem intends to start construction on the world’s first facility intended to produce biofuels 
from MSW. Construction of the Edmonton facility is set to begin by the end of 2009. Enerkem 
indicates Alberta will reduce its carbon dioxide footprint by more than six million tonnes over a 
25 year period, while producing 36 million liters of ethanol annually. 

Enerkem converts urban biomass, agricultural residues and/or forest residues onto biofuels in a 
four step process. The first step is pre-treatment of the feedstock which involved drying, sorting 
and shredding of the materials. The feedstock is fed into the gasifier during the second step. 
During step three, the synthetic gas is cleaned and conditioned which includes the cyclonic 
removal of inerts, secondary carbon/tar conversion, heat recovery units, and reinjection of 
tar/fines into the reactor. The fourth and final step converts the syngas into biofuels. Enerkem 
intends to produce approximately 360 litres of ethanol from one tonne of waste (dry base).[33] 

Similarly, Changing World Technologies employs a Thermal Conversion Process which 
converts waste into oil. They state, “the Thermal Conversion Process, or TCP, mimics the 
earth’s natural geothermal process by using water, heat and pressure to transform organic and 
inorganic wastes into oils, gases, carbons, metals and ash. Even heavy metals are transformed 
into harmless oxides”. Changing World Technologies does not have a commercial facility at this 
time; however they do have a test centre in Philadelphia, PA.[34] 

                                                      
33 Enerkem. 2010. Technology Overview. Accessed February 10, 2010. 
http://www.enerkem.com/index.php?module=CMS&id=6&newlang=eng 
34 Changing World Technologies. 2010. What Solutions Does CWT Offer? What is Thermal Conversion Process (TCP)?. Accessed 
February 10, 2010. http://www.changingworldtech.com/what/index.asp 
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Kearns Disintegration System 

The Kearns Disintegration System (KDS) uses thermal disintegration to reportedly combust 
100% of waste materials and produce energy.  The remaining ash is inert and can be disposed 
of or used in the construction industry. Promotional material for KDS states no additional fuel or 
water is used in the combustion process and the emissions from the facility are able to meet 
environmental standards and guidelines.  Proponents of KDS report emissions can be reduced 
by 90-99% and the volume of waste can be reduced by 84%.  The System accepts all types of 
waste (with the exception of radioactive waste).  A prototype has been tested in Nova Scotia 
and KDS is not entering into commercial development. 

Steam Reformation 

The steam reformation process is utilized by the Elementa Group in their commercial 
demonstration plant located in Sault Ste. Marie.  The plan has been operating for over three 
years[35].  The Elementa Process uses steam in an oxygen deprived environment to re-arrange 
the carbon and hydrogen atoms in waste materials to produce fuels such as ethanol, methanol 
and other hydrocarbons.  Proponents state 98% of the volume of MSW put through the 
Elementa Process is reformed into syngas.  The majority of the remaining 2% is metals which 
are separated and recycled and a small amount of inert solids which can be used to 
manufacture aggregate and cement. 

8.3.4.3 Mechanical Treatment Processes 
 

Mechanical treatment has been applied for a long time in different contexts to increase the 
capture rate of recyclable materials.  Mechanical treatment could be considered to pre-process 
wastes; capturing recyclable content and improving consistency of the mixture of waste material 
for biological and thermal processing.  It can also be used for the management of respective 
process residues to capture recyclable content (e.g. metal) flowing through the different 
processes.   

Depending on the specific nature of the mechanical treatment component proposed, typical 
input materials can include: 

• Mixed waste from curbside collection;  

• Organic materials from a biological treatment process; and 

• Ash or char from a thermal treatment process. 

                                                      
35 The Elementa Group. 2008.  Elementa Power to change the world.  Accessed February 24, 2010 at 
http://www.elementagroup.com. 
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Each of these materials has different characteristics and the mechanical treatment process 
equipment and facility would be designed to accommodate the unique characteristics of each 
material stream. 

The input materials are typically received either on a flat concrete floor (tip floor) or in a concrete 
pit depending on the nature of the input materials and the type of processing equipment 
employed downstream. The tip floor or the pit is located inside a building with vehicle loading 
doors to permit delivery of materials. The receiving building is usually enclosed and may be 
under negative pressure, to control the release of dust, debris, noise and/or odour emissions. 
The building is sized to handle the anticipated quantities of the input materials, plus contingency 
space for short-term stockpiling, and would employ a “drive through” design or a “back in” 
design.  

Mechanical treatment usually involves some form or forms of sorting to isolate and capture 
individual components (recyclable products) from the input stream based on unique physical 
characteristics of the component such as size, weight or material type. The equipment can be 
used on its own or in combination and waste materials are moved through the sorting process 
on conveyors. 

Manual (hand) sorting is sometimes employed, whereby people pull or push off recyclables from 
a moving conveyor belt. Mechanical screens are often utilized in mechanical treatment systems, 
typically for size sorting.  The recovery of ferrous metals from the waste stream is achieved by 
means of a strong magnet suspended above a conveyor belt. The magnetic separation unit is 
equipped with its own conveyor that directs the captured ferrous metals to a storage area.    The 
recovery of aluminum is achieved using an eddy-current separator. These units introduce eddy 
currents into the waste stream on a conveyor belt and the eddy currents cause a strong 
repelling force between the separator and aluminum. Aluminum is thus repelled off the conveyor 
to a storage bin while all other materials continue along the conveyor.  Near Infrared (NIR) 
Detector technology is used to detect and control the automated separation of various types of 
plastic and fibre containers.  Sorting of lightweight materials such as plastics from heavier 
materials is often achieved using an air classifier. Balers are often utilized (if quantities can 
justify the baler purchase) to compress and tie-off captured materials such as plastics, ferrous 
and aluminum.  Shredders are utilized where it is important to create a homogenous size 
mixture of a material stream. Slow speed shredders are normally used in mechanical treatment 
applications to avoid explosion hazards. 

Any solid material remaining after the products have been extracted from the facility input 
material becomes solid residue, which must be disposed. In addition, facility operation and 
maintenance will also generate solid residue such as damaged equipment components, 
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baghouse residue, odour control device spent media, cleaning materials, etc. which must also 
be disposed. 

Mechanical treatment processes can be built as stand-alone facilities where product materials 
are then shipped to other facilities for processing.  A “dirty” MRF falls into this category.  
Sometimes however, these processes are built as a front end processing step to a thermal 
processing facility or a biological treatment facility.  A detailed description of Mechanical 
Treatment Processes can be found in Appendix B. 

8.3.4.4 Biological Treatment Processes 

Biological treatment involves the use of microorganisms such as bacteria to change the 
properties of the organic constituents of the waste stream. Essentially, biological treatment 
breaks down and stabilizes organic matter such as food waste, and waste paper.  This 
approach is being applied elsewhere including other parts of Canada to treat mixed waste 
streams.  This approach offers the potential for a relatively stable landfill with reduced odours 
and other nuisance impacts.    

There are two main biological treatment technology approaches: aerobic composting and 
anaerobic digestion. These technologies are further explained below with a more detailed 
description to be found in Appendix B.   

Aerobic Composting/Treatment 

Aerobic composting is a biological process in which aerobic microorganisms use oxygen in the 
breakdown of organic materials to form a stabilized material known as compost. This aerobic 
decomposition process generates heat that can be used to dry waste materials. The two main 
phases of composting are the initial high-rate phase, during which biological activity is at its 
highest, and the low-rate curing/finishing phase, when biological activity is lower. The two main 
methods of composting, in-vessel and windrow, differ primarily in whether the high-rate phase of 
composting is contained inside a vessel (or building) or not.  

With in-vessel composting, the active composting phase occurs in a closed container or 
building. The size of the container or building varies with the technology and can range in size 
from a small bunker to a large building with one or many concrete channels or tunnels. During 
active composting, the material is either mechanically turned on a daily basis or air is injected or 
drawn through the material to ensure optimal operating conditions. Both air and moisture levels 
are actively controlled during the process. After the active composting phase, the resulting 
materials still need to be stabilized during a curing period. Curing takes place in open windrows 
for most in-vessel composting operations because the costs of carrying out the entire 
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composting and curing process in a vessel are much higher than composting in a vessel 
followed by curing in open windrows. 

Windrow composting does not involve enclosure of the composting material at any stage of the 
process. Instead, material is piled into rows on an open pad, and turned periodically to provide 
aeration throughout the pile. There may also be an initial static pile stage, during which the 
material is piled into rows but not turned. If air is blown into the pile from beneath or drawn 
through the pile by a vacuum, the pile is referred to as an aerated static pile. 

Additional details regarding aerobic composting are provided in Section 6.4.4.2. 

Anaerobic Digestion 

Anaerobic digestion (AD) is the biological breakdown of organic materials in the absence of 
oxygen. The process is carried out by anaerobic microorganisms that convert carbon-containing 
compounds to biogas, which is a gas primarily consisting of methane (CH4) and carbon dioxide 
(CO2), with trace amounts of other compounds. Additional details regarding anaerobic digestion 
are provided in Section 6.4.4.2. 

Although the basic biological process is the same, there are different AD technologies for 
achieving the conversion of organic carbon to methane. They differ primarily by providing 
environments that are favourable to different populations of microorganisms. They can be 
grouped into general categories according to three variables including process temperature, 
moisture content of the material being digested, and the number of stages in the process. The 
main temperature categories are thermophilic and mesophilic digestion. The moisture 
categories are wet (low solids) and dry (high solids) digestion. The number-of-stages categories 
consist of single-stage and dual-stage digestion.  

Outputs from Biological Treatment Processes 

The products and in-feeds to other components from a biological treatment process, depend on 
the input materials to the process, and typically include: 

• Low grade compost; 

• Stabilized biological materials for landfilling; 

• Dried material for mechanical processing; and 

• Energy such as heat and/or electricity produced from biogas. 
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Any solid material remaining after the products have been extracted from the plant input 
material becomes solid residue, which must be landfilled. In biological treatment processes, 
common residue includes heavy weight materials such as grit and glass and light materials such 
as plastic film from hydropulping processes and plastic fragments and oversized materials from 
finished compost screening processes. 

 
Option:  Partnerships for Residuals Processing 

Short-term or Long-term Option • Long-term option. 
Interaction with other System 
Components 

• None. 

Potential Cost Implications • Generally greater than landfill disposal however, partnership 
approach could increase cost-effectiveness. 

Potential Change in Diversion • Some technologies (e.g. Mechanical/Biological treatment, many 
thermal approaches) allow for recovery of additional materials 
from the residual garbage stream. 

Potential for System Efficiencies 
and Improvements in Level of 
Service 

• Could create additional disposal capacity with a shared risk and 
cost with other(s). 

Potential Processing or Disposal 
Capacity Requirements 

• 2 million m3 of capacity (equivalent tonnage) or more would be 
sought, as would want to secure 20 years or more capacity with 
some contingency. 

General Implementation 
Requirements 

• Research waste disposal technology(s). 
• Select partner(s). 
• Determine cost/risk sharing formula and develop agreement with 

partner(s). 
• Determine site location. 
• Acquire applicable approvals to develop facility. 

General Implementation 
Timeframe 

• TBD 
• Depending on required approvals to develop facility and the type 

of facility to be developed, it could be between 3 and 6 years. 
Ability to Adjust Option to 
Changes to the WDA 

• This could be a less-flexible waste disposal option, depending on 
the type of waste supply agreements involved.  

• Disposal levy may be imposed under WDA, which may also 
apply to processing facilities. 

8.3.5 Recommended Concept for Long-Term Disposal 
Through the above analysis, input from the public consultation sessions, and discussions with 
the Steering Committee, the potential concept for long-term disposal is as follows: 

1. Use of in-County residual disposal capacity including: 

• Continued use of current operating sites; and, 
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• Proceed to get Design and Operations Plans approved for Sites 9 and/or 12, however 
development will only proceed if regular Strategy updates indicate that this capacity 
may be required. 

2. Continued use of residual disposal facilities outside the County for a portion of the remaining 
garbage (preferably available processing facilities) if reasonable longer-term pricing is 
available. 

3. Should the County achieve increased diversion rates as planned, the amount of remaining 
garbage would likely be insufficient to support the County developing its own garbage 
processing option. However, if within years 1 to 5 it appears that there will be an issue 
achieving diversion targets and/or if at least a few partnership options appear viable, proceed 
with formal competitive processes to pursue garbage processing. 

Further details on each of aspect of the long-term concept for disposal are provided in the 
sections below. 

Generally, the recommendations regarding long-term disposal, align with the general public 
opinion expressed during consultation. In regards to long-term disposal, of all of the landfill 
options, there was more general support for expansion of current operating landfills than for any 
other, although generally public opinion was against “landfilling”.  The least acceptable option 
was the development of any new landfill site. Opinion on export was split, while Processing of 
the residual garbage was the option that received the most overall support. In regards to 
processing, while there was a lot of support expressed for EFW, there was also a significant 
group that expressed concerns.  

 

8.3.5.1 Existing Simcoe Landfill Sites 

It is likely that efforts undertaken to preserve landfill capacity in the short-term at the existing 
operating landfill sites coupled with increased diversion, will ensure that some capacity at these 
sites is available for use in the long-term. 

An opportunity exists to have the three Simcoe operating sites assessed to determine if a 
vertical lift and/or an expansion of the disposal footprint can be engineered, in order to increase 
the overall landfill capacity at these sites. It appears that the environmental impacts at each of 
the existing landfills fall within the regulatory requirements of the MOE and that a potential 
expansion of landfill airspace might be feasible. 

8.3.5.2 Development of Approved Simcoe Landfill Capacity 

It is recommended that the County complete the permitting process (e.g. approval of the 
required Design and Operations reports) for Sites 9 and 12, in order that if this capacity is 
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required in the longer term, it would be reasonably available. Site No. 9 provides an opportunity 
to develop a landfill however, the maximum available capacity that can be developed, as it is 
approved, is approximately 139,000 tonnes, which equates to just over two years disposal 
capacity for Simcoe at its present rate of residual garbage disposal. 

Site No. 12 has the best potential to be developed, because of its potentially larger disposal 
capacity, compared to Site No. 9 and because of its less significant operational issues, 
compared to Site No. 42. In addition, it is located in a relatively secluded area. 

8.3.5.3 Long-Term Export of Garbage for Disposal 

The Walker Landfill, the Twin Creeks Landfill and the Essex Windsor Landfill all have the same 
overall rating and could be considered as proven long term options for the management of 
Simcoe’s residual garbage. However, based on total disposal/haulage cost, Essex Windsor has 
the potential lowest cost ($58/tonne) and Walker has the shortest distance of travel from Simcoe 
to the disposal facility (200 km). 

In approximately year 5 of the SWMS, the County should consider issuing another RFQ or RFP 
to determine if there continues to be longer term options for export of residual garbage. 

8.3.5.4 Option for the Consideration of Residual Garbage Processing 

The types of technologies being offered by conventional vendors of technologies, generally 
require more tonnes of garbage in order to be feasible on a cost per tonne basis.  The 
technologies offered by some of the new and emerging vendors such as Alter NRG, Plasco and 
Sota are promising but at this point in time, they cannot be considered proven technologies in 
Ontario for the management of exclusively municipal residual garbage feedstock, on a large 
scale.  

More time is required for various approaches to become proven.  In addition, additional time 
would allow other neighbouring jurisdictions to examine their garbage disposal needs.  Simcoe 
should consider pursuing opportunities to develop either on its own, or in partnership with other 
municipalities, a facility which can be utilized to manage municipal residual garbage in the long 
term, especially if such a facility can be developed in Simcoe or in a neighbouring municipality, 
at a financially reasonable cost. Whichever companies are selected, they should be held to a 
high standard of performance. As a fallback position, Simcoe should ensure it has a contract 
with a proven technology provider for the long term disposal of its residual garbage. 
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8.3.5.5 Implementation Considerations 

Implementation of the recommended long-term disposal options would generally be scheduled 
for year 5 onwards in the SWMS.  Implementation of export options and/or processing, will 
require good procurement processes and contracts in order to ensure the long-term viability of 
the residual garbage disposal system as outlined above. 

9 OVERVIEW OF THE PREFERRED INTEGRATED SOLID WASTE 
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 

The following sections provide a general overview of the recommended solid waste 
management system based on the consideration of the diversion, collection, transfer and 
disposal options.  

9.1 General Material Flow 

The priority for materials management in the SWMS will be the movement of materials 
generated by residents and the IC&I sector that participate in County programs, through the 
diversion components of the system, as illustrated below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The priority management practice in the SWMS will be the reduction, reuse and other diversion 
programs that are expected to divert in the order of 8% or more of the total waste stream. 
Curbside recycling programs would manage in the order of 25% or more of the total waste 
stream managed by the County, with curbside organic programs managing in the order of 20% 
or more of the total waste stream. Depot diversion programs would manage in the order of 17% 
or more of the total waste stream.  Of the remaining residual garbage, this would be comprised 
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of largely materials that cannot be easily diverted, making up approximately 30% or less of the 
total waste managed by the County. 

It is expected that the County could increase its diversion rate from 54% to 70% within the first 
10 years of the SWMS, and that that County could reach a “theoretical” maximum diversion rate 
of 76% towards the end of the 20-year SWMS implementation timeframe.   

Overall, it is expected that the tonnes of remaining garbage requiring disposal will decline from 
56,000 tonnes per year to between 35.700 and 42,500 tonnes per year over the planning 
period, and that the overall garbage disposal capacity requirements during the 20 year planning 
period will range from 880,000 to 963,000 tonnes. 

9.2 Diversion Programs 

A wide range of diversion programs are recommended for implementation in the first five years 
of the strategy.  Figures 1 and 2, as presented previously and as repeated below, provide a 
comprehensive summary of the reduction, reuse and additional diversion programs that are 
recommended for the SWMS. 
 
Recommended Concept for Reduction and Reuse Years 1 to 5 

Option Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Ongoing
Enhance Current Reduction and Reuse Programs

P&E initiatives to promote reduction and reuse

Restrictions on curbside garbage set-outs
Establish a Per Capita Waste Reduction Target

Develop Re-Use  centres, programs and partnering 
initiatives

Review, identify and promote existing re-use options
Develop and implement pilot re-use events in key supporting 

communities
Review options to develop permanent re-use centre(s) at 

County facilities
Implement a Green Procurement Policy for County facilities

Green procurement committee formed
Green procurement strategy approved and implemented

Endorse Extended Producer Responsibility and waste 
minimization legislation
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Recommended Concept for Additional Diversion Years 1 to 5 

Option Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Ongoing
Enhance Existing Waste Diversion Depot Program

Develop separate bulky goods drop-off areas

Install and maintain textile drop-off bins

Review operations and staffing levels

Develop additional depots at any new diversion or transfer facilities

Clear Garbage Bag Program (consider based on diversion program 
performance)

Increase Recycling Container Capacity (if warranted based on current 
curbside audits)

Bi-weekly Garbage Collection (examine and implement pending 
expansion of source separated organics stream)
Enhanced Advertising, Promotion and Education
Public Open Space Recycling Program

Investigation of current activities, determine need for expansion
Pilot expansion in one or more municipalities

Implement across County
Special Events Recycling Program

Investigation of current activities, determine need for expansion
Pilot expansion in one or more municipalities

Implement across County
Examine Diversion of IC&I Materials

Expand diversion services for target IC&I generators (schools, hospitals 
etc.)

Investigate and implement uniform level of curbside diversion service for 
IC&I generators

Provision of processing capacity for IC&I materials at facilities developed 
within the County

Mandatory Diversion By-law
Investigation of successful by-laws in Ontario municipalities

Council approval and phased implementation of by-law

 

In regards to the processing of recyclables: 

• For the short term (1 to 5) years recyclables would continue to be exported to an out of 
County MRF. This mitigates the immediate risk and need for capital investment.  

• Once the proposed direction that the Provincial Blue Box Program Plan is known and 
discussions have been held with Barrie and Orillia to formalize their interest in having their 
recyclables processed at a Simcoe County MRF, the County should determine if there is 
sufficient rationale to develop an in-County MRF (examine in Year 2).  This would allow for 
siting/procurement etc, to take place to develop a new facility that could be available by 
Year 6. 

In regards to processing of organics: 
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• For the short term (up to 5 years or more) export of organics to an out of County CCF would 
be required. 

• An REOI should be issued in Year 1 of the SWMS, in order to flesh out the options to 
develop an in-County CCF, including applicable technologies, economies of scale if 
processing materials from Barrie and Orillia and the potential to add additional organic 
materials to the program. Pending the outcome of the REOI, facility siting and development 
of an RFP would need to take place in years 2 and 3 of the SWMS, allowing for award and 
facility development by approximately years 5 and 6. 

9.3 Collection and Transfer 

During Phase 3 of the strategy development as part of the detailed implementation plan for the 
preferred system, the collection system that would apply for at least the short-term in the SWMS 
would be defined.  This would include: 

• Development of a uniform level of collection service including: 

o  Re-examination of the definition of “eligible” serviced units as appropriate, in 
order that collection of garbage, organics and recyclables are provided within 
reasonable limits to areas with seasonal households that are largely occupied for 
up to six months per year. 

o Provision of a common minimum level of leaf and yard waste collection, providing 
collection services on one collection day in mid-spring and one or more collection 
days in the fall. 

o Provision of Christmas tree collection across the County in areas with urban 
density, on one collection day in early January. 

o Potential phasing out bulky goods collection, with the phasing in of enhanced 
depot services and new opportunities for re-use of materials.  This would allow 
residents to refocus on diverting bulky goods, using more appropriate means of 
managing these materials. 

o Potential phasing out of metals collection at the curbside, while concomitantly 
removing the tipping fee for drop-off of metals at the County’s depots.  This 
appears reasonable as minimal amount of metals are actually managed at the 
curb.   
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Other potential shifts in collection service, including single stream recycling or potential changes 
in collection methodology, along with potential additional provisions to restrict curbside garbage 
set-outs such as bi-weekly garbage collection, cannot be feasibly implemented until later in the 
SWMS (year 5 or later). 

In regards to transfer, further evaluation is required during Phase 3 of the SWMS development 
(development of the detailed implementation plan) to select the preferred approach for the 
transfer of recyclables, organics and garbage that will be required based on the recommended 
short-term options for each of these material streams.  

Over the short-term period from years 1 to 5 of the SWMS, there will be requirements for the 
transfer of organics, recyclables and garbage based on the recommendations identified in this 
report, however, in the longer term the requirement for transfer, at least outside the County may 
change for one or more of these material streams.  The transfer model identified, should reflect 
the needs of the system, ensure efficient movement of materials from within each collection 
area, and minimize capital investment for transfer of material streams that may decrease in the 
longer term.   

9.4 Residual Garbage Disposal 

The short-term vision for garbage disposal in Simcoe County consists of two major initiatives: 

1. Continued use and modifications to currently operating landfills (such as enhanced 
operations, for example grinding bulky wastes, increased enforcement of separation of 
materials at the landfill sites and transfer stations). 

2. Use of residual disposal facilities outside the County. 

The amount of residual garbage to be disposed of within/outside the County would be 
dependent on the source of the garbage (e.g., transfer curbside garbage only outside the 
County as this could more easily be directed to transfer facilities) and the guaranteed pricing 
obtained through a competitive bidding process and/or the use of spot markets. 

The recommended approach for long-term garbage disposal is as follows: 

1. Use of in-County residual disposal capacity including: 

• Continued use of current operating sites; and, 

• Completion of the approvals for Sites 9 and/or 12. Development of either site would 
only proceed if regular Strategy updates indicate that this capacity may be required. 
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2. Continued use of residual disposal facilities outside the County for a portion of the 
remaining garbage (preferably available processing facilities) if reasonable longer-term 
pricing is available. 

3. If within years 1 to 5 it appears that there will be an issue achieving diversion targets 
and/or if at least a few partnership options appear viable, proceed with formal 
competitive processes to pursue garbage processing. 
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1. MRF Name: 
 
 

Bluewater Recycling 
Association 

415 Canada Avenue 
Huron Park, ON  

N0M 1Y0 

SouthWest Ontario 
Regional MRF 

3438 Manning Drive, London, 
ON N6L 1K7 

Waste Services (CA) 
Inc. 

500 Ecclestone Dr. 
Bracebridge ON 

P1L 0A5 

Waste Resource 
Innovation Group 

110 Dunlop Dr. 
Guelph, ON 

City of Hamilton 
Material Recycling 

Facility 
1579 Burlington Street 
Hamilton, ON L8H 3L2 

Peel Integrated Waste 
Management Facility 
7795 Torbram Road 

Brampton, ON L6T 0B6 

Northumberland 
County 

K0K 2G0 

Turtle Island 
Recycilng Corp. 
242 Cherry Street 
Toronto, ON M5A 

3L2 
2. Contact name: 

Telephone:  
Email: 
 

Francis Veilleux 
519-228-6678 ext. 225 
bluebox@bra.org 

Wesley Abbott 
519.661.2500 ext.1812 
wabbott@london.ca 

Paul Wills 
795 645 4453 ext 5671 
pwills@wsii.ca 

Phil Zigby 
519-767-0598 x 2056 
Phil.zigby@guelph.ca 
Dean Wyman 
519-767-0598 x 2053 
Dean.wyman@guelph.ca
 

Emil Prpic 
905-546-2424 xt. 4203 
Emil.Prpic@hamilton.ca

Kevin Mehlenbacher 
905-791-7800 ext. 7950 
Kevin.mehlenbacher@peelregion.ca 

Karl Allen 
905-349-3900 ext. 
4223 

Louis Anagnostakos 
416-406-2040 ext. 
229 

3.  Form of Processing: 
 

Single stream  Dual stream Dual stream Single stream and dual 
stream 

Dual Stream Single-stream Single stream and 
dual stream 

Single stream 

4.   Recyclables 
Processed:   
Cardboard (OCC)  
.................                       
Boxboard (OBB)     
................                        
Paper                        
................                  
Glass bottles & jars  
..............                 
Empty paint cans      
..............                 
Food and beverage 
cans  ....... 
Plastic bottles, jugs, 
tubs 
   and lids marked (#1 2 
4 5 7)   
Aluminum plates     
................                   
Aluminum foils        
..............                   
Spiral wound 
containers   .....        
Empty aerosol cans    
............                 
Gable top containers   
............               
 
Other (please list or 
clarify) 

 

(  unless otherwise 
indicated) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
considering 
 
Junk mail 
Egg cartons 
Fine paper 
Telephone books and 
magazines 

(  unless otherwise 
indicated) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

* 
 
 

** 
 
 

* currently do not process #7 
plastics; the MRF has the 
capability to add this material.   
** currently do not 
collect/process Spiral wound 
containers but may be adding 
this in the future. 

(  unless otherwise 
indicated) 

 

(  unless otherwise 
indicated) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

X (empty aerosol cans) 

(  unless otherwise 
indicated) 

 

(  unless otherwise indicated) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

X – aluminium foils 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Film 
EPS 

(  unless otherwise 
indicated) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Film plastics 

(  unless otherwise 
indicated) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

All material 
acceptable and will 

be processed 
 

5.   Current annual 
processing 
throughput 
(tonnes/yr) for : 

All recyclables: 
Fibre only: 

 
 
15,000 tpa 

 
 
27,000 tpa 
19,000 
  8,000 

 
 
22,231 tpa 
11,181 
11,050 

 
 
30,000-35,000 tpa on 
one 8 hour shift 

 
 
44,327 tonnes 
29,000 tonnes 
7,900 tonnes 
47,700 tonnes broken 

 
 
2009 – 105,000 tonnes 

 
 
16,500 

 
 
100,000 MT 
75000 MT 
25,000 MT 

Questions and Responses from MRF Survey 
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Containers only:  
 

glass 

6.   Available annual 
processing capacity 
(tonnes/yr) for : 

All recyclables: 
Fibre only: 

Containers only:  
 

 
 
 
25,000 tpa 

 
 
 
75,000 tpa 
52,000 
23,000 

 
 
 
40,000 tpa 
21,400 
18,600 

 
 
Have the capacity to add 
an additional 8 hour shift 
and handle another 
30,000 to 35,000  

 
 
 
 
30,000 tonnes 
5,000 tonnes 

 
 
N/A 
Capacity as available 

 
 
15,000 to 20,000 

 
 
 
200,000 MT 
150,000 MT 
50,000 MT 

7. Identify any 
restrictions on 
material delivery (e.g. 
hours, vehicle types, 
baled or loose, etc.)  

 

Preference is for loose 
materials in walking floor 
trailers or pushouts for 
unloading. 
All materials delivered 
are to be: 
a) Without the 
interference of any 
excessive compaction 
(max 2.5:1) 
b) Loose, (i.e. not 
bag based program) not 
contained in bags or tied 
together with the 
exception of shredded 
paper and plastic 
grocery bags. 
c) Without excessive 
contamination (less than 
5%) 
d) Without excessive 
moisture (less than 5%) 
e) Any commodity 
not part of the 
Association’s program 
will be considered 
contamination and 
treated as such. 
f) Delivered 
according to a pre-
arranged schedule. 
Depending on tonnes 
committed, delivery 
hours would be available 
from 6:30 am until 10:30 
pm. 
 

Operating hours to be 
determined;  
 
Can  accept transport trailers 
 
Can accept loose or 
compacted materials but not 
baled 
 

Have capacity and 
permitting to work 24/7 
and will develop a 
schedule to 
accommodate Simcoe 
requirements.  
 
Can accommodate 
Simcoe preferred 
vehicles, including 53’ 
live bottom trailers and 
dump trailers. 
 
Materials to be received 
loose 

Operating hours are M-F 
7 a.m. to 6 p.m. in 
accordance with our C of 
A. Recyclables to be 
delivered loose.  Bagged 
option may be available. 

At this time needs to be 
dual stream, loose 
(preferred not to be 
bulked), ideally walking 
floor trailer, prefer 
morning delivery. 

Currently open for receiving loose 
single-stream material 6:00 a.m. to 
8:00 p.m. Monday through Friday. 

n/a  

8.   Identify preferred  
contract term (e.g. 1 
year, 2 year, etc.) 

 

Minimum 6 months, 
longer term preferred. 

Length of contract term to be 
determined 
City is likely looking for a 
minimum 5 year commitment 

5 year 
 
 
 

Long term agreements 
are preferred with time 
frames to be negotiated. 

City’s contract with 
MRF operator is 
expiring in 2013.  
Would depend on new 
contract. 

Capacity as available. >7 years  

9. Identify preferred 100% to municipality 100% of revenue to 70% Municipal/30% Revenue sharing 100% municipal 100% Municipal (Region of Peel Dependent on  
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revenue sharing 
arrangement (e.g. 
100% municipal, x% 
municipal and y% 
contractor, etc.) 

 

based on CSR Sheet 
net of moisture and 
contamination. 

municipality   Contractor 
60% Municipal/40% 
Contractor 
50% Municipal/50% 
Contractor 

agreements are 
negotiable.   

retains revenue and manages 
residuals) 

municipality.  Have 
worked in past in 
different scenarios 
regarding % of 
revenue sharing. 

10.  Identify approximate 
current gate fee for 
processing 
recyclables (not 
including revenue). 
This is not a 
commitment – it is 
meant to give a 
representative 
indication of processing 
charges for this option.   

 

$75 to $100 per tonne 
based on tonnes 
processed for delivered 
material plus disposal 
cost on excessive 
residue.  Subject to CPI 
annually. 

Price is dependent on the 
amount of material being 
processed.  Should Simcoe 
send all its material to the 
MRF; the processing fee 
would likely be approximately 
$55 per tonne operating fee.  
There may or may not be a  
capital replacement cost of $5 
to $10 per tonne for the first 6 
years after the MRF opens.  
The capital replacement fee 
would likely escalate after 6 
years.  
 
More detail information will 
like be available in 
 

Gate fees to be 
established based on a 
materials stream audit 
and the condition of the 
delivered material. 
  
Once material history is 
established, can provide 
a blanket fee for all 
recyclables or for either 
the fibre or container 
streams. 

Process charges would 
be dependent on the 
type of recycling stream 
and results of an audit to 
determine the 
composition of materials. 

To be negotiated $0.00 Single stream 
material ~ $80-
100/tonne 
Fibre ~ $0-15 per 
tonne 
Containers~$10-25 
per tonne 
 
These are 
approximate, and are 
dependent on term, 
and revenue share 
option. 

$30 MT 

11. Describe any other 
key contracting 
conditions that would 
apply to Simcoe 
County processing 
(e.g. requirement for 
audit of material to be 
delivered, etc.)   

 

 The amount on non-
recyclables should be less 
than 3% by weight. 

Periodic audits. 
 
Predetermined 
compaction ration (if 
recycling is being 
compacted during 
collection or compacted 
at depot or transfer site) 
a breakdown of tonnage 
by collection i.e. depot 
or curbside collected. 

Conditions to be 
determined at the time of 
contract. 

Monthly audits, 
contamination rates, 
County of Simcoe 
would take back any 
residue and mixed 
broken glass. 

Composition estimate of material to 
be delivered. 

If revenue share, 
audits are conducted 
by outside 3rd party 
contractor semi 
annually.  Results 
are used to 
determine 
composition. 
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Appendix B 

Detailed Overview of Waste Processing Technologies 

 
A comprehensive review has been conducted to determine candidate technologies and vendors for the 
treatment of residual MSW, resulting in the development of a database of over 100 vendors and 
technologies. The review consisted of retrieving reports from various government and vendor websites. A 
number of cities and counties (i.e., City of Los Angeles, New York City, City and County of Santa 
Barbara, Metro Vancouver, etc.) have completed in-depth studies and reviews regarding alternative 
waste treatment approaches. It is important to note that much of the information provided is vendor 
information and therefore it has not necessarily been verified through a third party and/or the verification 
is not publicly available. 

Some of the technology information has also been derived from proposals by respondents through REOI 
processes, RFP processes and studies for other municipal jurisdictions. Generally, the information 
derived from official procurement processes has a higher degree of veracity. 

1 CURRENT COMBUSTION AND THERMAL 
TREATMENT TECHNOLOGIES 

 

The four most prevalent energy-from-waste (EFW) technologies used to treat MSW are described below, 
namely, conventional combustion, gasification, plasma arc gasification, and pyrolysis. Of the four 
technologies mentioned, conventional combustion and gasification are the most common methods of 
converting waste into energy. This appendix also contains a database of current technology vendors. 

1.1 Conventional Combustion 
Conventional combustion is a well-established technology developed over 100 years ago for energy 
generation from municipal solid waste. The first attempts to dispose of solid waste using a furnace are 
thought to have taken place in England in the 1870s. Since that time, vast technology improvements have 
been made making conventional combustion the most common EFW technology currently being used to 
treat MSW worldwide.  

The most common conventional combustion approach is called single-stage combustion or mass burn 
incineration. Over 90% of EFW facilities in Europe utilize mass burn incineration technology.[1]  The 
following paragraphs will discuss the mass burn combustion process. Figure 1 provides a conceptual 
overview of a modern single-stage EFW facility. 
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Figure 1  Conceptual Overview of a Modern Single-Stage Mass Burn Incinerator 

 
Source: Stantec Consulting Limited. 2009. Durham/York Residual Waste Study Environmental Assessment 

At a mass burn facility, MSW is combusted as received with minimal pre-processing. Normally, trucks 
carrying refuse enter some kind of a building where they discharge their waste into a pit or bunker. From 
the pit, the waste is transferred into a hopper by an overhead crane. The crane is also used to remove 
large and non-combustible materials from the waste stream. The crane transfers the waste into a waste 
feed hopper which feeds the waste onto a moving grate where combustion begins. 

Several stages of combustion occur in mass burn incinerators. The first step reduces the water content of 
the waste to prepare material for burning. The next step involves primary burning which oxidizes the more 
readily combustible material while the subsequent burning step oxidizes the fixed carbon. In single-stage 
combustion, waste is burned in sub-stoichiometric conditions, where sufficient oxygen is not available for 
complete combustion. The oxygen available is approximately 30 to 80 per cent of the required amount for 
complete combustion which results in the formation of pyrolysis gases (flue gas). These gases are 
combined with excess air in the upper portions of the combustion chamber which allows complete 
oxidation to occur.  

Mass burn technology applications provide long residence times on the grate(s) which in turn produces 
good ash quality (i.e., less non-combusted carbon). Newer facilities have greatly improved energy 
efficiency and usually recover and export energy as either steam and/or electricity. 



Mass burn facilities can be scaled in capacity anywhere from approximately 36,500 to 365,000 tpy per 
operating unit.[2],[3] These facilities generally consist of multiple modules or furnaces and can be increased 
in scale as the required. In addition, individual modules can be shut down for maintenance or if there is 
inadequate feedstock.[4]  Multiple modules can be accommodated on a single site with some sharing of 
infrastructure. 

Two other conventional combustion approaches are also commonly used to manage MSW, but are less 
common. These two other conventional approaches are modular, two stage combustion and fluidized bed 
combustion.  

In modular, two-stage combustion, waste fuel is combusted in a controlled starved air environment in the 
first chamber. Off-gases are moved into a second chamber where they are combusted in an oxygen rich 
environment. The heat generated in the second stage is fed into a heat recovery boiler. Ash is generated in the 
first stage and is managed in a similar manner as that from moving-grate systems (mass burn incineration). 
Figure 2 provides a schematic overview of a two-stage incinerator.[5] 

Figure 2  Schematic Overview of a Two-Stage Incinerator   

  

 
Source: A.J. Chandler and Associates Ltd. 2006. Review of Dioxins and Furans from Incineration In Support of a Canada-wide 
Standard Review. 
 

                                                      
2 GENIVAR Ontario Inc. in association with Ramboll Danmark A/S, 2007. Municipal Solid Waste Thermal Treatment in Canada. 
3 AECOM Canada Ltd. 2009.  Management of Municipal Solid Waste in Metro Vancouver – A Comparative Analysis of Options for Management 
of Waste After Recycling. 
4 AECOM Canada Ltd. 2009.  Management of Municipal Solid Waste in Metro Vancouver – A Comparative Analysis of Options for Management 
of Waste After Recycling. 
5 A.J. Chandler and Associates Ltd. 2006. Review of Dioxins and Furans from Incineration In Support of a Canada‐wide Standard Review. 



In fluidized bed combustion waste fuel is shredded, sorted and metals are separated in order to generate 
a more homogenous solid fuel. This fuel is then fed into a lined combustion chamber, in which there is a 
bed of inert material (usually sand) on a grate or distribution plate. Waste fuel is fed into or above the bed 
through ports located on the combustion chamber wall. Drying and combustion of the fuel takes place 
within the fluidized bed, while combustion gases are retained in a combustion zone above the bed (the 
freeboard). The heat from combustion is recovered by devices located either in the bed or at the point at 
which combustion gases exit the chamber or a combination. Surplus ash is removed at the bottom of the 
chamber and is generally managed in a similar fashion as bottom ash from a moving grate system (mass 
burn incineration). Figure 3 provides a schematic overview of a fluidized bed incinerator.[6] 

Figure 3 Schematic Overview of a Fluidized Bed Incinerator   

 
Source: A.J. Chandler and Associates Ltd. 2006. Review of Dioxins and Furans from Incineration In Support of a Canada-wide 
Standard Review. 
 

Both two-stage combustion and fluidized bed combustion approaches can be used to manage MSW, 
however, for fluidized bed applications the waste must be processed into a more homogenous feed. Both 
processes generally are more complex than single-stage mass burn incineration. For that reason, 
generally when considering conventional combustion systems in planning processes, single stage 
combustion systems are usually assumed. 

Conventional combustion incineration facilities that treat MSW produce unwanted emissions to air during 
the combustion of waste materials. Over the years, the amount of harmful byproducts produced has been 
greatly reduced due to highly sophisticated combustion and operational controls. Emissions that are 
produced during combustion are reduced using Air Pollution Control (APC) systems which remove 
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unwanted contaminants such as trace metals and various acid gases from the flue gas produced. 
Generally speaking there are three main types of APC systems used at conventional combustion facilities 
that treat MSW, namely Dry, Wet-Dry, and Wet systems. The specific operations of these APC systems 
will be discussed further in this report. 

In Canada there are currently seven operational conventional combustion incinerators that treat MSW 
(greater than 25 tpd). Of these facilities, two are defined as mass burn incinerators (Quebec City and 
Vancouver, British Columbia) and two are defined as two-stage starved air modular incinerators 
(Charlottetown, PEI and Brampton, Ontario). 

Table 1 provides an overview of each of these facilities.[7] 

Table 1  Overview of Conventional Combustion Facilities in Canada that Treat MSW 

Facility Name Thermal Treatment 
Units 

Number of 
Units 

Approved/Licensed 
Capacity (tpd) 

Air Pollution Control 
System 

Greater Vancouver 
Regional District 
Waste to Energy 
Facility 

Mass-burn – Martin 
grates 

3 x 240 tonnes 
per day 

720 Selective non-catalytic 
reduction – NH4 injection, 
dry lime injection, carbon 
injection and fabric filter 

L'incinérateur de 
la Ville de Québec 

Mass-burn – Von Roll 
grates 

4 x 230 tonnes 
per day 

920 Spray humidifier, dry lime 
injection, powdered 
activated carbon addition, 
fabric filter, electrostatic 
precipitator 

L'incinérateur de 
la Ville de Lévis 

Primary combustion 
chamber with 
afterburner 

1 x 80 tonnes 
per day 

80 Spray humidifier, dry lime 
injection, powdered 
activated carbon addition, 
fabric filter 

MRC des Iles de 
la Madelaine 

Mass-burn – step 
grate 

1 x 31 tonnes 
per day 

31 Spray humidifier, dry lime 
injection, fabric filter 

Algonquin Power 
Peel Energy-
From-Waste 
Facility 

2-stage modular 
Consumat units 

5 x 91 tonnes 
per day – 5th 
line added in 
1991 

455 (permitted to 
operate at 118% of 
rated capacity 

Spray humidifier, selective 
catalytic reduction, dry lime 
injection, powdered 
activated carbon addition, 
fabric filter 

PEI Energy 
Systems EFW 
Facility 

2-stage Starved Air 
Modular Consumat 
CS-1600 units 

3x 33 tonnes 
per day 

99 Spray humidifier, dry lime 
injection, powdered 
activated carbon addition, 
fabric filter 

Wainwright Energy 
From Waste 
Facility 

3-stage Starved Air 
Modular System 

1 x 29 tonnes 
per day 

27 Dry lime injection, 
powdered activated carbon 
addition, fabric filter 

 

There are also several conventional combustion facilities currently in the planning or development stages. 
One such facility is being proposed to be built by the Regions’ of Durham and York in Ontario. Currently, 
the facility is in the planning stages and awaiting EA approval from the Ontario Ministry of the 
Environment. The proposed mass burn incineration facility will be sized initially to treat 140,000 tonnes of 
MSW per year but the option of expansion up to 400,000 tonnes per year has been identified, if and when 
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the additional capacity is required. The vendor supplying the technology for this proposed facility is 
Covanta.[8]  

As conventional combustion (specifically mass burn) technology is well established, there are a number 
of vendors that supply the technology. Based on a recent review, over 20 vendors worldwide were found 
to provide some components (grate systems, boilers) or provide services for the overall Design, Build and 
Operation (DBO) of conventional combustion facilities. 

In Europe, the four main suppliers of grates and potentially other components of mass burn incineration 
technology are: 

 Babcock & Wilcox Vøund (Denmark); 

 Fisia Babcock Environment GmBH (Germany); 

 Martin GmBH (Germany); and, 

 Von Roll Inova (Switzerland). 

The same four suppliers are the primary suppliers of grates in North America as well as in Asia. In Asia, 
Keppel Seghers have also supplied several grate fired plants. 

The majority of new EFW facilities are based on mass burn systems and the order books from the four 
major suppliers of the grate systems show more than 100 new lines are planned in the period 2000-2011. 

Table 2 provides a summary of conventional combustion processes, costs, scalability and reliability. 

 

Table 2  Conventional Combustion – Summary of Information 

  

Conventional Combustion Summary 

Traditional mass burn incineration is a well-established technology developed over 100 years ago for energy 
generation from municipal solid waste. 

There are hundreds of plants in operation. There are seven conventional combustion facilities in Canada. 
These facilities have reasonably good energy efficiency (up to 30% for electricity only and 60% or more for 

combined heat and power or just heat recovery systems) and usually export their energy as either steam 
and/or electricity. 

The largest facility in Canada is a mass burn facility, processing approximately 300,000 tpy of waste. 
(Quebec City) 

At least 20 companies offer mass burn incineration technology or components of this technology in North 
America and elsewhere. 

Other Summary Points: 

Median Capital Cost $775/annual design tonne +/- 50% (2009$ CDN) 

Median Operating Cost $65/tonne +/- 30% (2009$ CDN) 

Feedstock 
MSW, biomass 
Minimal waste preparation/pre-processing required by technology 
Designed to process variable waste streams 

Residual to Disposal 

5% (by weight) if the majority of bottom ash can be marketed for other 
applications 

Up to 20 to 25% by weight if there is no market for recovered materials from 
the ash (0.2 to 0.25 tonnes per input tonne) 

Landfill capacity consumption reduced by 90 to 95% 
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Conventional Combustion Summary 

Potential Revenue Streams 

Electricity, Heat (steam and/or hot water), recyclable metals, Construction 
aggregate 

Electricity Production, 0.5 to 0.6 MWh/annual tonne of MSW for older 
facilities[9] 

Electricity production rates of between 0.75 to 0.85 MWh/annual tonne for 
newer facilities 

Scalability Various Sizes of mass burn units 

Reliability 
Numerous facilities operating worldwide with proven operational success. 
Less complex than other EFW approaches 
Scheduled and unscheduled downtime reported as <10%10. 

 

1.2 Gasification of MSW 
Gasification is the heating of organic waste (MSW) to produce a burnable gas which is composed of a 
mix of approximately 85% hydrogen and carbon monoxide (syngas). This gas can then be used off-site or 
on-site in a second thermal combustion stage to generate heat and/or electricity. Primarily, gasifiers are 
designed to produce usable syngas. 

There are three primary types of gasification technologies used to treat waste materials, namely fixed 
bed, fluidized bed and high temperature gasification. Of the three types of gasification technologies, the 
high temperature method is the most widely employed at a commercial scale. The following paragraph 
briefly illustrates the high temperature gasification process. 

The heating process begins by feeding waste into a gasification chamber/reactor. Oxygen is injected into 
the reactor where heat is generated at a temperature of over 3,000°F. The amount of oxygen required is 
just enough to maintain the heat that is necessary for the process to proceed. The high temperature 
causes organic material in the MSW to dissociate into hydrogen, methane, carbon dioxide, water vapor, 
etc. The syngas is processed to remove water vapor and other trace contaminants, so that it can be used 
for power generation, heating or for other purposes.  

Figure 4 provides a conceptual overview of the high temperature waste gasification process which is used 
at most currently operation gasification facilities that treat MSW.[11] 

Figure 4  Conceptual Overview of a High Temperature Waste Gasifier  
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Source: Thermoselect. 2003. Thermoselect – High Temperature Recycling. Accessed February 3, 2010. 
http://www.thermoselect.com/index.cfm?fuseaction=Verfahrensuebersicht&m=2 
 

As mentioned previously, gasification is not nearly as widely used worldwide to treat MSW as is 
conventional combustion. This is primarily due to operational issues that arise due to the heterogeneous 
nature of MSW as the gasification process generally requires a fairly homogenous feedstock. In addition, 
gasification tends to have much higher range of operating and capital costs in comparison with 
conventional combustion facilities.[12]  There are several gasification facilities operating at a commercial 
scale in Japan which have been constructed within the past 10 years. There was a gasification plant that 
was operated in Karlsruhe, Germany, but it was shut-down in 2004 due to technical and financial 
difficulties.[13] 

Similar to conventional combustion facilities, gasification facilities also require APC systems to reduce 
unwanted emissions to air. That being said, gasification systems generally tend to have somewhat lower 
stack emissions than mass burn EFW plants.[14]  Gasification facilities tend to utilize similar types of APC 
systems as conventional combustion facilities but they generally are sized smaller. In addition to the 
direct emissions related to the gasification process, when the syngas produced via gasification is 
combusted as fuel, it also releases contaminants which may need to be controlled prior to being released 
into the atmosphere. 

Table 3 provides a summary of gasification processes, costs, scalability and reliability. 
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Note: the costing information that is publicly available for gasification technologies is generally provided 
voluntarily, and not on the basis of any contractual commitments to the parties involved. It is not clear that 
reported capital costs address all capital and construction cost elements. Nor is it clear that reported 
operating costs address all real costs associated with such facilities. 

Table 3  Gasification – Summary of Information 

Gasification Summary 

Gasification combusts fuel to create syngas. 
The technology has been in use for over a century, but only recently has MSW been used as a feedstock. 
At least 64 companies offer gasification technologies or components of this technology in North America and 

elsewhere. 
The largest operating facility is located in Spain and processes over 360,000 tpy of Solid Recovered Fuel 

(SRF). 
The earliest example of this technology being used for MSW was in 1991 in Taiwan. 

Other Summary Points: 

Median Capital Cost $850/annual design tonne +/- 40% (2009$ CDN) 

Median Operating Cost $65/tonne +/- 45% (2009$ CDN) 

Feedstock 

Auto-shredder residue (ASR), biomass, black liquor, coal, hospital waste, 
MSW, organic waste streams, plastics, PVC, refinery residues, sludge, tires 

Waste preparation/pre-processing required by technology 
Difficulties in accepting variable (heterogeneous) waste streams 

Residual to Disposal 

<1 % if bottom ash can be marketed for other applications 
10 to 20% if it is not marketable (0.1 to 0.2 tonnes of residue per 1 tonne of 

input waste)[15] 
Landfill capacity consumption reduced by 90 to 95% 

Potential Revenue Streams 
Electricity, Syngas, Aggregate recovered from Ash 
Electricity Production, 0.4 to 0.8 MWh/annual tonne of MSW[16] 

Scalability 
Usually built with a fixed capacity; modular 
Individual modules range in size from approximately 40,000 to 100,000 tpy[17] 

Reliability 

At least seven plants in operation in Japan at a large scale with over 2 years 
of operating experience[18]. 

Limited data available in other jurisdictions to assess operational success with 
MSW feedstock in regards to technical reliability 

Complex Operation 
Scheduled and unscheduled downtime reported as approximately 20%[19]. 

 

1.3 Plasma Arc Gasification 
Plasma arc gasification uses an electric current that passes through a gas (air) to create plasma which 
gasifies waste into simple molecules. Plasma is a collection of free-moving electrons and ions that is 
formed by applying a large voltage across a gas volume at reduced or atmospheric pressure. The high 
voltage and a low gas pressure, causes electrons in the gas molecules to break away and flow towards 
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the positive side of the applied voltage. When losing one or more electrons, the gas molecules become 
positively charged ions that transport an electric current and generate heat when the electrons drop to a 
stable state and release energy.  

When plasma gas passes over waste, it causes rapid decomposition of the waste into its primary 
chemical constituents which is normally a mixture of predominantly carbon monoxide and hydrogen gas, 
known as syngas. The extreme heat causes the inorganic portion of the waste to become a liquefied slag. 
The slag is cooled and forms a vitrified solid upon exiting the reaction chamber. This substance is a 
potentially inert glassy solid. The syngas is generally combusted in a second stage in order to produce 
heat and electricity for use by local markets. In some cases, alternative use of the syngas as an input to 
industrial processes has been proposed. 

Currently, plasma arc gasification is not commercially proven to treat MSW. There are no large scale 
operating commercial plants in North America or Europe but there are a number of plasma arc systems 
being proposed to treat MSW. Two technologies which are currently being tested in Canada are the Alter 
NRG process and the Plasco process and these are discussed further below. 

In the Alter NRG process, a plasma torch heats the feedstock to high temperatures in the presence of 
controlled amounts of steam, air and oxygen. The waste reacts with these constituents to produce 
syngas and slag. Figure 5 provides a conceptual overview of the Alter NRG plasma gasification 
process. 

Figure 5  Conceptual Overview of Alter NRG Plasma Gasification Unit[20] 

 
 
Source: Westinghouse Plasma Corporation. 2007. Westinghouse Plasma Corp. – Technology and Solutions – PGVR. Accessed 
February 3, 2010. http://www.westinghouse-plasma.com/technology_solutions/pgvr.php 
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Plasco Energy Corp. (Plasco) has also developed a plasma arc gasification technology capable of 
treating MSW.  Figure 6 presents a conceptual overview of the Plasco process. 

Figure 6  Conceptual Overview of the Plasco Process 

 
Source: Plasco Energy Group. Accessed February 22, 2010. 
http://www.plascoenergygroup.com/images/Plasco_conversion_process_big.gif 
 

In April 2006 Plasco entered into an agreement with the City of Ottawa to develop a demonstration facility 
on City-owned property next to the City’s Trail Road Landfill. Construction began in June 2007, and the 
first waste was received at the facility in January 2008.The plant is permitted to process 85 tonnes per 
day of solid waste provided by the City using Plasco’s conversion technology. 

In the first year of operations (2008), the plant processed approximately 2,000 tonnes of MSW (6% of the 
permitted annual quantity of MSW), operating for 890 hours,[21] or approximately 37 days (10% plant 
availability). Commissioning has indicated the need for improvements to the front end of the plant, 
including pre-processing of the curbside MSW to ensure that the waste received is suitable for the 
conversion chamber. As the Plasco demonstration plant has illustrated, this technology has a lot of 
inherent operational issues associated when used to manage unprocessed MSW. 

Table 4 provides a summary of the plasma arc gasification process, costs, scalability and reliability. 

Table 4  Plasma Arc Gasification – Summary of Information 

  

Plasma Arc Gasification Summary 

Plasma gasification uses an electric current that passes through a gas to create plasma.  
Plasma arc is not a new technology; it has industrial applications and has been used for treating hazardous 

waste. 
The earliest facility found to use plasma arc gasification was a test facility which operated from 1987 – 1988. 
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Plasma Arc Gasification Summary 

The largest facility currently operating in the world is located in Japan and processes over 90,000 tpy of MSW 
and ASR. 

Nineteen companies were found that indicate use of MSW as a portion of their feedstock. 
Other Summary Points: 

Median Capital Cost $1,300/annual design tonne +/- 40% (2009$ CDN) 

Median Operating Cost $120/tonne +/- 50% (2009$ CDN) 

Feedstock 

MSW, ASR, hazardous waste, hospital waste, organic waste streams, 
shipboard waste, tires 

Waste preparation/pre-processing required by technology 
Difficulties in accepting variable waste streams 

Residual to Disposal 
Estimated at >1 to 10% (0.1 tonne of residue per 1 tonne of input waste)[22] 
Inert Slag, APC residue 
Landfill capacity consumption reduced by up to 99% 

Potential Revenue Streams 
Electricity, Syngas, aggregate substitute 
Electricity Production, 0.3 to 0.6 MWh/annual tonne of MSW[23] 
Note: Plasma Arc facilities tend to have higher plant parasitic loads 

Scalability Modular facilities; multiple modules can be accommodated on a single site 
with some sharing of infrastructure.  

Reliability 

Limited data available to assess operational success with MSW feedstock in 
regards to technical reliability 

Eco-Valley Utashinai Plant, Japan processes over 90,000 tpy but feedstock 
is not 100% MSW 

Only two plants (Japan) with 2 or more years of operations 
Complex Operation 
Scheduled and unscheduled downtime, unknown[24]. 

1.4 Pyrolysis 
The concept of pyrolysis of MSW gained popularity in the 1960s as it was assumed that since MSW is 
typically about 60% organic matter, it would be well suited to pyrolytic treatment. By the mid-1970s 
studies in Europe and the United States concerning the pyrolysis of MSW were completed and some of 
these studies involved the construction and operation of demonstration plants. By the late 1970s, 
however, both technical and economic difficulties surrounding the pyrolysis of MSW arose which resulted 
in the lowering of interest and expectations for the technology. Since that time, the pyrolysis of MSW has 
been investigated but continues to face technical limitations. 

Pyrolysis is the thermal decomposition of feedstock at high temperatures in the absence of oxygen. The 
end product is a mixture of solids (char), liquids (oxygenated oils), and gases (methane, carbon 
monoxide, and carbon dioxide). The solid residue is a combination of non-combustible inorganic materials 
and carbon. 

Pyrolysis requires thermal energy that is usually applied indirectly by thermal conduction through the 
walls of a containment reactor since air or oxygen is not intentionally introduced or used in the reaction. 
The transfer of heat from the reactor walls occurs by filling the reactor with inert gas which also provides a 
transport medium for the removal of gaseous products. 
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The composition of the pyrolytic product can be modified by the temperature, speed of process, and rate 
of heat transfer. Liquid products are produced by lower pyrolysis temperatures while gaseous products 
are produced by higher pyrolysis temperatures. Gases produced can be utilized in a separate reaction 
chamber to produce thermal energy which can then be used to produce steam for electricity production. 

Pyrolysis generally takes place at lower temperatures than used for gasification which results in less 
volatilization of carbon and certain other pollutants, such as heavy metals and dioxin precursors, into the 
gaseous stream. 

The following figure (Figure 7) presents a schematic overview of the Compact Power pyrolysis technology 
as developed by Compact Power Ltd. In the Compact Power process, sorted MSW is conveyed by a 
screw through the heated tubes for pyrolysis followed by gas combustion in a cyclone where energy is 
captured to produce steam and then energy. 

 

Figure 7  Schematic Overview of the Compact Power Pyrolysis Process[25] 

 
Source: Thomas Malkow. 2004. Novel and innovative pyrolysis and gasification technologies for energy efficient and 
environmentally sound MSW disposal. In Waste Management 24 (2004) 53-79. 
 

 

Table 5 provides a general summary of the pyrolysis process, costs, scalability and reliability. 

Note: it is not clear that reported capital costs address all capital and construction cost elements. Nor is it 
clear that reported operating costs address all real costs associated with such facilities. While some 
financial information was available, ultimately, this information was determined to be less reliable than 
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those provided via other sources for the purpose of this study, as the values were consistently reported to 
be lower than other similar EFW technologies without supporting rationale for these differences. 

Table 5  Pyrolysis – Summary of Information 

Pyrolysis Summary 

Pyrolysis is the thermal decomposition of feedstock at high temperatures in the absence of oxygen.  
The longest operating pyrolysis facility is located in Burgau, Germany and has been operating since 1987. 
The largest facility (located in Japan) processes approximately 150,000 tpy of SRF. 
Over 20 companies market a pyrolysis technology for treating MSW. 

Other Summary Points: 

Median Capital Cost No reliable data 

Median Operating Cost No reliable data 

Feedstock 

Biomass, ASR, coal, hospital waste, MSW, plastics, PVC, sludge, tires, 
wastewater 

Waste preparation/pre-processing required by technology 
Difficulties in accepting variable waste streams 

Residual to Disposal 
>30%, if residue not treated 
If treated, residues reduced to 0.1 to 0.3 tonnes per input tonne 
Landfill capacity consumption reduced by up to 90% 

Potential Revenue Streams 
Electricity, Syngas, Pyrolysis Oil 
Electricity Production, 0.5 to 0.8 MWh/annual tonne of MSW[26] 

 

The flue gas from the combustion of the pyrolysis gas must be treated in an APC system as there are 
fundamentally no real differences between the flue gas from conventional grate fired plants and pyrolysis 
plants. 

1.5 Emerging Combustion and Thermal Treatment Technologies 
It should be noted that there is a great deal of flux in the thermal treatment marketplace, in regards to new 
and emerging technologies, however, many of the emerging technologies have yet to be proven and the 
financial capacity of many of the new technology vendors is limited. 

In regards to more proven technologies such as mass burn, the evolution of technology has focused on 
improving combustion and emissions performance through design adjustments, such as new grate design 
and improved combustion air management systems. Significant achievements associated with more 
conventional technologies include low-NOx burners, improved efficiency, heat exchangers, waste heat 
recovery systems, newly developed equipment for wet scrubbing and dioxin filters. 

1.5.1 Gasplasma 
The gasplasma process is used by Advanced Plasma Power, a United Kingdom based company. They 
currently have one small-scale, demonstration plant in operation. The gasplasma process uses the waste 
feedstock to produce clean hydrogen-rich syngas and Plasmarok™, a vitrified recyclate, which reportedly 
can be used as a building replacement or replacement aggregate. 

The gasplasma process is designed for post-diversion materials (i.e., those materials that cannot be 
recycled or composted). Although it can operate with a variety of feedstock, it operates most efficiently 
when treating a prepared SRF. Advanced Plasma Power utilizes three different technologies in their 
                                                      
26 Juniper, 2007 a) and b), Large Scale EFW Systems for Processing MSW; Small to Medium Scale Systems for Processing MSW 



process: fluidized bed gasification; plasma arc treatment; and, a power island. The gasifier operates at a 
temperature of approximately 900°C. At this temperature, the material is thermally broken down into 
syngas. The plasma arc treatment “cracks” the dirty syngas coming out of the gasifier. The cracking 
process breaks the molecular structure of the syngas and reforms it into a simpler structure, thereby 
producing a hydrogen-rich fuel gas. The hydrogen-rich fuel gas is cooled and further cleaned before 
being fed into the gas engines at the power island. It is claimed that the electrical generating efficiency 
reaches 35 – 40%. 

The fluidized bed gasifier used in the gasplasma process produces char and ash (approximately 10 – 
15% of the feedstock), this material is recovered in Plasmarok™. Plasmarok™ is stated as being an 
environmentally stable material that can be re-used as a building aggregate (in the UK). The vendor 
claims Plasmarok™ significantly reduces the amount of residue requiring landfilling; from 60,000 tonnes 
of SRF, 450 tonnes of activated carbon from the gas scrubbers requires landfilling.[27] 

1.5.2 Thermal Cracking Technology 
Graveson Energy Management (GEM) uses a technology traditionally used by the petrochemical industry 
to convert MSW into clean synthetic gas. The resulting synthetic gas can be used to heat boilers, produce 
energy, or be converted into methanol. A GEM facility employing thermal cracking technology has been 
operating in Romsey, England since 1998. It processes 70 kg/hr of unsorted MSW. 

In thermal cracking, prepared waste material is fed into the oxygen-free chamber. The chamber has 
stainless steel walls that are heated to 850°C. The waste material is instantly heated and thermally cracks 
to syngas in a matter of seconds. Syngas entering the Gas Filtration system is further filtered to remove 
finer particles and is cooled rapidly from 1500°C to less than 400°C to prevent the formation of dioxins 
and furans. A small portion of the clean syngas is used to heat the GEM Converter, which reduces the 
need for fossil fuels. The remainder of the syngas can be used in boilers, engines, or turbines for 
generation into energy. Mineral solids are produced as a residual, typically in the amount of 8 – 10% for 
domestic waste.[28] 

1.5.3 Thermal Oxidation 
Zeros Technology Holdings uses an Energy Recycling Oxidation System that can reportedly dispose of 
all classifications of waste. ZEROS claims no emissions are produced in the process and other effluents 
can be sold as products or reintroduced into the system, however to our knowledge, these claims have 
not been supported by independent verification. The system is closed and uses pure oxygen for the 
oxidation process, as opposed to ambient air. The oxidation process used by this technology was 
originally developed for oil spill remediation. Several projects are in various stages of development; 
however there is currently no operating Zeros’ facility. 

Zeros combines six different technologies in their process: rotary kiln; gasification (Oxy-Fuel Technology); 
Rankine Cycle Technology; Fischer-Tropsch Fuels Technology; Gas Capture Technology; and Clean 
Water Technology. The gasification step occurs with limited oxygen and high temperatures to produce 
primarily carbon monoxide and hydrogen. The Rankine Cycle technology uses the heat produced during 
the auto-thermal oxidation process to generate electricity. The synthetic gas resulting from this step is 
used in the Fischer-Tropsch technology which transforms the gas into liquid fuels such as diesel. 
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Throughout the process a number of commercial products are produced, including electricity, pure liquid 
(or solid) carbon dioxide, distilled water, argon and nitrogen, and liquid fuel. 

1.5.4 Waste-to-Fuels 
Enerkem intends to start construction on the world’s first facility intended to produce biofuels from MSW. 
Construction of the Edmonton facility is set to begin by the end of 2009. Enerkem indicates Alberta will 
reduce its carbon dioxide footprint by more than six million tons over a 25 year period, while producing 36 
million liters of ethanol annually. 

Enerkem converts urban biomass, agricultural residues and/or forest residues onto biofuels in a four step 
process. The first step is pre-treatment of the feedstock which involved drying, sorting and shredding of 
the materials. The feedstock is fed into the gasifier during the second step. The bubbling fluidized bed 
gasifier converts the residues into synthetic gas and operates at a temperature of approximately 700°C. 
During step three, the synthetic gas is cleaned and conditioned which includes the cyclonic removal of 
inerts, secondary carbon/tar conversion, heat recovery units, and reinjection of tar/fines into the reactor. 
The fourth and final step converts the syngas into biofuels. Enerkem intends to produce approximately 
360 litres of ethanol from one tonne of waste (dry base).[29] 

Similarly, Changing World Technologies employs a Thermal Conversion Process which converts waste 
into oil. They state, “the Thermal Conversion Process, or TCP, mimics the earth’s natural geothermal 
process by using water, heat and pressure to transform organic and inorganic wastes into oils, gases, 
carbons, metals and ash. Even heavy metals are transformed into harmless oxides”. Changing World 
Technologies does not have a commercial facility at this time; however they do have a test centre in 
Philadelphia, PA.[30] 

1.5.5 Kearns Disintegration System 
The Kearns Disintegration System (KDS) uses thermal disintegration to reportedly combust 100% of 
waste materials.  The remaining ash is inert and can be disposed of or used in the construction industry. 
Promotional material for KDS states no additional fuel or water is used in the combustion process and the 
emissions from the facility are able to meet environmental standards and guidelines.  Proponents of KDS 
report emissions can be reduced by 90-99% and the volume of waste can be reduced by 84%.  The 
System accepts all types of waste (with the exception of radioactive waste).  A prototype has been tested 
in Nova Scotia and KDS is not entering into commercial development. 

1.5.6 Steam Reformation 
The steam reformation process is utilized by the Elementa Group in their commercial demonstration plant 
located in Sault Ste. Marie.  The plan has been operating for over three years[31].  The Elementa Process 
uses steam in an oxygen deprived environment to re-arrange the carbon and hydrogen atoms in waste 
materials to produce fuels such as ethanol, methanol and other hydrocarbons.  Proponents state 98% of 
the volume of MSW put through the Elementa Process is reformed into syngas.  The majority of the 
remaining 2% is metals which are separated and recycled and a small amount of inert solids which can 
be used to manufacture aggregate and cement. 
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1.6 Summary of Thermal Treatment Technologies 
Table 6 presents an overview of the four major types of EFW technologies used worldwide and a number 
of their key characteristics. 

Table 6  Overview of the Four Major Types of EFW Technologies Used Worldwide 
 

Characteristic Plasma Gasification Pyrolysis Gasification 

Conventional 
Combustion 
(mass burn, 
moving grate) 

Applicable to 
unprocessed MSW, 
with variable 
composition 

NO NO NO YES 

Commercially Proven 
System, with 
relatively simple 
operation and high 
degree of reliability 

NO NO 

Commercially proven 
to some degree, more 
complex than 
combustion and less 
reliable 

YES 

Reasonably Reliable 
set of Performance 
Data 

Some, less than both 
Gasification or 
Conventional combustion 

NO 
Some, less than 
conventional 
combustion 

YES 

 

2 MECHANICAL TREATMENT PROCESSES 
 
Mechanical treatment has been applied for a long time in different contexts to increase the capture rate of 
recyclable materials.  Mechanical treatment could be considered to pre-process wastes; capturing 
recyclable content and improving consistency of the mixture of waste material for biological and thermal 
processing.  It can also be used for the management of respective process residues to capture recyclable 
content (e.g. metal) flowing through the different processes.   

2.1 Input Materials 
Depending on the specific nature of the mechanical treatment component proposed, typical input 
materials can include: 

• Mixed waste from curbside collection;  

• Organic materials from a biological treatment process; and 

• Ash or char from a thermal treatment process. 

Each of these materials has different characteristics and the mechanical treatment process equipment 
and facility would be designed to accommodate the unique characteristics of each material stream. 

Mechanical treatment processes can be built as stand-alone facilities where product materials are then 
shipped to other facilities for processing.  A “dirty” MRF falls into this category.  Sometimes however, 
these processes are built as a front end processing step to a thermal processing facility or a biological 
treatment facility.   



2.1.1 Process Description 

2.1.1.1 Receiving and Handling Materials 
The input materials are typically received either on a flat concrete floor (tip floor) or in a concrete pit 
depending on the nature of the input materials and the type of processing equipment employed 
downstream. The tip floor or the pit is located inside a building with vehicle loading doors to permit 
delivery of materials. The receiving building is usually enclosed and may be under negative pressure, to 
control the release of dust, debris, noise and/or odour emissions. The building is sized to handle the 
anticipated quantities of the input materials, plus contingency space for short-term stockpiling, and would 
employ a “drive through” design or a “back in” design.  

Trucks would normally be weighed at an on-site truck weigh scale station, before and after unloading 
material in the receiving building. 

In the case of a facility with a flat tip floor, the input material is usually pushed from where it was dropped 
by the delivery trucks into large piles up against concrete pushwalls, and then later fed into the process, 
using a front-end loader. Facilities utilizing a concrete pit use a large, manually operated grapple to grasp 
material from the pit and to feed it into the process. 

In most cases, the input materials are fed into the process via conveyors. The process feed conveyor 
may be built into the tip floor so that the front-end loader simply pushes the material onto the conveyor, or 
it may be positioned above the floor with a feed hopper (for grapple feeding). Occasionally the latter 
arrangement is used even with a front-end loader, necessitating the loader to lift and dump the material 
into the feed hopper. 

The front-end loader operator, or the grapple operator, usually inspects the input material and sets aside 
unacceptable materials as the remaining material is fed into the process. Unacceptable material typically 
includes any items that can cause damage to the process equipment or items that can adversely affect 
the process in terms of output product quality. Screening of unacceptable materials such as oversize 
items may also be done with a physical screen at the process feed conveyor hopper. 

A bag breaker may be installed upstream of the process feed conveyor, if the input materials are 
collected in bags and if subsequent processing equipment does not perform effectively as a result of the 
presence of plastic bags. A bag breaker is a mechanical device that uses sharp edges or spikes to tear 
open plastic bags, releasing their contents. Some plastic bags will stay on the bag breaker’s spikes, but 
the majority of plastic must be removed by a subsequent separation step. 

2.1.1.2 Sorting Equipment 
Mechanical treatment usually involves some form or forms of sorting to isolate and capture individual 
components (recyclable products) from the input stream based on unique physical characteristics of the 
component such as size, weight or material type. The equipment can be used on its own or in 
combination and waste materials are moved through the sorting process on conveyors. 

Hand Sorting 

Manual (hand) sorting is sometimes employed, whereby people pull or push off recyclables from a 
moving conveyor belt. Hand sorting may also be employed to remove “unacceptable” materials. Hand 
sorting is common at “Blue Box” material recovery facilities (MRFs); however, this sorting approach may 
not be appropriate for mixed solid waste or organics processing facilities, depending on the potential 



health hazards and quantities identified for these input materials. Where hand sorting is used, it is 
normally used to capture plastics and possibly for colour sorting of glass. Sorting stations can be housed 
within a separate enclosure within a processing facility, to control temperature, dust or odours that could 
be regarded as a health and safety issue. 

Mechanical Screens 

Mechanical screens are often utilized in mechanical treatment systems, typically for size sorting. 

A trommel screen, one of the most common screening devices for the above described input materials, is 
a large rotating drum containing openings of various sizes. It is normally installed at a slight decline to 
move material through the unit as it rotates. A trommel with two opening sizes would be used to separate 
the material into “fines” (first and smallest opening size), “middles” (second opening size, and larger than 
the first opening size) and “overs” (all remaining material). Anything that is smaller than the first opening 
size of the screen will fall through to a conveyor belt as fines. Objects larger than the first opening size will 
continue tumbling through the trommel and either fall through the next opening size as middles or are 
discharged off the end of the trommel as overs. Trommels can be equipped with steel knives welded to 
the drum interior to assist in opening bags.  

Other types of screens, such as star screens and vibratory screens have been developed for specific 
applications and may be better suited for sorting of a particular input material than a trommel screen. 
Large, flat objects such as corrugated cardboard can be effectively sorted from round materials such as 
containers using star screens, which employ rows of star-shaped “disks” mounted on shafts. The shaft 
and star spacing is set to allow round or smaller materials to fall through while the larger, flat materials 
bounce across the top to a separate discharge point. “Sticky” material such as ash is more effectively 
screened in a vibratory screen, where the nature of the screen’s motion minimizes build-up of sticky 
material on the screen. 

Magnetic Separation 

The recovery of ferrous metals from the waste stream is achieved by means of a strong magnet 
suspended above a conveyor belt. The magnetic separation unit is equipped with its own conveyor that 
directs the captured ferrous metals to a storage area. Normally a second conveyor carrying the remaining 
feed materials, downstream of where the suspended magnet is located, is equipped with a magnetic head 
pulley to provide the facility with economical two-stage magnetic separation. 

Eddy Current Separation 

The recovery of aluminium is achieved using an eddy-current separator. These units introduce eddy 
currents into the waste stream on a conveyor belt and the eddy currents cause a strong repelling force 
between the separator and aluminium. Aluminium is thus repelled off the conveyor to a storage bin while 
all other materials continue along the conveyor. Eddy current separators are usually installed near the 
end of a series of sorting stations so that the depth of material on the conveyor belt is lighter making 
aluminium removal more efficient.  

Near Infrared Detector 

Near Infrared (NIR) Detector technology is used to detect and control the automated separation of various 
types of plastic and fibre containers. 



Materials move from a slow moving conveyor to a fast moving conveyor to separate individual items on 
the fast moving conveyor belt. Light, containing infrared radiation, is shone onto the items on the belt and 
some of this light is reflected back to the NIR detector. Different materials, such as polyethylene 
teraphthalate (#1 or PET plastic) or aseptic containers, reflect back unique wavelengths of infrared 
radiation, which the detector is programmed to identify (much in the same way that the human eye is able 
to identify different coloured items). 

A series of air jets are placed at the end of the fast moving conveyor. When an item detected by the NIR 
unit arrives at the end of the belt, the air jets under that specific item are switched on momentarily and the 
item is blown into a separate container. The balance of the material falls off the end of the conveyor and 
is transferred to the next sorting station. In practice, these units can be set up to detect and separate two 
different material streams such as PET and high density polyethylene (HDPE) plastic from the balance of 
the material stream falling off the end of the conveyor. 

Air Classifier 

Sorting of lightweight materials such as plastics from heavier materials is often achieved using an air 
classifier. These machines employ fans and a cyclone to “vacuum” the lighter materials (referred to as the 
light fraction) from the material stream as it falls off the end of an enclosed conveyor belt. If a specific 
lightweight material like PET is the desired product, this is a somewhat “coarse” screening approach in 
that other unwanted light materials will also be captured. Thus a quality control check of the light fraction 
is typically required. On the other hand, this is a fairly effective means of isolating lightweight residue from 
a heavier material in order to generate a specific product such as mixed broken glass. 

Float/Sink Separator 

Sorting of a light fraction from a heavy fraction can also be achieved in a float/sink separator, which 
utilizes a tank of water into which the waste stream is fed. Floatable items are skimmed off the surface 
while heavy items sink in the tank and are collected and removed by a conveyor belt running along the 
sloped bottom of the tank. 

2.1.1.3 Other Equipment 

Baler 

Balers are often utilized (if quantities can justify the baler purchase) to compress and tie-off captured 
materials such as plastics, ferrous and aluminum. Depending on the material, a baler will produce a bale 
roughly 1.2m x 1.2m x 1.5-2 m long, which can be easily stored and shipped to market. 

Shredder 

Shredders are utilized where it is important to create a homogenous size mixture of a material stream. 
Slow speed shredders are normally used in mechanical treatment applications to avoid explosion 
hazards. 

Wet Separation/Conditioning 

Some biological treatment processes such as anaerobic digestion (as discussed in Section 3.2.3) process 
waste in a liquid form, and use as a pre-conditioning mechanical treatment step, a wet 
separation/conditioning device. Different vendors supply different proprietary devices for wet 



separation/conditioning, often referred to as a hydropulper. In general, it involves mixing the feed material 
with water to produce a pulp, from which heavy non-digestible materials (such as glass and grit) are 
removed by settling then flushing through a de-gritter. Light non-digestible materials (such as plastic film) 
are removed by raking off floatables from the pulp. The pulping device serves two other important 
functions, namely to de-fibre the material thus increasing its surface area to prepare it for digestion and 
secondly, initiating the digestion process by recycling process water that already contains 
microorganisms. 

Steam Processing 

There is a new technology that uses steam pressure to treat waste to recover the fibrous materials and to 
clean and sterilize the recyclables for recovery. The system uses a steam pressure pulverization (SPP) 
vessel, steam production system, steam recovery system and, separation trommel. The feedstock is 
taken from the tipping floor and placed into a low-pressure rotary vessel where the SPP breaks down all 
cellulose materials and cleans and sterilizes both the biomass and non-cellulose materials. The transit 
time in the vessel varies depending on the input materials. The output materials from the vessel are 
passed through a trommel screen and then sorted into separate, potentially marketable materials.  

2.1.2 Outputs 

2.1.2.1 Products and In-Feeds to Other Components 
The products and in-feeds to other components from a mechanical treatment process, depend on the 
input materials to the process, but typically include: 

• Recyclable products, which by definition have readily available markets (e.g., ferrous metals, 
aluminium, HDPE and PET plastics). 

• Organic materials that have had recyclable products removed and/or have been pre-conditioned for 
biological treatment. 

• Combustible materials that have had recyclable products removed and/or have been preconditioned 
for thermal treatment. 

2.1.2.2 Air Emissions 
There are no specific air emissions identified for mechanical treatment.  

In Ontario, odours, particulate (e.g. dust) and noise are considered emissions if they are exhausted or 
discharged from a building (as opposed to just being present inside the building) and they must be 
addressed in an application for a Certificate of Approval (Air), issued under Section 9 of the EPA. 
However, for the purposes of this report, odours, dust and noise (within a building and/or exhausted from 
the building) are considered nuisance effects and are discussed in Section 2.1.2.5 of this report. 

2.1.2.3 Water Discharges 
Mechanical treatment may result in wastewater discharges. Wastewater is commonly generated by hose 
washing of building floors and equipment, but may also be generated as part of the actual process (more 
likely the case for a biological treatment process than mechanical treatment). The need for mitigation will 
be dictated by the quantity and strength of the wastewater and local sewer-use bylaws. In some cases 
where the waste water exceeds the sewer use by-law for treatment parameters, a sewer surcharge may 
be levied, which may be significant enough to warrant on-site wastewater treatment, or the wastewater 
authority may simply require treatment if certain wastewater parameters are non-surchargeable (i.e. they 



exceed the by-law limits and cannot be discharged to the system without pre-treatment). Careful attention 
to maintenance practices to minimize wash water volumes, also serves to mitigate this discharge to 
varying degrees. 

2.1.2.4 Solid Residues 
Any solid material remaining after the products have been extracted from the facility input material 
becomes solid residue, which must be disposed. In addition, facility operation and maintenance will also 
generate solid residue such as damaged equipment components, baghouse residue, odour control device 
spent media, cleaning materials, etc. which must also be disposed. 

2.1.2.5 Nuisance Effects 
The typical nuisance effects that may result from mechanical treatment include: 

• Odours, typically generated from organic components of the input materials; 

• Dust and particulate, typically generated at the tipping floor and by various processing functions such 
as infeed screening or processing; 

• Noise, typically generated from equipment and vehicle operation; and 

• Pests, such as vermin (rats and mice), birds and insects that are attracted to the organic components 
of the input materials. 

Nuisance effects are generally those that would result if odour, dust and particulate, noise and pests 
escaped the facility. Odour, dust and particulate, noise and pests contained within the facility would be 
managed in accordance with health and safety practices. For the purpose of simplicity, this section 
addresses effects that may result from mechanical treatment within or outside of the facility. 

Odour 

Mitigation of odours is typically achieved through a combination of facility location, building (enclosure) 
design/operation, building ventilation and odour control devices. Since odours released from a building 
become dispersed in the atmosphere, a facility site that ensures significant dispersion of odours before 
reaching receptors (example, a large site with significant spatial buffering) will assist in mitigating odours. 
Facility design and operation will also serve to mitigate odours, for example truck bay doors located 
and/or operated to avoid “flow through” of outside air, or strategically locating the most odorous areas of 
the plant to maximize buffering to neighbours. 

Building ventilation should be designed to achieve negative pressure in the building in order to minimize 
fugitive emissions. Closing truck bay doors as quickly as possible minimizes odour release and helps to 
maintain negative pressure in the building. 

In-plant odour nuisance effects are typically mitigated through the use of strategic ventilation (e.g. 
exhaust hoods) directed to an odour control device such as a biofilter. For worker comfort, additional 
ventilation can be provided in areas of high odour generation. 

Dust and Particulate 

Mitigation of dust and particulate released from the facility is typically achieved using ventilation and at 
times water spraying. In the case of ventilation, exhaust hoods at high dust/particulate areas can be 
directed to a dust dropout device such as a baghouse. Water spraying is sometimes used, especially over 
screens or conveyors, to capture airborne dust and drop it out onto a designated area. This approach 



minimizes airborne dust but requires regular and thorough plant housekeeping to minimize dust 
accumulation throughout the building and on equipment. 

Dust and particulate is further mitigated by isolating workers in controlled environment enclosures with 
positive ventilation (i.e., air is forced out, thus not allowing dust/particulate inside the enclosure). Where 
worker isolation is not possible or practical, workers can be provided with suitable personal protective 
equipment such as dust masks.  

Noise 

Noise emissions are typically mitigated by confining hours of plant operation to the core daytime hours 
and by operating the plant to minimize noise release such as closing truck bay doors as quickly as 
possible. Strategic location of noise release points, such as truck bay doors and ventilation louvers, to 
maximize buffering with neighbours should also be considered. Installation of acoustic louvers, which 
reduce noise levels through the use of baffles, may be required. Also, the establishment of noise barriers 
in the site buffer zones (e.g. berms or noise barrier walls) may be considered if space is available. 

In-plant noise nuisance effects are typically mitigated by controlling worker exposure to limited times 
and/or providing workers with hearing protection, or soundproof work areas. 

Pests 

Pests such as rats and mice are mitigated through the use of pest control equipment. Good 
housekeeping will serve to reduce the presence of vermin as well as the presence of birds and insects. 
Bird control programs are not typically required at enclosed mechanical treatment facilities. 

3 BIOLOGICAL TREATMENT PROCESSES 
Biological treatment involves the use of microorganisms such as bacteria to change the properties of the 
organic constituents of the waste stream. Essentially, biological treatment breaks down and stabilizes 
organic matter such as food waste, and waste paper.  This approach is being applied elsewhere including 
other parts of Canada to treat mixed waste streams.  This approach offers the potential for a relatively 
stable landfill with reduced odours and other nuisance impacts.   Considering the proportion of organics 
remaining in residual waste stream this alternative may be applicable to addressing the purpose of the 
undertaking. 

There are two main biological treatment technology approaches: aerobic composting and anaerobic 
digestion. These technologies are further examined below.   

3.1 Input Materials 
Depending on the specific nature of the biological treatment component proposed, typical input materials 
can include: 

• mixed waste from curbside collection; or 

• the organic fraction from a mechanical treatment process. 

Each of these materials has different characteristics and the biological treatment process equipment and 
enclosure (building) would be designed to accommodate the unique characteristics of each material 
stream. 



3.2 Process Description 

3.2.1 Aerobic Composting/Treatment 
Aerobic composting is a biological process in which aerobic microorganisms use oxygen in the 
breakdown of organic materials to form a stabilized material known as compost. This aerobic 
decomposition process generates heat that can be used to dry waste materials. The two main phases of 
composting are the initial high-rate phase, during which biological activity is at its highest, and the low-
rate curing/finishing phase, when biological activity is lower. The two main methods of composting, in-
vessel and windrow, differ primarily in whether the high-rate phase of composting is contained inside a 
vessel (or building) or not. Each method presents unique advantages and disadvantages, which generally 
translate to different siting implications and requirements. 

3.2.1.1 In-Vessel Composting (with Windrow Curing) 
With in-vessel composting, the active composting phase occurs in a closed container or building. The size 
of the container or building varies with the technology and can range in size from a small bunker to a 
large building with one or many concrete channels or tunnels. During active composting, the material is 
either mechanically turned on a daily basis or air is injected or drawn through the material to ensure 
optimal operating conditions. Both air and moisture levels are actively controlled during the process. After 
the active composting phase, the resulting materials still need to be stabilized during a curing period. 
Curing takes place in open windrows for most in-vessel composting operations because the costs of 
carrying out the entire composting and curing process in a vessel are much higher than composting in a 
vessel followed by curing in open windrows. 

3.2.1.2 Windrow Composting 
Windrow composting does not involve enclosure of the composting material at any stage of the process. 
Instead, material is piled into rows on an open pad, and turned periodically to provide aeration throughout 
the pile. There may also be an initial static pile stage, during which the material is piled into rows but not 
turned. If air is blown into the pile from beneath or drawn through the pile by a vacuum, the pile is referred 
to as an aerated static pile. 

Windrow composting is generally cheaper than in-vessel composting as no containers are required for the 
active composting phase and as it is generally a simpler process as air and moisture levels are controlled 
mainly by turning the materials and not through highly mechanized processes. However, outdoor windrow 
composting usually takes longer than in-vessel processes. Less staff time is generally required to operate 
these facilities. As the composting material is not enclosed, windrow composting facilities may be subject 
to more odour releases during the active composting phase than in-vessel facilities. Also, since windrow 
composting is less space-efficient than in-vessel composting, it has greater land requirements. 

3.2.2 Bio-Drying 
Bio-drying systems use the heat generated by aerobic decomposition to dry input material. They are 
essentially aerated containers that have forced aeration through a floor plenum, internal air circulation 
and are normally connected to an odour control device such as a biofilter. The containers are batch 
loaded from one end, with container size varying depending on the design and capacity of the facility. The 
batch loading can be by conveyor or by using a front-end loader. The feed material may be shredded 
(approximately 12mm particle size) before being loaded into the container. 



This system does not add any moisture to the system; rather, moisture is removed by heat and 
evaporation. Once dried, generally after 5-7 days, the material is removed and then processed further, 
typically to remove recyclables and produce a solid recovered fuel. 

3.2.3 Anaerobic Digestion 
Anaerobic digestion (AD) is the biological breakdown of organic materials in the absence of oxygen. The 
process is carried out by anaerobic microorganisms that convert carbon-containing compounds to biogas, 
which is a gas primarily consisting of methane (CH4) and carbon dioxide (CO2), with trace amounts of 
other compounds. The material remaining is a partially stabilized organic material that can be landfilled, 
used as landfill cover, used as a soil amendment, or separated into solid and liquid fractions. The solid 
fraction may be stabilized/cured via aerobic composting, and the liquid fraction is usually disposed as 
wastewater. 

Although the basic biological process is the same, there are different AD technologies for achieving the 
conversion of organic carbon to methane. They differ primarily by providing environments that are 
favourable to different populations of microorganisms. They can be grouped into general categories 
according to three variables including process temperature, moisture content of the material being 
digested, and the number of stages in the process. The main temperature categories are thermophilic 
and mesophilic digestion. The moisture categories are wet (low solids) and dry (high solids) digestion. 
The number-of-stages categories consist of single-stage and dual-stage digestion. Each of these 
variables is described briefly below. 

3.2.3.1 Mesophilic Vs. Thermophilic Digestion 
Mesophilic refers to the bacteria that prefer a “medium” temperature range (meso = medium, philic = 
loving). These bacteria have an optimal temperature range of 35-40°C. Mesophilic digestion was the first 
to be used on a commercial scale, and is generally believed to be more stable than thermophilic digestion 
(i.e., it is less susceptible to upset in the biological process). However, it has a lower gas yield per tonne 
of material digested than thermophilic digestion. Gas production from mesophilic processes is generally in 
the range of 75-125 m³/tonne of waste digested (assuming food waste is included in the mixed waste 
stream).  

Thermophilic, or “heat-loving” bacteria have an optimal temperature range from 50-55°C. Thermophilic 
processes are generally considered to be less stable than mesophilic processes, but give greater gas 
yields. Gas production from thermophilic processes is usually in the range of 100-150 m³/tonne, and can 
be up to 200 m³/ tonne of waste digested depending on the proportion of food waste in the feedstock. 

3.2.3.2 Wet Vs. Dry Digestion 
The second level of categorization for digestion is by the solids content of the feedstock. The terms “wet” 
and “dry” digestion refer to the proportion of solids in the feedstock, although all processes have some 
moisture, which is essential to the biological process. Process water is added to incoming material for 
“wet” digestion. In “dry” digestion, no water is added. The two digestion methods have different materials 
handling requirements. 

Wet digestion processes are carried out at a Total Solids (TS) content of no more than 15% by weight, 
most commonly within the range of 7-12%. Usually, water is added to the feedstock during a slurrying 
stage to dilute the solids (organic materials tend to range from 10-30% TS). The slurry can be pumped 
using positive displacement or rotary lobe pumps. Mixing in process tanks can be achieved by 



mechanical mixers within the tanks, or by gas mixing using recirculated biogas if TS in the digester is 
below 10%. Most wet digestion processes use a completely mixed reactor.  

Dry digestion processes are carried out at a TS content of over 15%, with 25-40% being the most 
common TS range. This material is too thick for liquid-handling pumps, and therefore dry digestion 
technologies use concrete pumps and screw conveyors. Mechanical and gas mixing equipment cannot 
usually handle the high solids concentrations of dry digestion, and therefore mixing is achieved by the 
configuration of the digester and recirculation of waste through the digester. The tank is usually a plug 
flow reactor, rather than a completely mixed reactor as normally used in wet digestion. 

3.2.3.3 Single-Stage Vs. Dual-Stage Digestion 
Anaerobic digestion occurs in two phases, by two different populations of bacteria. In the first phase 
(acid-forming phase), the first set of bacteria break down complex organic molecules into simpler, short-
chained molecules called Volatile Fatty Acids (VFAs). These VFAs are converted by methanogenic 
bacteria to methane and carbon dioxide in the second phase (methane-forming phase). 

Single-stage digestion uses one digestion tank in which both phases of anaerobic digestion take place. 
Single-stage digestion is the most common type of process available commercially, with 90% of AD 
capacity in Europe (where AD is more prevalent) using single-stage digestion. For larger plants, more 
than one tank may be used to handle all the material processed, but the tanks are arranged in parallel 
rather than in series.  

One example of dual-stage digestion involves separation of the two phases of digestion in two different 
digestion tanks, so as to optimise each one. A second example of dual-stage digestion is the separation 
of solids and liquids into separate digestion stages. This makes the easily degraded dissolved organics 
more quickly available to bacteria, and the liquid can then be recirculated through the solids to assist in 
dissolving more organics. These are only two possible types of dual-stage digestion systems, but it 
should be noted that there are many different ways to operate a multi-stage digestion system.  

Dual-stage digestive processes are intended to have higher gas yields, although the increase in gas 
production is small and there is an increase in capital and operating costs in comparison with single-stage 
digestion. The gas production increase is in the order of 5% for dual-stage versus single-stage digestion. 

3.3 Outputs 

3.3.1 Products and In-Feeds to Other Components 
The products and in-feeds to other components from a biological treatment process, depend on the input 
materials to the process, and typically include: 

• Low grade compost; 

• Stabilized biological materials for landfilling; 

• Dried material for mechanical processing; and 

• Energy such as heat and/or electricity produced from biogas. 

3.3.1.1 Low Grade Compost 
If the organic fraction of the waste stream, is separated from the rest of the residual waste (through 
mechanical processes as described in Section 2.1.1) a low quality compost product or soil enhancer can 



be produced by the biological treatment of this material through either aerobic or anaerobic treatment. 
The concentration of heavy metals and other contaminants in this material (due to the nature of the input 
materials) are such that it will likely not meet the current Ontario Compost Standards for Unrestricted Use 
or CCME32 Standards for Class A compost and, therefore, cannot be marketed as a product with 
unrestricted use in Ontario. In Ontario, this material would generally be classified as a “waste” and would 
have to be managed accordingly (e.g. disposed in a landfill), although it is possible that use may be 
permitted through site-specific approvals in some restricted use applications (e.g. used as daily cover at a 
landfill). In the event that Ontario regulations were to change, and a Class B compost produced from this 
material could be marketed, and then much of this material could be diverted from landfill disposal. 

3.3.1.2 Stabilized Organic Material 
If some or all the residual waste stream that remains after source-separated diversion were treated by 
aerobic or anaerobic biological processes, the output material would have different characteristics then 
mixed solid waste. The degree of biological activity associated with the material, and the resulting 
potential to generate landfill gas and organic acids, is a function of the degree of biological treatment 
provided prior to landfilling. Material that is composted in a windrow for 2 or 3 weeks will be much more 
biologically active than material composted in a vessel for 6 or 8 weeks. Generally this somewhat 
stabilized material would consist largely of materials that cannot or cannot easily be decomposed, such 
as non-recyclable plastics, non-recovered recyclables and inert materials such as grit and broken glass. 
In either case, the material being somewhat stabilized will theoretically lead to less odour and landfill gas 
generation at the landfill site, and potentially a shorter contaminating lifespan and post-closure monitoring 
period.  

3.3.1.3 Dried Material for Mechanical Processing 
In some cases where mechanical and biological treatments are combined (Mechanical Biological 
Treatment or MBT), the mechanical treatment process can follow the biological process. In these cases 
biological treatment is used to generate a dry, more homogeneous product that is then more easily 
processed mechanically.  

3.3.1.4 Energy from Biogas 
As discussed earlier, anaerobic digestion is the biological breakdown of organic materials in the absence 
of oxygen. The process is carried out by anaerobic microorganisms that convert carbon-containing 
compounds to biogas, a gas primarily consisting of methane (CH4) and carbon dioxide (CO2), with trace 
amounts of other compounds. Biogas can be combusted in a boiler to produce thermal energy (i.e. heat) 
or combusted in an engine or turbine to produce electricity. A cogeneration facility may use biogas-driven 
engines or turbines to generate electricity and capture heat from the turbine exhaust system and cooling 
water system.  

3.3.2 Air Emissions 
Anaerobic digestion systems produce biogas, which can be combusted in a boiler, engine or turbine to 
produce electricity and, in the case of a cogeneration facility, thermal energy as well. The combustion 
process produces emissions, which will vary depending on whether a boiler, engine or turbine is used and 

                                                      
32 CCME, Canadian Council of Ministers’ of the Environment (refers to a National Standard for composting that has been 
adopted in whole or in part by most provinces). Ontario has adopted part of the CCME standard, related to Class A compost. 



can include mainly oxides of nitrogen (NOx), and carbon monoxide (CO). A biogas-fired cogeneration 
plant would typically be required to monitor and report on these and other combustion-related emissions 
and meet imposed emission limits, as part of the facility’s Certificate of Approval (Air). 

Flares are necessary to combust the biogas if biogas quantities are not sufficient to warrant a 
cogeneration facility and also as a back up for system maintenance. Flaring also creates emissions 
including NOx, and CO. Enclosed flare stacks, as opposed to open flame style “candle” flares, are 
generally preferred because they allow a more reliable means of monitoring the emissions. 

In Ontario, odours, particulate (e.g. dust) and noise are considered air emissions if they are exhausted or 
discharged from a facility. However, for the purposes of this report, odours, dust and noise (within a 
composting facility and/or exhausted from the facility) are considered nuisance effects and are discussed 
in Section 3.3.5 of this report. 

3.3.3 Water Discharges  
Biological treatment may generate a wastewater discharge. Wastewater is commonly generated by 
washing of building floors and equipment or it may be generated as part of the actual process. 
Hydropulping and/or product dewatering in an anaerobic digestion process can generate significant 
quantities of high strength wastewater. Generally mitigation of water discharges from biological treatment 
is the same as that described for mechanical treatment (see Section 2.1.2.3). 

For outdoor facilities such as a windrow composting operation, stormwater runoff from the windrows 
should be collected and, because of contact with the composting or curing materials, must be treated in a 
sanitary sewer system or otherwise managed in an appropriate fashion. 

3.3.4 Solid Residues 
Any solid material remaining after the products have been extracted from the plant input material 
becomes solid residue, which must be landfilled. In biological treatment processes, common residue 
includes heavy weight materials such as grit and glass and light materials such as plastic film from 
hydropulping processes and plastic fragments and oversized materials from finished compost screening 
processes. 

In addition, plant operation and maintenance will also generate solid residue such as damaged equipment 
components, baghouse residue, odour control device spent media, and cleaning materials. 

3.3.5 Nuisance Effects 
The nuisance effects that may result from biological treatment include: 

• Odours, typically emitted from organic components of the input materials and generated mainly in 
the waste receiving areas (tip floor) and in the areas where active biological decomposition is 
taking place; 

• Dust and particulate, typically generated at the tipping floor and by various processing functions 
such as turning of compost materials in aerobic processes, screening of compost products or 
processing of input materials; 

• Noise, typically generated from equipment and vehicle operation; and 

• Pests, such as vermin (rats and mice), birds and insects that are attracted to the organic 
components of the input materials. 



Nuisance effects are generally those that would result if odour, dust and particulate, noise and pests 
escaped a biological treatment facility. Odour, dust and particulate, noise and pests contained within the 
facility would be managed in accordance with health and safety practices. For the purpose of simplicity, 
this section addresses effects that may result from biological treatment within or outside of the facility. 

3.3.5.1 Odour 
Mitigation of the odours generated by biological treatment facilities is the same as that described for 
mechanical treatment (see Section 2.1.2.5), particularly for in-vessel aerobic and anaerobic facilities. 
Mitigation of odours from windrow composting facilities generally depends of maintenance of optimal 
conditions for aerobic decomposition through good operating practices. 

3.3.5.2 Dust and Particulate 
Mitigation of dust and particulate released from biological treatment facilities is the same as that 
described for mechanical treatment (see Section 2.1.2.5). 

3.3.5.3 Noise 
Mitigation of the noise emissions from biological treatment facilities is the same as that described for 
mechanical treatment (see Section 2.1.2.5). 

3.3.5.4 Pests 
Mitigation of the pests associated with biological treatment is the same as that described for mechanical 
treatment (see Section 2.1.2.5). 
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Appendix 3 

Composting Technology Overview 

 

1 BIOLOGICAL TREATMENT PROCESSES 
Biological treatment involves the use of microorganisms such as bacteria to change the properties of the 
organic constituents of the waste stream. Essentially, biological treatment breaks down and stabilizes 
organic matter such as food waste, and waste paper.  This approach is being applied elsewhere including 
other parts of Canada to treat mixed waste streams.  This approach offers the potential for a relatively 
stable landfill with reduced odours and other nuisance impacts.   Considering the proportion of organics 
remaining in residual waste stream this alternative may be applicable to addressing the purpose of the 
undertaking. 

There are two main biological treatment technology approaches: aerobic composting and anaerobic 
digestion. These technologies are further examined below.   

1.1 Input Materials 
Depending on the specific nature of the biological treatment component proposed, typical input materials 
can include: 

• mixed waste from curbside collection; or 

• the organic fraction from a mechanical treatment process. 

Each of these materials has different characteristics and the biological treatment process equipment and 
enclosure (building) would be designed to accommodate the unique characteristics of each material 
stream. 

1.2 Process Description 

1.2.1 Aerobic Composting/Treatment 
Aerobic composting is a biological process in which aerobic microorganisms use oxygen in the 
breakdown of organic materials to form a stabilized material known as compost. This aerobic 
decomposition process generates heat that can be used to dry waste materials. The two main phases of 
composting are the initial high-rate phase, during which biological activity is at its highest, and the low-
rate curing/finishing phase, when biological activity is lower. The two main methods of composting, in-
vessel and windrow, differ primarily in whether the high-rate phase of composting is contained inside a 
vessel (or building) or not. Each method presents unique advantages and disadvantages, which generally 
translate to different siting implications and requirements. 

1.2.1.1 In-Vessel Composting (with Windrow Curing) 
With in-vessel composting, the active composting phase occurs in a closed container or building. The size 
of the container or building varies with the technology and can range in size from a small bunker to a 
large building with one or many concrete channels or tunnels. During active composting, the material is 



either mechanically turned on a daily basis or air is injected or drawn through the material to ensure 
optimal operating conditions. Both air and moisture levels are actively controlled during the process. After 
the active composting phase, the resulting materials still need to be stabilized during a curing period. 
Curing takes place in open windrows for most in-vessel composting operations because the costs of 
carrying out the entire composting and curing process in a vessel are much higher than composting in a 
vessel followed by curing in open windrows. 

1.2.1.2 Windrow Composting 
Windrow composting does not involve enclosure of the composting material at any stage of the process. 
Instead, material is piled into rows on an open pad, and turned periodically to provide aeration throughout 
the pile. There may also be an initial static pile stage, during which the material is piled into rows but not 
turned. If air is blown into the pile from beneath or drawn through the pile by a vacuum, the pile is referred 
to as an aerated static pile. 

Windrow composting is generally cheaper than in-vessel composting as no containers are required for the 
active composting phase and as it is generally a simpler process as air and moisture levels are controlled 
mainly by turning the materials and not through highly mechanized processes. However, outdoor windrow 
composting usually takes longer than in-vessel processes. Less staff time is generally required to operate 
these facilities. As the composting material is not enclosed, windrow composting facilities may be subject 
to more odour releases during the active composting phase than in-vessel facilities. Also, since windrow 
composting is less space-efficient than in-vessel composting, it has greater land requirements. 

1.2.2 Bio-Drying 
Bio-drying systems use the heat generated by aerobic decomposition to dry input material. They are 
essentially aerated containers that have forced aeration through a floor plenum, internal air circulation 
and are normally connected to an odour control device such as a biofilter. The containers are batch 
loaded from one end, with container size varying depending on the design and capacity of the facility. The 
batch loading can be by conveyor or by using a front-end loader. The feed material may be shredded 
(approximately 12mm particle size) before being loaded into the container. 

This system does not add any moisture to the system; rather, moisture is removed by heat and 
evaporation. Once dried, generally after 5-7 days, the material is removed and then processed further, 
typically to remove recyclables and produce a solid recovered fuel. 

1.2.3 Anaerobic Digestion 
Anaerobic digestion (AD) is the biological breakdown of organic materials in the absence of oxygen. The 
process is carried out by anaerobic microorganisms that convert carbon-containing compounds to biogas, 
which is a gas primarily consisting of methane (CH4) and carbon dioxide (CO2), with trace amounts of 
other compounds. The material remaining is a partially stabilized organic material that can be landfilled, 
used as landfill cover, used as a soil amendment, or separated into solid and liquid fractions. The solid 
fraction may be stabilized/cured via aerobic composting, and the liquid fraction is usually disposed as 
wastewater. 

Although the basic biological process is the same, there are different AD technologies for achieving the 
conversion of organic carbon to methane. They differ primarily by providing environments that are 
favourable to different populations of microorganisms. They can be grouped into general categories 
according to three variables including process temperature, moisture content of the material being 



digested, and the number of stages in the process. The main temperature categories are thermophilic 
and mesophilic digestion. The moisture categories are wet (low solids) and dry (high solids) digestion. 
The number-of-stages categories consist of single-stage and dual-stage digestion. Each of these 
variables is described briefly below. 

1.2.3.1 Mesophilic Vs. Thermophilic Digestion 
Mesophilic refers to the bacteria that prefer a “medium” temperature range (meso = medium, philic = 
loving). These bacteria have an optimal temperature range of 35-40°C. Mesophilic digestion was the first 
to be used on a commercial scale, and is generally believed to be more stable than thermophilic digestion 
(i.e., it is less susceptible to upset in the biological process). However, it has a lower gas yield per tonne 
of material digested than thermophilic digestion. Gas production from mesophilic processes is generally in 
the range of 75-125 m³/tonne of waste digested (assuming food waste is included in the mixed waste 
stream).  

Thermophilic, or “heat-loving” bacteria have an optimal temperature range from 50-55°C. Thermophilic 
processes are generally considered to be less stable than mesophilic processes, but give greater gas 
yields. Gas production from thermophilic processes is usually in the range of 100-150 m³/tonne, and can 
be up to 200 m³/ tonne of waste digested depending on the proportion of food waste in the feedstock. 

1.2.3.2 Wet Vs. Dry Digestion 
The second level of categorization for digestion is by the solids content of the feedstock. The terms “wet” 
and “dry” digestion refer to the proportion of solids in the feedstock, although all processes have some 
moisture, which is essential to the biological process. Process water is added to incoming material for 
“wet” digestion. In “dry” digestion, no water is added. The two digestion methods have different materials 
handling requirements. 

Wet digestion processes are carried out at a Total Solids (TS) content of no more than 15% by weight, 
most commonly within the range of 7-12%. Usually, water is added to the feedstock during a slurrying 
stage to dilute the solids (organic materials tend to range from 10-30% TS). The slurry can be pumped 
using positive displacement or rotary lobe pumps. Mixing in process tanks can be achieved by 
mechanical mixers within the tanks, or by gas mixing using recirculated biogas if TS in the digester is 
below 10%. Most wet digestion processes use a completely mixed reactor.  

Dry digestion processes are carried out at a TS content of over 15%, with 25-40% being the most 
common TS range. This material is too thick for liquid-handling pumps, and therefore dry digestion 
technologies use concrete pumps and screw conveyors. Mechanical and gas mixing equipment cannot 
usually handle the high solids concentrations of dry digestion, and therefore mixing is achieved by the 
configuration of the digester and recirculation of waste through the digester. The tank is usually a plug 
flow reactor, rather than a completely mixed reactor as normally used in wet digestion. 

1.2.3.3 Single-Stage Vs. Dual-Stage Digestion 
Anaerobic digestion occurs in two phases, by two different populations of bacteria. In the first phase 
(acid-forming phase), the first set of bacteria break down complex organic molecules into simpler, short-
chained molecules called Volatile Fatty Acids (VFAs). These VFAs are converted by methanogenic 
bacteria to methane and carbon dioxide in the second phase (methane-forming phase). 



Single-stage digestion uses one digestion tank in which both phases of anaerobic digestion take place. 
Single-stage digestion is the most common type of process available commercially, with 90% of AD 
capacity in Europe (where AD is more prevalent) using single-stage digestion. For larger plants, more 
than one tank may be used to handle all the material processed, but the tanks are arranged in parallel 
rather than in series.  

One example of dual-stage digestion involves separation of the two phases of digestion in two different 
digestion tanks, so as to optimise each one. A second example of dual-stage digestion is the separation 
of solids and liquids into separate digestion stages. This makes the easily degraded dissolved organics 
more quickly available to bacteria, and the liquid can then be recirculated through the solids to assist in 
dissolving more organics. These are only two possible types of dual-stage digestion systems, but it 
should be noted that there are many different ways to operate a multi-stage digestion system.  

Dual-stage digestive processes are intended to have higher gas yields, although the increase in gas 
production is small and there is an increase in capital and operating costs in comparison with single-stage 
digestion. The gas production increase is in the order of 5% for dual-stage versus single-stage digestion. 

1.3 Outputs 

1.3.1 Products and In-Feeds to Other Components 
The products and in-feeds to other components from a biological treatment process, depend on the input 
materials to the process, and typically include: 

• Low grade compost; 

• Stabilized biological materials for landfilling; 

• Dried material for mechanical processing; and 

• Energy such as heat and/or electricity produced from biogas. 

1.3.1.1 Low Grade Compost 
If the organic fraction of the waste stream, is separated from the rest of the residual waste (through 
mechanical processes) a low quality compost product or soil enhancer can be produced by the biological 
treatment of this material through either aerobic or anaerobic treatment. The concentration of heavy 
metals and other contaminants in this material (due to the nature of the input materials) are such that it 
will likely not meet the current Ontario Compost Standards for Unrestricted Use or CCME1 Standards for 
Class A compost and, therefore, cannot be marketed as a product with unrestricted use in Ontario. In 
Ontario, this material would generally be classified as a “waste” and would have to be managed 
accordingly (e.g. disposed in a landfill), although it is possible that use may be permitted through site-
specific approvals in some restricted use applications (e.g. used as daily cover at a landfill). In the event 
that Ontario regulations were to change, and a Class B compost produced from this material could be 
marketed, and then much of this material could be diverted from landfill disposal. 

                                                      
1 CCME, Canadian Council of Ministers’ of the Environment (refers to a National Standard for composting that has been 
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1.3.1.2 Stabilized Organic Material 
If some or all the residual waste stream that remains after source-separated diversion were treated by 
aerobic or anaerobic biological processes, the output material would have different characteristics then 
mixed solid waste. The degree of biological activity associated with the material, and the resulting 
potential to generate landfill gas and organic acids, is a function of the degree of biological treatment 
provided prior to landfilling. Material that is composted in a windrow for 2 or 3 weeks will be much more 
biologically active than material composted in a vessel for 6 or 8 weeks. Generally this somewhat 
stabilized material would consist largely of materials that cannot or cannot easily be decomposed, such 
as non-recyclable plastics, non-recovered recyclables and inert materials such as grit and broken glass. 
In either case, the material being somewhat stabilized will theoretically lead to less odour and landfill gas 
generation at the landfill site, and potentially a shorter contaminating lifespan and post-closure monitoring 
period.  

1.3.1.3 Dried Material for Mechanical Processing 
In some cases where mechanical and biological treatments are combined (Mechanical Biological 
Treatment or MBT), the mechanical treatment process can follow the biological process. In these cases 
biological treatment is used to generate a dry, more homogeneous product that is then more easily 
processed mechanically.  

1.3.1.4 Energy from Biogas 
As discussed earlier, anaerobic digestion is the biological breakdown of organic materials in the absence 
of oxygen. The process is carried out by anaerobic microorganisms that convert carbon-containing 
compounds to biogas, a gas primarily consisting of methane (CH4) and carbon dioxide (CO2), with trace 
amounts of other compounds. Biogas can be combusted in a boiler to produce thermal energy (i.e. heat) 
or combusted in an engine or turbine to produce electricity. A cogeneration facility may use biogas-driven 
engines or turbines to generate electricity and capture heat from the turbine exhaust system and cooling 
water system.  

1.3.2 Air Emissions 
Anaerobic digestion systems produce biogas, which can be combusted in a boiler, engine or turbine to 
produce electricity and, in the case of a cogeneration facility, thermal energy as well. The combustion 
process produces emissions, which will vary depending on whether a boiler, engine or turbine is used and 
can include mainly oxides of nitrogen (NOx), and carbon monoxide (CO). A biogas-fired cogeneration 
plant would typically be required to monitor and report on these and other combustion-related emissions 
and meet imposed emission limits, as part of the facility’s Certificate of Approval (Air). 

Flares are necessary to combust the biogas if biogas quantities are not sufficient to warrant a 
cogeneration facility and also as a back up for system maintenance. Flaring also creates emissions 
including NOx, and CO. Enclosed flare stacks, as opposed to open flame style “candle” flares, are 
generally preferred because they allow a more reliable means of monitoring the emissions. 

In Ontario, odours, particulate (e.g. dust) and noise are considered air emissions if they are exhausted or 
discharged from a facility. However, for the purposes of this report, odours, dust and noise (within a 
composting facility and/or exhausted from the facility) are considered nuisance effects and are discussed 
i. 



1.3.3 Water Discharges  
Biological treatment may generate a wastewater discharge. Wastewater is commonly generated by 
washing of building floors and equipment or it may be generated as part of the actual process. 
Hydropulping and/or product dewatering in an anaerobic digestion process can generate significant 
quantities of high strength wastewater. Generally mitigation of water discharges from biological treatment 
is the same as that described for mechanical treatment. 

For outdoor facilities such as a windrow composting operation, stormwater runoff from the windrows 
should be collected and, because of contact with the composting or curing materials, must be treated in a 
sanitary sewer system or otherwise managed in an appropriate fashion. 

1.3.4 Solid Residues 
Any solid material remaining after the products have been extracted from the plant input material 
becomes solid residue, which must be landfilled. In biological treatment processes, common residue 
includes heavy weight materials such as grit and glass and light materials such as plastic film from 
hydropulping processes and plastic fragments and oversized materials from finished compost screening 
processes. 

In addition, plant operation and maintenance will also generate solid residue such as damaged equipment 
components, baghouse residue, odour control device spent media, and cleaning materials. 

1.3.5 Nuisance Effects 
The nuisance effects that may result from biological treatment include: 

• Odours, typically emitted from organic components of the input materials and generated mainly in 
the waste receiving areas (tip floor) and in the areas where active biological decomposition is 
taking place; 

• Dust and particulate, typically generated at the tipping floor and by various processing functions 
such as turning of compost materials in aerobic processes, screening of compost products or 
processing of input materials; 

• Noise, typically generated from equipment and vehicle operation; and 

• Pests, such as vermin (rats and mice), birds and insects that are attracted to the organic 
components of the input materials. 

Nuisance effects are generally those that would result if odour, dust and particulate, noise and pests 
escaped a biological treatment facility. Odour, dust and particulate, noise and pests contained within the 
facility would be managed in accordance with health and safety practices. For the purpose of simplicity, 
this section addresses effects that may result from biological treatment within or outside of the facility. 

1.3.5.1 Odour 
Mitigation of the odours generated by biological treatment facilities is the same as that described for 
mechanical treatment, particularly for in-vessel aerobic and anaerobic facilities. Mitigation of odours from 
windrow composting facilities generally depends of maintenance of optimal conditions for aerobic 
decomposition through good operating practices. 



1.3.5.2 Dust and Particulate 
Mitigation of dust and particulate released from biological treatment facilities is the same as that 
described for mechanical treatment. 

1.3.5.3 Noise 
Mitigation of the noise emissions from biological treatment facilities is the same as that described for 
mechanical treatment. 

1.3.5.4 Pests 
Mitigation of the pests associated with biological treatment is the same as that described for mechanical 
treatment. 
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Appendix 4 

Waste Processing Technology Overview 

 
A comprehensive review has been conducted to determine candidate technologies and vendors for the 
treatment of residual MSW, resulting in the development of a database of over 100 vendors and 
technologies. The review consisted of retrieving reports from various government and vendor websites. A 
number of cities and counties (i.e., City of Los Angeles, New York City, City and County of Santa 
Barbara, Metro Vancouver, etc.) have completed in-depth studies and reviews regarding alternative 
waste treatment approaches. It is important to note that much of the information provided is vendor 
information and therefore it has not necessarily been verified through a third party and/or the verification 
is not publicly available. 

Some of the technology information has also been derived from proposals by respondents through REOI 
processes, RFP processes and studies for other municipal jurisdictions. Generally, the information 
derived from official procurement processes has a higher degree of veracity. 

1 CURRENT COMBUSTION AND THERMAL 
TREATMENT TECHNOLOGIES 

 

The four most prevalent energy-from-waste (EFW) technologies used to treat MSW are described below, 
namely, conventional combustion, gasification, plasma arc gasification, and pyrolysis. Of the four 
technologies mentioned, conventional combustion and gasification are the most common methods of 
converting waste into energy. This appendix also contains a database of current technology vendors. 

1.1 Conventional Combustion 
Conventional combustion is a well-established technology developed over 100 years ago for energy 
generation from municipal solid waste. The first attempts to dispose of solid waste using a furnace are 
thought to have taken place in England in the 1870s. Since that time, vast technology improvements have 
been made making conventional combustion the most common EFW technology currently being used to 
treat MSW worldwide.  

The most common conventional combustion approach is called single-stage combustion or mass burn 
incineration. Over 90% of EFW facilities in Europe utilize mass burn incineration technology.[1]  The 
following paragraphs will discuss the mass burn combustion process. Figure 1 provides a conceptual 
overview of a modern single-stage EFW facility. 

 

 

 

                                                      
1 Thomas Malkow. 2004. Novel and innovative pyrolysis and gasification technologies for energy efficient and environmentally sound MSW 
disposal. In Waste Management 24 (2004) 53‐79. 



 

 

 

 

Figure 1  Conceptual Overview of a Modern Single-Stage Mass Burn Incinerator 

 
Source: Stantec Consulting Limited. 2009. Durham/York Residual Waste Study Environmental Assessment 

At a mass burn facility, MSW is combusted as received with minimal pre-processing. Normally, trucks 
carrying refuse enter some kind of a building where they discharge their waste into a pit or bunker. From 
the pit, the waste is transferred into a hopper by an overhead crane. The crane is also used to remove 
large and non-combustible materials from the waste stream. The crane transfers the waste into a waste 
feed hopper which feeds the waste onto a moving grate where combustion begins. 

Several stages of combustion occur in mass burn incinerators. The first step reduces the water content of 
the waste to prepare material for burning. The next step involves primary burning which oxidizes the more 
readily combustible material while the subsequent burning step oxidizes the fixed carbon. In single-stage 
combustion, waste is burned in sub-stoichiometric conditions, where sufficient oxygen is not available for 
complete combustion. The oxygen available is approximately 30 to 80 per cent of the required amount for 
complete combustion which results in the formation of pyrolysis gases (flue gas). These gases are 
combined with excess air in the upper portions of the combustion chamber which allows complete 
oxidation to occur.  

Mass burn technology applications provide long residence times on the grate(s) which in turn produces 
good ash quality (i.e., less non-combusted carbon). Newer facilities have greatly improved energy 
efficiency and usually recover and export energy as either steam and/or electricity. 



Mass burn facilities can be scaled in capacity anywhere from approximately 36,500 to 365,000 tpy per 
operating unit.[2],[3] These facilities generally consist of multiple modules or furnaces and can be increased 
in scale as the required. In addition, individual modules can be shut down for maintenance or if there is 
inadequate feedstock.[4]  Multiple modules can be accommodated on a single site with some sharing of 
infrastructure. 

Two other conventional combustion approaches are also commonly used to manage MSW, but are less 
common. These two other conventional approaches are modular, two stage combustion and fluidized bed 
combustion.  

In modular, two-stage combustion, waste fuel is combusted in a controlled starved air environment in the 
first chamber. Off-gases are moved into a second chamber where they are combusted in an oxygen rich 
environment. The heat generated in the second stage is fed into a heat recovery boiler. Ash is generated in the 
first stage and is managed in a similar manner as that from moving-grate systems (mass burn incineration). 
Figure 2 provides a schematic overview of a two-stage incinerator.[5] 

Figure 2  Schematic Overview of a Two-Stage Incinerator   

  

 
Source: A.J. Chandler and Associates Ltd. 2006. Review of Dioxins and Furans from Incineration In Support of a Canada-wide 
Standard Review. 
 

                                                      
2 GENIVAR Ontario Inc. in association with Ramboll Danmark A/S, 2007. Municipal Solid Waste Thermal Treatment in Canada. 
3 AECOM Canada Ltd. 2009.  Management of Municipal Solid Waste in Metro Vancouver – A Comparative Analysis of Options for Management 
of Waste After Recycling. 
4 AECOM Canada Ltd. 2009.  Management of Municipal Solid Waste in Metro Vancouver – A Comparative Analysis of Options for Management 
of Waste After Recycling. 
5 A.J. Chandler and Associates Ltd. 2006. Review of Dioxins and Furans from Incineration In Support of a Canada‐wide Standard Review. 



In fluidized bed combustion waste fuel is shredded, sorted and metals are separated in order to generate 
a more homogenous solid fuel. This fuel is then fed into a lined combustion chamber, in which there is a 
bed of inert material (usually sand) on a grate or distribution plate. Waste fuel is fed into or above the bed 
through ports located on the combustion chamber wall. Drying and combustion of the fuel takes place 
within the fluidized bed, while combustion gases are retained in a combustion zone above the bed (the 
freeboard). The heat from combustion is recovered by devices located either in the bed or at the point at 
which combustion gases exit the chamber or a combination. Surplus ash is removed at the bottom of the 
chamber and is generally managed in a similar fashion as bottom ash from a moving grate system (mass 
burn incineration). Figure 3 provides a schematic overview of a fluidized bed incinerator.[6] 

Figure 3 Schematic Overview of a Fluidized Bed Incinerator   

 
Source: A.J. Chandler and Associates Ltd. 2006. Review of Dioxins and Furans from Incineration In Support of a Canada-wide 
Standard Review. 
 

Both two-stage combustion and fluidized bed combustion approaches can be used to manage MSW, 
however, for fluidized bed applications the waste must be processed into a more homogenous feed. Both 
processes generally are more complex than single-stage mass burn incineration. For that reason, 
generally when considering conventional combustion systems in planning processes, single stage 
combustion systems are usually assumed. 

Conventional combustion incineration facilities that treat MSW produce unwanted emissions to air during 
the combustion of waste materials. Over the years, the amount of harmful byproducts produced has been 
greatly reduced due to highly sophisticated combustion and operational controls. Emissions that are 
produced during combustion are reduced using Air Pollution Control (APC) systems which remove 

                                                      
6 A.J. Chandler and Associates Ltd. 2006. Review of Dioxins and Furans from Incineration In Support of a Canada‐wide Standard Review. 



unwanted contaminants such as trace metals and various acid gases from the flue gas produced. 
Generally speaking there are three main types of APC systems used at conventional combustion facilities 
that treat MSW, namely Dry, Wet-Dry, and Wet systems. The specific operations of these APC systems 
will be discussed further in this report. 

In Canada there are currently seven operational conventional combustion incinerators that treat MSW 
(greater than 25 tpd). Of these facilities, two are defined as mass burn incinerators (Quebec City and 
Vancouver, British Columbia) and two are defined as two-stage starved air modular incinerators 
(Charlottetown, PEI and Brampton, Ontario). 

Table 1 provides an overview of each of these facilities.[7] 

Table 1  Overview of Conventional Combustion Facilities in Canada that Treat MSW 

Facility Name Thermal Treatment 
Units 

Number of 
Units 

Approved/Licensed 
Capacity (tpd) 

Air Pollution Control 
System 

Greater Vancouver 
Regional District 
Waste to Energy 
Facility 

Mass-burn – Martin 
grates 

3 x 240 tonnes 
per day 

720 Selective non-catalytic 
reduction – NH4 injection, 
dry lime injection, carbon 
injection and fabric filter 

L'incinérateur de 
la Ville de Québec 

Mass-burn – Von Roll 
grates 

4 x 230 tonnes 
per day 

920 Spray humidifier, dry lime 
injection, powdered 
activated carbon addition, 
fabric filter, electrostatic 
precipitator 

L'incinérateur de 
la Ville de Lévis 

Primary combustion 
chamber with 
afterburner 

1 x 80 tonnes 
per day 

80 Spray humidifier, dry lime 
injection, powdered 
activated carbon addition, 
fabric filter 

MRC des Iles de 
la Madelaine 

Mass-burn – step 
grate 

1 x 31 tonnes 
per day 

31 Spray humidifier, dry lime 
injection, fabric filter 

Algonquin Power 
Peel Energy-
From-Waste 
Facility 

2-stage modular 
Consumat units 

5 x 91 tonnes 
per day – 5th 
line added in 
1991 

455 (permitted to 
operate at 118% of 
rated capacity 

Spray humidifier, selective 
catalytic reduction, dry lime 
injection, powdered 
activated carbon addition, 
fabric filter 

PEI Energy 
Systems EFW 
Facility 

2-stage Starved Air 
Modular Consumat 
CS-1600 units 

3x 33 tonnes 
per day 

99 Spray humidifier, dry lime 
injection, powdered 
activated carbon addition, 
fabric filter 

Wainwright Energy 
From Waste 
Facility 

3-stage Starved Air 
Modular System 

1 x 29 tonnes 
per day 

27 Dry lime injection, 
powdered activated carbon 
addition, fabric filter 

 

There are also several conventional combustion facilities currently in the planning or development stages. 
One such facility is being proposed to be built by the Regions’ of Durham and York in Ontario. Currently, 
the facility is in the planning stages and awaiting EA approval from the Ontario Ministry of the 
Environment. The proposed mass burn incineration facility will be sized initially to treat 140,000 tonnes of 
MSW per year but the option of expansion up to 400,000 tonnes per year has been identified, if and when 
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the additional capacity is required. The vendor supplying the technology for this proposed facility is 
Covanta.[8]  

As conventional combustion (specifically mass burn) technology is well established, there are a number 
of vendors that supply the technology. Based on a recent review, over 20 vendors worldwide were found 
to provide some components (grate systems, boilers) or provide services for the overall Design, Build and 
Operation (DBO) of conventional combustion facilities. 

In Europe, the four main suppliers of grates and potentially other components of mass burn incineration 
technology are: 

 Babcock & Wilcox Vøund (Denmark); 

 Fisia Babcock Environment GmBH (Germany); 

 Martin GmBH (Germany); and, 

 Von Roll Inova (Switzerland). 

The same four suppliers are the primary suppliers of grates in North America as well as in Asia. In Asia, 
Keppel Seghers have also supplied several grate fired plants. 

The majority of new EFW facilities are based on mass burn systems and the order books from the four 
major suppliers of the grate systems show more than 100 new lines are planned in the period 2000-2011. 

Table 2 provides a summary of conventional combustion processes, costs, scalability and reliability. 

 

Table 2  Conventional Combustion – Summary of Information 

  

Conventional Combustion Summary 

Traditional mass burn incineration is a well-established technology developed over 100 years ago for energy 
generation from municipal solid waste. 

There are hundreds of plants in operation. There are seven conventional combustion facilities in Canada. 
These facilities have reasonably good energy efficiency (up to 30% for electricity only and 60% or more for 

combined heat and power or just heat recovery systems) and usually export their energy as either steam 
and/or electricity. 

The largest facility in Canada is a mass burn facility, processing approximately 300,000 tpy of waste. 
(Quebec City) 

At least 20 companies offer mass burn incineration technology or components of this technology in North 
America and elsewhere. 

Other Summary Points: 

Median Capital Cost $775/annual design tonne +/- 50% (2009$ CDN) 

Median Operating Cost $65/tonne +/- 30% (2009$ CDN) 

Feedstock 
MSW, biomass 
Minimal waste preparation/pre-processing required by technology 
Designed to process variable waste streams 

Residual to Disposal 

5% (by weight) if the majority of bottom ash can be marketed for other 
applications 

Up to 20 to 25% by weight if there is no market for recovered materials from 
the ash (0.2 to 0.25 tonnes per input tonne) 

Landfill capacity consumption reduced by 90 to 95% 
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Conventional Combustion Summary 

Potential Revenue Streams 

Electricity, Heat (steam and/or hot water), recyclable metals, Construction 
aggregate 

Electricity Production, 0.5 to 0.6 MWh/annual tonne of MSW for older 
facilities[9] 

Electricity production rates of between 0.75 to 0.85 MWh/annual tonne for 
newer facilities 

Scalability Various Sizes of mass burn units 

Reliability 
Numerous facilities operating worldwide with proven operational success. 
Less complex than other EFW approaches 
Scheduled and unscheduled downtime reported as <10%10. 

 

1.2 Gasification of MSW 
Gasification is the heating of organic waste (MSW) to produce a burnable gas which is composed of a 
mix of approximately 85% hydrogen and carbon monoxide (syngas). This gas can then be used off-site or 
on-site in a second thermal combustion stage to generate heat and/or electricity. Primarily, gasifiers are 
designed to produce usable syngas. 

There are three primary types of gasification technologies used to treat waste materials, namely fixed 
bed, fluidized bed and high temperature gasification. Of the three types of gasification technologies, the 
high temperature method is the most widely employed at a commercial scale. The following paragraph 
briefly illustrates the high temperature gasification process. 

The heating process begins by feeding waste into a gasification chamber/reactor. Oxygen is injected into 
the reactor where heat is generated at a temperature of over 3,000°F. The amount of oxygen required is 
just enough to maintain the heat that is necessary for the process to proceed. The high temperature 
causes organic material in the MSW to dissociate into hydrogen, methane, carbon dioxide, water vapor, 
etc. The syngas is processed to remove water vapor and other trace contaminants, so that it can be used 
for power generation, heating or for other purposes.  

Figure 4 provides a conceptual overview of the high temperature waste gasification process which is used 
at most currently operation gasification facilities that treat MSW.[11] 

Figure 4  Conceptual Overview of a High Temperature Waste Gasifier  

                                                      
9 Juniper, 2007 a) and b), Large Scale EFW Systems for Processing MSW; Small to Medium Scale Systems for Processing MSW 
10 AECOM Canada Ltd. 2009.  Management of Municipal Solid Waste in Metro Vancouver – A Comparative Analysis of Options for Management 
of Waste After Recycling. 
11 Thermoselect. 2003. Thermoselect – High Temperature Recycling. Accessed February 3, 2010. 
http://www.thermoselect.com/index.cfm?fuseaction=Verfahrensuebersicht&m=2 



  

 
Source: Thermoselect. 2003. Thermoselect – High Temperature Recycling. Accessed February 3, 2010. 
http://www.thermoselect.com/index.cfm?fuseaction=Verfahrensuebersicht&m=2 
 

As mentioned previously, gasification is not nearly as widely used worldwide to treat MSW as is 
conventional combustion. This is primarily due to operational issues that arise due to the heterogeneous 
nature of MSW as the gasification process generally requires a fairly homogenous feedstock. In addition, 
gasification tends to have much higher range of operating and capital costs in comparison with 
conventional combustion facilities.[12]  There are several gasification facilities operating at a commercial 
scale in Japan which have been constructed within the past 10 years. There was a gasification plant that 
was operated in Karlsruhe, Germany, but it was shut-down in 2004 due to technical and financial 
difficulties.[13] 

Similar to conventional combustion facilities, gasification facilities also require APC systems to reduce 
unwanted emissions to air. That being said, gasification systems generally tend to have somewhat lower 
stack emissions than mass burn EFW plants.[14]  Gasification facilities tend to utilize similar types of APC 
systems as conventional combustion facilities but they generally are sized smaller. In addition to the 
direct emissions related to the gasification process, when the syngas produced via gasification is 
combusted as fuel, it also releases contaminants which may need to be controlled prior to being released 
into the atmosphere. 

Table 3 provides a summary of gasification processes, costs, scalability and reliability. 

                                                      
12 Fichtner Consulting Engineers. 2004. The Viability of Advanced Thermal Treatment of MSW in the UK. Published by ESTET, London. 
13 AECOM Canada Ltd. 2009.  Management of Municipal Solid Waste in Metro Vancouver – A Comparative Analysis of Options for Management 
of Waste After Recycling. 
14 RPS‐MCOS Ltd. 2005. Feasibility Study of Thermal Waste Treatment/Recovery Options in the Limerick/Clare/Kerry Region. 



Note: the costing information that is publicly available for gasification technologies is generally provided 
voluntarily, and not on the basis of any contractual commitments to the parties involved. It is not clear that 
reported capital costs address all capital and construction cost elements. Nor is it clear that reported 
operating costs address all real costs associated with such facilities. 

Table 3  Gasification – Summary of Information 

Gasification Summary 

Gasification combusts fuel to create syngas. 
The technology has been in use for over a century, but only recently has MSW been used as a feedstock. 
At least 64 companies offer gasification technologies or components of this technology in North America and 

elsewhere. 
The largest operating facility is located in Spain and processes over 360,000 tpy of Solid Recovered Fuel 

(SRF). 
The earliest example of this technology being used for MSW was in 1991 in Taiwan. 

Other Summary Points: 

Median Capital Cost $850/annual design tonne +/- 40% (2009$ CDN) 

Median Operating Cost $65/tonne +/- 45% (2009$ CDN) 

Feedstock 

Auto-shredder residue (ASR), biomass, black liquor, coal, hospital waste, 
MSW, organic waste streams, plastics, PVC, refinery residues, sludge, tires 

Waste preparation/pre-processing required by technology 
Difficulties in accepting variable (heterogeneous) waste streams 

Residual to Disposal 

<1 % if bottom ash can be marketed for other applications 
10 to 20% if it is not marketable (0.1 to 0.2 tonnes of residue per 1 tonne of 

input waste)[15] 
Landfill capacity consumption reduced by 90 to 95% 

Potential Revenue Streams 
Electricity, Syngas, Aggregate recovered from Ash 
Electricity Production, 0.4 to 0.8 MWh/annual tonne of MSW[16] 

Scalability 
Usually built with a fixed capacity; modular 
Individual modules range in size from approximately 40,000 to 100,000 tpy[17] 

Reliability 

At least seven plants in operation in Japan at a large scale with over 2 years 
of operating experience[18]. 

Limited data available in other jurisdictions to assess operational success with 
MSW feedstock in regards to technical reliability 

Complex Operation 
Scheduled and unscheduled downtime reported as approximately 20%[19]. 

 

1.3 Plasma Arc Gasification 
Plasma arc gasification uses an electric current that passes through a gas (air) to create plasma which 
gasifies waste into simple molecules. Plasma is a collection of free-moving electrons and ions that is 
formed by applying a large voltage across a gas volume at reduced or atmospheric pressure. The high 
voltage and a low gas pressure, causes electrons in the gas molecules to break away and flow towards 

                                                      
15 Juniper, 2007 a) and b), Large Scale EFW Systems for Processing MSW; Small to Medium Scale Systems for Processing MSW 
16 Juniper, 2007 a) and b), Large Scale EFW Systems for Processing MSW; Small to Medium Scale Systems for Processing MSW 
17 AECOM Canada Ltd. 2009. Management of Municipal Solid Waste in Metro Vancouver – A Comparative Analysis of Options for Management 
of Waste After Recycling 
18 AECOM Canada Ltd. 2009.  Management of Municipal Solid Waste in Metro Vancouver – A Comparative Analysis of Options for Management 
of Waste After Recycling. 
19 AECOM Canada Ltd. 2009.  Management of Municipal Solid Waste in Metro Vancouver – A Comparative Analysis of Options for Management 
of Waste After Recycling. 



the positive side of the applied voltage. When losing one or more electrons, the gas molecules become 
positively charged ions that transport an electric current and generate heat when the electrons drop to a 
stable state and release energy.  

When plasma gas passes over waste, it causes rapid decomposition of the waste into its primary 
chemical constituents which is normally a mixture of predominantly carbon monoxide and hydrogen gas, 
known as syngas. The extreme heat causes the inorganic portion of the waste to become a liquefied slag. 
The slag is cooled and forms a vitrified solid upon exiting the reaction chamber. This substance is a 
potentially inert glassy solid. The syngas is generally combusted in a second stage in order to produce 
heat and electricity for use by local markets. In some cases, alternative use of the syngas as an input to 
industrial processes has been proposed. 

Currently, plasma arc gasification is not commercially proven to treat MSW. There are no large scale 
operating commercial plants in North America or Europe but there are a number of plasma arc systems 
being proposed to treat MSW. Two technologies which are currently being tested in Canada are the Alter 
NRG process and the Plasco process and these are discussed further below. 

In the Alter NRG process, a plasma torch heats the feedstock to high temperatures in the presence of 
controlled amounts of steam, air and oxygen. The waste reacts with these constituents to produce 
syngas and slag. Figure 5 provides a conceptual overview of the Alter NRG plasma gasification 
process. 

Figure 5  Conceptual Overview of Alter NRG Plasma Gasification Unit[20] 

 
 
Source: Westinghouse Plasma Corporation. 2007. Westinghouse Plasma Corp. – Technology and Solutions – PGVR. Accessed 
February 3, 2010. http://www.westinghouse-plasma.com/technology_solutions/pgvr.php 

 

                                                      
20 Westinghouse Plasma Corporation. 2007. Westinghouse Plasma Corp. – Technology and Solutions – PGVR. Accessed February 3, 2010. 
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Plasco Energy Corp. (Plasco) has also developed a plasma arc gasification technology capable of 
treating MSW.  Figure 6 presents a conceptual overview of the Plasco process. 

Figure 6  Conceptual Overview of the Plasco Process 

 
Source: Plasco Energy Group. Accessed February 22, 2010. 
http://www.plascoenergygroup.com/images/Plasco_conversion_process_big.gif 
 

In April 2006 Plasco entered into an agreement with the City of Ottawa to develop a demonstration facility 
on City-owned property next to the City’s Trail Road Landfill. Construction began in June 2007, and the 
first waste was received at the facility in January 2008.The plant is permitted to process 85 tonnes per 
day of solid waste provided by the City using Plasco’s conversion technology. 

In the first year of operations (2008), the plant processed approximately 2,000 tonnes of MSW (6% of the 
permitted annual quantity of MSW), operating for 890 hours,[21] or approximately 37 days (10% plant 
availability). Commissioning has indicated the need for improvements to the front end of the plant, 
including pre-processing of the curbside MSW to ensure that the waste received is suitable for the 
conversion chamber. As the Plasco demonstration plant has illustrated, this technology has a lot of 
inherent operational issues associated when used to manage unprocessed MSW. 

Table 4 provides a summary of the plasma arc gasification process, costs, scalability and reliability. 

Table 4  Plasma Arc Gasification – Summary of Information 

  

Plasma Arc Gasification Summary 

Plasma gasification uses an electric current that passes through a gas to create plasma.  
Plasma arc is not a new technology; it has industrial applications and has been used for treating hazardous 

waste. 
The earliest facility found to use plasma arc gasification was a test facility which operated from 1987 – 1988. 

                                                      
21 Plasco Energy Group. 2010. Environmental Performance.    Accessed February 10, 2010.   
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Plasma Arc Gasification Summary 

The largest facility currently operating in the world is located in Japan and processes over 90,000 tpy of MSW 
and ASR. 

Nineteen companies were found that indicate use of MSW as a portion of their feedstock. 
Other Summary Points: 

Median Capital Cost $1,300/annual design tonne +/- 40% (2009$ CDN) 

Median Operating Cost $120/tonne +/- 50% (2009$ CDN) 

Feedstock 

MSW, ASR, hazardous waste, hospital waste, organic waste streams, 
shipboard waste, tires 

Waste preparation/pre-processing required by technology 
Difficulties in accepting variable waste streams 

Residual to Disposal 
Estimated at >1 to 10% (0.1 tonne of residue per 1 tonne of input waste)[22] 
Inert Slag, APC residue 
Landfill capacity consumption reduced by up to 99% 

Potential Revenue Streams 
Electricity, Syngas, aggregate substitute 
Electricity Production, 0.3 to 0.6 MWh/annual tonne of MSW[23] 
Note: Plasma Arc facilities tend to have higher plant parasitic loads 

Scalability Modular facilities; multiple modules can be accommodated on a single site 
with some sharing of infrastructure.  

Reliability 

Limited data available to assess operational success with MSW feedstock in 
regards to technical reliability 

Eco-Valley Utashinai Plant, Japan processes over 90,000 tpy but feedstock 
is not 100% MSW 

Only two plants (Japan) with 2 or more years of operations 
Complex Operation 
Scheduled and unscheduled downtime, unknown[24]. 

1.4 Pyrolysis 
The concept of pyrolysis of MSW gained popularity in the 1960s as it was assumed that since MSW is 
typically about 60% organic matter, it would be well suited to pyrolytic treatment. By the mid-1970s 
studies in Europe and the United States concerning the pyrolysis of MSW were completed and some of 
these studies involved the construction and operation of demonstration plants. By the late 1970s, 
however, both technical and economic difficulties surrounding the pyrolysis of MSW arose which resulted 
in the lowering of interest and expectations for the technology. Since that time, the pyrolysis of MSW has 
been investigated but continues to face technical limitations. 

Pyrolysis is the thermal decomposition of feedstock at high temperatures in the absence of oxygen. The 
end product is a mixture of solids (char), liquids (oxygenated oils), and gases (methane, carbon 
monoxide, and carbon dioxide). The solid residue is a combination of non-combustible inorganic materials 
and carbon. 

Pyrolysis requires thermal energy that is usually applied indirectly by thermal conduction through the 
walls of a containment reactor since air or oxygen is not intentionally introduced or used in the reaction. 
The transfer of heat from the reactor walls occurs by filling the reactor with inert gas which also provides a 
transport medium for the removal of gaseous products. 

                                                      
22 Juniper, 2007 a) and b), Large Scale EFW Systems for Processing MSW; Small to Medium Scale Systems for Processing MSW 
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of Waste After Recycling. 



The composition of the pyrolytic product can be modified by the temperature, speed of process, and rate 
of heat transfer. Liquid products are produced by lower pyrolysis temperatures while gaseous products 
are produced by higher pyrolysis temperatures. Gases produced can be utilized in a separate reaction 
chamber to produce thermal energy which can then be used to produce steam for electricity production. 

Pyrolysis generally takes place at lower temperatures than used for gasification which results in less 
volatilization of carbon and certain other pollutants, such as heavy metals and dioxin precursors, into the 
gaseous stream. 

The following figure (Figure 7) presents a schematic overview of the Compact Power pyrolysis technology 
as developed by Compact Power Ltd. In the Compact Power process, sorted MSW is conveyed by a 
screw through the heated tubes for pyrolysis followed by gas combustion in a cyclone where energy is 
captured to produce steam and then energy. 

 

Figure 7  Schematic Overview of the Compact Power Pyrolysis Process[25] 

 
Source: Thomas Malkow. 2004. Novel and innovative pyrolysis and gasification technologies for energy efficient and 
environmentally sound MSW disposal. In Waste Management 24 (2004) 53-79. 
 

 

Table 5 provides a general summary of the pyrolysis process, costs, scalability and reliability. 

Note: it is not clear that reported capital costs address all capital and construction cost elements. Nor is it 
clear that reported operating costs address all real costs associated with such facilities. While some 
financial information was available, ultimately, this information was determined to be less reliable than 
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disposal. In Waste Management 24 (2004) 53‐79. 



those provided via other sources for the purpose of this study, as the values were consistently reported to 
be lower than other similar EFW technologies without supporting rationale for these differences. 

Table 5  Pyrolysis – Summary of Information 

Pyrolysis Summary 

Pyrolysis is the thermal decomposition of feedstock at high temperatures in the absence of oxygen.  
The longest operating pyrolysis facility is located in Burgau, Germany and has been operating since 1987. 
The largest facility (located in Japan) processes approximately 150,000 tpy of SRF. 
Over 20 companies market a pyrolysis technology for treating MSW. 

Other Summary Points: 

Median Capital Cost No reliable data 

Median Operating Cost No reliable data 

Feedstock 

Biomass, ASR, coal, hospital waste, MSW, plastics, PVC, sludge, tires, 
wastewater 

Waste preparation/pre-processing required by technology 
Difficulties in accepting variable waste streams 

Residual to Disposal 
>30%, if residue not treated 
If treated, residues reduced to 0.1 to 0.3 tonnes per input tonne 
Landfill capacity consumption reduced by up to 90% 

Potential Revenue Streams 
Electricity, Syngas, Pyrolysis Oil 
Electricity Production, 0.5 to 0.8 MWh/annual tonne of MSW[26] 

 

The flue gas from the combustion of the pyrolysis gas must be treated in an APC system as there are 
fundamentally no real differences between the flue gas from conventional grate fired plants and pyrolysis 
plants. 

1.5 Emerging Combustion and Thermal Treatment Technologies 
It should be noted that there is a great deal of flux in the thermal treatment marketplace, in regards to new 
and emerging technologies, however, many of the emerging technologies have yet to be proven and the 
financial capacity of many of the new technology vendors is limited. 

In regards to more proven technologies such as mass burn, the evolution of technology has focused on 
improving combustion and emissions performance through design adjustments, such as new grate design 
and improved combustion air management systems. Significant achievements associated with more 
conventional technologies include low-NOx burners, improved efficiency, heat exchangers, waste heat 
recovery systems, newly developed equipment for wet scrubbing and dioxin filters. 

1.5.1 Gasplasma 
The gasplasma process is used by Advanced Plasma Power, a United Kingdom based company. They 
currently have one small-scale, demonstration plant in operation. The gasplasma process uses the waste 
feedstock to produce clean hydrogen-rich syngas and Plasmarok™, a vitrified recyclate, which reportedly 
can be used as a building replacement or replacement aggregate. 

The gasplasma process is designed for post-diversion materials (i.e., those materials that cannot be 
recycled or composted). Although it can operate with a variety of feedstock, it operates most efficiently 
when treating a prepared SRF. Advanced Plasma Power utilizes three different technologies in their 
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process: fluidized bed gasification; plasma arc treatment; and, a power island. The gasifier operates at a 
temperature of approximately 900°C. At this temperature, the material is thermally broken down into 
syngas. The plasma arc treatment “cracks” the dirty syngas coming out of the gasifier. The cracking 
process breaks the molecular structure of the syngas and reforms it into a simpler structure, thereby 
producing a hydrogen-rich fuel gas. The hydrogen-rich fuel gas is cooled and further cleaned before 
being fed into the gas engines at the power island. It is claimed that the electrical generating efficiency 
reaches 35 – 40%. 

The fluidized bed gasifier used in the gasplasma process produces char and ash (approximately 10 – 
15% of the feedstock), this material is recovered in Plasmarok™. Plasmarok™ is stated as being an 
environmentally stable material that can be re-used as a building aggregate (in the UK). The vendor 
claims Plasmarok™ significantly reduces the amount of residue requiring landfilling; from 60,000 tonnes 
of SRF, 450 tonnes of activated carbon from the gas scrubbers requires landfilling.[27] 

1.5.2 Thermal Cracking Technology 
Graveson Energy Management (GEM) uses a technology traditionally used by the petrochemical industry 
to convert MSW into clean synthetic gas. The resulting synthetic gas can be used to heat boilers, produce 
energy, or be converted into methanol. A GEM facility employing thermal cracking technology has been 
operating in Romsey, England since 1998. It processes 70 kg/hr of unsorted MSW. 

In thermal cracking, prepared waste material is fed into the oxygen-free chamber. The chamber has 
stainless steel walls that are heated to 850°C. The waste material is instantly heated and thermally cracks 
to syngas in a matter of seconds. Syngas entering the Gas Filtration system is further filtered to remove 
finer particles and is cooled rapidly from 1500°C to less than 400°C to prevent the formation of dioxins 
and furans. A small portion of the clean syngas is used to heat the GEM Converter, which reduces the 
need for fossil fuels. The remainder of the syngas can be used in boilers, engines, or turbines for 
generation into energy. Mineral solids are produced as a residual, typically in the amount of 8 – 10% for 
domestic waste.[28] 

1.5.3 Thermal Oxidation 
Zeros Technology Holdings uses an Energy Recycling Oxidation System that can reportedly dispose of 
all classifications of waste. ZEROS claims no emissions are produced in the process and other effluents 
can be sold as products or reintroduced into the system, however to our knowledge, these claims have 
not been supported by independent verification. The system is closed and uses pure oxygen for the 
oxidation process, as opposed to ambient air. The oxidation process used by this technology was 
originally developed for oil spill remediation. Several projects are in various stages of development; 
however there is currently no operating Zeros’ facility. 

Zeros combines six different technologies in their process: rotary kiln; gasification (Oxy-Fuel Technology); 
Rankine Cycle Technology; Fischer-Tropsch Fuels Technology; Gas Capture Technology; and Clean 
Water Technology. The gasification step occurs with limited oxygen and high temperatures to produce 
primarily carbon monoxide and hydrogen. The Rankine Cycle technology uses the heat produced during 
the auto-thermal oxidation process to generate electricity. The synthetic gas resulting from this step is 
used in the Fischer-Tropsch technology which transforms the gas into liquid fuels such as diesel. 
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Throughout the process a number of commercial products are produced, including electricity, pure liquid 
(or solid) carbon dioxide, distilled water, argon and nitrogen, and liquid fuel. 

1.5.4 Waste-to-Fuels 
Enerkem intends to start construction on the world’s first facility intended to produce biofuels from MSW. 
Construction of the Edmonton facility is set to begin by the end of 2009. Enerkem indicates Alberta will 
reduce its carbon dioxide footprint by more than six million tons over a 25 year period, while producing 36 
million liters of ethanol annually. 

Enerkem converts urban biomass, agricultural residues and/or forest residues onto biofuels in a four step 
process. The first step is pre-treatment of the feedstock which involved drying, sorting and shredding of 
the materials. The feedstock is fed into the gasifier during the second step. The bubbling fluidized bed 
gasifier converts the residues into synthetic gas and operates at a temperature of approximately 700°C. 
During step three, the synthetic gas is cleaned and conditioned which includes the cyclonic removal of 
inerts, secondary carbon/tar conversion, heat recovery units, and reinjection of tar/fines into the reactor. 
The fourth and final step converts the syngas into biofuels. Enerkem intends to produce approximately 
360 litres of ethanol from one tonne of waste (dry base).[29] 

Similarly, Changing World Technologies employs a Thermal Conversion Process which converts waste 
into oil. They state, “the Thermal Conversion Process, or TCP, mimics the earth’s natural geothermal 
process by using water, heat and pressure to transform organic and inorganic wastes into oils, gases, 
carbons, metals and ash. Even heavy metals are transformed into harmless oxides”. Changing World 
Technologies does not have a commercial facility at this time; however they do have a test centre in 
Philadelphia, PA.[30] 

1.5.5 Kearns Disintegration System 
The Kearns Disintegration System (KDS) uses thermal disintegration to reportedly combust 100% of 
waste materials.  The remaining ash is inert and can be disposed of or used in the construction industry. 
Promotional material for KDS states no additional fuel or water is used in the combustion process and the 
emissions from the facility are able to meet environmental standards and guidelines.  Proponents of KDS 
report emissions can be reduced by 90-99% and the volume of waste can be reduced by 84%.  The 
System accepts all types of waste (with the exception of radioactive waste).  A prototype has been tested 
in Nova Scotia and KDS is not entering into commercial development. 

1.5.6 Steam Reformation 
The steam reformation process is utilized by the Elementa Group in their commercial demonstration plant 
located in Sault Ste. Marie.  The plan has been operating for over three years[31].  The Elementa Process 
uses steam in an oxygen deprived environment to re-arrange the carbon and hydrogen atoms in waste 
materials to produce fuels such as ethanol, methanol and other hydrocarbons.  Proponents state 98% of 
the volume of MSW put through the Elementa Process is reformed into syngas.  The majority of the 
remaining 2% is metals which are separated and recycled and a small amount of inert solids which can 
be used to manufacture aggregate and cement. 
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1.6 Summary of Thermal Treatment Technologies 
Table 6 presents an overview of the four major types of EFW technologies used worldwide and a number 
of their key characteristics. 

Table 6  Overview of the Four Major Types of EFW Technologies Used Worldwide 
 

Characteristic Plasma Gasification Pyrolysis Gasification 

Conventional 
Combustion 
(mass burn, 
moving grate) 

Applicable to 
unprocessed MSW, 
with variable 
composition 

NO NO NO YES 

Commercially Proven 
System, with 
relatively simple 
operation and high 
degree of reliability 

NO NO 

Commercially proven 
to some degree, more 
complex than 
combustion and less 
reliable 

YES 

Reasonably Reliable 
set of Performance 
Data 

Some, less than both 
Gasification or 
Conventional combustion 

NO 
Some, less than 
conventional 
combustion 

YES 

 

2 MECHANICAL TREATMENT PROCESSES 
 
Mechanical treatment has been applied for a long time in different contexts to increase the capture rate of 
recyclable materials.  Mechanical treatment could be considered to pre-process wastes; capturing 
recyclable content and improving consistency of the mixture of waste material for biological and thermal 
processing.  It can also be used for the management of respective process residues to capture recyclable 
content (e.g. metal) flowing through the different processes.   

2.1 Input Materials 
Depending on the specific nature of the mechanical treatment component proposed, typical input 
materials can include: 

• Mixed waste from curbside collection;  

• Organic materials from a biological treatment process; and 

• Ash or char from a thermal treatment process. 

Each of these materials has different characteristics and the mechanical treatment process equipment 
and facility would be designed to accommodate the unique characteristics of each material stream. 

Mechanical treatment processes can be built as stand-alone facilities where product materials are then 
shipped to other facilities for processing.  A “dirty” MRF falls into this category.  Sometimes however, 
these processes are built as a front end processing step to a thermal processing facility or a biological 
treatment facility.   



2.1.1 Process Description 

2.1.1.1 Receiving and Handling Materials 
The input materials are typically received either on a flat concrete floor (tip floor) or in a concrete pit 
depending on the nature of the input materials and the type of processing equipment employed 
downstream. The tip floor or the pit is located inside a building with vehicle loading doors to permit 
delivery of materials. The receiving building is usually enclosed and may be under negative pressure, to 
control the release of dust, debris, noise and/or odour emissions. The building is sized to handle the 
anticipated quantities of the input materials, plus contingency space for short-term stockpiling, and would 
employ a “drive through” design or a “back in” design.  

Trucks would normally be weighed at an on-site truck weigh scale station, before and after unloading 
material in the receiving building. 

In the case of a facility with a flat tip floor, the input material is usually pushed from where it was dropped 
by the delivery trucks into large piles up against concrete pushwalls, and then later fed into the process, 
using a front-end loader. Facilities utilizing a concrete pit use a large, manually operated grapple to grasp 
material from the pit and to feed it into the process. 

In most cases, the input materials are fed into the process via conveyors. The process feed conveyor 
may be built into the tip floor so that the front-end loader simply pushes the material onto the conveyor, or 
it may be positioned above the floor with a feed hopper (for grapple feeding). Occasionally the latter 
arrangement is used even with a front-end loader, necessitating the loader to lift and dump the material 
into the feed hopper. 

The front-end loader operator, or the grapple operator, usually inspects the input material and sets aside 
unacceptable materials as the remaining material is fed into the process. Unacceptable material typically 
includes any items that can cause damage to the process equipment or items that can adversely affect 
the process in terms of output product quality. Screening of unacceptable materials such as oversize 
items may also be done with a physical screen at the process feed conveyor hopper. 

A bag breaker may be installed upstream of the process feed conveyor, if the input materials are 
collected in bags and if subsequent processing equipment does not perform effectively as a result of the 
presence of plastic bags. A bag breaker is a mechanical device that uses sharp edges or spikes to tear 
open plastic bags, releasing their contents. Some plastic bags will stay on the bag breaker’s spikes, but 
the majority of plastic must be removed by a subsequent separation step. 

2.1.1.2 Sorting Equipment 
Mechanical treatment usually involves some form or forms of sorting to isolate and capture individual 
components (recyclable products) from the input stream based on unique physical characteristics of the 
component such as size, weight or material type. The equipment can be used on its own or in 
combination and waste materials are moved through the sorting process on conveyors. 

Hand Sorting 

Manual (hand) sorting is sometimes employed, whereby people pull or push off recyclables from a 
moving conveyor belt. Hand sorting may also be employed to remove “unacceptable” materials. Hand 
sorting is common at “Blue Box” material recovery facilities (MRFs); however, this sorting approach may 
not be appropriate for mixed solid waste or organics processing facilities, depending on the potential 



health hazards and quantities identified for these input materials. Where hand sorting is used, it is 
normally used to capture plastics and possibly for colour sorting of glass. Sorting stations can be housed 
within a separate enclosure within a processing facility, to control temperature, dust or odours that could 
be regarded as a health and safety issue. 

Mechanical Screens 

Mechanical screens are often utilized in mechanical treatment systems, typically for size sorting. 

A trommel screen, one of the most common screening devices for the above described input materials, is 
a large rotating drum containing openings of various sizes. It is normally installed at a slight decline to 
move material through the unit as it rotates. A trommel with two opening sizes would be used to separate 
the material into “fines” (first and smallest opening size), “middles” (second opening size, and larger than 
the first opening size) and “overs” (all remaining material). Anything that is smaller than the first opening 
size of the screen will fall through to a conveyor belt as fines. Objects larger than the first opening size will 
continue tumbling through the trommel and either fall through the next opening size as middles or are 
discharged off the end of the trommel as overs. Trommels can be equipped with steel knives welded to 
the drum interior to assist in opening bags.  

Other types of screens, such as star screens and vibratory screens have been developed for specific 
applications and may be better suited for sorting of a particular input material than a trommel screen. 
Large, flat objects such as corrugated cardboard can be effectively sorted from round materials such as 
containers using star screens, which employ rows of star-shaped “disks” mounted on shafts. The shaft 
and star spacing is set to allow round or smaller materials to fall through while the larger, flat materials 
bounce across the top to a separate discharge point. “Sticky” material such as ash is more effectively 
screened in a vibratory screen, where the nature of the screen’s motion minimizes build-up of sticky 
material on the screen. 

Magnetic Separation 

The recovery of ferrous metals from the waste stream is achieved by means of a strong magnet 
suspended above a conveyor belt. The magnetic separation unit is equipped with its own conveyor that 
directs the captured ferrous metals to a storage area. Normally a second conveyor carrying the remaining 
feed materials, downstream of where the suspended magnet is located, is equipped with a magnetic head 
pulley to provide the facility with economical two-stage magnetic separation. 

Eddy Current Separation 

The recovery of aluminium is achieved using an eddy-current separator. These units introduce eddy 
currents into the waste stream on a conveyor belt and the eddy currents cause a strong repelling force 
between the separator and aluminium. Aluminium is thus repelled off the conveyor to a storage bin while 
all other materials continue along the conveyor. Eddy current separators are usually installed near the 
end of a series of sorting stations so that the depth of material on the conveyor belt is lighter making 
aluminium removal more efficient.  

Near Infrared Detector 

Near Infrared (NIR) Detector technology is used to detect and control the automated separation of various 
types of plastic and fibre containers. 



Materials move from a slow moving conveyor to a fast moving conveyor to separate individual items on 
the fast moving conveyor belt. Light, containing infrared radiation, is shone onto the items on the belt and 
some of this light is reflected back to the NIR detector. Different materials, such as polyethylene 
teraphthalate (#1 or PET plastic) or aseptic containers, reflect back unique wavelengths of infrared 
radiation, which the detector is programmed to identify (much in the same way that the human eye is able 
to identify different coloured items). 

A series of air jets are placed at the end of the fast moving conveyor. When an item detected by the NIR 
unit arrives at the end of the belt, the air jets under that specific item are switched on momentarily and the 
item is blown into a separate container. The balance of the material falls off the end of the conveyor and 
is transferred to the next sorting station. In practice, these units can be set up to detect and separate two 
different material streams such as PET and high density polyethylene (HDPE) plastic from the balance of 
the material stream falling off the end of the conveyor. 

Air Classifier 

Sorting of lightweight materials such as plastics from heavier materials is often achieved using an air 
classifier. These machines employ fans and a cyclone to “vacuum” the lighter materials (referred to as the 
light fraction) from the material stream as it falls off the end of an enclosed conveyor belt. If a specific 
lightweight material like PET is the desired product, this is a somewhat “coarse” screening approach in 
that other unwanted light materials will also be captured. Thus a quality control check of the light fraction 
is typically required. On the other hand, this is a fairly effective means of isolating lightweight residue from 
a heavier material in order to generate a specific product such as mixed broken glass. 

Float/Sink Separator 

Sorting of a light fraction from a heavy fraction can also be achieved in a float/sink separator, which 
utilizes a tank of water into which the waste stream is fed. Floatable items are skimmed off the surface 
while heavy items sink in the tank and are collected and removed by a conveyor belt running along the 
sloped bottom of the tank. 

2.1.1.3 Other Equipment 

Baler 

Balers are often utilized (if quantities can justify the baler purchase) to compress and tie-off captured 
materials such as plastics, ferrous and aluminum. Depending on the material, a baler will produce a bale 
roughly 1.2m x 1.2m x 1.5-2 m long, which can be easily stored and shipped to market. 

Shredder 

Shredders are utilized where it is important to create a homogenous size mixture of a material stream. 
Slow speed shredders are normally used in mechanical treatment applications to avoid explosion 
hazards. 

Wet Separation/Conditioning 

Some biological treatment processes such as anaerobic digestion (as discussed in Section 3.2.3) process 
waste in a liquid form, and use as a pre-conditioning mechanical treatment step, a wet 
separation/conditioning device. Different vendors supply different proprietary devices for wet 



separation/conditioning, often referred to as a hydropulper. In general, it involves mixing the feed material 
with water to produce a pulp, from which heavy non-digestible materials (such as glass and grit) are 
removed by settling then flushing through a de-gritter. Light non-digestible materials (such as plastic film) 
are removed by raking off floatables from the pulp. The pulping device serves two other important 
functions, namely to de-fibre the material thus increasing its surface area to prepare it for digestion and 
secondly, initiating the digestion process by recycling process water that already contains 
microorganisms. 

Steam Processing 

There is a new technology that uses steam pressure to treat waste to recover the fibrous materials and to 
clean and sterilize the recyclables for recovery. The system uses a steam pressure pulverization (SPP) 
vessel, steam production system, steam recovery system and, separation trommel. The feedstock is 
taken from the tipping floor and placed into a low-pressure rotary vessel where the SPP breaks down all 
cellulose materials and cleans and sterilizes both the biomass and non-cellulose materials. The transit 
time in the vessel varies depending on the input materials. The output materials from the vessel are 
passed through a trommel screen and then sorted into separate, potentially marketable materials.  

2.1.2 Outputs 

2.1.2.1 Products and In-Feeds to Other Components 
The products and in-feeds to other components from a mechanical treatment process, depend on the 
input materials to the process, but typically include: 

• Recyclable products, which by definition have readily available markets (e.g., ferrous metals, 
aluminium, HDPE and PET plastics). 

• Organic materials that have had recyclable products removed and/or have been pre-conditioned for 
biological treatment. 

• Combustible materials that have had recyclable products removed and/or have been preconditioned 
for thermal treatment. 

2.1.2.2 Air Emissions 
There are no specific air emissions identified for mechanical treatment.  

In Ontario, odours, particulate (e.g. dust) and noise are considered emissions if they are exhausted or 
discharged from a building (as opposed to just being present inside the building) and they must be 
addressed in an application for a Certificate of Approval (Air), issued under Section 9 of the EPA. 
However, for the purposes of this report, odours, dust and noise (within a building and/or exhausted from 
the building) are considered nuisance effects and are discussed in Section 2.1.2.5 of this report. 

2.1.2.3 Water Discharges 
Mechanical treatment may result in wastewater discharges. Wastewater is commonly generated by hose 
washing of building floors and equipment, but may also be generated as part of the actual process (more 
likely the case for a biological treatment process than mechanical treatment). The need for mitigation will 
be dictated by the quantity and strength of the wastewater and local sewer-use bylaws. In some cases 
where the waste water exceeds the sewer use by-law for treatment parameters, a sewer surcharge may 
be levied, which may be significant enough to warrant on-site wastewater treatment, or the wastewater 
authority may simply require treatment if certain wastewater parameters are non-surchargeable (i.e. they 



exceed the by-law limits and cannot be discharged to the system without pre-treatment). Careful attention 
to maintenance practices to minimize wash water volumes, also serves to mitigate this discharge to 
varying degrees. 

2.1.2.4 Solid Residues 
Any solid material remaining after the products have been extracted from the facility input material 
becomes solid residue, which must be disposed. In addition, facility operation and maintenance will also 
generate solid residue such as damaged equipment components, baghouse residue, odour control device 
spent media, cleaning materials, etc. which must also be disposed. 

2.1.2.5 Nuisance Effects 
The typical nuisance effects that may result from mechanical treatment include: 

• Odours, typically generated from organic components of the input materials; 

• Dust and particulate, typically generated at the tipping floor and by various processing functions such 
as infeed screening or processing; 

• Noise, typically generated from equipment and vehicle operation; and 

• Pests, such as vermin (rats and mice), birds and insects that are attracted to the organic components 
of the input materials. 

Nuisance effects are generally those that would result if odour, dust and particulate, noise and pests 
escaped the facility. Odour, dust and particulate, noise and pests contained within the facility would be 
managed in accordance with health and safety practices. For the purpose of simplicity, this section 
addresses effects that may result from mechanical treatment within or outside of the facility. 

Odour 

Mitigation of odours is typically achieved through a combination of facility location, building (enclosure) 
design/operation, building ventilation and odour control devices. Since odours released from a building 
become dispersed in the atmosphere, a facility site that ensures significant dispersion of odours before 
reaching receptors (example, a large site with significant spatial buffering) will assist in mitigating odours. 
Facility design and operation will also serve to mitigate odours, for example truck bay doors located 
and/or operated to avoid “flow through” of outside air, or strategically locating the most odorous areas of 
the plant to maximize buffering to neighbours. 

Building ventilation should be designed to achieve negative pressure in the building in order to minimize 
fugitive emissions. Closing truck bay doors as quickly as possible minimizes odour release and helps to 
maintain negative pressure in the building. 

In-plant odour nuisance effects are typically mitigated through the use of strategic ventilation (e.g. 
exhaust hoods) directed to an odour control device such as a biofilter. For worker comfort, additional 
ventilation can be provided in areas of high odour generation. 

Dust and Particulate 

Mitigation of dust and particulate released from the facility is typically achieved using ventilation and at 
times water spraying. In the case of ventilation, exhaust hoods at high dust/particulate areas can be 
directed to a dust dropout device such as a baghouse. Water spraying is sometimes used, especially over 
screens or conveyors, to capture airborne dust and drop it out onto a designated area. This approach 



minimizes airborne dust but requires regular and thorough plant housekeeping to minimize dust 
accumulation throughout the building and on equipment. 

Dust and particulate is further mitigated by isolating workers in controlled environment enclosures with 
positive ventilation (i.e., air is forced out, thus not allowing dust/particulate inside the enclosure). Where 
worker isolation is not possible or practical, workers can be provided with suitable personal protective 
equipment such as dust masks.  

Noise 

Noise emissions are typically mitigated by confining hours of plant operation to the core daytime hours 
and by operating the plant to minimize noise release such as closing truck bay doors as quickly as 
possible. Strategic location of noise release points, such as truck bay doors and ventilation louvers, to 
maximize buffering with neighbours should also be considered. Installation of acoustic louvers, which 
reduce noise levels through the use of baffles, may be required. Also, the establishment of noise barriers 
in the site buffer zones (e.g. berms or noise barrier walls) may be considered if space is available. 

In-plant noise nuisance effects are typically mitigated by controlling worker exposure to limited times 
and/or providing workers with hearing protection, or soundproof work areas. 

Pests 

Pests such as rats and mice are mitigated through the use of pest control equipment. Good 
housekeeping will serve to reduce the presence of vermin as well as the presence of birds and insects. 
Bird control programs are not typically required at enclosed mechanical treatment facilities. 
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1.0 Introduction  

The purpose of this Record of Consultation is to document the first phase of public consultation sessions 
held during the development of Simcoe County’s Solid Waste Management Strategy.  The consultation 
focused on Phase 2 of the project which examined various diversion and disposal options presented as 
potential components of future waste systems by the Project Team. 

1.1 OVERVIEW OF THE SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT STRATEGY 

In 1996, the County of Simcoe (the County) completed a Joint Waste Diversion Strategy which identified 
the need for an integrated waste management system. Many waste initiatives have been developed and 
implemented in the County over the past number of years, including implementation of source separated 
organics collection in 2008. In 2009 the County identified the need to develop a long-term waste 
management strategy to provide a planning framework and strategic direction for the County’s waste 
management system over the next twenty years. 

The County retained Stantec Consulting Ltd., a consulting engineering firm with extensive experience in 
Waste Management Master Planning, to work with the County Staff and Elected Officials, the Steering 
Committee and other stakeholders, to develop a Solid Waste Management Strategy (the Strategy). The 
purpose of the Strategy is to provide direction for the County’s waste management system through 
recommendations to improve current waste diversion programs, to make progress towards zero waste 
and to address processing and disposal needs for the next twenty years.    

Four phases, each with a series of tasks, were established for the purpose of completing the Strategy 
(Table 1-1).  Reports have been and will be completed for each of the tasks. As noted above, this Record 
of Consultation documents the results of consultation undertaken on diversion and disposal options (Task 
F). 
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Table 1-1  Overview of the Study Process 
Phase 1:  Initial Strategic Planning 

Task A – Stated Problem Task B – Goals and Objectives Task C – Area that the Plan will 
Cover 

   
 

Phase 2:  Current System Assessment and Options Evaluation 
Task D – Current Waste 

Generation and Diversion and 
Description of Current Waste 

Management System 

Task E – Waste Management 
Needs Over the Planning Period 

Task F – Identification and 
Evaluation of Alternative 
Systems (Diversion and 

Disposal) 
   

 

Phase 3:  Recommendation of a Preferred System and Cost and Financing Strategy 
Task G – Detailed Description of the Planned Waste 

Management System 
Task H – Cost and Financing Strategy 

 

Phase 4:  Implementation Assessment 
Task I – 

Implementation 
Timelines 

Task J – 
Contingencies 

Tasks K & L – 
Monitoring and 
Plan Review 

Task M – Public 
Education Strategy 

Task N – Public 
Consultation 

Record 
 

The consultation process was designed to solicit feedback from interested parties prior to making 
decisions on diversion and disposal options for the management of waste. The public consultation 
program was intended to inform and invite comments from residents, municipalities, and other interested 
parties. 

1.1.1 Summary of Consultation with the General Public 

Consultation on the Strategy undertaken to-date has included both ongoing consultation opportunities 
that have been provided since late November 2009 and a first round of consultation events. 

The consultation process has included several avenues for the public, municipalities and other interested 
parties to obtain information and provide comments on the Strategy since late November 2009. These 
included: 

• The formation of the Solid Waste Management Strategy Steering Committee and holding of 
regular meetings of this committee which are open to public attendance. 

• Posting of information on the County’s website 
(http://www.simcoe.ca/municipalservices/wastemanagement/strategy/index.htm) including public 
notices, copies of completed Task Technical Memos and associated presentations made to the 
Waste Management Steering Committee and Council, and the panels displayed at the open 
houses. 
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• Media releases issued at regular intervals in the preparation of the Strategy to inform the public of 
the progress that has been made. 

• Notices in local newspapers and advertisements on local radio stations. 
• The creation of an on-line comment form and workbook to solicit feedback. 

Public meetings were planned to be held once the Strategy had reached the point of identifying diversion 
and disposal options. These options were presented to County Council on January 28, 2010, and at that 
time Council authorized the Project Team to proceed to consult on these options with the public.  

Three public meetings were held regarding the Strategy on February 8, 9 and 10, 2010 in Alliston, 
Wasaga Beach, and Midland, respectively. The locations of the meetings were chosen as they were 
central to a large portion of County residents which facilitated public attendance.  The purpose of these 
sessions was to gather public opinion regarding: 
 

• programs and approaches to improve diversion; 

• if the County should build recycling or composting facilities or ship materials to an outside 
processor; 

• the best approach to collect and transfer waste to support the waste system; and, 

• garbage disposal (and potentially processing) requirements and approaches for the short and 
long-term. 

 
The details and results of consultation with the general public are presented in more detail in Section 2.0. 

2.0 PUBLIC CONSULTATION 

This section of the Record of Consultation presents the results of the public consultation efforts.  Three 
public consultation sessions were held in three different communities in Simcoe County.  In total, 283 
individuals were recorded as attending the sessions. 

2.1 PUBLIC CONSULTATION SESSIONS 

2.1.1 Date, Time, and Location 

The following table (Table 2-1) lists the dates, times, and locations of the public consultation sessions. 
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Table 2-1  Date, Time, and Location for the Public Consultation Sessions 
Date Time Location 

February 8, 2010 4:30 p.m. – 8:00 p.m. 
Nottawasaga Inn 
6015 Highway 89, Crystal Ballroom 
Alliston 

February 9, 2010 4:30 p.m. – 8:00 p.m. 
Wasaga Beach RecPlex 
1724 Mosley Street, Oakview Room 
Wasaga Beach 

February 10, 2010 4:30 p.m. – 8:00 p.m. 

North Simcoe Sports and Recreation Centre 
527 Len Self Boulevard 
Bill Thompson Room 
Midland 

 

2.1.2 Notification 

Notification of these public consultation sessions was issued through placement of notices in various 
newspapers, the County’s website and through radio advertising.  A copy of the notice is included in 
Appendix A.  Table 2-2 indicates the date and newspaper in which notices were placed. 

Table 2-2  Newspaper Notice Dates 
Newspaper Date 

Barrie Examiner February 4, 2010 
Innisfil Examiner February 4 ,2010 
Collingwood Enterprise Bulletin February 5, 2010 
Bradford Times February 4, 2010 
Orillia Packet and Times February 4, 2010 
Stayner Star February 3, 2010 
Wasaga Sun February 3, 2010 
Barrie Advance February 4, 2010 
Innisfil Journal February 4, 2010 
Orillia Today February 4, 2010 
Collingwood Connection February 4, 2010 
Midland Mirror February 4, 2010 
Alliston Herald February 4, 2010 
Bradford West Gwillimbury Topic February 4, 2010 
 

Advertisements were also provided through local radio stations.  The Peak FM ran 32 spots between 
February 2 and February 9, 2010.  97.7 The Beach ran 60 spots between February 3 and February 9, 
2010.  The Rock 95 and Kool FM played 130 spots between the two stations and The Dock ran 30 spots. 

2.1.3 Open House Format and Information Presented 

The public consultation sessions were formally structured. Attendees were asked to sign-in when they 
arrived by providing their name and mailing address (optional).  Once signed-in, people were provided 
with handouts, directed to a series of display boards, and were encouraged to ask questions of Project 
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Team members from 4:30 p.m. to 7:00 p.m.  The Project Team members available to discuss content of 
the display boards and answer questions during each session are listed in Section 2.1.4.   

Attendees were also encouraged to complete a workbook which they could either submit at the session, 
either in hardcopy or through two electronic kiosks, or return via mail, email, or fax. Postage paid 
envelopes were provided to attendees upon request. 

The display boards available for review at the consultation sessions are included in Appendix B and the 
workbook is included in Appendix C.  The display boards included information on the following: 

• the purpose of the strategy and consultation sessions; 
• the strategy process; 
• the schedule for completing the Strategy; 
• an overview of the current waste management system; 
• key findings from the review of the current system; 
• reduction and reuse diversion options; 
• general diversion options; 
• blue box recycling options; 
• organics processing options; 
• collection and transfer options; 
• short-term garbage disposal options;  
• long-term garbage disposal options; and, 
• the proposed evaluation criteria that would be used to identify preferred options. 

 

At 7:00 p.m. Janet Amos, an independent facilitator, gathered the public together to commence the formal 
presentation portion of the evening.  Janet introduced the project after which Janine Ralph of Stantec 
delivered a brief presentation regarding the various diversion and disposal options (see Appendix D for 
the presentation).   The presentation was followed by a question and answer period.  Questions were 
directed towards the project panel which included Rob McCullough, Director, Environmental Services for 
the County of Simcoe, David Payne and Janine Ralph of Stantec.  The question and answer period was 
facilitated by Janet Amos.  A summary of the questions asked and responses provided are included in 
Sections 2.1.5.1, 2.1.5.2, and 2.1.5.3 below. 

2.1.4 Project Team Members in Attendance 

Representatives from the County of Simcoe and Stantec attended the public consultation sessions.  Janet 
Amos, of Amos Environment + Planning, was the facilitator for each of the public consultation sessions.  
Table 2-3, Table 2-4, and Table 2-5 indicate the individual members of the Project Team who were in 
attendance for each session. 
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Table 2-3  Project Team Members in Attendance on February 8, 2010 
 

County of Simcoe Stantec 

Rob McCullough, Director, Environmental Services Janine Ralph, Senior Associate, Practice Leader 
Environmental Management 

Willma Bureau, Contract and Collections 
Supervisor David Payne, Senior Associate, Project Manager 

Kimberley Pickett, Technical Compliance 
Supervisor 

Angelos Bacopoulos, Bacopo Environmental 
Solutions Inc. 

Jenny English, Simcoe County Support Staff Bob Graham, Entec Consulting 
Barry Godding, Simcoe County Support Staff Lindsay Frith, Environmental Planner 
 

Table 2-4  Project Team Members in Attendance on February 9, 2010 
 

County of Simcoe Stantec 

Rob McCullough, Director, Environmental Services Janine Ralph, Senior Associate, Practice Leader 
Environmental Management 

Willma Bureau, Contract and Collections 
Supervisor David Payne, Senior Associate, Project Manager 

Kimberley Pickett, Technical Compliance 
Supervisor 

Angelos Bacopoulos, Bacopo Environmental 
Solutions Inc. 

Sally Pridham, Simcoe County Support Staff Bob Graham, Entec Consulting 
Melissa Phillips, Simcoe County Support Staff Lindsay Frith, Environmental Planner 
 

Table 2-5  Project Team Members in Attendance on February 10, 2010 
 

County of Simcoe Stantec 

Rob McCullough, Director, Environmental Services Janine Ralph, Senior Associate, Practice Leader 
Environmental Management 

Willma Bureau, Contract and Collections 
Supervisor David Payne, Senior Associate, Project Manager 

Kimberley Pickett, Technical Compliance 
Supervisor 

Angelos Bacopoulos, Bacopo Environmental 
Solutions Inc. 

Melissa Phillips, Simcoe County Support Staff Lindsay Frith, Environmental Planner 
Barry Godding, Simcoe County Support Staff  
Jamie Moreau, Simcoe County Support Staff  
 

2.1.5 Public Attendance and Participation 

The following sections provide an account of the public attendance and participation, including a 
summary of comments/questions received at each of the sessions.  The presentation and question and 
answer periods at each session were audio recorded by the County of Simcoe. 
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2.1.5.1 February 8, 2010 

The February 8, 2010 public consultation session was scheduled from 4:30 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. at the 
Nottawasaga Inn.  Attendees generally began arriving at 4:30 p.m. with many attendees staying for the 
entire event.   In total, 84 individuals were registered as attending the session.   

The majority of residents attending the session reside in the southern portion of Simcoe County; however 
36 people did not indicate where they reside on the sign-in sheet.   

At 7:00 p.m. the formal presentation and question and answer portion of the session began.  Opening 
remarks and a short presentation were undertaken for approximately 20 minutes. The question and 
answer portion of the session, which was scheduled to end at 8:00 p.m. was extended by over 30 
minutes to accommodate questions from the floor.  Furthermore, County Staff and the Consulting Team 
remained available following the question and answer session to provide an opportunity for all individuals 
to make comments or ask questions about the Strategy. 

Key comments and questions stated by the public and the response provided by the Project Team during 
the February 8th session are shown in following table (Table 2-6). Note: comments and responses have 
been summarized and are not verbatim. In some cases, similar questions have been grouped together in 
the summary. Generally, many attendees expressed certain concerns regarding the scheduling of the 
consultation sessions and a lack of advance notice, the status of Site 41 and its future, and the timelines 
associated with completing the Strategy. 
 
Table 2-6  Key Comments and Questions during the February 8th Session 
 

Topic Comment/Question Responses / Actions 
Timelines Why the rush to develop the 

Strategy? 
With so little space left in the operating County 
landfills, the County needs to be able to 
implement new diversion programs and look at 
other alternatives to dispose of the garbage that 
will remain after diversion.  Therefore, Council 
directed that the Strategy be completed before 
the summer of 2010 and during this term of 
Council.   

 Why aren’t you giving us more time 
to comment on what we heard 
today? 

The Strategy has to be completed before the 
summer of 2010.  The next main report 
recommending the overall diversion and disposal 
approach has to be issued in draft by the end of 
February.  We realize that we’re asking a lot, but 
we kindly ask you to return your workbooks 
ASAP.  As long we have it by very early the week 
of Feb 15th we should be able to include it in the 
next round of documentation. 

 Why were the public consultation 
sessions not advertised sooner? 

These sessions are in addition to those which are 
scheduled for May.  County Council’s approval of 
the format and details of the consultation sessions 
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Topic Comment/Question Responses / Actions 
came at the end of January. Notices were 
immediately placed in newspapers across the 
County and radio advertisements were also 
made.  The County will advertise the dates and 
locations of the May sessions in a timelier 
manner. 

 The consultation sessions were 
scheduled on the same night(s) as 
Town Council Meetings. 

Unfortunately, some Town(s) had Council 
Meetings, however with 16 municipalities it was 
difficult to schedule the sessions so that they did 
not overlap with Council Meetings.  The sessions 
began at 4:30 p.m. in order to allow Councillors 
an opportunity to attend the session if they wished 
before the Council Meeting began. 

 Will the Strategy be reviewed 
regularly like an official plan? 

The Strategy will be designed to be a living 
document which will be reviewed periodically.  
Also, a review might be triggered by new 
legislation, new technology, and so on.  Review 
requirements will form part of the final Strategy 
recommendations. 

 Why is the County completing a 
Strategy before proposed changes 
to the Waste Diversion Act (WDA) 
have been finalized? 

The Project Team is very cognizant of the 
proposed changes to the WDA.  The need for the 
Strategy to be flexible has been identified to allow 
for adjustments of the Strategy based on potential 
changes to the Provincial diversion system.  The 
Province has directed municipalities to plan 
appropriately.  County staff have completed a 
report on the proposed changes to the WDA 
which was submitted to the Province.  In addition 
the Association of Municipalities of Ontario 
(AMO), which represents municipalities across 
Ontario, is providing input to the Province. 

Landfills Are you going to consider use of Site 
41? 

Site 41 is not an option for landfill disposal, based 
on the County Council resolution passed last 
September. 

 Why is the County considering the 
option of new landfills?   

The diversion and disposal options that have 
been identified to-date cover all of the options 
available to the County, including the option of 
new landfill.  It is recognized that the option of 
new landfill is not favourably regarded by many, it 
has been discussed at the Steering Committee 
and noted in many of the comments received. 
After the public sessions, the Consultants will be 
considering all of the input received through 
consultation and will be applying criteria to 
determine the best combination of options to 
divert waste and dispose of the remaining 
garbage.  

Zero Waste Why haven’t you set a Zero Waste 
Target? and/or why aren’t you 
considering Zero Waste? 

The principles of Zero Waste have been adopted 
for the Strategy.  This includes placing the priority 
on avoiding waste and diversion over disposal of 
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Topic Comment/Question Responses / Actions 
garbage.  The combination of new diversion 
programs considered for the Strategy and 
provincial initiatives targeting the producers of 
goods and packages will assist the County in 
working towards Zero Waste. 

 We’ve heard that changes in the 
Province will take most of the waste 
away so the County won’t have to 
manage it.  So why is the County 
working on the Strategy? 

The Province is looking at changes to the 
programs used to divert waste in the Province.  
This includes measures to make producers of 
some materials responsible for the products and 
packages they use.  These changes won’t cover 
all of the materials in the garbage and the actual 
way that the new programs will work is unknown, 
and won’t be known until later in 2010.  The 
Province has also directed that municipalities 
must develop their own waste strategies and 
funding for the Blue Box program is partly 
dependent on having such plans in place.  Given 
all of this, the County has decided that the best 
approach is to make the Strategy flexible enough 
to adapt to future Provincial changes. 

Facility 
Siting 

Will you be choosing sites/Where 
are you going to put new transfer 
stations, a recycling plant or 
composting facility? 

Generally, the Strategy will identify if a new 
transfer station or processing plant will be 
needed, not where they will be located.  If it 
makes sense to develop some new facilities at 
the existing operating landfills or depots (e.g., like 
reuse centres or a transfer upgrades) these would 
be identified. 

 What is the process for having the 
Certificate of Approval for Site 617, 
the New Tecumseth Transfer Station 
revoked? 

Site 617 is not a County owned landfill site.  The 
County leases a portion of property that adjoins 
Site 617.  The leased portion has HHW events at 
this location.  The Certificate of Approval only 
allows for HHW days; the Certificate of Approval 
for a transfer station and compost pad has been 
revoked.  The County will provide further 
information via written correspondence to the 
individual requesting the information. 

Participation 
in the 
Process 

What are you going to do with what 
you hear today? 

The discussion along with the written comments 
received will be documented in a summary report.  
The Consulting team will consider these 
comments as it finalizes and evaluates the 
diversion and disposal options.  The summary 
report on consultation will be available on the 
County’s website.  The Draft Report will be 
discussed at the next Steering Committee 
meeting that is planned for March 1st.  Members 
of the public are welcome to attend. 

 How can I participate /have my 
opinions be heard etc…? 

The best way is to complete the workbook with 
your comments on the options in writing.  Please 
fill out the hard copy today or go on-line.  
Residents are welcome to come to the Steering 
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Topic Comment/Question Responses / Actions 
Committee meetings, the agendas are posted on 
the County’s website.  If you sign-up on the 
project mailing list, you will be notified of the next 
set of meetings that will be held in May.  You also 
have the option of going on-line at any time to 
review documents and provide comments.  All 
comments will be included in the consultation 
reports. 

 Why is there not representation from 
the Steering Committee, Municipal 
Councillors and County Council? 

Representatives from these groups who were 
present at the consultation sessions were 
identified. 

Diversion  What is the County’s diversion 
target? 

The County planned to reach 60% diversion in 
2009 as it was the first full year for the curbside 
organics program.  The County’s programs 
reached 54% diversion in 2009 and once the 
effects of other programs are counted in, the 
County should be close to 60%.  The diversion 
options being considered could add to the 
diversion rate.  A target will be set once there is a 
better understanding of how the impacts of these 
programs. 

 Will other towns consider having 
diversion days such as those held in 
Adjala-Tosorontio? 

We are looking at this as an option as well as 
other options such as partnerships with existing 
organizations (e.g., Re-Store). 

Disposal  Is waste from CFB Borden, going to 
be managed at County sites? 

If the best way to process recyclables or organics 
is with facilities located in the County, there is an 
option that they could be sized to accept materials 
from Orillia, Barrie or CFB Borden.  Both Orillia 
and Barrie have representatives on the Waste 
Strategy Steering Committee as non-voting 
members.  The Strategy is not considering the 
option to manage garbage from these other 
sources. 

 Why aren’t you picking a new 
technology that could move all of the 
waste away from landfill? 

The County’s priority is to find ways to reduce the 
amount of garbage that needs disposal in the first 
place.  For the remaining garbage, the County is 
looking at the option of processing the remaining 
garbage which includes processes that can take 
the green garbage bag and recover recyclables 
and organic materials from the waste, and others 
that can also recover energy from the waste.  The 
Strategy won’t choose specific processing or 
disposal technologies.  If processing looks like the 
best option, the technology would be chosen 
through a formal competitive process. 

 Why is there not a one bag limit 
across the entire County?  Can we 
stop selling additional bag tags as 
was done in Adjala-Tosorontio? 

There is a one bag limit across the County for 
garbage with some exceptions.  Discontinuing the 
sale of additional bag tags is an option that could 
be considered. 

 Why is incineration not being Incineration is being considered as an option to 
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Topic Comment/Question Responses / Actions 
considered? process the remaining garbage, however we have 

used the term energy-from-waste. 
Project 
Team 

Is this Project Team the same one 
that dealt with Site 41 issues? 

No, the Stantec Team had no involvement with 
Site 41. 

 Concerns regarding a conflict of 
interest between Stantec and 
GENIVAR. 

There is no connection between Stantec and 
GENIVAR and the project team involved in the 
Strategy was not involved in Site 41. David Payne 
and Janine Ralph both worked for GENIVAR in 
the past for a period of approximately one year, 
however they both left GENIVAR approximately 
two and half years ago.   

 

2.1.5.2 February 9, 2010 

The February 9th session was scheduled from 4:30 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. at the Wasaga Beach RecPlex.    
The format of this consultation session was the same as that on February 8th.  Sixty-five people were 
registered as attending the event.  

At 7:00 p.m. the formal presentation and question and answer portion of the session began.  Opening 
remarks and a short presentation were undertaken for approximately 20 minutes. The question and 
answer portion of the session, which was scheduled to end at 8:00 p.m. was extended by over 30 
minutes to accommodate questions from the floor.  Furthermore, County Staff and the Consulting Team 
remained available following the question and answer session to provide an opportunity for all individuals 
to make comments or ask questions about the Strategy.  

Many of the attendees had the same concerns as those individuals at the Alliston session, and therefore 
these comment/questions and responses have not been repeated below. Table 2-7 presents the 
additional concerns and comments provided by the Wasaga Beach attendees. 
 
Table 2-7  Key Comments and Questions during the February 9th Session 

Topic Comment/Question Responses / Actions 
Vision 
Statement 

The vision statement for the 
Strategy is not apparent in the 
information presented today.  Vision 
statement formulation should 
involve stakeholder input. 

The draft report for Phase 1 contains a Vision 
statement which is based on the problems and 
issues of the County.  The Vision statement was 
presented to the Strategy Steering Committee, 
and was modified based on Steering Committee 
input. The Phase 1 report remains in draft form so 
that it can be updated to reflect comments 
received as the Strategy proceeds. 

Steering 
Committee 

Why can questions not be directed 
towards the Steering Committee? 

A number of Steering Committee members were 
present in the audience, and were identified. 
Steering Committee members have been present 
at the previous session and are likely to be in 
attendance at the next session to hear your 
comments. The Steering Committee will review 
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Topic Comment/Question Responses / Actions 
the comments received at their next meeting 
(March 1, 2010). 

Disposal What types of materials would go 
into an incinerator (i.e. would there 
still be sufficient combustible waste 
for incineration left in the waste 
after increased diversion) should 
one be chosen for disposal? 

To-date analysis of the potential remaining waste 
has been based on waste audits undertaken in 
2006, and current diversion performance. A new 
waste audit is scheduled to determine the 
composition of residential waste.  The results of 
the audit will be analyzed to determine the 
composition of the potential remaining garbage left 
after diversion and how that material should be 
managed. 

Legislation The County needs to develop by-
laws and guidelines in order to 
reach zero waste. 

Comment noted. 

Diversion How does the County’s diversion 
rate compare to other 
municipalities? 

Through Waste Diversion Ontario, the provincial 
government publishes diversion rates for each 
municipality.  Simcoe is considered a leader in 
Ontario with progressive programs and a diversion 
rate that would place it in the top 5% of all 
municipalities in Ontario. 

 A large part of the waste stream 
comes from the IC&I sector, which 
is not in the County’s mandate to 
manage. 

The County currently manages only a small 
portion of IC&I generated waste.  The majority of 
IC&I waste is managed outside of the County’s 
programs. Although the County cannot control 
where IC&I waste goes, options were identified to 
improve how the County could work with the IC&I 
sector to improve diversion.  For example, the 
County has recently launched a pilot to divert 
waste in schools.   

 Is there a monitoring program in 
place regarding recyclable end 
markets? (i.e. is the County 
monitoring where their recyclables 
end-up to make sure they aren’t 
having a negative effect when 
recycled?) 

County Council is supportive of only including 
materials in the blue box program that have stable 
North American markets.  This is why the County 
does not accept certain plastics in its blue box 
program.  The County does not have full control of 
the end-markets for recyclables as, in most cases; 
marketing of recyclables is the responsibility of the 
contracted collection companies. 

 Midland ships human waste to Tiny 
Township which is spread on fields 
in Tiny Township. 

The County is not responsible for the 
management of septage or biosolids; the local 
municipalities have this responsibility.  Biosolids 
can be co-composted with organics.  This type of 
process may be considered in the Strategy for 
future organics processing. 
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2.1.5.3 February 10, 2010 

The February 10th session was scheduled from 4:30 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. at the North Simcoe Sports and 
Recreation Centre.    The format of this consultation session was the same as that on February 8th and 
9th.  One hundred thirty-four people were registered as attending the event.  

At 7:00 p.m. the formal presentation and question and answer portion of the session began.  Opening 
remarks and a short presentation were undertaken for approximately 20 minutes. The question and 
answer portion of the session, which was scheduled to end at 8:00 p.m. was extended by over 45 
minutes to accommodate questions from the floor.  Furthermore, County Staff and the Consulting Team 
remained available following the question and answer session to provide an opportunity for all individuals 
to make comments or ask questions about the Strategy. 

Many of the attendees had the same concerns as those individuals at the Alliston and Wasaga Beach 
sessions, and therefore these comment/questions and responses have not been repeated below.  Table 
2-8 presents questions and concerns of attendees that had not been heard at the previous two sessions. 
 
Table 2-8  Key Comments and Questions during the February 10th Session 

Topic Comment/Question Responses / Actions 
Workbook The questions are difficult to 

answer and misleading. 
The Project Team endeavoured to create a 
workbook that encompassed all aspects of the 
Strategy.  It is recognized that the workbook is 
lengthy, however it is necessary to ask questions 
about all the potential options in order to get 
feedback on each one.  A comment section was 
included after each question for the respondent 
to provide clarification on their answer.  Those 
who don’t want to answer individual questions 
can use the general comment section to provide 
any feedback that they wish. 

Disposal What does landfill mining entail? 
Will the Strategy look at mining the 
closed landfills in the County? 

Landfill mining has already been carried out at 
some of the County’s landfill sites.  Landfill 
mining includes removing waste and soils from 
the landfill and remediating the sites.  Two of the 
partially permitted County landfill sites (9 and 12) 
have been identified as candidates for landfill 
mining if it makes sense to pursue these options.  
Mining of closed landfill sites has not been 
identified as an option for disposal in the 
Strategy, as the sites cannot be used to provide 
disposal capacity. 

Environmental 
Protection 

We need to protect our water and 
our farmland. 

Comment noted. 

Diversion Is the use of the blue box 
mandatory in Simcoe County?  If 
not, why? 

The use of a blue box in Simcoe County is not 
mandatory.  The County has instead chosen to 
implement garbage bag limits.  The option of 
mandatory recycling is included in the workbook. 

 Why is scavenging not permitted at In Ontario, there are regulations preventing 
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Topic Comment/Question Responses / Actions 
landfills?  Scavenging is permitted 
in Kemptville, Ontario and Chatham 
County, North Carolina. 

scavenging (O. Reg. 232/98, s. 23).  Scavenging 
is a liability issue but it is recognized that some 
jurisdictions do allow for salvage of materials 
from pre-sorted stock piles.  One of the diversion 
options is to work with the local community to 
divert materials from the landfill. 

 Has consideration been given to 
smaller, centrally located, regional 
facilities for processing organics? 

We are looking at the option of processing 
organic materials within the County.  Often larger 
facilities are needed to incorporate the various 
technologies and infrastructure needed to 
properly compost food waste and potentially 
other organics such as pet waste and diapers.  
Generally, the type of materials requiring 
composting in the County would be best suited to 
a larger facility. 

Disposal How much research has been done 
on technologies used in other parts 
of the world? 

Stantec has a database of over 100 technology 
providers that offer various options to process 
waste, including estimates of costs and operating 
parameters.  Project Team members have also 
toured facilities in Europe. 

 What is the status of the Miller 
proposal? 

The concept of an integrated wasteprocessing 
plant was looked at many years prior to the 
Strategy. The Miller proposal that had been 
submitted to the County many years ago has 
lapsed.  The purpose of the Strategy is to 
determine what facilities are needed, but 
decisions regarding technologies, technology 
vendors and siting will not be determined through 
the Strategy. 

 There are varying sources of 
information regarding landfill site 
capacity in the County.  What is the 
current landfill capacity remaining 
in the County? 

There are currently 5-6 years of landfill capacity 
remaining in the three County landfills that 
accept regular mixed garbage. 

 If the County should select energy-
from-waste as the preferred 
processing method, will the County 
be able to withdraw from the 
contract when new methods for 
recycling materials are developed 
and the remaining garbage is 
reduced? 

Estimates of what could remain in the waste 
stream after implementation of diversion 
programs and application of provincial policy 
during the planning period will be developed.  
Processing (including energy-from-waste) could 
only be proposed for a reasonable estimate of 
the remaining garbage stream.  The County 
could consider partnering with another 
municipality to ensure sufficient quantities of 
garbage would be available for processing.  
Private companies who operate energy-from-
waste facilities are often made responsible for 
identifying additional sources of materials. 

 What disposal methods are 
available for bottom ash? 

Bottom ash is currently disposed of in landfills, 
however new methods for disposal such as 
incorporating bottom ash into pavement, cement 
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Topic Comment/Question Responses / Actions 
blocks, etc., are being tested.  Some of these 
new methodologies are under review by the 
Ministry of the Environment. 

 

2.2 WORKBOOKS 

Workbooks were distributed at each of the public consultation sessions and were available on the 
County’s website.  The public was encouraged to complete the workbooks and submit them as soon as 
possible.  Recognizing the deadline for submitting workbooks could be difficult to make for some 
residents, the deadline for submitting workbooks was extended from February 12th to February 16th.  
Some session attendees were able to complete their workbooks at the session.  On February 8th, four 
workbooks were submitted, on February 9th, 13 workbooks and were submitted and on February 10th, 21 
workbooks were submitted.  Additional workbooks were submitted via fax and mail; three submissions 
were made via fax, six individuals submitted their workbooks by mail and 31 workbooks were received via 
email.  In total 98 workbooks were submitted by the extended February 16, 2010 deadline and are 
reflected in this report.   Table 2-9 provides a summary of the responses to the questions and the types of 
comments received. 

The additional comments provided by the respondents have been placed in a separate document in 
Appendix E due to the number and length of comments. 

Further to the comments received in the workbooks, Zero Waste Simcoe also had specific comments 
relating to the diversion and disposal options.  In advance of the public meetings held in February, Zero 
Waste Simcoe held a Town Hall Meeting on January 13, 2010 attended by the general public and 
members of this organization.  These results were provided to the Solid Waste Management Strategy 
Steering Committee on January 18, 2010. 

Appendix F includes a copy of the summary report produced by Zero Waste Simcoe to provide input to 
the Strategy process on the diversion and disposal options being considered. The input provided through 
the collective discussions between attendees at that meeting regarding the diversion and disposal options 
is included in Table 2-9. 
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Table 2-9  Summary of Workbooks 
Question Response To 

Question 
Comments 

Section 1 – Reduction and Reuse Options 
ENHANCE EXISTING REDUCTION AND REUSE PROGRAMS 
1a. Improve existing 
promotion and education 
programs, which may be 
supported by increased 
enforcement which could 
result in an additional 1-
2% diversion. 
Should this option be 
included? 

The majority (80%) of 
respondents 
supported including 
this option. 
 
A minority (11% of 
respondents) did not 
support including this 
option. 

• Concerns about limits/enforcement resulting 
in illegal dumping of garbage. 

• Support for mandatory by-laws & 
enforcement, although it was acknowledged 
that enforcement may be difficult. 

• Concerns about cost of program and small 
gains in diversion.  

• Target should be higher than 2%.  

• Education is fundamental to increase 
diversion.  Many felt students, homeowners, 
businesses should be targeted with variety of 
media (TV, radio, waste calendars etc). 

• Current P&E program is sufficient. 

• Support for Zero Waste and need to 
internalize principles. 

 1b. Do you agree or 
disagree with the concept 
of full user pay for garbage 
collection? 

The majority (62%) of 
respondents 
disagreed with the 
concept of full user 
pay, although25% of 
respondents did 
agree. 

• Many of those that commented (both to agree 
or disagree) noted the need to move the cost 
of waste collection away from a per 
household charge and/or off of property 
taxes. 

• Regressive tax on families and low income 
residents.  

• Concerns about increases in illegal dumping. 

• Potential for being “double” charged on taxes. 

• Concerns about taking punitive approaches. 

• Would encourage people to divert more. 

• Is more fair as those that generate more 
garbage would pay more.  

2. Establish a per-capita 
waste reduction target. 
Should this option be 
included? 

The majority (77%) of 
respondents 
supported including 
this option. 
 
A minority (8% of 

• Set measurable targets and timelines and 
review as necessary. 

• Support with public education. 

• Many commented on the need for 
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Question Response To 
Question 

Comments 

respondents) did not 
support including this 
option. 

provincial/federal legislation targeting over-
packaging. 

• Significant change in consumer behaviour 
needed. 

3. Develop re-use 
centres, programs and 
partnering initiatives. 
Should this option be 
included? 

The majority (84%) of 
respondents 
supported including 
this option. 
 
A minority (5% of 
respondents) did not 
support including this 
option. 

• Many respondents commented that several 
options already exist for those people who 
were willing to make that effort e.g. Freecycle, 
Salvation Army etc. and that adding additional 
reuse centres may be detrimental to existing 
facilities. 

• Communicate/advertise locations on a regular 
basis and be able to arrange for easy pick-up 
or drop-off solutions. 

• Cost may be greater than the benefit. 

• Some questioned the 1% diversion rate and 
felt it was too low. Public perception is 
important here. 

• Comments of general support for this option. 

4. Implement a green 
procurement policy for 
County operations. 
Should this option be 
included? 

The majority (85%) of 
respondents 
supported including 
this option. 
 
A minority (4% of 
respondents) did not 
support including this 
option. 

• Many comments on the importance of the 
County setting an example. 

• Requires cost/benefit analysis. 

• Adopting Zero Waste for County operations 
would yield bigger benefit. 

• Expand to all municipalities as well. 

• Many questioned whether or not the County 
was already doing this. 

5. Endorse Extended 
Producer Responsibility 
(EPR) and waste 
minimization legislation. 
Should this option be 
included? 

90% of respondents 
supported including 
this option. 
 
10% provided no 
answer. 

• Most respondents commented on the need 
for this endorsement. 

• Many feel that County should take the lead on 
this movement. 

6a. “Mandatory” 
diversion of recyclables 
and organics at the curb 
through a municipal by-
law. 
Should this option be 
included? 

The majority (64%) of 
respondents 
supported including 
this option. 
 
A minority (19% of 
respondents) did not 

• Concerns about the effect on backyard 
composting. 

• Requires considerable public education. 

• Although many are supportive of this option, 
there are concerns about the cost and 
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Question Response To 
Question 

Comments 

support including this 
option. 

difficulty of enforcement. 

6b. Are there other 
reduction and reuse 
options that you think 
should be included? 

48% of respondents 
said there are other 
options that should be 
included (although it 
should be noted that 
there were an equal 
number of 
respondents who 
provided comments 
only). 

• Residential curbside "waste exchange" in 
conjunction with annual or semi-annual bulk 
collection services. Numerous comments 
about “diversion days”. 

• No green bin out - no bag pick up that week. 
Make residents sort out organics not by-law 
officers.  Leave a garbage sticker to educate 
residents why the bag was left behind. 

• General emphasis on manufacturers and 
vendors to eliminate excess packaging. 

• Container deposit system. 

• Make backyard composters readily available 
at reasonable cost. 

• Include apartments/restaurants/businesses in 
diversion programs. 

• Alternative disposal technologies i.e. 
incineration, chipping. 

• Electronic recycling (curbside pick-up or 
depots). 

• Suggestions on items to reduce/eliminate 
(plastic water bottles, disposable diapers, fast 
food packaging). 

Zero Waste Simcoe 
January 13, 2010 Town 
Hall Meeting 

• Reduction and reuse options that must be included are: new and 
expanded reduction & reuse programs, establishment of a per-capita 
waste reduction target and support/use of provincial EPR initiatives.  
Green procurement could be used as needed.

Section 2 - General Diversion Options
1a. Enhance existing 
depot programs. 
Should this option be 
included? 

Most (81%) 
respondents supported 
including this option. 
 
A minority (4% of 
respondents) did not 
support including this 
option. 

• Co-ordinate the depots with a re-use facility 
(e.g. re-use of furniture, household goods, 
cardboard boxes, etc). 

• The more items accepted the better. 

• Ensure the depots are clean, well signed and 
user friendly. 

• Centralized depots are required to facilitate 
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Question Response To 
Question 

Comments 

user accessibility. 

• Depots should have convenient hours. 

• Consider implementing free or inexpensive 
transportation of re-usable materials to the 
depots. 

• Depots could provide green jobs. 

• Do not need new depots; use existing ones. 

• Partner with organizations to offer re-use. 

1b. Develop new depot 
locations 

A small majority (44%) 
supported including 
this option. 
A minority (21% of 
respondents) did not 
support including this 
option. 

• Use existing facilities and expand if required. 

• Develop in areas that are accessible to all 
County residents. 

• Must be cost effective. 

• Develop new facilities only if capacity at 
existing facilities is reached. 

1c. Eliminate bulky 
goods collection. 

Most (65%) 
respondents did not 
support including this 
option. 
 
A minority (20% of 
respondents) did 
support including this 
option. 

• Eliminating collection may increase dumping. 

• Residents do not have the ability to transfer 
bulky items to the facilities themselves. 

• Ensure valuable items are salvaged (e.g., 
develop “Treasure Hunt” days to allow 
residents to pick-up items they feel are of 
use). 

• Offer collection services that divert specific 
bulky materials (e.g., metal, electronics, etc.). 

2. Clear garbage bag 
program. 
Should this option be 
included? 

The majority (55%) of 
respondents supported 
including this option. 
 
A minority (36% of 
respondents) did not 
support including this 
option. 

• Concerns regarding privacy issues. 

• Bags used should be biodegradable. 

• Concern that excluded items/bags will end up 
on roadsides, in ditches, etc. 

• Limited issues with privacy. 

• Added costs for clear bags. 

• Include a privacy bag. 

3. Increase recycling 
container capacity. 
Should this option be 

Most (73%) 
respondents supported 
including this option. 

• Rather than increase the size, allow for more 
than one blue box per household. 
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Question Response To 
Question 

Comments 

included?  
A minority (14% of 
respondents) did not 
support including this 
option. 

• Allow for more than one size of blue box 
depending on the needs of a household. 

• Larger containers will be too difficult/heavy to 
carry.  Consider the use of wheeled carts if 
larger containers are chosen. 

• Blue bags should be considered. 

• No room for storage of larger containers. 

• Larger containers with lids should be 
considered. 

4. Bi-weekly garbage 
collection. 
Should this option be 
included? 

The majority (54%) of 
respondents supported 
including this option. 
 
A minority (32% of 
respondents) did not 
support including this 
option. 

• Taxes for collection should be reduced with 
bi-weekly collection. 

• Odour issues (e.g., diapers). 

• Would encourage people to dump their 
garbage in ditches, forests, etc. 

• Encourages recycling and organic diversion. 

• Difficult to store two weeks’ worth of garbage. 

• Adds complexity and would confuse people. 

• Difficult for cottagers. 

• Might encourage pests. 

5. Enhanced advertising, 
promotion, and 
education. 
Should this option be 
included? 

Most (74%) 
respondents supported 
including this option. 
 
A minority (12% of 
respondents) did not 
support including this 
option. 

• Target elementary and secondary schools but 
also include the entire population of the 
County. 

• Need to find a balance between too much 
and too little information. 

• Need to consider the cost and associated 
increase in diversion. 

• Too expensive and creates more garbage. 

• Education is crucial. 

• Educate without creating more garbage (e.g., 
commercials, emails, etc.). 

• Include businesses. 
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Question Response To 
Question 

Comments 

6. Public open space 
recycling. 
Should this option be 
included? 

Most (80%) 
respondents supported 
including this option. 
 
A minority (4% of 
respondents) did not 
support including this 
option. 

• Should have clearly marked containers with 
educational signage. 

• Residents may dump their garbage in open 
spaces. 

• Provides continuity between home and public 
spaces. 

• Recycling containers may be highly 
contaminated with garbage. 

• Implementation and operation will require 
careful thought. 

7. Special event 
recycling. 
Should this option be 
included? 

Most (85%) 
respondents supported 
including this option. 
 
A minority (7% of 
respondents) did not 
support including this 
option. 

• Has worked well at other festivals/events. 

• County should supply bins, even if rented and 
other technical support. 

• Difficult to police such programs. 

• Do not need additional regulations or 
enforcement. 

• Permit could set out requirements; should be 
mandatory. 

• Municipal facilities should have recycling and 
composting in place. 

8. Examine diversion of 
IC&I materials. 
 Should this option be 
included? 

Most (63%) 
respondents supported 
including this option. 
 
A minority (10% of 
respondents) did not 
support including this 
option. 

• Business and apartment buildings should be 
included. 

• Deal with residential waste first, and then deal 
with IC&I. 

• What is the cost?   

• Would make a huge difference in the amount 
of waste generated. 

• Mirror services provided at home for 
consistency. 

• IC&I should be responsible for their diversion 
programs. 

• The commercial sector should be responsible 
for the costs of diversion programs, not the 
residents. 
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Question Response To 
Question 

Comments 

9. Other general 
diversion options? 
Are there other diversion 
options that you think 
should be included? 

The majority of 
respondents provided 
no answer (63%), 
however, 26% of 
respondents agreed 
that other diversion 
options should be 
included. 

• More textile depots. 

• Standardize recycling containers. 

• Compost food waste from restaurants. 

• Consumer practices and tips for purchasing. 

• Penalties to non-participant companies. 

• Protect the environment. 

• Include apartment buildings in diversion 
programs. 

• Education for industry, schools and general 
public. 

• Increase container depots/reuse system. 

• Recognize residents who participate in 
diversion programs. 

• Focus on reduction. 

• Publicize exchange events (e.g., sports 
equipment). 

• Locate markets for packaging, plastics, and 
styrofoam. 

• Build an incinerator. 

• Include pet waste in organics pick-up. 

• Ban disposable diapers in landfill.  

• Schedule yard waste collection more 
frequently. 

Zero Waste Simcoe 
January 13, 2010 Town 
Hall Meeting 

• General diversion options that must be included are: mandatory 
recycling, clear garbage bags, container deposit programs and 
expanded programs to divert IC&I waste. Other diversion options that 
were identified could be used as needed.

Section 3 – Blue Box Recycling Options 
1. Process recyclables 
outside of the County. 
Should this option be 
included? 

60% of respondents 
supported including 
this option. 
 
A minority (23% of 
respondents) did not 
support including this 

• Concern over “long-term” clause which may 
allow for less flexibility/ability to change.  
Some felt this could be done on a short-term 
basis only. 

• Geographic location is not as important as 
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Question Response To 
Question 

Comments 

option. cost-effectiveness. 

• Among those that did not support this option, 
most supported processing in the County to 
promote a more sustainable, in-County 
solution. 

• Many comments on cost and economy of 
scale. 

• Some respondents require more information 
on this option. 

• Concerns about transportation and fuel costs, 
carbon footprint, truck traffic. 

2. Process recyclables 
within the County. 
Should this option be 
included? 

77% of respondents 
supported including 
this option. 
 
A minority (7% of 
respondents) did not 
support including this 
option. 

• May create jobs in the County, more 
sustainable. 

• Population not large enough to be cost-
effective. 

• Need to partner with neighbouring 
municipalities (e.g. Barrie). 

• Placement of facility in industrial area (not 
farmland or residential areas). 

• Use Site 41. 

• Many respondents referred to their comments 
from the previous question (same comments). 

• Many comments on cost and economy of 
scale. 

• Some respondents require more information 
on this option. 

3. Other recycling 
options 
Are there other recycling 
options that you think 
should be included? 

43% of respondents 
said there were other 
options to include.  
50% provided 
comments only. 

• Finding buyers for no. 3 & 6 recyclables and 
including all plastics in the recycling stream, 
including clam shells, food trays, bale wrap. 

• Include other materials to recycle, 
construction material, electronic components, 
textiles, waxed cardboard, Styrofoam. 

• White appliance days or drop off. 

• There should be several recycling facilities 
built throughout Simcoe County instead of 
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Question Response To 
Question 

Comments 

just one big one for the whole County which 
reduces trucking and creates local jobs. 

• Incineration. 

• Expand list of materials to include those that 
can also be marketed outside of Ontario. 

• Expand programs to apartments, schools, 
businesses. 

• Drop off depots within communities for 
convenience. 

Zero Waste Simcoe 
January 13, 2010 Town 
Hall Meeting 

• There was support for developing a new MRF within the County in 
cooperation with Barrie and Orillia, for expanding the Blue Box 
program, ensuring it is standardized across the County and minimizing 
confusion between recycling at home, in school and at work. 

Section 4 – Organics Processing Options 
1. Process organics 
outside of the County. 
Should this option be 
included? 

A slim majority (50%) 
of respondents 
supported including 
this option. 
 
A minority (31% of all 
respondents) did not 
support including this 
option, with the 
concern that organics 
should be managed 
within the County. 

 

• Need to consider costs, cost effectiveness 
should drive decision, need for competitive 
bidding.  

• Work with neighbouring municipalities, 
maximize efficiency, should be in a location 
where it is ‘welcomed. 

• Weigh the savings against need for 
employment in the County. 

• Should handle organics locally.  

• Need for compost to be used within the 
County. 

• As long as there is no obligation to take 
garbage in return. 

• Concern over level of control. 

• Concern over the potential impacts of haul 
(fuel and GHGs).  

2a. Process organics 
within the County. 
Should this option be 
included? 

The majority (73%) of 
respondents 
supported including 
this option. 
 
A small minority (6% 
of all respondents) did 

• General support statements.  

• Comments on potential locations (central, 
Site 41, Site 42) or concerns about locations 
and potential odours. 

• Weight the savings against need for 
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not support including 
this option. 

 

employment in the County.  

• Partner with neighbouring municipalities to 
increase efficiency. 

• Need for competitive bidding.  

• Need to consider costs, County facility could 
be too expensive.  

• Need for compost to be used within the 
County and reduce overall environmental 
impacts.  

• Decentralized composting of some materials, 
centralized composting for others (e.g. 
diapers). 

2b. Other organics 
options 
Are there other organic 
processing options that 
you think should be 
included? 

Some respondents 
identified other 
organics processing 
options (31% of 
respondents). 56% 
provided comments 
only. 

• Include more organic materials in the 
program (e.g. diapers, pet waste). 

• Partner with educational institutions for 
creative ways to compost/recycle. 

• Consider the end markets for compost 
products, energy, make products available for 
agriculture & residents. 

• Other options for processing (agricultural, 
backyard/personal composting, small scale 
local facilities).  

• Concern regarding the need for bear-proof 
backyard composters. 

Zero Waste Simcoe 
January 13, 2010 Town 
Hall Meeting 

• There was support for developing new composting facilities within the 
County (multiple (local) locations preferred with a standardized 
approach to compost processing) and accepting IC&I organics. 
Shipment of organics out of the County was not supported. 

Section 5 – Collection and Transfer Options
COLLECTION OPTIONS 
1. Review of collection 
contracts. 
Should this option be 
included? 

The majority (53%) of 
respondents 
supported including 
this option. 
 
A minority (12% of 
respondents) did not 
support including this 
option. 

• Examine options to increase efficiency.  

• Need County-wide collection service (one 
collection zone).  

• Look at public sector (County staff) collection 
service, concern about private sector 
accountability. 
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• Maintain levels of service, need to have 
smaller service providers, hard to get good 
prices.  

• Concern regarding lack of knowledge and/or 
that insufficient information was provided to 
answer question.  

 

 

 

Alternative collection options. 
2a. Would you support 
single-stream recycling? 

The majority (60%) of 
respondents 
supported including 
this option. 
 
A minority (24% of 
respondents) did not 
support including this 
option. 

• Question ability of single stream to increase 
diversion rates. 

• Evaluate to determine best results, cost 
effectiveness.  

• Current system satisfactory, step backward if 
people stop sorting, need to better educate 
residents and for personal responsibility.  

• Single stream is easy, increases participation. 

• Comments on site (keep local).  

• Concern regarding lack of knowledge and/or 
that insufficient information was provided to 
answer question. 

2b. Would you support a 
uniform level of collection 
service for all areas within 
the County? 

The majority (75%) of 
respondents 
supported including 
this option. 
 
A small minority (8% of 
respondents) did not 
support including this 
option. 

• Support for one level of service for everyone, 
pay the same taxes.  

• Need for same level of service across 
province. 

• Need for flexibility, different communities and 
seasonal areas need different services.  

• Use of vouchers vs. bulky pick-up.  

• Don’t diminish level of service.  

• If remove services (yard waste, metals, bulky) 
have to provide another option, like more 
depots. 

• Concern regarding costs.  
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• Concern regarding lack of knowledge and/or 
that insufficient information was provided to 
answer question.  

2c. Would you support 
standardizing collection 
services in seasonal 
areas?  

The majority (70%) of 
respondents 
supported including 
this option. 
 
A minority (9% of 
respondents) did not 
support including this 
option. 

• This may not be a great concern to seasonal 
residents. 

• Yes, if these residents are bringing a lot of 
waste into the County, need to keep 
recyclables and organics out of landfill.  

• Seasonal residents should be as 
responsible/receive same service as other 
taxpayers, many of these locations are 
becoming permanent residences.  

• It is more difficult for seasonal residents to 
use programs like the green bin.  

• Tailor programs to the needs of individual 
municipalities. 

• Condominiums could have the option to 
switch to County programs but it should not 
be mandatory. 

• Concern regarding lack of knowledge and/or 
that insufficient information was available to 
answer question.  

3. Other Collection 
Options 
Are there other collection 
options that you think 
should be included? 

Some respondents 
identified other 
collection options (8% 
of respondents).  72% 
provided comments 
only. 

• Use composting bins for seasonal 
residences. 

• Add waxed cardboard, styrofoam to the 
collection system.  

• Allow for use of drop-off depots for 
recyclables 24/7. 

• Make sure there are provisions to collect or 
drop-off metals, bulky items and electronics.  

• Voucher system for bulky collection. 

• Control costs. 

• Cut down special collections, encourage 
more personal responsibility. 

• Look at “Swap Days” to encourage re-use.  
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Zero Waste Simcoe 
January 13, 2010 Town 
Hall Meeting 

• In regards to collection, there was support for moving to a uniform level 
of service County-wide.  Co-collection and automated collection options 
could be used as needed.  There was no support for single stream 
recycling. 

TRANSFER OPTIONS 
1. Review of existing 
transfer capabilities. 
Should this option be 
included? 

The majority (67%) of 
respondents 
supported including 
this option. 
 
A minority (9% of 
respondents) did not 
support including this 
option. 

• Concern regarding cost control, need to 
carefully consider options.  

• Keep / expand / improve existing transfer 
facilities.  

• Develop a County-owned transfer station. 

• Modernization could offer benefits. 

• Don’t transfer, keep everything within the 
County.  

• Need local depots, need to better serve 
residents.  

2. Identification of new 
transfer stations. 
Should this option be 
included? 

A small majority (48%) 
of respondents 
supported including 
this option. 
 
A minority (27% of 
respondents) did not 
support including this 
option. 

• May be needed.  

• Comments on potential sites: (Sunnidale, Site 
41), not on Class 1 to 4 farmland, reduce 
environmental impacts.  

• Prefer expansion/improvement of current 
transfer operations.  

• Concern regarding cost control, need to 
carefully consider options. 

• Develop a modern County-owned transfer 
station.  

• Don’t transfer, keep everything within the 
County.  

• Needs to be properly monitored by the MOE, 
concern regarding environmental effects of 
transfer facilities.  

• Easier than siting a landfill, but send materials 
the shortest distance. 

3. Other transfer options. 
Are there other transfer 
options that you think 
should be included? 

Some respondents 
(17%) identified other 
transfer options.  The 
majority (66%) 
provided comments 

• Don’t transfer, keep everything within the 
County.  

• Focus on reduction and reuse. 
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only. • Only transfer recyclables out of the County. 

• More depots/transfer stations should be built 
across the County. 

• Transfer waste to Waste to Energy facilities.  

Zero Waste Simcoe 
January 13, 2010 Town 
Hall Meeting 

• In regards to transfer, the need to improve transfer facilities, expanding 
reuse centres and public access. Development of new transfer stations 
by the County or private sector could be used as needed. 

Section 6 – Disposal Options 
SHORT-TERM GARBAGE DISPOSAL OPTIONS 
1a. Modifications to 
current operating 
landfills. 
Review of the County’s 
landfill sites to determine if 
there are any other 
reasonable means of 
prolonging landfill capacity 
by modifying existing 
landfill operating practices. 
Should this option be 
included? 

A small majority of 
respondents (56%) 
supported including 
this option. 
 
A minority (7% of 
respondents) did not 
support including this 
option. 

• Yes for grinding and modifying existing landfill 
operating practises.  

• Grinding bulky waste makes sense, to reduce 
the size of bulky garbage.   

• Landfills should be closed and cleaned up 
and all garbage sent to communities using 
new technology. 

• Review efficiency of all County depots to 
streamline all operations, not reduce services. 

1b. Modifications to 
current operating 
landfills  
Would you support a ban 
on commercial waste 
disposal at County waste 
facilities? 

39% of respondents 
did not support 
including this option. 
 
 A minority (24% of 
respondents) did 
support including this 
option. 
 
36% did not provide a 
yes/no answer. 

• Banning commercial garbage will increase 
illegal dumping, we will find it in ditches and 
other questionable locations. 

• This s a very complex question and we need 
to look at the consequences of any such ban. 
Where else would it go? We want companies 
to operate here and provide jobs. 

• If the County can get a comprehensive 
recycling and organics program in place for 
commercial business, the garbage could be 
greatly reduced. 

• A special charge rate for all commercial 
garbage should be considered.   

2a. Use of garbage 
disposal facilities 
outside of the County. 
Other municipal and/or 
private disposal facilities 
may offer capacity for 
disposal or processing of 

This option was fairly 
evenly supported 
(42%) and opposed 
(35%) with 23% of 
respondents not 
providing a yes/no 
answer. 

• If it is more cost effective and environmentally 
friendly it should be investigated.  Reduced 
carbon footprint should be part of the 
evaluation. 

• As long as zero waste is the primary goal and 
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the County’s garbage.  
Currently the County’s 
position is no importing or 
exporting of waste for 
disposal. 
Should this option be 
included? 

we are making 100% effort to achieve it and 
this is considered temporary until we do. 

• Absolutely. Why the rigid adherence to 
artificially imposed municipal boundaries. We 
cannot continue trying to solve this problem in 
isolation. 

• We should manage our own waste and work 
at reducing it to zero. Trucking waste outside 
the county contributes to more emissions. 

• The current policy is not reasonable 
considering the solid waste management 
challenges being faced by the County.  

2b. Use of garbage 
disposal facilities 
outside of the County. 
Would you support export 
of garbage from the 
County to a landfill located 
elsewhere in Ontario or in 
the U.S.? 

50% of respondents 
did not support this 
option. 
 
A minority (30% of 
respondents) did 
support including this 
option. 
  

• Short-term only and not to the USA, within 
province only. 

• Only support export as long as zero waste is 
the primary goal and everything is done to 
achieve it. 

• Sending our garbage to someone else's 
"backyard" is not environmentally friendly. It 
just gives the problem to another jurisdiction. 
The County should in no case import waste 
and should only export it under very stringent 
conditions, to facilities that respect the 
environment and by means that leave the 
smallest carbon footprint. 

• We should consider the greenhouse gases 
we create by trucking. 

2c. Use of garbage 
disposal facilities 
outside of the County. 
Would you support export 
of garbage to an energy-
from-waste (incinerator) 
facility located elsewhere 
in Ontario or in the U.S.? 

A small majority of 
respondents (58%) 
supported this option.  
 
A minority (21% of 
respondents) did not 
support including this 
option. 

• In Ontario only, not to the USA and only as 
long as zero waste is the primary goal and 
whatever is done is only temporary until it is 
accomplished. 

• Make sure new technology is selected and 
not older less expensive technology which 
could be potentially harmful to Health and the 
Environment. 

• An incinerator with the proper filtration would 
be acceptable as long as the emissions from 
the incinerator are clean. Preferably, it should 
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be in our community. 

• Keep the energy from waste facility within 
Simcoe County.  This would generate money 
and jobs and therefore a more self-
sustained/profitable County. 

• EFW facilities require a steady amount of 
garbage to be feasible, and may require a 
certain level of waste from our county that 
would be in their contract. This would not 
encourage a move to zero waste. 

• The carbon footprint of such a practice must 
be considered. 

3. Other short-term 
garbage disposal 
options. 
Are there other short-term 
disposal options that you 
think should be included? 

16% of respondents 
answered yes to this 
question. 
 
 71% of respondents 
did not provide a 
yes/no answer. 

• Increase height profiles of existing sites. 

• Introduce legislation now on bottled water, 
plastic bags, etc. 

• Reduce use of packaging on food products 
and other items. 

• Mine all existing landfills in Simcoe County to 
create more capacity. 

Zero Waste Simcoe 
January 13, 2010 Town 
Hall Meeting 

• In regards to short-term disposal, continued use/improvements to 
current operating landfills was identified as needing to be included, with 
export and small expansions to existing sites being used as needed. 
There was no support for use of the partially permitted sites 9, 12 and 
42. 

LONG-TERM GARBAGE DISPOSAL OPTIONS 
 Disposal Capacity available in-County 

1a. Would you support the 
development of Site 42? 

A small majority of 
respondents (57%) 
opposed this option. 

A minority (16% of 
respondents) did 
support including this 
option. 

  

• There should be no development of new 
landfills. The County needs to look at better 
options than landfill. 

• The only aim must be zero waste. 

1b. Would you support the 
expansion of one or more 
of the current operating 

This option was fairly 
evenly supported 
(43%).  

• If environmentally sound. 

• If it can be done safely with community 
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landfill sites?  
A minority (32% of 
respondents) did not 
support including this 
option. 
 

support. 

• If managed responsibly and includes 
remediation where needed. 

• Minor expansion only as part of the bigger 
solution towards a zero waste solution.  

• Only if it were absolutely proven that there 
would be no negative impact on the 
environment from either the remediation or 
the use of the landfill itself. 

• Provided such expansion is developed using 
new landfill design standards, i.e. liners, 
leachate collection and treatment, etc.  

 
1c. Would you support the 
remediation and 
development of Sites 9 
and/or 12 to gain long-term 
capacity (requires landfill 
mining)? 

41% of respondents 
did not support this 
option. 
 
A minority (28% of 
respondents) did 
support including this 
option. 
  

• If environmentally sound. 

• Environmental approvals were made too long 
ago and both are close to large bodies of 
water and rivers.  Not appropriate. 

• If leachate is very well controlled. 

 

1d. Would you support the 
development of a new 
landfill within the County? 

The majority of 
respondents (61%) did 
not support this option. 
 
A minority (18% of 
respondents) did 
support this option. 

• Simcoe County must make a commitment to 
stop use of all landfill sites and not develop 
any new ones. 

• Only if the site were very carefully chosen 
that did not impact watercourses and farm 
land and a rigid environmental assessment 
completed. 

• Only if a site could be found that a local 
community could be convinced to support. 

Disposal capacity outside of the County. 

2. Disposal capacity 
outside of the County. 
Export options for garbage 
to municipal or privately 
owned  landfills or 
processing facilities within 
or outside of Ontario might 
become available in the 
long-term that are not 

This option was fairly 
evenly supported 
(39%) and opposed 
(37%). 

• In Ontario only, not to the USA. No, if it 
means it goes to a landfill. Yes if it goes to 
anything else. 

• Only as a last resort. 

• If cost effective. 

• Provided the privately owned disposal facility 
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currently available 
Should this option be 
included? 

is subject to current Government rules and 
regulations. 

• If Zero Waste, producer responsibility, waste 
reduction, and recycling are our primary 
focus. 

• It is too easy to make it some else's problem.  
People have to be accountable. How would 
we know what is being done with the waste or 
if it is handled properly. 

• After maximizing waste reduction, develop 
disposal capacity within the County, however 
in the short-term waste export may be 
required. Support disposal at an EFW facility 
outside the County. 

3a. Garbage processing 
facilities either inside or 
outside of the County.  
Develop or use a new 
waste processing facility. 
May require a ‘partnership’ 
or other type of long-term 
contract.  Potential 
technologies include 
mechanical/biological 
treatment, “dirty MRFs” 
(recycling plants that 
process mixed waste),  
and energy-from-waste 
(incineration 
Should this option be 
included? 

A majority of 
respondents (64%) 
supported this option. 
 
A minority (12% of 
respondents) did not 
support including this 
option. 
 

• If we can change "waste" to a useful material 
that does not harm the environment we 
should do it. 

• Incineration needs to be considered. 

• Dependent on financial feasibility. 

• There isn’t enough waste material/feedstock 
to make a cost-effective facility in Simcoe 
County feasible. 

• Definitely.  Energy form waste can generate 
more money and jobs for the County.  No if 
incineration is included in the package. The 
other options appear reasonable though the 
specifics are important.  

• Develop within the County, so we are made 
responsible for our own garbage. 

3b. Garbage processing 
facilities either inside or 
outside of the County. 
Do you support 
consideration of any of the 
identified long-term 
processing technologies by 
the County? 

A small majority of 
respondents (57%) 
supported this option. 
 
A minority (15% of 
respondents) did not 
support including this 
option. 
  

• Hopefully we will reduce enough to not need 
them.  If we build a plant - would it be on a 
scale that would require mass importing - 
which means trucks and environmental 
impact. 

• No landfills or incineration of any kind! 

• Need to know more about these options 
before choosing. 
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• Very poorly worded question that seems 
designed to confuse. 

• Everything should be considered.  This is why 
June 2010 is too soon.  Time is needed to get 
this right. 

• We need to fully understand the implications 
of all of these technologies. More education 
should be given on this.  

• Reduce, recycle, reuse. The balance use in 
energy-from-waste. 

3c. Garbage processing 
facilities either inside or 
outside of the County. 
If the answer to 3b above 
was no, which 
technologies would you not 
support? 
 

About 17% said they 
would not support a 
“dirty MRF” or 
mechanical/biological 
treatment, 30% said 
they would not support 
energy-from-waste. 

It should be noted that many respondents were 
confused by this question and provided 
answers even though they had answered yes 
to the previous questions.  The results of this 
question should be interpreted with caution. 

4. Other long-term 
disposal options. 
Are there other long-term 
disposal options that you 
think should be included? 

Only 19% of 
respondents answered 
yes to this question. 
 
68% of respondents 
did not provide a 
yes/no answer. 

• Zero waste solution should be the long term 
garbage disposal options.  This means the 
focus has to be implementation of non-
garbage producing products and processes at 
the front end. 

• There are several modern technologies that 
we could use that we have not heard our 
county representatives mention - gasification 
for one. 

Zero Waste Simcoe 
January 13, 2010 Town 
Hall Meeting 

• In regards to long-term disposal, there was general support for 
developing a residual waste processing facility ( mechanical-biological 
(preferred), EFW (less preferred) either on own or in partnership or 
options to secure long term contract(s) to export waste to processing 
facilities (not landfill) outside the County, to non-landfill only.  
Participants also identified the need to rehabilitate the existing landfills 
of Simcoe County. There was no support for larger expansions of 
current operating site, for use of the partially permitted sites 9, 12 and 
42 or for a new landfill.

 Section 7 – Evaluation Criteria 
1. Potential increase in 
residential and 
commercial diversion 
rates and ability to meet 
County (and Provincial) 

The large majority of 
respondents 
supported including 
this criterion (76% of 
respondents). 

• Noted as obvious criterion, very important. 

• Some noted need for reasonable targets, 
others for targets that would be high enough.  

• Respondents wanted to know the actual 
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diversion targets. 
Should this criterion be 
included? 

 
A small minority (6% of 
respondents) did not 
support including this 
criterion. 

targets that would be set. 

• Concern expressed over taxation, balance of 
diversion and costs. 

2. Potential decrease in 
landfill capacity 
requirements. 
Should this criterion be 
included? 

The majority of 
respondents 
supported including 
this criterion (67% of 
respondents). 
 
A minority (14% of 
respondents) did not 
support including this 
criterion. 

• Some expressed desire for no 
landfills/elimination of landfills and/or for 
diversion to avoid the need for landfill 
disposal. 

• Energy from waste systems could eliminate 
landfill. 

• Alternatives to landfill have to be safe and 
effective. 

• Hope that Sites 9 & 12 are sufficient for the 
long-term. 

3. Potential 
environmental impacts 
(air and water). 
Should this criterion be 
included? 

The large majority of 
respondents 
supported including 
this criterion (84% of 
respondents). 
 
A small minority (1% of 
respondents) did not 
support including this 
criterion. 

• Concerns about need for clean water, 
references to Site 41. 

• Comments on need for scrubbers (air 
pollution control) to avoid air contamination. 

• Need for regular inspections of facilities by 
the MOE. 

• Concern about cost effectiveness, need for 
balanced consideration of issues. 

• Many comments regarding the importance of 
this criterion. 

4. Potential to 
enhance/improve levels 
of service offered for 
waste management. 
Should this criterion be 
included? 

The large majority of 
respondents 
supported including 
this criterion (73% of 
respondents). 
 
A small minority (3% of 
respondents) did not 
support including this 
criterion. 

• Concerns about cost effectiveness. 

• Positive comments on current level of service. 

• Need for recycling of additional materials, 
banning landfill. 

5. Potential range of 
capital and operating 
costs. 
Should this criterion be 
included? 

The large majority of 
respondents 
supported including 
this criterion (72% of 
respondents). 
 

• Need for balanced evaluation including costs. 

• Many comments regarding the importance of 
this criterion. 

• Need to pursue partnerships and competitive 
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A small minority (5% of 
respondents) did not 
support including this 
criterion. 

bidding processes. 

• Need for sustainable long-term plan. 

• Concern regarding expense of higher 
technology solutions.   

• If export is cheaper than should look at it. 

• Comment both against additional source 
separation and diversion of materials due to 
increased expense, and opposite comments 
on the need to pursue higher diversion/higher 
cost solutions. 

• Comments assuming that recycling, reuse 
options and in some cases recovery of 
energy would make other options cheaper 
than landfill disposal. 

6. Provincial approvals 
and permitting 
requirements. 
Should this criterion be 
included? 

The majority of 
respondents 
supported including 
this criterion (65% of 
respondents). 
 
A minority (11% of 
respondents) did not 
support including this 
criterion. 

• Province should not issue approvals for new 
or expanded landfill sites. 

• Should only propose options for which you 
can obtain required permits or approvals. 

• Timelines/process for approvals and 
permitting by the Province needs to improve.  
Concern regarding red tape.  

• Room for improvements on the technical 
review of applications for certificates of 
approval by the MOE. 

• Concern about the Province having issued 
approvals for Site 41. 

• Choose the best option.  If the permitting 
system is perverse, challenge it. 

7. Degree of risk to the 
County. 
Should this criterion be 
included? 

The majority of 
respondents 
supported including 
this criterion (63% of 
respondents). 
 
A small minority (6% of 
respondents) did not 
support including this 
criterion. 

• Risk always needs to be considered. 

• County needs to take control over waste 
management. 

• Lack of trust in the County. 

• Concern should be to do no harm/limit risk (to 
community, environment, health). 

• Need for emergency/contingency plans. 
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• Many comments regarding lack of 
understanding of the question. 

8. Other criteria. 
Do you think that there are 
other criteria that should be 
included? 

Approximately 31% of 
respondents identified 
some type of 
additional criteria or 
had comments. 
 
Note: only suggestions 
for additional criteria 
are noted on the right, 
as the comments 
generally reflected all 
of the same preceding 
comments in the 
workbooks. 

Suggested additional criteria: 

• Job creation 

• Options for locations 

• Greenhouse Gas emissions 

• Long-term costs and risks 

• Look at proven technologies/approaches 

• Accessibility  

• Sustainability 

• Ability of Strategy to work with proposed 
WDA changes 

Additional Comments 
Based on information 
provided and/or discussed 
this evening, can you think 
of any other issues which 
need to be considered or 
do you have any other 
comments related to the 
Solid Waste Management 
Strategy in general? 

Additional comments 
were provided by 
many participants.  
These comments were 
very lengthy in some 
cases, and included 
separate submissions. 
 
A brief overview is 
provided to the right. 
Full text from the 
comments is provided 
in Appendix E.  Also, 
the full submissions 
can be found in 
Schedule 2 of the 
County’s Staff report 
WSS 10-003 to the 
Steering Committee. 

General themes of additional comments: 
• Need to organize “Diversion Days” / 

“Treasure Days” across the County. 

• Promote green procurement in general. 

• Look at waste management 
successes/technologies used in other 
jurisdictions. 

• County has taken huge strides in right 
direction.  Keep on track.   

• Like some “free days” for waste disposal. 

• Critique of length of workbook, complexity of 
questions/jargon, difficulty responding to 
questions.  Also many comments looking for 
additional content/detail. 

• Progress will rely on provincial and federal 
action too (EPR). 

• Need to cut costs, increase service, decrease 
studies. 

• Support for input developed by Zero Waste 
Simcoe through their session held in mid-
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Question Response To 
Question 

Comments 

January (see section XX for summary). 

• Support for use of previous work undertaken 
by the WYE group undertaken 20 years ago. 

• Need to keep landfill/waste facilities off of the 
Oro Moraine. 

• Concern about pleasing all residents.  Need 
for research. 

• Concern about Zero Waste working in reality.  
Need for balance with costs. Recognition of 
the need for some disposal capacity. 

• Support for eliminating source separated 
programs, and processing/EFW for all mixed 
waste. 

• Support for applying similar planning process 
to energy needs. 

• Concern regarding County’s record of 
handling waste management issues. 
Comments on lack of trust in the County. 

• Comments regarding the need for changes to 
the consultation process including: timing, 
advertisements, need for more open 
meetings etc. 

• Support for non-landfill alternatives including 
expanded recycling and/or energy from 
waste. 

• Support for mining/removal of old landfills. 

• Alternative uses for Site 41 (not for waste 
management). 

• Comments regarding timelines for project 
being too short and that appropriate public 
engagement will be difficult; “it is more 
important to get it right than to get it done 
quickly”. 

• Support for Extended Producer Responsibility 
and design for the environment. 

• Need to focus on the 3R’s, promotion & 
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Question Response To 
Question 

Comments 

education and for people to take personal 
responsibility for the waste they generate. 

• Support for other additional 
technologies/options such as long-term 
underground storage of waste in ‘silos’. 

Zero Waste Simcoe 
January 13, 2010 Town 
Hall Meeting 

• The County should fully support the new provincial EPR initiative. Over 
the next 20 years the volume of garbage (disposal) trends to zero. 

• The County should retain full responsibility (ownership) for all waste 
management. The waste processing does not necessarily have to take 
place in the County or be operated by County personnel. A rational 
business decision, including proper environmental evaluation and 
public involvement, will optimally select and locate waste facilities. The 
sole exception is organics that must be processed in the County. 

• Use advertising, promotion, partnering and education to effect a change 
of attitude towards achieving zero waste and proper public involvement 
in waste practices. 

• Regularly evaluate (audit) all county waste programs for effectiveness 
and efficiency. Review all programs and the Waste Strategy at least 
every 5 years to take advantage of environmental and technological 
advances. 

•  Implement a Community Oversight Board to assist with waste program 
direction, compliance and community engagement. 
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2.3 ON-LINE FEEDBACK FORM  

As part of ongoing consultation, the County had established a general feedback form on its website at the 
commencement of the Strategy.  The form provided residents with a mechanism to contact the County 
and Project Team with their comments.  To date (as of February 16, 2010), 18 individuals have 
completed feedback forms.  The following table (Table 2-10) provides a general sense of the nature of the 
comments received and proposed responses to these comments in a form that could be posted on the 
website. 
 
Table 2-10  Comments Received via the On-line Feedback Form 

Comment Response 

The County should consider 
incineration as a method of 
disposal. 

Incineration is being considered as an option to process the remaining 
garbage; however we have used the term energy-from-waste. 

The County should not consider 
incineration. 

Incineration is being considered as an option to process the remaining 
garbage; however we have used the term energy-from-waste.  All 
options are being considered at this point in the Strategy.  An 
evaluation process will be used to determine which options are viable 
for disposal of the County’s residual waste. 

Landfills should not continue to 
be a part of waste 
management. 

The County’s priority is to find ways to reduce the amount of garbage 
that needs disposal in the first place.  For the remaining garbage, the 
County is looking at the option of processing the remaining garbage 
which includes processes that can take the green garbage bag and 
recover recyclables and organic materials from the waste, and others 
that can also recover energy from the waste.  The Strategy won’t 
determine specific processing or disposal technologies.  If processing 
looks like the best option, the technology would be chosen through a 
formal competitive process. 

The County should work 
towards zero waste. 

The principles of Zero Waste have been adopted for the Strategy.  
This includes placing the priority on avoiding waste and maximising 
diversion over disposal of garbage.  The combination of new diversion 
programs considered for the Strategy and provincial initiatives 
targeting the producers of goods and packages should move the 
County towards Zero Waste. 

Facilities should be developed 
within the County to take 
responsibility for our own waste. 

Options for processing the County’s waste include investigating 
facilities both within and outside of the County.    Based on the amount 
of waste generated within the County, some technologies would not be 
feasible/cost effective without the County entering into a partnership 
with another municipality.  Should a partnership be established, it 
could involve transferring the County’s waste to a nearby location for 
processing. 

To process organics, the 
County should consider an 
aerobic or anaerobic process. 

The Strategy will determine if organics are best processed outside of 
the County or if a new facility should be built within the County for 
processing.  Should it be determined that a new facility within the 
County is most feasible, a range of aerobic and anaerobic approaches 
will be considered.  The use of an existing facility for processing will 
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Comment Response 
depend on a number of factors including cost, location, and available 
capacity. 

Implement programs that have 
been successful in other 
jurisdictions such as organics 
processing, depot/return 
systems for containers, and 
strong policies and by-laws to 
ensure participation in diversion 
programs. 

The Strategy will include the feasibility of implementing a variety of 
diversion and disposal programs.  The Strategy will include 
consideration of programs that have been successful in other 
jurisdictions. 

Work cooperatively with 
environmental groups. 

Comment noted. 

Consider using the technology 
employed by the Kearns Waste 
Management Group. 

The Strategy won’t determine specific processing or disposal 
technologies.  If processing looks like the best option, the technology 
would be chosen through a formal competitive process. 

Expand the blue box program to 
accept additional materials. 

Whilst the option to add materials to the blue box program will be 
considered it is noted that County Council is supportive of only 
including materials in the blue box program that have stable North 
American markets.  This is why the County does not currently accept 
clamshells or styrofoam in its blue box program.   

Enforce Extended Producer 
Responsibility. 

The Province is looking at changes to the programs used to divert 
waste in the Province.  This includes measures to make producers of 
some materials responsible for the products and packages they use.  
These changes won’t cover all of the materials in the garbage and the 
actual way that the new programs will work is unknown, and won’t be 
known until later in 2010.  The Province has also directed that 
municipalities must develop their own waste strategies and funding for 
the Blue Box program is partly dependent on having such plans in 
place.  Given all of this, the County has decided that the best approach 
is to make the Strategy flexible enough to adapt to future Provincial 
changes. 

Ensure the consultation process 
is transparent and open. 

The public consultations sessions held on February 8, 9, and 10, 2010 
were audio recorded to ensure that the discussion was captured.  The 
discussion along with the written comments that were received 
following the sessions have been documented in this report.  The 
Project Team will consider these comments as it finalizes and 
evaluates the diversion and disposal options.  The summary report on 
consultation will be available on the County’s website.  The Draft 
Report will be discussed at the next Steering Committee meeting that 
is planned for March 1st.  Members of the public are welcome to 
attend.  Additional public consultation sessions are scheduled for May. 

Enforce the one bag limit. 
As per By-law No. 5764, garbage is limited to one approved container 
per week per Serviced Unit.  Tags may be purchased for any 
additional bags in all municipalities with the exception of Adjala-
Tosorontio.   
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Comment Response 

Why is there a difference 
between the County’s diversion 
rates of last year (60%) and 
2009 (54%)?  

The County planned to reach 60% diversion in 2009 as it was the first 
full year for the curbside organics program.  The County’s programs 
reached 54% diversion in 2009 and once the effects of other provincial 
programs are counted in, the County should be close to 60%.  The 
diversion options being considered could add to the diversion rate.   

 

Individuals received a return email indicating their comments will become part of the public record and will 
be submitted to the County of Simcoe for consideration in the preparation of the final Solid Waste 
Management Strategy. 

 

3.0 OVERVIEW OF CONSULTATION WITH THE STEERING 
COMMITTEE 

A Solid Waste Management Strategy Steering Committee (the Committee) was established at the 
commencement of the Strategy.  The purpose of the Committee is to “provide assistance in the 
development of the County of Simcoe’s Solid Waste Management Strategy and make recommendations 
to the County of Simcoe’s Corporate Services Committee or directly to County Council with respect to the 
Solid Waste Management Strategy”.  The committee is composed of the members of the Waste 
Management Subcommittee, members of the public, and non-voting members from adjacent 
municipalities, First Nations, and provincial and federal governments. Voting members include elected 
officials who sit on the Waste Management Subcommittee and the Warden who is an ex-officio member.  
Voting members have also been selected from the public sector and include one representative 
appointed by the Adjala-Tosorontio Ratepayers Association, one representative from Zero Waste Simcoe, 
and three public representatives at large.  Councillor Gord Wauchope, Deputy Mayor of the Town of 
Innisfil, was elected to serve as Chair of the Committee and Gordon McKay, representing Zero Waste 
Simcoe, was elected as Vice Chair.  Table 3-1 indicates the members of the Committee and their 
affiliation. 
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Table 3-1  Members of the Solid Waste Management Strategy Steering Committee 
Name Affiliation 

Voting Members (Elected) 
Phil Sled Mayor, Township of Severn 
Doug Little Deputy Mayor Township of Adjala-Tosorontio 
Bill Duffy Mayor, Township of Ramara 
Gord Wauchope Deputy Mayor Town of Innisfil 
Cal Patterson Warden, County of Simcoe 
Voting Members (Public) 
Mary Munnoch Adjala-Tosorontio Ratepayers Association 
Gordon McKay Zero Waste Simcoe 
Mark Guthrie Public Representative at Large 
John Nychuk Public Representative at Large 
Nickolas Rowe Public Representative at Large 
Non-Voting  
Sandy Coulter City of Barrie Representative 
Greg Preston City of Orillia Representative 
Fred Jahn Rama First Nation Representative 
Elizabeth Brass Elson Beausoleil First Nation Representative 
John Kaasalainen / Chris Hyde Provincial Government Representative 
None designated Federal Government Representative 
 
The Committee has met three times thus far, on November 25, 2009, December 16, 2009, and January 
18, 2010. Agendas and minutes for the three meetings are available on the County’s website at:  
http://www.simcoe.ca/countygovernment/meetings/committeeagendasandreports/wastemanagementsubc
ommittee/index.htm. Members of the public are able to attend the meetings as observers. 
 
 
 

4.0 MEDIA COVERAGE 

Due to the high level of public interest, many articles regarding the Strategy and waste management in 
general appeared in local newspapers.  Copies of relevant articles are provided in Appendix G.  Table 4-1 
provides the date, newspaper name and headline of the articles. 
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Table 4-1  Summary of Relevant Newspaper Articles 
 

Date Newspaper Name Headline 
Jan. 11 Midland Free Press Zero waste meeting Wednesday night 
Jan. 11 Orillia Packet & Times Input wanted for new waste strategy 
Jan. 13 Barrie Examiner Zero Waste Meeting 
Jan. 13 Midland Free Press Public urged to offer views on waste management plan 
Jan. 16 Barrie Examiner County carrying old baggage 
Jan. 17 Midland Free Press Site 41 Could be a transfer site says Lawrence 
Jan. 19 Collingwood Enterprise 

Bulletin 
Site 42 no longer an option:  County Warden 

Jan. 20 Midland Mirror Critic believes Site 41 door still open 
Jan. 21 Orangeville Citizen Simcoe eying Dufferin DEEPly 
Jan. 27 Midland Free Press Ensure transparency at public meetings on waste, warden urged 
Jan. 29 Barrie Examiner County unveils waste tactics 
Feb. 1 Barrie Examiner Fears surface that old landfill may be leaking 
Feb. 3 Collingwood Enterprise 

Bulletin 
County unveils waste tactics 

Feb. 5 Midland Mirror County to host meetings on waste strategy 
Feb. 5 Stayner Sun Public meetings on future of waste next week 
Feb. 8 Barrie Examiner County seeking advice from public on waste plan 
Feb. 10 Midland Free Press County set to host waste consultation at NSSRC today 
Feb. 10 Orillia Packet & Times County seeks input on waste strategy 
Feb. 11 Innisfil Journal Mistrust dominates waste debate 
Feb. 12 Collingwood Enterprise 

Bulletin 
Simcoe County criticized at waste meeting 

Feb. 12 Midland Mirror Crowd skeptical county listening 
Feb. 12 Midland Mirror County:  Report will include public input 
Feb. 16 Wasaga Sun Issues of mistrust, short notice dominate waste discussion 
Feb. 16 Wasaga Sun Residents voice opinion on waste management 
Feb. 16 Barrie Examiner Waste debate a matter of trust 
Feb. 17 Barrie Examiner Dump must be trashed in order to rebuild trust 
Feb. 17 Midland Mirror Lingering distrust overshadows consultation on waste strategy 
 

5.0 Addressing the Results of Consultation 

The following table (Table 5-1) provides an overall summary of the key findings from the 
consultation process to-date, and identifies how they will be addressed as work on the Strategy 
moves forward. 
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Table 5-1  Key Findings from the Public Consultation Process 
Key Findings How they will be addressed 

There was considerable 
concern regarding the 
timelines leading into the 
consultation events, provision 
of notices in the community 
and level of consultation 
provided at this stage in the 
process. 

There were also concerns 
expressed regarding the 
format of the public sessions, 
and the amount of time 
allocated to provide 
questions/answers 

In advance of the public sessions planned for early May 2010, notices 
will be provided by mail or email to the public that have requested to be 
added to the project mailing list.  There will also be more time for 
advance notice to be provided in additional local papers.  Reminder 
notices and/or news releases regarding the sessions will also be issued 
a few weeks in advance of the official ads to ensure that interested 
parties note the dates on their calendars. 

Generally, the County staff and consulting team found the format for the 
sessions reasonable, as a good deal of constructive dialogue took place 
in the Open House style format session prior to the formal presentation 
and Q&A.    Some changes that are being considered for the next 
sessions include: 

• Providing on the web-page and providing advance notification of 
where the draft reports are posted, so that interested parties can 
prepare in advance of the sessions. Many participants were unaware 
that the presentations and draft reports relevant for the first sessions 
had been publicly available in advance of the sessions. 

• Shortening the timeframe for the Open House portion of the session 
and lengthening the timeline for the Q&A portion of the session so 
that they are relatively equal. 

• Shortening the format for the next workbook.  This should be 
achievable as there will be fewer elements and a more succinct 
Strategy for the public to comment upon. 

Many comments were 
directed towards the timelines 
for the project, with concern 
that the development of the 
Strategy was being rushed. 

With so little space left in the operating County landfills, the County 
needs to be able to implement new diversion programs and look at other 
alternatives to disposal of the garbage that will remain after diversion.  
County Council has directed that the Strategy be completed before the 
summer of 2010.   

Based on the dialogue with the public at the public meetings and review 
of the workbooks, it appears that in part these comments were based on 
the assumption that the Strategy was going to make firm decisions on 
the implementation of a number of key things (including developing a 
new landfill) and would be a more static product. 
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Key Findings How they will be addressed 
Leading into the next sessions in May it will be critical to make it clear 
that the Strategy will establish a direction for the County, with many of 
the key decisions on how and where to implement various elements 
being made at a later date. 

It will also be necessary to communicate the key recommendations for 
the Strategy to the Steering Committee, Council and the public within a 
reasonable timeline preceding the next round of public sessions so that it 
is clear that there is sufficient time for opinions to be heard and 
addressed. 

Considerable support for the 
concept of Zero Waste, but 
also some concerns about the 
achievability of Zero Waste 
were heard during the public 
meetings. 

The general expression of support for the concept of Zero Waste 
reinforces some of the key aspects of the strategy as presented in some 
of the draft documents to-date, namely: 

• Adoption of the principles of Zero Waste including a hierarchy 
that places the priority on avoiding waste and diversion over 
disposal of garbage.   

• Support for Provincial efforts to implement/enhance Extended 
Producer Responsibility programs in the Province. 

The combination of new diversion programs considered for the Strategy 
and provincial initiatives targeting the producers of goods and packages 
should move us towards Zero Waste. 

Many elements of the input provided by Zero Waste Simcoe and the 
public attendees at the County’s meetings will likely be reflected in the 
Strategy. However, key recommendations regarding processing of 
recyclables and organics and on disposal options will take a broader 
view based on the application of evaluation criteria. 

In regards to diversion targets, many members of the public indicated 
that they wanted the County to establish a zero waste target or a “vision” 
of achieving Zero Waste. The approach taken in the development of the 
Strategy will be to set reasonable, achievable targets for diversion over 
the planning period that reflect the success of current programs, the 
potential for additional diversion with new programs and the composition 
of waste managed by the County.  These targets would be revisited on a 
regular basis as the Strategy is updated, to reflect changes in waste 
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Key Findings How they will be addressed 
management that are beyond the County’s control such as the success 
of EPR across the Province. 

The next round of consultation sessions will have to clearly explain the 
rationale for the County’s diversion targets. 

Feedback on Diversion 
Options, public preferences 
and concerns. 

There was broad support in general for all of the options identified for 
reduction and reuse.  The only element of these options that was not 
supported, was the concept of “full user pay” (i.e. pay per bag) for all 
garbage at the curb.  When it comes to placing further restrictions on 
curbside garbage, there was more preference towards mandatory 
diversion by-laws, clear garbage bags, and bi-weekly garbage collection 
although in all cases, there were still concerns about the ramifications of 
all of these options.   The concept of placing further restrictions on 
curbside garbage collection will require careful consideration in the 
Strategy. 

There was strong support for the general diversion options that involved 
adding or enhancing diversion services such as improvements to depots, 
enhanced promotion and education programs, open space and event 
recycling, and providing some enhanced IC&I diversion services.  There 
was less support for options that were perceived as “reducing” services, 
such as eliminating bulky goods collection.  It is clear that the Strategy 
will have to find the appropriate balance between service improvements, 
methods to discourage garbage generation and set-outs, and program 
costs. 

Feedback on Recycling and 
Organics processing, public 
preferences and concerns. 

Generally, the public supporting considering recycling processing options 
both within and outside the County with a minor trend to preferring 
processing within the County.  There was also general support for 
processing recyclables from both Barrie and Orillia.  There was also 
support for including more materials in the blue box program.  The 
Strategy will continue to consider processing within and outside the 
County and will identify the feasibility of including additional recycling 
streams.  The identification and recommendation for the preferred option 
will be based on the application of the evaluation criteria. 

Generally there was support for considering processing organics both 
within and outside the County, although there is a trend towards 
preferring processing within the County. There were also very clear 
comments about carefully considering costs and contractual 
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Key Findings How they will be addressed 
arrangements, as well as general support for adding more organics to 
the program (e.g. pet waste, diapers).  Some respondents also preferred 
a more decentralized model with multiple facilities.  The Strategy will 
continue to consider processing within and outside the County and will 
identify the feasibility of including additional organics streams.  The 
identification and recommendation for the preferred option will be based 
on the application of the evaluation criteria.  The Strategy will note the 
concept of decentralized processing, however, this is less viable given 
the nature of the potential organics that could be included in the 
program, and is likely to be less cost effective. 

Feedback on Collection and 
Transfer Options, public 
preferences and concerns. 

In regards to collection, there was general support for examining current 
contracts and improving efficiencies.  The majority of respondents to the 
surveys did support a move to a more uniform level of service for 
collection, including collection in areas with seasonal households.  While 
there was some general support for single stream recycling, there was 
also a higher level of concern regarding a move to this type of system.  
The Strategy will include recommendations regarding a move to a 
uniform level of collection service.  In regards to single stream recycling, 
the Strategy may recommend a methodology to consider this option 
within the context of a competitive bidding process. 

In regards to transfer, there were general preferences towards improving 
existing depots/transfer stations, only developing new transfer facilities if 
needed and concerns about the types of materials that could be 
transferred in some cases with preference being expressed for “No 
export” of some or all materials.  The Strategy will include appropriate 
recommendations for the transfer of materials both within and potentially 
outside the County for materials streams where processing and/or 
disposal outside the County has been found to be the preferred 
approach based on the application of the evaluation criteria. 

Feedback on Short-term 
Disposal Options, public 
preferences and concerns. 

Of all the landfill options, there was general support for modifying the 
current landfill facilities to extend the life of the sites, but not for banning 
the disposal of commercial waste at these sites.  Opinion on export of 
garbage outside the County in the short term was relatively evenly split 
for/against, although there was more support for export to processing 
facilities (e.g. EFW) than to outside landfills.  

Both options will continue to be considered in the Strategy, and the 
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Key Findings How they will be addressed 
Strategy will include recommendations for short-term disposal based on 
the application of the evaluation criteria, likely recommending a balance 
between the two approaches. 

Feedback on Long-term 
Disposal Options, public 
preferences and concerns. 

In regards to long-term disposal, of all of the landfill options, there was 
more general support for expansion of current operating landfills than for 
any other, although generally public opinion was against “landfilling”.  
The least acceptable option was the development of any new landfill site. 
Opinion on export was split, while Processing of the residual garbage 
was the option that received the most overall support. In regards to 
processing, while there was a lot of support expressed for EFW, there 
was also a significant group that expressed concerns.  

All of the options will continue to be considered in the Strategy, which will 
include recommendations for long-term disposal based on the 
application of the evaluation criteria.  The form that the long-term 
disposal system will take is likely to be a combination of those 
approaches that offer the most advantages to the County over the 
planning period.  For example, in the short-term if the County were to 
export a portion of its waste stream, more capacity at the current 
operating landfills would be available over the long-term. In addition, it is 
possible that reasonable opportunities for partnerships with other 
municipalities and/or the private sector could arise for processing 
garbage within that timeframe. 

Feedback on evaluation 
criteria, public preferences 
and concerns. 

The majority of all comments supported application of all of the proposed 
evaluation criterion, and thus they will continue to be refined and applied 
to identify the preferred Strategy.  Some suggestions for additional 
criterion were made.  Refinements of the proposed criterion to address 
these suggestions are currently being considered.  For example, 
application of the criteria “Risk to the County” could include 
considerations of long-term risks and liabilities and also the need to 
consider only proven technologies/approaches as a means of mitigating 
risk.  
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APPENDIX A 
 

Public Notice 



 



Seeking 
your input...
We all generate waste.  At the County of Simcoe, it is our job to manage your 
solid waste.  To do this in the most environmentally and fiscally responsible 
ways, work has begun on a waste management strategy.   

The strategy process will consider options to deal with your waste including:

•	 Ways to further encourage waste reduction and reuse
•	 Ways to encourage waste diversion
•	 How garbage, organics and recyclables will be collected
•	 Options for the processing of recyclables and organics
•	 How waste is transferred
•	 How do we dispose of garbage in the future

Before we move forward, we need to discuss the many options with YOU and 
get YOUR input. That’s why the County of Simcoe is hosting a series of public 
consultation sessions to get your thoughts on how we can work together to 
manage your waste.

Join us at the following locations to share your perspective. For more information, 
please visit wastestrategy.simcoe.ca.

Date Venue Location Time
Feb. 8 Nottawasaga Inn 

6015 Highway 89, Crystal Ballroom
Alliston 4:30PM to 8:00PM

Feb. 9 Wasaga Beach RecPlex
1724 Mosley Street, Oakview Room

Wasaga Beach 4:30PM to 8:00PM

Feb.10 North Simcoe Sports and Recreation Centre
527 Lens Self Boulevard, Bill Thompson Room

Midland 4:30PM to 8:00PM

wastestrategy.simcoe.ca

...we’re listening.

PUBLIC CONSULTATION SESSIONS

A short presentation and question and answer period will begin at 7:00 PM
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APPENDIX B 
 

Display Boards 



 



wastestrategy.simcoe.ca

WELCOME TO THE 
SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT STRATEGY 

PUBLIC CONSULTATION SESSION

PLEASE SIGN IN AT THE FRONT DESK

We encourage you to include your contact information if you wish to be added to our mailing list.
We are interested in hearing your thoughts about the Strategy.  Please talk to our Project Team 

members, fill in a feedback form on the options and the process, or comment on-line at: 
 www.simcoe.ca/municipalservices/wastemanagement/strategy/index.htm 



wastestrategy.simcoe.ca

WHY ARE WE HERE?

The purpose of the Strategy is:
•	 To	provide	direction	for	the	County’s	 

waste management system 

•	 To	make	progress	towards	zero	 
waste

•	 To	address	processing	and	garbage	disposal	
needs for the next twenty years

 
The desired result is:
•	 The	selection	of	a	long-term	waste	

management system

•	 A	recommended	approach	to	implement	the	
system

The Strategy is intended to identify:

1. Programs and approaches to improve 
diversion

2.	 If	the	County	should	build	recycling	or	
composting facilities or ship materials to 
an outside processor

3. The best approach to collect and transfer 
waste to support the waste system

4. Garbage disposal (and potentially 
processing) requirements and approaches 
for the short and long-term

The Strategy is not intended to identify 
specific processing or disposal technologies. 

. 

The	County	is	currently	developing	a	Solid	Waste	Management	Strategy	(SWMS)

We need your	input.		Your	feedback	will	be	included	in	the	Record	of	Consultation	which	will	be	
provided	to	County	Council
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STRATEGY PROCESS

The	development	of	the	SWMS	has	been	divided	into	four	Phases,	each	with	a	number	of	
associated tasks. 

Phase 1: Initial Strategic Planning

Task	A	-	Stated	Problem Task B - Goals and Objectives Task	C	-	Area	that	the	Plan	will	cover

Phase 2: Current System Assessment and Options Evaluation
Task	D	-	Current	Waste	Generation	and	
Diversion	and	Description	of	Current	

Waste	Management	System

Task	E	-	Waste	Management	Needs	
Over the Planning Period

Task F - Identification and Evaluation of 
Alternative	Systems	(Diversion	and	Disposal)

Phase 3: Recommendation of a Preferred System and Cost and Financing Strategy
Task G - Detailed Description of the Planned Waste 

Management	System
Task	H	-	Cost	and	Financing	Strategy

Phase 4: Implementation Assessment
Task I - Implementation 

Timelines
Task	J	-	Contingencies

Tasks	K	&	L	-	Monitoring	
and Plan Review

Task	M	-	Public	
Education Strategy

Task	N	-	Public	
Consultation	Record
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WHERE WE ARE

We are currently in Phase 2, Task F, which identifies diversion and disposal options and are seeking 
your comments today.  

The schedule for the rest of the process is:

Action Scheduled Date 
for Completion

Proposed Meetings 
and Consultation

Public consultation on options February 8, 9 and 10, 2010

Phase 2 - Selection of preferred options Week of February 22, 2010
Steering	Committee	-	Week	of	March	1,	
2010

Phase 3 - System description, cost and 
financing

Week	of	March	29,	2010
Steering	Committee	–	Week	of	April	5,	
2010

Draft Strategy Week	of	April	19,	2010
Presentation	to	Council	late	April	2010,	
Date to be determined

Public Information Sessions Week	of	May	3,	2010
Steering	Committee	–	Week	of	May	17,	
2010

Final Draft Strategy Document (including 
record of consultation)

Week	of	May	24,	2010

Presentation	to	Council June 2010 Date to be determined
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CURRENT WASTE 
SYSTEM OVERVIEW

Locations 2006 2007 2008 2009

Landfill Sites 8 6 6 4

Transfer Stations 1 3 3 4*

Landfill Sites under Development 4 4 4

Composting	Facilities 6 5 5 5

Inactive Landfill Sites 26 26 28

Household	Hazardous	Waste	Depot	Events	(#	per	year) 15 15 15 15

Total Waste Disposed (tonnes) 77,089 72,835 63,681 54,915

Total Waste Diverted (tonnes) 38,159 49, 636 56,289 66,496

Curbside	Garbage	Collected	(tonnes) 51,000 52,580 48,714 38,720

Curbside	Recycling	Collected	(tonnes) 20,000 23,154 24,954 21,792

Curbside	Source		Separated	Organics	Collected	(tonnes) 356 353 3,	560 11,645
* Not including Site 23, New Tecumseth which only accepts MHSW

•	 The	County	achieved	54%	diversion	in	2009

•	 As	of	January	2010	it	is	estimated	that	5	to	6	years	of	capacity	remain	at	operating	sites	that	accept	
regular garbage (Sites 10, 11 and 13)
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FINDINGS FROM THE 
CURRENT SYSTEM REVIEW

4. The Strategy has to include:

•	 Efforts	to	help	residents	reduce	
generation of waste in the first 
place

•	 Improvements	to	current	system	
to increase diversion

•	 Options	for	transfer,	processing	
and disposal of the garbage that 
may remain in the long-term as 
the	County	moves	towards	zero	
waste

1.	 As	the	population	grows,	the	waste	
generated	in	the	County	will	increase

2.	 If	diversion	stays	the	same	at	54%,	
the residual garbage needing disposal 
could	increase	from	55,000	tonnes	to	
80,000 tonnes per year

3. Provincial policy changes to the Waste 
Diversion	Act	(WDA)	could	reduce	
waste generation rates
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DIVERSION OPTIONS:  
REDUCTION & REUSE

4. Implement green procurement policy for 
County	facilities

•	 Focus	on	buying	products	with	
sustainable or recycled materials 
and that have a limited amount of 
packaging 

•	 Limited	increase	to	diversion	

5.	 Endorse	Extended	Producer	Responsibility	
and	waste	minimization	legislation

•	 Support	waste	minimization	legislation	
and programs at Federal and Provincial 
levels  

•	 Impact	on	diversion	unknown	as	
targets not yet set by Province

1. Enhance current reduction and reuse 
programs

•	 Consider	transition	to	a	full	user	pay	
program, i.e. residents would need to 
purchase garbage tags for all bags

•	 Could	add	3-5%	to	diversion

2. Establish per-capita waste reduction target

•	 Every	5%	decrease	in	residential	
waste generation would remove 
approximately	5,000	tonnes	of	waste	
from the system

3. Develop Re-Use centres, programs and 
partnering initiatives

•	 Could	add	<1%	to	diversion
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DIVERSION OPTIONS:  
GENERAL

4. Bi-weekly garbage collection

•	 Demonstrated	to	have	a	positive	effect	on	
diversion rates

•	 Could	add	3	to	5%	to	diversion	rate

5.	 Enhanced	advertising,	promotion	and	education

•	 Supports	all	waste	management	initiatives

•	 Could	add	1%	to	diversion	rate

6. Public open space recycling

•	 Implementation	would	need	to	be	a	joint	
initiative with local municipalities

7.	 Special	event	recycling

•	 Implementation	would	need	to	be	a	joint	
initiative with stakeholders

8. Examine diversion of commercial materials

•	 Enhance	and	harmonize	residential	and	
commercial diversion system

1. Enhance existing depot programs

•	 Expand	depots	and	examine	if	bulky	
collections should be eliminated

•	 Could	add	1	to	2%	to	diversion	rate

2.	 Clear	garbage	bag	program

•	 To	ensure	recyclables	or	other	materials	that	
can be diverted are not being disposed of - 
concerns regarding privacy

•	 Could	add	3	to	5%	to	diversion	rate

3. Increase recycling container capacity

•	 Use	of	larger	blue	box	containers,	carts	
or blue transparent bags would increase 
curbside recycling set-out capacity and result 
in increased diversion
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DIVERSION OPTIONS:  
BLUE BOX RECYCLING

Options:

1.	 Process	recyclables	outside	the	County	

2.	 Process	recyclables	within	the	County	
(i.e. build a new recycling plant)

Both options have the potential to add more 
materials to the Blue Box and/or to move to 
single stream processing which could add 
approximately	3%	or	more	to	the	diversion	
rate.

Note: There is potential for significant 
changes to Blue Box Recycling in the 
Province based on the proposed changes to 
the	Waste	Diversion	Act.

Processing	capacity	for	25,000	to	35,000		tonnes	per	year	of	County	recyclables.	Potential	to	
also process materials from Barrie and Orillia.
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DIVERSION OPTIONS:  
ORGANICS DIVERSION

Options:

1.	 Process	organics	outside	the	County	

2.	 Process	organics	within	the	County	
(consider range of aerobic and anaerobic 
approaches)

Both options have potential to add more 
materials to the green bin, which could add 
approximately	4%	to	diversion	rate.

Processing capacity for 10,000 to 20,000 tonnes per year (tpy) of household organics and 
perhaps 10,000 tpy of yard waste.  Processing capacity could also be provided for organics 
from Barrie and Orillia.
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COLLECTION AND 
TRANSFER OPTIONS

Collection Options:

1. Review of collection contracts including: 
contract terms, duration, separation of 
collection from processing, and review of 
contract areas

2.	 Alternative	collection	options	including:	
single stream recycling, changes to 
collection frequencies and automated 
collection. Recommend move to uniform 
level of collection service

Collection	and	transfer	are	linked.		Transfer	is	a	way	of	improving	collection	efficiency	within	
the	County	and	is	necessary	to	move	waste	outside	the	County.

Transfer Options:

1. Review of existing transfer capabilities 
to determine collection areas and 
identify the optimal number of transfer 
locations

2. Identification of new transfer facilities

Delaware Transfer Station
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SHORT-TERM GARBAGE 
DISPOSAL OPTIONS

Options:

1.	 Modifications	to	current	operating	
landfills

•	 Current	operating	landfills	have	
already been largely remediated and 
effective practices put in place to 
conserve landfill capacity

•	 May	be	some	additional	measures	to	
enhance operations

•	 Consider	ban	on	disposal	of	
commercial garbage

As	we	work	towards	zero	waste,	we	need	to	plan	for	garbage	disposal	for	both	the	short-
term and long-term and/or processing capacity.  Only two options are regarded as viable in 
the near future, the other residual waste disposal options require more time and resources to 
implement.

2. Use of garbage disposal facilities 
outside	the	County

•	 Includes	municipal	and/or	private	
sector landfills

•	 Some	potential	to	export	to	existing	
Energy From Waste (incinerator) or 
processing facilities
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LONG-TERM GARBAGE 
DISPOSAL OPTIONS

Long-term options will take time and effort to 
implement, with approvals/development taking at 
least	5	years	or	more.		

Each set of options has advantages/disadvantages 
that need to be considered very carefully.

Site 41 is not an option for landfill disposal, based 
on	prior	Council	resolution.

Options:

1.	 In-County	garbage	disposal	capacity,	includes	
various landfilling options potentially available 
in	the	County	such	as:

•	 Development	of	partially	permitted	sites	
(Sites 9, 12 and 42)

•	 Expansion	of	current	operating	sites	(Sites	

As	we	work	towards	zero	waste,	we	need	to	plan	for	garbage	disposal	for	short-term	and	
long-term disposal and/or processing capacity.  

10, 11 and 13), could include upwards or 
outwards expansions

•	 Landfill	mining	to	gain	capacity	can	only	
reasonably be applied to Sites 9 and/or 12

•	 New	landfill

2. Landfill disposal capacity available outside of 
the	County

3. Garbage processing facilities either inside or 
outside	of	the	County

•	 Includes	a	range	of	technologies	like	‘dirty	
MRF’,	mechanical/biological	treatment,	
conventional and emerging waste-to-
energy approaches

•	 Some	technologies	allow	for	increased	
recovery of materials that can be diverted
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FORMULATION OF 
SYSTEMS

Proposed Evaluation Criteria
•	 Potential increase in residential and 

commercial diversion rates, and ability 
to	meet	County	(and	Provincial)	diversion	
targets

•	 Potential	decrease	in	landfill	capacity	
requirements

•	 Potential	environmental	impacts	(air	and	
water)

Systems will be developed that include all diversion, collection/transfer and short-term 
disposal options and the different long-term garbage disposal/processing options.  The 
systems will be compared based on the proposed evaluation criteria below.

•	 Potential	to	enhance/improve	levels	of	
service

•	 Potential	range	of	capital	and	operating	
costs

•	 Approvals/permitting	requirements

•	 Degree	of	risk	to	the	County
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•	 Stantec	Consulting	Ltd.
3430 South Service Road, Suite 203
Burlington, ON L7N 3T9
Fax:  905-631-8960
Email:  simcoe.swms@stantec.com

You can also drop off your completed workbook at the following locations by Friday February 12, 2010:

Note:	due	to	the	project	schedule,	late	returns	may	not	be	included	in	this	round	of	documentation	for	the	Strategy.

PUBLIC CONSULTATION SESSIONS ON
DIVERSION AND DISPOSAL OPTIONS

DATE:  FEBRUARY 8, 9, & 10, 2010

TIME: 4:30 PM TO 8:00 PM

Please	complete	this	workbook	at	the	public	session.  Alternatively, you can mail or fax your completed workbook by 
Friday February 12, 2010 to:

•	 Town of New Tecumseth  
Municipal Office
10 Wellington Street East
Alliston, ON L9R 1A1

•	 Town of Wasaga Beach  
Municipal Office 
30 Lewis Street 
Wasaga Beach, ON L9Z 1A1

•	 Town of Midland  
Municipal Office 
575 Dominion Avenue
Midland, ON L4R 1R2

SOLID	WASTE	
MANAGEMENT	STRATEGY

Personal information is collected under the authority of the Municipal Act, 2001, S.O. 2001, c. 25 and will be used for the 
purpose of garnering public input into the development of the County of Simcoe Solid Waste Management Strategy and to 
respond to inquiries regarding this process.  Comments and opinions provided may become part of the public record through 
the Council agenda process. Questions about the collection of personal information should be directed to the County’s 
Freedom of Information and Privacy Co-ordinator:

•	 Mr. Glen R. Knox
County Clerk
County of Simcoe Administration Centre
1110 Highway 26, Midhurst, ON L0L 1X0



Background 

The County assumed responsibility for waste from the member municipalities in 1990, along with existing approved 
landfill an d waste disposal f acilities and a number o f pr oposed disposal f acilities t hat were i n various s tages of  
Environmental Assessment and/or Environmental Protection Act approvals. 

Since that time, the County has established a number of programs that have significantly increased waste diversion. 
In summary as of 2009, these programs consist of: 
• Progressive s teps t o pr ovide d isincentives t o di sposal, including a  r eduction i n a llowable c urbside c ollected 

residential waste to one bag per week as of late September 2008 and a mixed waste policy to encourage sorting 
of divertible materials at waste management facilities; 

• An enh anced B lue Box program t hat ac cepts t he m ajority of r ecyclable m aterial t hat c an be  r ecovered and 
marketed in Ontario, including recent expansions in September 2008.   

• Implementation of a Green Bin program in late September 2008, to divert food waste materials; 
• A Municipal Hazardous or Special Waste (MHSW) Program; 
• A Waste Electronics and Electrical Equipment (WEEE) Program; 
• Various initiatives to divert the following materials at certain landfill and/or depot facilities: 

o Wood Waste 
o Shingles 
o Drywall 
o Leaf and Yard Waste (including Brush) 
o Scrap Metal 
o Tires 
o Waste Electronics 
o Hazardous Wastes 
o Blue Box Recyclables. 

While the County has made significant progress in diversion system improvements and has achieved 54% diversion 
as of 2009, it has been some time (more than 10 years) since a comprehensive review and planning exercise has 
been undertaken for the entire solid waste management system. 

The Solid Waste Management Strategy (SWMS) 

To addr ess t he l ong-term needs t o i ncrease d iversion and  pr ovide f or gar bage di sposal, t he County is c urrently 
developing a Solid Waste Management Strategy (SWMS)  

The purpose of the Strategy is:  
• To provide direction for the County’s waste management system  
• To make progress towards zero waste  
• To address processing and garbage disposal needs for the next 20 years  

The desired result is:  
• The selection of a long-term waste management system  
• A recommended approach to implement the system  
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The Strategy is intended to identify:  

1. Programs and approaches to improve diversion  

2. If the County should build recycling or composting facilities or ship materials to an outside processor  

3. The best approach to collect and transfer waste to support the waste system  

4. Garbage disposal (and potentially processing) requirements and approaches for the short and long-term  

The Strategy is not intended to identify specific processing or disposal technologies.  

Purpose of this Workbook 

We need your input. Your feedback will be included in the Record of Consultation which will be provided to County 
Council. 

This w orkbook has  been des igned t o s erve as  a guide f or c ommenting on  t he i nformation pr esented at  t his 
consultation session.  A s you m ove through the workbook and h ave questions, you can ask the Project Team for 
assistance and additional information.  

Please review the diversion and disposal options and indicate if you would like the options included for consideration. 
We also are interested in any comments that you may have in regards to the options. If there are additional options 
that you would like to have considered, please identify them. 

We ask that you s ubmit t he c ompleted workbook to a Project Team member at  t he e nd of  t he workshop s o your 
comments can be reviewed and considered.  Alternatively you can mail or fax your completed workbook by Friday 

February 12, 2010 to:  

Stantec Consulting Ltd. 
3430 South Service Road, Suite 203 

Burlington, ON L7N 3T9 

Fax:  905-631-8960 

Email:  simcoe.swms@stantec.com 

 

Note: due to the project schedule, late returns may not be included in this round of documentation for the Strategy. 

 

Name: 

Address: 

Email: 

Are you a resident of Simcoe County?                                 Yes                 No      

Would you like to be added to the project mailing list?      Yes                 No      
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Section 1 – Reduction and Reuse Options 

Simcoe County already has a number of waste reduction initiatives underway, including promotion and education of 
backyard composting, promotion of grasscycling and lawn care with the use of compost Christmas waste reduction 
tips are also provided in the calendar, as is the promotion of plastic waste reduction through the use of re-usable 
bags. Additional reduction and reuse options have been identified that could further reduce waste generation and/or 
increase waste diversion. 

1. Enhance existing reduction and reuse programs. 

For this option, it is proposed that existing promotion and education programs are improved in an effort to modify 
consumer attitudes, behaviours and set-out practices.  Additional efforts to promote the current programs and 
perhaps increased enforcement of current curbside limits for garbage could increase diversion by an additional 1 
to 2 %. Should this option be included? 

Yes    No   

Comments 

 

 

 

 

 

Policy changes like full-user pay, where residents would be required to purchase tags or special bags for all 
garbage collected, are intended to encourage diversion and to discourage disposal of garbage.  If a full-user pay 
program were selected, the diversion rate could increase by an additional 3 to 5%.  Do you agree or disagree 
with the concept of full-user pay for garbage collection? 

Agree   Disagree   

Comments 

 

 

 

 

 
 
2. Establish a per-capita waste reduction target. 

This option would involve promotion of waste reduction by the County to encourage residents to change their 
behaviours, such as avoiding the purchase of single use or disposable items. A specific, measurable waste 
reduction target would be set, monitored and supported.  It is anticipated that for every 5% decrease in 
residential waste generation, approximately 5,000 tonnes of waste would be removed from the system. 

Should this option be included? 

Yes    No   
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Comments 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Develop re-use centres, programs and partnering initiatives. 

Re-use options already exist in the County, such as Habitat for Humanity, the Salvation Army, etc.  This option 
would involve the identification of specific organizations, potential partnerships, tools (e.g., web-based waste 
exchange site(s) and links) and re-use program initiatives that may be specifically suited to the County.  The 
change in diversion would be less than 1%, as reusable items comprise a relatively small portion of the waste 
stream, but such programs have value to the community and encourage people to find a better purpose for items 
rather than disposal. 

Should this option be included? 

Yes    No   

Comments 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Implement a green procurement policy for County operations. 

Consistent with a zero waste philosophy, green purchasing decisions typically focus on buying products with 
sustainable or recycled materials and that have a limited amount of packaging.  A green procurement program 
implemented by the County and linked with increased diversion in County facilities is one way to clearly indicate 
that the priority is waste diversion. However, a relatively small change in diversion would be expected since the 
garbage from County operations is a small portion of the total waste managed.   

Should this option be included? 

Yes    No   

Comments 
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5. Endorse Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR) and waste minimization legislation. 

The County can continue to support Federal and Provincial efforts to prevent and minimize waste.   Extended 
Producer Responsibility is intended to make the producers of packages and products responsible for how those 
materials are managed.  The overall intent of EPR is to encourage industry change to reduce waste generation. 
EPR should reduce residential and IC&I waste generation, however the impact to the overall diversion rate is not 
known as targets have not yet been set by the Province.  

Should this option be included? 

Yes    No   

Comments 

 

 

 

 

 

6. Other reduction and reuse options. 

Discussions with the Waste Management Strategy Steering Committee and County Council resulted in an 
additional diversion option being identified which is to make diversion of recyclables and organics at the curb 
“mandatory” through a municipal by-law. 

Should this option be included? 

Yes    No   

Comments 

 

 

 

 

 

Are there other reduction and reuse options that you think should be included? 

Yes   No   

Comments 
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Section 2 - General Diversion Options 

 
Simcoe County has already implemented a number of successful waste diversion programs.  As a result of these 
initiatives, it is estimated that the County has achieved an overall residential diversion rate of 54% in 2009.  The 
options presented below could achieve increases in diversion through individual program changes and behavioural 
shifts. 

1. Enhance existing depot programs. 

The County’s depots accept and divert a broad range of waste materials. The facilities are designed in a manner 
that strongly encourages diversion of materials from landfill.  However, there may be some room for improvement 
with the addition of new centralized depot locations, expansion of existing facilities, and the addition of re-use 
areas. The depots could be expanded to allow for diversion of bulky goods such as furniture and textiles. With 
these changes the County’s diversion rate could potentially increase by about 1 to 2%.   

Should this option be included? 

Yes    No   

Comments 
 

 

 

 

 

Do you think new depot locations should be developed? 

Yes   No   

Comments 
 

 

 

 

 

The current bulky goods collection offered in some municipalities within the County does not encourage waste 
diversion as materials cannot be economically or efficiently separated from materials disposed of in landfill. Do 
you support the elimination of bulky goods collection? 

Yes   No   

Comments 
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2. Clear garbage bag program. 

Clear bag programs allow for the curbside enforcement of bans on recyclables or organics being disposed.  
These types of programs are generally compliance based, which means if materials that should be diverted are 
found within the bag, the bag is left at the curb.   Privacy is often raised as a concern regarding clear bag 
programs, and some programs have been modified to allow for a smaller “privacy” bag to be included inside the 
clear bag. In terms of diversion, clear bag programs typically increase the diversion rate by an additional 3 to 5%. 

Should this option be included? 

Yes    No   

Comments 
 

 

 

 

 

3. Increase recycling container capacity. 

Recyclables that overflow blue box containers are often disposed of in the garbage stream.  The County could 
consider the use of either larger blue box containers, carts or the use of blue transparent bags to increase the 
space that residents have for curbside recyclables.  Diversion rates have increased in municipalities that have 
provided residents with options to store and set out larger quantities of recyclables. 

Should this option be included? 

Yes    No   

Comments 
 

 

 

 

 

4. Bi-weekly garbage collection. 

Reducing the frequency of garbage collection and/or increasing the frequency of blue box and organics collection 
have been demonstrated to have a positive effect on diversion.  Bi-weekly collection of garbage could increase 
the diversion rate by 3 to 5%.   Should this option be included? 

Yes    No   

Comments 
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5. Enhanced advertising, promotion, and education. 

The best promotion and education programs are the result of a current and regularly updated communications 
plan with identifiable goals and measures.  A fully enhanced promotion and education program would focus on all 
waste management initiatives and would be used to maintain public participation.  Enhanced promotion and 
education campaigns could increase the diversion rate by 1%. 

Should this option be included? 

Yes    No   

Comments 
 

 

 

 

 

6. Public open space recycling. 

Open space recycling programs seek to capture recyclable materials from Parks or recreation facilities.  

Should this option be included? 

Yes    No   

Comments 
 

 

 

 

 

7. Special event recycling. 

This type of program targets vendors or organizations, typically using municipal facilities like parks for festivals or 
special events.  Permits to hold a special event could require organizers to coordinate a recycling and 
composting program.   

Should this option be included? 

Yes    No   

Comments 
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8. Examine diversion of IC&I materials. 

Although the majority of industrial, commercial and institutional (IC&I) waste is not managed by the County, as 
the County does not have authority for this material, an opportunity exists to harmonize the County’s waste 
management approaches and plans with those in other sectors.  Many workplaces and institutions choose not to 
use existing private services for garbage, recycling and organics.  Options to be examined include expanding 
diversion services to various commercial sectors and institutions, provision of processing capacity for IC&I 
materials at any County-owned composting or recycling plant, and/or bans on IC&I garbage disposal at County 
waste facilities. Should this option be included? 

Yes    No   

Comments 
 

 

 

 

 

9. Other general diversion options? 

Are there other diversion options that you think should be included? 

Yes    No   

Comments 
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Section 3 – Blue Box Recycling Options 

Currently, recyclables are processed under contract by the collection service providers with materials being 
transferred and processed at various facilities outside of the County.   There are two primary processing options to 
be investigated:  processing recyclables outside of Simcoe County and developing recyclables processing capacity 
within the County.  Both options could allow for some additional recyclable materials to be added to the program. 

1. Process recyclables outside of the County. 

Stable long-term contracts with out-of-County recycling plants may lead to reduced net processing costs. 
Facilities with available recyclables processing capacity outside of the County and within a reasonable haul 
distance will be considered for this option.   
Should this option be included? 
 

Yes    No   
 
Comments 

 
 

 

 
 

2. Process recyclables within the County. 

Currently, approximately 25,000 tonnes per year of blue box recyclables are managed by the County’s program. 
This quantity may increase to 40,000 tonnes over the next 20 years. There is also potential to partner with 
neighbouring municipalities to manage their recyclables. Therefore, it is reasonable to examine development of 
processing capacity within the County.  This option could reduce transfer/haul costs and allow the County better 
control of processing costs.   

Should this option be included? 

Yes    No   

Comments 
 

 

 

 
 

3. Other recycling options 

Are there other recycling options that you think should be included? 

Yes    No   
 
Comments 
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Section 4 – Organics Processing Options 

Currently the County’s organics are processed at the City of Hamilton’s Central Composting Facility.  There are two 
primary organics processing options to be investigated: processing organics outside of Simcoe County and 
developing organics processing capacity within the County. Both options could allow for some additional organic 
materials to be added to the program. 

1. Process organics outside of the County. 

Stable long-term contracts with out-of-County composting facilities may lead to reduced net processing costs.  
Facilities with available composting capacity outside of the County and within a reasonable haul distance will be 
considered for this option.   

Should this option be included? 

Yes    No   

Comments 
 

 

 

 

 

2. Process organics within the County. 

Currently, approximately 10,000 to 15,000 tonnes per year of household organics and approximately 10,000 
tonnes per year of yard waste are managed by the County’s program. This quantity may increase over the next 
20 years. There is also potential to partner with neighbouring municipalities to manage their materials. Therefore, 
it is reasonable to examine development of organics processing capacity within the County.  The feasibility of 
constructing a new composting facility in Simcoe County will be examined in this option.   

Should this option be included? 

Yes    No   

Comments 
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Other organics options 

Are there other organic processing options that you think should be included? 

Yes    No   

Comments 
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Section 5 – Collection and Transfer Options 

Collection of wastes from curbside and transfer of wastes to the processing or disposal location are linked.  Transfer 
is a way of improving collection efficiency within the County and is necessary to move waste outside the County. 

Collection Options 
1. Review of collection contracts. 

The County is presently divided into four collection zones for curbside collection.  The structure of these 
contracts will be reviewed to identify potential improvements that may lead to more cost effective collection of all 
materials.  This would include removing the processing requirements from the recycling collection contracts and 
the option of moving to amalgamated collection contract(s). The County could also consider moving to a County 
operated collection service. 

Should this option be included? 

Yes    No   

Comments 
 

 

 

 

 

2. Alternative collection options. 

The County already has collection programs in place for household garbage, recyclables and kitchen organics for 
all municipalities, as well as leaf and yard waste and metal and bulky items in some municipalities.  Waste 
diversion improvements can be anticipated through modification and improvements to these program 
components.  The following questions address various alternative collection options that will be examined. 

2a)   Single stream recycling can increase efficiency as there is no requirement for residents to separate their 
paper fibres and containers for collection.  Single stream recycling programs are known to increase the 
diversion of recyclables, potentially adding up to 3% to the County’s diversion rate.  

Would you support single-stream recycling? 

Yes   No   

Comments 
 

 

 

 

  

2b)   The current waste collection system is not uniform for all municipalities.  For example, in regards to 
‘special’ collection services, there are differences in bulky waste and yard waste collection services that 
are provided.  Moving to a uniform level of collection services across the County is recommended. 

Would you support a uniform level of collection service for all areas within the County? 
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Yes   No   

Comments 
 

 

 

 

 

2c)   Currently, seasonal areas with central collection points for waste do not have access to the green bin 
program and have a less stringent bag limit for garbage.  Would you support standardizing collection 
services in these areas?  

Yes   No   

Comments 
 

 

 

 

 

3. Other Collection Options 

Are there other collection options that you think should be included? 

Yes    No   

Comments 
 

 

 

 

 

Transfer Options 

The County currently operates four dedicated transfer facilities that accept a wide variety of waste materials, 
including garbage, recyclables, leaf and yard, wood, electronics, drywall, shingles and tires.  A review of existing 
transfer capabilities and the identification of new transfer operations will be undertaken.  Additional transfer 
capabilities may be needed if garbage and/or recyclables and/or organics were to be transferred out of the County in 
the long-term. 
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1. Review of existing transfer capabilities. 

The County hauls organics materials from three landfills within the County to the City of Hamilton for processing.  
The County currently operates a fleet of trucks to haul the organic bins for processing, and other wastes within 
the County.  Present operations will be assessed in order to identify any opportunities to improve efficiencies 
and/or reduce costs.  This could include moving to a mechanical system to allow for transferred materials to be 
compacted and hauled more efficiently from current sites. 

Should this option be included? 

Yes    No   

Comments 
 

 

 

 

 

2. Identification of new transfer operations. 

New transfer stations may be required to transport organic, recyclable or garbage materials to potential out-of-
County facilities. 

Should this option be included? 

Yes    No   

Comments 
 

 

 

 

 

3. Other transfer options. 

Are there other transfer options that you think should be included? 

Yes   No   

Comments 
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Section 6 – Disposal Options 

As we work towards zero waste, we need to plan for garbage disposal for both the short-term and long-term.  Long-
term options will take time and effort to implement, with approvals/development taking at least five years or more. 
Each set of disposal options that has been identified has advantages and disadvantages that need to be considered 
very carefully. 

Site 41 is not an option for landfill disposal, based on the Council resolution passed last September. 

Short-Term Garbage Disposal Options 
Only two options are regarded as viable to address short-term garbage disposal needs, as other options require 
more time and resources to implement. 

1. Modifications to current operating landfills. 

Review of the County’s landfill sites indicates that they are being operated in an efficient and effective manner.  
County staff have put into place operational procedures which maximize and preserve the use of landfill capacity.  
The active landfills will be further examined to determine if there are any other reasonable means of prolonging 
landfill capacity by modifying existing landfill operating practices.  This could include the grinding of bulky wastes 
prior to disposal and consideration of a potential ban of commercial garbage from disposal at County waste 
facilities. 

Should this option be included? 

Yes    No   

Comments 
 

 

 

 

 

Would you support a ban on commercial waste disposal at County waste facilities? 

Yes   No   

Comments 
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2. Use of garbage disposal facilities outside of the County. 

Other municipal and/or private disposal facilities may offer capacity for disposal or processing of the County’s 
garbage.  This option would require reversal of the current County position regarding no importing or exporting of 
waste for disposal. 

Should this option be included? 

Yes    No   

Comments 
 

 

 

 

 

Would you support export of garbage from the County to a landfill located elsewhere in Ontario or in the U.S.? 

Yes   No   

Comments 
 

 

 

 

 

Would you support export of garbage to an energy-from-waste (incinerator) facility located elsewhere in Ontario 
or in the U.S.? 

Yes   No   

Comments 
 
 

 

 

 

3. Other short-term garbage disposal options. 

Are there other short-term disposal options that you think should be included? 

Yes    No   

Comments 
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Long-Term Garbage Disposal Options 
Over the 20-year planning period, it is expected that there would continue to be a portion of the waste stream that 
would require disposal despite increased diversion efforts.  The County could contract to use existing long-term 
disposal capacity available within and outside Ontario or it could develop new disposal or garbage processing 
capacity either on its own or in partnership with the private sector.   

1. In-County garbage disposal capacity includes various landfilling options potentially available in the 

County such as: 

• development of partially permitted sites (Sites 9, 12, and 42); 
• expansion of current operating sites (Sites 10, 11, and 13); 
• landfill mining to gain capacity (only applicable to the development of Sites 9 and/or 12); and, 
• development of a new landfill. 

1a) Would you support the development of Site 42? 

Yes    No   

Comments 
 

 

 

 

 

1b) Would you support the expansion of one or more of the current operating landfill sites? 

Yes    No   

Comments 
 

 

 

 

 

1c) Would you support the remediation and development of Sites 9 and/or 12 to gain long-term capacity 
(requires landfill mining)? 

Yes    No   

 
Comments 
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1d) Would you support the development of a new landfill within the County? 

Yes    No   

Comments 
 

 

 

 

 

2. Disposal capacity outside of the County. 

Exporting garbage to municipal or privately owned disposal facilities (landfills or processing facilities) within or 
outside of Ontario would be examined under this option.  Some facilities might become available in the long-term 
that are not currently available. 

Should this option be included? 

Yes    No   

Comments 
 

 

 

 

 

3. Garbage processing facilities either inside or outside of the County. 

Under this option, the County would develop or use a new waste processing facility.  Developing such a facility 
may require that the County enter into a ‘partnership’ or other type of long-term contract.  A range of potential 
technologies, such as “dirty MRFs” (recycling plants that process mixed waste), mechanical/biological treatment, 
and energy-from-waste (incineration) approaches, could be applicable.    Some of these technologies may allow 
for increased recovery of materials that can be diverted. 

Should this option be included? 

Yes    No   

Comments 
 

 

 

 

 

Do you support consideration of any

Yes   No   

 of the identified long-term processing technologies by the County? 
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If no, which technologies would you not support? 
 
  “Dirty MRF” (recycling plant that processes mixed waste) 

 Mechanical/Biological Treatment (plant that first mechanically separates the garbage and recovers materials 
and that also biologically process the organic fraction of the garbage) 

 Energy from Waste Approaches  

Comments 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Other long-term disposal options. 

Are there other long-term disposal options that you think should be included? 

Yes    No   

Comments 
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Section 7 – Evaluation Criteria 

This section of the workbook presents the proposed evaluation criteria that would be used to select the preferred 
solid waste management system for the County.  The criteria are listed below for your review.   

Please indicate whether or not each criterion should be used to compare the options for processing recyclables and 
organics and for garbage disposal, in order to select the preferred system for the County. 

1. Potential increase in residential and commercial diversion rates, and ability to meet County (and 

Provincial) diversion targets. 

Should this criterion be included? 

Yes    No   

Comments 
 

 

 

 

 

2. Potential decrease in landfill capacity requirements. 

Should this criterion be included? 

Yes    No   

Comments 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Potential environmental impacts (air and water). 

Should this criterion be included? 

Yes    No   

Comments 
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4. Potential to enhance/improve levels of service offered for waste management. 

Should this criterion be included? 

Yes    No   

Comments 
 

 

 

 

 

5. Potential range of capital and operating costs. 

Should this criterion be included? 

Yes    No   

Comments 
 

 

 

 

 

6. Provincial approvals and permitting requirements. 

Should this criterion be included? 

Yes    No   

Comments 
 

 

 

 

 

7. Degree of risk to the County. 

Should this criterion be included? 

Yes    No   

Comments 
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8. Other criteria. 

Do you think that there are other criteria that should be included? 

Yes    No   

Comments 
 

 

 

 

 

Additional Comments 

Based on information provided and/or discussed this evening, can you think of any other issues which need to be 
considered or do you have any other comments related to the Solid Waste Management Strategy in general? 
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Solid Waste Management StrategySolid Waste Management Strategy
Public Consultation SessionsPublic Consultation Sessions

February 8 9 10 2010February 8 9 10 2010February 8, 9, 10, 2010February 8, 9, 10, 2010



Welcome

Early in the process - looking at options for diversion and disposal
We are here tonight to seek your input on these options
Another open house in early May will look at recommendations
Strategy to be submitted to County Council in June 2010
No decisions have been made by Council

Stantec Janine RalphStantec Janine Ralph
Stantec David Payne
Simcoe Rob McCullough
Simcoe Willma Bureau



Audio Recording

This evening’s presentation and question period are being recorded
Speakers are deemed to have given their consent to the recording
Comments made at the meeting will become part of the public record
Personal information is collected under the authority of the Municipal 
Act, 2001
Questions about the collection of personal information should be 
directed to:
M Gl K C t Cl k C t f Si Ad i i t tMr. Glen Knox, County Clerk, County of Simcoe Administrator, 
County of Simcoe Freedom of Information and Privacy Coordinator, 
1110 Hwy. 26, Midhurst, Ontario L0L 1X0



Tonight

Presentation by Stantec Consulting outlining the y g g
various diversion and disposal options identified 
Followed by a Question and Answer period

Orderly meeting
Hear as many questions as we can
Limit to speakers to one short questionLimit to speakers to one short question
Fair, open and respectful of each other 

Written comments and questions are welcome!



Your Feedback Tonight

Ask a question 
If you are shy, fill in a question card to be read aloud
Please complete a workbook - hand it in tonight 



Your Feedback After Tonight

Pl l t kb kPlease complete a workbook:
Fax or mail your completed workbook to Stantec
Drop off your completed workbook at:Drop off your completed workbook at:

Town of Wasaga Beach
Town of Midland
Town of New Tecumseth 
County of Simoce 



What is Next?

Add your name to our mailing list to be notified of the nextAdd your name to our mailing list to be notified of the next 
open house
We kindly request that workbooks be returned 
on *Friday February 12, 2010* 

Workbooks received by February 16 will be included in the 
next report to the Steering Committeenext report to the Steering Committee
All workbooks and comments will be considered by the team 
A consultation summary will be posted at www.simcoe.ca



County of Simcoe
Solid Waste Management Strategy

Public Consultation Sessions

Diversion and Disposal Options

Dates: February 8, 9 and 10, 2010



The County’s Solid Waste 
Management Strategy

Purpose

• To provide direction for the County’s waste 
management system

• To make progress towards zero waste
• To address processing and garbage 

disposal needs for the next twenty years



The County’s Solid Waste 
Management Strategy

Desired Result

• Selection of a long-term waste management 
system

• A recommended approach to implement the 
system



The Strategy is intended to identify:

• Programs and approaches to improve diversion

• If the County should build recycling or composting facilities 
or ship materials to an outside processor

• The best approach to collect and transfer waste to support 
the waste system

• Garbage disposal (and potentially processing) 
requirements and approaches for the short and long-term.

The Strategy is not intended to identify specific processing or 
disposal technologies.

The County’s Solid Waste 
Management Strategy



1
• Initial Strategic Planning

2
• Current System Assessment
• Options Evaluation

3
• Recommendation of a Preferred System
• Cost and Financing Strategy

4
• Implementation Assessment

We are here

Strategy Process

Phase



Current Waste System Overview
From 2006 - 2009

Number of Transfer 

Stations 

-Increased from 1 to 4
Total Waste Diverted 

-Increased from 38,159 to 
66,469 tonnes
Diversion Rate

- Increased from 33% to 54%

Number of Landfill Sites –
decreased from 8 to 4

Total Waste Disposed

– decreased from 77,089 to 
54,195 tonnes

Increased Decreased

As of January 2010, it is estimated that 5 to 6 years of capacity remain at 
operating sites that accept regular garbage (Sites 10, 11 and 13)



Findings from the Current 
System Review
• As the population grows, the waste generated in the County will 

increase.
• If diversion remains at 54%, garbage requiring disposal could 

increase from 55,000 to 80,000 tonnes per year.
• Provincial policy changes to the Waste Diversion Act (WDA) could 

reduce waste generation rates.

The Strategy has to include:
• Efforts to help residents reduce waste generation.
• Improvements to current system to increase diversion.
• Options for transfer, processing and disposal of garbage 

remaining in the long-term as the County moves toward zero 
waste.



Diversion Options:  Reduction & Reuse
Option Diversion Impact

Enhance current reduction and reuse 

programs (consider transition to full user 

pay i.e. purchase tags for all bags)

Could add up to 3-5% to 

diversion

Establish a per capita waste reduction 

target

Every 5% decrease in residential 

waste generation would remove 

approximately 5,000 tonnes of 

waste from the system

Develop re-use centres, programs and 

partnering initiatives

Could add <1% to diversion

Implement green procurement policy for 

County facilities (i.e. buying products with 

recycled materials and limited packaging)

Limited increase to diversion

Endorse Extended Producer Responsibility 

and waste minimization legislation

Impact unknown as targets not 

yet set by Province



Diversion Options:  General
Option Diversion Impact

Enhance existing depot programs Could add 1 to 2% to diversion

Clear bag garbage program Could add 3 to 5% to diversion

Increase recycling container capacity 

(larger blue boxes, carts or blue bags)

Potential to increase diversion

Biweekly garbage collection Could add 3 to 5% to diversion

Enhanced advertising, promotion and 

education

Could add 1% to diversion

Public Open Space Recycling Limited increase to diversion

Special Event Recycling Limited increase to diversion

Examine diversion of commercial 

materials

Could increase commercial

diversion



Diversion Options:  Blue Box Recycling

Processing capacity needed for 25,000 to 35,000 or more tonnes per 
year of County recyclables.  Potential to also process materials from 
Barrie and Orillia.

Both options have the potential to add more materials to the Blue Box 
and/or to move to single stream processing which could add 
approximately 3% or more to the diversion rate.

Option 1: Process recyclables outside the County

Option 2: Process recyclables within the County 
(i.e. build a new recycling plant)



Diversion Options:  Organics Diversion
Processing capacity needed for 10,000 to 20,000 tonnes per year (tpy) of 
household organics and perhaps 10,000 tpy of yard waste. Processing 
capacity could also be provided for organics from Barrie and Orillia.

Option 1: Process organics outside the County

Option 2: Process organics within the County (i.e. 
new composting plant  using aerobic or 
anaerobic approaches)

Both options have potential to add more materials to the green bin, 
which could add approximately 4% to the diversion rate.



Collection and Transfer Options
Collection and transfer are linked.  Transfer is both a means of 
improving collection efficiency within the County and a means of 
moving waste outside the County.

Collection Options
•Review of collection contracts

•Alternative collection options

Transfer Options
•Review of existing transfer 

capabilities

•Identification of new transfer 

facilities



Garbage Disposal Options

• As we work towards zero waste, we need to plan for garbage 
disposal for short-term  and long-term disposal and/or processing 
capacity.

• Long-term options will take time and effort to implement, with 
approvals/development taking at least 5 years or more.

• Each set of options has advantages/disadvantages that need to 
be considered very carefully.

• Site 41 is not an option for landfill disposal, based on prior Council 
resolution.



Short Term Garbage Disposal Options

Option 1: Modifications to current operating landfills 

• Current operating landfills have already been largely remediated 
and effective practices put in place to conserve landfill capacity.

• May be some additional measures to enhance operations.
• Consider ban on disposal of commercial garbage.

Option 2: Use of garbage disposal facilities outside 
the County

• Includes municipal and/or private sector landfills.
• Some potential to export to existing Energy from Waste 

(incinerator) or processing facilities.



Long Term Garbage Disposal Options
Option 1: In-County Garbage Disposal Capacity

• Development of partially permitted sites (Sites 9, 12, 42)
• Expansion of current operating sites (Sites 10,11,13)
• Landfill mining to gain capacity can only be reasonably applied to 

Sites 9 and/or 12
• New landfill

Option 2: Landfill Disposal Capacity Outside the 
County

Option 3: Garbage Processing Facilities either 
Inside or Outside of the County

• Includes a range of technologies like “dirty MRF”, 
mechanical/biological treatment, conventional and emerging waste to 
energy approaches.

• Some technologies allow for increased recovery of materials that can 
be diverted.



Proposed Evaluation Criteria
The Systems will be compared based on the proposed 
evaluation criteria below:
• Potential increase in diversion rates, and ability to meet 

County (and Provincial) diversion targets
• Potential decrease in landfill capacity requirements
• Potential environmental impacts (air and water)
• Potential to enhance/improve levels of service
• Potential range of capital and operating costs
• Approvals/permitting requirements
• Degree of risk to the County



What is Next?

• Add your name to our mailing list to be notified of the next 
open house

• We kindly request that workbooks be returned 
on *Friday February 12, 2010* 

• Workbooks received by February 16 will be included in the 
next report to the Steering Committee

• All workbooks and comments will be considered by the 
team 

• A consultation summary will be posted at 
wastestrategy.simcoe.ca 
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Additional Comments from Workbooks 



 



Additional Comments from Public Consultation Workbooks 
 

• Organize "Diversion Days" throughout Simcoe County similar to those in 
Adjala/Tosorontio.  Other municipalities have "Treasure Days" where residents put used 
goods on the curb side at the beginning of the day, others cruise and pick up what they 
want, and residents bring in at night what hasn't been taken.  Promotion waste 
elimination:  green procurement policies for organizations and for building permits.  

  
• There is, as we already know many excellent waste disposal systems in operation 

primarily in Europe.  This study should include presentations to staff council and public 
before a proposal is presented to council in June 2010.  It would be wise to extend the 
time-lines and get it right.  We do not need or want further public outrage as was ignited 
by the recent Site 41 debacle.  

 
• The County has taken huge strides in waste management all in the right direction.  Keep 

on track.  Look after it yourself. 
 

• This pamphlet adds to the waste stream. 
 

• I would like to see 1 or 2 days a year to take material down free days.  And also when 
we use our coupons the $25.00 ones.  I like to get a credit for what is not used if it is 
between $10.00 - $15.00.  

 
• This workbook is far too lengthy and detailed.  It is written for university professors or 

people who are extremely dedicated to waste diversion - which is not the profile of the 
average person.  I do a column in the local paper called Good n Green - it's about 
people doing good things for the environment.  Therefore I am far more likely, I would 
guess, to be willing to wade through all this material as well throughout and well written 
as it is - than many of the people you are trying to reach.  Get an elementary school 
teacher on board to get the verbosity down to a manageable level - no offense to these 
obviously very well educated and well informed people who put together this massive 
project.  

  
• I find the slickness and expensive nature of the materials and displays a little off putting 

and some of the questions either too simplistic or complicated.  I do know a little bit more 
about the issues after this exercise and I realize that we need to monitor the process. 

 
• This was really difficult to fill out as the yes/nos did not allow for goals and vision and I 

don't feel I have enough background info or details on many aspects in these questions.  
Also this field is advancing so quickly and provincial legislation is coming soon that will 
have an impact on the County's decisions.  Progress will rely on provincial and federal 
action too.  e.g. EPR.  

 
• Should be a "Not Understand Box".  Section 7-7 and others?  

 
• It is 6:30.  I have been here since 4 pm and there has not been any good information 

provided.  The material is full of jargon and hard to understand, lengthy and geared 
above the average high school graduate.  The main concern most people have is that 
we will have clean water and a healthy planet to pass on to our grandchildren.  Onus 



must be focused on big business to create less waste, and pollute less in their 
manufacturing process. People need to continue to be educated as to ways of 
conserving and reducing their footprint.  

 
• Cut costs; increase service; decrease studies; do more actual work  

 
• Questionnaire very poorly written!! 

 
• I support Zero Waste Simcoe's response to the "waste options" prepared by Stantec.  

The response was prepared with full discussion on each point.  I believe the Waste 
Management Committee should engage in a similar open public dialogue so all 
Committee members fully understand the waste options.  As I personally want this 
process to be open and transparent this open public dialogue will be essential to gain 
the mistrust of the County's motives. [Zero Waste Simcoe paper attached.]   

  
• No more in Oro Moraine enough already!!  County wide control of these facilities not 

separate municipal sites popping up in sand pits and gravel pits supported by short-term 
political gain for financial gain.  More actively monitored sites by MOE.  The mayor of 
Oro has an out of sight out of mind attitude to waste - hide it behind a berm and it will be 
ok.  This is alarming and unacceptable in 2010.  

 
• Please stay off Oro Moraine.  Remove self interest of municipalities and work together.  

Rehab quarries, do not know "other" uses temporarily (incl. sand pits).  Oro Council's 
attitude is not in synch with these initiatives.  

  
• Feel I needed more time to digest what is being asked of use - more facts and figures 

presented.  Not everyone has computers to visit website.  Why can't Simcoe County use 
their own property - e.g., reforest area, no close neighbours, develop facility - wouldn't 
have to buy property to keep cost down.  

 
• I found some of the questions confusing.  It's too bad the County of Simcoe didn't want 

to work with the Why WYE group and MOE 19 years ago.  A lot of the material showed 
at the presentation is a lot like the 10 point plan of the Why WYE group of 19 years ago.  
The people of the County do not trust them anymore (false information) and it's going to 
take time to get the County trust back.  The people should have had input in waste 
management of the County but that didn't happen. I've gathered info for the past 25 
years (Site 41).  

  
• Is there any way to deal with garbage that will please everyone?  Is there a guarantee 

that enviro groups will cause the waste of money and resources time and time again?  
Research, research, research.  Lots of buzz about incineration, is it an option?  

 
• Zero waste is a pipe dream.  Will not work in the real world.  We do not have a perfect 

society.  At best, try to reach an economic balance before we end up in the poor house.  
There is no simple answer.  Why not take a small area like Midland and work hard to 
perfect zero waste in a small area first.  Lots of luck.  

 
• County should look at one truck to pick-up all garbage weekly take to central location, 

sort, have incinerator to burn what can and decrease use of landfill site to prolong their 
life.  



 
• Will a similar effort to this one be applied to our energy needs and future.  It should be!!  

  
• The County of Simcoe has a poor track record of handling waste management issues.  It 

is only by eliminating the production and distribution of waste initially that the problem 
can be solved.  Also the County needs to provide energy from waste facilities that will 
alleviate the problem in the long term.  

  
• I am against landfills and very much in favour of careful exploration of new technologies.  

I am against landfills because they leak.  The long term costs of remediation and the 
impossibility of remediation in some cases are deeply dismaying.  The County has been 
less than forthcoming about the true costs of landfills in their impact on aquifers and on 
costs.  I start here, because this form focuses so many of its questions on landfills.  It's 
impossible to comment on the new technologies listed without seeing proper information 
about each.  What I'd have liked to see would be an assessment of European 
experience (since that appears to be where the most experience has been gained) with 
each of the new technologies.  It's unfortunate that so little thorough-going exploration of 
real, cleaner, environmentally responsible options appears to be contemplated.  The 
focus is on residents -- and some of it is justified -- but residents have been working hard 
on recycling at considerable expenditure of time for many years.  What needs to happen 
is action at the provincial level and cooperation among municipalities to force changes at 
that level in permitted plastics (only those that can be effectively recycled), in return of 
cars to manufacturers for dismantling and reuse of materials as in Germany, and in 
reducing packaging.  Large object collections used to allow a couple of weeks for 
scavenging prior to pickup.  This is untidy, but an effective method of diversion, and it 
could be reinstituted.  I'm okay with exporting garbage for treatment in an 
environmentally sensitive way (and this does NOT include landfills) as a bridging move 
while the County creates its own facility using whatever is deemed to be the best of the 
new technologies.  What I don't want is more landfills.  

 
• I am truly concerned that the "individuals" that spoke at the mic with the prepared 

speeches might adversely impact the positive of what was being done here.  I find it 
almost humorous that they were complaining about process, transparency and inability 
to participate when they had all the opportunity to do so and squandered it on conspiracy 
theories and mis-information on a no longer relevant topic.  Thank you for the 
opportunity.  Keep up the good work.  The decisions will be difficult and I wish Council 
and staff all the fortitude to see this to fruition and implementation.  Do not be dismayed 
by the negativity.  My grandfather always said that if you're not part of the solution you 
are part of the problem - your problem is blatant and obvious - quite trying to cater to 
them and move on with integrity as you have done so in the past, and thank you Council 
for the work you have done since 1992 - it is a tremendous accomplishment and should 
be celebrated.  You made one mistake - don't make it again - follow through with proper 
and approved solutions regardless of the pressures of a mis-guided public.  

 
• I found completing this workbook a bit of a challenge, you are the experts - to ask the 

public to make choices before you have provided your analysis is back to front???  I 
would hope the mandate is to examine all options available to the County in the areas of 
waste management.  You would then bring back your recommendations based on the 
analysis you have done - cost/benefit.  But you need to identify all options, analyze each 
one and present your findings and recommendations.  I see the only really pertinent 



question is "Any new Landfills in the County".  Again, can a business case be made for 
one, after you have considered all of the other options on an integrated basis??? "     

 
• I have attended all 3 Public Consultation meetings and I feel that this whole process is 

just a charade because SC has already decided what they’re going to do..and it’s not 
Zero Waste!         Gordon McKay, who is the Chair of ZWS and Vice-Chair of the Waste 
Management Strategy Steering Committee, asked Rob McCullough if Zero Waste 
Simcoe could set up a table and display about achieving zero waste. He was told NO 
they couldn’t. What is SC afraid of ..that people might think that Zero Waste is a great 
thing? ZWS hasn’t been allowed to play a role in the SC WMSSC’s vision for a waste 
strategy even though they made presentations at every council in SC. SC must have a 
vision that embraces zero waste as a definite goal in the next 20 years. Like the old 
adage says “If you think you can, you can..and if you think you can’t, you can’t!”  

     
The City of San Francisco just announced that they will achieve zero waste status by 
2012! Now that’s leadership! So what’s stopping us? I don’t believe we can achieve zero 
waste by 2012..but if we really wanted to we could possibly do it in 10 years. But we 
have to set a goal now and envision it! Where there's a will..there's a way!!  

     
Great leaders have one thing in common..they have great vision and character..and 
that’s what’s missing in SC!  

     
 Most of our politicians nowadays are self-serving, instead of being public servants and 
working with the people who elected them and who they represent. The only time they 
want anything to do with us is when they need our vote.  

     
 SC has so far spent @ $250,000 on the WMSSC consultants Stantec. It seems our tax 
dollars just keep flowing into a bottomless pit. Why doesn’t SC send staff members of 
their Environmental Services Division to San Francisco and different places in Europe 
like Holland, Germany and Switzerland to see what they’re doing? Or even Markham or 
Guelph. They might actually learn something new!  

     
 Or invite British-born scientist Dr Connett, who is professor of chemistry at St Lawrence 
University in New York, to speak about waste. He offers the stark warning that we would 
need an additional four planets of space to handle the waste generated in North America 
alone. 

 
He says that we are living on this planet as if we had another one to go to, and that 
waste is evidence that we are doing something wrong. He also calls on industries to 
radically reduce packaging, and says that if it can not be recycled, reused or composted, 
industry should not be making it in the 21st Century.  

     
     Why do we pay staff if they just hire consultants to do their work?  
     

We have to eliminate the waste at the front end, not the back end using landfills and 
incinerators. There is so much money wasted collecting, sorting and diverting it, and 
trucking it here there and everywhere which only adds to the carbon footprint.  
 
 I live in Edgar which is @ 1.5 miles from Dump Site 11 in Oro. I work from home and 5 
days a week I watch one garbage truck after another going to the landfill to dump their 



garbage. There’s @ 15 truck loads every day, so that’s 75 every week! That’s 3900 
every year! And I only see the trucks that come from one direction! 

     
     As a result, the water around Site 11 has been contaminated by leachate for years now. 
      

[Name removed] brought up the issue about septic tank sewage now being spread on 
our farmland. That is totally sickening and outrageous! Septic sewage is loaded with all 
sorts of toxic chemicals including cancer causing carcinogens, synthetic hormones and 
antibiotics fed to animals that we consume, chlorine, naptha, formaldehyde etc found in 
household cleaners and laundry and personal care products that people dump down 
their drains every day. The human waste isn’t the issue, it’s organic, but the chemicals 
are. They are now contaminating the soil where our food supply is grown! No wonder 
cancer is out of control when our food is grown in this chemical soup!  

     
I use tea tree oil household cleaners and laundry and personal care products from a 
wellness company that are natural and non-toxic and safe for the environment. As a 
result my septic system never has to be pumped out because it’s able to function the 
way it was designed. Without the chemicals like bleach, ammonia and phosphates that 
kill the good bacteria, there is never any sludge build-up in the septic tank because the 
good bacteria from the feces is able to do its job and break down all the solids in the 
tank and allows the liquids to go out into the tile bed.  

     
The problem is that companies like Proctor & Gamble and Johnson & Johnson don’t 
want the public to know that there are alternatives, because it would affect their bottom 
line. So they spend millions of dollars lobbying the governments to make sure they can 
continue to poison the public.  

     
In conclusion, I feel there’s too much money and energy being spent and wasted 
producing garbage at the front end and then too much money being made disposing of it 
at the back end, for our leaders to be sincere in making changes.  

     
Greed instead of need is the rule of the day in our world and seems to be at the root of 
all our problems nowadays and our tax dollars are lining too many corporate pockets 
instead of being used to protect Simcoe County’s resources and environment and 
ensure that it remains one of the best places to live. " 
 

• The primary focus of the strategy should be to find all possible ways to eliminate waste 
and set up infrastructure to make it easy for people.  Processing is energy wasted.  
Where's the commitment to Zero Waste that by resolution passed by County Council is 
supposed to frame this exercise?  Simcoe County is not going to become a receptacle 
for Barrie/Orillia waste.   That's not the kind of partnership we're interested in.  Hire staff 
who have vision, who are passionate about Zero Waste, who have signed on for the 
mission.  People are realizing that we are living unsustainably, they want to be part of 
the solution.  Go out to the communities and enlist the volunteer talent that is waiting to 
be tapped.  Loosen up. Simcoe County politicians have a siege mentality on this waste 
issue.  This is dangerous because the county - and the world - is at a juncture that 
requires an open-minded and creative approach.  I would like a copy of this 
questionnaire emailed back to me for my records.  

  
• Dear County of Simcoe and Stantec Consulting, I attended the public info session on 

Wednesday night.  I have tried a number of times to complete the survey.  I spent 30 



years in the corporate world and for the life of me cannot figure out what it is you're 
trying to accomplish??  Normally a third party is used to tabulate survey results as 
important as these.  So instead of filling in the 23 questions of yes or no answers that 
can skewed to your benefit I will comment only.  I have been told, that the original 3 day 
info session was to be only presented on the non biodegradable core board posters with 
consultants available to answer questions and no public info session, also a zero waste 
exhibit turned down.  This is a small community of permanent and nonpermanent 
residents who have every right to be skeptical of any information initiated by the County 
of Simcoe.  We are being told to put DS 41 behind us and move on, this is like trying to 
expedite the grieving process other the loss of a loved one, and to be honest DS 41 is 
still breathing we the COA breathing.  Many people spoke at the presentation, all 
comments valued.  You have to admit the education and experience level is VERY 
impressive.  A repeated comment is coming out LOUD and CLEAR...what is the 
hurry???  2 days to complete a complicated survey that could be setting a precedent for 
waste management over the next 20 years, why are you asking us to do your job?  We 
are looking at educated alternatives to landfill, you are asking US what we want?  The 
Strategy is NOT INTENDED to identify specific processing or disposal technologies??  I 
would suggest this is exactly what you need to do, and to say this is to be presented to 
council in June??  A 20 year plan to be decided in 4 months.  I could go on but won't you 
were there, you heard what the public had to say, you heard engineers, retired 
environmental employees, farmers who have fought the good fight for 30 years, CMC 
members, council members, Natives, cottagers...not one person spoke in favour of what 
you are trying to accomplish at this early stage.  Please understand, there is a TRUST 
and RESPECT factor that needs to be rebuilt, the residents both permanent and 
transient (cottagers) are not ready to rush into a solution by June of this year or maybe 
next!!! If we are going to work together to achieve zero waste...let's do it once and when 
everyone is ready.  Sorry to say it may have to wait until after the next election, by the 
way, why would we believe you, a hired consultant and your calculation of 6 more years 
of capacity over our own County experts when they told us 20 years with our current 
landfill reduce recycle participation plan??  
 

• There must be public participation, open meetings and open communication from 
County officials at all times.  After wasting 30 years they (Simcoe Staff) couldn't trust the 
public and that alone brought us to the current situation where we no longer openly don't 
trust them.  Trust is earned not bought (as in the media contract of $250,000 to restore a 
reputation that only 3 people destroyed (McCullough, Guergis and Aitken)  

  
• There was virtually no pertinent information provided and the 35 min discussion was a 

joke.  County only tried to make themselves look good by handing out these booklets.  
Will they honestly be looked at and considered?  Most of us feel the answer is NO.  And 
how will we know?  Will there be a report of findings in these workbooks published?  And 
will that be accurate?  The people have such lack of trust in Simcoe County - it's 
pathetic.  I believe this was a complete set up by County to make sure we, the people, 
could not fill out these forms because County did not provide adequate information and 
we had too little time given us.  I want to see more open public sessions on this topic - 
having this finished by June is ludicrous. 
 

• I have identified myself, given the requested contact information and have provided the 
following general comments.  I have chosen not to complete the balance of the survey 
questions in that I believe the basic strategy definition process to be flawed.  Additionally 
it is my perception that a majority of the questions lack sufficient context to allow a 



member of the public without a background in the topics at hand to have a reasonable 
understanding of the meaning and/or significance of the various recommendations being 
requested of us.  I submit to you that any statistical analysis drawn from survey results 
and used to support further development of the current strategy is without merit.  I am 
startled and dismayed at the pace at which this '20 year plan' is being formulated and 
the serious lack of public education and consultation that is going on as part of the 
process.  The current 'public meeting' initiatives are bordering on being farcical in nature.  
The notice, duration, location, collaboration re member municipality council member 
availability and meeting format are all seriously flawed.  The presentation materials 
provided at the meeting of February 8th, 2010 are reflective of serious deficiencies in (I 
presume...as I have not had opportunity to read the published material given the 
demanding deadline for returning these comments) the problem definition and goals and 
objectives segments of this Strategy Process (Task A and B).  Even in the absence of 
my opportunity to review the previously published material as yet, the information 
presented at the meeting is sufficient to indict the process in the context of faulty 
premises and unwarranted assumptions.  The statistics presented tell the tale quite well.  
While having a veneer of right thinking with preferences to 'zero waste' and a focus on 
diversion, the assumptions presented tell a different tale.  Zero Waste is a viable 
strategy to pursue now.  With a serious commitment to a Zero Waste initiative, total 
waste generated in the County would decrease in spite of population growth and the 
amount of residual garbage needing disposal would drop even more drastically and 
quickly as a percentage of the total waste numbers.    The strategy as presented and as 
supported by the various statistics supplied reflects a very mildly progressive 
restatement of dated goals and methods as opposed to expressing a vision worthy of the 
people and public servants of this County.  Waste is a(n industrial) design problem.  If 
we can't reuse it, recycle it or compost it, industry ought not to make it.  Responsibility is 
called for at three levels.  Community - to educate ourselves and our children about the 
issues and opportunities; to provide the goals for our political and public service 
appointees to act upon and to measure their performance; to vote with our feet and our 
wallets by not supporting design and consumption patterns that are not sustainable; and 
by making our direct contribution by dealing with the compostable, recyclables and 
residuals resulting from our day to day existence.  Industrial - designing for eco-
effectiveness; eliminating or drastically minimizing the use of toxic substances in 
production; by being prepared to take back any object produced, used in the production 
process or its packaging unless the community can reasonably re-use or recycle the 
material.  Political - requires visionary leadership to define and set policy and regulation 
regarding community and industrial responsibilities.  Money spent today on discarding 
and disposing must be redirected into communication, education, process and research.  
Industrial, economic and community development policy must reflect the vision.  Senior 
levels of government need to be encouraged (or dragged kicking and screaming if need 
be) to adopt ever more stringent Extended Producer Responsibility regulations quickly.  
The current SWMS needs to be 're-booted' and many conceptual and operational 
processes need to be revisited on restarting the exercise.  In the period between now 
and "Zero Waste" being fully realized I believe we must adopt and execute our 
respective roles in accord with a strict interpretation of the Precautionary Principle.  This 
principle might be defined as:  "If there is uncertainty, yet credible scientific evidence or 
concern of threats to health or environmental damage, precautionary measures should 
be taken.  In other words, preventive action should be taken on early warnings even 
though the nature and magnitude of the risk are not fully understood."  
 



• Build modern recycling plant and build a modern incinerator for remaining products.  Use 
plasma gas or other modern technologies.  Mine all existing dumps to incinerator.  
Midland transfer station is well located and well operated.  Put "Site 41" back into 
agricultural land, and or solar generating project.  Site 41 is not a good centrally located 
for the County as the major population growth is to the south.  Listen to the people.  No 
more garbage in the ground!!  
 

• We want modern day technology and a system that will last indefinitely, not just 20 
years.  The County has never apologized to the Native Community or to the other 
protesters who were arrested in 2009.  Shame on you for not treating everyone equally.  
County councillors did not improve their image in our eyes.  We lost all respect for 
councillors with their lack of participation in Sit 41 affairs.  County council wasted so 
much money at Site 41 not sufficient was left for the Children's Aid for schools, teachers 
and nurses.  Firing very badly needed nursing staff is a sin to humanity.  If you can't do 
the job properly give your seat to someone else who can.  
 

• For several years I lived in Pasco County Florida.  Despite early NIMBY and concerns 
about incinerators a 1000 ton (first phase) waste to electric energy Covanta plant was 
built.  Over 8 years I visited and discussed this operation with management.  As 
technology improved the emissions (toxic) kept dropping to well within the req'd standard 
gov't requirements.  I golfed within a short distance from the plant.  No smell except on 
the dumping floor area (at close range). Today I am not aware of public complaints.  An 
old dumpsite across from our condo was exhumed (I saw the operation).  The leachate 
was contaminating the aquifer.  They put in a liner and installed a system to collect the 
methane gas.  While we were there they commissioned a waste water plant which was 
piped out to certain parts of New Richey/Port Rickey for irrigation purposes.  The water 
was clear but called "brown" water.  I worked as an overseas India/Pakistan/Saudi 
Arabia etc (for 26 years) with FAO/UNDP/WFP.  Water is precious that is why I don't 
want to see anymore landfill dump sites that threaten our aquifers.  Leachate is a fact of 
garbage dump life and despite liners will invade our aquifers and in the part of Muskoka 
(where I live in the summer) slides over the pre-Cambrian shield into our Muskoka Lakes  

  
• Too much known on the old 50 year old ways of handling waste seems to be an attempt 

to do a little better, but only as much as needed.  Get out of the comfort zone!  Lacks a 
progressive visionary approach.  In business this document would be considered 
"process improvement". We need a like-engineering approach.  The County should have 
set a vision before engaging Stantec.  As a resident, I have little confidence in the outline 
and disappointed at the waste of money and time to provide a mediocre lethargic 
solution.  

  
• I will advise at a future date.  This has been an exhausting exercise and will continue to 

do so.  
  

• Simcoe County Council needs to do the following to ensure their waste management 
plan protects water/air/health and future generations:  1.  Revisit the choice of 
councillors on Waste Management Committee - they have all spoken out on support of 
landfill sites, they favour keeping the C of A, they shut down questions from other 
committee members directed to Stantec.  These committee members must be open 
minded.  2.  Question Simcoe County staff.  They have shown they have their own 
agenda.  They were exposed in court yet they continue to give direction to council and 



council accepts their direction.  They have been quoted to say "they are in the landfill 
business".  They have made decisions without input by council.  Simcoe County staff are 
ultimately responsible for protecting the water/air/land/health/future generations of 
Simcoe County.  The buck stops with you!  
 

• This questionnaire is inappropriate at this point in time. I am not willing to waste my time 
agonizing through questions that cannot be answered properly since there was not 
nearly enough information provided at the meeting I attended (Wasaga). This exercise 
deals with issues that were not properly or thoroughly addressed. How can you expect 
us to answer these questions or consider ideas & alternatives when you have not 
provided us with good solid information that has been researched carefully? Simcoe 
County has been offered numerous ideas & proposals over the past 20 years by their 
residents & by other organizations perfectly skilled in waste management issues. They 
have chosen not to listen or to include their constituents in these matters. They have 
acted secretly & lied to their communities. Stantec is now faced with attempting to 
involve people who are highly critical & distrusting of the County & for very good reason. 
We are told these meetings have nothing to do with Site 41 yet the Site 41 issue is what 
brought us to this point. Suddenly, the County, at our expense, wants us to rush our 
thoughts & opinions to them so they may make a decision by June on what next steps to 
take. This, after more than 20 years of our begging them to listen up. They have treated 
us with condescension, arrogance & as though we have no brains. They have spent 
taxpayers' money foolishly & unnecessarily when solutions were ripe for the picking right 
in their own backyard! Please take my message back to the County that we will be 
willing to cooperate fully when they begin to prove that they are ready to step up to the 
plate, show themselves as good examples, seriously listen to the public, show us some 
concrete research & information for us so that we can get on with dealing with the 
garbage CRISIS & quit playing games. Thank you for your kind consideration.  

  
• There is great risk of lawsuit if there is damage from new landfill. Other processing 

technologies also carry risk and should not be considered here.  
 

• Get Queens Park to accept EFW as a valid 'alternative' energy source and support it 
instead of tilting at windmills.  
 

• There are trust issues here involving County Management, secret models for sites and 
their development, politicians, etc.  The County now needs to be transparent with all 
proposals and plans.  Some of the questions herein seem ambiguous or don't include 
enough information.  Don't try to "trick" the public - it's wrong and it won't work.  Nor will 
hiring this expensive consulting firm.  Tsk.  
 

• Pick a site in Simcoe County that is not farmland or water based worthless swamp or a 
rock farm a place that only grows rocks away from most places and start a long term 
processing plant.  

  
• Stantec has taken on a difficult job. The County has accepted staff recommendation of 

an impossibly short time frame if public input (and 'buy-in') is really intended.  As you can 
see from the Why W.Y.E. Citizen's Group Proposal, (given to Paul last week) ideas 
presented 20 years ago are still quite relevant today. Public input was ignored then, and 
with the impossible timeframe of this project, it feels like meaningful input continues to 
be ignored - even impeded - today.  Councillors identified Zero Waste as a key option for 



this 20 year strategy. It is strange that the Zero Waste "experts" were not included - even 
denied when they asked to be involved - in the public information meetings. The Stantec 
display and workbook did not provide prominence to the key option of Zero Waste.  
When they understand the waste issues and the concept of Zero Waste as a direction, I 
believe most residents would realize that this is the only sustainable direction for moving 
forward. We owe it to our children's children to take the time to set a better strategy for 
the next 20 years.  
 

• Process not fair.  Too short notice.  Not enough info to comment.  Wrong night (council 
meeting).  Need more info, more time, another meeting.  No trust for County - betrayed 
our trust on more than one occasion.  No straight answers from Rob McCullough - likes 
to add to a straight, direct question "not at this time".  Can't possibly have a fair plan in 
place by June!  What's the rush?  Is it the election?  What C of As are still active??  We 
have not been informed!  
 

• I feel that recycling starts at home and people need to be held accountable for their 
actions.  The waste produced by County residents should be dealt with in the County 
once again it is too easy to make it someone else's problem.  The public needs to see 
the piles e.g. recycling, organics, and divertible material to understand the impact 
numbers on paper mean nothing to them.  
 

• Need more info on everything - need comparables.  The people having these meetings 
should at least appear as if they care about waste management, not using a facility that 
doesn't recycle and not setting at their table with plastic water bottles and Tim Horton 
coffee cups directly in front of them.  The media was there and what an embarrassment 
that will be for Simcoe County.  What does the consulting firm do:  It appears that they 
are asked the public to do their job.  What is the cost to have them and what is the 
"Steering Committee's" role?  It was a bit of an insult to ask us to return these books by 
the end of the meeting.  It was an impossibility to do that and any books returned to you 
that night should be dis-regarded.  If time is of the essence - these meetings should 
have been held on earlier dates.  I have taken a lot of time to do this and still feel 
confused.  
 

• "Comments on: Page 1 Background  
 
1 bag per week:  This was indeed an appropriate step as there was misuse of the "no 
limit" guideline (acknowledged, the 2 bag interim limit). 
In the "no limit era", I witnessed in this neighbourhood several incidents of abuse of what 
one would conceive of as a reasonable accepted household limit. 
In one instance, a family was 'moving out of town', and even though it was well within 
their means, financially speaking, to hire a private hauler or rent a truck/trailer 
themselves, they somehow saw it fit to place 12-15 full garbage bags at the end of each 
of their 2 driveways - (they had a driveway on our side street and one on the main road) 
- and the neighbour across the road, on our side street, had obviously offered up his 
'curb side location' as well, because placed there also, were another 12-15 garbage 
bags... 
I did actually phone the Bylaw dept., as I felt this was a bit excessive, and as I 
suggested, this was not a financial hardship issue for the family at all. 
A young bylaw officer did phone me, a full 2 weeks later, to indicate to me that the 
problem seemed to have been 'taken care of'...Well, no kidding. 



The private hauler had indeed taken ALL the bags as if one or two were the same as 45 
or so; 
I spoke with the fella on the back of the garbage truck one day (I did personally know 
him), and he indicated that it was their duty, as there 'was no limit'. 
I again witnessed the same sort of thing when a 'well-off' individual was leaving the 
neighbourhood & moving into town; he only had ONE driveway to use, but use it he did, 
as he put out about 12-15 bags for 3 weeks straight. 
The thing that's disturbing also, is that 'garbage' was probably old household items and 
clothes that could have been re-used or recycled, instead of adding to our landfill 
burden. 

 
*Blue Box Program:  Blue/Grey boxes should be made available to homeowners FREE, 
as they once were, but as part of a door to door visitation program, to prevent abuse of 
the initiative.  Some people, cottagers for instance, do not have or use blue/grey bins. 

 
*Green Bin Program:  These bins were of course provided free;  I questioned Norseman 
Plastics directly as to the availability of an add-on 2nd latch, because there is a serious 
problem in this neighbourhood at least, with raccoons spilling  and opening these bins - 
YES - they had already addressed the problem of animals opening the single latch NPL 
280 bins; also, they had available the NPL 285 green bins (for optimum security against 
pests) and with larger 8"" wheels, but apparently Simcoe had decided to go with the 
single (simple) latch #280's... 
It was indicated to me that they would send out the add-on latch for free, I would just 
have to pay shipping; I decided to pursue this matter with Simcoe County instead - more 
later in comments. 

 
*MHSW Program:  Very good, use it all the time. 

 
*WEEE Program:  Another great step. 

 
*Other Diversion Initiatives:  Important steps, and ALL recyclables should end up in their 
proper streams, not in landfill - more in additional comments. 

 
---------  Additional Comments on Page 23:  If the County wants to present itself as a 
LEADER in waste management, I think they should take heed of (their) lessons learned 
this past Summer, re Site 41, et al.  I found it personally quite disturbing, in my efforts to 
'Get to Know The County of Simcoe' - speaking of the administration at least, that they 
weren't the open, honest folks that they repeatedly presented themselves to be, to the 
general public.  Why advertise a contact address (info@simcoe.ca) and then ignore 
enquiries.  I had to resort to, for instance, the stopdumpsite41 website to garner the 
appropriate information on 'water sample testing done by the County' at Site 41 - 
Simcoe's reference to the water at the Site not even meeting guidelines (bla bla bla) etc., 
whatever, I'm not going to look up the July mailed-out-flyer to get the actual wording 
because the answers from the County (my email August 24th) were not forthcoming, 
anyway.  In questioning the staff present at Wednesday's 'Waste Strategy Meeting' in 
Midland, it seems there are 5 or 6 people available fulltime 'on staff' at the County's 
Offices to answer email enquiries.  And I can easily say that my attempts to bring to light 
the problem - in my cottager neighbourhood at least - of racoons spilling & opening the 
Green Bins has been met with a somewhat indifferent attitude by County Staff.  After 
emailing in 4 pics (& offering more) I got to read in the paper the quote from the County 
rep. that there had only been 1 complaint, and that ""they were 'sourcing out' the fix; and 



if it wasn't too expensive, they would make it available to residents"".  As I have already 
mentioned earlier in this 'report'... Norseman Plastics were ready to provide the fix for 
free; it also seems apparent, that County Staff should have considered the more secure 
#NPL 285 BIN for 'cottagers', at least.  I was told by the company that it was available in 
quantities in early 2009.  Leadership starts at the top.  Thanks - for your time & efforts.  
[Name and contact information removed.]  

  
• Have members flown to sites in Europe, Denmark, Switzerland and any other areas 

whereby they have established efficient systems in place.  Focus should be on 
innovation and not rely on old ways i.e., landfill.  

  
• In view of the complex matter of this program, I think that to produce a final strategy in 4 

months is too hasty.  Why not take longer (after all we wasted over 20 years) and get it 
right.  When I came to Canada in 1978 I was appalled at the amount of garbage in this 
consumer society.  

 
• "Thanks. I hope my comments were helpful, and I look forward to helping to steer this 

process along through the next few months. The weak link is the public - we are not 
engaging them very much - just 3 sessions over the entire county in 3 days. If you had 
the flu - you'd miss them all.     I believe we must respect that we are talking about a 
SERVICE that the public uses. We are not talking about an EA for a road widening or 
something narrow in the public scope - at least from a county level. This affects 
everyone and people have a broad range of opinions.  People who use this service are 
the county's clients and they are the ones that need to be engaged, consulted and then 
told what to do. We can adopt a nice rigid "do this, do that" approach and we may have 
to. But if we are going to do that, then we need to engage these people, and make sure 
they are on board. They may not agree, but they are on board.    I am not confident the 
current work approach recognizes that. There is not very much consultation and the 
process is going quickly. The project team knows why, but the public does not and they 
just feel as if the process is rigged and their comments are going to be set aside in 
haste.  That is what I have been hearing..."  
 

• With our answers to this questionnaire we have tried to bridge the gap between the 
angry participants and you, by giving you the benefit of the doubt, that you are sincere 
and genuinely are trying to help resolve our waste management problems. Some 
genuinely believe that you are just keeping us busy with this questionnaire and it is a 
smokescreen so that you can just go ahead and do whatever you feel like. We all have 
contributed to the problem by creating waste in the first place and we all have to have a 
change of direction to diminish global warming. Consumers putting up with over 
packaging and buying stuff they don't need is the main problem. Producers getting away 
with over packaging is the other side of the coin. You are stuck with the result. There has 
to be a global awakening to zero waste and if that happens the problem will resolve 
itself. Whatever you do, make that your first priority and TELL the people that is what 
you are doing. I think you have some idea about how hurt we have been by the events of 
the summer. Our citizens arrested and unreasonable financial and emotional burdens 
placed on them by 5 people in administration without the approval of the County Council. 
We can tell you right now, that if you don't rescind that certificate of approval on site 41 
and restore the land to its original state that you have not seen anything yet. The anger 
in that room was palpable. Multiply that by 10,000 and that's what you'll get. We are 
ready to mobilize and we will. Have no doubt about it. The national aboriginal 



community, farmers and citizens from all over Canada will not stand up for it. You have 
the chance to make this right.  

  
• Fighting apathy seems to be the biggest challenge. People respond to laws, with 

enforcement, and hits on their wallet. Despite the dire warnings, most people are not 
changing their behaviour enough, or quickly enough to divert the huge crises predicted 
for the future. We need to remove temptations from the uneducated (e.g. ban water 
bottles) and regulate retailers.  Thank you for the opportunity to give feedback.  
 

• As far back as 2006, I have asserted that county council has a fiduciary duty to 
taxpayers to create a business plan (that addresses the Site 41 proposal) and an overall 
waste management study.     A public record from November 2006 reveals my position 
at the time, one that remains unchanged to this day.    "A business case will allow the 
county to develop a fact driven point of view that is reflective of our current situation, not 
one that may or may not have existed in 1979 when this plan was first considered, and 
subsequently rejected, I might add," said [Name removed]. "A business case will provide 
an economic model outlining financing requirements, capital and operating costs, return 
on investment. It will measure the costs and benefits of alternative proposals in terms of 
economics, social and environment concerns. A business case should also identify and 
rank the risks of various proposals. In short, a business case will provide the 
recommendations necessary for decision making."    I remain hopeful that this process 
will yield the suggestions needed to move ahead in a fiscally responsible and 
environmentally sound direction. The recommendations put forward will no doubt be 
subject to critical review. As I have stated previously, I believe it is more important to get 
it right than to get it done quickly. Thank you for the opportunity to comment.     Can you 
please provide me with an electronic copy of this completed survey as I am unable to 
save anything other than the blank form.      
 

• Define where our biggest non recyclable waste streams lie and work towards solutions 
to them. I really believe what goes in must come out. The pressure needs to be put on 
the manufacturers of garbage to change the way they make and ship their products. 
DESIGN FOR THE ENVIRONMENT. NOT THE DUMP.  We need to start looking at 
waste as a resource. Individual responsibility, Industrial Responsibility, Government 
Regulation. We need all 3 of these to ensure sustainability.     
 

•  I would like to see the process for this strategy slowed down, to take into consideration 
the results of the provincial waste report. It is too important an issue to rush.    Please 
continue to encourage public participation, and give more advance notice of meetings.
   
 

•  I'm not sure what the county is doing to push provincial/federal gov'ts to reduce and 
then eliminate non-recyclables from the waste stream. This is a high priority that will 
require many counties to push strongly for. We will continue to struggle as long as 
commerce is allowed to produce nonrecyclable garbage.      I would like to commend the 
increase in diversion/recycling and hope that we can effectively and wisely increase this 
approach. Congratulations!  
 

• I think that there are a number of the questions on which I just don't have enough 
information to make an informed judgment. Perhaps more could be made available.
      



 
• For the County's waste management strategy to be credible and accepted by the public, 

the County must be shown to be serious about reducing and re-using waste, or better 
yet to be implementing zero waste. To that end, The County must also implement other 
environmentally friendly policies such as, for example, enforcing a policy of its vehicles 
not to be idling for more than, say, 2 minutes. Waste management and environmentally 
friendly policies are not compartmentalized. They form a part of a whole mind-set.  
 

• First educate residents to reduce, reuse and recycle which will result in less waste, 
enforce one bag limit and stop sale of tags, no more exporting our garbage, as more 
greenhouse gases are caused in transportation, exporting gives residents no reason to 
reduce, recycle or reuse.  No more landfill sites we should remember this earth does not 
belong to us.  We have not inherited this earth from our parents, we are only borrowing it 
from our children and we have a responsibility to hand it over to them in a good 
condition.  We already have one problem with global warming let us not create another 
problem with landfills.  By creating landfills we are only destroying ourselves.  So no 
more landfills. 
 

• More education in schools - get to kids.  More promotion of reuse - diversion days, super 
shopper, Re-store, second hand shops.  A more positive message - commend those 
who deserve it.  Send out regular updates on recycling targets for the year.  Have 
schools and organizations really get behind Earth Day.  I would like to learn more about 
incineration and how an operating plant (modern) impacts a neighbourhood.  More 
respect at County for residents who disagree with water/garbage decisions.  I was truly 
appalled by the heavy-handed treatment of Site 41 protesters.  I have heard many 
details not known by the general public and the County's behaviour was completely out 
of line.  Stop abusing the power you have been elected or hired to control.  
 

• Too much is being crammed into too short a time frame.  Lack of public advertising for a 
good turn-out is going to upset many residents from 16 municipalities.  They are going to 
feel left out if one is not held in their area especially if they already have sites and may 
have more in the future.  To fill in the questions in this book, one has to be really a 
committed environmentalist or involved resident.  This is a very in-depth booklet.  Due to 
having many adult life-style communities -  many residents do not return until after April 
and cannot comment.  If you rush this process in the end it may fail to give the results 
required.  

  
• Education is important.  Promote the purchasing of quality products that require less 

packaging and last longer hence less garbage.  I would like to know more about well run 
modern incineration.  I hope in future County Councilors are better informed and more 
involved in major decisions - example Site 41.  

  
• Kudos are due, and hereby proffered, for the laudable step being taken of offering this 

mechanism for the public to participate in providing input into the Strategy development 
process.  That said:   - per comments above, the items identified, and likely a number of 
others, should have been coded to provide a "Maybe" and/or "Qualified Yes" option so 
as to provide the consultants and the County with more accurate, useful feedback of the 
thoughts and sentiments of the public responding to this Questionnaire.  - The 
Questionnaire (and any future such soundings of opinion and solicitation of feedback) 
should include a tick-box option for the respondent to request that the responses they 



entered (including the full text of any comments they added) would be sent back to them 
via e-mail (where an e-mail address is provided).    - the Questionnaire and any future 
iterations of like kind, should have been/should be designed and developed by person(s) 
with skill and training to do so and do so in a way that collects clear, useful information, 
posing questions in form and language that is balanced, honest, unbiased and factual 
(rather than "leading" and/or deficient/absent of facts and descriptions needed to permit 
a meaningful, informed response). A similar comment is hereby made that public 
consultation events should be designed, and delivered by, persons who are actually 
trained and skilled in Public Consultation/Participation practice and principles. A better 
quality, more meaningful and useful response, and participation by the public, cannot 
help but follow as a result.    Public Consultation can benefit a process such as the 
Strategy development initiative, but only if it approached honestly and professionally and 
with the requisite skills being brought to bear.  
 

• I'm pleased the strategy encompasses progress towards "zero waste", however the 
County will still require some disposal capacity.     Whatever strategy is chosen it is 
important that County Council regularly reviews the strategy, modifies it as is 
appropriate, and then ensures the program is implemented.  

  
• Long-term sustainability - before areas are further developed, all aspects of impact have 

to be considered - water, sewer, impact on natural areas, and waste management also 
falls into the category.  Achieving a "Zero Waste" situation is not going to happen in the 
near future. Our society is more geared to making purchases of short life goods and this 
is not going to change in the near future, if it ever does.  People buy new furniture on a 
regular basis because they want change.  Electronic devices are obsolete in one year.  
Goods are cheap enough for people to want to change them, repairing is not usually 
considered.  Changing to a "need less" society and buying items that will still serve our 
grandchildren well will cause a total upheaval of our whole economic system.  The only 
way we could achieve zero waste is to uniform packing materials, change to reuse from 
recycle, and standardize materials used in production to allow recovery and 
reprocessing at a feasible level.  It's possible to make some improvements, but landfills 
and EFW facilities are still necessary.  
 

• Countries such as England, Holland, Germany, Japan and parts of the USA are much 
more densely populated than Canada have found solutions to their garbage disposal 
problem.  Can we not learn from them and take advantage of their experience re: 
educational programs, technological solutions, political initiative and cost containment to 
come up with a solution that we can be proud of when we look back from 2030. 
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Zero Waste Simcoe 
 

Simcoe County Selected Waste Options - Final 
 
 
General Comments 
 
1. The County will fully support the new provincial EPR initiative. Over the next 20 years 
the volume of garbage (disposal) trends to zero. 
 
2. The County retains full responsibility (ownership) for all waste management. The 
waste processing does not necessarily have to take place in the County or be operated 
by County personnel. A rational business decision, including proper environmental 
evaluation and public involvement, will optimally select and locate waste facilities. The 
sole exception is organics that must be processed in the County. 
 
3. Use advertising, promotion, partnering and education to effect a change of attitude 
towards achieving zero waste and proper public involvement in waste practices. 
 
4. Regularly evaluate (audit) all county waste programs for effectiveness and efficiency. 
Review all programs and the Waste Strategy at least every 5 years to take advantage of 
environmental and technological advances. 
 
5, Implement a Community Oversight Board to assist with waste program direction, 
compliance and community engagement. 
 
 
Section One: Diversion 
 
1. Reduction and Reuse 
 
1.1 Must be in 
 
 1. Create new and expand existing reduction and reuse programs 
  - encourage citizen involvement in local programs 
  - develop “re-use centres”, programs and partnering initiatives 
 
 2. Establish per-capita waste reduction targets 
  - targets apply to both residential and IC&I situations 
 

3. Support and take advantage of the province’s EPR initiative and waste 
minimization legislation 

 
1.2 Use as needed 
 
 1. Green procurement policy 
 
2. General Diversion 
 
2.1 Must be in 
 



1. Implement mandatory recycling.  
 
2. Move to a clear bag program for residential waste, in order to better enforce 
mandatory recycling by-law 

 
 3. Establish and support expanded container deposit system(s) to achieve reuse.  
 
 4. Expand diversion programs to eventually include all IC&I waste 
 
2.1 Use as needed 
 
 1. Expand existing depot (reuse) programs (eg. diversion of bulky goods, etc.) 
 

2. Provide large containers (eg. recycling cart or larger boxes) to curbside 
recyclables 

 
 3. Move to bi-weekly waste collection 
 
 4. Expand open space and special event recycling 
 
3. Blue Box Recycling 
 
3.1 Must be in 
 
 1. Expand the Blue Box program 
  - include more items 
  - standardize across the County 

- minimize confusion where public uses both residential and IC&I 
recycling (eg home and school) 

 
4. Organics 
 
4.1 Must be in 
 
 1. County develops new composting facilities within the County 
  - multiple (local) locations preferred 
  - standardized approach to compost processing 
  
 2. County accepts IC&I organics 
 
4.2 Use as needed 
 
4.3 Must NOT be in 
 
 1. Shipping organics/compost out of the County (hazardous waste excepted) 
 
 
Section Two: Transfer 
 
5. Transfer 
 



5.1 Must be in 
 
 1. Improvements to existing transfer facilities (indoor operation, etc.) 
 

2. County develops new MRF(s) within the County in cooperation with Barrie, 
Orillia and private sector. 

 
 3. Where access to public services is involved: 
  - expand/establish  “reuse centres” 
  - improve public service level (hours of operation, distance to drive, etc) 
  
5.2 Use as needed 
 
 1. Develop new transfer stations 
  

2. Encourage private sector to develop new transfer station(s), with County 
securing a portion of capacity 

 
Section Three: Collection 
 
6. Collection 
 
6.1 Must be in 
 

1. Improvement to collection system, including move to a County-wide uniform 
level of collection service 

 
6.2  Use as needed 
 
 1. Co-collection of recyclables and organics weekly; bi-weekly garbage collection 
 
 2. Automated collection 
 
6.3 Must NOT be in 
 
 1. Single stream recycling 
 
Section Four: Disposal 
 
7. Short Term 
 
7.1 Must be in 
 
7.2 Use as needed 
 
 1. Examine options to export waste outside of the County 
 

2. Examine potential for small (less than 100,000 m3) capacity recoveries via 
environmental screenings at one or more existing landfill sites 

 
7.3 Must NOT be in 



 
1. Examine potential to pursue operations at one or more of the new “partially” 
approved landfills 

 
8. Long Term 
 
8.1 Must be in 
 

1a. Develop residual waste processing facility ( mechanical-biological (preferred), 
EFW (less preferred), etc) either on own or in partnership 

  - technology and process selected to ensure safe environmental 
operation 
  - must not interfere with overall goal to eliminate waste a source 
 or 

1b. Examine options to secure long term contract(s) to export waste outside the 
County, to non-landfill only 
NOTE: Option 8.1 is directed by the improving EPR situation where over 20 
years the amount of disposal trends to zero.  

 
 2. Rehabilitate the existing landfills of Simcoe County 
 
8.2 Use as needed 
 
8.3 Must NOT be in 
 

1. Examine potential to pursue operations at one or more of the new partially 
approved landfills  

 
2, Examine potential for redesign and/or expansion at one or more of the existing 
operating landfill sites to gain long-term capacity’ 

 
 3. Pursue new long-term landfill disposal site 
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Zero waste meeting Wednesday night  

Posted 2 hours ago  

Zero Waste Simcoe to host Town Hall meeting in Midland January 13 at 7:00 pm  

Chair Zero Waste Simcoe Gordon McKay invites public discussion of Simcoe County's waste management options  

Simcoe County ON, January 11, 2010-- Zero Waste Simcoe will host and moderate a Town Hall meeting in Midland January 13. As a 
member of Simcoe County's Waste Management Steering Committee, Zero Waste Simcoe is seeking public discussion and input to refine 
the waste management options that will be presented to Simcoe County on Monday January 18.  

In October Simcoe County Council approved its new Waste Management Steering Committee. The Committee was mandated to "consider 
and incorporate the principles of Zero Waste" into the County's waste management plans.  

Wednesday January 13, 7:00 PM  

YMCA Employment Resource Centre- 334 King St. [corner of King at Elizabeth], Midland  

The public is reminded that this is an opportunity provided by Zero Waste Simcoe and Simcoe County to be part of the waste management 
solution in Simcoe County. This is a free event, all are invited and will have an opportunity to speak. Lively debate will help give Zero Waste 
Simcoe a mandate that is the best way forward on the difficult issue of how to handle waste in Simcoe County.  

About Zero Waste Simcoe  

Zero Waste Simcoe is a grassroots organization dedicated to helping Simcoe County become a Zero Waste community. Started in 2008, the 
rapidly growing organization has worked closely with the public and government to further the adoption of Zero Waste principles and 
practices.  

http://www.zerowastesimcoe.org  

https://twitter.com/ZeroWasteSimcoe  
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Input wanted for new waste strategy  

Posted 45 mins ago  

If you have an opinion about how Simcoe County should dispose of your garbage over the next 20 years, now's the time to speak out, 
according to Zero Waste Simcoe.  

The county's waste strategy committee meets Jan. 18 to begin the process of reviewing the options for a new waste management master 
plan and, says Zero Waste founder Gordon McKay, the time frame for public input is limited.  

"We are encouraging people to visit our website, www.zerowastesimcoe.org,to view the full set of options that are on the table and to take 
the time to offer their opinions," said McKay. "The county is also seeking feedback on the website wastestrategy.simcoe.ca."  

McKay, Zero Waste's representative on the committee, says the county has set a June deadline to complete the work.  

But, he adds, the deadline for the public to provide Zero Waste with suggestions is right now "because we have to put together our options 
by February at the latest."  

The county has hired Stantec Consultants Inc. to assist in developing a new 20-year strategy to improve the region's waste diversion 
programs and provide short-and-long term options for the disposal of waste .  

McKay says the second meeting of the committee started with a debate about vision: "what will our waste situation in Simcoe County look 
like in 20 years time?"  

"Vision is critical to getting it right," says McKay, especially in situations where there is rapid change and many choices. "Vision is your guide. 
Lose your vision or pick the wrong one and you are likely headed down the wrong path."  

Zero Waste's website sets out the two contrasting visions that were presented to the committee. It says:  

"In summary, the vision presented by Stantec reaffirmed that the county was in the waste business for the long haul and would focus on 
recycling and disposal solutions.  

"The vision presented by Zero Waste Simcoe would see the county leave the waste business (except for organics) as greater use was made 
of provincially driven Extended Producer Responsibility and the 3Rs (reduce, reuse, recycle) and not build any future landfills."  
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News Briefs  

Posted 2 days ago  

FIRE ON COXMILL  

Barrie firefighters extinguished a blaze in the city's south end after an off-duty police officer spotted a detached garage on fire on Coxmill
Road, yesterday.  

The house was not damaged and there were no injuries.  

However, the garage was severely damaged and so were the vehicles parked inside.  

GROUP HOME DISPUTE  

Barrie police were called to a local group home, yesterday, for an altercation between two teenagers, but one of the officers also ended up
being assaulted.  

The responding officer had arrested one of the teens for threatening the other, as well as breach of probation.  

The 16-year-old was held for a bail hearing.  

The other teen was charged with assaulting a police officer after they were being questioned about another matter.  

A 15-year-old was also held for bail.  

SNOW TOSSED AT CRUISER  

A pedestrian caught the attention of Barrie police officers when he threw snow at a passing cruiser on Monday.  

A man was walking on Bradford Street when the police car drove by. Police stopped to speak to the man, who then waved at another 
passing vehicle.  

When the civilian stopped, the drunken pedestrian jumped in and requested a ride to John Street.  

Police intervened and arrested the pedestrian for being intoxicated in public.  

He was jailed until he sobered up.  

TEDDY BEAR THIEF  

A teenager has been charged after three teddy bears were stolen from Zellers at the Kozlov Centre, yesterday.  

Security apprehended an 18- year-old man, but he resisted arrest.  

The suspect was brought under control and was turned over to Barrie police.  

The teenager has been charged with theft under $5,000 and was released from custody.  

ZERO WASTE MEETING  

MIDLAND -- Members of Zero Waste Simcoe will meet today at the YMCA Employment Resource Centre to discuss how Simcoe County 
should manage its garbage.  

Chairman Gordon McKay has also invited the public to attend.  

The steering committee is seeking the public's input on how to refine waste management options that will be presented to county council on 
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Jan. 18.  

The committee was struck in October.  

The YMCA resource centre is located at 334 King St., at the corner of Elizabeth Street.  

VIOLENT INSTRUMENTS  

Provincial police say the weapons used during episodes of domestic violence are often opportunistic, including everything from a guitar in
one case to a pair of shoes in another.  

Huronia West OPP released its 2009 statistics relating to domestic violence, Tuesday.  

Officers responded to 389 such incidents, which was an increase of 109 over 2008 and 62 more than 2007.  

The Wasaga Beach-based OPP detachment also polices Clearview and Springwater townships.  

Aside from physical and mental abuse, various weapons were used, including bottles, plates, tomatoes, a chair, a vase, a glass table, a knife 
and a beer bottle.  

Victims of domestic abuse can call 1-888-310-1122, or 911 if the abuse is ongoing.  

SIGN REMOVAL  

The City of Barrie's operations department says motorists should expect minor traffic disruptions next week while jersey barriers and signs 
are removed from the Dunlop Street bridge over Highway 400.  

The bridge has been undergoing some repairs in recent weeks.  

Some of the equipment will be removed on Monday and there will be detours set up in the area.  

Possible restoration work to the underside of the bridge deck have yet to be approved, so future closures may also be required.  

RESIDENTIAL BREAK-IN  

SPRINGWATER TWP. -- Cash and a laptop computer were stolen during a daytime break-in at an Old Second South home, yesterday.  

Huronia West OPP say the crime happened sometime between 11 a.m. and 3:30 p.m.  

A Compaq Armada computer, cash and a backpack with Monster Energy Drink and Arctic Cat logos were stolen.  
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Public urged to offer views on waste management plan  

WASTE NOT YOUR OPINION  

Posted 2 days ago  

If you have an opinion about how Simcoe County should dispose of your garbage over the next 20 years now's the time to speak out, 
according to Zero Waste Simcoe.  

The county's waste strategy committee meets Monday to begin the process of reviewing the options for a new waste management master 
plan and, says Zero Waste founder Gordon McKay, the time frame for public input is limited.  

We are encouraging people to visit our website www.zerowastesimcoe.orgto view the full set of options that are on the table and to take the 
time to offer their opinions. The county is also seeking feedback on the website http://wastestrategy.simcoe.ca  

McKay, Zero Waste's representative on the committee, says the county has set a June deadline to complete the work.  

But, he adds, the deadline for the public to provide Zero Waste with suggestions is right now "because we have to put together our options 
by February at the latest."  

The county has hired Stantec Consultants Inc. to assist in developing a new 20-year strategy to improve the region's waste diversion 
programs and provide short-and-long term options for the disposal of waste .  

McKay says the second meeting of the committee started with a debate about vision: "what will our waste situation in Simcoe County look 
like in 20 years time?"  

"Vision is critical to getting it right," says McKay, especially in situations where there is rapid change and many choices. Vision is your guide. 
Lose your vision or pick the wrong one and you are likely headed down the wrong path."  

Zero Waste's website sets out the two contrasting visions that were presented to the committee. It says:  

"In summary the vision presented by Stantec reaffirmed that the County was in the waste business for the long haul and would focus on 
recycling and disposal solutions, including making the best use of its available, fully permitted landfill capacity.  

"The vision presented by Zero Waste Simcoe would see the county leave the waste business (except for organics) as greater use was made 
of provincially driven Extended Producer Responsibility and the 3Rs (reduce, reuse, recycle) and not building any future landfills. "  

Mckay says that after some pointed questioning the committee chose the Stantec vision, with two amendments to allow for flexibility to deal 
with changes in the environment.  

"The true public debate is about to start." Zero Waste is planning to hold a town hall meeting in the next two weeks, he added.  

"Over the next few weeks the County intends to reach out through its website and other means to engage all citizens in the review process. 
Zero Waste Simcoe similarly will be putting much of this material up on its website.  

"We are encouraging people to seriously take a look at our website and help us choose the right set of waste options. Not just their future, 
but the future of their children depends upon it."  

McKay cites the province's growing commitment to waste diversion as outlined by Environment Minister John Gerretsen in his report on the
review of Ontario Waste Diversion Act.  

The minister said, in part, that, "above all, we know that waste diversion is a critical foundation for the kind of green economy we want in this 
province, one that protects and conserves natural resources while generating wealth and prosperity for Ontarians."  
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County carrying old baggage  

Posted 2 days ago  

Ever since Simcoe County council voted to shut down operations to build a landfill at Site 41, citizens have been urging it to take the 
necessary steps to have the Certificate of Approval revoked.  

Council has refused to do so with vague references to 'keeping their options open' and statements that it 'was safer in their hands'. Whatever
that means.  

Well, it would now seem that the county has other, more ominous, reasons for keeping this permit.  

In a message issued by the County of Simcoe's corporate communications department on Dec. 14, 2009, regarding the issue of the North 
Simcoe Landfill (Site 41) Certificate of Approval, it states: 'Holding the Certificate of Approval is the only way to truly ensure the county's
direction is maintained.'  

Since its 'direction' was always to construct a landfill at this site, it would appear that, despite its statements to the contrary, it wants to
ensure that this option is still open. Later in the document it states: "The certificate confirmed the sound science behind the landfill, deemed it 
to be environmentally responsible and, in partnership with zoning bylaws, it has the effect of increasing the net value of the land'.  

Where to start!  

The 'sound science' it refers to is the ModFlow study, which is still being withheld from peer review, despite orders from the Information
Commissioner to take whatever steps are necessary to obtain it.  

The county is now seeking a judicial review of these orders, rather than trying to make it available.  

How can anyone know that it is 'sound science' until this peer review has been conducted?  

As for being 'environmentally responsible', everyone knows that building a dump over a pristine water aquifer is as far from being
environmentally responsible as you can get.  

And finally, to say 'it has the effect of increasing the net value of the land' can only mean that there is an intention to sell Site 41 to a private 
waste management company which would then develop it as a landfill.  

The certificate is specific to this parcel of land and specifically permits the land to be used as a dump site.  

There is absolutely no value to the certificate if the land is to be used for a farm, or a park, or a private residence, etc.  

It is ironic that in a recently published two-page centre spread (paid for by the county with taxpayers' money) extolling all the 
accomplishments of the last year, it ends with: 'Get to know us.  

We are here for you.'  

It is hard to get to know an administration that is so secretive and sly.  

It certainly doesn't seem to be there to protect us and our interests.  

It seems we have entered a new year with a new warden, but with a county administration carrying the same old baggage.  

Linda Reynolds Penetanguishene  
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Site 41 could be transfer site says Lawrence  

Posted 20 hours ago  

PERKINSFIELD – Tiny Township's deputy mayor told the Site 41 community monitoring committee Thursday he is confident the mothballed 
property on the 2nd concessions will not become a landfill.  

George Lawrence said, however, he "is not discounting the possibility it could become a transfer station, if the county transfer facility on Golf 
Link Rd. is deemed unusable."  

Lawrence told the committee that he had asked Mark Aitken, Simcoe County's chief administrative officer, about the likelihood Site 41 might
be used for an integrated waste management facility. He said Aitken indicated it wouldn't make sense from a transportation standpoint, 
because population growth will be heaviest in the south end of the county.  

In an interview afterward, Lawrence said it's his "hope is that Site 41 goes back to farm land. That's everybody's desire, but we have to wait
till the county's waste management steering committee completes its work, there is input from the public and Stantec (the county's waste 
strategy consultants) reports."  

He expressed a concern, though, about the county's decision to call a special workshop for council on Jan. 28. "It's very soon. The steering
committee will have only held three meetings." 
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Site 42 no longer an option: county warden  

Updated 1 day ago  

COLLINGWOOD – Site 42 is no longer a dot on Simcoe County's waste management map.  

On Monday, while taking part in the 'grand reopening' of the regional airport's runway, Simcoe County warden Cal Patterson announced after
meeting with county staffers, the proposed landfill – also known as Site 1-1, as selected through the Georgian Triangle Waste Management 
Master Plan process 15 years ago – just off the end of the runway is no longer in the county's plans.  

Patterson told the Enterprise-Bulletin that the decision still has to be confirmed by county council.  

Patterson, who is also mayor of Wasaga Beach, said after county council voted to shut down the work at Site 41, the people opposed to that 
site also indicated they would continue the fight should the county move to open Site 42.  

"We heard the voices of the people, and we have to listen to that voice, that people no longer want to put garbage in the ground," said
Patterson.  

The county owns most of the land that was designated for Site 42, and will have to determine the future of the property.  

"The county is a business, and if it owns an asset, then it has to use it at some point," he said, noting one idea he's heard so far is to use the 
property for an 'energy farm'.  

Patterson said he recently met with the county's director of planning and the county's general manager of corporate services, and when he 
was presented a map identifying waste management sites in the county – including a 'dot' representing Site 42 – he told them to take off the 
dot.  

He acknowledged the county is still grappling with the issue of what to do with waste, and county council will be given an update at its Jan. 
28 meeting.  

"We have to have a strategy for the short-term and the long-term," he said.  

There is an approved environmental assessment in place for Site 42; EAs are renewed every five years, and Patterson believed the last 
renewal took place three years ago.  

Collingwood expressed its opposition to the site selection several years ago, when it was determined it was within eight kilometres of the
regional airport. Federal transportation guidelines recommend that landfill sites not be constructed within an eight-kilometre buffer zone
around an airport. 
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Critic believes Site 41 door still open 

January 20, 2010  

BARRIE – A “key messages” guide that touts Site 41 as “superior to all other sites considered” shows Simcoe County still believes the site would 

make a good landfill, says a longtime anti-dump activist. 

Stephen Ogden – who has served as a member and an alternate member of the Site 41 community monitoring committee – is fighting for the 

release of specialized hydrogeological data, known as a calibrated ModFlow model. He has obtained an Information and Privacy Commissioner order 

to have the county release 20 years of groundwater flow data. 

Simcoe County has refused, saying it does not own the information. The county has sought a judicial review of the latest order instructing it to take 

all necessary steps – including legal action against its consultant – to obtain the model. 

Now, Ogden says he has proof the county has ulterior motives to keep the certificate of approval for Site 41. 

As part of a $250,000 contract with Fleishman-Hillard International Communications, the county issued a media-relations guide. Released at a 

daylong seminar Dec. 15, half of the guide focuses on Site 41. 

“It’s like a marketing tool the county has produced to show how great (Site 41) is, even though the county says they will never build a landfill site 

here,” Ogden said as he highlighted key statements about how the certificate of approval and the zoning increase the value of the land. 

He noted the guide is a smoking gun strongly suggesting the county remains open to a landfill at the Tiny Township Concession 2 site. 

“It was like a gift from the sky,” he said. 

The county’s environmental services director, however, says the guide summarizes responses to the most common questions he and his staff 

received from the public and the media. 

“It’s just what it is. It’s the key messages, answer to questions people keep asking,” said Rob McCullough. “It’s clarification for those who might 

speak to the public.” 

Highlighted at last week’s CMC meeting, the document outlines Site 41’s attributes as a landfill site, as well as the county’s plans to winterize the 

site and to proceed with a waste management strategy. 

It also notes the county “made a positive decision in retaining the certificate of approval.” 

In background for discussing Simcoe North MPP Garfield Dunlop’s private members’ bill to stop the landfill site, the guide says retaining the 

certificate “is the only way to truly ensure the county’s direction is maintained.” 

Ogden said any mention of a “direction” is inappropriate, especially since the county has not yet concluded its waste management strategic plan. 

“This is an inappropriate document and should have been sent to the CMC immediately. This is all about Site 41,” he said. “There is a lot going on 

in the County of Simcoe, ongoing things that are part of a plan.” 

The guide also asserts that hydrogeological data over a 20-year period shows the site to be “superior to all other sites considered for the North 

Simcoe area.” 

The document further notes the certificate of approval “confirmed the sound science behind the landfill, deemed it to be environmentally 

responsible, and in partnership with zoning bylaws, it has the net effect of increasing the value of the land.” 

lwatt@simcoe.com 
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Simcoe eying Dufferin DEEPly  
By WES KELLER  

Responses from Dufferin’s local municipalities on the possibility of 
the county assuming waste management responsibilities has been 
“disappointing but predictable” says Shelburne Mayor Ed Crewson, 
chairman of the county committee responsible for development of 
DEEP, the Dufferin EcoEnergy Park.  

The question had been put to the municipalities, four of whom have 
landfill sites in operation, as part of a feasibility study for the 
proposed thermal treatment plant in DEEP.  

So far, there has been no consensus among the municipalities about 
the conditions under which the county should take charge. Amaranth 
has said there should be public meetings, and Melancthon 
responded that it has 75 years left for its dump.  

But, on the bright side of things, neighbouring Simcoe County has 
charge of waste management but has been unable to develop a 
landfill site – and it is eying Dufferin as a possible outlet for its 65,000 
annual tonnes of waste.  

Stantec is Simcoe’s consultant. Recently Public Works Director 
Trevor Lewis responded to a Stantec questionnaire by outlining the 
capacity and nature of the proposed thermal treatment plant.  

Mayor Crewson said in an interview that if Dufferin could attract the 
Simcoe waste for the DEEP project, it would enable the county to 
proceed with a $50-million installation with a capacity of 70,000 
tonnes – sufficient to achieve economies of scale.  

But the proposition becomes even better when the benefits of 
compost have been factored in.  

The mayor said methane from the composter could be added to the 
gasification process as an enrichment to increase the capacity of the 
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70,000- tonne plant to something in the order of 85,000 tonnes, 
according to engineering information provided to him.  

Mr. Lewis said he assumes that Stantec would have sent the 
questionnaire to more than just Dufferin, but he had responded with 
optimism.  
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Ensure transparency at public meetings on waste, warden 
urged  

Posted 8 days ago  

Warden Cal Patterson has been urged to intervene to ensure that public meetings to deal with any county waste management strategy be
"transparent, fair and objective." The request comes on the heels of a county consultant's recommendation that "the most beneficial form of a
public meeting in their experience have utilized an open house format" that would "include panel displays outlining the key aspects of the
strategy.  

Stantec -the county consultant -has proposed that a project team "guide the public through panel displays and be available to answer any 
questions on a one-on-one basis. Residents would be invited to provide feedback."  

The letter -signed by 130 people -says, in part:  

"Those of us who have been part of the Site 41 opposition for many years remember the County of Simcoe open house in Feb. 2003, in the
village of Wyebridge, to involve the general public for Site 41. This was a profoundly discouraging experience for the community. The 
County's account of what happened was completely at odds with what the public heard and understood. The result was a deep and abiding 
mistrust of the County."  

This time, the letter suggests, "the (waste management strategy) steering committee needs to be at the centre of the process. The
consultants should be there for technical support. Members of the steering committee should attend the public meetings so they can hear 
from the public and answer questions.  

Continued "At each public open house," the letter adds, "there needs to be an opportunity for questions to be asked and answered in a 
recorded public forum. The minutes would then become part of the public record for the benefit of the Waste Strategy Steering Committee 
and the public at large."  

Three questions were put to the county communications department for Warden Cal Patterson; two of them concerning the foregoing 
suggestions as to how the meetings should be conducted.  

Asked if it is his "intention as warden to present the request to council at its regular meeting or at the special meeting (with Stantec
scheduled for tomorrow), the reply offered on his behalf said:  

"It will be presented at the special meeting on January 28th with the Steering Committee's recommendations.  

The second question asked if the warden would "seek support from council to ensure there will be the kind of public involvement sought in
the letter (as detailed above), (keeping in mind that the steering committee is appointed by council and the consultant has been hired by the
county.)  

The warden's reply said, "the Consultants (Stantec) have made recommendations on the best way to gain public input and it was approved
by the Steering Committee.  

The letter also called on Patterson to ensure that what it calls "proper public meetings" be held, "so that people can come together as a
community and hear what the County is proposing and what their neighbours have to say."  

"Those of us who have the experience of other public processes know that the open house format is designed by consultants to benefit
consultants," the letter continues.  

It cites a number of objections to the Stantec format, saying the consultants: "control the framing of the discussion; can discard any awkward 
questions as being outside their view of what the discussion is about; can decide on the relevance of possibly inconvenient information that a 
member of the public may elicit or bring forward; control the record-keeping; control the selection of comments to be reported from the open 
house, and control the manner of the reporting.  

"The process is fundamentally undemocratic," it adds.  

The letter notes that the steering committee has held three meetings, each well-attended by members of the public, but no opportunity was
provided "at the end of these meetings for the public to ask questions or make suggestions.  

"The process as it is presently envisioned treats the public as a distant third party, to be distrusted and controlled,' the letter adds.  
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The letter also says there is confusion over a web site established by the county for public feedback.  

Will the County site "allow open comment for all to read" or will the comments be sent to the consultant who will summarize them for the
committee? the letter asks.  

Following is the third question submitted for a response from Warden Patterson.  

The waste management steering committee recently voted to defeat the following motion: "That this committee wishes county council to 
have no more landfill sites and stop putting any waste into dump sites here or anywhere as soon as possible."  

All four County Councillors, plus one public member, opposed the motion.  

The public now clearly knows where the four county councillors' stand on landfills.  

Where --as a county councillor and warden --do you stand on the continuing use of landfills and, in particular, on any further use of Site 41; 
whether it be as a landfill; (as suggested by a county councillor, a transfer station, or other type of waste disposal use?  

The full response, provided on the warden's behalf, said:  

"I would suggest that it may be somewhat unfair and premature to state the public now knows where the four councillors stand at the present 
time on landfills. We are only in the initial stages of the Strategy process where options are identified.  

We anticipate significant input will occur again when the time comes to select the County's preferred systems. This will follow the next stage 
of the process where the consultants will analyze the identified options."  
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County unveils waste tactics  

Updated 3 days ago  

Residents can have their say about a new Simcoe County waste management strategy in early February.  

County councillors heard a presentation on the process leading to a new strategy, by consultants Stantec, yesterday.  

The plan is to have a new strategy ready for Simcoe County council approval in June.  

"Solving waste management is a serious issue that council must address," said Simcoe County Warden Cal Patterson.  

Janine Ralph of Stantec indicated why such a strategy is essential.  

"As of today, there's only five or six years of operating capacity left in the (county's dump) sites," she said.  

At the beginning of 2009, only three of the county's six landfills -- Nottawasaga, Oro and Tosorontio -- had remaining capacity, about 767,000
cubic metres. With about 110,000 cubic metres of capacity being used last year, the math alone shows the need.  

Simcoe County requires a new strategy for handling its future waste after council mothballed dump Site 41, in Tiny Township, following
widespread public opposition last year.  

"Site 41 is not an option," said Ralph. "It has been taken off the table by council. Short-term."  

Ralph said the county's short-term options now are to modify existing landfills, to increase their capacity, or to use landfills outside Simcoe.  

"I think we have made it abundantly clear we are not in the mood for any new landfills," said Tay Township Mayor Scott Warnock.  

Ramara Township Mayor Bill Duffy said new technology might be the county's best hope.  

"We have six years of (landfill) capacity left and I don't think you will see a new landfill in Simcoe County," he said.  

Essa Township Mayor David Guergis said the province must convince business and industry to re-think what is produced.  

"We are a throw-away society," he said. "I think we need to push the province to (get manufacturers to) provide things that can be repaired, 
to reduce waste."  

Rob McCullough, the county's manager of environmental services, said the strategy must determine more than just where the waste goes.  

"It must identify the process and approach we can employ to increase diversion," he said.  

McCullough also said the county needs to know how much waste will need to be handled in the next 20 years.  

Such measures as full user-pay for every bag, increasing the recycling container capacity, more depots for bulky goods, clear garbage bags 
to identify recyclable materials, education and promotion are being considered for the waste management strategy.  

It could also consider whether to contract out the process of recycling materials, or build such a facility in Simcoe County. The same choice
could be made for organics.  

David Payne, also of Stantec, said the waste management strategy is still in its initial stages.  

"This is a master-plan exercise that will lead to a strategy," he said, "to tell us what direction we want to go."  

The public consultation on waste management options will take place Feb. 8, 9 and 10. Times and locations are still to be announced.  

Public information sessions have been scheduled for the week of May 3.  
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Steve Ogden, long-time opponent to Site 41, has presented the county with a long list of signatures asking that the public consultation
process, and the reporting of it, be transparent and accurate.  

"The process. . . will only succeed if the county listens to the people," he said in the petition.  

bbruton@thebarrieexaminer.com  
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Fears surface that old landfill may be leaking  

Posted 7 hours ago  

Town councillor Stephan Kramp wants to know if leachate from a closed landfill site is a potential threat to the source water that supplies 
some of the town's wells.  

Kramp first raised concerns in December during discussion of a bylaw to create a road authority agreement with Simcoe County and Tiny 
Township. The agreement would, among other things, allow the county to create a containment attenuation zone (CAZ) in the vicinity of the 
Golf Link Rd. transfer station.  

Council agreed in December to table the bylaw until the county provided clarification.  

When the bylaw came back for discussion last week, it was given first reading, then tabled again to allow time for council to meet with Rob
McCullough, the county's director of environmental services.  

McCullough proposed the meeting in a letter to town engineer Doug Baker.  

Kramp has suggested that the Ontario Ministry of the Environment (MOE) be invited to the meeting, along with members of Tiny Township 
council, because Tiny is a party to the agreement.  

"As I understand it," Kramp said in an interview, "there is a plume moving in a north to northwest direction towards Penetanguishene."  

"Our source water is in the Midland swamp. Do they (the county) expect it to eventually reach our source water? I'd like some projections as 
to when, and if, that could happen," he said.  

Kramp said documents he has seen contain conflicting opinions from the MOE and the county. "I have a number of questions for the county 
and the ministry," he said.  

In December when he raised his concerns, Kramp said that given the county and the MOE's track records concerning Site 41, "the only 
people I trust to protect the water of the people of Midland are the people around this (the council) table."  

The source of the leachate is believed to be the former Midland- Penetanguishene-Tiny (MPT) landfill that was closed in the 1970s.
Responsibility for it now rests with Simcoe County, which took over waste management in the early 1990s. The county-operated transfer 
station sits on part of the old MPT landfill site.  

In his letter to Baker, McCullough noted that the county has been monitoring the site since 1998 and that significant new monitoring and
investigations have recently taken place.  

The letter states, "reasonable use" of groundwater on property adjacent to sources of impacted groundwater and for determining criteria that 
are acceptable to the Ministry of the Environment.  

"Groundwater flow is mainly to the north with some flow towards the road allowance owned jointly by the Town of Midland and the Township 
of Tiny."  

"In order to satisfy Ministry of the Environment requirements," the letter adds, "a road authority agreement is required to be signed by both
the Township of Tiny and Town of Midland."  

The letter also mentions that the county consultants compile the monitoring data for the site and provide a bi-annual report to both the county 
and the MOE. "As with all annual monitoring reports for the landfill sites, these reports are public documents," it adds.  

The executive summary of the consultant's 2007-08 bi-annual report said, in part, that "an inorganic plume originates from the refuse
disposal area and extends in a north and northwesterly direction within the upper and lower portions of the sand unit beneath the county 
forest lands and towards the southern portion of the Unimin property."  

It also states, "there is no threat to water quality in local wells from volatile organic compounds."  

In an interview, McCullough said the word "plume" can mean many things. He said the MPT site never had a liner, or leachate collection 
system.  

He explained that if leachate was spreading, the county would have to acquire more land "so that through the normal degradation process 
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when it (the leachate) reaches a new property line it is within the provincial quality parameters, which are stricter than drinking water.  

"Basically, you have to own enough land to ensure that if it is spreading it is not negatively affecting someone other than ourselves," he said. 

"We either acquire the property or the groundwater rights for the property.  

"That's what we are doing here and (we have to have) the ability, if we choose, to put more monitoring wells in the ensure things are as our
consultants anticipate."  

news@thebarrieexaminer.com  
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County unveils waste tactics  

Posted 2 days ago  

Residents can have their say about a new Simcoe County waste management strategy in early February.  

County councillors heard a presentation on the process leading to a new strategy, by consultants Stantec, yesterday.  

The plan is to have a new strategy ready for Simcoe County council approval in June.  

"Solving waste management is a serious issue that council must address," said Simcoe County Warden Cal Patterson.  

Janine Ralph of Stantec indicated why such a strategy is essential.  

"As of today, there's only five or six years of operating capacity left in the (county's dump) sites," she said.  

At the beginning of 2009, only three of the county's six landfills -- Nottawasaga, Oro and Tosorontio -- had remaining capacity, about 767,000
cubic metres.  

With about 110,000 cubic metres of capacity being used last year, the math alone shows the need.  

Simcoe County requires a new strategy for handling its future waste after council mothballed dump Site 41, in Tiny Township, following
widespread public opposition last year.  

"Site 41 is not an option," said Ralph. "It has been taken off the table by council. Short-term."  

Ralph said the county's short-term options now are to modify existing landfills, to increase their capacity, or to use landfills outside Simcoe.  

"I think we have made it abundantly clear we are not in the mood for any new landfills," said Tay Township Mayor Scott Warnock.  

Ramara Township Mayor Bill Duffy said new technology might be the county's best hope.  

"We have six years of (landfill) capacity left and I don't think you will see a new landfill in Simcoe County," he said.  

Essa Township Mayor David Guergis said the province must convince business and industry to re-think what is produced.  

"We are a throw-away society," he said. "I think we need to push the province to (get manufacturers to) provide things that can be repaired, 
to reduce waste."  

Rob McCullough, the county's manager of environmental services, said the strategy must determine more than just where the waste goes.  

"It must identify the process and approach we can employ to increase diversion," he said.  

McCullough also said the county needs to know how much waste will need to be handled in the next 20 years.  

Such measures as full user-pay for every bag, increasing the recycling container capacity, more depots for bulky goods, clear garbage bags 
to identify recyclable materials, education and promotion are being considered for the waste management strategy.  

It could also consider whether to contract out the process of recycling materials, or build such a facility in Simcoe County. The same choice
could be made for organics.  

David Payne, also of Stantec, said the waste management strategy is still in its initial stages.  

"This is a master-plan exercise that will lead to a strategy," he said, "to tell us what direction we want to go."  

The public consultation on waste management options will take place Feb. 8, 9 and 10. Times and locations are still to be announced.  
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Public information sessions have been scheduled for the week of May 3.  

Steve Ogden, long-time opponent to Site 41, has presented the county with a long list of signatures asking that the public consultation
process, and the reporting of it, be transparent and accurate.  

"The process. . . will only succeed if the county listens to the people," he said in the petition.  
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Public meetings on future of waste next week 

February 05, 2010  

SIMCOE COUNTY - A number of concerned residents of three communities selected by Simcoe County for public consultation sessions on a new 

strategy for dealing with waste are calling on their neighbours to get involved in the process. 

The meetings are being held in Alliston, Wasaga Beach and Midland this coming Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday (Feb. 8 to 10). 

A concerned citizens group called Water Watch is concerned that the county didn’t give enough notice for the meetings and the turnout might be 

low. 

The county only gave a week’s advance notice for the open house session. 

"It's vitally important that our county councillors hear what the people are saying - that there has to be a shift away from garbage disposal and 

toward resource recycling," said Don Morgan of Midland. 

"Simcoe County needs to involve citizens because without popular support, there's no hope of making effective change," he said. 

The county's public consultation plan had been for open-house sessions with its consultants. Council voted to include public meetings after an 

appeal to Warden Cal Patterson in a letter that has now been signed by 185 citizens.  

Rudy Chernecki of Wasaga Beach said the options presently before Simcoe County include new and creative approaches that need careful 

consideration. 

"There's no magic bullet. Some proposals require more individual involvement, others are more costly," he said. "It's important that whatever 

approach is selected by council in June has been fullycanvassed and understood by the residents - because it will be the plan for the next 20 years.” 

Stan Copeland of Alliston urged everyone to get out to the meetings. 

"You need to come out and be heard or face having our water and garbage problems dictated by a select few," he said, adding that more sessions 

need to be scheduled across the county, so the politicians are clear on what people want them to do. 

"We have 16 municipalities, and residents of each one need the opportunity to find out what's going on."  

<!--[if !supportEmptyParas]--> <!--[endif]-->The following public consultation sessions have been scheduled: 

Mon, Feb. 8, Nottawasaga Inn, 6015 Highway 89, Crystal Ballroom, Alliston  

Tues., Feb. 9, Wasaga Beach RecPlex, 1724 Mosley Street, Oakville Room, Wasaga Beach 

Wed., Feb. 10, North Simcoe Sports and Recreation Centre, 527 Lens Self Boulevard, Bill Thompson Room, Midland. 

The open houses start at 4:30 p.m., the public meetings start at 7 p.m. at all locations. 

<!--[if !supportEmptyParas]--> <!--[endif]--> 
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County to host meetings on waste strategy 

February 05, 2010  

MIDLAND – Public consultations next week will let concerned residents tell politicians their opinions on a new waste strategy for Simcoe County. 

Meetings will take place in Midland, Alliston and Wasaga Beach. The Midland meeting is scheduled for Wednesday in the North Simcoe Sports and 

Recreation Centre’s Bill Thompson Room. An open house at 4:30 p.m. will precede the meeting at 7 p.m. 

The county issued a press release Friday indicating its diversion programs now manage more than half the waste generated in the county, but 

acknowledging the need to do more. 

“A strategy needs to be developed to further increase diversion, to reduce the amount of garbage requiring disposal, and to identify how the 

remaining garbage should be managed over the next 20 years,” said the press release. “The county is committed to working towards zero waste, 

while remaining fiscally responsible and good stewards for the environment.” 

The county’s initial plan for public consultation had been to hold open houses alone. Council voted to include public meetings after an appeal to 

Warden Cal Patterson in a letter that has now been signed by 185 citizens. 

“It’s vitally important that our county councillors hear what the people are saying – that there has to be a shift away from garbage disposal and 

toward resource recycling,” said Don Morgan of Midland. “Simcoe County needs to involve citizens because, without popular support, there’s no 

hope of making effective change.” 

Stantec Consulting has been employed to help develop a waste management strategy document. The strategy will consider and make 

recommendations on the county’s practices and facilities, set goals, identify diversion opportunities, and recommend collection, processing and 

disposal options. 

In addition to the meeting, an online feedback form is available at wastestrategy.simcoe.ca. 
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County seeking advice from public on waste plan  

Posted 3 hours ago  

(STAFF) -- Simcoe County is looking for input as it develops its waste management strategy.  

More than half the waste gene rat e d in Simcoe County is diverted through various programs such as blue box.  

There is now an attempt to increase the diversion, to reduce the garbage disposed.  

The county also wants to develop a 20-year plan on how the remaining garbage should be managed as it works toward zero waste.  

The county is encouraging residents to participate by completing a feedback form, available at wastestrategy.simcoe.ca.Information about
diversion and disposal options as well as presentations made to the the strate  

gy steering committee in December and January are also available online.  

The county has hired Stantec Consulting to provide expert independent advice to develop the waste management strategy document. 
Recommendations will be developed on all aspects of the collection, processing and disposal options for both the short and long term. The 
county is hosting consultation sessions this week. They begin with a short presentation and question and answer period beginning at 7 p.m.: 

Tonight-4:30 p.m. to 8 p.m. At the Nottawasaga Inn in Alliston;  

Tuesday -4:30 p.m. to 8 p.m. At the Wasaga Beach RecPlex in Wasaga Beach;  

Wednesday -4:30 p.m. to 8 p.m. At the North Simcoe Sports and Recreation Centre in Midland.  
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COUNTY SET TO HOST WASTE CONSULTATION AT NSSRC 
TODAY  

Posted 1 day ago  

Simcoe county is hosting a public consultation today from 4:30 to 8:00 p.m. at the North Simcoe Sports and Recreation Centre in Midland
concerning its future waste management strategy.  

A county news release says there will be a short presentation and question and answer period beginning at 7:00 p.m.  

"A strategy needs to be developed to further increase diversion, to reduce the amount of garbage requiring disposal and to identify how the
remaining garbage should be managed over the next 20 years," says the release. "The County is committed to working towards zero waste, 
while remaining fiscally responsible and good stewards for the environment," it adds.  

The county is inviting people to provide their views on the strategy, including the diversion and disposal options that are being considered. 
An online feedback form is available at wastestrategy. simcoe.ca  

Updated information on the strategy process, including presentations made to the Strategy Steering Committee on Dec. 16, 2009, on Jan. 
18, and to County Council on Jan. 28, can also be found online.  

DAYS OF FREE LAUNCH MAY END FOR BOATERS  

The day of the free launch at Pete Petterson Park may soon be over for some boaters.  

Midland's existing system allows residents to use the boat launch and to park for free, while non-residents can launch for free, but must park
elsewhere.  

However, a report presented to council's general committee earlier this month recommends charging fees.  

The fees proposed for residents was: $15 for a daily pass, $20 for a weekend pass, $35 for a weekly pass, $90 for a season pass and $350 
for a commercial pass. The fees for non-residents would be $18 (daily), $24 (weekend), $45 (weekly) and $115 (season).  

Bryan Peter, the town's parks and recreation director, suggested the money raised could be put into a reserve fund to help cover the 
$600,000 estimated cost of expanding and improving the road system at the park.  

However, he was asked to go back to the drawing board and bring back some different scenarios.  

Mayor Jim Downer and Coun. Bob Jeffery objected to charging town residents a fee.  

Downer said he will not support charging town residents to use the boat ramp because a lot of people can't afford to pay and boating is one 
off the few activites some families can enjoy. He said he wants to preserve a place for families to launch their boat and take their kids fishing. 

Jeffery reminded council the idea of charging fees has been proposed before. "I don't want to charge residents for launching or parking," he
said.  
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County seeks input on waste strategy  

Posted 1 day ago  

The shadow of Site 41 hung over the first of three public open houses hosted by the County of Simcoe and Stantec Consulting Monday.  

The county outlined a list of waste options the consultant said needed further investigation. And the options were laid out on the table,
followed by 35 minutes for questions.  

What resulted from the 70- plus people at the Nottawasaga Inn were questions about the process, and accusations the county lacks 
transparency and that it isn't sincere in its request for public input.  

"We're looking for your input, going into the future. You're going to be part of the solution here," said Simcoe County Warden Cal Patterson.  

But many of those attendance did not agree, stating the fallout of Site 41 remains.  

"This is the same kind of dog and pony show and you rushing things makes us more suspicious," said one woman. "We don't trust you -- and 
you can take that back to council."  

There were complaints the public had only a few days notice of the meeting, which was described as an "add-on" to the strategic planning
process; that the consultants had scheduled the meeting in New Tecumseth Township on the same night as its council meeting, and another 
in Wasaga Beach, also on council night.  

And there were complaints that residents were being asked to file their comments by Friday, or Feb. 16 at the latest -- if they want them to be
included in the first round of consideration by Stantec Consulting.  

"Twenty years and now you're rushing this? You want it by Friday?" said one resident of New Tecumseth, who declined to give her name. 
"We're talking about a 20-year plan. This is Monday. You want our input by Friday."  

Rob McCullough, the county's manager of environmental services, said the county is currently diverting about 54% of its trash from landfills 
in 2009, through recycling and green bin programs (closer to 60%, if all diversion is included). The county has four landfills in operation, with
an estimated capacity of only five to six years.  

"What we're doing is using zero-waste principles," McCullough said, looking at ways to further increase waste diversion -- but also looking at
additional disposal options, since the introduction of zero waste will take time to implement, and the county is growing at a rate of 2.5% per
year.  

Rob Graham, project manager with Stantec, suggested a number of alternatives that could increase diversion rates closer to 70%, including
going to a bi-weekly garbage collection, while maintaining weekly recyclable and green-bin pickup and switching to clear garbage bags, 
which would allow collectors to see if recyclables and organics were included in the waste stream.  

"The whole thing is to get the public to do the right thing," Graham said. "You make the good things convenient, and the bad things
inconvenient."  

Additional waste options included shipping the waste outside of county, expanding existing operational landfill sites, or pursuing full approval
for three partially approved landfill sites, including the Medonte landfill, near Coldwater, Site 12 (Sunnidale site, near the existing
Nottawasaga site), and Site 42 (Georgian Triangle, just southwest of Site 41).  

"There's nothing easy about waste," McCullough said, acknowledging that the current climate is opposed to landfilling.  

"We're looking at everything," from new sites, to shipping waste, to introducing new waste technology, consultant Angelos Bacopoulos said 
of the options. One option offered as a long-term solution: approaching Durham-York Region, to participate in a planned $230-million
energy-from-waste facility.  

McCullough explained that there will be further meetings in May, at which public feedback will be requested -- and although there is a Feb. 
16 deadline for comment as this stage, "we're not going to cut off any responses until the documents are before council."  

The documents and workbooks are available online, at wastestrategy.simcoe.ca.  

The final public open house is Wednesday from 4:30-8 p.m. in Midland at the North Simcoe Sports and Recreation Centre at 527 Lens Self 
Boul.  
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Mistrust dominates waste debate 

February 11, 2010  

About 60 people turned out to the first in a series of three hastily prepared meetings to discuss the future of waste management in Simcoe County. 

Many of those in attendance at Monday night's open house and meeting at the Nottawasaga Inn's Crystal Ballroom expressed anger at the short 

notice given for the series of meetings and a general mistrust of the county about waste after all the issues that arose from the Site 41 dump last 

summer. 

According to consultants from Stantec, Site 41 is off the radar. The county's perceived mishandling of that issue has left many residents struggling 

to once again trust staff and council; and that mistrust wasn't alleviated Monday night. 

Simcoe County issued notice of the meetings late last week, leaving the residents who attended Monday's session less than five days notice. 

Most at the meeting were from groups like South Simcoe Environment Watch and Gateway to Simcoe County. 

Worse yet according to the residents, they now only have until Feb. 16 to submit feedback on where they think Simcoe County should steer its 

waste management and diversion plans. Anything received after Feb. 16 "will still be considered" but won't be included in a report to county council 

due in early March, said Stantec's Janine Ralph. 

Director of environmental services Rob McCullough said the county put effort forward to notify people and solicit input. He said county council only 

approved the meetings at the end of January.  

"(Advertisements) have been published in as many ways as they can," McCullough said.  

Notices about the Feb. 8-10 meetings were issued Feb. 4. Radio spots advertised the meetings last week with little detail, lacking even the dates 

and locations, directing residents to the county's website for more information. Newspaper ads appeared in some late-week editions. 

Former NDP candidate Katie Austin from Elmvale questioned the lack of advertising, and asked how much was spent on the meetings. 

While McCullough said he couldn't talk specifics about the cost Monday night, a check with the county revealed the price tag for the three meetings 

was about $50,000. Of that total, $12,000 was spent on advertising and $38,000 for facility rentals and consultant's fees. That's in addition to the 

$200,000 the county has already spent to hire Stantec for the review. 

"We should have saved a ton of money by not renting the (Crystal Ballroom at the) Nottawasaga Inn. We put these (meetings) at our town halls," 

said well-known Site 41 opponent Anne Ritchie-Nahuis.  

She also raised concerns there could be a disconnect between what was heard at the meeting and what's presented to county and municipal 

councillors. 

New Tecumseth councillors were essentially excluded from the meeting held in their own municipality as it was held the same night as a regular 

council meeting. The meeting in Wasaga Beach was similarly held Tuesday night, the same night as that municipality's council meeting. 

Some residents said they felt the process was being rushed to accommodate an election year. 

One woman, who refused to give her name, said waste management strategies usually take a year and a half to complete, and accused Simcoe 

County council of trying to deal with a complex and difficult issue "within the election year". 

For many residents, questions were left unanswered and time is running out to have their say. 

A second round of meetings are being held in May, however McCullough said they will focus on getting feedback on proposals, rather than seeking 

input on which direction the county should head. 

Residents at the Monday night meeting called for a month's notice in advance of the second round of meetings, which are expected to be held in 

May. 
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SIDEBARS 

 

County facing waste crisis 

Simcoe County is facing a waste management crisis. Half of the county's landfill sites had no remaining capacity as of January 2009 - and now a 

solution is being sought. 

Consultants Stantec have been instructed to prepare a full report and submit it to county council by June. 

Part of that report will include feedback from public meetings held Feb. 8, 9 and 10 in three of the county's 16 member municipalities. 

Stantec's Janine Ralph said the process is in its second phase - evaluating options and assessing the current system of waste management. 

Phase three will deal with recommending a system of waste management and presenting cost and financing options. Phase four is implementation. 

She told about 60 residents gathered at a public meeting Monday night in Alliston that they wouldn't be talking "specific technologies to be used in

managing waste or handling composition" but more about how the county should approach the issue. 

Among the things being considered is internal or external handling of recycling and composting. The county could also be looking at reducing waste

tonnage, eventually heading toward a zero-waste model, said county director of environmental services Rob McCullough. 

Several diversion options were presented, including clear bags at the curbside, larger recycling boxes in homes, public-space recycling and special

event recycling. 

Ralph said the county needs long-term and short-term disposal options as it heads toward zero waste. 

She said Site 41 "is not an option for waste disposal, per a county resolution." 

Short term, the county could look at banning commercial garbage from landfills, while long-term it could look at internal disposal capacity at sites

nine (Medonte), 12 (Sunnidale) and 42 (the Georgian Triangle).  

Residents who attended the meetings were given workbooks they could fill out and return to Stantec by Feb. 16. 

A feedback form is also available online at the county's website at www.simcoe.ca. 

 

 

Timeline 

 

• Feb. 8-10: Public meetings gathering feedback on options 

• Late February: Consultants select preferred options 

• March 1: The steering committee meets to hear the results of the public consultations and what consultants have chosen as preferred options 

• End of March: System description and cost and financing solutions completed 

• April 5: Steering committee meets to discuss system description and cost 

• Late April: Workshop held with county council 

• Week of May 3: Public information sessions on draft strategy 

• May 17: Comments from public sent back to steering committee 
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• May 24: Draft strategy prepared 

• June: Draft presented to county council 
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Simcoe County criticized at waste meeting  

POLITICS: 'We don't trust you'  

Posted 4 days ago  

The shadow of Site 41 hung over the first of three public open houses hosted by the County of Simcoe and Stantec Consulting Monday.  

The county outlined a list of waste options the consultant said needed further investigation. And the options were laid out on the table,
followed by 35 minutes for questions.  

What resulted from the 70-plus people at the Nottawasaga Inn were questions about the process, accusations the county lacks transparency 
and that it isn't sincere in its request for public input.  

"We're looking for your input, going into the future. You're going to be part of the solution here," said Simcoe County Warden Cal Patterson.  

But many of those attendance did not agree, stating the fallout of Site 41 remains.  

"This is the same kind of dog and pony show, and you rushing things makes us more suspicious," said one woman. "We don't trust you --and 
you can take that back to council."  

There were complaints the public had only a few days notice of the meeting, which was described as an "add-on" to the strategic planning
process; that the consultants had scheduled the meeting in New Tecumseth Township on the same night of its council meeting, and another 
in Wasaga Beach, also on council night.  

And there were complaints that residents were being asked to file their comments by Friday -- or Feb. 16 at the latest -- if they wanted them 
to be included in the first round of consideration by Stantec Consulting.  

"Twenty years and now you're rushing this? You want it by Friday?" said one resident of New Tecumseth, who declined to give her name. 
"We're talking about a 20-year plan. This is Monday, you want our input by Friday."  

Rob McCullough, the county's manager of environmental services, said the county is currently diverting about 54% of its trash from landfill in
2009, through recycling and Green Bin programs (closer to 60%, if all diversion is included). The county has four landfills in operation, with
an estimated capacity of only five to six years.  

"What we're doing is using zero waste principles," McCullough said, looking at ways to further increase waste diversion, but also looking at
additional disposal options, since the introduction of zero waste will take time to implement, and the county is growing at a rate of 2.5% per
year.  

Rob Graham, project manager with Stantec, suggested a number of alternatives that could increase diversion rates closer to 70%, including
going to a biweekly garbage collection, while maintaining weekly recyclable and green bin pickup and switching to clear garbage bags, which
would allow collectors to see if recyclables and organics were included in the waste stream.  

"The whole thing is to get the public to do the right thing," Graham said. "You make the good things convenient, and the bad things
inconvenient."  

Additional waste options included shipping the waste outside of county; expanding existing operational landfill sites, or pursuing full approval
for three partially-approved landfill sites in the (Medonte landfill, near Coldwater), Site 12 (Sunnidale site, near the existing Nottawasaga 
site), and Site 42 (Georgian Triangle, just southwest of site 41).  

"There's nothing easy about waste," McCullough said, acknowledging that the current climate is opposed to land-filling.  

"We're looking at everything" --from new sites, to shipping waste, to introducing new waste technology, consultant Angelos Bacopoulos said 
of the options. One option offered as a long-term solution: approaching Durham- York Region, to participate in a planned $230-million
energy-from-waste facility.  

McCullough explained that there will be further meetings in May, at which public feedback will be requested. And although there is a Feb. 16
deadline for comment, at this stage, "we're not going to cut off any responses until the documents are before council."  

The documents and workbooks are available online wastestrategy.simcoe.ca.  
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Crowd skeptical county listening 

February 12, 2010  

MIDLAND – It was standing room only in the North Simcoe Sports and Recreation Centre’s Bill Thompson Room on Feb. 10, as more than 200 

people attended a solid waste management strategy meeting hosted by the County of Simcoe. 

The Midland meeting was the last of a series of three last week to get input from the public in developing a solid waste management strategy. 

Janine Ralph of consulting firm Stantec told the crowd the purpose of the strategy is to provide direction for the county’s waste management 

system; to make progress toward a zero-waste society; and to address processing and disposal needs for the next 20 years. 

She told attendees they would not be talking about “specific technologies to be used in managing waste,” but more about how the county should 

approach the issue. 

Director of environmental services for the county Rob McCullough said they are “very impressed” with the support council has given the diversion 

programs they have already undertaken. 

“They weren’t easy to implement, and we’ve got great community support and we’ve got great council support. The plan that comes at the end of 

this will be up for debate with council, and how council chooses to listen to the material put forward by the steering committee … will be how we will 

go forward,” he said, adding they are looking to June to have the plan in front of council for debate. 

“We know this is a 20-year plan. We know that on year two new things may happen that may need to be changed on this – much like an official 

plan. There will have to be revisions that will happen throughout the process. We are trying to build that potential flexibility in for it for when new 

reality comes in.” 

Nicole Million photo  

More than 200 people turned out Feb. 10 in Midland for a County 

of Simcoe public consultation meeting on waste management. 
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Residents who attended the meeting voiced their concerns about the short notice given by the county for the meeting, the short deadline given to 

provide input, and the various environmental impacts some of the options may present. 

During the more than two-and-a-half-hour question-and-answer period, Ray Millar, former chairperson of the community monitoring committee, 

stated the solution should be simple. 

“If the bathtub is overflowing, we do ourselves a disservice if we spend all our time debating whether it’s better to use a spring mop to clean up the 

mess or a sponge mop…. We would all be better served by turning off the tap first,” he said. “I see the answer to that problem being zero waste.” 

Penetanguishene resident Don Copping told The Mirror the meeting was not what he expected it to be. 

“I had thought it would be … much more open,” he said. “They’ve already made up their minds on three or four items, and (are telling residents to) 

line up behind these things or bugger off. It just seemed too fixed in purpose.” 

Copping added the county should have brought the public in sooner and established options after the consultations took place. 

He was also angered that all three of last week’s meetings were scheduled on a night that excluded municipal councillors from Wasaga Beach, 

Alliston and Penetanguishene from attending. 

He said he is not hopeful the process will be successful, given the six-month timeline. 

“Even if they got only 200 comments back, how do you summarize in time to move forward on this artificial schedule they have? I’m afraid that 

we’ve wasted our time,” he said. “After 30 years, they want to do this in a few weeks. I can’t believe anything so dumb.” 

A check with the county revealed the price tag for the three meetings was about $50,000. Of that total, $12,000 was spent on advertising and 

$38,000 for facility rentals and consultant fees. That’s in addition to the $200,000 the county has already spent to hire Stantec for the review. 

A second round of meetings is being held in May, but McCullough said they will focus on getting feedback on proposals rather than seeking input on 

which direction the county should head. 

Stantec has been instructed to prepare a full report and submit it to county council by June. Part of that report will include feedback from public 

meetings held Feb. 8, 9 and 10. 

Residents who attended the meetings were given workbooks to fill out and return to Stantec. A feedback form is also available on the county’s 

website at www.simcoe.ca. 

– With files from Matthew Talbot and Laurie Watt 
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County: Report will include public input 

February 12, 2010  

ALLISTON – Simcoe County is facing a waste-management crisis. Half of the county’s landfill sites had no remaining capacity as of January 2009, 

and now a solution is being sought. 

Consulting firm Stantec has been instructed to prepare a full report and submit it to county council by June. Part of that report will include feedback 

from public meetings held Feb. 8, 9 and 10 in three of the county’s 16 municipalities, including Midland. 

Stantec’s Janine Ralph said the process is in its second phase: evaluating options and assessing the current system of waste management. 

Phase 3 will deal with recommending a system of waste management and presenting cost and financing options. Phase 4 is implementation. 

She said Phase 2 was not intended to be a forum for discussing “specific technologies to be used in managing waste or handling composition,” but 

more about how the county should approach the issue. 

Among the items being considered is the issue of internal or external handling of recycling and composting. 

The county could also be looking at reducing waste tonnage, eventually heading toward a zero-waste model, said county director of environmental 

services Rob McCullough. 

Several diversion options are being discussed, including clear bags at the curbside, larger recycling bins in homes, public-space recycling and 

recycling at special events. 

Ralph said the county needs long- and short-term disposal options as it heads toward zero waste. She said Site 41 “is not an option for waste 

disposal, per a county resolution.” 

In the short term, the county could look at banning commercial garbage from landfills, while the long term could include taking a look at internal 

disposal capacity at sites nine (Medonte), 12 (Sunnidale) and 42 (the Georgian Triangle). 

TIMELINE 

• Feb. 8-10: Public meetings gathering feedback on options 

• Late February: Consultants select preferred options 

• March 1: Steering committee meets to hear the results of the public consultations and to learn what consultants have chosen as preferred 

options 

• End of March: System description and cost and financing solutions completed 

• April 5: Steering committee meets to discuss system description and cost 

• Late April: Workshop held with county council 

• Week of May 3: Public information sessions on draft strategy 

• May 17: Comments from public sent back to steering committee 

• May 24: Draft strategy prepared 
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• June: Draft presented to county council 
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Issues of mistrust, short notice dominate waste discussion 

February 16, 2010  

About 60 people turned out to the first in a series of three hastily prepared meetings to discuss the future of waste management in Simcoe County.  

Many of those in attendance at Monday night's open house and meeting at the Nottawasaga Inn's Crystal Ballroom expressed anger at the short 

notice given for the series of meetings and a general mistrust of the county about waste after all the issues that arose from the Site 41 dump last 

summer. 

According to consultants from Stantec, Site 41 is off the radar. The county's perceived mishandling of that issue has left many residents struggling 

to once again trust staff and council; and that mistrust wasn't alleviated Monday night. 

Simcoe County issued notice of the meetings late last week, leaving the residents who attended Monday's session less than five days notice. 

Most at the meeting were from groups like South Simcoe Environment Watch and Gateway to Simcoe County. 

Worse yet according to the residents, they now only have until Feb. 16 to submit feedback on where they think Simcoe County should steer its 

waste management and diversion plans. Anything received after Feb. 16 "will still be considered" but won't be included in a report to county council 

due in early March, said Stantec's Janine Ralph. 

Director of environmental services Rob McCullough said the county put effort forward to notify people and solicit input. He said county council only 

approved the meetings at the end of January.  

"(Advertisements) have been published in as many ways as they can," McCullough said.  

Notices about the Feb. 8-10 meetings were issued Feb. 4. Radio spots advertised the meetings last week with little detail, lacking even the dates 

and locations, directing residents to the county's website for more information. Newspaper ads appeared in some late-week editions. 

Former NDP candidate Katie Austin from Elmvale questioned the lack of advertising, and asked how much was spent on the meetings. 

While McCullough said he couldn't talk specifics about the cost Monday night, a check with the county revealed the price tag for the three meetings 

was about $50,000. Of that total, $12,000 was spent on advertising and $38,000 for facility rentals and consultant's fees. That's in addition to the 

$200,000 the county has already spent to hire Stantec for the review. 

"We should have saved a ton of money by not renting the (Crystal Ballroom at the) Nottawasaga Inn. We put these (meetings) at our town halls," 

said well-known Site 41 opponent Anne Ritchie-Nahuis.  

She also raised concerns there could be a disconnect between what was heard at the meeting and what's presented to county and municipal 

councillors. 

New Tecumseth councillors were essentially excluded from the meeting held in their own municipality as it was held the same night as a regular 

council meeting. The meeting in Wasaga Beach was similarly held Tuesday night, the same night as that municipality's council meeting. 

Some residents said they felt the process was being rushed to accommodate an election year. 

One woman, who refused to give her name, said waste management strategies usually take a year and a half to complete, and accused Simcoe 

County council of trying to deal with a complex and difficult issue "within the election year". 

For many residents, questions were left unanswered and time is running out to have their say. 

A second round of meetings are being held in May, however McCullough said they will focus on getting feedback on proposals, rather than seeking 

input on which direction the county should head. 
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Residents at the Monday night meeting called for a month's notice in advance of the second round of meetings, which are expected to be held in 

May. 

 

- With files from Laurie Watt 

Simcoe County looking for input into waste management  
Simcoe County is facing a waste management crisis. Half of the county's landfill sites had no remaining capacity as of January 2009 - and now a 

solution is being sought. 

Consultants Stantec have been instructed to prepare a full report and submit it to county council by June. 

Part of that report will include feedback from public meetings held Feb. 8, 9 and 10 in three of the county's 16 member municipalities. 

Stantec's Janine Ralph said the process is in its second phase - evaluating options and assessing the current system of waste management. 

Phase three will deal with recommending a system of waste management and presenting cost and financing options. Phase four is implementation. 

She told about 60 residents gathered at a public meeting Monday night in Alliston that they wouldn't be talking "specific technologies to be used in 

managing waste or handling composition" but more about how the county should approach the issue. 

Among the things being considered is internal or external handling of recycling and composting. The county could also be looking at reducing waste 

tonnage, eventually heading toward a zero-waste model, said county director of environmental services Rob McCullough. 

Several diversion options were presented, including clear bags at the curbside, larger recycling boxes in homes, public-space recycling and special 

event recycling. 

Ralph said the county needs long-term and short-term disposal options as it heads toward zero waste. 

She said Site 41 "is not an option for waste disposal, per a county resolution." 

Short term, the county could look at banning commercial garbage from landfills, while long-term it could look at internal disposal capacity at sites 

nine (Medonte), 12 (Sunnidale) and 42 (the Georgian Triangle).  

Residents who attended the meetings were given workbooks they could fill out and return to Stantec by Feb. 16. 

A feedback form is also available online at the county's website at www.simcoe.ca. 

Timeline 
• Feb. 8-10: Public meetings gathering feedback on options 

• Late February: Consultants select preferred options 

• March 1: The steering committee meets to hear the results of the public consultations and what consultants have chosen as preferred options 

• End of March: System description and cost and financing solutions completed 

• April 5: Steering committee meets to discuss system description and cost 

• Late April: Workshop held with county council 

• Week of May 3: Public information sessions on draft strategy 

• May 17: Comments from public sent back to steering committee 

• May 24: Draft strategy prepared 

• June: Draft presented to county council 
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Residents voice opinion on waste management 

February 16, 2010  

Representatives of Simcoe County's Environmental Services and its waste management consultants kept their cool in the face of barbs thrown from 

area residents at a Feb. 9 public consultation on the county's solid waste management strategy. 

While the county received several compliments on its initiatives to reduce and divert solid waste going to landfill, many criticisms were aired by the 

nearly 75 citizens in attendance at the Wasaga Beach RecPlex. 

The residents from across the county spoke up in a question and answer period following a presentation about the current status of the waste 

management strategy for the next 20 years. 

One resident questioned the use of disposable coffee cups at the meeting and noted the presenters were using plastic water bottles. 

"Is the water in this building not potable?" she asked, adding that, "it doesn't give me a lot of faith in the people who are here to lead us." 

Another noted that the missing piece in the presentation was a vision statement. When the U.S. wanted to put a man on the moon, she said, they 

simply stated, 'in 10 years we will put a man on the moon.' She encouraged the county to make a similarly simple, short statement of the goal. 

"We agree we need to have a vision statement first," said Stantec Consulting's Janine Ralph, adding that the original vision statement has already 

undergone one adjustment. 

Those making the presentation were Stantec's Janine Ralph and David Payne and Rob McCullough, the county's director of environmental services. 

Members of the steering committee seated in the audience were then introduced to the gathering. 

Juergen Keller of Stayner said when he came here from Europe he was amazed at how far behind we are in this country regarding methods of 

waste disposal. He recommended that the county look a little bit further as "there are solutions out there." 

McCullough told The Sun that, " the MOE has made it clear to us that they will consider incineration." 

Kelly Clune said the county could have saved a lot of money if it had not ignored the advice of many experts living in the area. 

Kate Dewey of Tiny Township said it seems like the county is not working with the provincial Ministry of the Environment.  

Joanne Saunders photo  

Terry and George Glover of Wasaga Beach were among the many 

dedicated Simcoe County residents devoting at least an hour to 

fill out the waste management workbook Feb. 9 at the RecPlex. 
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Many attendees were heard to complain about the 22 page workbook they were asked to fill out responding to many questions about the course of 

action they felt the county should be taking to deal with the issue. 

"It took me an hour to fill this out," said Valerie Powell of Oro-Medonte, a Green Party candidate. 

"I'm not so sure the political will is there (to reduce garbage going to landfill) without pressure from all of us," she said. 

McCullough's explanation for the lengthy questionnaire was that, "it's a complex issue, involving no simple yes or no answers." Those who didn't 

wish to fill out the entire workbook could choose to simply fill out the back page, he said, or complete it and mail it in. 

Those wishing to comment online may visit simcoe.ca/municipalservices/wastemanagement/strateg residents spoke up in a question and answer 

period. 
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Waste debate a matter of trust  

Updated 1 hour ago  

Simcoe County officials are having to overcome public trust issues as they try to move forward on ways to deal with garbage over the next 
two decades.  

That was apparent last Wednesday when the county and staff from Stantec Consulting hosted the last of three public open houses designed 
to explain progress being made in developing a waste management strategy and to elicit public comment and suggestions.  

County Warden Cal Patterson told a crowd of about 100 people in Midland, Wednesday, to "be gentle," because the meeting wasn't about
controversial landfill Site 41, but rather how the county can handle garbage over the next 20 years.  

The county has stated it wants to further increase diversion and to reduce the amount of garbage requiring disposal. The county's diversion
programs now manage more than half the waste generated in Simcoe County.  

The majority of those in attendance at the Midland meeting were veterans of the summer-long battle to stop Site 41.  

While Patterson said the meeting was not about the controversial landfill, the questions and speeches signalled that, for many, the war is far 
from over.  

Patterson said the county's waste management steering committee has held some productive meetings.  

"They have come up with possible solutions for the future, but no decisions have been made," he said. "They've got a list of opportunities
and recommendations. We are looking for the same from you tonight."  

County councillors voted last September to abandon controversial landfill Site 41, which was being developed north of Elmvale, following
staunch public opposition and an organized campaign against its construction. The chief concern was that the dump could contaminate local
groundwater, purported to be some of the freshest on Earth.  

Officials from Simcoe County and Stantec Consulting hosted public open houses to investigate better ways to deal with garbage in the 
future. The meetings were held last Monday in Alliston, Tuesday in Wasaga Beach and Wednesday in Midland.  

Rob McCullough, the county's manager of environmental services, says the meetings should revolve around waste diversion and lessening 
the amount of garbage that is buried in the ground, with the ultimate goal being zero waste.  

One of the major concerns voiced at the Midland meeting centred on ending the use of landfills in favour of adopting a zero waste approach 
to waste management.  

One woman, who claimed she had attended all three meetings, said the process is a charade, "because Simcoe County has already decided 
what it's going to do and it's not zero waste."  

Tiny Township mayoral candidate Ray Millar, a former chair of the Site 41 community monitoring committee, sharply criticized the county's
decision to rush the process of developing a strategy.  

"For several years, I've been advocating that the county create a waste management master plan, which is a legislated requirement of the
provincial  

policy statement for all municipalities of over 100,000," he said. "To suggest that it came upon them suddenly and has to be done in six 
months is really quite incorrect.  

"We do ourselves a disservice if we rush this process," Millar added. "It's more important that we get it done right, rather than we get it done
quick."  
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Dump must be trashed in order to rebuild trust  

Posted 3 hours ago  

Public trust is an integral ingredient to good government, but once lost is tough to regain.  

The County of Simcoe is discovering this as it attempts to develop a new waste management strategy. Three public open houses last week 
had a familiar theme.  

That would be Site 41, the Tiny Township property which was, until last year, the location for Simcoe County's new landfill site.  

County council eventually bowed to public pressure and abandoned its plans for Site 41.  

But it won't go away, despite the obvious dilemma of what's to do with waste generated by the county's 16 municipalities during the next 20
years.  

One reason is that there is still a Certificate of Approval, issued by Ontario's Ministry of Environment, that allows Site 41 to be operated as a
landfill.  

Site 41 opponents -- fearful the property could be sold to private interests, then opened and operated as a dump -- have asked the county to
direct the MOE to revoke the certificate.  

This has not happened yet, and the opposition to Site 41 has not dissipated.  

In short, Site 41 opponents don't trust the county. They point out that it waged a 20-year battle to build and operate a landfill on prime farm
land, over a clean source of water, despite substantial public opposition.  

Now that county council has backed down on Site 41, its opponents don't want the door left open -- not even a crack -- for a landfill there.  

Revoking that MOE Certificate of Approval would go a long way toward restoring public trust.  

That trust is required if the county hopes to move ahead on a new waste management strategy. And move ahead it must.  

At the start of 2009, only three of the county's six landfills -- Nottawasaga, Oro and Tosorontio -- had remaining capacity, about 767,000
cubic metres. With about 110,000 cubic metres of capacity being used last year, the math alone shows the need.  

Short-term options include modifying existing landfills, to increase their capacity, or to use landfills outside Simcoe.  

Full user-pay for every bag, increasing the recycling container capacity, more depots for bulky goods, clear garbage bags, to identify
recyclable materials, education and promotion are being considered for the waste management strategy.  

It could also consider whether to contract out the process of recycling materials and handling organics, or build such a facility in Simcoe
County.  

But the clock is clearly ticking.  

Public information sessions on a waste management have been scheduled for the week of May 3, and the plan is to have a new strategy 
ready for Simcoe County council approval in June.  

If county council wants to meet this schedule, it requires the public's trust. Do county councillors and staff really want to keep hearing about
Site 41 as they try to develop a waste management strategy?  

Perhaps this schedule is too aggressive, too ambitious and too rushed. That's already been suggested by some.  

But this problem isn't going away, even if the so-called 'zero waste' strategy is the objective. It won't happen overnight.  

We are, unfortunately, a throw-away society -- despite our best recycling efforts.  
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Simcoe County needs a waste management strategy its residents will support, so public trust is a must.  

Closing the door on Site 41, and nailing it shut, would go a long way toward regaining that trust.  
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Lingering distrust overshadows consultation on waste 
strategy  

Posted 3 hours ago  

Try as it may, Simcoe County can't seem to shake the lingering public distrust associated with dump Site 41.  

That was obvious last Wednesday when Warden Cal Patterson, senior staff and representatives of Stantec Consulting hosted the last of 
three public consultation sessions designed to explain the progress being made in developing a waste management strategy and to seek the 
public's suggestions.  

Warden Patterson opened the meeting by assuring the audience that while the consultants have come up with possible solutions for solid a 
waste management strategy, no final decisions have been made. "They've got a list of opportunities and recommendations. We are looking 
for the same from you tonight.  

"I want you to be gentle," he urged, "this is not about Site 41."  

Most of the 100 people who attended the presentation were veterans of the battle to stop Site 41 and they had a singular message for the 
county: no more landfills. Many of those who spoke advocated adopting a zero waste strategy.  

Some people, including Tiny Township mayoral candidate Ray Millar, were sharply critical of the June deadline set for presenting a final draft
strategy document to county council.  

Millar reminded county officials that for several years he has been advocating that the county create a waste management master plan, 
which is a legislated requirement of the provincial policy statement for all municipalities of over 100,000.  

"We do ourselves a disservice if we rush this process," the former chair of the Site 41 community monitoring committee said. "It's more
important that we get it done right, rather than we get it done quickly."  

He later said in an interview that for the county to suggest the idea of creating a strategic plan "came upon them suddenly and has to be 
done in six months is really quite incorrect."  

Steve Ogden, who has spearheaded the campaign against Site 41, asked whether Stantec had been made aware "of the fact the county is 
in negotiations with Miller Waste Systems about development of a $30 million integrated waste management facility. They just need to locate 
a site," he said.  

He also asked if the consultants knew the county, "is in negotiations to acquire property at Base Borden for a waste management facility 
and, at significant cost, had hired a professional consult to assist in the preparation of a proposal that has a high monetary value (and which) 
can be sold to another municipality if the county decides not to pursue the proposal.  

"Can you reassure the public that your work is not being influenced by the County's existing developments but will, in fact, take into account
what's in the long-term best interest of all the people in Simcoe County?  

Janine Ralph of Stantec said the consultants became aware of old proposals when they were hired by the county.  

"There is to the best of my knowledge an old proposal that predates us by some time that has lapsed and is no longer an active proposal. 
There is not proposal like that as part of the information we are working with.  

"As far as anything else -the Borden issue -that's something else again that's not part of the process. We're not going through a siting 
process. Siting would be something that would happen after the strategy gets approved by council, if there are facilities that actually require 
siting.  

"Those proposals that pre-date our work on a strategy are not part and parcel of what we are looking at. We have identified the options very
clearly and we are not siting anything as part of this process. We are recommending an approach that if new facilities are to be developed, 
then a siting process would have to be developed," she added.  

(Information about the solid waste management strategy is available at the County of Simcoe website.)  
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1.0 Introduction  

The purpose of this Record of Consultation is to document the second phase of public consultation 
sessions held during the development of Simcoe County’s Solid Waste Management Strategy.  The 
consultation focused on Phases 3 and 4 and the recommended “Preferred System” resulting from 
detailed analysis in the Task F report dated March 22, 2010. 

1.1 OVERVIEW OF THE SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT STRATEGY 

In 1996, the County of Simcoe (the County) completed a Joint Waste Diversion Strategy which identified 
the need for an integrated waste management system. Many waste initiatives have been developed and 
implemented in the County over the past number of years, including implementation of source separated 
organics collection in 2008. In 2009 the County identified the need to develop a long-term waste 
management strategy to provide a planning framework and strategic direction for the County’s waste 
management system over the next twenty years. 

The County retained Stantec Consulting Ltd., a consulting engineering firm with extensive experience in 
Waste Management Master Planning, to work with the County Staff and Elected Officials, the Steering 
Committee and other stakeholders, to develop a Solid Waste Management Strategy (the Strategy). The 
purpose of the Strategy is to provide direction for the County’s waste management system through 
recommendations to improve current waste diversion programs, to make progress towards zero waste 
and to address processing and disposal needs for the next twenty years.    

Four phases, each with a series of tasks, were established for the purpose of completing the Strategy 
(Table 1-1).  Reports have been and will be completed for each of the tasks. As noted above, this Record 
of Consultation documents the results of consultation undertaken on Phases 3 and 4 and the 
recommended “Preferred System” resulting from detailed analysis in the Task F report dated March 22, 
2010.
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Table 1-1  Overview of the Study Process 

Phase 1:  Initial Strategic Planning 
Task A – Stated Problem Task B – Goals and Objectives Task C – Area that the Plan will 

Cover 
   

 

Phase 2:  Current System Assessment and Options Evaluation 
Task D – Current Waste 

Generation and Diversion and 
Description of Current Waste 

Management System 

Task E – Waste Management 
Needs Over the Planning Period 

Task F – Identification and 
Evaluation of Alternative 
Systems (Diversion and 

Disposal) 
   

 

Phase 3:  Recommendation of a Preferred System and Cost and Financing Strategy 
Task G – Detailed Description of the Planned Waste 

Management System 
Task H – Cost and Financing Strategy 

 

Phase 4:  Implementation Assessment 
Task I – 

Implementation 
Timelines 

Task J – 
Contingencies 

Tasks K & L – 
Monitoring and 
Plan Review 

Task M – Public 
Education Strategy 

Task N – Public 
Consultation 

Record 
 

The consultation process was designed to solicit feedback from interested parties regarding the Preferred 
System to be carried forward in the final draft Strategy.  The public consultation program was intended to 
inform and invite comments from residents, municipalities, and other interested parties. 

1.1.1 Summary of Consultation with the General Public 

Consultation on the Strategy has included ongoing consultation opportunities that have been provided 
since late November 2009, consultation events on diversion and disposal options, and consultation 
events on the preferred waste management system. 

The consultation process has included several avenues for the public, municipalities and other interested 
parties to obtain information and provide comments on the Strategy since late November 2009. These 
included: 

• The formation of the Solid Waste Management Strategy Steering Committee and holding of 
regular meetings of this committee which are open to public attendance. 

• Posting of information on the County’s website 
(http://www.simcoe.ca/municipalservices/wastemanagement/strategy/index.htm) including public 
notices, copies of completed Task Technical Memos and associated presentations made to the 
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Waste Management Steering Committee and Council, and the panels displayed at the open 
houses. 

• Media releases issued at regular intervals in the preparation of the Strategy to inform the public of 
the progress that has been made. 

• Notices in local newspapers and advertisements on local radio stations. 
• The creation of an on-line comment form and workbook to solicit feedback. 
• A first round of public meetings held in February 2010. 

A first Record of Consultation issued on February 22, 2010 provides detailed information on the 
consultation initiatives held up to and including the February 8, 9, and 10, 2010 consultation sessions.  
The purpose of this second Record of Consultation is to report on the comments and questions received 
following February 16, 2010 (the final acceptance date for comments on the first round of consultation 
sessions) and up to May 14, 2010 (the final acceptance date for comments on the second round of 
consultation sessions). 

Three public meetings regarding the Strategy were held on May 3, 4, and 5, 2010 in Thornton, Midhurst, 
and Coldwater, respectively. The locations of the meetings were chosen as they were central to a large 
portion of County residents which facilitated public attendance.  The purpose of these sessions was to 
gather public opinion regarding the preferred options for waste diversion and disposal in Simcoe County. 

 
The details and results of consultation with the general public are presented in more detail in Section 2.0. 

2.0 PUBLIC CONSULTATION SESSIONS 

This section of the Record of Consultation presents the results of the May 2010 public consultation 
efforts.  Three public consultation sessions were held in three different communities in Simcoe County.  In 
total, 122 individuals were recorded as attending the sessions. 

2.1 DETAILS 

2.1.1 Date, Time, and Location 

The following table (Table 2-1) lists the dates, times, and locations of the public consultation sessions. 
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Table 2-1  Date, Time, and Location for the Public Consultation Sessions 
Date Time Location 

May 3, 2010 4:30 p.m. – 8:00 p.m. 
Thornton Arena – Ice Pad 
246 Barrie Street 
Thornton 

May 4, 2010 4:30 p.m. – 8:00 p.m. 

Simcoe County Museum –  
Meeting Rooms A & B 
1151 Highway 26 
Midhurst 

May 5, 2010 4:30 p.m. – 8:00 p.m. 
Coldwater Community Centre 
11 Michael Anne Drive 
Coldwater 

 

2.1.2 Notification 

Notification of these public consultation sessions was issued through placement of notices in various 
newspapers, the County’s website (posted on April 7, 2010) and through radio advertising.  A media 
release was also issued on April 26.  Copies of the notice and media release are included in Appendix A. 
Notification was also provided in the County’s Managing Your Waste newsletter which was sent via bulk 
and addressed mail to all residents in the County of Simcoe during the later part of April. A copy of the 
newsletter is also included in Appendix A. Table 2-2 indicates the date and newspaper in which notices 
were placed. 

Table 2-2  Newspaper Notice Dates 
Newspaper Date 

Barrie Examiner April 8, 2010 
Innisfil Journal April 8, 2010 
Collingwood Enterprise Bulletin April 9, 2010 
Bradford Journal  April 8, 2010 
Orillia Today April 8, 2010 
Barrie Advance April 8, 2010 
Innisfil Examiner April 9, 2010 
Orillia Packet & Times April 8, 2010 
Collingwood Connection April 8, 2010 
Midland Mirror April 8, 2010 
Alliston Herald April 8, 2010 
Bradford West Gwillimbury Times April 8, 2010 
 

Advertisements were also provided through local radio stations.  The B101 and Chay FM 93 ran 10 spots 
(twice daily) between April 19 and April 23, 2010.  KICX 106FM and 104.1 The Dock played 10 spots 
each between April 12 and April 23, 2010.  97.7 The Beach ran two spots each on April 26 and 29, 2010.  
Rock 95 and Kool FM ran 89 spots between April 23 and May 5, 2010. 
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2.1.3 Open House Format and Information Presented 

The public consultation sessions were formally structured. Attendees were asked to sign-in when they 
arrived by providing their name and mailing address (optional).  Once signed-in, people were provided 
with handouts, directed to a series of display boards, and were encouraged to ask questions of Project 
Team members from 4:30 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.  The Project Team members available to discuss content of 
the display boards and answer questions during each session are listed in Section 2.1.4.   

Attendees were also encouraged to complete a workbook which they could either submit at the session, 
either in hardcopy or through two electronic kiosks, or return via mail, email,  fax, or for drop off at the 
municipal offices of Essa and Severn Townships or at the County Administration Centre. Postage paid 
envelopes were provided to attendees upon request. 

The display boards available for review at the consultation sessions are included in Appendix B and the 
workbook is included in Appendix C.  The display boards included information on the following: 

• the purpose of the strategy and consultation sessions; 
• incorporating Zero Waste into the Strategy; 
• reduction and reuse diversion recommendations; 
• general diversion recommendations; 
• recycling approaches and technologies recommendations; 
• composting technologies recommendations; 
• collection recommendations; 
• transfer recommendations; 
• long-term and short-term disposal recommendations; 
• waste projections for tonnes of waste to be managed; 
• waste composition if a 76% diversion rate is achieved; and, 
• the project schedule. 

 
At 6:00 p.m. Janet Amos, an independent facilitator, gathered the public together to commence the formal 
presentation portion of the evening.  Ms. Amos introduced the project after which Janine Ralph of Stantec 
delivered a brief presentation regarding the various diversion and disposal options (see Appendix D for 
the presentation).   The presentation was followed by a question and answer period.  Questions were 
directed towards the project panel which included Rob McCullough, Director, Environmental Services for 
the County of Simcoe, David Payne and Janine Ralph of Stantec.  The question and answer period was 
facilitated by Janet Amos.  A summary of the questions asked and responses provided are included in 
Sections 2.1.5.1, 2.1.5.2, and 2.1.5.3 below. 

2.1.4 Project Team Members in Attendance 

Representatives from the County of Simcoe and Stantec attended the public consultation sessions.  Janet 
Amos, of Amos Environment + Planning, was the facilitator for each of the public consultation sessions.  
Table 2-3, Table 2-4, and Table 2-5 indicate the individual members of the Project Team who were in 
attendance for each session. 
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Table 2-3  Project Team Members in Attendance on May 3, 2010 
 

County of Simcoe Stantec 

Rob McCullough, Director, Environmental Services Janine Ralph, Senior Associate, Practice Leader 
Environmental Management 

Willma Bureau, Contract and Collections 
Supervisor David Payne, Senior Associate, Project Manager 

Melissa Phillips, Technical Compliance Supervisor Lindsay Frith, Environmental Planner 
Sally Pridham, Simcoe County Support Staff  
Barry Godding, Simcoe County Support Staff  
 

Table 2-4  Project Team Members in Attendance on May 4, 2010 
 

County of Simcoe Stantec 

Rob McCullough, Director, Environmental Services Janine Ralph, Senior Associate, Practice Leader 
Environmental Management 

Willma Bureau, Contract and Collections 
Supervisor David Payne, Senior Associate, Project Manager 

Melissa Phillips, Technical Compliance Supervisor Lindsay Frith, Environmental Planner 
Barry Godding, Simcoe County Support Staff  
Jamie Moreau, Simcoe County Support Staff  
 

Table 2-5  Project Team Members in Attendance on May 5, 2010 
 

County of Simcoe Stantec 

Rob McCullough, Director, Environmental Services Janine Ralph, Senior Associate, Practice Leader 
Environmental Management 

Willma Bureau, Contract and Collections 
Supervisor David Payne, Senior Associate, Project Manager 

Melissa Phillips, Technical Compliance Supervisor Lindsay Frith, Environmental Planner 
Sally Pridham, Simcoe County Support Staff   
Jamie Moreau, Simcoe County Support Staff  
 

2.1.5 Public Attendance and Participation 

The following sections provide an account of the public attendance and participation, including a 
summary of comments/questions received at each of the sessions.  The presentation and question and 
answer periods at each session were audio recorded by the County of Simcoe. 
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2.1.5.1 May 3, 2010 

The May 3, 2010 public consultation session was scheduled from 4:30 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. at the Thornton 
Arena.  Attendees generally began arriving at 4:30 p.m., with several attendees arriving just before and 
during the presentation and Q & A period which began at 6:00 p.m.   In total, 18 individuals were 
registered as attending the session.   

At 6:00 p.m. the formal presentation and question and answer portion of the session began.  Opening 
remarks and a short presentation were undertaken for approximately 30 minutes. The question and 
answer portion of the session, which was scheduled to end at 8:00 p.m., ended at approximately 7:30.  
County Staff and the Consulting Team remained available following the question and answer session to 
provide an opportunity for all individuals to discuss the Strategy with the Project Team. 

Key comments and questions stated by the public and the response provided by the Project Team during 
the May 3rd session are shown in following table (Table 2-6). Note: comments and responses have been 
summarized and are not verbatim. In some cases, similar questions have been grouped together in the 
summary.  
 
Table 2-6  Key Comments and Questions during the May 3rd Session 
 

Comment Response 
Is the County considering the export of garbage or 
just organic material?  Does this imply a change in 
the County’s policy regarding import/export of 
waste? Also, the County previously looked at 
import/export together.  If the County is considering 
export of waste, but not import, does this imply a 
change in philosophy?  There is a concern that if 
the County exports waste, then it implies a 
willingness to import waste. 

Should the export of residual waste become 
necessary, the County would have to consider 
revising its import/export direction.  However, the 
Strategy does not include the import of residual 
waste to landfills. 

It looks like we’re trying to invent recycling and 
composting.  We should look to Italy, Austria, 
Norway, Sweden and so on, for technologies.  We 
need to stop talking and start doing. 

Some of the composting and recycling technologies 
in use in Canada today have been brought here 
from other jurisdictions including those in Europe.  
The process to site a new composting facility or 
MRF will take approximately 4 to 5 years.  There 
would be many companies interested in providing 
composting and recycling technologies, however 
the County would need to go through a Request for 
Proposals process to pick the technologies that are 
best suited and most appropriate for the County. 

I have been watching the progress of the SWMS 
since the beginning of the process.  A lot of time 
and money has been spent, yet nothing in the 
study indicates the direction in which we should 
proceed.  The focus seems to be on landfills.  We 
need to look at new ways to process and look to 

The SWMS does recommend new processing 
technologies.  However, even at the current 
diversion rate, there is not enough residual waste 
to support some new technologies.   It is 
recommended that the County form a 
partnership(s) to develop a processing facility.   
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Comment Response 
the manufacturers – we are paying to get rid of the 
waste they create.  Will information regarding new 
technologies be presented to Council?  Re-use, 
packaging and what to do with the residual waste is 
the problem. 

The Task F report contains a summary of new 
technologies, for example mechanical/biological 
treatment, plasma gasification, etc.  These new 
technologies will be presented to Council however 
the limiting factor will be the development of a 
partnership. 
 
The province has recommended changes 
regarding how the blue box program is operated 
and are supportive of EPR.  We are waiting to see 
the outcome of the provincial recommendations, 
however it may take some time for them to be 
implemented even if they are approved by the 
province.  In the meantime, it is recommended in 
the SWMS that the County continue to lobby the 
province.  The County reviewed the changes to the 
Waste Diversion Act (WDA) and provided 
comments to the Province. 

Markham has a 73% diversion rate.  Why is a 
representative from Markham not here to talk about 
their diversion rates? 

Markham and Simcoe cannot be directly compared 
as there are several key differences.  Markham 
collects waste, but has a limited depot system and 
is not responsible for all wastes; York Region is 
responsible for other waste services, including 
processing.  Markham only measures what it does 
and not the entire waste management system; 
Simcoe has a broader range of waste management 
services and accounts for all aspects of the system 
when calculating its diversion rate.  Markham also 
provides considerable leaf and yard waste 
collection to its residents while Simcoe only collects 
limited amounts of leaf and yard waste.  Collecting 
leaf and yard waste would be contrary to Zero 
Waste principles.  The waste stream in Markham 
and Simcoe is also different in composition. 
Consider newspapers – GTA residents like those in 
Markham read a larger number of daily papers 
whereas Simcoe only has a fraction of these 
newspapers.  Newspapers alone can greatly 
impact the diversion rate.  Markham isn’t doing 
anything to greatly increase their diversion rate that 
Simcoe isn’t already doing.  The SWMS is tailored 
to Simcoe County and recommends initiatives that 
are applicable to the County. 

The SWMS discusses the principles of Zero Waste, 
but cities like Austin, Texas and Edmonton have 
much more aggressive goals.  Why is Simcoe not 
pursuing a more aggressive Zero Waste goal? 

The concern is how to best integrate Zero Waste in 
the SWMS.  We are looking at what the County can 
control and are realistically setting goals.  For 
example, we are looking at progressively 
increasing diversion rates through Promotion and 
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Comment Response 
Education (P&E) campaigns.  The Task M report 
contains more information on the suite of P&E 
methodologies being proposed.  Also, it is 
recommended Simcoe set a per capita waste 
generation goal, which many municipalities have 
not done. 
 
There are many differences in how municipalities 
handle waste.  Edmonton processes garbage with 
biosolids at a mixed waste processing facility and is 
able to count these tonnages towards diversion.  
The product is a low-grade compost which is 
difficult to market.  Edmonton is looking at sending 
this material to a gasification facility and will still be 
able to account for these tonnages in its diversion 
statistics.   
 
The SWMS acknowledges other initiatives, such as 
Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR) which are 
outside of the County’s control.  It was important to 
set realistic goals in the SWMS by focusing on 
initiatives that are within the County’s power to 
effectively make changes. 

There is a lot of emphasis placed on the export of 
solid waste.  Does Simcoe County have any sense 
of responsibility for exported solid waste?  Virtually 
all IC&I waste is exported, however if you combine 
the residential waste with the IC&I waste, there 
would be sufficient quantities for various processing 
technologies.  Simcoe should be responsible for all 
wastes.  Simcoe should consider the carbon 
footprint involved with exporting waste. 

Simcoe has been responsible to-date in 
consideration of waste export.  For example, 
Councillors are very supportive of only adding 
materials to the blue box program that have stable 
markets in North America.  Staff frequently visit 
processing plants to which Simcoe materials are 
sent to ensure appropriate standards are in place.  
The same process would be applied to other 
facilities in the future that could accept Simcoe 
materials. 
 
The County has no mandated authority to handle 
IC&I waste. However, the County is currently 
working with the school boards to implement a 
recycling program within schools that collects the 
same materials that are collected in County 
residences.  The County is also investigating the 
possibility of rolling out the program to hospitals 
and homes for the aged. 
 
It is also important to note that, should the County 
build a processing facility, the County has no 
authority to force IC&I waste generators to send 
their waste to the facility. Waste generated by the 
IC&I sector is managed by private haulers that can 
choose where to take the materials, it is not 
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Comment Response 
anticipated that this will change in Ontario. It would 
not be a responsible use of taxpayer’s dollars to 
build a facility designed to take IC&I materials. 

All packaging should be recyclable.  Also, the 
numbers on the bottom of containers should be 
large enough so that a magnifying glass isn’t 
required to be able to read it.  It is confusing when 
some plastics are recyclable and others are not. 

Agreed. It is very confusing as to which plastic 
materials are recyclable and which are not. 

Dumps are out.  We don’t know what goes in and 
ends up in our water.  As for burning, where do we 
get the water to generate electricity?  What about 
burning batteries?  There is no way to properly 
dispose of small batteries, so everyone throws 
them out. 

In an EFW, waste is combusted to generate 
energy.  Such facilities are usually designed to treat 
and re-circulate process water, and are not large 
consumers of water. 
 
Batteries can and should be diverted at the HHW 
depot. 

We need to lobby manufacturers to ensure they 
produce products/packaging that is recyclable. 

The province has recommended changes 
regarding how the blue box program is operated 
and is supportive of EPR.  We are waiting to see 
the outcome of the provincial recommendations, 
however it may take some time for them to be 
implemented even if they are approved by the 
province.  In the meantime, it is recommended in 
the SWMS that the County continue to lobby the 
province.  The County reviewed the changes to the 
Waste Diversion Act (WDA) and provided 
comments to the Province. 
 
A staff member from the MOE also attends the 
SWMS Steering Committee meetings.  He is able 
to relay key messages back to other staff members 
at the MOE. 

We need controlled disposal.  Even if Site 41 had 
been approved, it wouldn’t last forever once all the 
garbage was loaded in. 

The Project Team is reviewing the diversion rate 
and by how much the rate can realistically 
increase.  By increasing diversion, the current 
operating landfill sites will have greater capacity 
which will allow them to remain operating for a 
longer period of time.  The SWMS recommended 
that approved Design and Operation Plans be 
obtained for Sites 9 and 12, both of which would 
allow for controlled disposal of residual waste.  Not 
only is it important to increase diversion, but it is 
also important to decrease the amount of residual 
waste generated to prolong the lifespan of the 
current sites. 

Is the blue box itself recyclable? Not in the County’s program. 
What are we worried about – money or saving the 
environment?  If we don’t pay for it, our children 
will. 

Comment noted. 
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Comment Response 
We need to know what mix of diversion and 
disposal is being proposed.  Simcoe County states 
that a preferred option has been identified.  What is 
it? 

The SWMS proposes an initial diversion target of 
70%, while working towards an ultimate goal of 
76%.  A number of diversion options, as outlined in 
the Tasks G, I, and J memo, have been 
recommended and will be included in the SWMS.   
The following disposal options have been 
recommended in the SWMS: 
 
No new landfills. 
 
For the short term, disposal would include: 
 
• Modifications to current operating waste 

facilities (separate bulky waste drop-off areas, 
redirect bulky wastes to Collingwood site and 
potentially grind bulky materials, increase 
enforcement for separation of materials) 

• Use of garbage facilities outside of the County 
(may include municipal and/or private sector 
landfills, existing EFW and processing facilities) 

 
Processing in the short or long term: 
• If diversion targets are achieved, the remaining 

garbage would likely be insufficient for the 
County to develop its own garbage processing 
facility. 

• Within years 1 to 5, if diversion targets are not 
achieved or if partnership options are available, 
proceed with formal competitive processes to 
pursue garbage processing. 

 
For the long term disposal would include: 
• Continued use of current operating sites;  
• Pursue approval for Design & Operations 

reports approved for Sites 9 and/or 12. 
Develop sites ONLY if regular Strategy updates 
indicate this capacity may be required; and, 

• Use of garbage facilities outside the County for 
a portion of the remaining garbage (preferably 
processing facilities) if reasonable longer-term 
pricing is available.  

Zero waste is mentioned throughout the draft 
document as a goal but this strategy does not lay 
out a path towards zero waste.  Where is the 
creative vision for a new way of dealing with the 
waste stream? 

The SWMS recommends an initial diversion target 
of 70%.  Zero waste cannot be achieved without 
involvement from the province.  A number of 
diversion initiatives are recommended in the 
SWMS. 

Zero waste will require energetic partnerships with 
senior levels of government to stop the waste at 
source, not a passive let’s wait-and-see stance.   

We are waiting to see the outcome of the provincial 
recommendations, however it may take some time 
for them to be implemented even if they are 
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Comment Response 
Where is the strategy to support provincial efforts to 
stop the waste at source? 

approved by the province.  In the meantime, it is 
recommended in the SWMS that the County 
continue to lobby the province.  The County 
reviewed the changes to the Waste Diversion Act 
(WDA) and provided comments to the Province. 
 

In fact, what is being proposed is the status quo.  
Why? 

The Strategy does not recommend the status quo. 
New diversion initiatives are scheduled to be 
implemented within the first five years of the 
SWMS.  The opportunity for development of a 
MRF, CCF, and processing facility will also be 
examined during the first five years of the SWMS. 

We hire a consultant to show us the latest and best 
ways of dealing with our waste.  Why are these 
options not before us?  Why does Simcoe County 
have to be at the back of the pack? 

Simcoe has presented waste management 
concepts that are applicable to Simcoe County.  
These options are ones that can realistically be 
implemented within the County.  The Strategy will 
be regularly updated and, should a new technology 
or options become available, the County can 
certainly pursue those options at that point in time. 

The strategy calls for Simcoe County to truck 
organics and many other waste products out of 
Simcoe County for at least 5 years.  What is the 
real cost?  Could we end up having to buy 
expensive carbon credits to offset the footprint? 

It is recommended that the County pursue the 
opportunity to construct its own MRF, CCF, and/or 
processing facility, or do so in a partnership 
agreement with a neighbouring municipality.  New 
facilities cannot be constructed in less than five 
years as it takes considerable time to select a 
technology, a site, a vendor, and to build these 
facilities. 

There has been no public consideration of alternate 
waste processing systems.  How can we decide 
what the waste strategy should be without an 
evaluation of what technologies and processes are 
out there? 

The Task F memo provides a thorough summary of 
various waste management technologies.  It is not 
the purpose of the SWMS to recommend a specific 
technology; we are developing a Strategy.  
Technologies would be determined through a future 
procurement process by the County. 

 

2.1.5.2 May 4, 2010 

The May 4th session was scheduled from 4:30 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. at the Simcoe County Museum.    The 
format of this consultation session was the same as that on May 3rd.  Forty-three people were registered 
as attending the event.  

At 6:00 p.m. the formal presentation and question and answer portion of the session began.  Opening 
remarks and a short presentation were undertaken for approximately 20 minutes. The question and 
answer portion of the session, which was scheduled to end at 8:00 p.m., ended at approximately 
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7:30 p.m.  County Staff and the Project Team remained available following the question and answer 
session to provide an opportunity for all individuals to discuss the Strategy with the Project Team.  

Many of the attendees had the same concerns as those raised at the Thornton session, and therefore 
these comment/questions and responses have not been repeated below. Table 2-7 presents the 
additional concerns and comments provided by the Midhurst attendees. 
 
Table 2-7  Key Comments and Questions during the May 4th Session 
 

Comment Response 
I commend the recommendation of a behaviour 
shift in the Task M document.  However, most 
suggestions for education are basically a one-way 
communication.  The document also discusses 
targeting education programs to children, but P&E 
programs should also extend to adults.  I am also 
disturbed about the information on page 11 of the 
Task M document identifying women as the main 
recyclers and that most recycling is generated in 
the kitchen.  Given approximately 50% of the 
population is male, P&E programs should not target 
women only.  When will the County leadership 
have a conversation with adults? 

 Comment noted. 

It is commonly known that there are three to four 
toxic dumps in the area.  There is no mention in the 
SWMS of how to remediate these dumps. 

The concept of site remediation falls outside of the 
study.  The County monitors a number of sites.  
The SWMS examined the potential to mine and 
remediate some landfills to regain the landfill 
capacity for use in the system, but determined that 
this was not feasible. 

What types of waste management systems are in 
place in other countries? 

The Project Team is very knowledgeable regarding 
waste management systems in other countries.  
Both Janine Ralph and David Payne have toured 
facilities in Europe.  We’ve also developed a 
database representing every technique available 
for waste processing.  Information regarding 
different types of waste management systems and 
technologies is available in the Task F memo. 

Please define diversion. In Ontario, diversion is defined as the amount of 
waste not going to landfill; that is the amount of 
waste that is recycled, composted or otherwise 
diverted.  To truly measure changes in behaviour 
however, it is important to look at the amount of 
waste being generated. 

Putting the waste problem underground is not the 
answer.  Waste should be put above ground 
because people need to see the amount of waste 
that is being generated. 

The Project Team is not aware of any jurisdiction 
anywhere using above ground storage of garbage.  
There are a number of reasons why above ground 
storage of garbage is not feasible, including both 
technical as well as health and safety reasons. 
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Businesses should be required to take packaging 
back at their store with the receipt of purchase. 

The County fully supports EPR, however EPR is a 
provincial responsibility.  The County supports the 
province in implementing an EPR program. 

If you build it, they will come.  The County should 
become EFW leaders for the area. 

The County does not generate enough garbage to 
support an EFW facility on its own.  Partnerships 
would have to be developed with other 
municipalities.   

In the past, when there was a reduction in the 
number of garbage bags, was there an increase 
the amount of illegal dumping? 

A reduction in the number of bags needs to be 
coupled with a really good P&E campaign that 
involves community interaction.  For example, six 
months before the reduction in bags, community 
“champions” could host coffee houses to listen to 
residents’ concerns.  Using this feedback, the 
County could address implementation issues (e.g., 
allow one month leniency in the number of bags 
curbside) and it would also allow the County to 
prepare its call centre for frequently asked 
questions. 
 
There is the potential for illegal dumping, however 
experience shows it only happens in the first few 
months after a change in service level.  The County 
could work with local municipalities to measure the 
level of illegal dumping now and again after a 
reduction in the number of bags allowed, to 
determine if there was an increase in illegal 
dumping. 
 
The County went through a bag reduction process 
in 2005 when the number of permitted bags was 
reduced to two.  There was an impact for a very 
short period of time.  However, when the County 
further reduced the limit from two bags to one, 
there was not a perceptible rise in the level of 
illegal dumping.     

If we are moving to expanding composting, why is 
the County not considering building our own CCF? 

The Project Team recommends the County build its 
own facility, however it will take approximately five 
years in order to select a site and the appropriate 
technologies, and to develop the CCF. 

We’ve talked a lot about residential garbage, what 
about garbage from the commercial sector and 
schools? 

It is not within the County’s jurisdiction to require 
the IC&I sector to divert waste and/or use the 
County’s facilities.  Because the County cannot 
force the IC&I sector to use its facilities (i.e., MRF, 
CCF, and/or processing facility), it is difficult to 
know how much waste may be incoming which 
impacts the size of the facility and the need to 
partner with other municipalities.  Therefore, the 
SWMS has realistic recommendations to continue 
working with some commercial/institutional 
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generators such as schools and potentially expand 
programs to hospitals and homes for the aged.  
The SWMS also identifies the need to work with the 
IC&I sector to determine if it is necessary to provide 
processing capacity at any facilities developed 
within the County. 
 
The County already has a pilot school diversion 
program in place so that the types of materials that 
can be diverted at homes are the same as those 
that can be diverted at school.  In September 2010, 
the program will be rolled out to all elementary 
schools in both school boards. 

I just ordered a new stove which came packaged 
with a large amount of styrofoam.  The delivery 
driver was able to take back the Styrofoam as 
his/her company has a buyer for styrofoam. 

In terms of recycling, there are differences in 
markets for various types of polystyrene.  Adding 
polystyrene to the permitted materials list for the 
blue box would be problematic as it would be 
difficult for residents to understand the difference. 
The cost and level of effort to process and sort 
styrofoam is substantial.  In addition, the 
processing plant in Ontario that was accepting 
styrofoam has recently shut-down. 
 
During Diversion Days at Adjala – Tosorontio, 
styrofoam was accepted at one point in time.  
Unfortunately, a quantity of small pieces of 
styrofoam contaminated the entire load. 

Has the County ruled out working with industry to 
build a CCF? 

The SWMS recommends the County proceed 
through a step-wise process.  First, interested 
bidders need to be solicited.  Then an ownership 
model (i.e., design, build, operate or privately 
operated) would be determined. 

The only residual garbage I have is plastics.  I take 
the plastics to my place of employment in 
Huntsville where they can be recycled.  Why does 
Simcoe not take these? 

The SWMS recommends looking at expanding the 
materials handled in the blue box program, but only 
if a stable North American market can be located.  
The County feels it is responsible for ensuring 
Simcoe recyclables are not sent overseas where 
the ultimate fate of the material is uncertain.  The 
plastic market in North America can be unstable 
and processors often open and close their facilities 
unexpectedly.   

What’s the likelihood of the initiatives in the SWMS 
being implemented? 

From a staffing point of view, we are very 
encouraged by Council’s support of the Strategy.  
All the diversion ideas and other recommendations 
have been presented to the Councillors who are 
members of the Steering Committee.  All the 
initiatives are still there for County Council’s 
consideration. 
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Why will it take the County three years to 
implement green procurement?  Three years does 
not indicate a move to zero waste. 

The Consultant Team tried to lay out a reasonable 
time-line to implement all of the initiatives.  There 
are many initiatives that are scheduled to be 
implemented in a short period of time, so the 
schedule was staggered so not all initiatives begin 
in Year 1 of the Strategy. 
 
Before a green procurement policy can be 
implemented, the County will need to investigate 
what the local municipalities are doing in terms of 
green procurement so they can implement an 
overall plan that is applicable to the County as a 
whole.  It is possible that this process could begin 
earlier; the Project Team will review the 
implementation schedule. 

For enforcement, the County should take an 
approach similar to that of the province – that is 
warn and then enforce as was done with seat belts, 
cell phones, etc.  The same approach could be 
taken with illegal dumping. 

Enforcement is part of the SWMS.  It is 
recommended that a grace period and positive 
encouragement be the first course of action, 
however enforcement can be used if necessary.   
 
A mandatory by-law is recommended that would 
require all residents to divert recyclable and organic 
materials.  However, additional resources in the 
form of by-law officers are required to enforce any 
sort of by-law.   
 
The SWMS also includes consideration for higher 
penalties to mixed-loads of waste delivered to the 
landfill.  The County currently charges double the 
price for mixed loads.   

 

2.1.5.3 May 5, 2010 

The May 5th consultation session was scheduled from 4:30 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. at the Coldwater Community 
Centre.    The format of this consultation session was the same as that on May 3rd and 4th.  Fifty-two 
people were registered as attending the event.  

At 6:00 p.m. the formal presentation and question and answer portion of the session began.  Opening 
remarks and a short presentation were undertaken for approximately 45 minutes. The question and 
answer portion of the session, which was scheduled to end at 8:00 p.m. was extended by over 30 
minutes to accommodate questions from the floor.  Furthermore, County Staff and the Project Team 
remained available following the question and answer session to provide an opportunity for all individuals 
to discuss the Strategy with the Project Team. 
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Many of the attendees had the same concerns as those raised at the Thornton and Midhurst sessions, 
and therefore these comment/questions and responses have not been repeated below.  Table 2-8 
presents questions and concerns of attendees that had not been heard at the previous sessions. 
 
Table 2-8  Key Comments and Questions during the May 5th Evening Session 
 

Comment Response 
I would like to compliment the County on the overall 
reduction in garbage, but I am still hearing the word 
landfill.  What modern recommendations are you 
proposing? 

We have recommended a system that could 
include processing (i.e., EFW, mechanical, 
biological, etc.).  However, the County cannot 
pursue these technologies on its own as it does not 
generate sufficient quantities of waste. 

When discussing a central location for processing 
facilities, has there been any discussion with 
Dufferin and Grey Counties regarding co-operating 
for siting a facility?  A central location or locations 
would decrease the footprint of trucking. 

The potential partnerships with municipalities 
surrounding Simcoe County will be examined 
carefully through a formal process.  The County will 
consider all options when considering its potential 
future partners. 

I am impressed with the refillable options for 
refreshments.  It is indicative of how to achieve 
zero waste. 

Comment noted. 

I am not satisfied with the 76% diversion rate – it 
should be 100%.  I am concerned about the 
comment which notes the County cannot reach 
100% without the province passing new legislation.  
The County is big enough to set its own policies 
and it can partner with surrounding communities.  
Corporations should be paying.   

To set a realistic diversion target, we looked at the 
waste generated by County residents and at the 
quantity of materials diverted in the blue box, green 
box and the depots.  We found through a waste 
audit, that approximately 80% of blue box materials 
and approximately 50% of organic materials are 
being diverted.  In order to even get to the 70% 
diversion target, 90% of all the houses in the 
County would have to divert materials 90% of the 
time.  The 76% diversion rate is based on 95% to 
100% participation.  A provincial/industrial change 
is required to get to these diversion targets.  The 
County does not have the regulatory authority, and 
only has a limited ability to implement by-laws 
regarding waste generation by 
corporations/businesses.  It is recommended that 
the County continue to actively lobby the provincial 
government to implement initiatives such as EPR. 

If the County had come to Stantec a year ago with 
a set diversion rate of 100%, would Stantec have 
taken the job? 

It is part of our contract to recommend achievable 
goals.  We would have clearly said that 100% 
diversion is not possible without a 
provincial/industrial change.  The only other way to 
achieve a higher diversion rate is through 
processing, and that is not really zero waste. 

I work for the County and we don’t have a green 
bin where we work. 

Comment noted. 

The landfill site in Coldwater (Site #9) is uphill.  
This meeting was not publicized as discussing the 
potential to re-open Site #9, otherwise this room 

Council passed a resolution that said there will not 
be a landfill on Site #41.  We are not talking about 
developing Site #9 tomorrow; we are trying to 
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would have been filled.  Site #41 was the preferred 
site, but it was turned down because of a very 
vocal group.  Are you responding to who is the 
most vocal? 

extend the capacity of the existing landfills we have 
and are also looking at transfer options.  Site #9 is 
an existing waste disposal facility with garbage in it.  
Any future use of the Site would include 
remediation to incorporate a liner and leachate 
collection system.  It is recommended that the 
County proceed to get an approved design and 
operations report for Site #9, but that the County 
should wait to see if the capacity is actually 
needed.  It is not a given that Site #9 would be 
developed, it is simply an option should the other 
recommendations not provide enough capacity to 
manage the residual waste.  It is recommended 
that as much waste as possible be diverted; and 
out-of-County processing and partnerships both 
take priority over developing Site #9. 

I am concerned that open space/public event 
recycling will not be in place until 2014.  Elmvale 
already has special event recycling.   

It takes time to move through a planning process 
and we are aware that there are good examples of 
open space recycling.  The County needs to 
complete an inventory of what activities are 
currently occurring to determine the best approach 
to take when implementing the system County-
wide. 

I am weary of large facilities.  Backyard composting 
is wonderful. 

Residents should continue to use their backyard 
composters.  However, the backyard composters 
cannot accept all the materials that can be diverted 
through the green bin program. 

Fifteen years ago, diapers were collected and 
recycled in Barrie.   

Diaper collection services have not been 
sustainable.  WDO has flagged particular material 
streams for further consideration as to how they 
might be diverted.  There may be a place for 
diapers in EPR. 

I recommend using compostable bags for garbage 
bags. 

Comment noted. 

Must be careful of bears when it comes to 
composting. 

Comment noted. 

As the owner of a veterinary services clinic, we 
produce only one bag of garbage per week.  Why 
are certain products (i.e., syringe barrels) stamped 
as recyclable but are not picked up? 

The County only manages residential wastes.  
There is a limit to container sizes that can be 
processed at a MRF due to limitations in the 
processing equipment.  Processing equipment can 
have difficulties processing larger containers.  
These larger containers may be recognized as 
cardboard by the processing equipment and can 
become a contaminant in the paper stream.  They 
also take up a significant amount of room on the 
truck.  Providing depot locations for these larger 
plastic items may be an option.  
 
Small items can fall through the screening 
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mechanisms and go into the residue that ultimately 
ends up in the landfill.   

Countries have been recycling farm plastics (e.g., 
fertilizers, silage wrappers, etc.) for years.  Why is 
the County not recycling these items? 

The County participated in a bale wrap pilot 
program, however there were many problems and 
the pilot was discontinued.    There was significant 
contamination in the loads. 
 
We are aware of actions by a new Province-wide 
body that would be responsible for management of 
farm-based materials such as pesticide and other 
containers and potentially bale wrap in the future. 

I am happy to see zero waste as a target, but 
disappointed the diversion goals aren’t more 
aggressive.  The County should do more to lobby 
the province – our politicians should be the ones 
lobbying.  We are too hung up on percentages.  We 
need to look at the bottom line in terms of tonnages 
and reduce the overall amount of waste generated.  
A lot of products can be made out of different 
materials. 

Comment noted.  The Strategy includes a 
component intended to address waste generation 
rates, by setting a target for per capita waste 
generation. 

With the recommended program, do you think 
Simcoe can forge ahead and afford this as 
taxpayers on our own? 

Many of the recommended diversion initiatives are 
not expensive.  The expensive items are the MRF, 
CCF, and processing facility.  The cost of sending 
organic material to Hamilton would include the 
capital cost of the facility.  If the County were to 
build its own CCF (or MRF), the cost would be 
about the same.  Partnering with another 
municipality would also decrease costs as 
economies of scale for processing would be 
advantageous. 

Why is the Strategy being completed so quickly?  
In a few months, we will have new mayors, 
councillors, etc.  Why is this being pushed through 
now? 

The recommended Strategy includes many 
elements that are recommended for 
implementation throughout the 20-year span of the 
Strategy.  Therefore, decision making will occur 
over a long period of time, involving the new 
Council later this year, and subsequent Councils. 

How many people have actually come out to these 
meetings?  All the others don’t care.  If there is no 
consistency, there is no compliance.  You need to 
make diversion as simple as possible and resolve 
consistency issues.  Why are there exemptions for 
apartment buildings?  Legislation is the best form of 
education.  Once a law is made, people can 
change quickly. 

We agree with the need for consistency. One of the 
recommendations in the Strategy is for there to be 
a uniform level of collection.  In terms of 
consistency between which materials are accepted 
in recycling programs, the municipalities are 
lobbying the provincial government to establish 
some guidelines.  A strong P&E program is 
required to ensure all County residents are aware 
of divertible items. 

There has been talk of moral obligations – however 
the County puts plastics in the ground and 
contaminates the ground water.  The MOE doesn’t 
monitor these sites.  I have all the plans and 
reports on Site #9 and I can share these with 

In the Task F report, there were a number of 
alternative technologies that were all taken to the 
Steering Committee.  The Steering Committee is 
able to discuss these and can ask questions 
regarding the recommendations.  However, we are 
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whoever wants to see them.  I have previously 
heard from County staff that nothing had been 
submitted on Site #12.  We are now waiting 
another 4 to 6 years for another integrated waste 
management facility.  Has the Steering Committee 
looked into all the alternatives? 

not talking about an integrated waste management 
facility, nor are we looking at any old plans that 
predate this study.   

Why haven’t you talked to Orillia, Barrie or Base 
Borden? 

Representatives from both Orillia and Barrie sit on 
the Steering Committee.  We also held a special 
session this afternoon [May 5, 2010] to which 
representatives from Barrie and Orillia were invited. 

Simcoe has lost a lot of money on developing 
systems in secret.  Has the County considered the 
environmental costs of each landfill? 

In the Task F report, environmental costs were 
considered under the criterion “potential change in 
net emissions to Air and Water, based on general 
Life Cycle Analysis of the systems”. 

If the Steering Committee has the ability to discuss 
alternative technologies, were the two alternatives 
introduced by Nickolas Rowe at the third meeting 
discussed? 

To support the discussion regarding potential waste 
processing, the Task F report presented 
information regarding a variety of alternative 
technologies that could be viable for processing 
waste. The recommendation is that the County look 
at partnerships to implement processing. The 
Strategy is not recommending specific 
technologies.  Technologies would be determined 
through a procurement process by the County, as 
part of future partnership approaches. 

Why can’t I shop at the dump? There is provincial legislation that does not permit 
scavenging due to health and safety concerns.  
The SWMS recommends establishing re-use 
centres where bulky items can be dropped off for 
re-use opportunities. 

Is the cost and financing report available to the 
public? 

Yes, the report will be posted at least a few days in 
advance of the Steering Committee meeting [May 
27, 2010]. 

What are the other policies and tools 
recommended to the County, besides pay-per-bag, 
etc.? 

There are many other recommendations including 
user fees, clear bags, bi-weekly collection, larger 
recycling container capacity, and so on. 

How do you plan on informing Councillors who are 
not on the Steering Committee? 

All Councillors are informed through the process.  
Reports go to both the Steering Committee and to 
Council.  A full day workshop is planned for 
Councillors in June.   At the end of the workshop, 
the Councillors will vote on the SWMS. 

What about the landfill sites that are leaching now.  
We need something that is real and will work with 
zero waste.  The seam in the landfill liners is only 
good for two years. 

The County manages approximately 40 landfill 
sites. Many of these  have groundwater monitoring 
wells and over nine of the sites have been 
remediated. 
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We haven’t heard about the money.  Are you 
considering marketing electricity from an EFW 
facility?  Have you contacted Edmonton regarding 
the Enerkem facility? 

The financial information will be presented in the 
Task H Technical Memo.  Consideration of 
partnerships for processing, would include review 
of costs which would consider the revenues from 
the sale of energy. We are aware of the Enerkem 
facility which is under construction. 

3.0 Consultation with Other Stakeholders 

In addition to the public consultation session held on the evening of May 5, 2010, an afternoon session, 
was held from 11:00 a.m. until 2:00 p.m., specifically for invited guests from the Cities of Orillia and 
Barrie, Chippewas of Rama First Nation, Beausoleil First Nation, and the Métis Nation of Ontario.  In total, 
there were nine attendees at the afternoon session, three of whom were from the Chippewas of Rama 
First Nation and six individuals from the City of Orillia.    The session was formally structured; from 11:00 
to 11:30 a.m. attendees were invited to review the display panels and interact with Project Team 
members.  At 11:30 a.m., Janet Amos called the meeting to order and provided a brief introduction.  
Janine Ralph delivered a presentation outlining the project’s goals, objectives, schedule, and the 
recommended options.  Following the presentation, there was a break for lunch at approximately 12:30 
p.m.  The meeting resumed at 1:00 p.m. and consisted of an informal question and answer period.  The 
meeting concluded at 2:00 p.m.  Table 3-1 presents questions and concerns of attendees. 
 
Table 3-1  Key Comments and Questions during the May 5th Afternoon Session 
 

Comment Response 
Was the City of Barrie invited to join in this 
session? 

Yes, Barrie was invited to join this session.  Five 
groups were invited:  The Cities of Orillia and 
Barrie, the Chippewas of Rama First Nation, the 
Beausoleil First Nation, and the Métis of Ontario. 

If export of garbage to the United States or out-of-
County export in general were to stop (i.e., gas 
prices increase greatly, borders close, etc.) or the 
IC&I sector no longer disposes of waste at the 
landfill, what percent change would you expect in 
disposal? 

Should the border close, we don’t see an 
immediate issue with use of the County’s landfills 
for commercial waste disposal. Over the last 5 to 6 
years in Ontario, landfill capacity at several private 
facilities has been approved, and therefore more 
capacity has become available.  The federal 
government is also considering regulating the 
cross-border movement of waste materials.  Other 
States (i.e., New York State) are accepting 
increased quantities of waste from Ontario. 
 

Recognizing that capacity is a major issue, have 
you considered landfill mining? 

The County has already completed landfill mining 
and remediation at a number of landfill sites.  
Landfill mining on the remaining sites is not feasible 
at this point in time, except for Sites 9 and 12 
should it be determined that capacity at these two 
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sites be required.  The limiting factor with landfill 
mining is the availability of capacity to use the fines 
generated through the process, as cover material. 

Exporting does not equate to creating a local 
solution. 

A suite of diversion alternatives have been 
recommended that all require local action and 
responsibility.  The export of organics and 
recyclables is intended to be a short-term solution, 
as the process to construct the facilities will take 
approximately 5 years.  Also, with potential 
changes to the Waste Diversion Act (WDA), it is not 
recommended that any new recycling facility be 
built until it is understood what responsibilities 
municipalities will have with the proposed changes 
to the Blue Box Program Plan. 
 
Including export allows the County some degree of 
flexibility and contingency.    For example, a large 
natural disaster (e.g., a large flood or an ice storm), 
has the potential to generate significant quantities 
of waste in a short time.  The overall plan is to use 
the capacity available within Simcoe County and 
extend the life of those sites by exporting as 
required.  Previous consultation with the public 
indicated residents were not so concerned with the 
export of wastes as they were with ensuring that 
the facility the waste went to was operated 
according to approved standards. 

Can you comment on the design of newer landfills?  
Are they more environmentally friendly?  Are there 
more safeguards in place? 

Yes, based on the regulations in place in Ontario, 
landfills are now built with a significant number of 
safeguards in place.  Also, with much of the organic 
material removed from the waste stream, there is 
much less decomposition and, as a result, less 
leachate is produced.  However, improvements in 
landfill technology does not equal public 
acceptance. 

For the County’s implementation plans, what is the 
role of provincial and federal governments? 

The Project Team has taken a hard look at the 
roles the provincial and federal governments may 
play in waste management.  In the first document 
of this Study, the Phase 1 report, it was 
acknowledged that involvement from the province 
would be necessary to achieve zero waste.  It is 
still uncertain as to what the province will do with 
the WDA.  At this point, we only have general 
ideas, but it is anticipated the province will pass 
enabling legislation this year.  Therefore, flexibility 
has been designed into the waste management 
system recommended for Simcoe County.   
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I don’t see any mention of mixed waste 
processing?  Is there more of an emphasis on 
public education? 

The proposed system assumed that the County 
would continue with its current system which 
focuses on source separation and recommends 
improvements to this approach.  Mixed waste 
processing of all materials collected as a single 
stream would be turning back the clock.    Mixed 
waste processing of the garbage that remains after 
diversion, may be an option if partnership 
opportunities are available. Public education is 
absolutely key.  We have developed an entire 
outline of P&E programs in the Task M memo.  
Although the County already has an excellent P&E 
program, we are suggesting new ways to better 
interact with residents in order to achieve behaviour 
changes. 

Rama would like to explore potential partnership 
opportunities.  The landfill is nearly at capacity and 
INAC encourages the export of solid waste from 
the reserve.  A central MRF also appeals to us.  In 
addition, we would also like to explore composting 
as large quantities of organics are generated daily 
in the Casino. 

Comment noted. 

Leaf and yard waste should be processed locally. The County encourages grass cycling at home, and 
collects only food waste in its green bin program.  
There are four sites in the County that compost leaf 
and yard waste. 

Diapers should be removed from the waste stream. Diapers are recommended for collection in the 
green bin should a new composting facility have 
the capability to handle diapers.  The RFP for a 
new CCF could specify that it must be designed so 
as to accept diapers and animal waste. 

Orillia would be interested if organics collection was 
expanded to the IC&I sector.  Orillia currently has a 
good vendor for recyclables, but would like to be 
notified if the County were to develop its own MRF.  
Orillia currently has sufficient landfill capacity and 
would not be interested in a partnership to manage 
residual wastes. 

Comment noted. 

What is the implication in cross-border waste 
shipments when you take into account a moral 
obligation to take back nuclear waste? 

This question falls outside the scope of the 
Strategy. 
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4.0 WORKBOOKS 

4.1 WORKBOOKS FROM THE FEBRUARY CONSULTATION SESSIONS 

The deadline for submitting workbooks for the first round of public consultation was February 16, 2010.  
Several workbooks, nine in total, were received after the February 16th deadline and are summarized 
below. 

• Respondents were generally supportive of the reduction and re-use options proposed as well as 

the additional diversion options. 

• Respondents did not support the elimination of bulky goods collection. 

• Processing blue box materials outside of Simcoe County was supported as was developing a 

facility within the County to process these materials. 

• Respondents indicated a preference for processing organics within the County. 

• Standardizing collection services for all residents was supported. 

• There was a slight preference for collecting blue box materials in two streams as opposed to 

single stream. 

• Improving the efficiency of the currently operating transfer stations was supported as was 

developing a new transfer station. 

• Respondents supported initiatives which prolonged the capacity of existing landfills, but they did 

not want commercial materials banned from Simcoe landfills. 

• Export of garbage from the County to an EFW was supported, but export of garbage to a landfill 

was not. 

• Respondents did not support the development of Site #42, but responses were mixed in regards 

to expanding one or more of the currently operating landfills and the remediation and 

development of Sites #9 and or #12. 

• The majority of respondents were supportive of developing some type of processing technology 

within the County. 

• Respondents agreed with most of the proposed evaluation criteria. 

Overall, the responses to these nine surveys were similar to those received within the allotted timeframe. 
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4.2 WORKBOOKS FROM THE MAY CONSULTATION SESSIONS 

Workbooks were distributed at each of the May public consultation sessions and were available in an 
electronic format at the public consultation sessions and on the County’s website.  The public was 
encouraged to complete the workbooks and submit them by May 14th for inclusion in this Record of 
Consultation.  Some session attendees completed their workbooks at the session.  On May 3rd, two 
workbooks were submitted, on May 4th, six workbooks and were submitted and on May 5th, four 
workbooks were submitted.  Additional workbooks were submitted via mail, email and the drop-off 
locations; one individual submitted their workbook by mail, 12 workbooks were received via email, one 
workbook was submitted by fax, and 13 workbooks were submitted at the drop-off locations (i.e., 
Township of Essa Municipal Office, County of Simcoe Administration Centre, Township of Severn 
Municipal Office).  In total 37 workbooks were submitted by the May 14, 2010 deadline and are reflected 
in this report.   Table 4-1 provides a summary of the responses to the workbook questions and a synopsis 
of typical comments received.  Note, percentages may not add to 100% due to rounding. 

A full set of all comments provided by the respondents have been placed in a separate document in 
Appendix E. 
 
Table 4-1  Summary of Workbooks 
 

Question Response To 
Question 

Comments 

Section 1 – Incorporating Zero Waste 
1.  What are your feelings 

regarding the 
recommended 
approach to 
incorporate Zero 
Waste principles in the 
Strategy? 

Strongly Disagree = 11% 
Disagree = 3% 
Neutral = 3% 
Agree = 30% 
Strongly Agree = 41% 
Did not answer  = 14% 
 

• Recognize the need for industry to be 
responsible for waste they create as 
well as for the province to mandate 
EPR. 

• The 70% target is too low.  The 
diversion rate should be higher. 

• A number of suggestions were made 
as to how to increase the diversion 
rate. 

• Break products down into their material 
components to recycle as much as 
possible. 

• Enforce recycling and ban recyclable 
products from landfills. 

2.  Diversion is the act of 
recycling or reusing 
materials to keep them 
from disposal.  It is 
anticipated that the 
County’s 2009 
diversion rate is 
approximately 53%.  
Based on what you are 
able to do in your own 
home, and what you 
see your neighbours 
doing, do you think a 
diversion target of 70% 
and more over the long 
term is reasonable? 

Yes = 73% 
No = 11% 
Did not answer = 16% 
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Question Response To 
Question 

Comments 

Section 2 – Waste Reduction and Reuse Recommendations
3. Is there a specific 

option to reduce 
curbside garbage that 
you prefer? 

Higher Priced Bag Tags = 
24% 
One-Container Limit = 30% 
Full-User Pay = 22% 
Did not answer = 22% 
Both Higher Priced Bag 
Tags and One-Container 
Limit = 3% 

 

• Support for re-use centers. 

• Initiatives should be implemented 
sooner than suggested timelines. 

• Consider options for positive 
reinforcement rather than negative 
incentives. 

• Concerns regarding littering along 
roadsides. 

• User-pay viewed as a tax grab. 

• County first needs to take a visionary 
approach to Zero Waste. 

• We should essentially recycle 
everything. 

 

4. Would you support a 
full-user pay approach, 
particularly if garbage 
collection were paid for 
with the fees, removing 
the cost for garbage 
collection and disposal 
out of your municipal 
taxes? 

Strongly Disagree = 16% 
Disagree = 19% 
Neutral = 16% 
Agree = 19% 
Strongly Agree = 19% 
Did not answer  = 11% 
 

5.  What do you think of 
the recommendations 
regarding reduction 
and reuse? 

Strongly Disagree = 3% 
Disagree = 5% 
Neutral = 16% 
Agree = 35% 
Strongly Agree = 22% 
Did not answer  = 19% 
 

Section 3 – Additional Diversion Recommendations 
6. What do you think of 

the recommendations 
regarding additional 
diversion programs? 

Strongly Disagree = 3% 
Disagree = 5% 
Neutral = 8% 
Agree = 41% 
Strongly Agree = 30% 
Did not answer  = 14% 
 

• Implement more quickly. 

• Strongly disagree with clear garbage 
bags. 

• Like the clear garbage bag idea. 

• More focus on IC&I materials. 

• More depot sites that are in proximity 
to towns/townships. 

Section 4 – Recycling Recommendations 
7. What do you think of 

the recommended 
approach for 
recycling? 

Strongly Disagree = 3% 
Disagree = 5% 
Neutral = 8% 
Agree = 46% 
Strongly Agree = 22% 
Did not answer  = 16% 

 

• Add more materials to the recycling 
program. 

• Consider bale wrap for recycling 
program. 

• Do not include Barrie and Orillia. 
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Question Response To 
Question 

Comments 

Section 5 – Organics Recommendations 
8. What do you think of 

the recommended 
approach to organics 
processing? 

Strongly Disagree = 3% 
Disagree = 8% 
Neutral = 16% 
Agree = 30% 
Strongly Agree = 16% 
Did not answer  = 22% 
Both Agree and Disagree = 
5% 
 

• Encourage backyard composting. 

• No CCF on Site 41. 

• Site must be away from homes and 
farms. 

• Implement more quickly. 

• Expand to include diapers and pet 
waste. 

Section 6 – Collection Recommendations 
9.  What do you think of 

providing uniform 
collection services to 
seasonal households? 

Strongly Disagree = 0% 
Disagree = 3% 
Neutral = 14% 
Agree = 41% 
Strongly Agree = 32% 
Did not answer  = 11% 

• Curbside collection is easier to clean 
up after. 

• Inform people about the variety of 
places other than the depots to take 
bulk items. 

• A uniform system may not be the best 
system. 

• Too inconvenient and costly to go to 
existing depots; results in roadside 
dumping. 

• Stop heavy pick-up. 

• Uniform collection levels the playing 
field. 

• Make it easy. 

• Maximize all ways of landfill diversion. 

• Better communicate bulk pick-up days. 

• Bulky and metals collection should be 
completely available at the curbside 
with no maximums. 

10.  What do you think 
about the proposed 
uniform level of leaf 
and yard waste 
collection service? 

Strongly Disagree = 3% 
Disagree = 3% 
Neutral = 14% 
Agree = 46% 
Strongly Agree = 24% 
Did not answer  = 11% 
 

11. What do you think 
about the proposed 
uniform level of 
Christmas tree 
collection? 

Strongly Disagree = 0% 
Disagree = 0% 
Neutral = 16% 
Agree = 51% 
Strongly Agree = 22% 
Did not answer  = 11% 
 

12. What do you think 
about discontinuing 
curbside bulky 
collection and instead 
focusing on depots 
and diversion of these 
materials? 

Strongly Disagree = 22% 
Disagree = 8% 
Neutral = 14% 
Agree = 30% 
Strongly Agree = 14% 
Did not answer  = 14% 
 

13. What do you think 
about discontinuing 
curbside metals 
collection and instead 
focusing on depots 
and diversion of these 
materials? 

Strongly Disagree = 16% 
Disagree = 16% 
Neutral = 11% 
Agree = 30% 
Strongly Agree = 14% 
Did not answer  = 14% 
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Question Response To 
Question 

Comments 

14. Do you have any 
overall comments on 
the proposed changes 
to collection services? 

See comment section. 

Section 7 – Short-term Garbage Disposal Recommendations 
15. What do you think of 

the recommended 
approach for short-
term garbage 
disposal? 

Strongly Disagree = 11% 
Disagree = 3% 
Neutral = 16% 
Agree = 38% 
Strongly Agree = 22% 
Did not answer  = 11% 
 

• We need to look after our own waste. 

• Landfills can and should be eliminated. 

• Shipping it elsewhere wouldn’t really 
be a responsible solution. 

• Partner with Barrie / Orillia / Dufferin / 
York / Durham. 

• By now, we should be ready for long-
term. 

• We need incinerators. 

• Revoke the C of A for Site 41. 

• Educate the manufacturers; don’t buy 
anything that goes to garbage. 

Section 8 – Long-term Garbage Disposal Recommendations 
16. What do you think of 

the recommended 
approach for long-term 
garbage disposal? 

Strongly Disagree = 14% 
Disagree = 14% 
Neutral = 16% 
Agree = 27% 
Strongly Agree = 16% 
Did not answer  = 14% 
 

• Present study does not really have a 
long-term solution. 

• Don’t forget about the goal of Zero 
Waste. 

• No EFW. 

• Ensure exported waste is going to 
processing facilities. 

• Partner with another facility to provide 
service to Orillia and Barrie. 

• No use of a landfill site anywhere. 

• No transfer stations. 

• Believe the County is going back into 
the “garbage business”. 

• No new landfills. 

• Disagree with getting approvals for 
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Question Response To 
Question 

Comments 

Sites 9 and 12. 

• Section 8 right on target. 

• EFW could also generate electricity. 

• Population of Coldwater not as large or 
have the economic status of those 
near Site 41; has the Coldwater site 
been through the same studies as Site 
41? 

Additional Comments 
Based on information 
provided and/or discussed 
at the Public Consultation 
Sessions, do you have any 
other comments related to 
the Solid Waste 
Management Strategy? 
 
Additional comments were 
provided by many 
participants.  These 
comments were very 
lengthy. 
 
A brief overview is 
provided to the right. Full 
text from the comments is 
provided in Appendix E.  
Also, the full submissions 
can be found in the 
County’s Staff report WSS 
10-009 to the Steering 
Committee. 

General themes of additional comments: 

• Zero waste not feasible in the immediate future. 

• Consider the development of a strong diversion plan along with high 
efficiency incineration. 

• Consider collection of recyclables from the IC&I sector. 

• Retirement homes and hospitals could easily implement green bin 
programs. 

• Enforcement is the key to compliance. 

• Don’t consider EFW, thermal processing or other destructive 
technologies. 

• Re-use items. 

• Treat garbage as a resource rather than a disposal product (e.g., EFW). 

• Pressure the business community to change its packaging policy. 

• This strategy is not a strategy. 

• Goals are laughable and information is flawed. 

• Education is key. 

• Include disposal fees in the purchase price of items so they are not 
discarded in forests, along roadsides, etc. 

• Return Site 41 to agricultural use and revoke C of A. 

• MRF and CCF must be centrally located to reduce transportation costs 
and pollution. 

• Make all manufacturers, industries and institutions within Simcoe 
County responsible. 
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Question Response To 
Question 

Comments 

• Strategy fails to address plastics. 

• Develop an exciting program with the potential to have people buy in to 
the process. 

• Do not believe you can reduce to zero waste in the allotted time when 
government agencies do not make a concentrated effort to separate 
garbage. 

• Dislike for the format of the workbook. 

• Ban styrofoam containers from being used in the County. 

4.3 ON-LINE FEEDBACK FORM  

As part of ongoing consultation, the County had established a general feedback form on its website at the 
commencement of the Strategy.  The form provided residents with a mechanism to contact the County 
and Project Team with their comments.  Between February 16 and May 14, 2010, seven individuals 
provided general feedback.  Feedback received prior to February 16, 2010 were included in the February 
22, 2010 Record of Consultation.  The following table (Table 4-2) provides a general sense of the nature 
of the comments received and proposed responses to these comments. 
 
Table 4-2  Comments Received via the On-line Feedback Form 
 

Comment Response 
Collect all plastic products separately 
using a clear plastic bag. The bag could 
then be placed at the curbside for pickup 
such as yard waste is collected with the 
schedule determined by the city.  These 
plastic bags can then be sent to various 
locations for recycling.  This would then 
eliminate the plastics from the landfill. 

The potential to expand recycling to include additional plastic 
materials was considered.  Expansion will be difficult until the 
County is more in a position to control processing (through its 
own MRF) and until there are good long-term markets for the 
various plastic materials. 

Support for the Curbside Collection 
Calendar as a useful tool.  Consider 
incorporating other information provided 
throughout the year into the Calendar 
and displaying the Calendar more 
prominently on the County’s website. 

Comment noted and referred to the County.  

Difficulty in locating some information on 
the County’s website, such as the 
electronics and tire diversion programs. 

Comment noted, referred to the County 
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Comment Response 
The locations chosen for the upcoming 
public consultation sessions may result in 
a lower turnout.   

The three locations were chosen in an effort to accommodate 
residents from the southern, central and northern parts of the 
County. 

Encourage EPR at government level. The province has recommended changes regarding how the 
blue box program is operated and are supporting EPR.  We 
are waiting to see the outcome of these recommendations; 
however it may take some time for them to be implemented 
even if they are approved by the province.  In the meantime, 
the SWMS recommends the County continue to lobby the 
province. 

Require all residents to place garbage, 
recycling and organics on the same side 
of the road to avoid having collection 
vehicles travel down the same road 
twice. 

The option for ‘same side’ collection was reviewed.  The 
disadvantages of this approach outweigh the advantages. 

Support for incineration Comment noted.  Incineration is one alternative for 
processing waste, that has been identified in the Strategy.  
The Strategy recommends that any pursuit of waste 
processing (including incineration) be undertaken as part of a 
partnership, as the County does not generate sufficient waste 
to support alternative technologies. 

Suggestion for a product that may help 
contain materials from being blown out of 
recycle boxes. 

Comment noted, referred to the County. 

Concerns regarding waste collection, 
including missed pick-ups and lack of 
care with waste containers. 

Comment noted, referred to the County. 

Cottagers are excluded from consultation 
as the sessions were held during the 
week. 

Consultation sessions were held during the week as generally 
attendance can be better when there is less competition with 
other community events.  In order to support participation by 
those unable to attend sessions during the week, all of the 
Strategy materials and the consultation workbook were 
posted on-line.  

 

Individuals received a return email indicating their comments will become part of the public record and will 
be submitted to the County of Simcoe for consideration in the preparation of the final Solid Waste 
Management Strategy. 

 

5.0 OVERVIEW OF CONSULTATION WITH THE STEERING 
COMMITTEE 

A Solid Waste Management Strategy Steering Committee (the Committee) was established at the 
commencement of the Strategy.  The purpose of the Committee is to “provide assistance in the 
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development of the County of Simcoe’s Solid Waste Management Strategy and make recommendations 
to the County of Simcoe’s Corporate Services Committee or directly to County Council with respect to the 
Solid Waste Management Strategy”.  The committee is composed of the members of the Waste 
Management Subcommittee, members of the public, and non-voting members from adjacent 
municipalities, First Nations, and provincial and federal governments. Voting members include elected 
officials who sit on the Waste Management Subcommittee and the Warden who is an ex-officio member.  
Voting members have also been selected from the public sector and include one representative 
appointed by the Adjala-Tosorontio Ratepayers Association, one representative from Zero Waste Simcoe, 
and three public representatives at large.  Councillor Gord Wauchope, Deputy Mayor of the Town of 
Innisfil, was elected to serve as Chair of the Committee and Gordon McKay, representing Zero Waste 
Simcoe, was elected as Vice Chair.  Table 5-1 indicates the members of the Committee and their 
affiliation. 
 
Table 5-1  Members of the Solid Waste Management Strategy Steering Committee 

Name Affiliation 
Voting Members (Elected) 
Phil Sled Mayor, Township of Severn 
Doug Little Deputy Mayor, Township of Adjala-Tosorontio 
Bill Duffy Mayor, Township of Ramara 
Gord Wauchope Deputy Mayor, Town of Innisfil 
Cal Patterson Warden, County of Simcoe 
Voting Members (Public) 
Mary Munnoch Adjala-Tosorontio Ratepayers Association 
Gordon McKay Zero Waste Simcoe 
Mark Guthrie Public Representative at Large 
John Nychuk Public Representative at Large 
Nickolas Rowe Public Representative at Large 
Non-Voting  
Sandy Coulter City of Barrie Representative 
Greg Preston City of Orillia Representative 
Fred Jahn Rama First Nation Representative 
Elizabeth Brass Elson Beausoleil First Nation Representative 
John Kaasalainen / Chris Hyde Provincial Government Representative 
None designated Federal Government Representative 
 
The Committee has met six times thus far, on November 25, 2009, December 16, 2009, January 18, 
2010, March 1, 2010, March 29, 2010, and April 30, 2010. Agendas and minutes for the meetings are 
available on the County’s website at:  
http://www.simcoe.ca/countygovernment/meetings/committeeagendasandreports/wastemanagementsubc
ommittee/index.htm. Members of the public are able to attend the meetings as observers. 
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6.0 MEDIA COVERAGE 

Due to the high level of public interest, many articles regarding the Strategy and waste management in 
general appeared in local newspapers.  Copies of relevant articles are provided in Appendix F.  Table 6-1 
provides the date, newspaper name and headline of the articles. 
 
Table 6-1  Summary of Relevant Newspaper Articles 
 

Date Newspaper Name Headline 
Feb. 18, 2010 Simcoe.com Talks should focus more on diversion 
Feb. 18, 2010 Alliston Herald Waste meetings an affront to democracy 
Feb. 22, 2010 Midland Mirror Voucher system revisited 
Feb. 25, 2010 Barrie Examiner Not looking forward would be a waste 
Mar. 2, 2010 Midland Mirror Report sees potential jobs in zero-waste practices 
Mar. 11, 2010 Simcoe.com Only half measures on waste diversion 
Mar. 23, 2010 Barrie Examiner Site 41 COA issue best dealt with now 
Mar. 24, 2010 Midland Mirror Dunlop reintroduces Site 41 bill 
Mar. 29, 2010 Alliston Herald Voucher system will continue 
Mar. 31, 2010 Midland Free Press Vouchers adopted for heavy garbage 
April 20, 2010 Innisfil Scope Garbage drop due to organics program 
April 26, 2010 Orillia Packet & 

Times 
Severn mayoral hopeful says change is needed in township 

April 28, 2010 Midland Free Press County of Simcoe holds consultation sessions 
May 4, 2010 Blue Mountains 

Courier-Herald  
Citizens are demanding zero waste 

May 6, 2010 Barrie Examiner Area residents told slashing solid waste is cure for waste 
woes 

May 13, 2010 Barrie Examiner Site 41 moves closer to permanent burial 
 

7.0 Addressing the Results of Consultation 

The following table (Table 7-1) provides an overall summary of the key findings from the consultation 
process to-date, and identifies how they will be addressed as work on the Strategy moves forward. 
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Table 7-1  Key Findings from the Public Consultation Process 
 

Key Findings Assessment of Findings and How They Will be Addressed 
Many comments were 
directed towards the 
implementation schedule of 
the Strategy. 

The Consultant Team presented a reasonable time-line to implement all 
of the initiatives.  There are many initiatives that are scheduled to be 
implemented in a short period of time, therefore the schedule was 
staggered so not all initiatives begin in Year 1 of the Strategy. 
 
It will take time to gather the necessary background information to 
support the initiatives, such as investigating each of the member 
municipalities’ approaches to open space recycling, green procurement, 
and so on.  The County will then develop a standardized approach so 
the entire County is operating in a cohesive manner. 
 
There are also staffing implications that must be considered.  The 
County will need to develop a staffing plan that ensures all program 
components are managed efficiently and effectively. 
 
There were several comments regarding the 4 to 5 year process 
required to site, construct and receive the necessary approvals for both 
a MRF and a CCF.  It will take approximately 4 to 5 years to complete 
this process.  It is recommended that the County initiate this process in 
Year 1 so as to have the MRF and/or CCF operational as soon as 
possible. 
 
The draft implementation timelines will be reviewed and adjusted where 
reasonable within the upcoming Draft Strategy Report. 

Feedback on Incorporating 
Zero Waste, public 
preferences and concerns. 

The general expression of support for the concept of Zero Waste 
reinforces some of the key aspects of the Strategy as presented in some 
of the draft documents to-date, namely: 

• Adoption of the principles of Zero Waste including a hierarchy 
that places the priority on avoiding waste and diversion over 
disposal of garbage. 

• Support for Provincial efforts to implement/enhance Extended 
Producer Responsibility programs in the Province. 

The combination of new diversion programs recommended in the 
Strategy and provincial initiatives targeting the producers of goods and 
packages will move the County towards Zero Waste.  The Draft Strategy 
Report will clearly identify how the concept of Zero Waste has been 
incorporated into the overall Strategy. 

In regards to diversion targets, many members of the public indicated 
that they wanted the County to establish a zero waste target or a “vision” 
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Key Findings Assessment of Findings and How They Will be Addressed 
of achieving Zero Waste. The approach taken in the development of the 
Strategy was to set reasonable, achievable targets for diversion over the 
planning period that reflect the success of current programs, the 
potential for additional diversion with new programs and the composition 
of waste managed by the County.  The diversion targets presented in the 
Draft Strategy Report will reflect this approach. 

These targets would be revisited on a regular basis as the Strategy is 
updated, to reflect changes in waste management that are beyond the 
County’s control such as the success of EPR across the Province. 

Feedback on Waste 
Reduction and Reuse 
Recommendations, public 
preferences and concerns. 

Respondents did not indicate a strong preference as to which option for 
reducing curbside garbage was favoured; responses were fairly equally 
split between higher priced bag tags, one-container limit, and full-user 
pay.  There was also no strong preference for moving to a full-user pay 
system.  Concerns with respect to full-user pay centred on illegal 
dumping and the tax implications of this type of program.    

Respondents agreed and strongly agreed in the most part (57%) with the 
recommended reduction and reuse initiatives. 

The Draft Strategy Report will present all options for reducing curbside 
garbage for further discussion with Council, clearly identifying the 
potential ramifications of each one.  The Draft Strategy Report will 
include all of the recommended reduction/reuse initiatives. 

Feedback on Diversion 
Options, public preferences 
and concerns. 

There was broad support in general for all of the options identified for 
reduction and reuse; 71% of workbook respondents either agreed or 
strongly agreed.   

The Draft Strategy Report will include all of the recommended diversion 
options. 

Feedback on Recycling and 
Organics Recommendations, 
public preferences and 
concerns. 

Generally, the public supported the recommended options for recycling 
and organics processing; 68% of workbook respondents agreed or 
strongly agreed with the recycling recommendations and 46% agreed or 
strongly agreed with organics recommendations.  There were several 
requests for expansion of materials permitted in the blue box and 
organics programs.  As noted in the discussions above, the County is 
committed to only accepting materials in the blue box program that have  
stable North American markets.  Expansion of the organics program to 
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Key Findings Assessment of Findings and How They Will be Addressed 
accept diapers and pet waste can be considered with the development 
of the County’s CCF and/or if organic materials are sent to a new 
processing facility capable of handling these materials. 

The Draft Strategy Report will include the recommended recycling and 
organics options, and will discuss the potential for and timing of 
expansion of both programs. 

Feedback on Collection and 
Transfer Options, public 
preferences and concerns. 

The majority of respondents to the workbooks supported a move to a 
more uniform level of service for collection, including collection in areas 
with seasonal households.   

In total, 73% of workbook respondents either agreed or strongly agreed 
with providing uniform collection services to seasonal households. 

A uniform level of leaf and yard waste collection service was supported 
by 70% of the workbook respondents. 

The majority (73%) of workbook respondents agreed or strongly agreed 
with providing a uniform level of Christmas tree collection services. 

Respondents did not indicate a high level of support for the 
discontinuation of bulky goods collection.  Only 44% of respondents 
agreed or strongly agreed with the discontinuation of this service, while 
30% disagreed or strongly disagreed and 14% were neutral.  Concerns 
focussed on the inability of residents to transport bulky materials to the 
depots themselves because of vehicle size or the physical ability 
required to move the item and a perceived increase in the amount of 
illegal dumping.  Although bulky collection is recommended to be 
discontinued, new programs are suggested which would allow residents 
more appropriate means of managing these materials and would help 
divert bulky items from the landfill. 

The response rate for the discontinuation of curbside metals collection 
was similar to that of the bulky items discussed above; 44% agreed or 
strongly agreed with discontinuing the service, 32% disagreed or 
strongly disagreed with discontinuing the service, and 11% selected 
neutral.  The reasons for concern regarding the elimination of curbside 
metals collection are similar to those above for the elimination of bulky 
goods collection.  However, records show that a minimal amount of 
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Key Findings Assessment of Findings and How They Will be Addressed 
metals are collected at the curbside so there will not be a great impact 
with the discontinuation of this service.  In addition, the tipping fee 
required to dispose of metal items at the landfill will be waived. 

The Draft Strategy Report will present the recommended uniform 
level of collection service for discussion with Council and will include 
discussion on the ramifications of discontinuing curbside collection of 
bulky goods and metals. 

Feedback on Short-term 
Disposal Options, public 
preferences and concerns. 

The recommended approach combined modifications to currently 
operating landfills within Simcoe County and transferring residual 
garbage to facilities outside of Simcoe County.  The majority of 
respondents (60%) agreed or strongly agreed with this recommendation.  
There was some concern regarding the County’s position regarding 
import/export of waste; this direction will need to be revisited should the 
County choose to export residual garbage. 

The Draft Strategy Report will present the recommended short-term 
disposal approach, and will include discussion in regards to the County’s 
position regarding import/export of waste. 

Feedback on Long-term 
Disposal Options, public 
preferences and concerns. 

In regards to long-term disposal, 43% of respondents agreed or strongly 
agreed with the approach, while 28% disagreed or strongly disagreed 
and 16% were neutral.   As indicated by workbook responses and 
comments made at the public information sessions, there is a split in 
opinion regarding the support of EFW.  Some did not want an EFW 
located in Simcoe County, however some were supportive indicating the 
opportunity to also generate electricity as a great advantage.   Most 
respondents and attendees agreed that they would not support a new 
landfill and many disagreed with finalizing the required permitting for 
Sites #9 and 12.  The County will continue to increase its diversion rate 
thereby prolonging the remaining capacity of the currently operating 
landfills, however as capacity is limited, the County will have to 
implement one or more of the options identified in the SWMS to deal 
with residual waste in the longer term. Partnerships will play a key role in 
the development of a processing facility should one be required in 
Simcoe County. 

The Draft Strategy Report will present the recommended long-term 
disposal approach for discussion with Council, including the potential 
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Key Findings Assessment of Findings and How They Will be Addressed 
ramifications of: 

- The approach proposed to complete the permitting of Sites #9 
and #12, and the potential requirement for either or both sites in 
the longer term. 

- The approach proposed for processing, with some discussion 
regarding the likelihood of partnership opportunities.  The 
implications associated with the County proceeding 
independently to develop processing capacity within shorter and 
longer time frames will also be discussed. 
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APPENDIX A 
 

Public Notice 



 



Seeking 
your input...
Everyone generates waste.  At the County of Simcoe, it is our job to manage 
your solid waste.  To do this in the most environmentally and fiscally responsible 
ways, we have been working to develop a waste management strategy.   

The strategy process has considered a number of options to deal with your 
waste and has considered your feedback regarding:

•	 Ways to further encourage waste reduction and reuse
•	 Ways to encourage waste diversion
•	 How garbage, organics and recyclables will be collected
•	 Options for the processing of recyclables and organics
•	 How waste is transferred
•	 How do we dispose of garbage in the future

A preferred option has been identified and we would like to get YOUR input. That’s 
why the County of Simcoe is hosting a series of public consultation sessions to 
get your thoughts on how we can work together to manage your waste.

Join us at the following locations to share your perspective. For more information, 
please visit wastestrategy.simcoe.ca.

Date Venue Location Time
May 3 Thornton Arena - Ice Pad

246 Barrie Street
Thornton 4:30PM to 8:00PM

May 4 Simcoe County Museum - Meeting Rooms A&B
1151 Highway 26

Midhurst 4:30PM to 8:00PM

May 5 Coldwater Community Centre
11 Michael Anne Drive

Coldwater 4:30PM to 8:00PM

wastestrategy.simcoe.ca

...we’re listening.

PUBLIC CONSULTATION SESSIONS

A short presentation and question and answer period will begin at 6:00 PM



 MEDIA ADVISORY 
 

County of Simcoe, Office of the Warden and CAO 
1110 Highway 26, Midhurst, Ontario L0L 1X0 

simcoe.ca  
 

 
 
 
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 

County of Simcoe Presents Waste Management Strategy 
Preferred System at Public Consultation Sessions 

 
Midhurst/ April 26, 2010– The County of Simcoe Environmental Services Department is hosting a 
series of public consultation sessions to present the Preferred System on how the County should 
manage its waste in the future.  Join us at the Thornton Arena on May 3rd, the Simcoe County Museum 
on May 4th and the Coldwater Community Centre on May 5th from 4:30 PM to 8:00 PM with 
presentations beginning at 6:00 PM.  
 
These sessions are the second round of public meetings about the waste management strategy.  The 
County of Simcoe values all input provided by the public.  We have received a tremendous number of 
comments and suggestions from residents during the development of the Waste Management Strategy 
and we are now providing opportunities for the public to review and comment on the Preferred System 
that the strategy consultants Stantec, are recommending. 
 
Members of the general public are invited to attend the public consultation sessions scheduled for: 
 

1. May 3rd at the Thornton Arena at 246 Barrie Street in Thornton 
2. May 4th at the Simcoe County Museum at 1151 Highway 26 in Midhurst 
3. May 5th at the Coldwater Community Centre at 11 Michael Anne Drive in Coldwater 

 
All sessions run from 4:30 PM to 8:00 PM with a short presentation and question and answer 
period beginning at 6:00 PM.  Additionally, information and the ability to provide comments are 
available at wastestrategy.simcoe.ca. 
 
The County of Simcoe is composed of sixteen member municipalities and provides crucial public 
services to County residents in addition to providing paramedic and social services to the separated 
cities of Barrie and Orillia. Visit our website at simcoe.ca.  
 

- 30 - 
 
Allan Greenwood, Communications Manager 
705-726-9300 ext. 1230  
Allan.Greenwood@simcoe.ca 

Rob McCullough, Director, Environmental Services 
705-726-9300 ext.1192 

Rob.McCullough@simcoe.ca 
 



Used Electronics Crowding Your Life? 
Electronic waste is the fastest growing waste class in North America.  In 2009 approximately 480 tonnes of electronic waste were diverted from 
landfill and recycled in an environmentally safe manner by the County of Simcoe.  Eligible electronics may be delivered at no charge to any County 
waste management facility during regular operating hours.  For site hours and locations, see the 2010 Curbside calendar or visit simcoe.ca.

Acceptable Electronics include:
• Personal Computers: CPU’s, keyboards, computer mouse, monitors, scanners, copiers, printers, typewriters, modems and PDA’s.

• Telecommunications Equipment: fax machines, pagers, telephones and answering machines.

• Audio Video Equipment: televisions, VCR and DVD players, radios, stereos, cameras, video cameras, audio players and recorders.

• Video Game Equipment: gaming consoles, controllers and games.  

MANAGING YOUR WASTE
Waste Management Strategies in the County of Simcoe       April 2010

Everyone generates waste. At the County of Simcoe, 
it is our job to manage your solid waste, and in 
order to do this, we need to plan for the future. 
That is why the County of Simcoe is developing a 
long term waste management strategy.  

The Strategy will: 
• identify options to further increase diversion 

in order to reduce the amount of garbage 
requiring disposal,

• determine if the County should build recycling 
or composting facilities or continue to ship 
materials to outside processors, 

• identify the best approaches for the collection 
and transfer of waste, and, 

• identify how the remaining garbage should be 
managed over the next 20 years as we work 
towards zero waste. 

We are listening to your input.  In early February, 
a series of public consultation sessions were held 
in order to seek your comments on the various 
diversion and disposal options identified. The public consultation sessions were well attended and residents present had the 
opportunity to view information on the options, to engage the project team in discussion, and to provide their feedback on the 
various options identified. This feedback, along with any comments received through the Strategy website, wastestrategy.simcoe.ca, 
will become part of the record of consultation and will be provided to County Council for consideration.

Further public consultation on the Waste Strategy is planned for early May at the following locations:

The three public consultation sessions take place from 4:30 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. There will be a short presentation beginning at 6:00 
p.m. followed by a question and answer period.

For information on the Waste Strategy and to provide comments visit wastestrategy.simcoe.ca.

Waste Management Strategy Update 
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WASTE MANAGEMENT 
STRATEGY UPDATE

PAGE 1

WE LEFT IT BEHIND 
BECAUSE...

PAGE 3

WORKING TOWARDS 
ZERO WASTE

PAGE 2

Wondering how you can safely dispose of household hazardous waste? 
To ensure that these materials do not harm our environment, select 
County of Simcoe waste management facilities accept household 
hazardous waste (HHW) at no charge.  

Low Risk Household Hazardous Waste 
can be dropped off at the Nottawasaga and Oro landfill sites and at 
the North Simcoe Transfer Station during regular operating hours.  
Low Risk Household Hazardous Wastes include:

• Paints & stains

• Automotive fluids

• Batteries

• Oil filters 

HOUSEHOLD HAZARDOUS WASTE (HHW)   

(705) 735-6901  |   Toll Free  (800) 263-3199  |  e-mail: info@simcoe.ca  |  simcoe.ca 
CONTACT INFORMATION

HOUSEHOLD 
HAZARDOUS WASTE

PAGE 4

High Risk Household Hazardous Waste 
can be dropped off at any HHW Depot Event (see 2010 Waste 
Management Calendar or contact Customer Service for event 
dates). These depots will accept all HHW, but to reduce line-ups 
we recommend residents take only “higher risk” HHW materials 
on Depot Event Days. Higher Risk Household Hazardous Wastes 
include:

• Fertilizers

• Pool chemicals

• Gasoline

• Solvents

• Mercury  
thermostats

• Propane tanks

• Fluorescent bulbs and tubes

• Fire extinguishers

• Pesticides (fungicides, 
herbicides, insecticides)

• Pharmaceuticals

• Household cleaners

• Unknown (liquids and 
chemicals)

TIRE RECYCLING 
PROGRAM

PAGE 3

Simcoe County Warden Cal Patterson welcomes attendees at a recent waste 
management strategy public consultation session.

Monday, May 3rd 
Thornton Arena – Ice pad
246 Barrie Street, Thornton

Tuesday, May 4th  
Midhurst Museum – Rooms A&B
1151 Highway 26, Midhurst

Wednesday, May 5th  
Coldwater Community Centre
11 Michael Anne Drive, Coldwater

Waste Management April 2010.indd   1 3/30/2010   8:45:47 AM



Blue Box Offenders:
• Recycling not separated (paper fibres from containers)
• Unacceptable items in blue box:

- Plastic clam shell packaging (used for produce and 
  baked goods)
- Coffee cups (cups can go in green bin, lids in garbage)
- Flower pots and plant cell packs
- Plastic toys and any other non-recyclable plastic such     
  as Styrofoam or film plastic

Garbage Offenders:
• Please ensure your garbage falls within all limits:

- 1 standard sized bag or 77 litre container per week.  If 
 using an oversized container, garbage must be placed 
 into a standard sized bag to ensure collection.
- Maximum weight per bag/container (20 kgs / 44 lbs)

• No hazardous waste 

Green Bin Offenders:
• No pet waste
• No diapers
• No plastic bags permitted. Only paper and certified compostable 
bags marked with one of these symbols are acceptable:

Working Towards Zero Waste
County residents are continuing to generate less waste! Garbage tonnages collected at curbside declined by 22% last year 
compared to 2008. Also encouraging is the strong trend towards less garbage requiring disposal over the past five years.  
Since 2004, prior to implementation of the old two bag garbage limit, there has been a decrease in curbside garbage of 
approximately 35% or over 20,000 tonnes.  That is the equivalent of approximately 2,000 less garbage truck loads per year!

We left it behind because… 
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“Congratulations and thank you to our residents for their participation in the County’s many diversion programs. The 
organics, expanded recycling programs and reduced bag limits have resulted in a significant reduction of garbage 
going to landfill, well done!”

- Warden Cal Patterson

Compost for Sale!
Screened, finished compost will be available for sale 
to our residents starting on April 19th at County 
waste management facilities during regular operating 
hours.  Residents can purchase this quality soil 
amendment for just $5 per carload or $20 for a 
pickup or small trailer load. Commercial loads may 
be obtained at select locations starting May 3rd.  
Commercial compost pricing and loading must be 
prearranged.  Compost is available for a limited time.  
Please contact Customer Service 705-735-6901 or 
800-263-3199 for more information.

It can be frustrating to find your waste materials stickered and left behind on collection day.  Below are some common 
mistakes that may result in materials being left behind:

Tire Recycling Program
September 2009 was the official launch of the Ontario Tire Stewardship used tire program, which is a province wide 
initiative to collect and recycle used on-road and off-road tires across Ontario. Continuing the County’s commitment 
to waste diversion, County of Simcoe waste management facilities have collected approximately 28,000 tires at no 
charge for recycling since the new program was launched last fall. That is a lot of tires! If they were stacked on top 
of each other, the stack would be approximately eight times the height of the CN Tower!

Tires included in the program include all clean off-rim tires except for bicycle, wheelchair and airplane tires.  Eligible 
tires may be delivered to any County waste management facility free of charge during regular operating hours.  

Implementation of 
two bag garbage limit   

Jan. ’05

Implementation of 
one bag garbage limit 
and organics program   

Sept. ’08

Waste Management April 2010.indd   2 3/30/2010   8:45:53 AM
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WELCOME TO THE 

SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT STRATEGY 

PUBLIC CONSULTATION SESSION

PLEASE SIGN IN AT THE FRONT DESK

We encourage you to include your contact information if you wish to be added to our mailing list.

We are interested in hearing your thoughts about the Strategy.  Please talk to our Project Team 

members, fi ll in a feedback form on the options and the process, or comment on-line at: 

simcoe.ca/municipalservices/wastemanagement/strategy/index.htm
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WHY ARE WE HERE?

• Since the fi rst public consultation in 

February, the diversion and disposal 

options were adjusted to refl ect public 

feedback and then were evaluated

• The Record of Consultation from 

the February sessions is available at 

wastestrategy.simcoe.ca

• The Draft Task F Report issued on 

March 22 identifi es the Preferred 

System

• The purpose of today’s session is 

to gather further public feedback 

regarding the Preferred System to 

be carried forward in the fi nal draft 

Strategy
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INCORPORATING ZERO
WASTE

• The Strategy is based on a 
hierarchy where waste avoidance 
takes top priority

• Zero Waste is an ultimate goal to 
be achieved by collective societal 
change

• Short-term achievable targets will 
be established (e.g., 70% diversion)

• Move towards Zero Waste with a 
more optimistic target for the longer 
term (e.g., 76%)

• Targets will be revisited regularly as 
the Strategy is updated

• The recommended priorities are 
illustrated below with the priority 
for materials management being 
the reduction, reuse and additional 
diversion programs

8%

25%

20%

17%

30%

Reduction, reuse and additional diversion

Recycling

Organics diversion

Depot diversion

Garbage processing and/or landfi ll
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REDUCTION AND REUSE

RECOMMENDATIONS

Option
Year 

1
Year 

2
Year 

3
Year 

4
Year 

5
Ongoing

Enhance Current Reduction and Reuse Programs

• P&E initiatives to promote reduction and reuse

• Restrictions on curbside garbage setouts

Establish a Per Capita Waste Reduction Target

Develop Reuse Centres, Programs and Partnering Initiatives

• Review, identify and promote existing reuse options

• Develop and implement pilot reuse events in key supporting 

communities

• Review options to develop permanent reuse centre(s) at County  

facilities

Implement a Green Procurement Policy for County facilities

• Green procurement development committee formed

• Green procurement strategy approved and implemented

Endorse Extended Producer Responsibility and Waste Minimization 

Legislation
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ADDITIONAL DIVERSION

RECOMMENDATIONS

Option
Year 

1
Year 

2
Year 

3
Year 

4
Year 

5
Ongoing

Enhance Existing Waste Diversion Depot Program

• Develop separate bulky goods drop-off areas

• Install and maintain textile drop-off bins

• Review operations and staffi ng levels

• Develop additional depots at any new diversion or transfer facilities

Clear Garbage Bag Program (consider based on diversion program 

performance)

Increase Recycling Container Capacity (if warranted based on diversion 

program performance)

Bi-weekly Garbage Collection (examine with implementation depending 

upon expansion of source separated organics stream)

Enhanced Advertising, Promotion and Education

Public Open Space Recycling Program

• Investigation of current activities, determine need for expansion

• Pilot expansion in one or more municipalities

• Implement across County
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ADDITIONAL DIVERSION

RECOMMENDATIONS

Option
Year 

1
Year 

2
Year 

3
Year 

4
Year 

5
Ongoing

Special Events Recycling Program

• Investigation of current activities, determine need for expansion

• Pilot expansion in one or more municipalities

• Implement across County

Examine Diversion of IC&I Materials

• Expand diversion services for target IC&I generators (schools, 

hospitals, etc.)

• Investigate and implement uniform level of curbside diversion service 

for IC&I generators

• Provision of processing capacity of IC&I materials at facilities 

developed within the County

Mandatory Diversion By-Law

• Investigation of successful by-laws in Ontario municipalities

• Council approval and phased implementation of by-law
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RECYCLING APPROACHES 
AND TECHNOLOGY 
RECOMMENDATIONS

• Any change from dual stream to 
single stream recycling will be 
deferred until costs for processing 
and collection have been 
determined

• Any change to collection containers 
will be dependant on a change to 
single stream collection

• For the short term, continue to 
export out of County

• Examine rationale for new MRF 
once changes to provincial system 
are known

• The potential to add more materials 
will depend on new processing 
contract

Option
Year 

1
Year 

2
Year 

3
Year 

4
Year 

5
Ongoing

• Processing recyclables outside of Simcoe County

• Examine rationale for in-County MRF

• Siting/procurement process for new MRF (if feasible)
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COMPOSTING TECHNOLOGY

RECOMMENDATIONS

• Site selection, technology vendor 
selection and facility development 
could take approximately 4 to 5 years

• Depending on technology, could have 
the option to add additional organics 
to the program

• For the short-term, continue to 
export organics to an out of County 
Central Composting Facility (CCF) 

• A Request for Expressions of 
Interest (REOI) should be issued to 
technology vendors in Year 1

Option
Year 

1
Year 

2
Year 

3
Year 

4
Year 

5
Ongoing

• Processing organics outside of Simcoe County

• Issue REOI for in-County CCF

• Issue RFP (pending results of REOI)

• Award of RFP and facility development
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COMPOSTING TECHNOLOGY

RECOMMENDATIONS

• Five general categories of 
composting processes or 
technologies are capable of 
processing the County’s organics 
including:

• Outdoor Windrow  Composting 
Technology (not recommended)

• Aerated Static Pile Composting

• Enclosed Agitated Bed 
Composting 

• In-vessel Composting

• Anaerobic Digestion

• A single CCF is recommended as 
the cost and potential environmental 
effects would be lower for one vs. 
multiple facilities

Anaerobic Digestion Composter

Aerated Static Pile System
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COLLECTION 

RECOMMENDATIONS

• For the next collection contract, 
continue to co-collect waste and 
organics, and collect recyclables 
separately

• RFP for new collection services 
(include option to get pricing for 
single-stream recycling)

• A more uniform level of collection 
service is recommended for the 
new collection contract:

• Re-examine the service levels for 
seasonal residences

• Common minimum level of 
leaf and yard waste collection 
(spring and fall)

• Christmas tree collection in 
areas with urban density

• Potential phasing out of bulky 
goods collection and phasing in 
of enhanced depot services and 
new opportunities for re-use of 
materials

• Phasing out of metals collection; 
remove tipping fee for dropping-
off metals at depots
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COLLECTION

RECOMMENDATIONS

Collection Options:

1. Increased cost for bag tags

2. User pay

3. Bi-weekly garbage collection

4. Clear bags

• Implementation of other diversion programs 

is encouraged prior to moving to a full-user 

pay system or some other form of restriction 

of curbside garbage  

It is recommended that the County move towards more restrictive curbside garbage 

collection through one or more of these options:

• If full-user pay is selected and implemented:

• It would cost approximately $2.00 to 

$2.50 per bag (based on a survey of 

other municipalities) which would be 

applied to cover the cost for collection 

and disposal 

• Funding for garbage collection would no 

longer be collected through taxes

• Bi-weekly (i.e., every-other-week) garbage 

collection is only possible if additional 

organic materials collected
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TRANSFER

RECOMMENDATIONS

• Over the short-term (years 1 to 5), 
there is a requirement for transfer of 
organics, recyclables, and garbage

• In the longer term, transfer for one 
or more of the material streams may 
not be required

• Further evaluation is required to 
select the preferred approach for 
transfer

• Automated transfer at one or more 
locations will likely be needed
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DISPOSAL 

RECOMMENDATIONS

No new landfi lls are 

recommended

For the short term disposal 

would include:

• Modifi cations to current operating 

waste facilities (separate bulky waste 

drop-off areas, redirect bulky wastes to 

Collingwood site and potentially grind 

bulky materials, increase enforcement for 

separation of materials)

• Use of garbage facilities outside of the 

County (may include municipal and/or 

private sector landfi lls, existing EFW and 

processing facilities)

Processing in the short or long 

term:

• If diversion targets are achieved, 

remaining garbage would likely be 

insuffi cient for the County to develop it’s 

own garbage processing facility

• Within years 1 to 5, if diversion targets are 

not achieved or if partnership options are 

available, proceed with formal competitive 

processes to pursue garbage processing

For the long term disposal would 

include:

1. Continued use of current operating sites

2. Pursue approval for Design & Operations 

reports approved for Sites 9 and/or 12.  

Develop sites ONLY if regular Strategy 

updates indicate this capacity may be 

required

3. Continue use of garbage facilities outside 

the County for a portion of the remaining 

garbage (preferably processing facilities) if 

reasonable longer-term pricing is available
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PROJECTED TONNES

MANAGED

• Assuming 70% diversion by 2020, 76% by 2029.

• The gradation between Total Diverted Waste (i.e., organics and recyclables) 
and Total Residual Waste (i.e., garbage) refl ects the uncertainty of achieving or 
exceeding diversion targets over time.
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COMPOSITION OF REMAINING

GARBAGE AT 76% DIVERSION

Chart includes upcaptured recyclables and organics, as well as materials that cannot be 

diverted by the proposed programs.

PAPER PACKAGING

8%

OTHER MATERIALS

40%

PAPER

9%

PLASTICS

13%
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MOVING 

FORWARD

Action/Deliverable
Scheduled Date for 

Completion
Proposed Meetings and 

Consultation

Phase 2 - Identifi cation of preferred system (updated 

Task F)
Draft issued March 22, 2010

Steering Committee - March 29, 

2010

Details on preferred system: 

Phase 3 (system description, cost and fi nancing) and 

Phase 4 (implementation plan)

April 23, 2010
Presentation to Steering 

Committee April 30, 2010

Public Consultation Sessions on Preferred System May 3, 4 and 5, 2010

Presentation of Record of Consultation May 19, 2010
Steering Committee - May 26, 

2010

Final Draft Strategy document (including fi nal record of 

consultation)
Week of May 31, 2010

Steering Committee date to be 

determined

Presentation to County Council June 2010
Special meeting of Council, date 

to be determined
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•	 Stantec	Consulting	Ltd.
3430 South Service Road, Suite 203
Burlington, ON L7N 3T9
Fax:  905-631-8960
Email:  simcoe.swms@stantec.com

You can also drop off your completed workbook at the following locations by Friday, May 14, 2010:

Note:	Due	to	the	project	schedule,	late	returns	may	not	be	included	in	documentation	for	the	Strategy.

PUBLIC CONSULTATION SESSIONS ON
THE PREFERRED SYSTEM

DATE:  MAY 3, 4, & 5, 2010

TIME: 4:30 PM TO 8:00 PM

Please	complete	this	workbook	at	the	public	session.  Alternatively, you can mail or fax your completed workbook by 
Friday May 14, 2010 to:

•	 Township of Essa  
Municipal Office
5786 County Road 21
Utopia, ON  L0M 1T0

•	 County of Simcoe  
Administration Centre 
1110 Highway 26 
Midhurst, ON  L0L 1X0

Township of Severn 
Municipal Office 
1024 Hurlwood Lane 
Severn, ON  L3V 6J3

SOLID	WASTE	
MANAGEMENT	STRATEGY

Personal information is collected under the authority of the Municipal Act, 2001, S.O. 2001, c. 25 and will be used for the 
purpose of garnering public input into the development of the County of Simcoe Solid Waste Management Strategy and to 
respond to inquiries regarding this process.  Comments and opinions provided may become part of the public record through 
the Council agenda process. Questions about the collection of personal information should be directed to the County’s 
Freedom of Information and Privacy Co-ordinator:

•	 Mr. Glen R. Knox
County Clerk
County of Simcoe Administration Centre
1110 Highway 26, Midhurst, ON L0L 1X0



The Solid Waste Management Strategy (SWMS) 
To address the long-term needs to increase diversion and provide for garbage disposal, the County is currently 
developing a Solid Waste Management Strategy (SWMS)  

The purpose of the Strategy is:  
 To provide direction for the County’s waste management system,  
 To make progress towards zero waste, and  
 To address processing and garbage disposal needs for the next twenty years.  

The desired result is:  
 The selection of a long-term waste management system, and  
 A recommended approach to implement the system.  

The recommended Strategy presented in the Draft Task F report includes: 
 Programs and approaches to improve diversion,  
 Recommendations on if the County should build recycling or composting facilities or ship materials to an outside 

processor,  
 Reasonable approaches to collect and transfer waste to support the waste system, and  
 Garbage disposal (and potentially processing) requirements and approaches for the short and long-term.  

The recommended priority for how the County would manage waste in the Strategy is illustrated below: 

 

Purpose of this Workbook 
We need your input. Your feedback will be included in the Record of Consultation which will be provided to County 
Council. 

This workbook has been designed to solicit your feedback on specific aspects of the recommended Strategy.  A 
general comment section is located at the back of the workbook for you to make note of any comments/concerns you 
may have that were not addressed in other sections of the workbook.  
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Your input will be reviewed and considered as the Study Team proceeds to complete the Draft Report documenting 
the recommended Strategy.  You will be able to find both the Record of Consultation and the full Draft Report on-line 
at wastestrategy.simcoe.ca. before the end of May. 

 

Name: 

Address: 

Email: 

Are you a resident of Simcoe County?                                 Yes                 No      

Would you like to be added to the project mailing list?      Yes                 No      

 

Section 1 - Incorporating Zero Waste 
Integration of Zero Waste within the Strategy includes the following: 
 The Strategy is based on a hierarchy where waste avoidance takes top priority.   
 The Strategy recognizes that Zero Waste is an ultimate goal to be achieved by collective societal change.  The 

County can provide diversion programs and encourage change but ultimately residents and businesses will need 
to make the change. 

 Short-term achievable diversion targets must be established (e.g., 70% diversion).  
 In order to move towards Zero Waste a more optimistic diversion target is needed for the longer term (e.g., 76%). 
 Diversion and waste reduction targets will be revisited regularly as the Strategy is updated. 

 
 
1. What are your feelings regarding the recommended approach to incorporate Zero Waste principles in the 

Strategy? 
 

Strongly Disagree  Disagree  Neutral  Agree  Strongly Agree 

 
2. Diversion is the act of recycling or reusing materials to keep them from disposal.  It is anticipated that 

the County’s 2009 diversion rate is approximately 53%.  Based on what you are able to do in your own 
home, and what you see your neighbours doing, do you think a diversion target of 70% and more over 
the long term is reasonable?   

 
Yes    No   

Comments 
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Section 2 - Waste Reduction and Reuse Recommedations 
 
Section 6.1 of the updated Task F report provides a description of the recommended reduction and reuse initiatives.  
It is recommended that the County implement all of the options identified in February, over the first five years of the 
Strategy.  The following chart outlines all of the options included in the recommended strategy and identifies the 
proposed timing for implementation. 
 

 
With respect to the waste reduction recommendation for additional restrictions on curbside garbage, restrictions 
could be implemented through a variety of options including an increase in the costs of bag tags, having a fixed one-
container limit (no additional bags permitted) or move to a full “user pay” program.  If a full-user pay system were 
implemented, it would cost approximately $2.00 to $2.50 per bag (based on a survey of other municipalities) which 
would be applied to cover the cost for collection and disposal.  If this option is implemented, garbage collection and 
disposal would no longer be funded through taxes, however, organics and recycling costs would continue to be 
funded through taxes.  

3. Is there a specific option to reduce curbside garbage that you prefer? 
 

Higher Priced Bag Tags (for extra bags)   

One-Container Limit (no extra bags allowed)   

Full-User Pay (every bag must have a paid tag affixed) 
4. Would you support a full-user pay approach, particularly if garbage collection were paid for with the fees, 

removing the cost for garbage collection and disposal out of your municipal taxes? 
 

Strongly Disagree  Disagree  Neutral  Agree  Strongly Agree 
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5.  What do you think of the recommendations regarding reduction and reuse? 
 
Strongly Disagree  Disagree  Neutral  Agree  Strongly Agree 

Comments 

 

 

 

 

 
Section 3 - Additional Diversion Recommendations 
Section 6.2 of the updated Task F report provides a description of the recommended additional diversion initiatives.    
Essentially it is recommended that the County implement the majority of the diversion options identified in February, 
over the first five years of the Strategy.  The following chart outlines all of the recommended options and the timing 
for their implementation. 
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6. What do you think of the recommendations regarding additional diversion programs? 

Strongly Disagree  Disagree  Neutral  Agree  Strongly Agree 

Comments 

 

 

 

 

 

Section 4 - Recycling Recommendations 
The recommendations for recycling in the Strategy are as follows: 
 For the short term, recyclables would continue to be exported out of the County.  
 The County should examine the rationale for a new Material Recovery Facility (MRF) once changes to provincial 

system are known. This would also allow for options to work with Barrie and Orillia to be further discussed. 
 The potential to add more recyclable materials to the blue box will depend on new processing contract. 
 Any change from dual stream to single stream recycling will be deferred until costs for processing and collection 

have been determined. 
 Any change to collection containers will be dependent on if there will be a change to single stream collection. 

 
7. What do you think of the recommended approach for recycling? 

 
Strongly Disagree  Disagree  Neutral  Agree  Strongly Agree 
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Comments 

 

 

 

 

 

Section 5 - Organics Recommendations 
The recommendations for organics collection and processing in the Strategy are as follows: 
 For the short-term, the County needs to continue to export organics to an out of County Central Composting 

Facility (CCF), as it will take time to implement a new CCF in the County.  
 A Request for Expressions of Interest (REOI) should be issued to technology vendors in Year 1. 
 Site selection, technology vendor selection and facility development could take approximately 4 to 5 years. 
 Depending on technology, could have the option to add additional organics to the program. 

 
8. What do you think of the recommended approach to organics processing? 

Strongly Disagree  Disagree  Neutral  Agree  Strongly Agree 
 

Comments 

 

 

 

 

 
Section 6 - Collection Recommendations 
Collection for recyclables, organics and garbage will continue much the same as they are currently until long-term 
processing options for recyclables and organics are determined (see Section 6.5 of the updated Task F report for 
further details). However, there is significant variation in regard to collection services offered for Christmas trees, leaf 
and yard waste, brush, bulky goods and metals.   

It is recommended that collection of garbage, organics and recyclables be provided within reasonable limits to areas 
with seasonal households that are largely occupied for up to six months per year. 

9. What do you think of providing uniform collection services to seasonal households? 

Strongly Disagree  Disagree  Neutral  Agree  Strongly Agree 
 

It is recommended that the County provide a common minimum level of leaf and yard waste collection, e.g. one 
collection day in mid-spring and one or more collection days in the fall. 

10. What do you think about the proposed uniform level of leaf and yard waste collection service? 

Strongly Disagree  Disagree  Neutral  Agree  Strongly Agree 
 

It is recommended that the County consider providing Christmas tree collection across the County in areas with 
urban density, on one collection day in early January. 
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11. What do you think about the proposed uniform level of Christmas tree collection? 

Strongly Disagree  Disagree  Neutral  Agree  Strongly Agree 
 

It is recommended that the County phase-out bulky goods collection, in conjunction with phasing in enhanced depot 
services and new opportunities for re-use of materials.  This would allow residents to refocus on diverting bulky 
goods. 

12. What do you think about discontinuing curbside bulky collection and instead focusing on depots and 
diversion of these materials? 

Strongly Disagree  Disagree  Neutral  Agree  Strongly Agree 
 

It is recommended that the County consider phasing out metals collection at the curbside, while at the same time 
allowing free drop-off of metals at the County’s depots.   

13. What do you think about discontinuing curbside metals collection and instead focusing on depots and 
diversion of these materials? 

Strongly Disagree  Disagree  Neutral  Agree  Strongly Agree 
 

14. Do you have any overall comments on the proposed changes to collection services? 
 

 

 

 

 

Section 7 - Short-term Garbage Disposal Recommendations 
For the short-term, no new landfills are recommended.  
 
The recommended approach for short-term garbage disposal in Simcoe County consists of: 

 Continued use and modifications to currently operating landfills (such as enhanced operations, for example 
grinding bulky wastes, increased enforcement of separation of materials at the landfill sites and transfer 
stations). 

 Use of residual garbage disposal facilities outside the County. 

The amount of residual garbage to be disposed of within/outside the County would be dependent on the source of 
the garbage (e.g., transfer curbside garbage only outside the County as it can easily be directed to transfer facilities) 
and the disposal and transfer costs. 
 
15. What do you think of the recommended approach for short-term garbage disposal? 

Strongly Disagree  Disagree  Neutral  Agree  Strongly Agree 
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Comments 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Section 8 - Long-term Garbage Disposal Recommendations 
For the long-term, no new landfills are recommended.   

The recommended approach for long term disposal includes:  
• Continued use of current operating sites. 
• Pursue approval for Design & Operations reports approved for Sites 9 and/or 12.  Develop sites ONLY if regular 

Strategy updates indicate this capacity may be required. 
• Continue use of garbage facilities outside the County for a portion of the remaining garbage (preferably 

processing facilities) if reasonable longer-term pricing is available.  
 
In regards to garbage processing: 
• If diversion targets are achieved, remaining garbage would likely be insufficient for the County to develop its own 

garbage processing facility.  
• Within years 1 to 5, if diversion targets are not achieved or if partnership options are available, proceed with 

formal competitive processes to pursue garbage processing. 

16. What do you think of the recommended approach for long-term garbage disposal? 

Strongly Disagree  Disagree  Neutral  Agree  Strongly Agree 
 

Comments 
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Additional Comments 
Based on information provided and/or discussed at the Public Consultation Sessions, do you have  any other 
comments related to the Solid Waste Management Strategy? 
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County of SimcoeCounty of Simcoe
Solid Waste Management Strategy

P bli C lt ti S iPublic Consultation Sessions

The Preferred SystemThe Preferred System

Dates: May 3, 4 and 5, 2010



The County’s Solid Waste 
SManagement Strategy

Purpose of the SWMS:Purpose of the SWMS:
• To provide direction for the County’s waste 

management systemmanagement system
• To make progress towards zero waste

T dd i d b di l• To address processing and garbage disposal 
needs for the next twenty years

The purpose of today’s session is to gather 
further public feedback regarding the Preferred 
System to be carried forward in the final draftSystem to be carried forward in the final draft 
Strategy.



Strategy Processgy

Phase

1
• Initial Strategic Planning

2
• Current System Assessment
• Options Evaluation

3
• Recommendation of a Preferred System
• Cost and Financing Strategy

We are here

4
• Implementation Assessment



Incorporating Zero Wastep g
• Waste avoidance will take top priority.
• Various diversion measures included to support Zero Waste.pp
• Short term target of 70% diversion, long term target 76%...........
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Reduction and Reuse Recommendations

• Enhance Current Reduction and Reuse Programs -
increased garbage restrictions in place by 2012/2013increased garbage restrictions in place by 2012/2013

• Establish a Per Capita Waste Reduction Target – by 2011

• Develop Re-Use Centres, 
Programs and Partnering 
Initiatives – by 2013Initiatives by 2013

• Implement a Green 
Procurement Policy for County y y
Facilities – by 2013



Additional Diversion Recommendations

• Enhance Existing Waste Diversion Depot Program – by 2012
• Investigate Increase in Recycling Container Capacity – determine if 

needed by 2012
• Enhanced Advertising, Promotion, and Education – multi-component 

promotion and education approach implemented by 2013
• Public Open Space Recycling Program –rolled out over the County by 

2014/2015
• Special Events Recycling Program –rolled out over the County bySpecial Events Recycling Program rolled out over the County by 

2014/2015
• Diversion of IC&I Materials – targeted sectors, uniform collection 

service potential processing capacity phased in over 2011 to 2015service, potential processing capacity, phased in over 2011 to 2015
• Mandatory Diversion By-law – in effect as of 2013, phased 

implementation



Restrictions on Curbside GarbageRestrictions on Curbside Garbage

It is recommended that the County move towards more y
restrictive curbside garbage collection through one or 
more of these options – phased in from 2012 to 2016…..

Increased Cost for 
Bag Tags Full User Pay Bi-weekly Garbage 

Collection Clear Bags



Recycling Recommendations

• Continue to export out of County until mid-2017.

• Examine new MRF once changes to provincial system are clear.

• Addition of  more materials depends on new processing 
contractcontract.

• Change to single stream recycling depends on costs 
for processing and collection. 

• If a new MRF is feasible, siting and 
procurement would start by 2013, 
with a new facility ready in approximatelywith a new facility ready in approximately 
4 years.



Composting Recommendationsp g

• Continue to export out of County until mid-2017.
• Issue REOI/RFQ in 2011 for in-County CCF
• Site selection, RFP for technology vendor selection would 

begin in 2012begin in 2012.
• New CCF in place for 2017
• Depending on technology, 

could have the option to add 
additional organics to the 
program.



Composting Recommendations 
C ti dContinued

• A single CCF is recommended.

Fi l t i f ti• Five general categories of composting processes or 
technologies are capable of processing the County’s 
organics including:g g

Outdoor 
Windrow 

CompostingComposting



Composting Recommendations 
C ti dContinued

• A single CCF is recommended.

Fi l t i f ti• Five general categories of composting processes or 
technologies are capable of processing the County’s 
organics including:g g

Aerated Static 
Pile System



Composting Recommendations 
C ti dContinued

• A single CCF is recommended.

Fi l t i f ti• Five general categories of composting processes or 
technologies are capable of processing the County’s 
organics including:g g

EnclosedEnclosed 
Agitated 

Bed 
Technology



Composting Recommendations 
C ti dContinued

• A single CCF is recommended.

Fi l t i f ti• Five general categories of composting processes or 
technologies are capable of processing the County’s 
organics including:g g

In VesselIn-Vessel 
Tunnel 

Composter



Composting Recommendations 
C ti dContinued

• A single CCF is recommended.

Fi l t i f ti• Five general categories of composting processes or 
technologies are capable of processing the County’s 
organics including:g g

AnaerobicAnaerobic 
Digestion 

Composter



Collection RecommendationsCollection Recommendations

• For the next collection contract in 2012, continue to co-collect 
t d i d ll t l bl t lwaste and organics, and collect recyclables separately.

• RFP for new collection services (could include option to get 
pricing for single-stream recycling).

• The uniform level of collection service recommended for the new 
collection contract includes:
• Examine change to service for seasonal residences
• Common minimum level of leaf and yard collection
• Christmas tree collection, areas with urban density
• Phase out bulky goods collection phase in increased diversionPhase out bulky goods collection, phase in increased diversion
• Phase out metals collection, remove tipping fee for metals at 

the depots



Transfer Recommendations

• Over the short-term (years 1 to 5), there is a 
requirement for transfer of organics recyclables andrequirement for transfer of organics, recyclables, and 
garbage.

• In the longer term, transfer for one or more of the g
material streams may not be required.

• Further evaluation is required to select the preferred 
approach for transferapproach for transfer.

• Automated transfer at one or 
more locations will likely be needed.y



Disposal RecommendationsDisposal Recommendations
No new landfills are recommended.

For the short term disposal would include:
• Modifications to current operating waste facilities.
• Use of garbage facilities outside of the County.

Processing in the short or long term:
If di i t t hi d i i b lik l i ffi i t• If diversion targets achieved, remaining garbage likely insufficient 
for the County to develop it’s own garbage processing facility. 

• Within years 1 to 5, if diversion targets are not achieved or if 
partnership options are available, proceed with formal competitive 
processes to pursue garbage processing.



Disposal Recommendations Continued
For the long term disposal would include:

Disposal Recommendations Continued

• Continued use of current operating sites.

• Pursue approval for Design & Operations reports for 
Sit 9 d/ 12 D l it ONLY if lSites 9 and/or 12.  Develop sites ONLY if regular 
Strategy updates indicate this capacity may be 
required.

• Continue use of garbage facilities outside the County 
for a portion of the remaining garbage (preferably 

i f iliti ) if bl l t i iprocessing facilities) if reasonable longer-term pricing 
is available.



What is Next?What is Next?
• We kindly request that workbooks be returned 

b *F id M 14 2010*by *Friday May 14, 2010*. 
• Workbooks received by May 14th will be included in the 

next report to the Steering Committee.next report to the Steering Committee.
• All workbooks and comments will be considered by the 

team. 
• A consultation summary will be posted at 

wastestrategy.simcoe.ca
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Section 1 – Incorporating Zero Waste 

Comments: 

Suggestions:  1. Target garbage generated by construction industry, most of it is cardboard and scrap 
wood. Make them recycle it by having such bins on site rather than the huge "garbage" bin that all goes to 
the dump and everything goes into. Perhaps same for demolition industry.  2. Consider a  bylaw or tax (at 
the store level) on non-recyclable packaging for store bought items. People would recycle these items if 
they could, but they are not accepted and must go into the garbage. Make the retailers stock only items 
with recyclable packaging by means of by law of tax to effect this result, and then industry will change the 
packaging to match.  3. Tell retail stores not to use/sell non-recyclable bags and if they must sell/use non-
reusable bags to sell/use only brown paper ones (like they used to decades ago), which are recyclable.  
4. Offer additional green bins at no charge.  5. Offer additional blue boxes at no charge.  6. By-law or tax 
fast food stores to make them recycle their fast food packaging.  7. Stop free dump runs.   8. Increase 
dump fees for garbage.   9. Put in place collection places, well promoted for bulky items, such as 
furniture, appliances, old bikes, and items which have recyclable content but do not fit regular curbside 
collection. i.e. Stuff we have a hard time getting ride of, but which we would recycle if we had a place to 
drop it off at, and even perhaps place in the correct bin (with assistance), especially if no charge. People 
often "dump run" because they do not know how else to get rid of it.  

I can and do implement this strategy, but I do not see many of my neighbours doing it.   

Stressing the importance and benefits to both residents and the environment will assist in reaching this 
goal.  

We should have a 90% target for 2030, like some other municipalities.  As EPR is legislated, the 90% 
target is easily realistic.  

We've been dragging our feet for far too long!  Much more than 70%  

I believe it is a very plausible idea and very reasonable to think that we can reduce our environmental 
waste footprint.  

We make less than one bag of garbage per week (two people).  Everything else goes to recycling.  If we 
can do it so could everyone else with a little education and willpower.  

The information keeps changing.  In Feb the County stated it was converting 65%.  At this weeks meeting 
it was 57%, now its 53% according to the above .  No one believes Stantec or the County.  If we are not 
striving for 85 to 90% we are not serious about waste management and it suggests the County wants to 
operate landfills.  The bar is so low, it is embarrassing.  

Unfortunately, because it should be possible if other levels of government had appropriate packaging 
standards - especially regarding the grocery store and the Walmart - far too much packaging and 
packaging that is not recyclable as per our blue box rules.  

Products that are comprised of recycle and waste should be broken down, e.g., bed chesterfields - wood 
and metal separated.  Landfill should only take materials that are not recyclable.  Could be broken down 
at landfill sites or transfer - selling material (recyclable) could prove revenue neutral.  

Recycling should be enforced!  I have noticed that a lot of people have no idea about what to recycle.  
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I am of the opinion that our target, and vision, should be to strive for the highest diversion rate possible 
that is economically viable.  

Will require a great deal of public education to increase a diversion target of 70%.  

I wish that zero waste was 100%.  It is possible ONLY by enforcing all industrial, commercial, institutional, 
public to not create garbage.  It cannot be just put on to the back of the general public.  It is not he 
responsibility of the public to get rid of garbage its the County.  We all know that is an impossible dream 
to achieve without 100% of the population.  

We need a higher diversion rate.  

If the County demands it of the public, it will happen.  Diversion rate could be higher.  

We already know a large number of items of residential waste and commercial waste are not acceptable 
waste at the present time.  Plastic bags, plastic foam packing material, fertilizer bags, etc. and many other 
items such as plastic containers of a certain size, etc, etc.  Baby and adult diapers and any cloth fills up 
the dump sites.  What has to be realized is the cost/benefit of in fact trying to reach zero waste.  In my 
study of Waste to Energy operations in Florida, I have been informed that de-inking newsprint and 
produced recycled paper is more costly than new paper production.  

As long as community members continue utilize the diversion programs to their full ability I feel the 
diversion rate could be optimized.  

I can HOPE!  

More is needed.  Diapers a must.  It should be mandated that all are to be collected and dealt with.  Too 
much space used in landfill for this. 

 

Section 2 – Waste Reduction and Reuse Recommendations 

Comments: 

Don't forget people with small children and diapers, verses single people who eat out all the time and 
make even larger piles of garbage at restaurants.  Perhaps there could be some sort of composting for 
diapers, or expanded composting in general, or two types of green bins for different types of composting.  

Reuse centres would be fantastic.  I came to this meeting to suggest them.  I disagree with user fees 
because people will throw their garbage in the ditch rather than pay them.  

Waste diversion is one of the foundational building blocks to becoming an environmentally friendly 
county.  Overcoming old beliefs in regards to waste management will most likely prove to be a difficulty to 
overcome though, along with laziness.  

Only if there is a better method than "bags" to measure it. (re: Question #4)  

The Green Procurement Policy should be happen much faster than in five years.  I would like to see the 
County take a leadership role in showing how to make citizen groups, businesses, organizations, and 
events such as fall fairs "zero waste".  
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Re: point 4, I think people would probably view this as a tax grab since it is unlikely you would reduce the 
taxes at the same time.  If you could guarantee to not increase the taxes/mill rate in the year this was 
brought in, then I would agree.  You would need a strong media explanation to the populace though and 
people would still likely grumble.  

I would think that the approaches of higher priced bags and one container limits would be ineffective for 
multi-residential units (apartments, etc.) and I am unclear how full user pay systems would affect these.  I 
also suspect that a full user pay approach (and to a less extent the other options) would lead to people 
hiding garbage in compost bags/recycling to avoid fees.  How would user fees be controlled (subject to 
free market or rates municipally controlled)?  Would municipal taxes be reduced by cost per 1 bag X 52 
weeks (or more)?  How is payment completed?  

They are idiotic and poorly thought out.  Why worry about bag limits and such unless the County takes a 
visionary approach to Zero Waste.  First of all the County needs to understand that waste is more than 
garbage and landfills.  Everything is lip service I have seen to date and no real plan for the future.  Get rid 
of the consultants and use the talent in the County that understands waste management.  Unfortunately 
there are none of these on staff or in administration.  

Unless the price is high enough to be considered a significant expenditure rather than an annoying but 
minor fee relative to other available alternative it will likely result in a noticeable change in behaviour.  It 
seems to me that the vast majority of people react very poorly to negative incentives.  Rules, regulations 
and penalties often provoke a vast underground of people trying to beat the system.  If they're not 
motivated by something they truly need (Maslow's need hierarchy?) they'll find a way to get what they 
want regardless of the rules, thus generating a whole new set of unintended consequences.  Are there 
any options for positive reinforcement?  As an example, could residents be credited for blue box and 
green box curbside placements?  

I initially really liked the idea of Full-User Pay, but I suspect the group that agrees with that is the same 
that group that participates in these sessions.  Historically, I suspect garbage collection costs became 
part of the tax base to keep the streets clean - and it would probably have to revert back to that if it went 
to a full-user pay system (it would invite littering). Process is too slow - speed up by years. More education 
- sticker that could be attached to boxes or container listing all materials compatible to that container.  
Most people want to be part of the solution.  New labels as conditions change.  

I have a concern about littering in remote locations and along ditches if bag limits or costs are too high.  

It's a start!  But it could be a whole lot better.  Zero waste means no landfills should be used at all!  

Endorse EPR immediately.  Phase in full-user pay and reduce frequency of garbage collection after 
enhanced P&E. Collection - every 2 weeks.  

Many good recommendations but will require the public to fully support waste reduction and reuse 
centres.  Full public support will be a challenge as some just don't care about the environment.  

#3 - Only if there were exemption from taxes and a full rebate of $350.00 a year.  Again, inefficient as it 
stands.  All of Simcoe County needs to recycle same products - e.g. we don't get to recycle yogurt 
containers, shell packaging.  If it can't be recycled and reused it should not be made.  Simple.  

P and E, restrictions on curbside setouts, and green procurement policy should all be implemented in 
Year 1.  
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Timelines are too long.  Can make them shorter, implement them in 2010-2011.  

My suggestion is full garbage collection of all items except toxic waste to be collected at centres as it is 
now.  Charge a fee for excess over the present limit and keep in mind cost factors and that disposal of all 
garbage that can't be composted by the County will in the end need to go to Waste to Energy facilities.  In 
the meantime keep the pressure on the box collection programmes, collection with the view of little 
sorting at the end of its [illegible word].  Save only what can be reused as it is.  Keep the pressure on 
packaging [illegible word].  

P&E is key - more than just mailing newsletters.  Green procurement excellent option.  

I don't disagree with your trying.  I question your ability to achieve the targets.  

We should essentially recycle everything.  More public should be aware of battery/HHW disposal and 
made easier.  

 

Section 3 – Additional Diversion Recommendations  

Comments: 

 

Obviously the more that can be recycled the better.  

Why such a slow process?  Please try to implement more quickly.  

None.  

I think we need to do everything we can and the sooner the better. 

The timetables are not thought out and seem to have been produced to make a nice graphic.  Nothing 
was stated at the meeting on how any of this would be achieved and only included broad statements of a 
desire to move in an unclear direction. I STRONGLY DISAGREE with a Clear Garbage Bag Program, 
which I believe borders on invasion of privacy and would promote evasive rather than compliance 
behaviour.  People, after all, are human with all of the human afflictions, women externally and some self 
inflicted.  Do I want my neighbours to know I wear diapers?  What about feminine hygiene products?  
Should I be forced to expose myself to the judgment of my neighbours about my choices of consumer 
products ranging from footwear to dental hygiene?  Should I have to worry about their approval of my 
disposal of an item which to me is worn out but to them might still be usable?  For particularly 
embarrassing items, would I look for alternative but less safe disposal methods?  I believe that such a 
program would lead to significant unintended consequences, and therefore should be avoided. Many of 
these things are doable in the existing market (I don't take a collection of metal to the dump, and textiles 
go to organizations that want them).  

Bi-weekly unnecessary expense - we are used to once per week; Textile separation no good - people are 
not going to drive 30K to drop off a tee shirt.  We need a depot or transfer station much closer to Angus, 
NE corner of Essa Twp.  

There should be more focus on IC&I materials!  
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All options should be evaluated for utilization in Simcoe County. ICI; stop sludge septage put on farmer's 
fields.  

IC&I must be included in the diversion program.  Something must be done with the waste produced in 
restaurants and fast food outlets.  Products used to contain food can't be recycled.  They must begin to 
use recyclable containers.  

I agree with the above - wonder why is it a 5 year program - if you're going to do it, do it now.  If we are 
serious about the future 5 years is 5 years too long.  

Disagreement relates to timing.  Clear garbage bags should be moved up to Year 1 or 2.  Ditto textile 
drop off bins.  Public open space and special events recycling should be prioritized as part of the P and E 
effort, implemented in Year 2.  Mandatory recycling bylaw can be bought in by Year 2.  

Many of the above options would have merit only when it is feasible but here again I would stress the 
cost/benefit of all these suggestions and practicability if in the long run it is found that EFW is the ultimate 
destination for the garbage.  I would keep in mind that there again the cost/benefit and limitation of 
present landfill capacity within the County also the limited time available will require us to look at other 
garbage options outside the County and we should approach our solution with that in mind.  I am was and 
will continue to be a strong supporter of an efficient garbage collection system but we do have to keep in 
mind the cost factors.  Re clear garbage bags - those that want to hide their items of [illegible word] will 
simply ensure the items are surrounded by acceptable garbage.  I am aware of a programme which had 
to be undertaken by the MOE to incinerate a huge accumulation of abandoned toxic items like 
transformers but were able to stay within the emission ceiling at that time, but I would guess stripped 
down generators may be sold as metal. A solution to disposal of heavy metal needs to be identified and 
dealt with.  If it won't burn there needs to be other solutions identified.  

Bulky drop off area - great!  Love the clear garbage bag idea - creates room for excellent enforcement.  

We really need textile drop off bins.  

More recycling of all products.  Make more depot sites available.  HHW sites to make it simple for all. 

 

Section 4 – Recycling Recommendations 

Comments: 

Also consider that "plants" for composting can be expensive, but the same result can be achieved in a 
longer and much cheaper time period by piling it up and letting nature do the composting for you. A 
County material recovery facility is obviously in our best interest.  One jackknifed tractor trailer full of glass 
dumped on Highway 400 would undo an awful lot of hard work.  

I'm not sure what these items mean or the difference between dual and single stream.  I agree with the 
idea of adding more recyclable materials to the blue box.  It annoys me that we can't recycle items 
marked 1 and 6, clam shells or styrofoam.  These should definitely be included in recycling.   

Quit sitting on your hands and get moving.  If you were a business you would be bankrupt because of 
your inaction.  Walk the talk please.  This is all psychobabble and delay tactic.  
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Counties not only don't cooperate, Barrie and Orillia don't either.  So we privatize what could be profited 
from and bury the rest? Not sure if feasible to staff to separate when we are used to taxpayers doing it for 
nothing.  

Should be leaders in lobbying prov. government for consistent legislation.  

Consider implementing the bale wrap recycling program for the agricultural sector.  Even plastic twine can 
be recycled.  Clear plastic bags can result in privacy issues.  

It's a reasonable start!  At the moment I bring our clam shell recyclables to Toronto when I go to visit my 
sister!  

As a County we should not include Barrie and Orillia in the program.  The recyclable market is so 
changeable.  The County could end up with a lot of material and no market for it. Why would we want 
Barrie and Orillia's garbage?? Or recyclables??  Taking outside waste meaning all products in blue 
boxes.  Unless, it's money.  Let's make this an environmental issue not a money maker.  40 gets to build 
this facility, who gets to run it?  Wrong wrong.  Environment is the only issue I care about....  

Generally agree - but County needs to be more proactive than is indicated here.  

Recycling should be expanded to include large bulky styrofoam.  Should be stored by the County until a 
market for it opens up.  If it means sorting by hand, so be it.  

For about 10 years I observed the garbage disposal programme of Pasco County, Florida.  I had a condo 
across from an old landfill site which was exhumed, lined, vented for methane gas which was and is still 
doing so.  I was a guest on several occasions to visit the Covanta EFW operation of the County.  The 
plant was 1000 tons capacity per day.  Fortunately the manager was forthcoming with me on all aspects 
of such plants linked with their blue box programme.  As scrubbers kept being approved emissions have 
kept well below toxic safety levels required.  

I feel this section is the least progressive.  Could have more actual actions taken place.  

Recycle as much as possible. 

 

Section 5 – Organics Recommendations 

Comments: 

 

Every farm in this County has a fool proof method of composting organic waste and I don't understand 
why we can't do it too.    Beyond siting it carefully and ensuring it's organic purity, it should be fairly easy.  

If the budget allows for a CCF, along with support from the public, this would be very advantageous both 
financially and environmentally.  

Why are compostable materials being collected from rural areas?  Please encourage backyard 
composting.  
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Sounds feasible   

See previous comments. 

Site selection way too slow - 2 to 3 years max.  

When I lived in Midland, we had our own compost container in our backyard.  Just before we moved to 
Tiny, the green bin started.  I would rather go back to having our own backyard compost! We are thinking 
to compost our own organics as well.  

CCF - NO - S-41; MRF - NO - S-41; Transfer - NO - S-41  

This could happen at S-41 quickly - approvals infrastructure in place ready to go.  No CCF in the County.  
No CCF at Site 41.  No MRF. 

New site must be away from homes and farms.  Farmland must not be used for a site!  

The green box was a good idea.  I am not sure anymore.  Most people in our village don't use the 
organics box.  They say it’s the cost of the organics bags and messy.  I would like to know what 
happened to the backyard composters.  I am back to composting, adding it to my gardens.  Now organics 
is going to be a money maker.  Sad.  

Generally agree but again a too leisurely approach.  This is top priority.  Ensure citizen buy in.  Set up a 
composting facility committee with public members to look at alternative methods.  

There would need to be a process which included significant public engagement right from the start.  The 
County would start from "0" with respect to site selection, etc.  

Should be expanded to include diapers and pet waste. I agree with moving to a CCF, but do not agree 
that in the meantime it must be exported out of County.  Why not a possible in County Facility that could 
be privately operated long-term could be the private and County combination.  

When we lived in Aqad Kashmir, Pakistan my wife converted very poor soil from her composting and my 
chicken project (FAO) poultry manure into a wonderful vegetable garden.  During the summer in Muskoka 
the bears and raccoons have deterred our effort.  My concern for Simcoe County is the temperature and 
proper management.  Muskoka Recycling and composting did not succeed.  Maybe some feed back from 
them would kelp.  Good luck.  

The more we can compost, the less will go in our landfills – expand. 

Section 6 – Collections Recommendations 

Comments: 

Many of our Urban residents are unable to transport bulky metal appliances to a depot due to the small 
size of their vehicle, yet are quite capable of transporting them to a nearby ditch.  Curbside collection is 
easier to clean up after.  

A great plan for creating a sustainable future for Simcoe County!   
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It can get to be too complicated. Inform people about the variety of places other than the depots to take 
bulky items, e.g. metal recyclers and Re-Store.  

Since there are rural areas as well as urban - a uniform system may not be the best system.  

As long as the metal drop off stays free to the concerned recycler.  

Items 10 and 11 I can't speak to as I haven't read what a "uniform level" means.  I do think that both 
services should be completely available at curbside with no maximums.  If it is convenient to do people 
will do it, if they have to take things to a depot, we will find more "stuff dumped" inappropriately throughout 
the County, which is why my answers to 12 and 13 are more negative.  

Bulk pickup day should be re-instated or better communicated.  Allowing heavy garbage to be curbed a 
day in advance of pick-up is an opportunity for regular people to find and re-use bulk items that would 
normally go to the landfill.  If depots can afford a greater opportunity for re-use, then I am for it, but I feel 
that depots may get overlooked by many people, especially if it were too frequent (e.g.., many people 
look forward to "heavy pickup day" because it is an infrequent opportunity to locate items for re-use).  

Common sense would have answered this question.  

Crap-to-the-curb is like second Christmas!  Why does this seasonal designation exist?  People with 
multiple dwellings don't need an unwarranted break on taxes, and the dwellings are less dense so I have 
difficulty seeing that the cost isn't far higher for the time they are here.  

Too inconvenient and costly to go to existing depots.  You will find more garbage on roadside which will 
be very costly to pickup.  

For #12 - Many households do not have the ability to handle bulky items - perhaps contractors could be 
encouraged to provide this service at a reasonable cost, with contracts with the County on a regional 
basis. Reasonable limits on seasonal households needs to be defined. Curbside metals are the main 
items in the blue bin.  If they are not allowed in the bin, you are going to find that people will be dumping 
them wherever they want.  Is this what you want! Metals may end up as extra garbage as some may not 
so out of way to deliver metals myself - I would/do sell some metals for $!   

Stop heavy pickup; being abused; strict by-laws - illegal dumping.  

Stop heavy pick-up!  Seasonal residents have too much power regarding this.  

I disagree on #12 and #13 because if we do not have a yearly bulk day, how do we dispose of "our old 
couch" - no truck, small fuel efficient car - no way of transporting.  Secondly, our forests already contain 
discarded sofas, etc.  I have seen toilets and sinks in the County Forest.  People are using the forest as a 
dump - why is that??!  

I agree in principle with items 12 and 13.  The challenge with an older population is how do they get the 
goods to the recycling depot? Metals should be sorted and recycled.  

Re #9:  We see the importance of this service as a seasonal household.  Also your seasonal 
householders are carrying close to 50% of Muskoka’s taxes for very little service.  Depends on ultimate 
disposal location.  
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More uniform collection levels the playing field.  As well there should be more promotion of such 
programs a Diversion Day - Adjala Township.  

Items not picked up will not necessarily be taken to a depot - see comments.  Don't think it will work.  

Maximize all ways of landfill diversion.  All people are willing to recycle if it’s easy.  Make it easy. 

Section 7 – Short-term Garbage Disposal Recommendations 

Comments: 

 

We need to look after our own waste.  

I am really glad to site 41 is not going to happen but still have concerns about trucking stuff outside the 
area.  I would like to see an alternate site or a burning facility but don't know what options there are.  

Landfills can and should be eliminated.  They are creating a lethargic attitude and a lack of incentive to 
move forward.  

Shipping it elsewhere wouldn't really be a responsible solution. Wood waste should be chipped and sold 
for energy production - preferably to a college, hospital, etc.  

The more items that can be recycled, the closer we get to zero waste.  Therefore we would not need any 
more landfills! Some garbage should not be garbage as some items too toxic for landfill - we have no 
way to know what some people consider as garbage - what is in that opaque black bag! Revoke the C of 
A for Site 41.  

Simcoe County needs to partner with Barrie/Orillia/Dufferin/York/Durham For the short-term no landfills 
recommended is a loaded statement.  In the long term landfill use will be added.  The demand will be 
there but landfill development is not the answer!!  

Why short term?  Using any facility on short term is a waste.  By now we should be ready for long-term.  
Time means money.  Between consult fees, demos etc…where has it got us?  We need to think of the 
future - we can't keep producing anything that can't become another use-able product.  Let's educate the 
manufacturers.  Let’s not buy anything that goes to garbage.  

With a focus on diversion, the volume of disposal should reduce.   

Would suggest the County EFW Facility, Niagara Falls, New York based on my own experience with 
Covanta in Florida.  I would expect the trucking cost and tipping fee would e the most economical other 
than outside the County landfills which I feel are not at all environmental friendly.  If Durham County gets 
its Covanta EFW Environmental approval, I would assume in perhaps 10 years or so Simcoe County 
could approach Durham for a garbage disposal contract.   

Why is the province not on-board to have townships collaborate?  We need incinerators! All landfill 
should be at sites with leachate protection.    Site 41 had good science, use it with enhancements where 
landfills are existing.  
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Section 8 – Long-term Garbage Disposal Recommendations 

Comments:  

 

Council should direct staff that item "16" be looked at in 3 years - because the present study really does 
not have a long term solution.   

Don't forget the goal of Zero Waste!  If by processing facilities your mean EFW - absolutely NOT! I am 
unsure about the "formal competitive processes" are.  

Regarding garbage facilities outside the County, I would like it ensured that this does in fact go to 
processing facilities.  Our household would be willing to pay more to know that this was happening if it is 
absolutely necessary to go this route.  

See previous comment. It is most unfortunate that the highly vocal opposition by a local special interest 
group has resulted in the need to export our garbage to our neighbours.  

If not feasible to develop own facilities for garbage, wood chipping, etc, then partner with another facility 
or provide service to Orillia and Barrie. Consideration should include our carbon footprint - haulage of 
garbage over long distances may not always be viable. Partner with Dufferin County.  

There should not be any use of any landfill site anywhere.  Clean up the sites that you have.  Note to 
County Council:  revoke the C of A! It would be a good start in gaining our trust back!  

CCF - NO; MRF - NO; Transfer - NO; diversion rates higher no need for the above.  Too much money 
spent to date.  Money wasted.  Too many studies.  

No CCF at S-41 or in Simcoe County.  No transfer stations added - keep present transfer; no new ones.  
No MRF - S-41.  No new landfills.  S-41 not sold.  CoA revoked MOE.  

The above points all direct me to believe the County is going to be back into the "garbage business".  It's 
all a matter of time - perhaps after the upcoming election.  Perhaps before.  Garbage = money.  A true 
conservationist would call this survey bias.  I would like to see the County 'man-up' come clean and really 
think green.  I would be more than happy to help our council go green - not the money but the 
environment.  What we do today will affect future generations.  Land and waster need to be protected.  
Let's leave this [can't read] and green.  Please, our children's children deserve the best we can give them.  

Agree - no new landfills.  Disagree with getting approvals for Sites 9 and 12.  

Agree, no new landfills - look at partnerships for processing.  

I feel this Section 8 is right on target because it is realistic, would be environmental friendly no garbage in 
the ground hopefully outside our County (see my comments in Section 7 above).  We already have an 
excellent example of an EFW facility operated by Algonquin Power and Peel County which I have also 
studied and admired.  There is another very important positive in that Ontario requires more electric 
power and if any new EFW is set up in Ontario then they should negotiate substantially higher power 
rates with Ontario Power considering the present subsidies being offered to proposed small hydro electric 
plants (i.e., Swiftriver Bala Dam) about 7-8¢ above current consumers rate.  Also substantially higher for 
wind power and over 2.0¢  for solar power.  Although I may seem like a dreamer higher EFW electricity 
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production could accelerate.  Who knows maybe even mining landfills garbage sites.  I'm 82 but I have 
seen a lot of change and a lot of my dreams have in fact become reality.  Good luck and congratulations 
in this Solid Waste Management Strategy for Simcoe County.  Please phone or email if you have any 
questions.  

I feel these are weak - on the fence recommendations.  

Too bad the Coldwater people are small in numbers and poor in economic status - not like those near site 
#41.  Is the Coldwater/Anderson Line a "good" site that has been through the same studies as site #41 - 
OR - is it a site where you can put the garbage with lesser amount of resistance from the residents?  

Minimize landfill . 

 

Additional Comments   

 

Good evening.  Thank you for considering the comments of concerned Simcoe County citizens.  My 
name is [name removed].  I grew up in Orillia and after obtaining an education at University of Guelph, I 
now live and work in Collingwood.  I have briefly reviewed Stantec's most recent presentation and am 
providing my comments: We are nowhere near zero waste and although we need to work towards this 
goal, it is not feasible in the immediate future.  With a maximum feasible diversion rate of 76% stated in 
Stantec's Analysis, diversion can still only go so far, and there are significant shortcomings with landfills, 
as evident with Site 41.  Therefore, I believe the County should consider the development of a strong 
diversion plan along with high efficiency incineration.  Incineration has advanced considerably in the last 
few decades as evident in Europe.  It reduces landfill space, provides power and provides permanent 
high tech jobs for the area.  The capital cost of such a facility is high, however a detailed life cycle cost 
analysis compared to a landfill should be undertaken.  Citizens may be concerned with the potential of 
dealing with waste from the GTA, however, I believe that the County is in a positive situation in this 
regard.  Either the County can choose to build a small incinerator/MRF and only serve Simcoe, or it can 
choose to process waste from the GTA, bringing income into the County and providing energy. (the 
comparison of these two options is beyond the scope of this comment)  Stantec has outlined some good 
points in their diversion plan, including single stream recycling and a composting system.  The building of 
a new MRF at a central location with composting facilities is logical with an increased diversion strategy.  
Despite the political challenges that the County is going to face after Site 41, Simcoe County must strive 
towards innovation in solving several of the County's problems, rather than using outdated thinking.  
Please put aside the potential political backlash to at least consider incineration coupled with a strong 
diversion strategy.    

As a business owner in Collingwood, and a member of Collingwood Council, I have heard many, many 
requests from local businesses and retail outlets for recycling pickup at businesses. A huge amount of 
material that should be recycled ends up in the landfill because there isn't pickup. So businesses and staff 
simply put it all in the dumpsters. Businesses don't mind paying for private garbage pickup, but resist 
paying more for private recycling because it is much more expensive than the public service, and 
everyone is already pressed by taxes, fees, wages and rising costs (including the HST). Please consider 
picking up recyclable items from businesses and offices to help reduce the garbage and make us a 
greener community.  
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My Pet Peeves….(1)…is retirement homes and the hospital perhaps who could easily implement a green 
bin/organics collection program to off-set their waste tippage fees.  Grove Park Home on Grove and Cook 
Street in Barrie has one of these programs and it is working marvellously well.  Food waste and paper 
napkins are separately "at source" (in the dining rooms as the tables are cleared) and transferred into a 
green bin.  The green bins are emptied each day and a new liner put in for the next day.  (2)  Malls who 
provide NO receptacles for recycling cans and bottles.   The Bayfield Mall is a great example of such a 
place.  There is NO recycling container on the premises.  It is deplorable.  Who can convince them to 
provide recycling instead of everything going into the garbage?  

Enforcement is obviously a key to compliance. The study does not appear to deal with the disposal of 
recycled material, i.e., how much do we have to pay for somebody to take it away.  Landfills should be 
reconsidered in 3 years if the recycle cost is too high or the rate of recycling is not achieved.  
  

Don't even consider EFW, thermal processing or other destructive technologies.  These are just other 
terms for garbage incinerator!  Don't partner with Durham, Peel.  If you need information about garbage 
incineration please contact me.  The County has investigated garbage incineration recently - not feasible - 
too expensive, damaging to health and the environment, wasteful.  

Large garbage waste has so much potential.  It can be re-made into other objects instead of being 
mulched.  There is a possibility that someone can re-use the items, turning them into something else 
marketable.  Just an idea in relation to garbage. I cannot attend one of the sessions unfortunately.  
Based on the foregoing questions I am heartened that the County is serious about waste reduction.  I 
would really like to see drop off stations at stores where packaging can be removed and returned to the 
supplier.  I and my husband would be strongly in favour of this.  Thanks for allowing this form of input and 
I hope you listen.  

I would prefer an approach that treated garbage as a resource rather than a disposal product.  There are 
many burgeoning waste to resource technologies, including:  thermal conversion, garbage gasification 
(Southgate, Ontario), plasma conversion, high efficiency incineration.  Most of these technologies 
produce by-products that can be mitigated:  inert ash (that can be cleanly landfilled in a fraction of the 
volume, or used in road products (and gaseous emissions (that can be scrubbed to acceptable 
standards), and produce fuel and/or energy in addition.  Even if these are not running in the black, they 
are an excellent alternative to traditional landfills, and could become a regional solution for landfill waste.  

I would respectfully request that our County use its influence with the Province to pressure the business 
community to change its packaging policy to one that is kinder to our environment.  It seems 
tremendously unfair to me that manufacturers are being allowed to package their products in such forms 
of material that we have neither methods nor places to safely dispose of them.  I really think this practice 
should be stopped.  I feel quite certain that the Province would never allow the mass production and 
dissemination of poisonous materials without demanding that they be clearly labelled as such, and an 
antidote clearly prescribed, and I cannot see why these materials should enjoy any exemption.  
Styrofoam, plastics and the like are toxic materials and should have their use regulated in the same way 
other poisons are, not just hoisted on an unsuspecting public and left for us to deal with at the County 
level.  

The strategy is not a strategy.  It is simply a rearrangement of the Feb material.  I am surprised that aside 
from some nice new charts and graphics nothing has bend one.  Very little solid information on solutions 
were presented at the meeting in Midhurst.  The goals are laughable and the information continues to be 
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flawed.  To be frank, aside from creating sign boards and rehashing old information what has been 
achieved?  The people still lack confidence and trust with the County or Stantec as the exercise has been 
lip service and nothing more.  This is a charade that I hope to help end in the next term of Council.  

Over-all, you're doing a great job.  Keep up the good work!  

I appreciated the session I attended, and all the work that's gone into it - as well as the expertise of the 
consultants and the difficulties of the county.  But…politically I understand the consultants can be sought 
as a cover for accountability, and in this case that accountability of re-opening the Coldwater dump..I do 
not understand why politics therefore play essentially no part if the recommendations.  To say RFIs and 
RFPs should fly about because Simcoe doesn't have the mass for certain solutions is very politically in 
abandoning the public service aspect of public governance.  I would prefer notations of the mass required 
for other disposal/recycling/processing options noted for pressuring not only Orillia and Barrie, but 
adjacent jurisdictions and most significantly, the province.  

Most people want to help - education is the key.  Our elected officials are intelligent people - given the 
circumstances of the current situations.  They should be capable of making informed decisions. Ex. 
Financial, environmentally.  People without expertise should not be capable of influencing their decisions.  
Elected have to do what is right not political expedient.  

Zero waste should be been a part in this!  It should not have been all Stantec! I do notice in some 
places garbage strewn around - in forests (County).  Items such as appliances, tvs, fencing, paint cans 
and other containers.  Some quite old and some are a truly surprising distance into the bush!  I conclude 
that many (not most) may object to paying to acquire their goods, certainly some object to paying to 
dispose of broken/out-of-date/leftover - waste goods.  Rather than pay - just dump it in the bush.  As long 
a no address can be found most get away with this.  Would it be better for disposal fees be included in 
purchase price?  Just a thought!   

Return S-41 to agriculture use - get rid of roads; cells; stormwater ponds; berms; County responsibility.  
Listen to the people.  Be accountable, transparent, responsible.  C of A revoked - MOE.  S-41 not sold by 
Simcoe County to e.g. Waste Management, Millers, Mid-Ontario Waste, BFI;WSI.  Partner with 
Barrie/Orillia/Grey/Durham/York/Peel/Halton/Muskoka.  Re-mine present landfills to make more space.  
Remediate leaking landfills Midland/Perkensfield/Elmvale, etc.  We cannot afford $300-400 million for 
incinerator.  Economy may change quickly 2011-2015 taxes/debt load Ontario/Canada/World.  
Barrie/Orillia have some excelled reduce/reuse/recycle programs.  It appears that Simcoe County doesn't 
want to work or partner with separated cities.  

I wonder why the five representatives for the County on the Solid Waste Management Committee were 
strong supporters for landfill development, Site 41.  New Material Recovery Facility/compost facility must 
be located in a central position within the County to help reduce the cost in transportation and polluting 
the environment.  Essa Township would be a central township for the development of these facilities.  I 
feel the County must stop using landfill in the short or long term!  Landfill is a hazard to the environment.  
Old dumps should be cleaned up and no new ones should ever be considered!  Think of the future 
generations! I try very hard to conserve, reuse, recycle.  I buy used and find uses for many discarded 
articles.  The problem lies with the fact I am one person.  They say one person can make a difference not 
when it comes to garbage.  We are all responsible.  How do we make everyone responsible?  When we 
have that answer.  And everyone says they will be responsible and recycle, reduce, reuse it will work.  It 
won't happen if they did we would not be sitting at 57% we would be at 100%.  I'll do my part but you as 
the County need to take your responsibility and make all manufacturers, industries and institutions within 
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Simcoe County responsible.  You have a big job ahead of you.  Roll your sleeves up and get busy. Get 
Simcoe County on the map as a green place to live.  With all the negative press Simcoe  County has 
endured it's time to put it on the map as a green, clean place to live.  Don't get wrapped up in money, 
money will not bring back a green planet.  This whole waste management has solely been set up for 
people of Site 41.  It's a shame this happened.  All this money spent could have been better spent.  We 
all know the  what is going to happen.  It's [can't read the rest].  

This waste strategy fails to address plastics.  

Given that with a strong focus and result re diversion, there is no need for any further landfills and 
probably processing (at least within the County). The County should initiate a revocation of the C of A for 
Site 41; either through the province (potential for compensation back to the County) or directly. Had the 
County carried out a waste management strategy in the first place, no further work would have needed to 
be done at Site 41. Very disappointing that the County would not take the responsible leadership to have 
a waste management strategy developed before now.  

If the City of Toronto can create a by-law not allowing any styrofoam containers be used within the City, 
the County of Simcoe should o the same and have it enforced in Barrie and Orillia as well.  Timeframe too 
long.  We can have shorter timeframes especially with expanding composting facility.  We need to start 
looking at building our own composting plant.  Clear bags  are essential.  No pick-up of garbage bags if 
there is material that can be diverted in the garbage bag or a heavy fine.  Expand the program where you 
can put used but still good "stuff" out onto the curb for a week - people can come and take what they 
want, but don't pick up the rest as garbage, homeowner has to deal with it.  If good "stuff" is taken to the 
landfill, sort it into a pile and allow people to come in and take items from that pile.  

What I believe is necessary is a complete new look at waste management.  Do not find ways to charge 
people or punish them, but develop an exciting program with the potential to have people buy in to the 
process.  The more that can be segregated and create value the better the buy-in and the less garbage 
thrown in ravines because of charges.  Perhaps a new name, eliminating the word "waste" would be 
moving in the proper direction and create a new atmosphere.  We also believe there are opportunities to 
combine solids from water treatment and as a component in the composting facility.    

I do not believe you can reduce to zero in the allotted time when government agencies do not make a 
concentrated effort to separate garbage.  Most of our garbage (besides compost) consists of packaging 
that cannot be recycled.  There does not seem to be any effort to reduce packaging.  We are in cottage 
county.  Our neighbours and ourselves are constantly picking up garbage from the roadsides near our 
residence (as do many others).  Winter not nearly so bad as summer.  Water bottles are the bane of our 
very existence.  People put garbage out on Sunday night and go home.  Consequently by Monday 
morning the garbage is everywhere.  We are on the stretch of river that encompasses Muskoka Lakes, 
Georgian Bay and Severn Townships.  Water access people bring their garbage out and drop it at any 
convenient driveway.  How can you change per bag when that happens?  I know many "off main road" 
people who would like to compost to a green box but you won't let them.  I also believe you either pick up 
garbage and properly dispose of it or it ends up elsewhere i.e. - side of road, field, woods.  When are you 
going to make fast food joints responsible for their own trash?  Other restaurants buy and wash dishes 
and absorb the cost.  Look around your - sides of the roads are covered with coffee cups or drink cups 
and food containers.  We are beginning to resemble a third world country!  P.S.  I know somebody who 
picks up the fast food trash around her business - taken it back it the appropriate source and dumps it on 
the floor!   
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Good plan!  Re:  use per bag - either it ends up on the road field site OR if people pay they feel it is their 
right to stuff anything they like to in the bag and make no effort to sort or reduce.  I don't like your tick the 
box answers which points people in a general direction and allows you not to really listen to their 
opinions.      
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Talks should focus more on diversion 
 
February 18, 2010 

<!--[if !supportEmptyParas]--><!--[endif]-->I attended the Simcoe County waste strategy meeting on Feb. 8 and was surprised that there 
was not more discussion about diversion from landfill and various ways to practice the three Rs.  

I'm sure we all agree that landfills are not the answer but we need to come up with ideas on how to greatly reduce the waste stream. The 
county wants to hear these ideas, and this is a good way to get involved. We can all make a difference. 

We need to look at new and different ways of both preventing and handling waste. Congratulations to Floyd Pinto who described the 
importance of diversion days in Adjala-Tosorontio. Diversion days take the place of large item pick-up. This way, residents bring unwanted 
items and also take items. It makes for a great community day. Also, we should take a look at the bag tag issue. Tags are not an 
environmentally friendly answer. 

It is good to be reminded of our responsibility to manage waste. On our main township roads in Adjala-Tosorontio, road signs read, 
"Countdown to Total Diversion." It is a constant reminder of our municipal goal to really divert from landfill. This year, we will be celebrating 
ten years of diverting from landfill. 

It takes everyone to get onboard and to share in such experiences. I hope that we will continue to attend these meetings and share ideas 
on handling waste in a good way. In fact, let's look at how we can really reduce the waste stream by reducing, reusing and recycling. 

Together, the county, the municipalities and the residents can make a difference, and our children will thank us. 

Tom Walsh, Mayor

Adjala-Tosorontio Township

This article is for personal use only courtesy of Simcoe.com - a division of Metroland Media Group Ltd.  
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Waste meetings an affront to democracy 
 
February 18, 2010 

The most recent indication of a decline in our democratic system was the meeting on waste management which was reported in your paper. 

Two questions are posed by this, apparently the first of such meetings. Are the consultants and bureaucrats capable? Given that most of 
them have enough certificates to paper a wall and that they are paid six figure salaries I would think so. 

The other question is, is the tipping fee politic (trucks and landfills) so entrenched that it suppresses all other debate? This is likely closer to 
the truth. 

The consultants and bureaucrats certainly have not earned their salaries so far on this issue. To invite people to a meeting on short notice to 
give their opinion on such a very important and complex subject is a farce and an affront to the democratic process. 

The projected process as was shown in your paper is irresponsible and completely in reverse of what should happen. 

The consultants and bureaucrats should have collected all of the information available on all of the waste management systems presently in 
use worldwide (this is relatively easy in a world where information is readily available.) Each system should have a list of pros and cons and 
estimate of cost.  

Independent parties would have to be included to keep things honest. All of the options should then be presented at a series of public 
meetings and by a process of elimination the best system would be selected. 

Unfortunately, the Simcoe County Government is part of the problem and we have seen it waste tens of millions over the last few decades 
studying the waste management problem infinitum. If it appears this letter is a severe condemnation of the present process you are right. 

We can only hope that the people who are supposed to be working for us, including our two elected representatives will realize this and let 
the democratic system prevail. 

Bob Young,

Alliston 

This article is for personal use only courtesy of Simcoe.com - a division of Metroland Media Group Ltd.  
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Voucher system revisited 
Nicole Million 

February 22, 2010 

MIDLAND – Midland council is weighing various options 
related to the town’s heavy-garbage voucher system, even 
including the possibility of scrapping it. 

A report by clerk Andrea Fay presented at the Feb. 8 
general committee meeting recommended council direct 
staff to proceed with the voucher program for 2010. 
However, questions and concerns by council prompted staff 
to go back to the drawing board to look at other possible 
options – including changing the voucher denominations, 
the possibility of a “Treasure Hunt Day,” and even bringing 
back curbside heavy-item pickup. 

In 2008, the town paid the County of Simcoe $26,000 for 
bulky-item and metal collection, plus more than $17,000 
for associated tipping fees, noted Fay in the report. In 
addition to these costs, the town incurred enforcement-
related expenses. 

The next year, the county increased its fees for those services, which would have seen the town pay an increase of more than $24,000 for 
bulky-item and metal collection costs. 

“The voucher system provides an opportunity for waste diversion which did not occur under the previous method of collection, as all items 
were combined together,” the report stated. 

Fay said 1,553 vouchers were picked up from the town office in 2009, but only a little more than 1,000 were redeemed at the transfer 
station. 

“During the first year of implementation, staff received many positive comments from residents regarding the cleanliness of the town and 
the benefits of being able to dispose of heavy garbage at the transfer station when necessary rather than retaining items until the scheduled 
collection week,” Fay’s report indicated. 

Council held a special meeting Feb. 17 to look at the voucher program and the other options. CAO Ted Walker said councillors expressed a 
desire to have a treasure day and to consider a denomination system for the vouchers. The current system only allows for denominations of 

 

Voucher system revisited. Heavy-garbage pickup in Midland was replaced last year 
by a voucher system. After a one-year pilot program, council is now reconsidering its 
options, even including the possibility of returning to curbside pickup. Mirror file photo 
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$25. 

“Under the old system, if you brought out one item, you’d give in your $25 voucher and that’d be it. Under this other system,” he explained, 
“you could give one $5 voucher and you still have four more $5 (vouchers).” 

Walker said it’s possible council may opt to return to the old curbside heavy-item pickup, but he believes the majority of council is leaning 
toward a revamped voucher system. 

The issue will be discussed again at the March 8 general committee meeting. 

nmillion@simcoe.com 

This article is for personal use only courtesy of Simcoe.com - a division of Metroland Media Group Ltd.  
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Not looking forward would be a waste  

Updated 1 month ago  

For generations, people in Simcoe County and across Canada have accepted simple solutions to dealing with garbage -- take it to a landfill
site or burn it.  

However, the handling of garbage -- solid waste -- has become an increasing concern in today's society. Effective solid waste management 
is a challenge for communities and governments throughout Canada, including the County of Simcoe.  

The County of Simcoe has consistently increased household waste diversion rates, surpassing 54% in 2009. Despite that great 
achievement, approximately 55,000 tonnes of waste was left for disposal.  

County council recognizes that the days of simple solutions are over, and has directed staff to develop a new waste management strategy 
that will create a framework for the co-ordinated management of all waste management issues within the 16 member municipalities.  

As we all understand the benefits of strong community partnerships when it comes to providing top-notch services to our residents, a waste
management strategy steering committee was formed in 2009 with representatives from the cities of Barrie and Orillia, First Nations,
provincial and federal governments. The general public was also invited to take part.  

The City of Barrie and the County of Simcoe administer organics collection programs designed to help residents manage their waste
differently and divert everyday household organic waste from landfill. Sorting material into Blue and Grey Boxes is second-nature for 
residents across the region and your efforts have taken us a long way.  

Waste management is truly the responsibility of everyone. We are working together with our residents and neighbouring municipalities to find 
long-term solutions needed to address the challenge of effectively handling solid waste and the protection of our environment.  

The county's waste management strategy process identifies the critical importance of public consultations. We need input from the residents 
of the county to help us develop acceptable, workable solutions to our waste management challenges.  

Public consultation sessions held in early February were one avenue for residents to tell us what they think about this process and waste
management practices. I was encouraged to see hundreds of people attending the sessions in Alliston, Wasaga Beach and Midland and to 
hear the passion our residents have for this issue.  

Many questions were answered and great ideas were shared. Comments from the public will be considered by the waste management 
strategy steering committee as the process continues. As the process moves forward and options are identified, we will share information 
with you at a second round of public meetings to be scheduled across the county in May.  

In addition to the waste management strategy steering committee, the county has also retained the services of Stantec Consultants to 
provide expert independent advice to develop the waste management strategy document. This strategy will consider existing policies and 
directions, review the county's current waste management system and explore a combination of techniques and programs. The strategy will 
be presented to council in June 2010.  

We are committed to incorporating principles of zero waste in our review. We believe our inclusive, transparent process will ensure that all
parties play a key role in finding acceptable solutions for our residents and for the greater good of Simcoe County.  

Cal Patterson is warden of Simcoe County  
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Report sees potential jobs in zero-waste practices 
Nicole Million 

March 2, 2010 

MIDLAND – Up to 400 new jobs could be created if Simcoe County municipalities move toward zero-waste practices, according to a 
consultant’s report released last week. 

Nearly two dozen people rose bright and early Feb. 24 to learn about the issue at a meeting hosted by the group Zero Waste Simcoe. 

The gathering, held in the Midland council chambers, was highlighted by the presentation of the report “Identifying Opportunity in the Green 
Economy – Waste Industry” by Ken Donnelly, vice-president of Lura Consulting. 

“We looked at (other jurisdictions’) best practices and policies and what they’ve done to make it happen successfully,” Donnelly said, adding 
the firm applied that knowledge to the local situation to estimate how many jobs could be created if Simcoe County was to adopt practices 
that have proven to be successful in other areas. 

That number, he said, has been estimated at between 220 and 400 jobs. 

“There’s tremendous economic opportunity in waste diversion compared to just burying it in the landfill or burning it in an incinerator,” he 
told The Mirror. “If you are developing a waste-management system, it would be folly to not consider and seize the economic opportunities 
that are inherent in handling waste in a different manner.” 

The best ways to move toward the goal of zero waste, he said, include extended producer responsibility, research and development, 
disposal restrictions and, most importantly, policy implementation. 

“If you’re going to separate organics and have it composted, then don’t allow it to go into the landfill…. Simply ban it from disposal and 
make sure it gets directed into the beneficial uses. That will create jobs,” he said. “The good thing about putting policy in place is it’s not an 
injection of funds. It’s not the taxpayer having to pay for a composting facility…. You have good government policy that will then trigger 
investment from the private sector because they will know there is a stable supply of raw materials for them.” 

Donnelly said the report – commissioned by Zero Waste Simcoe – has received quite a bit of support, though he acknowledged some people 
are dubious about the potential for job creation. 

But when they learn the forecast is based on current practices across North America and as far as Australia, he said, their concerns are 
often eased. 

Another question is whether the political will exists to put policies in place to force people to shift their thinking on the issue. 
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“There seems to be a little bit of skepticism as to whether 
or not that will occur …  but that’s just a few people. 
Everybody else seems to realize the true potential for 
jobs,” Donnelly said. “It’s not difficult for politicians to put 
these things in place. 

“It’s also easy to understand the benefits. If you’re going 
to have a blue-box program, why on Earth would you allow 
people to put that material in the landfill? You’ve got a 
better place to put it, so make them put it in that area. I 
don’t think it’s a real stretch to see the common sense and 
effectiveness of these programs.” 

Midland resident Allan Shakes attended the meeting and 
said he was interested in the idea of zero waste and seeing 
what municipalities are doing. He said the information 
presented in the report was very positive. 

“Whether all those jobs can be created in Simcoe County 
would be (based) partly on whether or not you had those 
recycling depots here,” he said, suggesting residents will 
be pleased to support a shift toward zero-waste practices. 

“It’s just the satisfaction of being part of a program where 
your recycling is being looked after and (doesn’t) go into a 
landfill,” Shakes said. “I think we need to forget about Site 
41 at this point in time and focus on what are we going to 
do and how are we going to do it.” 

For more information on the report, visit 
www.zerowastesimcoe.org. 

nmillion@simcoe.com 

This article is for personal use only courtesy of Simcoe.com - a division of 
Metroland Media Group Ltd.  

Report sees potential jobs in zero-waste practices. According to a report 
commissioned by the group Zero Waste Simcoe, up to 400 jobs could be created if the 
region's municipalities embrace the principles of zero waste. MetroCreativeConnection
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Only half measures on waste diversion 
 
March 11, 2010 

The meetings in Simcoe County to discover the best waste management strategy asked the wrong question. 

Bob Young wrote in the Herald Weekend Feb. 18 and says he wants experts to outline the best way to handle waste. Bob, there is no best 
way. Waste is wrong, and we have to stop producing it. This means you Bob. 

Tom Walsh, the Mayor of Adjala-Tosorontio Township in another letter mentioned the need to reduce, recycle and reuse. He mentioned the 
Diversion Days program. It is a good program but one or two days a year? Diversion Days should be a 365-day-a-year program.  

Why do dumps not allow pick-ups? Other countries do. A covered area where unwanted items can be left should be at every dump.  

Consumerism is dead. Before you buy, think of what you leave to your children. Why educate them for their future if you leave them no 
future? The question is not whether we need another dump but whether our children do. 

<!--[if !supportEmptyParas]--> <!--[endif]-->

Robert Burk,

Lisle

This article is for personal use only courtesy of Simcoe.com - a division of Metroland Media Group Ltd.  
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Site 41 COA issue best dealt with now  

Updated 13 days ago  

Site 41 opponents shouldn't be focusing on the next Simcoe County council to make sure the controversial landfill never opens.  

They should continue to pressure this group of county councillors.  

Last summer, under extreme public pressure, this county council decided not to go ahead with its plans for the Tiny Township landfill.  

But the certificate of approval, issued by Ontario's Environment Ministry, which still allows Site 41 to be used as a dump, remains in place.  

The certificate could probably be revoked if county council asked the MOEto do it, but so far that hasn't happened.  

It hasn't even been formally discussed, at least in public, by county council.  

Site 41 opponents should be pressuring this county council to have the discussion, in public, and make a decision on the certificate.  

Instead, they are mobilizing their efforts toward the Oct. 25 municipal elections and the next batch of county councillors.  

Do county residents really want to elect politicians in October based on one issue, Site 41? And do they want to saddle the new council with
making a decision on the certificate of approval?  

It would be far more efficient toend the debate during this term of county council. This is the group which was going to open the landfill,
despite the opposition, then changed its mind.  

But it's a half-measure unless the certificate of approval is removed.  

The next county council could look at the new waste management strategy, which is to be ready in June, and decide that Site 41 is still the 
best option to handle Simcoe's garbage.  

Or the property could be sold to a private interest, which could decide the best use of this land is a dump. Or flip it to a company that wants it
to become a landfill.  

Elected politicians can be pressured to change their minds. It's much tougher with private companies looking to maximize the use of property 
to maximize profits.  

But getting rid of the certificate of approval means the next county council, or any private buyer of Site 41, would have to start from scratch to 
turn it into a landfill.  

Sure, this could happen another way.  

Simcoe North MPP Garfield Dunlop is to re-introduce his private member's bill this week to revoke Site 41's certificate of approval.  

Which is all well and fine, except that Dunlop is a Conservative and tehre's a majority Liberal government in Queen's Park.  

And this provincial government seems reluctant to stick its nose into local matters unless there's no other choice.  

The Liberals took forever to fix the Barrie-Innisfil boundary dispute, hoping for a local solution. And they've taken a hands-off approach to
Barrie Central Collegiate's fate, insisting it's a matter for the local school board.  

Persuading this county council to deal with the certificate of approval now is the best course of action for Site 41 opponents.  

All it would take is one councillor to raise the matter of the certificate of approval, at a county council meeting, to get it off the floor.  

Then a decision could be made. If it's not, then Site 41 opponents could be circling the wagons again.  
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Dunlop reintroduces Site 41 bill 
Nicole Million, STAFF 
March 24, 2010 

TINY TWP. - Simcoe North MPP Garfield Dunlop is refusing to let his private members bill that would see the removal and revoca
provincial approvals at Site 41 die due to the recent prorogation of the Ontario Legislature.  

Dunlop re-introduced the bill Waste Disposal Site 41 in the Township of Tiny Act, 2010 on Tuesday. 

Dunlop told The Mirror when the legislature was prorogued, that in effect killed all the debate and discussion on a number of priv
members bills.  

“It’s very discouraging when that happens because a lot of effort goes into it,” he said. “I have no idea why McGuinty pulled tha
the throne speech was very weak and vague and didn’t really mean a lot. I don’t know if he’s just trying to eliminate these bills 
are reintroducing them every day.” 

Dunlop’s bill, if approved, would not only see the province remove any approvals on the controversial landfill site, but also includ
compensation to the County of Simcoe. 

“It’s good legislation and it follows the legislation we’ve had in the past – the Adam’s Mine Lake legislation,” he said. 

Dunlop said it was important to get his bill back on the table as soon as possible. 

“A lot of people worked very hard helping me with the bill … (there were) a lot of people involved in the Site 41 rallies last year 
didn’t want me to sit around too long with it,” he said. 

“It just brings that much more attention to it. Everybody at the legislature knows all about Site 41. Between petitions, questions
house, time and debate it’s very well known. We’re not going to turn our backs on the people here. We are going to continue to 
have these certificates of approvals legally removed by the province.” 

nmillion@simcoe.com 

This article is for personal use only courtesy of Simcoe.com - a division of Metroland Media Group Ltd.  
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Voucher system will continue 
Nicole Million 
March 29, 2010 

MIDLAND – The Town of Midland will go ahead with a heavy-garbage voucher system for 2010. 

Council voted 5-4 in favour of the much-debated system, which was introduced last year to replace heavy-item curbside pickup.

Vouchers will be available in denominations of $15 and $10. A “treasure day” was also approved for May 8. 

Coun. Gord McKay questioned the recommendation, arguing the benefit is neutral from a waste-reduction point of view, and the
savings are unproven. 

“This is downloading of garbage reduction to the residents, which is a reduction of service,” he said. “I don’t support it.” 

Deputy Mayor Ruth Hackney voted in favour of the voucher system. 

“The easiest thing would be to bring back (heavy-item pickup), but it’s not the responsible thing to do,” she said. “When the cou
up, it all goes into the landfill. When (items) are brought in by voucher, they are sorted and put into the proper spots. We have 
our garbage, and I think this is the way to go.” 

Besides Hackney, councillors voting for the voucher system included Jack Charlebois, Judy Contin, Jim Downer and Bob Jeffery. 

McKay and councillors Zena Pendlebury, Stephan Kramp and Pat File voted against the recommendation. 

nmillion@sim

This article is for personal use only courtesy of Simcoe.com - a division of Metroland Media Group Ltd.  
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Vouchers adopted for heavy garbage  

treasure day is set  

Posted 6 days ago  

Council has voted to adopt a voucher system to help people dispose of heavy garbage.  

Anyone wishing to dispose of heavy garbage will be able to obtain a two-part voucher with a value of $15 and $10 to help cover the cost of
taking items to the transfer station. The vouchers are being offered in lieu of curbside pickup.  

In addition, council has designated May 8 as a treasure day to allow people to place items at the end of their driveway for anyone to take.
Items may be put out at 8 a.m., but failure to remove them from the driveway by 4 p.m. will result in a fine.  

Coun. Gordon McKay, who voted against continuing the voucher system said that from a waste reduction point it would be neutral. He 
likened it to a downloading of service to the citizens. "I'm not certain it will reduce costs," he said.  

Deputy Mayor Ruth Hackney, a voucher system proponent, said the easiest thing to do would be bring back curbside pickup, but "that's not
responsible because it would just be put in the landfill and we (worked) to stop Site 41.  

With the voucher system," she added, "items will be sorted."  

Coun. Zena Pendlebury said she felt vouchers would be a reduction in service and "some people will be impacted."  

Coun. Judy Contin said that in the past people took items that had been put out and that's the purpose of the treasure day. "Only waste will 
go to the trans-fer station and this is about changing behaviour.  

Coun. Pat File said she had supported the idea, but added in the absence of a comprehensive plan for transporting the items she would
oppose the voucher system."  

Coun. Stephan Kramp voted against the plan, saying seniors are telling him they are "most affected. If there was a transportation 
component, I would support it."  

Mayor Jim Downer, who supported the vouchers, said "not all the decisions we (council) make are popular,"  

The mayor has frequently expressed his concerns about the appearance of the town when items were left on the streets for lengthy periods, 
voted for the vouchers. "I remember when it was a war zone, with 60 items in front of one house," he said. We had to get a front end loader 
for a week at great cost to remove it."  
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Garbage drop due to 
organics program  
By Richard Blanchard  

A survey of the waste disposed by 100 households in Simcoe 
County has shown a big drop in the amount of garbage heading to 
local landfills, due to the introduction of an organics program.  

Environmental Services Director Rob McCullough reported to the county’s corporate 
services committee last week. He says the average amount of garbage picked up by the 
county from a household had dropped by almost two kilograms per week, with the 
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introduction of the organics program.  

The decrease is due to the organics program, which sees 1.94 kilograms of organics 
diverted per household per week.  

McCullough noted that since 2006, the amount of recyclable items had dropped slightly to 
3.02 kilograms from 3.07.  

He says the amount of paper products, such as newspapers and magazines, has 
decreased. McCullough also said that the decision by the Liquor Control Board of Ontario to 
offer deposits on its glass bottles has also reduced the amount of glass bottles in the 
county’s blue boxes.  

He said the audit figures from this winter are only part of an ongoing look at the county’s 
waste stream.  
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Severn mayoral hopeful says change is needed in township  

Posted 1 day ago  

It's time for change on Severn Township council, Coun. Frank Coyle says.  

Just one council incumbent, Ward 4 Coun. Karen Marriott, faced opposition in the 2006 election.  

"Not many faces change and I think it's time for change," Coyle said. "I think the taxpayers need an alternate to look at."  

Coyle, a Washago resident who has served one term as Ward 5 councillor, has thrown his hat into the mayoral ring.  

Mayor Phil Sled, who is running for his fourth term as mayor, will have served the township for 28 years at the end of the current term. He 
began as a councillor in the former Matchedash Township around 1983. Sled served as deputy reeve when the townships amalgamated into 
Severn in 1994. He ran for mayor in 2000 and was re-elected in 2003 and 2006.  

"I think the current mayor has been there a long time," Coyle said. "What happens with mayors, or anybody in public office, you start out high
up on the ladder, you want to make a difference. As time goes on, it becomes more of a job than it is a desire to make a difference."  

Sled says the municipality is running efficiently and he definitely still has ideas to contribute.  

"I wouldn't be running if I didn't," he said. "This council has always been open to new ideas, so I'm not sure where he's coming from."  

Though change is good Coyle would also like to see some familiar faces, he said.  

"When you look at succession planning you kind of keep some of your people on board and you bring new people in and they help train the 
other people," he said. "I think that's important and I think that's going to occur, but this is the first time in a long time."  

Severn Township's unofficial list of candidates include; Sled, Coyle, incumbent Deputy Mayor Judith Cox, and incumbent Ward 3 Coun. Ian
Crichton. Newcomer Lucas Kitchen from Cumberland Beach is running for Ward 4 and Kay Bonsu of Severn Bridge is running for Ward 5.  

Coyle hopes to use his experience as a former municipal designer and civil engineer to benefit the township as Simcoe County's population
grows.  

"People resist change, it's going to happen no matter what ; it's about managing the change," he said. "That's my forte being creative and 
looking ahead."  

Working with developers is important in controlling how the township grows, Coyle said.  

"The benefit of a creative mind is when the project is developed and they leave, the municipality is better off than it was previously," he said.  

Coyle also hopes to improve communication and increase partnerships with municipalities in Simcoe County to encourage growth in the 
region. As chair of Ontario's Lake Country, a tourism organization, Coyle is familiar with developing partnerships.  

"We've got to draw on the team atmosphere. We've all got to work together," he said. "(Lakehead) university will change the area and bring
more opportunity."  

As younger people move into the township the need for recreational amenities expands, Coyle said.  

"The demographics are changing; younger people want to be more active," he said. "We have to get our trails developed and that's a big 
factor."  

A change in the township's tax base is also needed, Coyle said.  

"We're heavily into residential taxes. We don't do as well in commercial and industrial," he said.  

Industrial could mean green industries related to Lakehead University, or tourism, Coyle said.  
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Waste management is also something he would like to address.  

"There's not one solution to waste management. We need to put money into waste management as opposed to dumping (garbage) into the 
ground."  

Better fiscal management is also a priority as government stimulus funding ends, he said.  

"We're going to have to operate within our own means," Coyle said.  

sross@orilliapacket.com  
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County of Simcoe holds consultation sessions  

Posted 12 days ago  

The County of Simcoe Environmental Services Department is hosting a series of public consultation sessions to present the Preferred 
System on how the County should manage its waste in the future. Join us at the Thornton Arena on May 3rd, the Simcoe County Museum 
on May 4th and the Coldwater Community Centre on May 5th from 4:30 PM to 8:00 PM with presentations beginning at 6:00 PM.  

These sessions are the second round of public meetings about the waste management strategy. The County of Simcoe values all input 
provided by the public. We have received a tremendous number of comments and suggestions from residents during the development of the 
Waste Mana g e m e nt Strategy and we are now providing opportunities for the public to review and comment on the Preferred System that 
the strategy consultants Stantec, are recommending.  

Members of the general public are invited to attend the public consultation sessions scheduled for:  

May 3rd at the Thornton Arena at 246 Barrie Street in Thornton  

May 4th at the Simcoe County Museum at 1151 Highway 26 in Midhurst  

May 5th at the Coldwater Community Centre at 11 Michael Anne Drive in Coldwater  

All sessions run from 4:30 PM to 8:00 PM with a short presentation and question and answer period beginning at 6:00 PM. Additionally, 
information and the ability to provide comments are available at wastestrategy.simcoe.ca.  

The County of Simcoe is composed of sixteen member municipalities and provides crucial public services to County residents in addition to
providing paramedic and social services to the separated cities of Barrie and Orillia. Visit our web-site at simcoe.ca.  
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Citizens are demanding zero waste 
 
May 4, 2010 

VICTORIA HARBOUR – I went to my first waste management steering committee meeting April 30 in Midhurst. It was a disappointment. 

While it seemed (representatives of consulting firm) Stantec listened politely to Gord McKay and other committee members, I didn’t get the 
feeling that much of what they suggested would be put into practice. 

I am trying really hard to trust Simcoe County council. I believe Stantec is supposed to be helping Simcoe County. Well, that’s us, isn’t it? 
The people are asking for zero waste to be here much sooner than 70 per cent diversion in 10 years. 

Please, county council and Stantec, listen to the people. Markham has achieved 70 per cent diversion already. Why can’t we follow their 
example? 

Donna Deneault, Victoria Harbour

This article is for personal use only courtesy of Simcoe.com - a division of Metroland Media Group Ltd.  
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Waste plan unveiled to 'tiny' 
crowd in Thornton 

The County of Simcoe presented its preferred system for waste diversion 
and disposal to a small group of Innisfil and Essa residents at the 
Thornton Arena Monday evening. 
Fewer than a dozen people attended the meeting, which provided 
information and an opportunity to share ideas with the county, as the 
waste management strategy is developed. 
The draft plan is expected to be presented to county council for approval in June, and will 
guide waste management decisions in the region for the next 20 years. 
“Waste avoidance will take top priority,” Janine Ralph, a representative from Stantec 
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Consulting, told the audience. “The waste managed here is different than other communities 
and our recommendations are tailored specifically to the situation in the county.” 
Thornton resident Ted Williams said he liked what he heard, but was disappointed by the 
turnout to Monday’s public forum. 
“It’s good that we are all thinking about this issue and I believe that the whole community 
has to be on board for any solutions to be effective," he said. "Let’s keep moving forward by 
encouraging everyone to get involved.” 
The Waste Management Strategy will provide short and long-term disposal options and 
recommend further improvements to the county’s existing diversion programs. Zero waste is 
the ultimate goal of the strategy, with a short-term target of 70 per cent diversion and a 
longer term goal of 76 per cent. 
Recommendations include the establishment of a per capital waste reduction target, the 
development of reuse centres, programs and partnering initiatives, the creation of separate 
bulky goods drop off areas and textile bins, a mandatory diversion bylaw implemented by 
2013, green procurement policy for county facilities, and the implementation of public open 
space and special events recycling programs. 
Enhanced education programs and community partnerships will also be important. The 
county is already working with local school boards to bring organic collection programs into 
educational facilities across the region, said Rob McCullough, Director of Environmental 
Services at the county. 
“This is a very important initiative,” he said. “We know that the children will take the 
knowledge they gain in the classroom home to their parents and their enthusiasm will 
encourage the household to participate in our diversion programs on a daily basis.” 
Information sessions are also scheduled in Midhurst and Coldwater this week. 
For more information about the strategy, or to provide comments, visit 
www.wastestrategy.simcoe.ca. 
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Area residents told slashing solid waste is cure for waste 
woes  

Updated 4 days ago  

Eliminating solid waste is the cure for the county's waste woes, residents were told earlier this week.  

Representatives from the County of Simcoe and Stantec Consulting held the final round of public consultations for a new solid waste 
management strategy during a May 3 meeting at Thornton Arena.  

"Waste avoidance takes top priority," said Janine Ralph, of Stantec, adding that a basic philosophical shift in the way the county handles its
trash over the next 20 years is being recommended.  

"Zero waste is the foundation for a solid waste strategy. We are not recommending any new landfills," Ralph said.  

Instead, Stantec's consultants are recommending new policies and alternatives that will increase diversion from landfill from the current 57% 
of the residential waste stream, to 70% in a few years. They are also proposing changes to the operation of the existing three landfill sites
that could ensure at least 10 years of additional capacity. The long-term goal is 76% diversion of residential waste.  

The consultant's suggestions include: more emphasis on reuse and the creation of re-use depots; more restrictions on garbage disposal 
beyond the current one-bag limit; an educational campaign to encourage waste reduction; adding more items to the list of recyclables; and 
the introduction of a green procurement policy at the county. The county is being urged to phase out bulky goods and metal collections and 
instead, dropping the tipping fee for such items dropped off directly at recycling depots.  

The consultants also looked at the possibility of setting up new processing facilities within the county for recycling and composting.  

Energy from waste -- or biogasification -- was also considered, but the consultants concluded the county doesn't generate enough waste to 
make a local facility economically feasib  

le. Instead, Ralph said the county should continue to export recyclables and organics in the short-term and look for possible long-term
partnerships.  

More controversial was a recommendation that the county also look at exporting some of its garbage to landfills or processing outside of 
Simcoe County.  

Exporting garbage will give the county time to modify its own sites, update the existing approvals at two sites "so they're available if the
county needs them and allow a bit more time for the diversion rates to increase," he said.  

Innisfil mayoralty candidate Barb Baguely questioned the "morality" of exporting garbage, asking if it represented a change in policy for the
county.  

Environmental services direct  

or Rob McCullough said it would.  

Residents can view the waste management strategy on the county website at wastestrategy. simcoe.ca,and have until May 14 to provide 
comments.  

The aim is to provide a final draft to county council by early June.  
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Site 41 moves closer to permanent burial  

Posted 5 days ago  

Simcoe County's corporate services committee voted unanimously Tuesday to recommend to county council that the Ontario Ministry of the
Environment be asked to revoke the certificate of approval for landfill Site 41.  

If county council supports the recommendation when it meets May 25, it would pave the way for the sale of the property in Tiny Township.  

While most people involved in the Stop Site 41 movement applauded the committee's decision, Steve Ogden -- who for a quarter of a 
century has spear-headed the battle against the dump -- said he will wait and see what happens.  

"The Ministry of the Environment has consistently said it is satisfied the site is suitable for a landfill. It's had all the approvals. Someone could 
buy the property and apply for a new certificate. Given their track record," he added, "I still have a healthy distrust of both the county and the 
MOE."  

Cindy Hood, the MOE's Barrie district manager, said she will seek an answer from Toronto as to whether a new owner of the property might 
be able to apply for a new certificate.  

Simcoe North MPP Garfield Dunlop -- whose private member's bill to revoke the C of A is back before the Ontario Legislature -- said he 
doubts "the government would be stupid enough to do anything to re-ignite the issue and spark an even greater public outcry than that which 
occurred last summer."  

Tiny Township Deputy Mayor George Lawrence -- a member of the committee and long-time landfill opponent -- quickly supported the 
motion by Simcoe County Warden Cal Patterson to recommend the certificate be revoked.  

Lawrence has requested that a covenant be placed on the property that would ensure "it isn't just turned over to someone to use for a landfill
or any other waste-related purpose."  

Vicki Monague, one of the Anishnaabe Kweag women who launched the 137-day protest against the landfill in 2009, said she was pleased 
with the decision.  

"This definitely marks a new beginning. It looks as if the end of an epic battle is in sight."  

Council of Canadians National Chairperson Maude Barlow -- who led rallies protesting the landfill -- said the committee's action "is without
question the right decision."  
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